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SOMF. KARKR KUDISTS FROM JAMAICA, HW.I. 

F. j. CllUBB 

Jamaica (Jcological  Survey 

ABSTRACT 

Iwflve new species of rudisis, six of them belonging to genera 
lien Id Jamaica, including one genus previously unknonn in the 
Western Hemisphere, are descrihed and figured. Four species, which 
have been described and named by other authors, are re-described 
on the basis of new material or a re-study of the original material, 
and one of them is transferred to a new species. One species is des- 
cribed but not named owing to the imperfection of the material. 
Nearly all the specimens discussed were collected by the Jamaican 
Geological Survey from the Upper Cretaceous rocks of the parishes 
of St. James and Westmoreland, Jamaica. 

INTRODUCTION 

During the course of a recent geological survey of the 
Cretaceous inliers in the parish of St. James and neighbour- 
ing parts of Westmoreland, Jamaica, many hundreds of 
rudists were collected. The vast majority of these, probably 
over 95 per cent, belong to species which have been des- 
cribed and figured by Whitfield (1897a and b) and by 
Trechmann (1922 and 1924). In the summer of 1954 the 
writer visited New York, Washington, and London, to ex- 
amine these authors' type specimens as well as many other 
rudists from Jamaica and elsewhere, and a revision of Whit- 
field's types including notes on some of Trechmann's speci- 
mens has been published  (Chubb,  1955a). 

I here remain in the collection of the Jamaican Geological 
Survey a small number of rudists which appear to be- 
long to new species. There are a few specimens which throw 
new light on the structure of species which have been des- 
cribed but which are as yet imperfectly known. It is the 
purpose of this paper to give some account of these rarer 
species. 

They include representatives of the four principal 
families of inverse rudists, Monopleuridae, Caprinidae, 
Radiolitidae and Hippuritidae. The first of these families 
had not previously been recorded in Jamaica, indeed one 
of the monopleurid genera, Gyropleura, has never been re- 

corded in the Western Hemisphere so far as the writer is 
aware. Several other genera are new in Jamaica, including 
Monoplevra, Mitrocaprina, Agria, Praeradiolites, and Para- 
stroma. 

Horizons.—All the specimens were collected in either 
the Barrettia limestone or the Titanosarcolites limestone. It 
has recently been suggested (Chubb, 1955b, p. 188) that the 
former horizon is Turonian, probably Upper Turonian, 
though according to more recent evidence it ma}' be ]owv;r 
Senonian. It is agreed by most authors that the Titanosarco- 
lites limestone is Maestrichtian, or possibly Campanian- 
Maestrichtian. 

Type specimens.—Except where otherwise stated all 
type specimens are in the collection of the Geological Sur- 
vey  Department,  Kingston, Jamaica. 

Terminology.—In the systematic descriptions that fol- 
low some of the traditional symbols are used for certain 
parts of the rudist shell, L for ligamental infolds, crests, 
ridges, or pillars, S (sortie) for the bands, furrows, or pil- 
lars attributed to the exhalent siphon, and E (entree) for 
the similar features related to the inhalent siphon. The use 
of the terms "anterior" and "posterior", applied to siphonal 
features by many authors, is to be deprecated as in lamel- 
libranchs both siphons are in fact situated towards the 
posterior. According to where they happen to be located 
around a body cavity that in rudists is often nearly circular, 
either siphon may be nearer than the other to the anterior 
margin; thus in Vaccinites the S pillar is anterior to the E 
pillar, in Sauvagesia the E band is anterior to the S band, 
and in an Orbignya in which the angular distances happen 
to be L:S = 60°, S:E = 60°, the two siphonal pillars are 
equidistant from the anterior margin. Other symbols some- 
times used include I for the interband between the siphonal 
bands, V for the pedal fold, PD for the postero-dorsal fold, 
N for the single tooth in  the fixed right valve, and A  II 
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and P II for the anterior and posterior teeth respectively 
in the left valve. By the term "hinge-line" is meant a line 
connecting the centres of the two sockets in the fixed valve, 
or of the two teeth in the free valve. The word "height" 
is used, not as in the case of normal lamellibranchs for the 
dorso-ventral diameter, but for the elevation of the apex 
of a valve below or above the plane of the commissure. 

Acknowledgments.—Most of the specimens described in 
this paper were taken to London in 1954 for comparison 
with the rudists in the British Museum (Natural History). 
My thanks are due to the authorities of this museum for 
hospitality and for the loan of specimens, and especially 
to Dr. L. R. Cox for his interest in the work and many 
helpful suggestions. The majority of the specimens were 
collected by my colleagues, Messrs. V. A. Zans, H. R. Versey 
and B. R. G. McGrath, and some by Mr. N. L. Falcon of 
the British Petroleum Company Ltd., during a visit to 
Jamaica. Most of the photographs were taken by Miss 
Stephanie Jackson of the Geology Department of University 
College, London, by kind permission of Prof. S. E. HoUing- 
worth. For a number of photos I am indebted to Mr. Garth 
Underwood of University College of the West Indies, and 
for some to Mr. J. B. E. Williams of the Geological Survey 
of Jamaica, who also made the thin sections illustrated in 
Plate 5. Finally I owe thanks to the United States National 
.Museum for the loan of certain specimens. 

THE KIX.ATION OF RUDISTS 

All the rudists described here were inverse forms, that 
is to say they were attached by the right valve. The sea 
floor was probably composed of a calcareous mud or ooze, 
and the larvae must often have had difficulty in finding a 
solid surface suitable for fixation. Certain species abandoned 
the attempt and adopted a recumbent habit, including 
among others Titanosarcolites giganteus, AntiUocaprina oc- 
cidentalis, and Bournonia cancellata. Some species such as 
the.se may have been attached in youth but become re- 
cumbent later, and perhaps Pracradiolites verseyi, described 
below, had a similar habit. It had a succession of "spouts" 
on its anterior flank, and on the underside of the lowest 
spout there is evidence that it was cemented to a hard 
object,   probably   too  small   to   support   the   mature   shell. 

whicii wiuii it became top-heavy fell on its broad dorsal 
surface and became recumbent. Other forms, such as Saiiva- 
gesia tticgrathi, with straight cylindro-conical right valves, 
may have been able to retain the vertical position into 
adult life by keeping the apical part buried, or "planted" 
in the mud. 

The majority of the species here described cemented 
themselves to some hard surface, occasionally a coral, but 
more often the shell of another rudist. Many hippurites and 
other forms were gregarious and by the lateral attachment 
of their right valves to each other formed clusters of many 
individuals (PI. 4, fig. 4). Others cemented themselves to 
the free valve of another rudist, for example among those 
illustrated is a Plcigioptychus zansi, bearing on its free valve 
a small Bournonia (PI. 1, fig. 8). Not infrequently the young 
rudist attached itself to a shell of its own species, for ex- 
ample two young shells of Sauvagesia nwcroplicata were 
found attached to the free valve of the shell illustrated 
in two transverse sections (PI. 3, fig. 5; PI. 4, fig. 1), and 
a cluster of several shells of Plagioptychus minor is shown 
cemented to the free valve of one of their own species (PI. 1, 
figs. 10, 1.^ ). In many cases such a cluster must have formed 
too heavy a load on a free valve, which depended for its 
opening on a small ligament or on the timiescence of a 
foot, and the involuntary hospitality may have resulted in 
the death of the host. 

The most favoured surface of attachment was a shell 
of AntiUocaprina occidentalis, a fairly large recumbent 
form, which provided an admirable surface, solid, and rea- 
sonably immovable. The group of shells of Plagioptychus 
minor shown in Plate 1, fig. 11, is clustered onto an A. 
occidentalis, and the two right valves of Gyropleura shavien.- 
sis, illustrated in Plate 1, figs. 5, 6, were also fixed to shells 
of this species. A. occidentalis is also the favorite host of 
-Radiolites" adhaerens (Whitfield, 1897a, Pis. 10, 11, 12). 
But it is a curious fact that among the hundreds of speci- 
mens of Titanosarcolites giganteus that have been seen, and 
scores that have been collected, not one has had any other 
rudist adhering to it. T. giganteus resembles A. occidentalis 
in form and recumbent habit, but it is many times larger, 
attaining a length of six or seven feet and a breadth of a 
foot, and with its semicircular curvature it must have con- 
stituted   the   most   solid,   bulky,   and   immovable  object   on 
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the s<.-;i floor, ;i|)p.irt'ntl\' .in ideal iiost for larf^i' colonus of 
snialler riidists. It seems probable that T. f^if^antrus had 
some mt'thod of repulsing unwelcome and burdensome 
guests'. This species lay on its anterior side (Chubb, 1955a, 
p.9), and only the posterior would have been accessible to 
rudist larvae seeking a surface of attachment. It is on this 
posterior side that are to be found the tubular canals des- 
cribed by Whitfield and Trechmann, and it is at least con- 
ceivable that these canals may iiave ser\ed m some way 
to repel invaders. 

SYSTEMATIC DESCRIPTIONS 

Family  .M(»()ri.ErKII)AK 
Genus MON'OI'LEIKA Matheron, 1842 

.M<iiio|ileiirii  .iniiiiuceiisiK,  ii.sp. 
Plate 1, figures 1-3 

Material.—A single specimen with both valves con- 
joined, only slightly weathered, and complete except that 
small portions of both valves are broken away at the post- 
erior margin. 

Description.—Right valve broadly conical, but with the 
end of Its umbo twisted in an antero-dorsal direction; at- 
tached by a large area of the antero-dorsal surface which 
IS flattened; posterior surface also flattened. Diameter of 
valve 55 mm. antero-posteriorly by 36 mm. dorso-ventrally; 
height from apex to plane of commissure 31 mm. Ligamental 
groove runs from umbo to commissure on dorsal side, post- 
erior to the attachment area. Two well-marked furrows, 
running from near the umbo to the commissure on the 
ventral side, divide the valve into three lobes. Growth lines 
inconspicuous, but the whole of the valve was probably 
originally marked by fine radiating striae, which have 
been weathered away from most of the surface. 

Left valve operculiform exactly fitting the top of the 
right valve, its promment umbo situated about 5 mm. from 
the dorsal margin; height from plane of commissure to 
umbo 8 mm. From the umbo three furrows radiate to the 
ventral margin, the anterior and median furrows corres- 
ponding to the two furrows of the right valve, and the 
posterior furrow terminating above its flattened posterior 
surface. Most of the area of this valve is still visibly marked 
by fine radiating striae. The hinge structure is  unknown. 

Occurrence.— The upper part of the Titanosarcolites 
limestone, near its junction with the overlying Yellow lime- 
stone (Eocene); road-bank facing Lot 67, Ducketts Land 
Settlement, Westmoreland Parish. 

Remarks.—Species of Monopleura have been reported 
from Mexico in the Barremian and Aptian by Mullerried 
(1933, pp. 315-330) and in the Cenomanian by Palmer 
(1928, p. 44-45), who stated that in that country the 
genus ranges from Upper Neocomian to Santonian. Species 
have also been recorded from the Albian of Texas (Adkins, 
1928, pp. 144-145), but according to MacGillavry (1937, 
p. 37) Monopleurinae do not occur in the Habana forma- 
tion (Upper Cretaceous) of Cuba. In France Monopleura 
ranges from the Valanginian to the Upper Senonian. M. 
jamaicensis shows obvious affinities with M. trilobata 
Matheron and M. imbricata Matheron from the Barremian 
of the south of France (Matheron 1842, p. 110; Douville, 
1918, pp. 13-14), and it is interesting to find that in Jamai- 
ca this type persisted so late as the Maestrichtian. 

Genus (aKOrLKTRA Douville, 1887 
(Jjroplpiira shavieiisis, n.sp. 

Plate 1, figures 4-6 

Trivial name.—In reference to the principal locality 
for this species, Shaw Castle, St. James Parish. 

Material.—Three right valves, all more or less broken, 
and one complete shell, well preserved, with left valve 
slightly crushed in. 

Descriptio?t.—Shell strongly curved, exogyrate, shaped 
like a segment of an orange, cross-section approximately 
an equilateral triangle. Right valve has a sharp carina run- 
ning from the umbo, separating two faces of nearly equal 
width, the anterior face flat and the posterior curved, the 
angle between the faces being about 60° to 70°. The dimen- 
sions of the four specimens are respectively (in millimetres) 
34 by 22, 37 by 19, 43 by 24, and 53 by 29; thus the ratio 
of breadth to length averages 57 per cent. Valve attached 
by the umbonal part or by the whole area of the flat face, 
which may become distorted if the surface of attachment 
is not level; no external ornament other than growth lines, 
which bring out the essentially spiral habit of growth. Hinge 
structure  of  the   right  valve,  which   is   displaced   towards 
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the anterior, consists of a single prominent tooth between 
two deep sockets, arranged in a straight line which is paral- 
lel to the nearly straight anterior margin; a short ligamental 
groove runs from the coiled umbo to the base of the tooth; 
the attachment area of the anterior muscle is a platform- 
like thickening of the shell wall, that of the posterior muscle 
is a deeply undercut shelf, running from the tooth and post- 
erior socket diagonally across the valve to a point about 
midway along the curs'ed wall. 

Left valve operculiform. flat, semicircular, ornamented 
with faint growth lines which reveal a spiral habit of growth; 
its hinge structure and other internal characters not ex- 
posed. 

Occurrence.—The upper part of the Titanosarcolhes 
limestone; (a) in a shale band about .>0 ft. from the top 
in a road cut below the Lands Department office at Shaw 
Castle, St. James, and (b) near the junction of this lime- 
stone with the Eocene Yellow limestone in a road bank 
facing Lot 67,  Ducketts  Land  Settlement, Westmoreland. 

Remarks.—In Europe at least 15 species of Gyropleura 
are known, ranging from the Valanginian to the Upper 
Senonian, but this appears to be the first record of the 
genus in the Western Hemisphere. It was separated from 
Monopleura by Douville (1887, pp. 768-773) to include 
members of the family that are strongly enrolled and at- 
tached by a large area, so that externally they resemble 
Exogyra. with the hinge displaced towards the anterior, 
and the posterior muscle scar in the right valve carried on 
a transverse lamina, which occupies the area behind the 
posterior .socket, and hides the umbonal cavity. Gyropleura 
was regarded by Douville (1900. p. 210) as being close 
to Valletia of the Valanginian, the most primitive of all 
inverse rudists, and as itself leading to the caprinids and the 
hippurites. 

Family   < APHIMDAK 

Genus PrAfilOI'TYCHlS .Matheron. 1S42 
riiif;io|.t>(-hiis treehniiinni, n.sp. 

Text figures 1 and 2 

Plagioptychus jamaicensis Trechmann,   1924,  pp.  407-408, 
pi. 25, fig. 4. 

Text figure 1. Playiuptychus li ichmmini. n.sp. Bivalved specimen 
viewed from the posterior. Natural size. Brit. .\Ius. {Nat. Hist.) 
No.   L   63221.   I'pper   Cretaceous.   Logic   Green.   Clarendon. 

Trivial mime.—Named for C. T. Trechmann who dis- 
covered and first described the specimens. 

Material.—Three specimens in the collection of the 
British Museum (Natural History), numbered L 63220-2, 
including two complete shells with both valves, and one 
free left valve. These were identified by Trechmann with 
Caprina jamaicensis Whitfield (1897a, p. 192, pi. 13, figs. 
1-2 and pi. 15), but a re-examination of Whitfield's and 
Trechmann's types (Chubb, 19S5a, p. 6) has shown that 
Whitfield included two species under this name, neither of 
which corresponds with Trechmann's species. 

Description.—Right valve short and cylindrical, but 
little curved, ornamented with growth lines, attached by 
the apex which is enlarged and flattened. The plane of the 
commissure is at an angle of about 110° to the axis of the 
valve; the dimensions of the right valve of L 63221 (Text 
figure 1) are as follows: dorso-ventral diameter of base of 
valve, constituting area of attachment, 35 mm., height on 
dorsal side 11 mm., on ventral side 30 mm., dorso-ventral 
diameter at commissure 39 mm. 

The free left valve (L 63220) is that illustrated by 
Trechmann (1924, pi. 25, fig. 4) and shown in Text 
figure 2. It consists of two layers, the outer thin, brown, 
and horny, and the inner thick, and penetrated by radial 
canals, which are not well shown, but can be seen to be of 
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rlu' iiMi.il I'ldi^uiplyrhus ty|H', scpar.itfd liy l)ifiirc;itinf>; 
pl;itcs. Ir is strongly arched (Text figures 1 and 2), tin- 
height from the plane of commissure to the highest part of 
the shell heing about 21mm.; this arching is associated with 
an abrupt change of slope near the middle of the valve, 
the curve being moderate as far as a certain growth line, 
beyond which it abruptly steepens, so that this growth 
line forms a carina. All three specimens show this change 
of slope, which in L 63220 and L 63221 comes nearly mid- 
way of the shell, about 25 mm. from the umbo and 25-30 
mm. from the ventral edge, measured down the slope; in 
L 63222 the carina is nearer the umbo, from which it is 
21 mm., and 39 mm. from the ventral edge. The growth 
lines are well marked on the left valve, especially on the 
ventral side of the carina. In all specimens the umbo of 
the free valve is arched well over the cardinal line; in 
L 63220 it projects 10 mm., and the diameter from the 
umbo to the ventral  margin  is  39  mm.,  though  from  the 

Text figure 2. Plai/mptydius trrchmanni, n.sp. Left valve viewed 
from the posterior. Natural size. Brit. Mus. (Nat. Hist.), No. 
L 63220. The specimen is that figured by Trechmann (1924, PI. 25, 
fig. 4).  Upper  Cretaceous.  Logic  Green,  Clarendon. 

cardinal to the ventral margin it is only 29 mm.; the antero- 
posterior diameter is 49 mm. The interior of this specimen 
has been somewhat damaged, in particular, the edge of 
the vertical septum which rises from the bottom of the 
valve and supports the anterior tooth has been scraped or 
broken away, so that it appears steeper than it originally 
was; the anterior tooth A II is prominent, peglike, triangular 
at its base; the posterior tooth P II is low and ridgelike 
(Text figure 2), parallel to the postero-dorsal shell margin, 
supported from within by a broad, low buttress; two minor 

ridges (seen in rrechmaiHi's plate) run from this tooth 
across the shell margin, and it is the little hollows bounded 
by these ridges that Trechmann calls "accessory cavities"; 
there are no true accessory cavities. The deep socket be- 
tween the two teeth connects with the cavity of the shell. 
The posterior muscle scar is on the floor of the valve ad- 
jacent to the low buttress supporting the posterior tooth; 
the anterior muscle scar is on a deeply undercut, horizontal 
myophoric lamina, which rims forward from the anterior 
tooth to the shell margin, widening from 6 mm. at its post- 
erior end, to 8 mm. at its midlength and 11 mm. at its 
anterior, its inner edge being smooth and with no projection 
or thickening. 

Occurrence.—Upper Cretaceous, Logie Green, Claren- 
don. 

rijifji(i;)t.vcliiis  /iiiisi,  n.sp. 
Plate 1, figures 7-9 

(hiprlna jamaicensis Whitfield, pars, 1897a, pi. 13, figs. 1-2. 
Trivial name.—Named for V. A. Zans, Director of Geo- 

logical Survey, Jamaica, who found the first specimens. 
Material.—Four complete shells with both valves con- 

joined, and four detached left valves, of which one is almost 
perfect. 

Description.—Right valve variable in form, conical, and 
either straight, curved or coiled, in some cases becoming 
exogyrate; attached by a considerable area on the anterior 
side of the umbo; growth lines usually strong and rugged, 
especially in the distorted individuals. Height from area of 
attachment to plane of commissure variable, in exogyrate 
forms as little as 20 mm. and in straight conical forms as 
much as 60 mm. on the ventral side; in the conical indi- 
vidual illustrated (PI. 1, fig. 9) the plane of commissure 
makes an angle of about 130° with the axis of the valve; 
antero-posterior diameter at the plane of commissure 45 to 
55 mm., dorso-ventral diameter from 66 to 80 per cent of 
antero-posterior. Internal characters of right valve not 
known. 

Left valve generally smooth, showing fine close-set 
growth lines, numbering about 10 per 1 mm., with occasion- 
ally a few stronger ones, on its thin brown outer layer; 
inner layer showing the radial canals clearly, separated by 
vertical plates which  bifurcate at least once and generally 
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twice. It is slightly and evenly arched without abrupt 
change of curvature, and the umbo barely if at all pro- 
jects bevond the cardinal line. The anterior tooth, which 
is supported by a vertical septum, is a prominent arched 
ridge, 8 mm. by 4 mm., with its long axis directed postero- 
dorsally towards the umbo, and at an angle of 45° to the 
long axis of the valve; the equally prominent posterior 
tooth, which is similarly directed, is supported by a long 
narrow buttress, which converges towards the base of the 
vertical septum, cutting off the socket from the cavity of the 
valve. The posterior muscle scar resembles that of P. trech- 
manni but is better developed and is somewhat project- 
ing and undercut posteriorly; the anterior muscle scar is 
on a deeply undercut myophoric lamina, which widens more 
rapidly than that of the previous species, and has a slightly 
raised rounded rim on its ventral margin, which shows a 
thickening and projection near its middle, resembling the 
Darwin's Point on the human ear. 

Occurrence.—Occurs throughout tlie ulidle thickness <it 
the Titanosarcolites limestone, chiefly in the more .shaly 
beds; (a) at base of the limestone at 14 M.P. between 
Klamstead and Point, (b) Great River Valley below Floyd 
Lodge, (c) Cotton Tree Gully, Lambs River, and (d) 
near junction with P-ocene Yellow limestone, road-bank 
facing Lot 67, Ducketts Land Settlement. 

rhiuMo|it><'hiis  iiiiiior, n.sp. 
Plate   1,  figures   Ili-l.'i 

Material.—Four clusters of up to eight individuals, 
some showing the external and internal characters of both 
valves. A number of separate small individuals from var- 
ious localities may belong to this species or may lie the 
young of one of the preceding species. 

Description.—This species is highly gregarious, the 
individuals attaching themselves in clusters to shells of 
Antilhcaprina occidentalis, to corals, and to each other. 
This habit sometimes leads to a certain amount of distor- 
tion of the right valve, but normally it is curved conical, 
the ventral side being convex; attached by the whole of the 
antero-dorsal area; growth lines laminar. Plane of com- 
missure set at an angle of about 130'^ to the axis of the 
valve; height of valve on ventral side 35 to 40 mm., antero- 
posterior  diameter   at   commissure   30  tf)  40   mm.;   dorso- 

\eiurai diameter 60 to 80 per cent of antcro-posterior. The 
hinge structure consists of a single tooth between two 
sockets; the tooth is a four-sided pyramid, set obliquely, 
with low ridges running out from each of its four corners; 
Its antero-dorsal face is grooved, the groove descending 
into the bottom of the adjacent anterior socket; from its 
dorsal corner a short ridge runs to the cardinal margin; 
from its posterior corner a ridge curves around the ventral 
side of the posterior socket; from its ventral corner a ridge 
sweeps around the posterior muscle scar; and from its 
anterior corner a long ridge runs obliquely forward, limiting 
the area of the anterior muscle scar. The posterior muscle 
scar IS on a platform, and both this and the tooth are 
slightly undercut, but the anterior muscle scar is not on a 
platform. 

Left valve operculiform, slightl>' arched, its umbo por- 
jecting little if at all over the cardinal margin; outer layer 
smooth, growth lines not conspicuous; inner layer with 
canals separated by vertical plates which bifurcate once 
only, near to the inner margin of the layer. Hinge structure 
consists of two prominent teeth separated by a deep socket; 
a ridge connects the two teeth, dividing the socket from the 
posterior muscle area; the anterior tooth, which is supported 
by a vertical septum, is grooved both dorsally and ventrally; 
posterior muscle area does not project over the valve 
margin; anterior myophoric lamina narrow, curved, parallel- 
sided, about 5 mm. wide, deeply undercut, with no pro- 
jection at mid-point, but with a raised, rounded rim which 
continues to its anterior end, then turns and continues as 
a ridge round the ventral side of the body cavity, and ap- 
pears to link up with the vertical septum. 

Occurrence.—Probably confined to one horizon near 
tlie top of the Titanosarcolites limestone in the area of the 
Ducketts Land Settlement, Westmoreland and St. James; 
(a) base line along north boundary, Lot 52; (b) road be- 
tween Lots 53 and 57; (c) one mile east of Lands Depart- 
ment office, on road to Retrieve. A small specimen in the 
rrechmann Collection in the British Museum ( B.H.N.H.No. 
L 63233), labelled Plagioptychus jamaicensis, is probably 
P. minor. Its locality is given as "Logie Green, near top." 
i.e., near the top of the Titanosarcolites limestone. 

Remarks an American species of Plagioptychus.-—• 
Several Fiiroinan s|)ccies of this genus have been described 
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In- MarluTon ( 1S42, p. 114), Douvillc ( 18S8, pp. 71.?-725), 
:incl other authors. Rotnicr (188S, p. 293) seems to have 
IKXTI the first to attribute an American species tentatively 
to this genus, but the generic determination of his Plagio- 
ptychus (?) cordatKs, from the Austin of Texas, is un- 
certain. Among Whitfield's Jamaican rudists were three 
specimens which he called Caprina jamaicensis (1897a, p. 
192, pi. 1.^, figs. 1-2; pi. 15), but which as Douville pointed 
out (1898, p. 123) bore more resemblance to Plagioptychus. 

A recent re-examination of Whitfield's types in the Ameri- 
can IVTuseum of Natural History (Chubb, 195Sa, p. 6) show- 
ed that this suggestion was justified, but that two species 
had been included under the name, one of which was chosen 
as the lectotype of Plagioptychus jamaicensis (Whitfield). 
This IS a large shell having a diameter across the commissure 
of eight inches (200 mm.); a second specimen of this species, 
150 mm. in diameter, is in the collection of the Jamaica 
Geological Survey. I he small specimen described by 
Whitfield as a young P.jatnaicensis (1897a, pi. 13, figs. 
1-2) has been mislaid, but it is probably identical with 
the species described above under the name of P. zansi. 
Trechmann ( 1924, pp. 407-408) identified his specimens, 
here re-named P. trechmanni, with Whitfield's species. 
Douville (1927, pp. 53-54) described a Cuban form, re- 
sembling Plagioptychus but having a supplementary band 
of rounded canals on the interior of the zone of radial plates, 
under the name of Coralliochama anti/larum; M. G. Rutten, 
however, (1936, pp. 140-142) after studying several new 
specimens transferred it to the genus Plagioptychus on the 
ground that Douville's second series of canals are rounded, 
irregular cavities, not true canals. Unfortunately neither 
Douville nor Rutten published photographs of their speci- 

mens, their papers being illustrated only with diagrammatic 
line drawings which cannot be satisfactorily compared as 
different conventions were employed, but it is doubtful if 
the two authors were referring to the same species as the 
canal patterns illustrated seem different. In any case none 
of the three species described in this paper can be identified 
with Coralliochama (Plagioptychus) antillarum, which in 

addition to having supplementary canals (or rounded 
cavities) also seems to be distinguished by narrow myo- 
phores and  a  highly  arched  left  valve.  Finally  A4ullerried 

(1933, pp. 3-14) described two species from the Cretaceous 
of Mexico, which he identified with Kuropcan species, 
P. arnaudi Douville from the Lower Senonian, and /•*. toit- 
casi Matheron from beds which he first assigned to the basal 
Senonian, and later (1936, pp. 159-160) to the Upper 
Turonian. Other species have been at first attributed to 
Plagioptychus but have been later transferred to Mitroca- 
prina (see below). The three species described in this paper 
are all unusually small, and it seems probable that Jamaica 
has both the largest and the smallest species of Plagio- 
ptychus at present known, in P. jamaicensis and P. minor 
respectively. 

Genus .MITIJOCAPKINA I3oehm. 1895 
.Mitr<ic:i|iriiia iiiiiltiriiiiiiliciilatii, n.sp. 

Plate   1.  figure  14 

Material.—A single left valve collected by C. T. Trech- 
mann and presented to the Jamaica Geol. Survey. Parts of 
the shell have suffered considerable solution by rain water. 

Description.—Resembles the left valve of a Plagio- 
ptychus but is more equidimensional, the antero-posterior 
diameter being 42 mm., and the dorso-ventral from umbo 
to ventral margin 39 mm., and from cardinal to ventral 
margin 30 mm., as the umbo projects 9 mm.; considerably 
arched, with even curvature, the height from plane of com- 
missure being 17 mm. Outer layer thin, brown, horny, 
smooth with inconspicuous growth lines; inner layer thick, 
traversed by numerous canals which are formed by the 
alternate bifurcation and inosculation of the numerous radial 
plates constituting the layer; the canals are generally round 
or oval rather than polygonal in cross-section; there are 
about six to eight rows of these canals between the inner 
and outer margins of the layer; the inosculations of the 
plates continue to the periphery. The canals are well pre- 
served only on the posterior half of the shell, but they ap- 
pear to continue round the anterior half. The hinge teeth 
have been damaged by solution; the posterior tooth is 
quadrilateral, its long axis parallel to the valve margin, the 
anterior tooth, its supporting septum and the anterior 
myophoric lamina have been so much dissolved that their 
original form is obscure, but it appears that the septum 
was 4 mm. thick, and ran from the tooth in a postero- 
ventral direction, at an angle of 45° to the long axis of the 
valve. 
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Occurrence.—1 he Upper Cretaceous, probably Cam- 
panian or Maestrlchtian, of Logic Green, Upper Clarendon. 

Remarks.—This is believed to be a new species, as none 
of the described forms have so many rows of canals, and 
in other species the peripheral canals resemble those of 
Plagioptychus as the inosculations do not continue to the 
margin; but owing to lack of the right valve and imperfect 
perservation of parts of the left valve a full description is 
at present impossible. Douville has described two European 
species, M. bayani from the Campanian and M. vidali from 
the Maestrichtian (1888, pp. 725-728; 1904, pp. 525-529). 
The Cuban species described by Palmer (1933, pp. 103-104) 
under the name of Plagioptychus tschoppi was recognized 
by MacGiliavry (1937. pp. 158-163) as a Mitrocaprina: 

it is much larger than the form under discussion. MacGil- 
iavry ( 1937, pp. 157-168) described other Cuban forms, 
including M. palmeri in which the canals on the ventral 
side (sic, ? anterior side) are exactly as in Plagioptychus; 
also a species which he identified with the French form 
M. bayani, and other unnamed species. In Jamaica, how- 
ever, Mitrocaprina appears to be one of the rarest of rudists. 
Of all the known species our specimen seems to have most 
resemblance to M. vidali, which has similarly arranged 
teeth and septum, and three or four rows of rounded canals. 

Gonus   \\I'II.I,<M  VI'IflN V Trechmann, 1924 
Aniillot'iipriiiii i|ii::<lri:iit;iiluris (Whitfield) 
Plate 1. figures 1.5-lfi:  Plate 2, figures 1-2 

Caprinetla quadrangularis Whitfield,  1897a,  p.   193.  PI.   12, 
fig. 4; PI. 14, figs. 4 and 5. 

Antillocaprina quadrangularis Chubb, 1955a, pp. 6-7. 
Material.—A small rather crushed and broken shell, 

with both valves, in the collection of the Jamaica Geol. 
Survey, and two specimens, collected by Dr. Trechmann. 
in the British Museum (Natural History), one. a free left 
valve ( L 88064) and the other, a complete shell (L 88065 ) 
with the right valve obliquely crushed and the left valve 
complete and uninjured. The latter has been sectioned 
about 6 mm. below the commissure. Whitfield's types in the 
.American .Museum f:f Natural History have also been 
studied. 

Description.—Whitfield knew only the lower or right 
valve  which  is  quadrangular   in   transverse  section,  owing 

to the development ot four longitudinal flanges. The two 
bivalved specimens prove that the flanges are respectively 
dorsal, ventral, anterior, and posterior, and that the valve 
is curved with dorsal side concave and ventral convex; the 
commissure is tilted at a steep angle. British Museum No. 
L 88065 and the Jamaica Geol. Sur. specimen both have 
their right valves too crushed and recrystallized to show 
much cellular structure but the section of the former and 
the broken edges of the latter both show a marginal row of 
capillaries which in cross-section are oval, with maximum 
elongation radial. 

The three left valves now available are all roughly 
quadrangular in outline, with the slightly overhanging umbo 
in the dorsal corner, from which a strong, rounded ridge 
arches up and over to the opposite ventral corner; this is 
flanked by two furrows, normally broad and open, which 
divide it from two lateral wings or ridges extending to the 
anterior and posterior corners respectively. In the small 
Jamaica Geol. Sur. specimen the sharpness of the ridges and 
furrows has been accentuated by crushing, and a fourth 
ridge is interposed between the median and anterior ridges. 
The dimensions of the free left valve (L 88064) are: 
dorso-ventral diameter, 92 mm., antero-posterior, 80-f- 
mm., height above plane of commissure, 42 mm.; median 
ridge widens from 4 to 29 mm., and rises to a maximum of 
13 mm. above the general level of the valve. The cortical 
layer is preserved in No. L 88065, showing growth lines; 
there is a notable strong growth line rather more than half- 
way across the valve, followed by a few weak ones which 
produce an indentation and constriction in the median ridge. 
The latter character may be seen also in No. L 88064, and in 
all three left valves the slope of the median ridge steepens 
sharply towards its ventral end. No. L 88064, being decor- 
ticated, shows its septate capillaries, which average about 
0.5 mm. in diameter. This specimen, having been developed 
1)\- Trechmann, shows also its internal characters; it has a 
deep rectangular socket beneath the umbo, flanked by two 
strong teeth, now broken away, and a large projecting knob 
on the anterior m^ophore; its body cavity is oval, measuring 
48 mm. antcro-pcisteriorly by 25 mm. dorso-ventrally. 

Occurrence.—Whitfield's two specimens came from the 
Upper Cretaceous limestones at Christiana, Manchester 
Parish;   rnchniann's specimens from Catadupa, St. James; 
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tlic Jamaica (JCOI. Siir. specimen comts from the shale l)aiul 
about 30 feet below the top of the Titanosarcolites lime- 
stone, in the road cut below the office of Lands Department 
at Shaw Castle, St. James, and probably all came from 
about the same horizon. 

Remarks.—This is a rare species which has not i^ccn 
recorded outside Jamaica and previously was not well 
known. Whitfield regarded A. qnadrangularis as distinguish- 
able by the size of its capillary tubes, which he found to 
be 1-2 mm. in diameter, whereas those of other species are 
generally 0..'i to 1 mm. in diameter. It is now found that 
this criterion can be used only in the case of the right 
valve, as the capillaries in the left valve have a diameter 
of only 0.5 mm. Probably the flanges on the right valve 
and the radial ridges on the left will generally be found to 
be the best diagnostic characters. 

Family KAKIOMTID.VK 
Subfamily KAIMOLITINAE 

Genus AOKIA  .Matlieron,  1878 
.Vgria falcoiii, n.sp. 

Plate 2, figure 3: Text figure 3 

Text figure 3. Atjria falconi, n.s| 
men illustrated in Plate 2, figur 
Castle,   St.  James. 

Transverse section of the speci- 
3,   X    1.5.   Maestrichtian.   Shaw 

Trivial name.—Named for N. L. Falcon of the British 
Petroleum Company Ltd., who collected the material. 

Material.—Three incomplete right valves, the largest 
being apparently part of a cluster, as fragments of other 
individuals   are  attached   to  its   sides  near  the   apex;   this 

specimen  has  been  sectioned. 

Description.—Right valve elongated conical tending to 
become cylindrical, generally slightly curved towards the 
apex, by which it is attached; small, the largest fragment 
being 60 mm. long, with dorso-ventral diameter 20 mm., 
antero-posterior 17 mm. Ornamented with about five or six 
longitudinal furrows, separating costae; the sharp ligamental 
furrow is asymmetic, probably owing to crushing; a shallow 
furrow near the antero-dorsal corner is perhaps entirely 
due to crushing; an obtuselj' angular costa at the antero- 
ventral corner represents the pedal fold (V); this is 
separated by an obtusely angular furrow from the prominent 
rounded costa (E) representing the inhalent siphon; beyond 
this a deep, narrow acutely subangular infold, constituting 
the interband (I), leads to the prominent exhalent siphonal 
costa (S); on the posterior side there are two shallower 
furrows and two costae. The two siphonal costae are some- 
what flattened, but less so than is usual in this genus; the 
exhalent costa S is the more prominent, projecting about 
6 mm. from the bottom of the I furrow, and the narrov^er, 
its width being 4 mm.; the corresponding figures for E are 
4 mm. high and nearly 5 mm. wide. The funnel plates and 
vertical radial plates are clearly visible; there are about 25 
funnel plates to 1 cm. and they turn upwards; round the 
ventral half of the circumference the funnel plates show 
slight downfolds at the costae, and upfolds in the furrows, 
but round the dorsal half they run down at an angle of 
about 30°, reaching their lowest point at the ligamental 
furrow. The vertical radial plates are spaced at about 35 
to 40 to 1 cm., and they make a rectangular pattern with 
the funnel plates. The section (Text figure 3) shows that 
the outer shell layer is only about 1 mm. thick, with the 
inner layer about the same, and the costae and infolds rep- 
resent actual corrugations of the shell wall. A thin liga- 
mental ridge extends inwards about 3 mm. from the cor- 
responding furrow. 

The left valve is unknown. 

Occurrence.—Shale band about 30 ft. below top of 
Titanosarcolites limestone in road cut below Lands Depart- 
ment office at Shaw Castle, St. James. 

Remarks.—Some doubt was felt as to whether this 
species should   be  included  in  the genus Eoradiolites,  the 
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type species of which is E. davidsani (Hill, 1S93) from the 
upper Kdwards limestone (Middle Albian) of Texas. Adkins 
( 1930. pp. 78-84) has described other Texan species, in- 
cluding E. quadratus and E. angustns from approximately 
the same horizon. A};riti, called Agrioplcura by Kiihii, has 
al.so been recorded from the Western Hemisphere, the species 
A. gherzii having been described by Palmer (1928, pp. 77- 
79) from the Cenomanian of Mexico, but the geiuis has not 
been reported from Cuba. The difTerencx's iHtween the two 
genera are small, but the range of Agrio in Europe extends 
from the Urgonian (Lower Cretaceous) to the Danian, 
while Eoradiolites. which is believed to be derived from 
Agria. is confined to the Albian and Cenomanian. Our 
species, therefore, comes well within the range of Agria, 
hut far outside that of Eoradiolites. A. falconi resembles 
.1. marticensis d'Orbigny (Douville. 1913, pi. 9, fig. 4) in 
the attenuation of its walls, and in both species the siphonal 
and other folds represent actual corrugations. 

Genus   I'lU KIM ItlOl.ri'KS   Dduvill.'.   1!I(I2 
rriMTiidlolUcs vcrscji, n.sp. 

Plate  2.  fiKure  4-fi 

Trivial name.—Named lot 11. R. Versey of tlie Jamaica 

( leol. .Survey. 
Material.—Five specimens in the collection of the 

Jamaica Geol. Survey; all are right valves, and all are 
broken and weathered, but between them thiy show most 
of the essential specific characters. 

Description.—The description will be based on the three 
best preserved specimens. The most complete (^0 shows 
the form to have been conical or pyramidal and slightly 
curved, with the ligament on the convex side; the length 
was originally a little over 150 mm., and the maximinii 
diameter in a dorso-ventral direction about 70 mm. A 
second specimen (h) probably nuasureil about 75 mm. in 
this direction and about 90 mm. in an antero-postirior 
direction. The cross-sections tend t<i a Knindly triangular 
form, and the outer surface six-ms to have been without 
costae but with three carinae. corresponding to folds in the 
funnel plates, a strong anterior carina, and two rather less 
marked posterior carinae. The anterior carina, corresponding 
to the pedal fold seems to have taken a share in the fixation 

of the shell in xourli, lor its basal part in specinun a di- 
verges from the main axis of the shell at a high angle and 
is reinforced by a ridge of solid calcareous material 5 mm. 
thick; its ujiper part is broken away in this specimen. Prob- 
al)l\ this carina was not continuous but was represented 
In a stiies of spoutlike protuberances. The slull consists 
of two hiMts; the externa! layer is generally from 10 to 15 
mm. thick, widening to 20 or 25 mm. at the carinae; it con- 
sists of funnel plates which rise from the inner layer at an 
angle of from 90° to 120", and round most of the circum- 
ference curve rapidly upwards; they are about 0.05 mm. 
thick, and at their inner edges are about 1 mm. apart, but 
as they curve upwards they approach each other, in an 
asymptotic manner, and become nearly tangential so as 
to give the appearance of a cortical layer, at least on the 
dorsal surface. The funnel plates show no plications except 
for the four downfolds; a sharp angular one, which should 
perhaps be described as an outfold rather than a downfold 
as it forms the "spouts", representing the pedal fold (V), 
situated at the antero-dorsal corner only a short distance 
from the ligamental ridge; the second fold representing the 
so-called "postero-dorsal" fold (PD) is generally feebly 
(k\eloped and forms a slight carina, if any; it is the third 
fold (S) which actually occupies the postero-dorsal corner; 
the fourth fold (E) is near the middle of the posterior 
side. The angular distances between the downfolds and the 
ligamental  ridge are as follows: 

Specimen a. V:L=40 ; L:PD=:56°;PD:S=24"; S:E=56° 

Specinun h. V: I. = .?(); L: PD=56°;PD:S=24°; S:E=57° 

Specimen r, VT,=37°; L:PD=58';PD:S = 36°;   S:E=.50° 

IIK' PI) fold is Intiir (k-xcloped in Specimen c than 
in the others. The four foUls form radial sinuses in the 
chalice wall. Owing to the prominence of the V and S folds, 
and their corresponding carinae, the dorsal margin tends 
to form a nearly straight line, which is hardly broken by the 
PI) carina. The vertical radial lamellae which, like the 
funnel plates, are approximately 0.05 mm. thick, form a 
rectangular pattern in most parts of the section, but on 
those parts of the funnel plates which are horizontal or 
tilted at a lo\\   angle, polygonal cells may be seen, though 
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llu' r^idinl icnckTicy is still ol)\i(iiis. Ilic (li;iniclir of tin- 
cells ;iver;iji;i.-s about 0.7 mm. The innt-r .shell layLT i.s aiioiit 
0.7 mm. thick, and it forms a narrow roimded rim around 
ilir Iriiui marniu of llu liialicc. Ihe ligamcntal ridge is 
fdinud iiy an infold of tin- inner layer, with some cells of tho 
outer layer projecting into its base; it is from 7 to 11 mm. 
loiifi, .mil 1 nun. thick, expanding to a flange 2 mm. wuli' 
;ii Its iiiiui end. Specimen a shows a slight longitudinal ridge 
(111 I lie Miiooih dorsal surface, corresponding in position with 
the lig:imeiit.il ridge, llie inner ,iiid oiitei ridges hl'iug con- 
nected by a transNerse band of crowded cells in the outer 
layer. The body cavity in specimen u is nearly circular, in 
specimen b roundly triangular, and in specimen c roundly 

s(|uare. 

The left valve is unknown. 

Occurrence.—Fairly comnion in the Ihirrfltiu limestone 
of the .Sunderland inliiT, Sf. jamis, at Slapleton near New- 
mans  ilall. 

Remarks.—Praeradiolites vcr.u'yi differs from other 
spieles of this genus in the position of the pedal infkxion 
V. Although Douville described this as being "dans la 
region posterieurc" it appears that this must have been a 
slip of the pen, as his figures of the type species, Pr. fleuriaui 
(1902, PI. XV, figs. 3 and 5) show it in an anterior posi- 
tion; and it ajipears to be similarly placed, in most other 
species. Pr. irrei^ularis, described by Douville ( 1910, p. 74, 
PI. 4) from the Lower Turonian of Lebanon, has an angular 
carina in exactly the same antero-dorsal position as that des- 
cribed here as the pedal carina. Douville regarded Praera- 
diolites as a primitive genus, derived from Eoradiolites 
(1910, p. 22), and ancestral to other Radiolitinae; it ranges 
from the Albian to the Maestrichtian. The earlier species, 
such as Pr. jl curia id (d'Orbigny) of the Cenomanian, have 
only the three folds V, S, and K. The dorsal fold PD appears 
later, .iiid only assumes an importance e(|ual to that of the 
pedal fold V in such species as Pr. sinuatus (d'Orbigny) of 
the Santonian and Pr. hoeninghausi (Des Moulins) of the 
Campanian. Maestrichtian forms such as Pr. alatus 
(d'Orbigny) revert to the primitive condition. Pr. verseyi 
closely resembles Pr. alatus to which it is probably ancestral. 

The slight development of the dorsal fold PD in the Jamai- 
can   sjiecies   is   wh.it   would   be   expected   in   a    I nronian- 

Couiaeian   form. 

Goiiii.s   Itllt VDIOI.ITIv.S   (rOrbiKiiy,   IRr.O 
Itiniilioliti's I'orhcNi, n.Hp. 

I'late :i, fiKiires 1-2 
Trivial name.—Named for Sergeant F'orbcs the owner 

of the property on which the fossil was found. 
Material.—A single right valve with the ventral wall 

broken away except in the basal part; body cavity filled 
with large calcite crystals. 

Description.—Right val\c curved cylindro-conical; 
height of specimen about 120 nun., maximum diameter 80 
mm., thickness of wall 12 to 37 mm., the thickest part being 
at the anterit)r and the thinnest apparently representmg the 
K band. The outer surface cannot be seen as it is embedded 
in hard limestone, but it seems to have been irregularly 
lobed and without definite costae; the ventral wall can 
only be studied in sections of the lower part of the fossil, 
from which it appears that the I', and S II.IIKIS were broad 
ci|Hn furrows separated by a single costa. llu- funnel plates 
are thin and close-sit, numbeiiiig about !(!() iri 1 cni., lliey 
show a circular iipfold, about 10 mm. wide, whieli nins 
.iroiind then inner cireiiinlerrnee; outside this iiplold the 
plates turn out more or less lion/ontally and generally dip 
again towards their piripheral margin; they tend to un- 
dulate irregularly but without definite radial folds; they 
are crossed by radial vascular markings which often bifur- 
cate once or twice. The cellular structure cannot be seen 
on the surface of the funnel plates; it is extremely fine and 
can only be discerned in transverse sections, which show 
the cell pattern to be quadrangular. The inner shell layer 
is 0.5 mm. thick; there is no ligamental ridge and no visible 
hinge structure. 1 he body cavity is circular and about 36 
mm. in diameter. 

rivi-   left   \alve   is   imkiiowii. 
Occurrence.—The upper part of the Tilanosarcolites 

limestone, Ducketts Land Settlement, Lot 184, one mile 
east of the Lands Department offict, on the road from 
Ducketts to Retrieve, St. James Parish. 

Remarks.—It is difficult to place this curious rudist. As 
it has considerable resemblance to Tampsia (Stephenson, 
1922) the wall was carefully searched for the slit or cica- 
trix which in that genus cuts into the shell along the K 
b.ind,  bur  none  could  be  found.   Its  (]iiadrangular cell  pat- 
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tern, lack of ligament, and moderately large size place it in 
either Binuliolites or Bournonia, but the latter genus us- 
ually has longitudinal grooves (fassettes glissieres) on the- 
dorsal side of the body cavity for the reception of the tectli 
of the left valve. In the absence of such grooves and the 
presence of a costa in the interband this specimen should 
probably be regarded as a Riradiolites. but no species has 
been found with which it compares closely. 

Sul)fannly SVl V A(iKSI> AK 
Genus SAlVAiiKSIA  Bayle.  1S87 

Sauvu);esia  iiiii<-r<i|ilk-utii   (Whitfield) 
Plate 3. figure .i;  Plate 4. figures 1-2 

Radioiues macroplicatus Whitfield, 1897a, pp.  190-191, pi. 
13, fig. 8 and pi. 14, figs. 1-2; not pi. 12, figs. 2-3. 

Sauvagesia macroplicata Chubb, 1955a, pp. 4-5. 
Material.—Whitfield's type specimens in the American 

Museum of Natural History have been examined and a lecto- 
type selected (Chubb, 1955a). A specimen in the collection 
of the Jamaica Geol. Survey is almost identical in appear- 
ance and preservation with that of the lectotyi)e (Whit- 
field's, pi. 13, fig. 8), except that if is slightly larger and 
had two young individuals of the same species attached to 
the free valve. Three small specimens collected by Matley in 
1939 have been lent by the L'nin-d States National Museum 
(U.S.G.S. 18013). 

Description.—One of Matley's shells ( PI. 4, fig. 2 ) is :in 
almost unweathered right valve; its form is curved corniite 
with the ligament on the convex side, though in the Jamaica 
Geol. Sur. specimen it is on what appears to be the concave 
side. Both these specimens resemble the lectotype in that 
the maximum diameter is attained some little distance below 
the commissure; above this point the outer layer becomes 
progressively thinner by decrease in width of the funnel 
plates, while the body cavity, bounded by the inner layer, 
continues to increase in diameter to a maximum at the 
commissure. In the Matley specimen, which is 75 mm. long, 
with a maximum diameter of 45 mm. and a commissural 
diameter of 35 mm., the outer layer fails to reach the com- 
missure round the dorsal semicircle, where the uppermost 
8 to 12 mm. of the shell wall consist ot the inner layer only; 
round the ventral semicircle the outer layer reaches the com- 
missure but is thin. The Jamaica Geo). Sur. specimen, which 

has lost Its apical part and is now about 115 mm. long 
(perhaps originally 200 mm.), had before weathering a 
diameter at the lowest part preserved of about 65 mm., at 
Its widest part at least 85 mm. and at its commissure some 
60-65 mm., the widest part being about 60 mm. below the 
commissure; the body cavity is almost circular, and its 
diameter at the same levels are at base 41 mm., at widest 
part 46 mm., and at commissure about 55 mm. The valve 
has 14 or 15 angular longitudinal costae, corresponding to 
downfolds of the funnel plates. The excessive plication of 
these plates is the principal specific character; both the iip- 
folds and the downfolds are sharply angular, and the two 
limbs of a fold may diverge at an angle of as little as 30° 
and subsequently, became almost parallel; the amplitude of 
the folds in the Jamaica Geol. Sur. specimen exceeds 25 
mm. Ill |)laces, and it must have been considerably greater 
111 the marginal parts of the funnel plates before erosion. 
\\\c position of the siphonal bands E and S is not clear 

except in the Matley specimen which has two exceptionally 
deep furrows extending up to the valve margin; they are 
separated by an interband consisting ot two costae with 
a relatively broad and shallow tiirrow between. There are 
about 35 to 40 funnel plates in 1 cm.; the cell pattern is 
•' polygonal mosaic, showing hardly any radial arrangement, 
the cells generally being between 0.25 and 0.50 mm. in 
diameter. The maximum thickness of the outer shell layer 
in the Jamaica Geol. Sur. specimen is 25 mm., while the 
inner layer is only 0.3 to 0.5 mm. thick. The ligamental 
ridge, which is about 0.7 mm. thick, and projects about 5 
mm. into the body cavity, is situated nearly diametrically 
opposite to the K siphonal hnrow. It is formed by an in- 
fold of the inner layer and a line of crowded cells runs 
radially outwaids frf)ni the base of this ridge rhroiigh the 
outer layer. 

Ihe left vaKc is low and conical, with cential apex, 
and consists of two layers. 1 he outer is laminar, about 2.5 
mm. thick, and is ornamented with concentric growth lines, 
and low radial undulations. The inner layer is thick and is 
penetrated b\ canals which are separated by a series of 
vertical radial plates some of which bifurcate when traced 
outwards. I here are 7-< <if these plates in the Jamaica Geol. 
Sur. specimen in a diameter of 55 mm., and at their internal 
edges they  thicken  and  unite  laterally   to  lonn   the  inner 
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siirfaci' (il tile hnt'i. I lu' left v:ilvt' has been eroded away 
from one of the young individuals, showing part of its hinge 
siructure including the teeth and the myoplioiic processes 
with denticulated outer faces, forming a horseshoe withm 
the right valve. 

Occurrence.—The Titanosarcolites limestone; the Ja- 
maica Geol. Sur. specimen from the Shortwood parochial 
road, St. James, and Whitfield's and Matlcy's specimens 
from Logic Green, Upper Clarendon. 

Remarks.—The combination of a well-developed liga- 
niental crest with a polygonal cell pattern proves the genus 
to be Sauvagesia. There should be no difficulty in recog- 
nismg this species, as none other has such intensely plicated 
funnel plates; the Cuban rudists, identified by Thiadens 
(1936, pp. 1013-1014) as Radiolites macroplicatus, differ 
in the lesser amplitude and greater number of their plica- 
tions, and in their radial cell pattern. It may be noted that 
the left valve, with its canals separated by vertical plates, 
which radiate from the umbo and some of which bifurcate, 
is essentially similar to the left valve of a caprinid such as 
Plagioptychus, except that the latter genus has a marginal 
umbo. Whitfield's type specimen of Radiolites annulosus in 
the American Museum of Natural History shows a similar 
left valve. In view of these observations there seems to be 
no reason to doubt the radiolite affinities of Chiapasella. 
Trechmann (1924, pp. 406-7) first described C. radioliti- 
formis as a Coralliochama, a caprinid, and judging by the 
specific name he regarded the resemblance to a radiolite 
as incidental. The left valve is indeed caprinid in character, 
an elongated coiled cone with longitudinal canals separated 
by vertical plates, but the structure of the hinge, and of the 
right valve, with its funnel plates and polygonal cell pattern, 
is that of a radiolite. Since a left valve of caprinid type 
appears to be common among Radiolitidae, it would seem 
that Chiopasclla can also be included in this family. 

Siiiivag'esia inc^ratlii, n.sp. 
Plate 3, figures 3-4 

Radiolites macroplicatus Whitfield, pars, 1897a, pi. 12, fig. 2. 
Trivial naine.—Named for B. R. G. McGrath, Technical 

Assistant (Surveyor) to the Jamaica Geol. Survey, who col- 
lected it. 

Material.—A right valve somewhat waterworn. One of 
the specimens identified by Whitfield as R. macroplicatus is 

thought to belong to this species. 

Description.—The shell is straight cylindro-conical, 
about l.'iO mm. long, with nearly circular cross-section, the 
diameter of the smaller end iieing about 50 mm. and that of 
the larger end about 90 mm. Kxternally it is ornamented 
with 14 longitudinal costae, which were probably originally 
angular and separated by angular grooves; a few widely 
separated transverse zigzag ridges indicate growth stages. 
The siphonal bands are broadly concave, the interband is 
parallel-sided, about 20 mm. wide, and is occupied by two 
of the costae, separated by an angular furrow. The inhalent 
siphonal band (E) lies diametrically opposite the ligamental 
crest, it is about 12 mm. wide at the base, widening to 22 
mm. at the top. The exhalent band (S) widens from 6 
mm. at the base to 20 mm. at the summit; the bands were 
originally finely costate, but the only trace of this now 
visible consists of about seven or eight almost imperceptible, 
low, rounded, longitudinal ridges in the more protected 
parts of both bands. The outer layer consists of funnel 
plates which are sharply plicated, the downfolds corres- 
ponding with the costae, the amplitude of the folds being 
approximately 10 mm. and the angle between the limbs 
about 50^^ to 60°. A transverse section shows that the thick- 
ness of the wall varies from a maximum of about 25 mm. on 
the ligamental side, to a minimum of about 12 mm. in the 
siphonal area. The cell pattern is fine, the cells being poly- 
gonal. The inner shell layer is about 0.5 mm. thick. As 
seen in the section the ligamental ridge is broken, and its 
end displaced; it appears to have projected about 7 mm. 
into the body cavity, it is about 0.7 mm. thick, expanding 
abruptly at its inner end to a width of about 2.5 mm.; it is 
formed by an infold of the inner shell layer, but the middle 
layer projects into the base of this fold, and a line of crowd- 
ed and distorted cells can be traced outwards from this point 

to the outer margin, where it corresponds with one of the 
grooves between the costae. The body cavity is nearly 
circular, with an average diameter of 48 mm. The down- 
folds of the funnel plates cause broad radial furrows in the 
chalice wall. 

The left valve of Whitfield's specimen is depressed coni- 
cal, with the apex excentric, marked by radial corrugations 
,iiid concentric growth lines. That of the Jamaica Geol. Sur. 
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specimen has been eroded awaj' but the section shows w itlun 
the right valve, the denticulated myophoric processes of tlu- 
left valve broken and displaced. 

Occurrence.—River gravel derived from the Titanosar- 
colites limestone of the Sunderland Inlier, St. James. Whit- 
field's specimen came from the same hmestone nt Logic 
Green, Clarendon. 

Remarks.— I his species somewhat resembles .S". c<>li>- 
radensis Stephenson (1922) from the upper part of the 
Mendez shale in the state of Tamauiipas, Mexico. The 
dimensions of the two shells are nearly identical, but the 
Me.\ican species is curved, and has somewhat wider siphonnl 
bands, a flaring interband broadenmg from 20 mm. at the 
base to 35 mm. at the top, and its major ribs are ornamented 
with minor ribs, which are absent from the Jamaican species. 
S. texana (Roemer) has narrow and angular siphonal bands 
(Toucas, 1909, pl. 16, fig. 1), and rounded costae orna- 
mented with minor ribs. Another similar form is S. hilli 
Stephenson (1941), but this has a coarser cellular structure, 
fewer costae, less clearly defmed siphonal bands and a 
broader interband. Most other Caribbean species of Sauva- 
gesia have more numerous and smaller ribs. 

.Suuvagesia fliimiiiisugiii, n.sp. 
Plate 4, figures 3, 7 

Trivial name.—Latin fluminis = of the river, agni = 
nf the lamb, in reference to its occurrence in Lambs River 
\'alley. 

.Material.—.\ single right \aivc, somewhat weathered 
on the ventral and anterior sides, and with the upper part 
crushed. 

Description.—This is a slenderer and more cylindrical 
species than the two preceding ones, the length being about 
145 mm. and the diameter some 50-55 mm. It has about 
16 narrow angular costae, corresponding with downfolds 
of the funnel plates; the amplitude of the folds is generally 
about 5 mm., but in a few places reaches 8 mm., and the 
angle between the limbs of the folds is generally about 60' 
to 70'. The E siphonal band is not clear as the shell is con- 
siderably weathered on the ventral side, but it is indicated 
by a broad rounded upfold of the funnel plates which evi- 
dently corresponded with a depressed band about 10 mm. 
wul.-. fli.itnirriiMJlv opposite to the ligament. The interband 

( I) is about 15 mm. wide and consists of two sharp costae 
with an angular furrow between. The S band is a flat-bot- 
tomed channel about 10 mm. wide, with the funnel plates 
making sharp upfoids in its two corners joined by a slight 
broad downfold across its floor; there are indications that 
it had five or six small longitudinal costellae. The thickness 
ot the outer wall is 13-15 mm. except at the siphonal bands 
where it is only 10 mm.; the cell pattern is polygonal, with 
traces of radial structure in places; the inner layer is about 
0.5 mm. thick, and the ligamental crest is 0.7 mm. wide 
and projects about .i mm. The body chamber was prob- 
iihiy originally circular, and about 30 nun. in diameter. 

The left valve is unknown. 
Occurrence.—The Titanosarcolites limestone; Cotton 

Tree Gully, Lambs River, Westmoreland. 
Remarks.—Sauvagesia fluminisagni has considerable 

resemblance to S. acutocostata Adkins (1930), but in that 
species the siphonal bands are V-shaped channels, and 
there are costellae, both on and between the 16 principal 
costae. Numerous costellae also characterize S. belli Steph- 
enson (1922). S. degolyeri Stanton (1921) is another simi- 
lar form, but it has more numerous ribs and a coarser cell 
pattern. S. morgani Adkins (1930) is also similar, the chief 
difference being that the interband is flaring and has three 
angular ribs instead of two. 

Genu.s l»ri{A.M.V DouviUe, 1908 
Durania sp. cf. II. a^iiilne Adkins 

Plate 4, figuvps .5-6 

Material.—A single right valve, lacking the apex and 
p;irts of the wall. 

Description.—Ki^\\i valve broadly conical at base, turn- 
ing up rather abruptly and becoming more cylindrical; apical 
angle was probably about 60°; diameter at lowest part pre- 
.served 135 mm. by 90 mm., maximum diameter 175 mm. 
!)>• 140 nun.; maximum height of specimen 92 mm. A slight 
inward inflexion of the wall some 30 mm. wide, resembling 
a rudimentary pseudopillar, probably represents the E siph- 
onal band; the part of the wall where the S band would be 
expected is missing. Maximum thickness of wall, at anterior 
end 25 mm.; minimum thickness at E band 9 mm. Funnel 
plates turn up slightly from the inner shell layer, but soon 
become horizontal except at the  E band, where they con- 
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tliiin.- tlic iipwiird slope to tlnir oiitii niarjiiii; tliey arc 
uninflected except at their peripheral edge which is sharply 
folded, the downfoids hemg about 5-8 mm. wide round most 
of the circumferenc€, but only 2 mm. wide in the E band. 
The outer surface is nearly everywhere covered with rock 
material, but where small areas are visible rounded costae 
may be seen, 5-8 mm. wide and projecting about 1 mm. 
above the level of the intervening furrows, corresponding 
with the downfoids of the funnel plates; similarly there 
appear to be costellae, 2 mm. wide on the E band. There 
are about 4<) funnel plates to one cm.; they are crossed by 
radial vascular markings many of which branch once; cell 
pattern polygonal, diameter of cells 0.3-0.5. Inner layer 0.7-1 
mm. thick; no ligamental crest visible. 

Ihe left valve is unknown. 
Occurrence.—The Barrettia limestone, near milepost 9 

on the Kensington-Amity Hall road, St. James. 
Remarks.—This form differs from D. austinensis and 

many other species of Durania in its relatively large dia- 
meter combined with attenuation of the walls. In these 
respects it most closely resembles D. aguilae Adkins (19.30) 
which though rather smaller has similar proportions, but 
is more strongly ribbed, and increases its diameter much 
more gradually; this species also has slight inward inflexif)ns 
of the E and S bands, resembling pseudopillars. 

Family HIPPIKITII) AK 
Genus  HII'ITKITES  Lamarck,   1801 

Subgenus 0I{HM;XYA Woodward, 1862 
HipiMirifes   ((>rl)iM'n.v:i)   iniillerriedi   (Vermunt) 

Plate 4, figures 4, S 

Hippurites   (Orbignya)   sp.  Trechmann,   1924,   pp.   .396-7, 
pi. 23, fig. 5. 

Orbignya mullerriedi Vermunt,   1937,  pp.  261-264,  pi.  36, 
figs. 1-3, text figures 3  a-d. 
Material.—A single specimen including at least five 

right valves, adherent to each other, and closely associated 
with several corals, of which one, Multicolumnastrea cyathi- 
jormis Duncan has in part abandoned its normal ramose 
habit and has encrusted the hippurite. 

Description.—The specimen tallies closely with the de- 
scription  given   by   Trechmann   and   Vermunt.   The   shells 

taper gradually and ;ue niiitualls adherent for their whole 
length; maximum length 135 mm., maximum diameter 37 
mm. Shell apparently smooth with occasional growth lines, 
and three longitudinal furrows corresponding to the pillars, 
the ligamental furrow not being well marked, but the greater 
part of the surface is invisible owing to the close adherence 
of the shells and coral encrustations, and the longitudinal 
ribs described by Trechmann and Vermunt are not clear; 
thickness of wall 2.5 to 4 mm. The pillars are clearly seen 
within the body cavity; the L pillar is only slightly develop- 
ed; it is broad at the base and obtusely angular at the 
end; the S pillar in the largest shell protrudes about 6 mm., 
it is constricted at the base to 2 mm. and expands at the 
end to 3 mm.; the E pillar protrudes 8 mm., it is constricted 
to 1.5 mm. at the base and expands to 3 mm. at the end. 
When the L pillar is followed down into the depths of the 
cavity it appears to widen and develop a broad open 
groove on its inner face and relatively deeper and narrower 
grooves on its two flanks; this extension constitutes the 
single tooth (N) of the valve, it is closely moulded onto the 
L pillar and hardly protrudes beyond it; the hinge line is 
parallel to the valve margin. The angular distance be- 
tween L and E is 140° to 150° with S about midway be- 
tween. The largest shell shows slight longitudinal undula- 
tions of the test, one infold between L and S, one between 
S and E, and about seven around the rest of the circum- 
ference. 

The left valve is unknown. 
Occurrence.—Base of Titanosarcolites limestone, near 

its junction with the underlying purple shale, at sink hole 
on Lot 45, Diicketts Land Settlement, Westmoreland 
Parish. 

Hi|iiiiiritps (Orliig'ii.vii) ceihiiruni, nsp. 
Plate 4. figures 9-10:  Text figure 4. 

Hippurites cf. incisus Mullerried, 1930, pp.  165-168 
Hippurites mullerriedi MacGillavrv, pars, 1937, p. Ill, pi. 5, 

fig. 6 
Trivial name.—From Ceiha pcntandra, the cotton tree, 

in reference to its locality, Cotton Tree Gull}'. 
Material.—A single specimen consisting of a cluster 

of at least 10 right valves, some of them showing parts of 
the left valve, associated with fragments of other rudists 
and corals. 
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Text figure 4. Hippurites iOrbignya) ceibarum, n.sp. Transverse 
section of the specimen illustrated in Plate 4, figures 9 and 10. Natural 
size.   I'pper  Senonian.   Cotton  Tree   Cully,   Westmoreland. 

Description.—.A small gregarious species, subcylindrical, 
slightly curved or straight, the right valves usually 60 to 
80 mm. long with diameter 16 to 20 mm.; thickness of wall 
about 2.5 to 5 mm. Where the outer surface is visible it 
shows longitudinal rounded costae about 4 to 5 mm. wide 
e.xcept on the anterior side, where they are three or four 
subangular costae separated by broad rounded grooves; 
probably if able to develop freely the shell would have about 
eight to ten costae. It has the usual three furrows, the S 
and E being definite angular infolds, and L often a shallow, 
open inflexion. The L pillar is low and broad and is usually 
rounded rather than angular; the S pillar is hardly if at 
all constricted, and is usually about 4 mm. long by 3 mm. 
wide; the E pillar is constricted at the base, it is 4 to 6 
mm. long and widens from 2 mm. to 3 mm.; angular dis- 
tances between L and S 60', between S and E 60°. In a 
polished section the outer layer generally appears to be 
compact with no visible microstructure, but in places verti- 
cal radial plates about 0.2 mm. apart, and less obvious con- 
centric plates which may be funnel plates can be seen, 
and weathered surfaces of the chalice show a pattern of fine 
radial ridges. The inner layer is generally 0.5 to 0.8 mm. 
thick, but in the depths of the valve it thickens in the 
recesses between the pillars and thus reduces their protru- 
berance; it thickens also to form low rounded or subangular 
vertical ridges in the antero-dorsal corner of the body 
cavity and between the L and S pillars; these ridges diflFer 
from the pillars in that the outer layer does not enter into 
them at all; presumably they formed the outer margins of 
the sockets; they do not appear in sections near the com- 
missure. The single tooth N, also formed of the material 

of the inner layer, extends inwards from the L pillar; it is 
about 2.5 mm. long and up to 2 mm. wide in the body cavity, 
and bears two vertical lateral grooves for the reception of 
the teeth of the left valve, as well as a terminal groove, the 
three grooves being delimited by four acutely angular ver- 
tical flanges; but it is less prominent deeper down in the 
valve; the hinge line is parallel to the dorsal margin of the 
shell. 

Portions of the left valve remaining on some of the 
shells are too weathered to show the pores or oscules well; 
in the largest shell its teeth and myphoric processes form a 
swastika-shaped body that penetrates between all the pillars 
of the right valve. One of the shells seen in the section 
(Text figure 4) shows that the teeth of the left valve had 
flanges that fitted into the lateral grooves m the tooth of 
the right valve. 

Occurrence.—The Titanosarcolites limestone in Cotton 
Tree Gully, Lambs River Valley, Westmoreland. 

Remarks on Jamaican species of Orbignya.—The hip- 
purites, except for Barrettia and Praebarrettia which should 
perhaps be placed in a separate family, are among the rarest 
of rudists in Jamaica. In the course of the last five years 
the Jamaican Geological Survey has collected some thou- 
sands of Cretaceous fossils, and among this number th« 
only hippurites that have been found are the three speci- 
mens described in this paper. No Torreites and no Vac- 
cinites have as yet been reported from the island, although 
both occur in Cuba (Palmer. 1933. pp. 97-100), only 100 
miles away. 

The subgeneric name Orbignya is here used in the sense 
employed by Woodward (1862) and Toucas (1903) for a 
hippurite in which the ligamental infold is only slightly 
(levtloped, and the hinge line is approximately parallel to 
the dorsal margin of the right valve, so that there is no 
room for an  anterior accessory cavity. 

Trechmann (1924, pp. 396-7) described, without 
naming, the first Jamaican Orbignya. Vermunt (1937, pp. 
261-4) included in his new species, 0. muilerriedi, both 
Irechmann's unnamed species and also a form from Car- 
denas in Mexico, described by Mullerried (1930, pp. 165-8) 
under the name of Hippurites (Orbignya) cf. incisus Toucas. 
I here can be little doubt that Trechmann's form was cor- 
rectly attributed to Vermunt's species, but Mullerried's form 
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seems to differ in certain respects, and to resemble the 
species described above under the name ceibarnm. 

Vermunt calls attention to certain differences between 
(). mullernedi and //. resectus var. incisa as described and 
figured by Douville (1890-7, pp. 168-9), e.g. the angle be- 
tween L and E is respectively 145° and 120°; the number 
of ribs 10 and 15-20; the diameter 35 mm. and 40 mm.; 
and the ligamental crest rounded in the former and bifur- 
cate-truncate in the latter. It may be pointed out that Mul- 
lerried's specimen is near incisa in the first of these char- 
acters, its angular distance between L and E being 130°, and 
it is considerably smaller than either, its diameter being 25 
to 27.5 mm. In all these features it has more resemblance 
to 0. ceiharum, which it also resembles in having an open 
ligamental  infold. 

The upper end of Mullerried's specimen was not pre- 
served, so there is no evidence as to whether it had a pro- 
minent grooved tooth. A Cuban hippurite figured by Mac 
Gillavry (1937, pp. Ill, 120, PI. 5, fig. 6) was regarded as 
probably 0. muUerriedi, but "it is at variance because of 
the abnormal shape of the ligament". A study of the figure 
shows that the "ligament" is identical with the tooth N of 
0. ceibaru7n, to which species the specimen no doubt be- 
longs. In hippurites the ligamental pillar is an infold of the 
outer layer, the tooth is developed from the inner layer. 
The so-called "ligamental crest" of certain radiolites is homo- 
logous with the tooth, not with the ligamental pdlar, of the 
hippurites, and should perhaps be regarded as a degenerate 
tooth which, having ceased to function, is eventually lost. 

Genus I'AKASTItOM.V Douville. I!t2r) 
Tiirastronia  maldoiiensis, n.sp. 

Plate 5, figures 1-fi 

Material.—A single specimen evidently a fragment of 
a cluster, including the upper part of two right valves, at- 
tached laterally, both lacking the lower part and with 
portions of the wall broken away. Small fragments of other 
right valves are attached. 

Description.—This is the largest hippurite yet found 
in Jamaica. The shell appears to have tapered gently, and 
probably at least 150 mm. of the apical part has been lost; 
the part remaining is about 93 mm. long, and it has been 
sectioned 76 mm. below the highest point preserved. The 

diameter of the most complete shell at the level of the 
section is 57 mm. dorso-ventrally by 75 mm. antero-post- 
eriorly, and at the highest part perserved about 65 mm. by 
85mm.; the thickness of wall is 10-15 mm.; and the depth of 
body cavity over 70 mm. The surface is smooth with the 
usual three longitudinal furrows; the ligamental furrow is 
hardly perceptible, but the S and E furrows are shallow yet 
definite angular infolds. Within the body cavity the L 
pillar protrudes 3-5 mm.; it is broad based and obtusely 
angular with rounded summit; the S pillar protrudes some 
13 mm., it is little constricted and is 5-8 mm. wide; the E 
pillar protrudes some 17-18 mm., it is constricted near the 
base to about 2 mm. and widens near the end to 6-7 mm. 
The angle between the L and S pillars is 75°, that between 
the S and E pillars 75°. Minor internal vertical ridges are 
more obvious in the section than in the body cavity; they 
are formed by thickenings of the outer layer; there are two 
between L and S, one between S and E, and about six or 
seven round the rest of the circumference. 

The E pillar of the less complete shell shows a curious 
anomaly; at the level of the section it is perfectly normal, 
but about 22 mm. higher, within the body cavity, another 
pillar appears on the dorsal side of the E pillar, close to the 
outer wall, and grows up beside it, giving the appearance 
of a bilobed pillar; both pillars curve first dorsally and then 
vertically, while the subsidiary pillar thickens and extends 
further out into the body cavity and the original E pillar 
becomes thinner and slightly less protruberant; both pillars 
are broken off at about 50 mm. above the level of the sec- 
tion, but it appears probable that slightly higher the ori- 
ginal E pillar disappeared, and that its functions were taken 
over by the new pillar. 

The outer layer shows a structure which on weathered, 
freshly broken or polished surfaces appears to resemble that 
of a radiolite, though it is more close grained and compact; 
it consists of funnel plates which are nearly horizontal or 
slightly tilted upwards, and vertical elements which run 
continuously through the funnel plates, and in the hand 
specimen appear to resemble radial plates. Parts of the 
polished section show a structure which mimics a polygonal 
cell pattern, but in other parts the cells appear to be more 
scattered and are round or vermicular, while along both the 
inner and outer margins of the layer the cells are elongated 
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in a radial direction, the outer radial cells being much 
finer than the inner. Weathered surfaces of the funnel plates 
show raised granules, which are generally round or vermi- 
cular, but which take the form of radial ridges at the two 
margms. 

A set of thin sections was cut in order to elucidate the 
structure. In the horizontal section the funnel plates are 
not much in evidence; this is to be expected as they are 
themselves nearly horizontal and little inflected, so that 
they are cut obliquely. Round, oval, kidney-shaped or vermi- 
cular bodies, evidently cross-sections of the vertical elements, 
are scattered over the section; their usual maximum dia- 
meter is 0.20-0.30 mm., and their distance apart averages 
0.25 mm.; normal to the outer margin there are elongated 
bodies up to 0.60 mm. long, 0.10-0.1.5 mm. wide and the 
same distance apart; normal to the inner margin there 
are similar elongated bodies up to 0.90 mm. long, 0. 35 mm. 
wide and 0.15 mm. apart. All these vertical elements are 
composed of crystalline calcite which appears to be second- 
ary. 

A radial section shows the funnel plates turning up 
from the inner layer at an angle of 115 , levelhng out 
somewhat towards the middle of the section, and turning up 
again near the outer margin; the funnel plates are only 
about 0.02 mm. thick and 0.06 mm. apart. The tangential 
section is essentially similar except that the funnel plates 
appear horizontal as this is a "strike" section. In both 
.sections the vertical elements may be seen; they average 
about 0.25 mm. in width, and they appear to have originated 
not as pillars but as tubes, which have been filled with 
secondary calcite resembling that occupying the spaces be- 
tween the funnel plates. The funnel plates turn up sharply 
against the tubes, the upturn forming a collar which extends 
at least as far as the next funnel plate; indeed the tubes 
have no walls of their own but are composed solely of the 
upturned collars, which form a continuous succession of 
short tapering rings fitting one into another; thus the 
structure resembles that of the siphuncle of a cephalopod. 

The inner layer is about 0.06 mm. thick. It forms a 
series of tabulae below the body cavity, which are inverted 
conical in form, with infolds fittmg around the pillars and 
the minor ridges in the outer layer. The vacuities between 
the tabulae are lined, but not generally filled, with white 

secondary calcite. The hinge tooth N is not visible. 

The left valve is unknown. 

Occurrence.—In the Titano.uircolitcs limestone south 
of Maldon cross-roads, St. James. 

Remarks.—The genus Parastroma was created by Dou- 
ville (1926, pp. 133-4) from fragments collected in Cuba 
by Sanchez Roig, the type species being P. sanchezi. He re- 
garded it as a hydrozoan and described it as consisting of 
a succession of thin parallel plates traversed by pillars, the 
plates rismg as conical projections at their contacts with 
the pillars. Palmer (1933, p. 97), who studied several com- 
plete shells, recognised the hippurite affinities of this form, 
which he called Orbignya sanchezi. He described the funnel 
plates as perforated by fine vertical capillary tubes, which 
take on the appearance of dots {pantos) when they reach 
the surface of the chalice. He separated Orbignya guitarti, 
which had been included by Douville with Parastroma san- 
chezi, on the ground that it had no vertical tubes. Mac- 
Gillavry (1935, pp. 559-560) restored both species to Para- 
stroma which he agreed was a hippurite. He thought it 
could be readdy distinguished from Orbignya "by the enor- 
mous development of the inner shell layer, which entirely 
envelops the pillar E". This, however, cannot be regarded 
as a generic character of Parastroma, as it is not mentioned 
in Douville's original description, and it is only below the 
floor of the body cavity that the E pillar, as well as the S 
and L pillars, are enveloped; this is indeed a common 
feature among hippurites. Certainly the inner layer of P. 
maldoncnsis cannot be described as "enormously developed", 
as it is thin, and though it forms a series of tabulae across 
the shell it allows for a deep body cavity. It is only the 
secondary calcite filling the lacunae between the tabulae 
that is enormously developed. The only character that dis- 
tinguishes Parastroma from Orbignya is the presence in the 
former genus of the vertical "pillars", now known to be 
tubes composed of a continuous series of collar-shaped 
flanges, which encircle perforations in the funnel plates from 
which they arise. Parastroma, therefore, so far as is known 
at present includes only the species sanchezi and maldonen- 
sis, and it would appear that the species guitarti was either 
correctly attributed by Palmer to Orbignya, or should be 

regarded  as  a  distinct  genus,  characterized  by  concentric 
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wrinkling of the funnel plates. 
Thiadens (1936, p. 1013) denied the existence of verti- 

cal columns or tubes in P. scuichezi and attributed their ap- 
pearance to little superimposed domelike upfolds of the 
funnel plates which appeared in horizontal sections as small 
circles. If his vertical sections had passed through the centres 
of any of these little domes he would probably have found 
that they were open at the top, as MacGillavry states (1937, 
p. 128). The infilling of the resulting tubes with secondary 
calcite converts them into pillars. 

Parastroma maldonensis differs from P.ianchezi in that 
the funnel plates are hardly inflected except to form the 
tubes, whereas in the latter species they are considerably 
folded, giving complex patterns in horizontal sections 
{ Douville, 1926, pi. 8, figs. 1-2; Thiadens, 1936, pi. facing 
p. 1018, fig. 1; MacGillavry, 1937, pi. 10, fig. 10). There 
IS also an important difference in size, for P. sanchezi is said 
to attain a length of 615 mm. and a diameter of 450 mm. 
(Palmer, 1933, p. 97); it is in fact a gigantic species, with 
a diameter five or six times that of P. maldonensis. 

The affinities of Parastroma would seem to be with 
Orbignya, from which it differs only in the microstructure of 
the outer layer. The present writer finds it impossible to 
accept MacGillavry's view (1935, p. 559) that "the genus 
is indeed closely allied to Barrettia, from which it may be 
supposed to have originated through the disappearance of 
the rays, and of the stems of L, S and E . . .". L has no 
stem in Orbignya and the stems of S and E have not dis- 
appeared in P. maldonensis; the tubes, which are nonseptate, 
differ fundamentally in origin from the septate moniliform 
bodies in Barrettia. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 1 

All   illllstratio^^  natural   size   except   figure   13. 

Viffure Page 

t.     MonopUura   jamaiccnsis,   n.sp     7 
Ventral  view. Maestrichtian.  Ducketts,  Westmoreland. 

2. Same specimen.  .Anterior  view. 

3. Same  specimen.  Left  valve. 

4. Gyrnpleura   shaviinsu,   n.sp.      7 
Bivalvcd   specimen.   Maestrichtian.   Ducketts,   Westmoreland. 

5. Same   species.   Right   valve.   Maestrichtian,   Shaw   Castle,   St.   James. 

6. Same  species.   Right   valve.   Maestrichtian,   Shaw   Castle,   St.   James. 

7. Plagioptychus   zansi,   n.sp     9 
Left   valve.   Maestrichtian.   Ducketts,   Westmoreland. 

$. Same species. Bivalvcd specimen; right valve exogyrate; a small Bournnnia at- 
tached to left valve. Campanian or Maestrichtian. Between Flamstead and 
Point, St. James. 

9. Same species. Bivalved specimen; right valve conical. Campanian or Maestrich- 
tian.  Between   Flamstead  and  Point,  St.  James. 

10. Pliit/ioply( litis   minor,   n.sp ■ -      10 
Cluster of shells  attached to a  left  valve of the  same species.  Maestrichtian. 
Ducketts,  Westmoreland. 

11. Same  species.   Cluster  of  shells   attached   to   -hell   of    InlilloKipriini   iKc'uientalis. 
Maestrichtian. Ducketts, St. James. 

12. Same  specimen.   Voung   right   valve  X   1.8. 

13      Same  specimen   as   figure   10,   viewed   from   helciw,   showing   interior   of  left   valve. 

14. Mitrofiipiina   mulliranalifulata.   n.sp  1' 
Left  valve.  Hinge teeth  outlined.  Upper Cretaceous. Logie  Clreen,  Clarendon. 

15. Aniillocnprina   'luadrangularis   (Whitfield)       12 
Bivalved specimen. Maestrichtian.  Shaw Castle, St. James. 

16. Same  species.  Left   valve  of  a   bivalvcd   specimen.   Brit.   Mus.   (Nat.   Hist.),   No. 
L 88065.  Upper  Senonian.  Catadupa,  St.  James. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 2 

All   illustrations   natural   size 

Figure Page 

1. .-Intillocaprina   quaJrangularis    (Whitfield)     -   12 
Left valve. Brit. Mus. (Nat. Hist.), No. L 88064. Upper Senonian. Catadupa, 
St. James. 

2. Same specimen as figure 1. 

3. Agria   falconi,   n.sp  13 
Ventral view. Maestrichtian. Shaw Castle, St. James. 

4. Pracradiolites   vrrsryi,   n.sp   14 
Anterior view of specimen a; the anterior wall has been broken away, reveal- 
ing the side of the ligamental ridge in the upper part and an internal mould 
of the body cavity in the lower part. Barrrltia limestone. Stapleton, St. James. 

5. Same  specimen.  Transverse   section   at   lower  cut  seen   in   figure  4. 

6. Same   species.  Transverse   section   of   specimen   h.  Barrcttia   limestone.   Stapleton, 
St. James. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATK 3 

All   ilhiMrations   naiiiral   size 

if/urf Page 

1. Hiradiolili-s forhrsi, n.sp.  15 
Natural longitudinal section in ventral view. Maestrichtian. Ducketts, St. 
James. 

2. Same specimen, .\pertiiral  view. 

3. Saufut/nia   mcgrathi,  n.sp   17 
Ventro-posterior view, showing interliand in centre, with S band on right and 
E band on left. River gravel derived from Upper Senonian. Orange River, 
Stapleton, St. James. 

4. Same   specimen.   Transverse   section. 

5. Sauvagesia  macroplicata   (Whitfield)      16 
Transverse   section.   Upper   Senonian.   Shortwood   parochial   road,   St.   James. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 4 

All illustrations natural size except figures 6 and 9 

Figure ^"9' 

1. Sauvagesia    macropiicata    (Whitfield)       16 
Same  specimen  as  Plate  3,  fig.  5.  Natural  transverse  section  of left valve. 

2. Same species. U. S. Geol. Surv., No. 18013. Showing siphonal bands and interband. 
Upper Senonian. Logie Green, Clarendon. 

3. Sauvagesia   jluminisagni,   n.sp.            18 
Transverse section of same specimen as figure 7. Upper Senonian. Cotton 
Tree Gully, Lambs River, Westmoreland. 

4. Hippurites   (Orbignya)   mullerrieJi   (Vermunt)        19 
Cluster  of  right  valves.  Upper  Senonian.  Ducketts,  Westmoreland. 

5. Durania sp. cf. aguilae Adkins   18 
Portion of chalice wall. Barretlia limestone. Kensington-Amity Hall road, 
St. James. 

6. Same specimen, complete,  X  0.5. 

7. Sauvagesia   fluminisagni,   n.sp  18 
Posterior view of same specimen as figure 3. 

8. Hippurites   (Orbignya)    mullerriedi   (Vermunt)      19 
Apertural view of two  right valves of same  specimen  as figure 4. 

9. Hippurites   (Orbignya)   ceibarum,  n.sp.       19 
Apertural view of a right valve, showing part of the cardinal apparatus of the 
left valve, X 1.8. Upper Senonian. Cotton Tree Ciully, Lambs River. West- 
moreland. 

10.     Same specimen as figure 9, natural size. Apertural  view of a cluster of shells. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLA IE 5 

All illu^tration^ natural size except figures 4 to 6 

Figure Page 

\.     Parastromu   maldumnsis,   n.sp  21 
Apertural  view  of  two   right  valves,  the  incomplete  one  showing  bilohed   E 
pillar.  Maestrichtian.   South  of   Maiden  cross-roads,   St.  James. 

2. Same  specimen.  Transverse  section  below   body  cavities,   showing  both   E   pillars 
normal. 

3. Same specimen. Interior of body cavity of incomplete  shell, showing on  left the  S 
pillar,  and  in centre  the  E  pillar  becoming  bilobed. 

+.     Same  specimen.  Horizontal  section  of  a  portion  of the outer  shell  layer,  showing 
outer margin  at top,  X  20. 

5. Same specimen. Vertical radial section of a portion of the outer shell layer, X 20. 

6. Same   specimen.   Vertical   radial   section   of   a   portion   of   the   outer   shell   layer, 
showing up-turned  collars of the  funnel  plates,  X  50. 
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IHYRASTYLON, A NEW RUDIST GENUS FROM THE UPPER 
CRETACEOUS OF GUA'IEMALA, THE AN'IILLES, AND 

PERSIA, WnU A DISCUSSION OF THE EUNC'I'IONS 
OF RUDIST OSCULES AND PILLARS 

L. J. CHUBB 

Jamaica Geological Survey 

ABSTRACT 

A new rudist genus, T/iyraslylon, characterized by the presence 
of a pair of oscules in the free valve, without pillars or pseudo- 
pillars in the fixed valve, is described, and four species are assigned 
to it. The functions of the siphonal bands, pillars, and oscules seen 
in many rudists are discussed, and the view is expressed that the 
oscules served to accommodate the siphonal apertures, but that the 
pillars or pseudo-pillars had no important function, their formation 
being only an incidental result of the development of oscules. Finally 
it is suggested that many of the characters that distinguish the 
hippurites and some of the radiolites, including the elongated conical 
or cylindrical form of the right valve, the opercular left valve with 
its vertical uplift, its oscules and, in the hippurites, its pores, were 
adaptations to crowded  living conditions. 

INTRODUCTION 

Among the many rudist species found in the Upper 
Cretaceous rocks of Jamaica, B.W.I., one of the commonest 
is that described by R. P. Whitfield (1897, pp. 188-9, pis. 
10-12) under the name of Radiolites adhaercns. In some 
localities it occurs in such abundance that it forms the 
main constituent of extensive beds of limestone. It is 
characteristic of the Titanosarcolites limestone series, the 
chief rudist horizon of Jamaica, which is probably Maes- 
trichtian in age. MacGillavry has reported the occurrence 
of the species in Guatemala at San Diego, Peten Province 
(not Aha Verapaz as he stated), and in Cuba 3.6 km. 
north of Calabazar, Habana Province, (MacGillavry, 1934, 
pp. 234-7, and 1937, p. 39). But only a single right valve 
was found in each of these localities. Possibly these should 
be assigned to other species, so it would appear that R. 
adhaerens is characteristically a Jamaican form, though 
an occasional stray may have penetrated to other areas. 

Although the species is so abundant, well-preserved 
shells are rare, most specimens being more or less weather- 
ed, partially dissolved or else irrecoverably embedded in 
hard  limestone. The majority  lack  their left valve;   all  of 

Whitfield's material was imperfect. However, some com- 
paratively unweathered specimens have been found, and a 
few that have come into the possession of the Jamaican 
Geological Survey have well-preserved left valves. One of 
these, consisting of a single shell, was collected by Dr. 
C. T. Trechmann, during a visit to the island. Another, 
collected by V. A. Zans, consists of three individuals, one 
with an almost perfect left valve, the second with the 
central part of the left valve somewhat crushed in, and 
the third lacking the left valve. These specimens show that 
the left valve typically has a pair of apertures, or oscules, 
immediately above the siphonal bands of the right valve, 
yet an examination of polished sections or of the open 
body cavities of many right valves shows no trace of 
pillars or pseudo-pillars. 

This combination of characters, the presence of oscules 
in the left valve and the absence of pillars or pseudo-pillars 
in the right valve, has never before been recorded in any 
rudist so far as the writer is aware- It, therefore, appears 
that this must be regarded as a new genus. 

Unless otherwise stated all specimens described or 
illustrated in this paper are in the collection of the Jamaica 
Geological Survey. 

My thanks are due to Dr. C. T. Trechmann and to my 
colleagues on the Jamaica Geological Survey who collected 
most of the material, also to the British Museum (Natural 
History), to the American Museum of Natural History, 
and to the United States National Museum, for the loan 
of specimens. For the photographs I am indebted to Miss 
Stephanie Jackson of University College, London, to Mr. 
Garth Underwood of University College of the West 
Indies, and to Mr. J. B. Williams of the Geological Survey 
of Jamaica. 
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SYSTEMATIC DESCRIPTIONS 

Family RAIHOLITIIt VE 

Subfamily   UADIOMI IN VE 

THTRASTTLOX, n. gen. 

Generic name.—From Greek thyris = aperture, and 
astyloun = unpillared. 

Type   species.—Radiolites   adhaerens   Whitfield,   1897. 

Description.—Shell of moderate size, curved cylindro- 
conical when free to develop, but often distorted by close 
adherence to foreign bodies. Fixation is lateral, the whole 
or a considerable part of the anterior side of the right 
valve being moulded onto the surface of attachment. The 
siphonal bands are characteristic; they lie in grooves, which 
are often rather deeply sunken and are separated by a 
rounded interband. The E band, always the wider, is flat 
and is generally marked by several narrow vertical costae; 
the S band is smooth and convex- The funnel plates are 
more or less horizontal with small radial undulations in 
the neighbourhood of the body cavity, hut they turn up 
sharply at the siphonal bands, forming two peaks which 
rise above the chalice surface. Distally they turn upwards 
on the anterior side and spread themselves over the 
attachment area, and they turn downwards in the dorsal 
and ventral regions and the interband. In these regions 
certain of the funnel plates, usually about every fifteenth or 
twentieth, are strongly developed, overlap the intervening 
ones and hang down to form an imbricating series of skirts 
or, since they are divided by the siphonal grooves, perhaps 
they should rather be called aprons. These downfolded 
aprons bordering the siphonal grooves, tend to spread 
laterally over them, and may meet, in a structure resem- 
bling a box pleat, occluding the grooves and in some cases 
converting them into tubes, the course of which is indicat- 
ed by cicatrices or sutures. The siphonal bands themselves, 
whether in grooves or tubes, remain unchanged. I he fim- 
nel plates bear many close-set radial  striae. 

The bodv cavity  is  round  or oval, without   pillars  or 

pseudo-pillars; the inner shell layer is thin, and there is \ 
no ligamental ridge, but normally there is a pair of chan-| 
nelled grooves on the dorsal side for the reception of the J 
teeth of the left valve. In polished sections the cell pattern j 
is mainly quadrangular and radial. The lower part of the ! 
body cavity is divided into a series of chambers by hori- j 
zontal saucer-shaped septa. | 

The left valve is thin and laminar. It is shaped like a i 
broad-brimmed hat, its central part or crown, covering the j 
body cavity, being conical or hemispherical; this passes ] 
out into the flat brim, which covers the chalice surface, j 
and like it has numerous low radial undulations, but no'i 
radial striae. This brim turns downwards in the dorsal, i 
ventral, and interband regions, in conformity with the, 
funnel plates, and sharply upwards over the siphonal peaks; 
the two sides of the.se upfolds tend to grow together, and' 
join along a suture, so as to leave open oscules above. The 
S oscule is vertically oval, with a sharp peak above, the E 
oscule is tranversely oval. Sections show that the hing€i 
structure is of the usual radiolite type. 

'riijTiistjlon iKlhiUTCils  (Whitfield) 

I'late  6,  figures   1-3;   Plate  7,  figures   5-9 

Radiolites   adhaerens   Whitfield,   pars,    1897,    pp.188-189.] 
pi.10, fig.i, pi.i2, fig.i. , ; 

Biradiolites adhaerens Trechmann,  1924,  pp.4(X)-401- | 
? B. adhaerens MacGillavry,  19.34, pp. 235-237, text figs.j 

4, 7, 8, pi. 1, figs. 1, 2. 
f R. adhaerens MacGillavry, 1937, p. 39. 
"Radiolites" adhaerens Chubb, 1955, p.3. 

Description.—Thyrastylon adhaerens is highly gregar- 
ious, commonly occurring in clusters of 20 or more indi- 
viduals, the right valves being attached by the whole of 
their anterior sides. They are moulded onto the surface of 
attachment, generally primarily the shell of another rudist, 
and secondarily onto each other; many shells begin growth* 
in a recumbent position but later turn upwards, so that 
commonly the .shells have no regular form, but are niggedk 
and   irregular,   though   the   apertural   part   often   becomes! 
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free and more or less cylindrical. TIK- lcn{;th of the ri^Iu 
valve is generally between SO and 160 nun., thouKli in 
crowded clusters the shells may attain a length of 250 mm. 
or more, presumably owing to keen competition for access 
to sea water; the diameter of the shell is usually between 
40 and 60 mm., the diameter of the body cavity between 
20 and 25 mm. The longitudinal costae, described by Whit- 
field, are rarely seen in this species. The S band is about 
3 - 5 mm. wide, slightly convex, and smooth except for 
occasional transverse growth lines; and E band is some 6-8 
mm. wide, with about 4-7 fine longitudinal costae, new 
ones appearing at the sides or by intercalation; both bands 
are sunk in grooves, and correspond with sharp upfolds 
of the funnel plates, so that at their upper end they rise 
as peaks, well above the general level of the chalice. The 
bands are usually occluded by lateral overlap of the down- 
folded funnel plates, which meet in a cicatrix. The inter- 
band is rounded, and is about 16 mm. wide. The outer layer 
is usually about 10 - IS mm. thick, but it may attain twice 
this thickness in parts of the anterior side where it has 
spread over the surface of attachment, whereas in the 
siphonal areas it may be no more than 4-5 mm. thick, 
rhe funnel plates, of which there are some 25 in 1 cm., 
ire marked by about 30 - 35 fine radial undulations which 
jften bifurcate. The vertical radial plates may sometimes 
)e seen as fine close-set radial striae on the surface of a 
well-preserved chalice. 

The central part of the left valve is a low rounded 
rone, the brim has fine radial undulations corresponding 
vith those of the underlying funnel plates. In well-pre- 
lerved specimens the two peaks above the siphonal grooves 
generally  bear oscules, which  open  laterally  outwards. 

Horizon and localities.—In the Titanosarcolites lime- 
itone series at many localities in Jamaica, including Moore- 
town on the Rio Grande, Portland; Logic Green, Claren- 
don; Catadupa, Vaughansfield, Maldon, and Shaw Castle, 
St. James; Great River Valley on the border between St. 
James and Westmoreland; Ducketts Land Settlement, 
Westmoreland. It is not certain if the specimens from 
Guatemala and Cuba described by MacGillavry should 
>e assigned to T. adhaerens or to another species of the 
;enus. 

Thjrust.vlon   rdryl   (Trechmann) 
Plate 7, figures  1-3 

Radiolites  adhaerens  Whitfield,   pars.   1897,   pi.10,   figs.2-3, 
pl.U, figs.1-3. 

Hiradiolites coryj Trechmann, 1924, )).40], pl.25, fig.5. 
B- adhaerens MacGillavry,   1934,  pp.236-237,  pl.l, fig.3. 

Description.—This species closely resembles the last 
except that normally it grows singly or rarely in clusters of 
two or three individuals, so that it is free to develop its 
proper form. The right valve is cylindro-conical, often show- 
ing slight longitudinal costae from 5 to 8 mm. wide, 
attached by the whole of its anterior side to a foreign 
cbject, nearly always the convex surface of a shell of 
Antillocaprina occidentalis (Whitfield). The anterior sur- 
face of T. coryi is, therefore, typically concave, and the 
whole shell is normally curved in conformity with the sur- 
face of attachment, so that the posterior side, bearing the 
siphonal bands, is convex. The bands are sometimes broad- 
er than in T. adhaerens, the E band occasionally attaining 
a width of 12 mm. In some individuals the siphonal grooves 
are open so that the full width of the bands is visible; in 
many the margins of the grooves are more or less hidden 
by lateral overlap of the down-folded funnel plates; com- 
plete occlusion of the S groove is common, but the E band 
IS rarely if ever occluded. As a result of weathering siphonal 
bands which were originally occluded may be opened up 
again. The funnel plates are sharply upfolded at the 
siphonal bands or tubes, which rise up at the top like 
chimneys. The sides of the shell clearly show the scalloped 
imbricated skirts formed by the down-turned funnel plates. 
The dimensions are similar to those of T. adhaerens except 
that the length is generally less than  100 mm. 

The left valve of T. coryi differs from that of T. ad- 
haerens in that the central part is much more elevated, 
being high rounded conical or nearly hemispherical, indeed 
according to Trechmann it sometimes attains a greater 
height than the right valve. The brim has from 30 to 35 
radial undulations, corresponding to similar undulations 
in the funnel plates. The siphonal upfolds of the brim 
form deep notches which are rarely occluded. 

Horizon and localities.—In the Titanosarcolites lime- 
stone series of Logic Green, below Catadupa and in the 

Great River Valley; several localities in the Ducketts Land 
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Settlement, where it appears to characterize a definite 
horizon not far from the top of a limestone. The specimen 
from Catadupa, described and figured by MacGiUavry 
under the name of Bhadiolites adhaerens, is evidently a 

T. coryi. 

Til) rast) 1(111   vctiiiaiiiiiildMis   iTreihmannl 

Biradiolites   semiannulosus   Trechmann,   1924,   pp.401-402, 

pl.2S, figs. 6-7 

Description.—The only specimens of T. semiannulosus 
that have been seen are Trechmann's two types in the Brit. 
Mus. (Nat. Hist.) and one poor specimen in the collection 
of the Jamaica Geological Survey- Trechmann thought that 
this species might be identical with Whitfield's Radiulites 
annuJosus, but it has already been shown (Chubb, 1955, 
p.6) that this is not so. Like T. coryi it is a solitary form, 
but it is considerably smaller, the length of the right valve 
being 50-60 mm. and the diameter 30 - 35 mm. It also 
differs in that the right valve is straight and conical, and 
is attached by only the lower half of its anterior side. Thu 
siphonal bands are similar to those of the preceding species, 
and as Trechmann said "both bands are frequently cov- 
ered by the growth foliations." In such cases all that can be 
seen are two broad, open V-shaped grooves with sutures in 
their bottom. As in the other species of Thyrastylon the 
siphonal tubes rise up in peaks; in the specimen illustrated 
in Trechmann's pi. 25, fig. 6, the S band is in an open tube. 
3 mm. in diameter, which is visible in the broken lower 
surface. The varix-like annulations shown by these speci- 
mens are probably due to the weathering of a surface 

similar to that of T. coryi. 

The left valve has more resemblance to that of T. 
adhaerens than to that of T. coryi, the central part being a 
low cone, but the brim has only about 20 low radial undula- 
tions. In the specimens seen the siphonal upfolds of the 
brim are not completely occluded, so there are no oscules, 
but perhaps in a larger collection some specimens might 

show them. 

Horizon and localities.—Titanosarcolites limestone at 

Logic Green and Catadupa. 

Thyrastylon   persieus   (Douville) 

Plate 7, figure 4 

Biradiolites persieus Douville, 1904, p. 248, pi. 33, fig. 11. 
Description.—Douville created this species for a singl 

crushed and worn specimen, with well-marked siphonal 
bands similar to those of Biradiolites. According to this au- 
thor's description the external form shows that the loweri 
valve was erect and not recumbent. The funnel plates are; 
broad, undulating and bent downwards, although they arei 
upright in the parts corresponding to the bands; in thei 
neighbourhood of the latter the down-turned funnel platesi 
broaden and come more or less to cover the bands. Dou-^ 
ville noted that if these plates were more developed theyd 
would produce a lacuna, analogous in its mode of formation^ 
to the perforation in Pygope, and if the upper valve were( 
preserved it would probably show oscules comparable tci 
those seen in Lapeirousia-. A section cut at the lower end! 
showed no hgamental ridge. 

Later Douville (1913, p.416) became doubtful as to t\\t\ 
correctness of attributing persieus to the genus Biradiolite.i 
and suggested that it might be a Bournonia. Judging by hi:j 
description, however, the species should be included m the< 
new genus Thyrastylon. This is confirmed by an examina-j 
tion of his figure (reproduced on PI. 7,fig. 4), which shows li 
form closely resembling the Jamaican species T. coryi. Th^^ 
E band is broader than the S band and is flat; it does noi^ 
appear to be costate but this is not an invariable characteii 
of the genus. The funnel plates show the characteristic! 
fine radial plications and down-folded margins, giving ar( 
appearance of scalloped flounces, similar to those of T 
coryi. 

It may be added that, considering the poor quality ot' 
his material, Douville showed remarkable acumen in recog- 
nising that the free valve would have oscules. 

Horizon and locality—T. persieus was collected in thei 
Hakhtiari Country of Persia, on the caravan route frorr 
Isfahan to Shustar, by the left bank of the Karun River, 
between Dupulan and Djelil. It was associated with Poly- 
ptchus morgani and Lojtusia, and Douville (1904, p. 244) 
suggested that the horizon  might be Santoman.  Dr. L.  R. 
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Cox informed me that later work has shown that P. morgani 
marks the Maestrichtian, so it would appear that the 
Persian and Jamaican species of Thyrastylon characterize 
approximately the same horizon. 

REMARKS ON THYRASTYLON 

Whitfield included under the name Radiolites ad- 
haerens both the forms that adhered singly to a foreign 
body and those that occurred in clusters. He figured only 
one group of the gregarious type, consisting entirely of 
young individuals, which he showed from two slightly dif- 
ferent points of view (1897, pMO, fig.l, pi.12, fig.l). His 
other figures (pi.10, figs.2-3; pi.11, figs.1-3) show solitary 
individuals. Trechmann (1924, pp.400-401) restricted the 
specific name adhaerens to the gregarious forms, and creat- 
ed the two new species coryi and semiannulosns for the 
types that grow singly. Whitfield's solitary forms would 
fall mto Trechmann's Biradiolites coryi. According to Mac- 
Gillavry (1934, p.235), Trechmann wrote to him that the 
three species adhaerens, coryi, and semiannulosus "may be 
only varieties or sub-species of one another". However, 
Trechmann was justified in separating the three species, 
which are easily distinguishable, are characteristic of differ- 
ent horizons and do not occur in association. It is indeed 
interesting that in the same epoch, the Maestrichtian, a 
form closely resembling T. coryi was living in Persian seas, 
so that the geographic range of Thyrastylon extended from 
Guatemala to Persia, a distance of nearly 10,000 miles. 

SIPHONAL  BANDS, PILLARS, AND OSCULES 

Oscules are present in the free valves of several rudist 
genera, but in all cases that have been described hitherto 
they have been associated with pillars or pseudo-pillars 
in  the  fixed  valve. 

Nearly all the Hippuritidae have two or more well- 
developed pillars in the body cavity of the right valve, 
formed by strong infolds of the shell wall, and the left 
valve has two oval apertures which correspond in position 
and shape with the inner ends of the two principal pillars. 
Trechmann thought he had found oscules in the upper valve 

of Barrettia (1922, p.S12) but an examination of his types 
in the British Museum does not confirm this. Among the 
Radiolitidae several genera have a pair of pseudo-pillars, 
formed by comparatively slight inflexions of the wall of 
the right valve, which project into the shell cavity in the 
form of broad, low, rounded, vertical ridges. These are best 
developed in Lapeirousia (Bayle, 1878) and Osculigera 
(Kiihn, 1932), and to a less extent in Praelapeirousia 
(Wiontzek, 1933) and MedeeUa (Parona, 1923). Of these 
Lapeirousia has a pair of oscules in the left valve, corres- 
ponding with the pseudo-pillars; the left valve of Oscvligera 
is unknown, but according to Wiontzek (1933, pp. 21, 29) 
that of Praelapeirousia has rounded oscules and that of 
MedeeUa crescentic slits. 

Douviile (1910, pp.25-26) studied polished sections 
of the siphonal regions of Lapeirousia. He found that the 
pseudo-pillars correspond to two deeply sunken siphonal 
bands, which are covered over by the funnel plates jutting 
out from the two sides. He pointed out (1908, p.115) that 
this was only an exaggeration of the tendency which he 
had previously noted in Biradiolites (Thyrastylon) persv- 
cus and concluded that it was in this way that pseudo- 
pillars and oscules originated in the Radiolitidae. 

It would indeed seem that the condition shown by 
Thyrastylon represents an evolutionary stage that if pur- 
sued further might be expected to lead to the development 
of pseudo-pillars. The siphonal bands of the right valve 
have sunk deeply into the thickness of the wall, but not 
deeply enough to produce protruberances within the body 
cavity, while the corresponding notches in the margin of the 
left valve have already in some cases become occluded to 
form oscules. It is the only genus yet known in this stage 
of evolution, but in Tampsia (Stephenson, 1922, pp.4-9), 
while the S band is an open, rounded groove, the E band 
is a shallow furrow marked along the bottom throughout its 
length by the trace of a narrow sinus, a closely pressed slit 
that cuts back through the shell to within three or four 
millimetres of its inner surface. The left valve of Tampsia 
is not known, but it seems probable that it had a single 
oscule over the E band. The open S band and the closed 
E band are the reverse of the conditions commonly seen 
in   Th\rastylon   coryi. 
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It is unlikely, however, that either Thyrastylon or 
Tampsia is ancestral to the radiolites with pseudo-pillars, 
for these two genera, having a quadrangular cell pattern, 
belong to the subfamily Radiolitinae, whereas Lapeirousia 
and most other similar forms have a polygonal cell pattern, 
and must, therefore, be included in the Sauvagesinae. 
Apparently the occlusion of the siphonal bands and the de- 
velopment of rsculfs arose inilependemly in the two groups. 

THE  FUNCTIONS OF THE   PILLARS 

There has been considerable discussion as to the func- 
tions of rudist pillars and pseudo-pillars, bands and furrows, 
tubes and oscules. Deshayes (1825) thought that the space 
between the two hippurite pillars was intended for muscle 
attachments. Woodward (1855) suggested that the pillar 
nearest to the ligamental crest corresponded to the in- 
sertion of the posterior muscle, and that the other pillar 
constituted the partition between the siphons. It was 
Douville (1886) who first suggested that the two bands 

seen on many rudists, the two main pdlars of the hippuntes 
and the pseudo-pillars of Lapeirousia actually corresponded 
wTth the siphons. This view has found widespread though 
not universal acceptance, for example Anthony (1924) be- 
lieved that the exhalent siphon in the hippurites lay be- 
tween the pillars and the inhalent siphon ventrally to the 
E pillar, a partial reversion to Woodward's view, which 
seems to ignore the position of the oscules. 

Klinghardt (1930) and Wiontzek (1938) believed 
that they had found tubes (Siphonalzylindern) in the 
pdlars of the hippurites, which they thought corresponded 
with long vertical siphons. Milovanovic (1934, 1938) and 
Kiihn (1937) pointed out that there is no trace of any 

opening in the walls of the pillars through which the siphons 
could have penetrated from the mantle cavity into the tubes, 
if such existed. They disputed the existence of the tubes 
and regarded the cavities seen in the pillars of some speci- 
mens as of secondary origin. Dechaseaux (1947) has shown 
that the existence of long siphons in the hippurites is 
highly improbable. 

Wiontzek  (1935)  thought  he could recognise siphonal 
tubes   in   the   pseudo-pillars   of   Medeella   and   witiiin   the 

thickness of the wall of certain species of Bournonia. 
Dechaseaux (1949) proved that the latter genus has no I 
tubes. However, Douville's sections of Lapeironsia showed 
rhe presence of lacunae, which must have formed vertical 
tubes within the pseudo-pillars, and Thyrastylon often has 
exactly similar lacunae within its walls. These are not a 
secondary effect but are original and are due to the fact 
that the overlapping funnel plates, which roof the primitive 
longitudinal furrows, may leave the bottoms of these fur- 
rows open. In both genera the oscules of the left valve are 
set immediately above the tubes. 

Yet the tubes cannot have contained siphons for they 
do not open into the body cavity. Water entering by way 
of an oscule could not penetrate to the tube except by pass- 
ing through both lobes of the mantle, and the intervening 
mantle cavity. If it were siphoned through these into the 
tube it would have nowhere to go unless out again at the 
bottom into the sea. The tubes probably had no purpose 
other than economy in the use of shell material; they may 
be compared with the more numerous tubes, produced by 
the occlusion of infolds, in such rudists as Cliiapasella and 
especially Titanosarcolitcs. They are not always present in 
Thyrastylon, for in many specimens the primitive siphonal 
grooves are completely filled by the encroaching funnel 
plates. 

Dechaseaux ( 1947, p.433 ) remarked that "every au- 
thor has sought to attribute a function to the pillars. Is 
there need to recall that all organs observed in a living 
being are not necessarily useful; so long as they are not- 
injurious they can exist." At first sight this seems a doctrine 
of doubtful validity. When organs become useless, evolu- 
tionary processes will soon eliminate them or at least reduce 
them to vestiges, even if they are not actually harmful, 
yet the hippurites retained their pillars throughout their 
long history, which extended from the luronian to the 
Danian. 

But perhaps it is true that too much consideration 
has been given to the possible functions of the pillars per 
se. Concentration of attention upon these features is 
natural, as right valves with their pillars are far commoner 
than left valves with their oscules. An alternative view is 
that  the oscules  played  an  essential  part  in  the economy  I 
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of tlu' annual, Init that tlu- pillars or pseiiilo-pillars were 
important only in that they were a necessary conse(iiience 
of the development of oscules. 

THE FUNCTIONS OF THE OSCULES 

Dechaseaux stated (1947, p.434) that "the oscules 
aru closed at least partially, in old individuals, so their 
function cannot have been fundamental." Yet such organs 
as eyes and ears, whose functions are certainly funda- 
mental, may lose their use, at least partially, m old m- 
dividuals belonging to higher groups than the rudists. The 
fact that oscules evolved independently in three different 
groups suggests that they must have fulfilled some vital 
function; but the fact that they were associated in the 
Hippuritidae with pillars, in the Sauvagesinae with pseudo- 
pillars, and in the Radiolitinae with neither, suggests that 
the latter features may have been of secondary import- 
ance. In Thyrastylon adhaerens the oscules certainly had 
an important function, as is proved by one of the group of 
three shells shown in Plate 7, figure 8. This is part of a 
larger cluster in which the three were surrounded by other 
similar shells, and it can be seen that the E oscule of the 
central individual of the group, being blocked by one of 
these, has deviated laterally, and opened up in another 
more ventral part of the brim of the left valve. Obviously 
this would not have happened unless the oscules fulfilled 
some useful purpose; they must surely have served to ac- 
commodate the siphonal orifices. According to Dechaseaux 
(1952, p.358), in the Radiolitidae "the existence of siphons 
is not by any means proved" but, considering that we can 
never hope to see the living animal, what better proof can 
we have than the presence of two oscules which, as a study 
of growth lines shows, originated at the posterior margin, 
precisely where we would expect to find the siphonal aper- 
tures? 

It is perhaps significant that the development of os- 
cules and the occlusion of the bands is generally more 
complete in the gregarious T. adhaerens than in the solitary 
species of the genus. This leads to the observation that 
nearly all the more familiar rudist genera or species which 

are known or believed to have oscules in their left valves, 
with or without pillars or pseudo-pillars in their right 
valves, were gregarious, the shells being laterally cemented 
one to another in crowded clusters or in fasciculate clumps. 
I his is true at least of most Hippuritidae, of Lapeirousia 
and of Tampsia, as well as of Thyrastylon adhaerens. 

Probably the primitive rudists, and all those with 
siphonal bands that are protruberant, flush, or slightly 
sunken, had their mantle lobes united around the edge, 
except for two posterior openings which formed short, 
nonprotuberant and nonretractile siphons. 'ITiese inhaled 
oxygenated water or discharged waste products in the 
plane of the commissure. The siphonal bands are the traces 
left behind by the siphons as shell growth proceeded; they 
may be compared with the slit bands of certain gastropods. 

When conical or cylindrical rudists became gregarious 
and mutually adherent in close-set clusters, there would 
obviously be mutual interference, especially if inhalation 
and discharge of water were in a horizontal direction. Even 
if an animal did not actually have its siphons blocked by 
its neighbors, it would be likely to find the water it was in- 
haling contaminated by their waste products. It would 
obviously be to the advantage of the individual to with- 
draw its siphons inwards, away from the margin of its 
shell, and to direct them upwards. The withdrawal would 
probably be a relative one, due to the outward movement 
of the siphons failing to keep pace with the increase in 
diameter of the shell. The process would take place during 
the conical stage of shell growth. 

The withdrawal of the siphons would involve the 
withdrawal of the corresponding parts of both lobes of the 
mantle, as both enter into the siphonal structure. Thus the 
margin of the mantle would develop two indentations, 
separated by and bordered by rounded projections. As 
the relative withdrawal of the siphons continued and the 
indentations became deeper, the projections would be- 
come more protruberant and would tend to swell out, 
meet and perhaps unite, occluding the siphonal indenta- 
tions. If the upper lobe were withdrawn a little more than 
the lower lobe the siphonal apertures would be turned 
upwards.   Meanwhile   the   lower   lobe   would   continue   to 
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secrete a scries of tiimul pl.itcs, huiKlm^ tlic w.ills ol the 
lower valve upwards ami outwards, ami tlu' upper lulu- 
would continue to increase the diameter ol the upper 
valve by adding a series of marginal growth rings. 

The result would he exactly what we see in the oscu- 
liferous riidists. In Thyrostylon the process has not gone 
far, the siphons are somewhat withdrawn from the shell 
margin hut they still open outu.inis, and are raised up 
on chimney-like projections in an .atem|>i, not al\\.i\s 
successful, to prevent them from heing blocked li\ the 
neighbours. In Lapcirousia the process is more ad\aiueil; 
the siphons open upwards, and ha\e been withdrawn l.u 
enough for the corresponding parts of tiie lower mantle 
lobe to have swelled into the body ca\it\ and built up 
pseudo-pillars. The Hippurites are the most aiKaneeil; the 
upward-facing siphons lia\e been tir.iwii mw.mls, well 
within the limits of the bod\- ea\ity, with the result that 
the correspondingly Indrawn margin of the low^r mantle 
lobe has secreted strong vertical pillars in the lower valve. 

According to this theory the lower lolu' ol iln ui.intle 
enveloped both pillars, sealing the top ol any tubes that 
might exist within them. As the mantle lobes were united 
around their margins, the only communication that could 
exist between the mantle cavity and the sea water outside 
was by way of the siphons, which were mere perforations 
through the mantle, coincident with the oseuU-s. The mantle 
was a flexible integument and, aetiiif; like the leather of a 
bellows, it would allow a slight up and down iii(i\enunt 
of the upper valve; the upward movement would draw 
water In through the inhalent siphon, the downward move- 
ment would expel It through the exhalent siphon. Probably 
a rh\ thmic pulsation was maintained more or less continu- 
ously, with alternate inhalation and exhalation, the action 
being similar to that of the fuel pump of an automobde. 
Thus the gills and other organs within the mantle cavlt\- 
were kept Irrigated, planktonic food was brought to the 
mouth, and waste products were expelled. If for any 
reason, such as contamination of the sea water, it became 
necessary temporarily to stop Inhalation, the animal had 
only to contract its adductor muscles firniK, when any 
foul water within  the mantle cavity would  W immediatelv 

e\|H'lle(l and the oscules, with their siphonal orifices, 
wdiild be clamped down upon their eorresiiondiiii; |iillars 
which, siiux' thc\ wire a perfect fit, woulil block them com- 
pletely. Thus the pillars did ha\e a function, they served 
as stoppers for tlu' oscules. 

RUDISl ADAPIAIIONS  TO   e'ROWDKD 
CONDITIONS 

1 he primitise rudists wfie solitar\- and Ined m associ- 
.iiKin with corals, normal lamelllbranchs, brachiopods, echi- 
iidids, and other organisms. Hut when a nundier of in- 
dividuals of a normally solitary species happened to develop 
in close proximity to each other, gregariousness was forced 
upon them. This probably occurred in the case of the 
Mil.ill caprlnid, Pldgloptychiis minor, which has recently 
lucn studied (Chubb, 1956, pp.6, 10-11); It is essentially 
conical in form but, since it is attached by nearly the 
whole ol Its aiiti'iior surface, tin- right \alve often assumes 
the shape of the toe of a slippi-r. 1 he li'ft valve Is oper- 
cular, and Its umbo does not, as it does m some other 
species of the genus, project over the margin, a necessary 
adaptation to lateral fixation; Its hinge is of normal 
swinging type. Thus this rudist came to adopt a form 
resembling that of the Devonian coral, Calceola, which is 
admirably adapted to a stationary and solitary existence. 

/'. inittor, however, is not generally solitary but occurs 
in    uregul.ir   clusters   of   numerous   individuals,   attached 
to   shells   (if   Autillocaprlna   occiJi-uttills.   to   corals,   or   to 
other   members  of  Its  own   species.  This  was   presumably 
due   to   large   numbers   of  larvae   settling   on   a   restricted 
surface,   in   close   proximity,  but   without   regard   for  each 
other.  .Xs  the  shells  developed  and  Increased  in  size they 
mutually    interfered,   with    the    result    that    many   were 
twisted into exogyrate  lorms or otherwise distorted. Even 
so  an   examination  of  a   typical   cluster  shows   that  some j 
failed   to  avoid   death   at   the   hands   of   their   neighbours, i 
which grew over them, cementing their free valves to their i 
fixed   valves;   or   half-a-dozen   shells   would   attach   them- 
selves to the free valve of one of their own species form- ■ 
ing an  intolerable burden too heavy to be lifted  (Chubb, 
1956, pl.l, figs,10,  1.^). 
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The Hippuritldae and to some extent the Radlohti- 
dae were typically gregarious families. Dechaseaux has 
described (1946, pp.1-9; 1952, pp.358-359), in the Turonian 
of Charente, southwest France, limestone "reefs" composed 
exclusively of radiolites and hippurites, all of similar size, 
and all standing in the position of growth, vertically with 
the aperture at the top. Many other instances could be 
quoted, for example the uppermost beds of the Titanoscir- 
colites limestone at Shaw Castle, St. James, Jamaica, 
which consist largely of reefs of Thyrastylon adhaerens. 

It is probable that many of the characters that dis- 
tinguish the gregarious hippurites and radiolites were 
evolved in order to avert such tragedies as beset the life 
of Plagioptyc/ius minor. The first necessity was to intro- 
duce some regularity into the grouping, for example 
Lapeirousia jouanneti Des Moulins, one of the species from 
the Upper Cretaceous of Charente, formed hemispheri- 
cal clusters, consisting of conical shells grouped radially. 
There are certain advantages in this grouping for contigu- 
ous shells face slightly away from each other, and continued 
growth leads to increase in distance between body cavi- 
ties, so that mutual interference is reduced to a minimum, 
but such a group is strictly limited in size and in the 
possible number of its constituent members, and beyond 
this number it cannot be added to. 

An arrangement that is in some ways more satisfac- 
tory is that adopted by the majority of hippurites, a paral- 
lel grouping of vertical cylindrical shells, leading to the 
development of large fasciculate clusters. A similar but 
less regular grouping is characteristic of Thyrastylon ad- 
haerens. A cylindrical form would result from the animal 
:ontinuing to build up its right valve after it was adult, 
and had ceased to increase in size; the ability to main- 
ain rapid upward growth throughout life would enable the 
ndividual to keep abreast of its neighbours in the com- 
petition for sea water. As mentioned above in crowded 
:lusters the right valves of Thyrastylon adhaerens may- 
each a height of 250 mm., three times that of the solitary 
r. coryi. Some cylindrical species of Hippurites of fasci- 
rulate habit attain a length of a metre with a diameter of 
)nly   two   centimetres.   There   would   be   no   limit   to   the 

number  of  individuals   taking  part   in   such   a  group,   and 
lateral additions could continue indefinitely. 

Another modification necessary to this mode of life 
would be the reduction of the free valve to an operculum, 
without projecting umbo, not swinging on its hinge, but 
having a vertical lift. Only thus could It be raised without 
risk of clashing with the neighbours. It involved the with- 
drawal of the hinge teeth, the sockets and the ligament 
inwards, away from the cardinal margin, the elongation 
of the teeth, and the deepening of the sockets. It is note- 
worthy that this modification arose independently in the 
two gregarious families, the HIppuritidae and the Radio- 
Iitidae- 

The next modification has been dealt with above, 
the withdrawal of the siphonal orifices away from the shell 
margin, and their direction upwards, usually with the 
formation in the lower valve of pillars or pseudo-pillars, 
which in themselves had little use. Considering the manner 
of life of these animals, this modification seems an obvious 
necessity, and it is not surprising that oscules were de- 
veloped independently in the three groups. The earliest 
osculiferous genera, Including Hippurites, Hippuritella, and 
the radiolitine Medeella are found in the Turonian; the sau- 
vagesine Lapeirousia appears in the Santonian, and the 
radiolitine, Thyrastylon. and other genera In the Maes- 
trlchtian. 

One other tentative suggestion may be made. It is 
not uncommon for a radiolite to suffer, like Plagioptychus 
minor, from the overloading of its free valve by the ad- 
herence of young rudists; the case of Sauvagesia macropli- 
cata (Whitfield) has been mentioned In the previous 
memoir (Chubb, 1956, pp. 6, 16-17). Yet the writer's 
rather limited study of the hippurites has not brought 
to light a single member of this family with any young 
rudist attached to Its free valve. Is it possible that the sys- 
tem of canals and pores in this valve served in some way 
to repel Invaders.' Possibly some fluid, poisonous or at least 
repellent, could be ejected when necessary. It has pre- 
viously been suggested that the large caprinid, Titanosar- 
colites giganteus, had some means of repulsing burdensome 
guests   (Chubb,   1956, p.7). 
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It may be noted that some hippurites that became 
solitary retained the characters that they had inherited 
from gregarious ancestors- In many of the radiolites some 
of the characters are less fully developed, and they tend 
to appear later than in the hippurites. 1 his is no doubt due 
to this being typically a less gregarious family. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 6 

All  illustrations natural size. 

Figure Page 

1. Thyrastylon adhaerens   (Whitfield)     36 
Cluster of 15 right valves. Maestrichtian, St. James Parish, Jamaica, B.W.I. 

2. Same species. Apertural  view of a  right valve showing partial  occlusion of the two 
siphonal bands. U. S. Geol. Surv., No. 18011. C. A. Matley Coll., J 308. Maestrirh- 
tian.  Logie  (jreen  road,  Clarendon  Parish, Jamaica.  B.W.I. 

3. Same specimen. Posterior view, sho\\'ing funnel  plates  upfolded  at tlie  siphonel  bands 
and  downfolded  and  spreading laterally  in  the  intcrhand  and  at  the  sides. The 
E band is noncostulate. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 7 

All  illii>lrali(>ns natural size except figures 4, 6, and 7. 

Figure PaS^ 

1. Thyraslyltin   coryi   (Trechmann)         37 
Blvalvcd specimen, posterior view, showing S band occluded, E band open; the 
corresponding upfolds of the left valve are not occluded. Near top of Tilanosar- 
lotitrs limestone, Ducketts Land Settlement, one mile east of Lands Department 
office,  St.  James, Jamaica,  B.W.I. 

2. Same species. Right valve attached to fragment of Anlitlocaprinti oic'uicntain, ventral 
view,  showing curvature   and   open   E  band.   Same   horizon   and   locality. 

3. Same species. Right valve,  posterior  view,  showing S band  nearly occluded,  E  band 
unusuallv wide and partially overlapped by funnel plates. Brit. Mus. (Nat. Hist.), 
.No. L63123. C. T. Trechmann Coll. Upper Cretaceous, Catadupa, St. James, 
Jamaica,   B.W.L 

4. Thyrastylon   piisiius   (Douville)        38 
Right valve, posterior view, X 1.4, reproduced from Douville's figure. The 
S band appears to be almost occluded and the E band only slightly overlapped, 
but noncostulale.  Maestrichtian,  Bakhtiari  Country, Persia. 

5. Thyrastylon aJlunrnu   (Whitfield)        36 
Bivalved shell, posterior view, showing both bands occluded in the right valve, 
and two oscules in the left valve. C. T. Trechmann Coll. Upper Cretaceous 
Catadupa,   St.  James, Jamaica,   B.W.L 

6. Same   specimen.  Transverse   section,   X   1.25,   at  upper  cut   seen   in   figure   5,   showing 
convex S band and occluded costulate E hand. The down-turned brim of the 
left valve is seen as a white line partially encircling the section, and part of its 
cardinal apparatus, including myophores and teeth fitting into channelled grooves, 
is visible within the body cavity. Attachment area is moulded onto a shell of 
Antilhcaprina   occidentalis. 

7. Same   specimen.   Transverse   section   showing  cell-pattern   X   6. 

8. Same species.   Three shells, twn of them  bivalved, attached to a  shell of Biradiolites 
rudissimus Trechmann. The left-hand shell shows the peak of the S oscule in 
silhouette. The centre shell also shows the S oscule at top; the E oscule would 
normally be at the projection of the centre right margin but it actually lies about 
20 mm. away, between this and the next shell, which has lost its left valve. 
Tilanosarrolilfs limestone, near bridge half-a-mile northwest of Catadupa on the 
Cambridge  road, St. James, Jamaica, B.W.L 

9. Same specimen, left-hand shell of group viewed from the posterior.  S band occludea, 
with peaked oscule above; E band occluded below, becoming open above, the 
corresponding oscule not occluded. Note the ruggedness of this species compared 
with   the   regularity   of   form   of   T.  coryi. 
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AHHRKVIATIONS 

In the course of this work there arc such lrc(|iRnt 
references to publications and specimens of certain nuiseiinis 
that abbreviations of their names seemed justified. 'I he 
following are used: 

AMNH American    Museum    (if    Naliiral    History, 
New York. 

ANSP Academy  of  Natural   Sciences  of 
Philadelphia. 

BM(G)        British  Museum   (Geology),  London. 
BM(NH)     British   Museum   (Natural   History), 

I^ondon. 

CU Cornell   University,   Department   of  Geol- 
ogy, Ithaca, New York. 

MCZ Museum of Comparative Zoology, Harvard 
University. 

PR I Paleontological   Research   Institution, 
Ithaca,  New York. 

USCJS United  States Geological  Su 
Washington, D. C. 

USNM United   States  National   Museum, 
Washington, D. C. 

WFIS Wagner  Free   Institute  of Science, 
Philadelphia. 

rvey, 

PREFACE 

The   present   study   will   he   published   in   three   parts, 
as follows: 

Part       I.     Introduction.     A    Systematic    Review    of 
Recent Species. 

Part     II.    A  Systematic  Review of Fossil  Species. 
Part III.    Biological   and   Other  Considerations. 
Such   an  order  of  presentation   appears   desirable,   in- 

asmuch   as factors  relating  to  Recent   forms   aid   in   diag- 
nostic study of the fossils; and some hereditary study may Ithaca, New York, 
be made after the review of both Recent and fossil forms.          January, 1958. 

Published with Part III will be an inde.x, relating to all 
three Parts. A bibliography will be published with each 
Part. 

All figures on plates in this paper, unless otherwise 
indicated, are from unretouched photographs by the author. 

S. C. Hollister 
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A   RKVIKW  OF  THE  GENUS   BUSYCON  AND   ITS 

ALLIES—PART I 

S. C. II01.LISTER* 

ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study is a review of the species listed viiuier 
the genus liusycon (or Fulitur), hath liviiiK and fossil, and the identi- 
fication of types for each. Part I deals with living species only. The 
characters re<|uisite for inclusion in the genus are established. Those 
having sutural channels are placed under the genus Rusycntypus 
Wenz, 1943. Busycan cani,;i (Cmelin) is replaced liy Husycon aruuiium 
(Linnc), based on a type identified as such at Uppsala. B. rathlrla- 
hrum (Lamarck) is shown to lie living in Campeche Bay. B. con- 
Irarium of authors, not of Conrad, living froin Hatteras to west 
Florida, long erroneously called H. pervirsum, is newly named li. 
sinistrum. Two new sinistral forms, B. aspinosum, off Sarasota, and 
B. putli-yi, in the western Gulf, are recognized. Among the canalic- 
ulate forms. Busycolypus spiratus (Lamarck), in the western Gulf, 
replaces B. pyrum (Dillwyn) by synonymv and priority. Busyailypus 
spiralus pyiuloiJrs (Say) is established, replacing B. pyrum of 
authors, not of Dillwyn, for the common pear conch of Florida waters. 
A type is discovered for Busycolypus plar/osus (Conrad). Two new- 
subspecies, B. p. galvi-stonrsis and B. p. Irxtuius are set up under B 
plagnsus (Conrad). Two new subgenera, Siiiislrofuluur and Busy- 
coarctum under Busycoti, and one, Pyrofulgur, under Busycolypus. are 
erected. Types of all living species of these two genera are listed and 
figured. 

It is anticipated that Part II will deal systertiatically with the 
fossil   forms   heretofore   grouped   under   these   genera. 

INTRODUCTION 

GENERAL 

Among the marine gastropods of the Atlantic sea- 
board of the United States and Mexico the genus Busycon 
is one of the most common, although only a small num- 
ber of species is represented. Its individuals are among 
the largest in size in its range, ranking with the largest of 
Strombus, and being surpassed only by the largest of Turb- 
inella [Xanciis'] and Fasciolaria. It is wholly American, be- 
ing limited in range between Cape Cod and the Yucatan 
Peninsula. It has flourished throughout much of this region 
at least since the beginning of the Miocene epoch. Man 
has found it useful in many ways. E.xcavations of ancient 
village sites reveal the common use of its shells in the 
making of simple utensils and other artifacts. The aborigines 
used its flesh extensively for food; and today in the low 
country of the Carolinas it is considered  a delicacy. 

Yet for all its prominence in Cenozoic including the 
Recent faunas, there exists much confusion concerning the 
status of many of its species, a situation that seems to 
have prevailed since the naming of the first one by Linne 
in 1758. A major factor in confounding opinion has been 
the existence of both right- and left-handed forms in Ceno- 
zoic times. Varying opinions relating to the biological sig- 
aificance of opposite handedness have affected decisions as 
to nomenclature, and no doubt will continue to do so until 
controlled experiments in breeding are carried out.  In the 

•Dean,  College  of  Engineering,   Cornell   University;   Research  Asso- 
ciate,  Paleontological  Research  Institution. 

meantime, much can be gained by a study of presently 
available data relating to occurrence, range and hereditary 
trends. 

The greater portion of the diagnostic work in the past 
relating to Biisyccjn has been done as a part of faunal 
studies or in individual identifications. It is not surprising 
that such a procedure has resulted in many inconsistencies. 

The present study of the genus Busycon was under- 
taken in the belief that only through comparison of speci- 
mens referred to it, throughout Cenozoic time, could there 
be a rectification of the taxonomy and nomenclature in the 
literature. Not only should all available Recent and fossil 
material be compared, but it in turn should be compared 
to the existing type material and literature. To achieve this 
end, material from many sources had to be assembled. 
At no time heretofore has such a large range of material of 
this genus, both Recent and fossil, been brought together 
for comparative study. 

By accident Busycolypus canaliculatus (Linne) has 
been introduced into San Francisco Bay. See page 95. 

Turton (1819, p. 86) reported two shells, one with 
dead animal, from Warren-point, County Down, Northern 
Ireland, called it Murex carica, though his fig. 26 is more 
like B. eliceans Montf.; transport in ballast appears likely. 

THE GENERA UNDER WHICH BUSYCON HAS BEEN PLACED 

The species now properly assigned to Busyco7i have in 
past writings been assigned to several genera, largely due 
to the way in which, upon further study, the genera have 
been more sharply defined. Linne (1758, 1764, 1767)' as- 
signed them to the genus Murex. Lamarck (1816, 1822) 
transferred them to Pyrida. Both of these genera contained 
other distinctive forms besides the Busycons. Roding 
(1798) was the first to isolate the species we now know as 
of Busycon, and it was he who named the genus. His work 
was not generally known, however, and as a consequence 
Montfort's (1810) separation of these species under a new 
name Fulgur was continued for a century before the use 
of Roding's name Busycon prevailed. 

Gill (1867) introduced a division of the generic concept 
of Roding by separating from Busycon those forms having 
a channeled suture under the generic name Sycotypus. This 
name was preoccupied, however, and Wenz (1943) set up 
as a subgeneric name, Busycotypus, in its place. Neither 
name has gained general acceptance; but the latter, in my 

' Dates in   (     )   refer to publications of the  author cited  as  listed  in 
the  Bibliography. 
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opinion, is valid and  should  prevail. The reasons therefor 
are set forth in the appropriate places in the text. 

Throughout the present paper quotations will be 
fduiul from various authors, in which the species are under 
the generic name currently used by them; and I have not 
encumbered these references by inserting the corrected 
generic name. The reader will soon become familiar with 
the usages by the various writers, and this will clarify what 
at first will be confusing. 

Anyone who ventures into the realm of taxonomic 
problems, sooner or later will be faced with the need to 
explore the historical background surrounding events that 
bore upon the origin of the specimens, the studies made by 
the author, and the preparation of his writings. If such is 
not done, it will be likely that many unwarranted assump- 
tions will be made and unsupportable conclusions will be 
drawn. The works of every author consulted must be tested 
for flaws of this nature, to prevent the perpetuation and 
pvramiding of error upon error. 

Some recent workers in zoological fields have advocated 
the adoption of rules by which the inconvenience that will 
accrue from the unravelling of tangled nomenclature pro- 
duced through lack of care and thoroughness may be 
avoided, and a kind of freezing of the new status, though 
unsupportable through careful examination and analysis, 
may be imposed, and "stability" thus achieved. This would 
bar the examination of the probity of types, the investigation 
of priorities, or the critical evaluation of the work of "first 
revisers". It would enhance authority through pronounce- 
ment rather than through careful and meritorious work. 
It would promote the accumulation of a body of opinion 
in the place of rigorous scientific reasoning based on de- 
monstrable truths. 

SOME  BASIC  DEFINITIONS 

In the preparation of this work, certain guiding "rules" 
had to be set up respecting genus, species, and types. 
They are those so succinctly stated by Knight (1941, p. 2), 
and I can do no better than to give them in his words: 

A genus U but an abstraction based on and tied to an- 
other abstraction, a type species (genotype). The species, the 
lowest fundamental abstraction of the taxonomic hierarchy, is 
based, however, on an individual, a type specimen, a concrete 
object. With this concrete object are associated for subjective 
considerations other closely similar concrete objects to form 
the species which is thus an abstraction of the first order. 
Certain of these species are designated by a formal process 
as the types of genera   (genotypes),  and  with each genotype 

may be associated, also for subjective considerations, other 
first-order abstractions—species—to form the genus, an 
abstraction of the second order. The only objectively fixed 
point in the second-order abstraction, the g'enus, is the geno- 
type species, itself a first-order abstraction; and the only ob- 
jectively fixed point in the genotype species is the typ* speci- 
men, the concrete object that gives the species, and indirectly 
the  genus,  its tie  to  reality. 

The type in this technical sense, is paradoxical in that 
it is not necessarily typical—that is, it may be far from the 
norm of the abstraction, the species or genus. The type is 
neither necessarily typical nor the central point of a subjec- 
tive assemblage; it mav be most atypical and most eccentric. 
\\'hat it must be is the nucleus around which are assembled 
the units tnaking up the abstraction. The one and only cer- 
tainty about the abstraction, necessarilv a subjecti\'e con- 
sideration, is that it must include the type. The type is thus 
an anchor, more preciselv an anchor for the name of an ab- 
straction, the name that stands in our minds and in the litera- 
ture   for  the   abstraction   itself  

The concept of a species employed by a worker may 
include the type specimens of several specific names .... the 
names so included .... being regarded subjectively as syno- 
nyms. The worker, if he expects his nomenclature to stand, 
is not at liberty to select from among those synonymic names 
the one anchored to a specimen .... that is most typical 
of or that best represents, in his opinion, the species .... as 
he conceives it, or the name he regards as most appropriate 
in meaning or derivation or most euphonious. For reasons 
that often appear specious to one unpracticed in taxonomy, 
but supported as essential bv experience and built into thr 
International Rules of Zoological Nomenclature as their very 
foundation stone, priority of publication within certain defi- 
nite limits and under definite conditions must be his guide. 

A species or genus is not onlv an abstraction, but it is a 
highly subjective abstraction in respect to its scope and con- 
tent. Here, however, subjectivity ceases. Once the scope and 
content of the species or genus is determined by a given 
worker, the name to be applied to it is strictly a matter of 
priority   .... 

The purpose of the insistence on priority is to provide 
an inflexible guide that will insure uniformity and stability 
of usage in nomenclature as far as nomenclatural technicali- 
ties are concerned  .... 

If the principle of priority seems to some to create more 
instability than it obviates, it is largely because our current 
nomenclature abounds in names employed in defiance of 
priority and of every other principle except ephemeral 
authority and the personal preference of authors. The purpose 
is uniformity and ultimate stability guided bv rule, at the 
cost of the discomforts of temporary instability when neces- 
sary. When the strict application of the Rules seems likely 
to "result in greater confusion than uniformity," the Inter- 
national Rules provide a means of relief under the exercise 
of the plenary power to suspend the Rules in specific cases by 
the International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature, 
though  this  power  is   rightly  exercised   but   rarely. 

In the light of the foregoing, it is possible to define 
the taxonomic category, species, as the type individual of the 
first name proposed for it, together with all other individuals 
regarded  as  being conspecific  with  the  type   .... 

The use of typr in the sense above described is 
relatively recent practice. Some writers are reluctant 
accept  types of earlier  authors.   I   have  in   this  paper  : 
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ceptc'cl as type material specimens tiiat were in the pos- 
session of the author and that iiorr names assigned l)\ iiim. 
This objective approach where possible is, it seems to me, 
preferable to the subjective selection of "figured types" of 
later writers, based by them upon the often inadequately 
written descriptions or inadequate figures of the early 
authors. 

USE OF THE TERM SPECIES 

1 he term species is often defined from two different 
approaches. The many living and fossil forms represent 
a wide morphologic diversity. These many forms needed 
classifying in some orderly fashion before there could be 
adequate communication necessary to any scientific de- 
I'elopment of an understanding of them. Obviously, the 
:listinctive morphologic features form the basis of such 
:irganization, both in living and fossil forms, and upon such 
norphological features of distinct forms the concept of a 
tpecics was  founded. 

As the study of biological evolution progressed, there 
seemed to be recognizable certain "plateaus" in each se- 
quence of gradual development, in which the constantly 
progressing organism attained characters sufficiently stable 
:o be immune from ready intermixture in breeding. These 
'stable" stages in the procession of evolution have often 
)een  thought of in  biological  progression  as species. 

There is evident at present a considerable confusion 
hat results from these two approaches toward the meaning 
)f the term species. This confusion may be further illus- 
rated by the following two situations. In paleontologic 
tudies there are often found (1) a long series of evolu- 
ionary intergrades extending both in geologic time and 
n morphologic mutation through a considerable advance 
n form; and (2) suddenly appearing forms different from 
inything found in the preceding horizon. The "sudden" 
ippearance of a new form in the second case has given 
ise to the concept of the so-called cataclysmic mutation; 
vhde the more gradual mutation of the first case supports 
he contention that if the whole record of evolution were 
ivailable to us, all evolution would be gradual; and the 
iresence of gaps in our present knowledge comes about 
lecause the record at certain periods is lost. If the record 
i^ere completely available to us, would then the fact of 
ontinual   intergrading  from   present  diverse  organisms  to 

the most elementary organism result in but one species.' 

It would seem clear that the record will never be 
wholly available to us. It would also .seem clear that there 
will always be the need of a .system of nomenclature ba.sed 
on morphologic patterns for the sheer necessity of com- 
munication. There seems no likelihood of a single term 
that will be of use equally to the systematist who may base 
his communication on events in modification of skeletal 
form, and to the geneticist, who may base his communica- 
tion on events that are definitive in terms of evolution, of 
ecology, or of physiologic function. It is unfortunate that 
the term species is used in these two diverse meanings. 

It is essential that the full fruits of both approaches to 
the concept of the term species be realized. This cannot be 
achieved by the submergence of one sense of the term by 
the other; in fact, such a result cannot be achieved under 
such a scheme because the forces involved in each are too 
great to be put down. Rather, it would be better if a 
terminology be devised that would express these two dif- 
ferent meanings so that the meaning intended would be 
identified. 

In the present paper, the term species is used in the 
sense of the systematist. So little is known of the biological 
characters of the genera under discussion that it would not 
be feasible to do otherwise. In Part III, following the sys- 
tematic presentation of known living and fossil forms, a 
discussion of those genetic factors that may be discernible 
wdl be given, together with an analysis of available heredi- 
tary factors. 

In this study each specific name was related to a type, 
where such was available. Taxonomic relationships have 
been worked out in each case with due regard to the types 
mvolved. This is what types are for. The study discloses 
that much work has been done in the past without such 
referral to types. As a result, many painfully embarrassing 
situations have been disclosed, the solutions to which have 
been determined so far as possible in ways to reduce further 
complications and confusion  to a minimum. 

No attempt has been made to include exhaustive 
synonymies, especially for the older names. Instead, only 
miportant references, in which there can be no doubt of the 
name used, have been included. This is not only in the 
mterest of space-saving; more importantly, it is in the in- 
terest of accuracy and  objectivitj-. 
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NOTES CONCERNING THE USE OF SPECIES  AND  TYPES OF 
LINNE 

Several of the specific names in the following classifi- 
cation are attributed to Linne. Those here involved refer to 
names appearing in the tenth and twelfth editions of the 
Systema Naturae, and in the Museum Suae Regiae Majes- 
tatis Ludovicac Ulricae Reginae  (Linne,  1764). 

There are two collections of shells containing speci- 
mens used by Linne. One of these was his private collec- 
tion, which passed first into the hands of his son, and then 
to Sir James Smith, a British botanist, who held it until 
it was acquired by the Linne.m Society of I>ondon, where 
it is now kept. The son was a competent naturalist ami 
probably a careful custodian of the collection. It is known 
that Smith made additions to the collection, some with 
identifying markings in a different hand than that of Linne, 
while others bear no identifying mark at all. It is also 
known that some shells of the original collection were 
moved about. Each specimen, therefore, must be examined 
separately for some identifying mark or number, as well as 
for characters described in either of the two editions of 
the Systema or in  the Museum Ulricae. 

The other collection is that originally belonging to 
the former Queen Louisa Ulrica of Sweden, which Linne 
catalogued in the Museum Ulricae (Linne, 1764). This 
collection, more complete than the private collection of 
Linne, was housed originally at Drottningholm, near Stock- 
holm, until 1803, when King Gustav IV Adolphus gave it 
to the University of Uppsala, where it is now kept in the 
Zoologiska Institutionen. Linne died in 1778. Between 1789 
and 1803 the collection was under the charge of Prof. Olaus 
Swartz, the botanist, who put printed labels on larger shells 
or on the boxes containing the smaller ones, the names on 
which labels were taken from the twelfth edition ol the 
Systema. No marks by Linne are fouiul on an\ shells of the 
Queen's collection. 

Linne was commissioned to catalog the Queen's shell 
collection in 1751, seven years before the appearance of 
the tenth edition of the Systema, and he completed it by 
1754. It was delayed in publication for ten years, during 
which time the tenth edition of the Systema appeared and 
the twelfth edition was begun. 

A copy of the MS. of the catalog of the Museum 
Ulricae Reginae is in the library of the Linnean Society ot 

London. Hanley (1860) reported in detail as to the differ- 
ences between this first-draft MS. and the final printec 
work. These differences are useful in interpreting descrip 
tions, diagnoses, and figure references. 

In any study of these early works of Linne, it nius 
be borne in mind that the early MS. for the Musmii 
Ulricae Reginae was prepared in Drottningholm with th 
shells before the author at that place. His own coUectioi 
was at Uppsala. At no time were the collections brough 
together for comparison. 

Linne stated in the forepart of the tenth edition of th 
Systema that he had for use in its preparation the MS. ( 
the Queen's collection, in which he had prepared the deseilp 
tions. The above MS., with annotations in Linne's hand, i 
ap|)arently that to which he referred. 

The Museum Ulricae was to have been illustiatec 
Forty plates signed by H. C. v. Kruus were completed b 
February 1755, and contained 415 figures of univalves. Tw 
additional plates, containing 35 figures of bivalves, wci 
done by Nicolas Lafrensen. On December 31, 1754, and .ig^i 
on February 2, 1755, Linne wrote Biick- that he had P 

quested the plates then completed be sent to him at Up) 
sala for numeration, but had not received them. In I* elm 
ary 1755, he was summoned to Drottningholm to select tl 
bivalves to be figured. Lafrensen was entrusted with tins 
hut only 21 were figured before the work was stopped, nevi 
to be resumed (Loven, 1887, p. 39).' 

One would suppose that Linne had an opportunity i 
see the figures of the univalves at Drottningholm when 1 
went to select the bivalves for illustration. In any cas 
there appear to he no identifying marks by Linne on tl 
figures. The project was shut down, apparently because ■ 
political  difticulties  that  befell  the  King  and Queen. 

- .Mirahaiii Hack (1713-1795) was Linnc's closest frieiul throuKho 
Ills life. Hiick received his MO degree in 1740 at Uppsala, after whii 
he visited the leading medical schools in Europe, principally beydi 
and Paris. In 1745 he became a fellow of the Swedish College 
I'hysicians, in 1752 its President, and Head physician of Seraphi 
Hospital which he helped found, I.innc stayed at Back's house \\lu- 
ever in Stockholm. Hack's large collection of letters from Linne U 
the library of the Royal  Swedish  Academy  of Sciences. 

' .\dolph Frederic cam* to the throne of Sweden in 1751, as sucusv 
to Frederic, brother-in-law of Charles XII. His consort, Queen Imii 
Ulrica, was the sister of Frederic II, the Great, of Germany. 1 nd 
Frederic a constitutional monarchy was establish'ed, with reslndc 
jiowers for the monarchy. Two parties, the "Hats", who fa\ori 
alliance with France, and the "Caps", who favored Russia, had ris( 
as  rivals  for power, .\ldoph  Frederic was elected  htir to the tliroi 
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In rlu' Mimrm-r of 176^) :iiul :ii;:iin in 1770, Linne was 
suninuiiu'il to l)r()ttiiin<;li(ilni to arrange the Queen's cabi- 
net. On the death of King Aciolphus Frederic in 1771, tlie 
Queen Dowager transferred the cabinet to iur son, fnis- 
tavus III. No further mention is known of tiieni {fide 
Loven, 1887, p. 4,'i) until 1789 when the collection was put 
in the care ol Professor Olaus Swartz, the eminent botanist. 
In the meantime, Linne had died January 10, 1778. Swartz 
cared for the collection until it was given by Gustavus IV 
Adolphus in 1803 to the University of Uppsala, where it 
was placed in the care of Professor Thunberg, a most care- 
ful curator. The Drottningholm specimens, according to 
Loven, all are accompanied by slips of paper inscribed in 
Thunberg's hand: "Mus. Gust. Ad." In addition, labels af- 
fixed by Swartz, bearing the name of the species as given 
in the twelfth edition of the Systema, are on the larger 
shells or in the bo.xes containing the smaller ones. 

Loven (1887, |i. 48) said: "In this state [in boxes, 
packed in cotton, with labels by Thunberg and Swartz] the 
entire collection of Shells and Echinoderms brought from 
Drottningholm to Uppsala, has been guarded, intact and 
undisturbed, during more than eighty years, a case of rare 
occurrence in any Museum." One may add to this, 70 years 
of guarded existence since Loven wrote. One is also obliged 
to accept Swartz as a competent curator, even though his 
field was botany. 

It is often remarked that the early writers did not 
have a concept of the type and its importance to taxonomy 
that we have today. Some authors on occasion replaced 
their holotypes with better specimens when such became 
available; others named shells from borrowed material that 
was not destined for a place of safe keeping. It should be 
pointed out that the nineteenth century writers were more 
guilty of this looseness than were Linne and his students; 
in fact, many of our American  authors were notorious  in 

after Frederic, under Hats domination, had waged an unsuccessful 
war with Russia, and on the assurance that Elizalieth of Russia, cousin 
of Adolph Frederic, would return to Sweden most of Finland, which 
Russia had just won from the Swedes. In 1755, under the prottipting 
of Louisa Ulrica, he undertook to regain much of the lost prerogatives 
of the monarch, hut the attempt failed, and he nearly lost his 
throne. The next year the Hats, under stimulus of France, phinged 
the country into the Seven Years' War; hut this proved ruinous, with 
a loss of +0,000 riven and at great financial sacrifice. In 1765 the Caps 
came to power with the end of the Seven Years' War, hut lasted 
only four years. ;\dolph Frederic died in 1771. He was succeeded 
by his son, CJustavus HI, who regained much of the prerogatives for 
the throne. 

their laxness. Linne himself went to the trouble of building 
a fireproof structure to house his specimens; he marked the 
specimens in his (jwn collection. 

Fhe last visit by Linne to the Queen's collection appears 
to have been in 1770. Swartz took over in 1789. The Queen 
vacated the residence in 1777, at which time, her secretary 
later noted, she was anxious that everything should be in 
order. Her son, Gustavus III was responsible for the ap- 
pointment of Swartz; and we may infer that some regard for 
order in the collection was behind the assignment. It would 
seem that the chance of its being seriously tampered with 
during the years before Swartz was appointed was possible, 
but remote. 

Neither of the two editions of the Systema above 
mentioned, nor the Museum Ulricae is illustrated. Instead, 
the author gave references to figures in works contained 
in his library. Not infreqently he was put to it to find ade- 
quate figures; and this resulted at times not only in some 
specific errors, but in some cases in generic errors as well. 
1 bus the probative value of the figure references is weak- 
ened, when compared to unambiguous specific and recog- 
nizable descriptions or to certain shells that can be proven 
to be in loco typi. 

The probative value of the London collection has 
been discussed by Hanley ( 1855) and more recently by 
Dodge (1952, 1955). The Uppsala collection has been re- 
viewed in this respect by Loven (1887) and also by Dodge 
(loc. cit.). In the London collection, shells identifiable 
through numerals or inscriptions in Linne's handwriting 
may be admissible as types. As to the Ulricae collection, 
Dodge  (1952, p.  17)  said: 

We are forced to rely on the descriptions alone. If a given 
description unequivocally and exclusively agrees with a specimen in 
the collection now at Uppsala, it can be safely identified as the species 
described. If, further, this description in the Museum Ulricae refers 
specifically to a listing in the tenth edition of the Systema, we can 
then be sure that the specimen is, in fact, the type of the Systema 
species. If these conditions are not met, the Uppsala specimen cannot 
be certainly identified with the name in either the Museum Ulricae 
or the Svstema. 

To this latter statement I would add that the Museum 
Ulricae MS. and the drawings at Stockholm will give evi- 
dence of early concepts of the author, and would aid in in- 
terpretation  of inconsistencies  otherwise  unexplainable.   If 
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one of the drawings represents a shell now ar Uppsala, that 
shell was seen by Linne. 

One further point is of interest but not of probative 
value. There exists in the Linnean Society in London the 
so-called "revised twelfth edition" of the Systema, a printed 
copy of the twelfth edition in which are manuscript notes 
by Linne in preparation for a thirteenth edition. This was 
not the manuscript for Gmelin's edition, which Gmelin has 
called the thirteenth. Prof. Ake Holm, of the University of 
Uppsala, has advised me (by letter) that "tlure is no 
evidence that Gmelin had any personal idiuact to Lin- 
naeus." 

SHELL DEVELOPMENT 

The shell of a mollusk is the container of the animal 
Quring its lifetime. It is made by that animal, in stage* 
that represent stages of the animal's growth. The individual 
has built a certain record of his life's history into his shell, 
lo the extent that the animal is capable of response to 
stimuli that arise from circumstances of the environment, 
and which response is evidenced by some modification of 
the shell, the shell presents a detailed record of those fac- 
tors in the course of the animal's life that environmental 
circumstances have forced upon it. More importantly, how- 
ever, the characters of heredity are not easily modified, 
and despite the influences of locale on the individual, these 
characters continue as stable features. On these stable fea- 
tures depend the diagnoses of identification. 

The ontogenetic' development of the shell of Busyrcn 
and Busycotypus begins with a bulbous ajiical whorl form- 
ing part of that portion of the shell known as the proto- 
conch. In the ananepionic stage the shell has minute growth 
lines (fig. 1). During this stage the shell is umbilicated. 
Grabau (1902, 1903) believed that this is probably true 
for most gastropods. He pointed out that the less ac- 
celerated forms preserve their general ananepionic shape 
into adulthood also are umbilicated  throughout life. 

The protoconch ends at about two whorls. (In this 
paper I consider that the first whorl terminates with the 
beginning  of  the   suture).   At   about   one   and   otie-quarter 

< Hyall\ ternninology (IS93, p. 3S8) rilalinK I" onlufieiutic stafies i> 
used in this paper; nrpioaic (bahyhood), nctinic (youth), i-phrhic 
(adult), grronl'u (senile). Each may he further divided into three 
parts bv prefixing the term by ana-, mcta-, or para-. The correspond- 
ing racial stage may be indicated by prefixing with phyla- or phyl-. 

Fig. \. Busycotypus mritiliiulntus (Linne). Early hyaline shell showinK 
beginning of second  whorl of protoconch;   X2L  ."^fter  Grabau,   1910. 

whorls IS the lH-guiniiig of the development of the siphonal 
canal and the loss of the umbilicus. Sculpture characteristic 
of the species begins here. At the time of hatching, the 
shell has usually acquired specific characters; and where the 
apex is preserved in the adult, this early stage may be seen 
except for the canal. Shortly before hatching and at the 
time the velum is lost, tubercles or axial costae appear on 
the shoulder; and this is the point at which Grabau marks 
the end of the metanepionic period. The paranepionic pe- 
riod, he said, is marked by tubercles on the angulated 
shoulder, and in Busycotypus is brought to a close with the 
initiation of the channel at the suture. He was less definite 
in the genus Busycon in fixing the shell character that 
marks the limit of this stage. 

Burnett Smith (1914) made a study of the morpho- 
logic sequences of shell development in Busycotypus. He 
showed that in some of the older species of this genus the 
channel at the suture began after the beginning of the 
fifth whorl; and that as the geologic column is ascended 
the tendency in most cases is to begin the channel at the 
suture progressively earlier. His study emphasizes the diffi- 
culty of affixing arbitrary sharp boundaries to the some- 
what broad and certainly interflowing terms employed in 
naming ontogenetic stages. 

Smith listed four ontogenetic stages as follows, relating 
to  shoulder  sciiliiture: 

.\. Thf Miiiioth   anil   roiiniled  stage  of the  apical   whorls 
N. The ricided   stage. 
K. The keeled   stage   without  well-defined   nodes. 
R. The round-shouldered stage. 
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Added to these is the appearance and continuation of the 
sutural canal. This stage is independent of the other four 
stages. 

Grabau ( VA)2, 19().i ) noted this succession of stages and 
noted the phylogenetic tendency to acceleration of their de- 
velopment. On this consideration he set up an hereditary 
column for the genera before us. He noted also that in 
gerontic stages of rapidly accelerated sequence, there may 
be a tendency toward reappearance of the stages traversed, 
but in a reversed direction. Thus, in Busycon, we find in 
gerontic specimens of some accelerated species that have 
reached the rounded stage, a reappearance of spines. 

The protoconch is not strictly speaking an ontogenetic 
stage but is a group of stages. Kesteven ( 1905, p. .327) gave 
the following component parts of an idealized protoconch: 

1. Phylocoiich.—This .... is formed by almost every member 
of the phylum, but, with rare exceptions, it is shed at an 
earlv stage and does not enter into the composition of the 
protoconch. 

2. I'cloconch.—The greater portion of this is formed during the 
veliger stage, though it may have begun just liefore that 
stage. 

3. Nepioconrh.—This is formed during the nepionic stage, but, 
for reasons given in a preceding paper, (Kesteven 1903) I 
am inclined to regard it as of rare occurrence. 

+.   Anancanoconch.—Formed   during  early   neanic  stages. 

From the studies of Grabau (1902, 1903), coupled 
with those of Kesteven, it would appear that these four 
stages are hard to identify, since these two writers (and 
subsequent students) are in disagreement concerning their 
identity. Grabau appeared to recognize the phyloconch in 
the earliest period of shell formation. He seemed to regard 
the veloconch as ananepionic, while Kesteven regarded the 
neploconch  as of rare occurrence  among gastropods. 

I here regard the protoconch of the genera before us 
as being comprised of two recognizable parts: the globose 
first whorl which is formed before the velum stage and 
would embrace Kesteven's phyloconch; and the portion 
of the shell which begins after the first whorl and ends at 
the beginning of the conch (in the living species, this is at 
the stage of hatching). This latter stage appears to be a 
combination of Kesteven's veloconch and nepioconch. Gra- 
bau ( 1903, p. 517) believed the neopionic stage to begin 
with the second whorl, while the ananeanic stage marks the 
beginning of the conch  immediately after hatching. 

Hyatt's (1893, p. 388) ontogenetic stages subsequent 
to   the  embr\'onic   and  the   nepionic   (babyhood)   are   the 

neanic (youthful), ephebic (adult) and the gerontic (se- 
nile). In the gastropods before us, the gerontic is usually 
recognizable in the shell. The division between the neanic 
and the ephebic is generally unrecognizable through shell 
characters alone. 

PREVIOUS  MUNCXiR.M'HS  OF  BUSYCON   (OR  FUL(;UR) 

The monographic literature on Busycon that has thus 
far appeared falls into four categories: (1) synoptic lists 
(Conrad, 1853, 1867); (2) a study of the species both as 
to taxonomy and characters (Gill, 1867); (3) a catalog 
of the literature (Puffer and Emerson, 1954); (4) a study 
of the phylogenetic and ontogenetic characteristics of the 
genus (Grabau, 1903). The first is principally a catalog. 
The third is a synopsis of the literature (for which it is 
valuable) followed by conclusions as to synonymies, habi- 
tats, range, and other factors, based on the literature only, 
and hence possessed of a host of errors carried forward from 
the authors cited. The works of Gill and Grabau are more 
truly monographs, though from different approaches. 

Dall (1890) reviewed the genus as a part of his great 
study of the Tertiary of Florida. But his conclusions did 
not achieve stability, in part because the type material was 

not sought out. 
Aside from the monographs on Pyrula in which the 

forms now allied to Busycon had been placed by Lamarck 
and other early writers, the first monograph on our group 
was written by T. A. Conrad, under the title, "Monograph 
of the genus Fulgiir" (April, 1853). A synopsis of his work 

follows: 
Fossil   Sprcirs 

1. Fuhjur Irahriitum,   (Conr.)   Claiborne,  Ala. 
2. F.  spinigcrum,   (Conr.)   Vicksburg,  Miss. 
3. F. noJulatum,  Conr.  Vicksburg.  Miss. 

4. F. coronatum, Conr. St. Mary's Co., Md. 
5. F. canaltculatum. Recent. Found also at St. Mary's Co.. Md.: 

Duplin   Co.,   (Natural   Well),   N.C.   "Agrees   perfectly." 
6. F. rugosum, Conr.  St.  Mary's  River,  Md. 
7. F. tuberculatum. Conr. Patuxent R.. St. Mary's Co., Md.; 
S. F. carica,   (Pyrula carica. Lam.)   N. Car. In Coll. of ANSP; 

Large with short spines. Prof. Mitchell. 
9. F. fusiform,-, Conr. Patuxent R., St. Mary's Co., Md. 

10. F.  maximum, Conr.  Vorktown,  Va. 
11. F. incih, Conr. Vorktown, Va. 
12. F.  contrarium. Conr.  Natural  Well.  Duplin  Co.,  N.  Car. 
13. F. cxcavatum Conr. Natural Well. Duplin Co., N. Car. 
14. F. orcgoncnse Conr.  Columbia  R.,  near  Astoria,  Ore. 
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Rrcrtit Spi-rirs 

F.  i'ltrii'a,   {MurfX ctititti,  Gniel.) 
Lister t. 880 
Martini,  iii,  t.67,  f.744,   and  t.69,  f.756,   757. 
Pyrula  carica   Desh.   ix,   105. 
Pyrula  aruatia  Rve.   (not L.)   pi.   5,  f.l6. 

F. caniculatum  [su]   (Pyrula, Lam.)   N.J., R.L, Mass. 
F. pcrvrrsum   (Muri'x, L.)   Southern  coast.  Abundant  at Tampa 

Bay, Fla. 
Lister,  t.  877. 
Chemn. ix,   (1), p. 67, t.l06, f.900, 903. 
Pyrula pcrvrrsa Lam.  Rve., pi.  3,  figs.  13. 

F. pyrum  (Bulla Pyrum. Dillvvyn,  1817) 
Pyrula spirata Lam.  1822 
Fuhjur pyruluidis  Say   1822 
Pyrula spirata Rve., pi. 8, fig. 7. 

F. canJilahrum.  (Pyrula, Lam.) 
F.  (jihbosutn,  Conr. 

Pyrula  pcrvrrsa  var.   Kiener,  pi.  9,  fig.  2. 

1 he next monograph was written by Theodore Gill 
entitled "On the Genus Fidgur and its Allies" (Sept. 5, 
1867). Gill introduced for the first time a division into two 
genera. A synopsis follows: 

Fulijur, Montfort. 

1. F. carica. 
"Murcx  aruanus,  L.   (misnomer)   [sic']   S.N.,   1766   [1767],   p. 

1222." 
Murrx carica, Gmel. 
Fulgur  eliccans,  Montf. 
Pyrula  carica.  Lam. 
Pyrula candelabrum, Lam. 
Pyrula  aruana,  Desh. 
Pyrula   kiciirri,  Phil. 
Busycon spinosum, Conr. 

Recent.—East  coast  U.S.,  southward  of  Cape  Cod. 

2. F.   pcrversus. 
Murrx  pcrversus,  L. 
Pyrula perversa, Lam. 
Busycon gibbosum, Conr. 

Recent.—East   coast   N..\.,   south   of   Cape   Hatteras. 

3. F. coarctatus 
Pyrula   coarclata,   Sowli. 

Recent.—Florida? 

4. F. jilosus. 
Busycon  filosum,  Conr. 

Mioc.—^'orktown,  V'a. 

5. F.   maximus,  Conr. 
Miocene. 

6. F. contrarius, Conr. 
Busycon   per-versum,  Tuom.   &   Holm. 
Busycon adversariuin, Conr. 

Mioc.—N.  and   S.  Car. 

7. F. scarlarispira. 
Busycon  scalarispira,  Conr. 

Mioc.—Shiloh,  Cumberland   Co.,  N. J. 

8. F. tuberculatus, Conr. 
Mioc.—Maryland 

9. F.  fusiformis,  Conr. 
Mioc.—Maryland 

10. F.  carinatus. 
Busycon   carinatus,  Conr. 

Mioc.—Virginia. 

11. F.  spinii/cr,  Conr. 
Fusus  spmiger,  Conr. 

"Oligocene".—Vicksburg,   Miss. 

12. F. nodulatus, Conr. 
"Oligocene."—Vicksburg,   Miss. 

Sycoiypus, Gill ex Browne 
Type.—S.  canaliculatus. 

S.  cornnatus. 
Fulgur coronatus, Conr. 

Mioc.—Maryland 

S. rugosus. 
Fulgur  rugosus,  Conr. 

Mioc.—Maryland 

S. canalifrrus 
Busycon  canalifcrum,  Conr. 
B.  carolinense,  Conr. 

Mioc.—N. and S. Carolina. 

S.   incilis. 
Fulgur   incile,   Conr. 

Mioc.—Virg.,   (Yorktown) 
.S. ahveatus. 

Busycon  alveatum, Conr. 
Mioc.—St.    Mary's    River. 

5.  canaliculatus. 
Murex canaliculatus, L. 
Pyrula eanaliculata, Lam. 

Recent.—East  coast  U.S.,   northward   to   Cape 
Cod. 

.y.  pyrum. 
Bulla Pyrum, Dillw. 
Pyrula spirata. Lam. 
Fulgur pyruloidrs, Say. 
Busycon plagosum, Conr. 

Recent.—Gulf  of   Mexico   and   East   coast   U.S., 
northward  to  Cape   Hatteras. 

5.   excaralus. 
Fulgur exeavatus, Conr. 
Cassidulus   carolinensis  Tuom.  Ji:   Holm. 
Busycon   excavalum,   Conr. 
Busycon   carolinense   Conr.   ANSP   Proc,   [vol.   14], 

1862  [1863], p.  560  [not 584] 
Mioc—N.  Car.   (Duplin  Co.) 

iS. elongatus Gill. 
Mioc—N.  Car. 

It IS of interest to note that Gill divided Sycotypus 
mto four groups. In the course of this paper, two will be 
proposed, combining the first two and the last two. With 
more material available. Gill's groups become awkward at 
borderlines. 
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After Gill's paper appeared, Conrad in the same year 
(1867, p. 182) published a synopsis m which he adopted 
Gill's |iroposal of two genera. His list follows: 

SYCOTYPUS, Browne,  Gill,   (not  Gronovius). 
Rec-nt Species 

S. canalkulatus, Lin. 
S. plaffosiu, Conr. 

var.   elcgans,  Conr. 
S. pyruin, Dillwyn 

^^Fulffur pyruloiJcs, Say 

Miocene Species 
S. alveatus, Conr. 
S. coronatus, Conr. 
S. carolinensis, Conr. 
S. canaliferus, Conr. 
S. incilis, Conr. 
5'. cxcavatus, Conr. 

^CassiJulus    carolinensis, 
T. &: H. 

S. ruijiisus, Conr. 

BUSYCON  Bolten. 

Recent   Species 
B.  aruanum, Lin. 

^Pyrula   caricii,  Lam. 
^B. spinosum, Conr. 

B.  eliccans,  Montf. 
B.   candelabrum,  Lam. 
B. coarctatum, Sow. 

Reversed Species 
B.  kieneri, Phil. 

==B.  yihhosum, Conr. 
B. perversum, L. 

Miocene  Species 
B. filosum, Conr. 
B. maximum, Conr. 
B.  tritonis, Conr. 

Oliffocene   Species 
B.  spinigcr, Conr. 
B.  ad'versarium, Conr. 

Subgenus SYCOPSIS,  Conrad,  [new  here] 
Tuberculafrc,   not  canaliculate. 

Miocene Species 
B. carinatum,  Conr. 
B.  fusiformc,  Conr. 
F. scalaspira  [sic], Ctmr. 
B.  striatum,  Conr. 
B.  tuberculatum,  Conr. 

Reversed Species 
B.   contrarium,   Conr. 

Eocene  Species 
B.  nodulntum, Conr. 

There are, of course, several errors m this synopsis, 
when one refers to original descriptions and localities. B. 
adversariurn, Conr. is not Oligocene but Miocene. B. adver- 
sarium should have been listed with B. contrarium. Conrad 
in 1853 listed both B. nodulatum and B. spinigerum as from 
the Vicksburg. 

The last monograph on the group was written in 1903 
by A. W. (jtabau. It is essentially a phylogenetic study, 
the first of importance on the genus. Without going into 
the genetic aspect of his paper it will be instructive to 
give a synopsis of the species he treated. Although in 1875 
Conrad reversed his own position respecting two genera 
(see Part II, B. kerrii Conr., for discussion) and thus left 
the main burden resting on Gill, Grabau gave strong sup- 
port to the concept.   His synopsis follows: 

Fulijur. 
F. fusiformis  Conr. 
F.  tuberculatum   Conr. 
F.  maximum  Conr. 
F.   maximum   var.   tudiculiitum 

Conr. 
F. carinatum Conr. 
F. maximum  var. A. Conr. 
F. tritonis  Conr. 
F. filosum Conr. 
F.  caricum   Grab. 
F. eliccans Mont. 
F. eliccans  var.  candelabrum  Lam. 
F. rapum Heilp. 
F. rapum var. 
F. rapum var. tritonoides Grab. 
F.  contrarium   Conr. 
F. pcrversum Grab. 
F. coarctum  Grab. 
F. ohrapum   Grab. 
F. adversariurn  Conr. 
F. pcrversum  Leidy. 
F. obfilosum Grab. 
F.  kieneri  Phil. 
F. spinigcr Conr. 
F. spinigcr var.  tampaensis Dall. 
F. spinigcr var. perizonatus Dall. 
F. nodulatum Dall. 
F. tuberculatum  echinate 
F. tuberculatum  carinate 

Sycotypus 
S. pyrus 
S. pyriformis Conr. 
S. canaliferus Conr. 
5'. excavatus Conr. 
^.   clongatus   Gill. 
S. caro'linensis T. &  H. 
S. incilis Conr. 
S. alveatus Conr. 
S. conradii T. & H. 
S. rugosus Conr. 
S. coronatus Conr. 
S.  nodulatus  "Con."  Grab. 
5.  rugosus   (primative) 
S. rugosus carinate 
S.  rugosus  echinate 
.?. rugosus faison var. 
.S. concinnus Conr. 

The gathering of more material, and of more informa- 
tion concerning horizons, ecology, anatomy and other bio- 
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logical data, have made it both possible and necessary to 
examine the species of the genus and to bring into proper 
relationship the various forms now known. This can be 
done only after a critical review of each species has been 
undertaken. The inconsistencies existing between the sev- 
eral synopses cited show the need for such a review. In 
the light of presently available information, it is to he ex- 
pected that some reorganization will result. 

The fauna of the western Gulf of Mexico has appar- 
ently not been studied before. As more material becomes 
available, some revision may be necessary. The range and 
depth information is scanty. It is to be hoped that atten- 
tion will be given to records of this kind. 

SYSTKMAIIC ARRANGEMENT OF  RECENT 

SPECIES 

Ph.vlum .>IOIJ,rs('A 

Class (i.VSTKOI'ODV 

Order  RACHKil.OSSA 

Family lU SV(O.MKAK 

Genus lU'SYCO.N   Rodiiis.  17!tS 

Busyron Riklint;. I79S, Mus. Bolt. Cat., p. 1+9; Ihit-lc, 1931, llaiidli. 
Wcichlierkiinde, vol. 1, p. 321; Burnett Smith, 1938, Nautilus, vol. 
52, .\o. 1, p. 16; Wenz, 1943, Handli. Palcozool. (Gastr.), Bd. 6, 
I, t. 6, p.  1216;  tiardntr,  1944,  USGS,  Prof.  Pap.  142-C;,  p. 449^ 

Busyron Boltcn, Ilerrmannsen, 1846, Ind. Gen. Mai. Prim., vol. 1, p. 
14S; C;ray, 1847, Zool. Soc. London, Proc, pt. 15, No. 19, p. 135; 
Chtnu, 1859, Man. Conch., vol. 1, p. 180; Dall, 1903^ WFIS, 
Trans., vol. 3, pt. 6, p. 1653; Dall 1915, USNM, Bull. 9(1, p. 66; 
Kelluin, 1926, USGS, Prof. Pap. 143 p. 40; Johnson, 1934, Boston 
Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. 40, No. 1, p. 126; Mansfield, 1937 Florida 
Geol. Sur. Bull. 15, p.  118. 

Busyrum  Bolien. M6rch,  1852, Cat. Voldi, p.  104  (/«/.(. ,«/.) 
I'nhma Link, 1807, Beschr. Nat Samml. R„st., p. 115, /„,.,. \,„ 

lolima RodinK,  1798. 
Pyruh Lamarck, 1816, Encycl. Meth., Hist. Nat. des Vers, torn 3 

Lijir. p. 8 (in part); 1822, Hist. Nat. .\n. s. Vert., vol 7 p 137 
(in pan) ; il,U., 1843, ed. 2.  ((Deshaves), vol. 9, p.'502  Cm part) 

Fulffur Montfort, 1810, Conchyl. Syst.. vol. 2, p. 503; Conrad, .\pr 
1853, .\NSI>, Proc, vol. 6, No. 8, p. 316; CJill, 1867, Am. Jour. 
Conch., vol. 3, p. 141; Dall, 1890, WFIS, Trans., vol. 3 pt 1 
p.  109;  (irabau,  1903, Am.  Nat.,  vol. 37,  No. 440,  p.  526.' 

(.assiJulus Humphrey, Tuomey and Holmes, 1857, Plioc. Foss. South 
Carolina,  p.  147. 

Sycfii, Conrad.  1867,  Am. Jour.  Conch.,  vol.  3,  p   184 
Busuon Emmons,  1858, Rept. North Carolina CJeol. Sur., p. 248  ihifs. 

Fulffui   "Montfort",   Desmarest,   1856,   in   Chenu,   Encyl    Hist    Nat 
Crust. Moll. Zoo!., p. 179   (lapi. cal.). 

Type  species.—By   subsequent   designation   by   Herr- 
mannsen, 1846, Murex armnus Linne [=iBusycon amanum 

(Linne)]. Recent, Cape Cod to Yucatan; lower Miocene 
to Recent. 

Description.—Shell subpyriform, stout, dextral or sin- 
istral, nucleus papillose, about two-whorled, the first globose 
folded caplike over the second, .suture not channeled, 
shoulder tuberculate, spinous, carinate or rounded; rachidian 
tooth with five or six cusps; operculum corneus, unguiculate, 
with nucleus at forward end; periostracum absent or thin, 
with minute papillae; (.olunu-lla with oblique groove im- 
mediately   above   the   anjjle;   canal   long   and   open. 

The most prominent characteristics of this genus, as 
apjihed to a subpyriform shell with a long canal, are the 
nucleus, the lack of a sutural channel, the groove on the 
columella, and the relatively smooth periostracum, if any. 
In addition, the racliidian tooth of the radula has five or 
six cusps. 

Mantjart's description for Fulgur.— 
Caracthrs Gener'niurs. Coquillc lilirc, univalve, piriforme; spire 

plus on moins aplatie, armee; dernier tour tres-^rand ; houche alongee; 
columelle chargee d'un pli; levre exterieure tranchante, chargee in- 
terieuremem de sillons periodiijucs, a deux lignes de son hord; base 
canaliculee en gouttiere. 

Gincrir tliaracfcrs. 
[Shell hold, univalve, pyriform; spire more or less flattened, 

artiied; last whorl very large; mouth elongated; columella marked 
with one plication; outer lip prominent, marked within bv regularly 
spaced lirae, to two lines (1/6 inch) of the border; base channeled 
into  a gutter.—translation.] 

Discussion.—\Annc (IJ.iS) included this group along 
with many others, under his genus Mure.x. In 1798 Riiding 
separated several forms now recognized as belonging to this 
group, under the generic name Busycon; but Roding's 
name was not immediately recognized. Lamarck (1816) in- 
cluded the group with several others under his genus 
Pyrula and drew species from l.mne's Murcx for his genus. 
Montfort (1810) had, however, begun to separate several 
species which belong only to this group under the name 
Fulgur and thus became the second author to recognize the 
generic characteristics of the group. His name Fidgur be- 
came generally u.sed, before Roding's Busycon was revived. 

I 111 latter name, because of acceptance by the International 
Commission on Zoological Nomenclature (Opinion 96) has 
gradually replaced Fult^ur. 

Roding gave no type in setting up the generic name of 
Busycon. He listed six species, however: B. muricatum 
[ = B. carica (Gmelin)], li. prrvrrsum (Linne), B. inver- 
sum,   B.   cingulatum.   B.   duhium.   and   B.   canaliculatum 
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(I.iniu'-). Of these, three are unrecognizable, leaving B. 

cam a (Cnu-lm), B. pervrrsum (Linne), and B. canalicuUi- 

tum (Linne), from which a type species would have to be 

selected by subsequent designation. Any author, therefore, 

who chose one of these three as type species for Bvsycon 

would have to be considered. The first so to do, so far as 

I have found, was Herrmannsen, who in 1846 designated as 

the type, Murex aruanus Linne. Since this is equivalent to 

B. carica (Gmelin), (see below), which R5ding placed in 

synonymy with his B. muricatum, it stands as the subse- 

quently designated  type. 

Link (1807, p. 116) listed under the genus Vnlema a 

species V. gramdatum-, referring to Martini and Chemnitz, 

vol. 3, t. 57. f. 742. 743. These figures are of a large Busy- 

cotypus canalkulatus (Linne). He then said, "Scheint von 

f. 738-740 oder M. canalkulatus verschieden." [Appears 

different from f. 738-740 or M. canaliculatus]. Now, f. 738-9 

are of a worn dextral form, probably a half-grown Busycon 

aruanum (Linne), while f. 740 is of a half-grown B. canal- 

kulatus (Linne). 

Morch (1852, p. 104) and Tomlin and Winckworth 

(1936, p. 36) placed V. gramdatum Link in synonymy with 

Busycotypus canalkulatus  (Linne). 

Volema is not available as of Link having been pre- 

occupied by Roding (1798, p. 57). 

While in 1847 Gray also designated M. aruanus Linne 

as the type of Busycon, in another place he placed Busycon 

in synonymy under Colus (Humphrey, 1797); and then 

under Fulgvr Montfort, 1810, he placed ''Pyrula sp. ( carka) 

Lam. 1822" in synonymy. I think, therefore, that Gardner 

(1944, p. 449) was in error in citing Gray as subsequent 

designator.  In  any case, Herrmannsen precedes Gray. 

Burnett Smith (1938) discus.sed at some length the 

designation of a type species and concluded by himself 

designating B. carka (Gmelin). He did not, however, no- 

tice the position of Herrmannsen. Winckworth (1945, p. 

138) followed Smith. 

The genus Pyrula was set up by Lamarck in 1799, with 

the type species, by monotypy, B^dla ficvs Linne. In 1801 

he continued the generic name and description with the 

same type designation and added the following figure 

references: 

Gualt. t. 26. fig. I. M. 
Argenv. t. 17. fig. 0. 
Martin, Conch. 3. t. 66. f. 733  a 735. 

All relate to the same form of shell except the second, 

which should have read "t. 20. fig. 0." (t. 17. fig. 0 is a 

Stroml/us ). 

Linne did not list a Bulla firus in the tenth edition of 

the Systema. However, under Murex ficus he listed: 

475. M. testa oliovato-clavata reticulato-striata subdiaphana 
Cauda patula exserta, spina obliterata. 

List, conch. 4. S. 10. c. 8. t. 2. f. 3. 
Bonan.  recr.  3. t.  15. 
Rumph. mus. t. 27.  f. K. 
Petiv.  amhoin.    t.6  f. 9. 
Gvalt. test. t. 26. f. I. M 
.\rgenv. conch, t. 20.  f.  0. 
Klein, ostr. t.  5. f. 93. 
Habitat  .  .  .  .—[Linne,  1758,  p.  752.] 

In the Museum Ulricae, Linne repeated the descrip- 

tion, placed the above entry in the tenth edition in syno- 

nymy, and quoted the figure references of Rumphius, Gual- 

tieri, and Dezallier d'Argenville; he then added the follow- 

ing description: 

Testa subdiaphana, obovata, nitundata, laevis, definens in basin 
s. caudam rostratam, extus reticulato-striata: striis elevatis, de- 
cussatis,  obsoletis. 

Spira obtusa, vix eminens supra testam. 
Labium  dehiscens,  edentulum. 
Color pallide flavescens maculis fuscis. [Linne, 1764, p. 637.] 

In the twelfth edition of the Systema Linne moved the 

species ficus from Murex to Bulla with the following entry: 

3S2. B. testa obovato-clavata reticulato-striata, cauda exserta. 
spira obliterata. 

M.L.U. 637.  n.  314.  Murex  ficus. 
List, conch. 4. s.  10. c. S. t. 2. f.  3. 
Bonan, recr. 3. t. 15. 
Rumph.  mus. t.  27.  f.  K.  Ficus. 
Pet.  amb.  t.   6.  f.  9. 
Gualt. test. t. 26. f. I.  M. 
Argenv. conch, t. 20. f. 0. 
Klein, ostr. t.  5.  f. 9.  3. 
Seb. mus. 3. t. 38. f. 13-24 & t. 68. f. 1-6. 
Habitat in  0.  Indico  ad  .\mboinam.—[Linne,  1767,  p.  1184.] 

It is clear that Lamarck's citation for his type species, 

of Bulla ficus Linne, was taken from the twelfth edition of 

the Systema. 

Roding erected the genus Ficus in 1798 (p. 148) with 

the following entry: 

Ficus, Die Feige. 
1S51.   1  F.  Communis.  Die  gemeine  Feige.  Gmel.  Bulla  ficus. 

Sp. 14. Knorr Verg. 3. t. 23. f. 1. 9. St. 
1852. 2 F.  I'aricgata. Di* bunte  Feige. Gmel. Bulla ficus. 

Sp.  14.  Martini  3. t. 66. f. 734. 735. 7 St. 
1853. 3  F. Picld. Die Schacktigte Feige. eod. 4 St. 
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Items 1851 and 1852 are synonyms through Bulla ficus 
Gmelin. The figures appear to be of similar shells. Item 1853 
is a no?nen nudum. The type species of this genus is thus 
Bulla ficus GmeVm—Murex ficus Linne 1758, by tautonymy- 

Lamarck did not expand his genus Pyrula until 1816, 
when he listed and figured, besides P. ficus, P. spirata 
Lamarck, n. sp.; P. carica (=Murex carica Gmelin); P. 
perversa (=B. sinistrum Holiister new); P. canaliculata 
{=Murex canaliculatus Linne); and P. candelabrum La- 
marck, n. sp. (Liste, p. 8). He gave this same list in 1822 
(vol. 7, pp. 137-142) and Deshayes repeated it in 1843 
(vol. 9. pp. 504-512), each giving descriptions and many 
figure references. The type species, however, being Bulla 
ficus for the genus, it was boimd to fall into synonymy with 
ficus Rfiding, 1798. 

Cassidulus Hunipliiey. 1797, used by Tuomev and 
Holmes, is not available, under Ruling No. 51 of the Inter- 
national  Commission  on  Zoological   Nomenclature. 

I he description of the subgenus Sycopsis Conrad is 
given on page 67. .'Xs described it is unworkable. Many 
species of Busycon not placed by Conrad under Sycopsis 
have tubercles to adulthood. Such a specification cuts across 
ontogenetic .sequences. I find it indefinitive within the genus 
Busycon, and hence I have placed Sycopsis in synonymy 
with Busycon. 

Montfort (1810) designated B. cliccans (Montfort) 
as the type species of Fulgur by monotypy. Cossmann 
( 1901, p. 76) was in error in designating Murex perversus 
Linne as the type of Fulgur. 

I he Catalog of the Museum Boltenianum was pre- 
pared by Peter Friedrich Roding and published in 1798. 
.As the synonymy shows, many writers considered Bolten 
the author, whereas it was Bolten's collection that was 
catalogued. 

Range.—'I he range of living species of Busycon ex- 
tends from Last Orleans, Massachu.setts, southward along 
the hast and Gulf Coasts to Yucatan. It has not appar- 
ently crossed the Gulf Stream. The depth of its habitat 
extends from the shore-line to 26 fathoms, .iiid perhaps 
beyond. 

Shattuck (1904, cxxiv) gave Beverly, Massachusetts, 
as the northern limit of the genus, and also gave St. 
'I homas. Virgin Islands, as the .southern limit. Maxwell 
Smith   (1941,   p.   124)   also  gave   St.   Th<,mas,   and   men- 

tioned Cuba as well. I have not seen specimens collected 
south of the Gulf Stream. Further data on these limiting 
stations are needed. 

In geologic time, the genus Busycon is herein recog- 
nized  from lower Miocene to Recent. 

Subgenus Tll'SYCOX sensii stiiet" 

Suture nut channeled; shell dextrally coiled; proto- 

conch of about two whorls, the first globose and caplike; 

the columella with a shallow oblique sulcus just above the 

entrance to the siphonal canal; otherwise as of the genus. 

Husjeoii   (Itiisvcoii)  iiriiiiniitii   (Linne) 

Plate 8, figures  1-3,  5-11;  Plate  18,  fisures  3,  5 

Murr.x anitinus Linne,  1758,  Syst. Nat., ■ed.  10, p.  753,  No. 484   (cxcl. 
Rumph.) ;   1754,   Miis.   Ulric,   p.   641,   No.   322    (excl.   Rumph.); 
1767, Syst. Nat., ed. 12, p. 1222, No. 556   (excl. Rumph., Bonan.) ; 
tJmelin,   1791,   Syst.   Nat.,   ed.   13,   p.   3546,   No.   71    (in   part); 
llerrmannsen,   1846,   Ind.   Gen.   Mai.  Prim.,  vol.   1,   p.   148. 

Miinx carica Gmelin,  1791,  Svst.  Nat., ed.  13,  tom.  1, pt.  6   p   3545 
No. 67;  Dillvvyn, 1SI7, Cat. Rec. Shells, vol. 2, p. 722, No. 81. 

Busycon muiicatum  Roding,  1798,  Mus.  Bolt.,  p.  149. 
Pyrula carica Lamarck, 1S16, Encv. Meth. Vers. tom. 3, pi. 433, fig, 3, 

listr, p. 8;  1822, An. s. Vert., vol. 7, p.  158, No. 2;  Kiene'r,  lS4o! 
Spec.   Coq.   Viv.,   vol.   6,   Pyrula,   sp   1,   p.   3,   fig.   1;   Deshayes,' 
1843,  Lam.,  An.s.Vert.,  2e  ed.,  tom.  9,  p.  505,  no.  2. 

Pyru/a aruauus  (Linne), R'eeve, 1847, Conch. Icon., Pyrula. pi.  5, fig. 
16. 

Fuhjur  carica   ((Jrnelin),   Conrad,   1853,   ANSP,   Proc,   vol.   6,   No,   8, 
|).  319;  Tiyon,  1881,  Man. Conch.,  vol. 3,  p,   14(1,  pi.  57,  fig,  387; 
Ciill,   1867,   .\m.  Jour.   Conch.,   vol.   3,   p.   145   (in   pan)';   Conrad' 
Verrill   and   Smith,   1874,   Rcpt.  V.  S.   Corn.   Fish   &   Fisheries    pp' 
355,   640,   pi.   22,   fig.   124. 

liusycnn aruaiium  Chenu,  1859,  Man,  Conch,  et  Pal.  Conch., t   1,  fig 
9(I1F;   Conrad,   1867,   Am.   Jour.   Conch.,   vol,   3,   p.   IS4';   Me'lviil 
1881,   lour. Conch,,  vol.  3,  p.  159. 

Fulijur  caricum   (irahau,   I9(i3,   Am,   Nat,,   vol,   37,   No,  44(1    p    530   ct 
srq. 

Busycon   carica    ((imelin),   Johnson,   C.   W„   1934,   Boston   Soc.   Nat 
llist,,   Proc.   vol. 40,  No.   1,  p.   126. 

Otiii^iiiiil drscripiinn  of 71/.  aruauus.— 

484,   M,  testa   patulo-caudata,   spira   spinoso-coronata. 
Rumph,  mus.  t,  28,   f..\, 
(Jvalt,   test.   t.   47,   f,B, 
Habitat   ad   Novam   Cniineam,—[Linne,   1758,   p,   753.] 

Additional description of M. aruauus.— 

322.  Murex testa  patulo-caudata,  spira  spinoso-coronata 
Syst.  Nat.   10.  p.  753.  n.  484. 
Rumph. mus. t. 28. f. A. 
Gualt.   test.  t. 47.   f.B. 

'I'esta magna  pugni crassitic,  ventrirosa,  latere dorsali   recurvata, 
longitudinaliter    rarius    rugosa,    supra    anguhirn,    qui    olisoletus' 
admodum  declivis. 
Spira  hrevis, conica ;  anfractihus, spinis conicis. 
.■\pcrtura ovata,  defincns  in caudam. 
Laliium   integrum,   non   dentatum. 
Columella  flexuosa  uti  liters  S, 
Color   singularis   fusco-caerulcus,   aliocpiin,   allHi-<arneus,—TLinne 
1764,   p.   641,] 
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c-d   (.n 

cliar- 

[Murex shell with a patulous beak, spire crowned with spines 
Shell large, of the thickness of a fist, ventricose, recur\ 

the dorsal side, in length once in a while wrinkled above the 
which is faint and wholly sloping. Spire short, conical, whorK 
acterized by conic spines. 

Aperture ovate,  ending in  the beak. 
Labium whole,  without dentations. 
Coluinclla  twists  like the  letter  S. 
Color   unusual   dark-bluish,   otherwise   white-flesh   colored.— 
Translation.] 
556. M. testa patulo-caudata, spira spinoso-coronata. 

M.I..U.   641.   n.   322. 
Ruinph.  mus.  t.  28.  f.   A.   Buccinum   aruanurn. 
Gualt. test.  t. 47,  f.  B. 
Bonan.  recr. 3. t. 101. 
Habitat  ad   Novam  Guineam,  Chinam. 

Testa ponderosa rudis, saepe nigra s. subcaerulea.—[Linne,  1767, 
p.   1222.] 

Supplementary description.—This shell is subpyriform, 
large, heav\', ventricose, and with a low subconical spire. 
The shoulder, which is ornamented with prominent tuber- 
cles, is at about one-third the height from tiie apex. The 
columella is sinuous, the aperture ovate, the canal open and 
patulate, the outer lip somewhat flaring. The first whorl is 
globose, caplike. The second whorl begins rounded but be- 
comes angulate and somewhat beaded. The next four 
whorls are beaded on the shoulder, after which the beads 
become tubercles, the tubercles sometimes growing into 
strong spines. The post-nuclear whorls have fine spiral 
threads, which are eventually overcome at about the sev- 
enth whorl by the strong growth lines; and the first has 
fine radial riblets for the first half-turn. Below the shoulder 
there are no spiral threads except those running obliquely 
across the back of the beak. The body whorl has imbri- 
cated incremental lines of growth. The columella is strongly 
arcuate. There is a pronounced angle at the beginning of 
the canal, which latter is curved and twisted. A shallow 
sulcus lies obliquely across the columella above the en- 
trance to the canal. 

The interior is smooth, and in the adidt, of a bright 
red-orange color, extending over the glazed portion of the 
parietal wall. Just forward of the suture, on the parietal 
wall, there appears on juveniles a nb, which in the adult 
becomes a swollen prominence, marking off the anal groove. 
The operculum is corneus, unguiculate, with apical nucleus. 

A large female shell of this species would have about 
eight whorls and measure 210 mm. in length and 123 mm. 
in width at the periphery, or 131 mm. including spines. 
At  the  Academy  of  Natural   Sciences  in   Philadelphia   an 

unusually large shell (ANSP Cat. No. 36841) from South 
Carolina, measures 364 mm. long by 236 mm. wide. There 
appears to In- no discernible difference in form between 
the male and the limale shells, based on a series of nearly 
two himdred specimens of known sex; but Magalhaes 
(1948) found the female shells to be larger in range of 
size than those of the males. Burnett Smith (1902) found 
similar dimorphism. 

There is a considerable variation in the size and num- 
ber of the spines. These two characters do not seem to 
have diagnostic value. The suture occurs just below the 
shoulder, thus revealing the beads and spines on all the 
whorls  of  the  conch. 

This shell IS readily separated from the other dextral 
living species of the genus, B. candelabrum (Lamarck) and 
R. eliceans ( Montfort). Its range overlaps only B. eliceans, 
in the Carolinas, (Georgia, and northeast Florida. In the 
adult stage B. eliceans has the tumid ridge across the back 
of the beak, as seen in Plate 10, figure 1, a feature not oc- 
curring on B. aruanurn (PI. 8, fig. \). B. eliceans is charac- 
teristically more rugged and more spinose. B. aruamcm has 
the hump on the parietal wall while B. candelabrum does 
not (compare PI. 8, fig. 8 and PI. 9, fig. 10). The slope 
of the shoulder of the body whorl of B. aruanurn is 
steeper than that on B. candelabrum which has a lower 
spire and a much longer anterior canal. B. candelabrum is 
limited to the Western Gulf, where B. aruanurn does not 
occur. 

On infrequent occasions a shell is found with an addi- 
tional row of tubercles, arranged posteriorly from the 
shoulder, on the later whorls (PI. 8, figs. 9, 10). Magalhaes 
(1948, p. 385) estimated that at Beaufort, North Carolina, 
about one of three hundred of the species B. aruanurn has 
a second row of tubercules. At the Academy of Natural Sci- 
ences in Philadelphia (ANSP Cat., No. 68048) is such a 
shell, taken at St. Augustine, Florida. B. Smith (1943) and 
Hacknev ( 1944) also reported similar shells. Magalhaes" 
specimens are deposited in the Paleontological Research 
Institution, Ithaca, New York (Sta. Lot No. 1472). 

Holotype not available.—A search was made to locate 
the holotype, if any exists. Two shells remain in Linne's 
collection in the Linnean Society of London, under the 
name M. aruanus. One is marked aruanus—the Secretary of 
the Societ\- says b\- Linne. Hanley (1885)  said it does not 
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look like Linne's handwriting—the shell being P. vesper- 
ti/io. according to Hanley. The other is an unmarked Busy- 
con, 65 mm. high, which Hanley called P. carica. Hanley 
said there was no shell under the name aruanus in Lmne's 
collection at the time it was first named; init he believed 
the second shell to represent B. aruanum. I ha\e examined 
photographs of both shells, and I agree with Hanley's 
diagnosis of species. 

Discussion of treatment of names by subsequent 
zvriters.—Linne's figure references relate to two distinct 
forms, as we know them now.' Rumphius showed a Mega- 
latractus proboscidiferus (Lamarck) (PI. 8, fig. 4). While 
Gualtieri showed a Busy con aruanum (Linne) (PI. 8, figs. 
5, 6). Linne's description does not apply to the Megalatrac- 
tus, since it does not have a crown of spines, and its beak is 
not spreading. The habitat relates to the Megalatrartus as 
given by Rumphius and not to the Busycuu. The name 
aruanus was copied from Rumphius. 

In 1780 Born (p. 3 L3 ) undertook a rexision ot Tonne's 
Murex aruanus. His entry is as follows: 

MUREX   .\RV.\NUS. 
Linn.  S.N.  Sp.  556.  Mus.  L.\'.  pan.  641. 

Girm. Die zweykielific Spindel. Htii/.   Trompet v.Tn  .\ni  Cimnov. 
Te^ta olilonKa, vcntricosa, anfractilnis liicariiiatis. ri)>iro elongatii. 

Bonanni Recr. CI. S.f.lUl. 
Ruiiiiih  amiioin. tab. 2S.f..\. 
Martini   [C"hcmnitz]   Konch.  Kab.   IV  tab.   13S.f.   1295. 

Testa     oblonKa,     ventricosa,     transversim     striata;     Anfractus 
-tptem    bicarinati,   contigui;    Spira    acuminata,    testa    vix    brevior; 
.\pertura    ovata;    I.abrum    inteKnim;     Labium    ronvcxum,    laeve; 
Ro>trum   elongatum,   incurvatum;   Color   pallidc   UiteMens. 

Long.  4.   poll.   X.   lin.   lat.   1.   poll.  9.   lin. 
Habitat   ad   novam   Guiiieam,   Cliinain,    Linnaeus;    ad    insulain 

.\ru Indiae orientalis, Rumpli. 

What Born achieves here is a repetition of Linne's 
entries in the tenth edition of the Systema and the Mii- 
.seum Ulricae, together with a description of his own tii;ir 
relates chiefly to Murex despectus Linne; and for iiood 
measure he adds as figure references, those of Bonanni ;iiid 
Rumphius showing a Megalatractus prohoscidiferus (La- 
marck), and a figure by Chemnitz that shows the Murex 
despeitus of the North Atlantic. He then gives the habitat 
of  the  whole  mi.xture  as  th;it  of  the M. proboscidiferus. 

■ It is worthy of note (hat mixtures in Linne's figure references occur 
in his entries for all three Buiycon forms listed by him as Munx 
canal'uulatus, Murrx aruanus, and  Murex pcrversus. 

Schroeter (1783, p. 520) undertook to revise Linne's 
description of Murex aruanus. His entry follows: 

XL. Murex aruanus. Linn. Spec. 556, pag. 1222. 
"Die aruanische Spindel, das aruanische Rinkhorn, franz. Trompette 
d'.\ru, holland. de Aroesche Trompet, of Trompet van .Aru. Bonanni 
Recreat. et Mus. Kircher. Class, III. fig. 101. Rumph .\mboin. tab, 2S, 
fig. A. Chemnitz forfegesctztes Conchylienk. Th. IV. S. 143. Vignette 
39, fig. D. (Gualtieri tab. 47. fig. B., worauf sich Linne beruft, kan 
in keiner Riicksicht hieher gehoren.) Murex testa patulo caudata, 
spira  spinoso-coronata.  Linne. 

What Schroeter attempts here is to isolate the Indo- 
Pacific shell under Murex aruaiuis. He first establishes 
synonymy with .1/. aruanus Linne by reference to the en- 
try in the twelfth edition of the Systema. He then gives 
three figure references: Bonanni, Rumphius, and Chemnitz, 
all of the Indo-Pacific shell. He rejects Gualtieri's figure, 
given by Linne, which shows a Busycon. Finally he quotes 
Linne's description, originally given in 1758, which as we 
have noted is not of the Indo-Pacific shell. Thus Schroeter 
did not achieve separation. 

When in 1791 Gmelin revised the Systema for the thir- 
teenth edition, he apparently noted the fact that Murrx 
aruanus was illustrated by two different shells. Under the 
name Murex aruanus he made the following entry: 

71.   M.  testa   patulo-caudata:  spira  spinoso-coronata. 
Mus. Lud. Ulr. 641, n. 322.* 

Rumpf mus. t. 28.  f.  A.  Buccinum  aruanum. 
Bonann.  recr. et mus. Kirch.  3. f.  101. 
Chemn.  Conch. 4.  p.  143. vign.  39.  f.  I). 
Habitat    rarus    ad    insulam    Am    [.Aru?],    et    novam 

Guineam, testa ponderosa  rudi saepius atra  aut cae- 
rulescente   annulis  cincta,   apertura   angulata,   cauda 
satis    longa,    spira    mucronata.—Gmelin,    1791,    p. 
3546. 

[Habitat  sparsely  on  the  island   .\iii   [.\ru?]   and   New   CJuinea,   shell 
heavy,   rough,   more  often   black   or   bluish,   girdled   around   liv   rings. 
aperture   angulate,   beak    rather   long,   spire   pointed.—translation   of 
sub-description.] 

Gmelin's additional description is taken in part from 
Linne, 1767, which part refers to beach-stained specimens 
.sometimes found. The remainder is not definitive in sep- 
arating the possible two forms but favors the Megalatrac- 
tus. 

It .should be noted that (jinelin, under Linne's name 
of Murex aruanus, copied Linne's short description of 175S 
and placed in synonymy the long description of 1764. 
which clearly depicts a Busycon and not a Megalatractus. 
All of the figures arc of a Megalatractus. Thus Gmelin did 
not clanfv the situation as to aruanus. 
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At the same time, Gmelin crt'Cted the n;imc M. carira 

vitli the following description: 

i7.   M. testa patulo-caudata transvcrsim striata: proiiiimilac  anfracti- 
hus liasi  spinis coronatis. 
List. Conch, t. 880. f. 3. h. 
Ciiialt. test. t. 47. f.  B. 
Knorr Vergn.  1. t. 30.  f. 4.  [1]  et 6. t.  27.  f.  1. 
Martin. Conch. 3. t. 67. f. 744. et t. 69. f. 756. 757. 
Haliitat .... testa ad 8 pollices et uhra limsa.— [Ciinelin, 1791, p. 
3545.] 

^Shell  patulatc-caudate,  transversely  striate:  spire   rather  prominent, 
vhorls characterized by a crown of spines.—Translation]. 

In this description Gmelin treated his name and shell 
IS new. Both description and figures relate to a Busycun, 

IS does Linne's description, yet Gmelin did not refer to 
Linne. Only through Gualtieri's figure is there a link to 
Linne. It is evident that in the description under M. 
:anca Gmelin referred to the same form of shell that Linne 
described, and that Gmelin quoted, under M. aruanus. 

Schreibers (1793, vol. 1, p. 225) followed Gmelin in 
issigning the name Murex aruanus to the Pacific shell, 
:iting in synonymy Gmelin's entry and the Chemnitz figure 
'vol. 4, p. 143, vignette 39, fig. D). 

In 1816 Lamarck continued Gmelin's carica under 
°yrula carica, and in 1822 described the shell in more de- 
:ail from one in his cabinet. He also gave as a synonym, 
'Murex carica. Gmel. p. 3545, no. 67", and referred to his 
)wn "Pyrula carica. Encyclop. pi. 433. f. 3." of 1816. It 
should be noted that he did not refer to Linne. He gave 
:he following figure references: 

Lister,  Conch, t. 880.  f. 3. h. 
Gualt. Test. t. 47.  fig.  B. 
Knorr, Vergn, 1. t. 30. f. 1. et 6. t. 27. f.  1. 
Martini, Conch. 3. t. 67. f. 744. et t. 69. f. 756. 757. 

Dnly through  the  reference  to Gualtieri  is there  any link 
:o Linne. 

At the same time, Lamarck gave to the Rumphius 
shell the new name Fusus proboscici-iferus. In doing so, 
Lamarck stated: "I have received this under the name 
trumpet of Aru', but the description of the Murex aruanus 
)f Linne and Gmelin in no wise conforms to it. This Fusus 
s more remarkable in the upper part of the spire which 
■esembles a straight trumpet, as if implanted and terminal". 
Dodge (1957, p. 161, footnote) said of this passage: "I 
jympathize with Lamarck's failure to find a description of 

this peculiar spire in either Linnaeus or Gmelin, but I do 
not consider this defect to he material" (italics mine). 
On the contrary, I consider Lamarck's inability to con- 
vince himself that Linne was describing the Megalatractus 
under his Murex aruanus to be most significant. The fact, 
also, that Lamarck could not find Gmelin's description 
under Murex aruanus to relate to the Megalatractus fur- 
ther supports the conclusion that Gmelin did not success- 
fully "revise" Murex aruanus Linne. 

Dodge (1957, p. 161) appears willing to accept Linne's 
phrase "spinoso-coronata" as applying both to the Megala- 
tractus proboscidiferus (Lamarck) and to Busycon aruanum 
(Linne), in contradiction to Lamarck's judgment. I am of 
the opinion that the whorls of the upper spire of M. pro- 
boscidiferus might be described as nodulous, but not spin- 
ous. Hanley  (1855, p. 302)  was of similar opinion. 

In 1843 Deshayes published the portion on shells of 
the second edition of Lamarck's Animaux sans Vertebres. 
He gave in part the following synonyms under Pyrula carica 
Lamarck: 

Murex aruanus. Lin. Mus. Ulric. p. 641. no. 322. 
Murex aruanus pars. Lin. Syst. Nat. ed. 10. p. 753. 
Murex aruanus. Lin. Syst. Nat. ed. 12. p.  1222. 
Murex carica. Gmtl. p. 3545. no. 67. 
Murex carica. Dillw. Cat. t. 2.  p.  722. no. 81. 

Deshayes commented on Lamarck's carica as follows 
(Lamarck, 1843, vol. 9, p. 505): 

C'est a cette espece que Ton doit rapporter le Murex aruanus 
de Linne; il est vrai que, si I'on examinait uniquement la synonymic, 
on pourrait eprouver de I'embarras, car Linne y confond la Pyrule 
nommee Carica par Lamarck, et k Fusus proboscidiferus du meme 
auteur; mais la description de Linne, de son Murex aruanus, dans le 
Museum Ulricae, coincident avec le caracteres de la Pyrule, il est 
evident que c' est a celle-ci qu'il faut reporter I'espece linneenne; par 
le meme raison le nom specifique de Lamarck, doit etre remplace 
par celui de Linne. 

[It is to this species that one should assign the Murex aruanus 
of Linne; it is true that if one examined onlv the synonymy one could 
experience embarrassment, for Linne here confuses the Pyrula nained 
carica by Lamarck, and the Fusus proboscidiferus of the same author; 
but the description by Linne of his Murex aruanus in the Museum 
Ulricae, coinciding as it does with the characteristics of the Pyrula, 
it is evident that it is to this one that one must report the Linnean 
species; for the same reason, the specific name of Lamarck ought 
to be replaced by that of Linne.—Translation]. 

Concerning the name Fusus proboscidiferus Lamarck, 
Deshayes made the following comment (Lamarck, 1843, 
vol. 9, p. 449): 

Comme le dit tres bien Lamarck, ce n'est pas a cette espece que 
doit appartenir le nom de Fusus aruanus; il suffit de lire attentive- 
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ment la description du Murrx aruaiius de Linne, dans k Museum 
L'lrit'iif, pour etre convaincu <|ue cette cspece n'est autre qvie le Pyntltt 
itint'a de Lamarck, qui doit devenir le Pyrulti aruiina, Dillwvn, en 
modifiant la Synonymie defectueuse de Linne, a fait dvi Muirx 
aruanui unc autre espece qui se rapporte a celle-ci. tVtte espece doit 
done conserver le nom que Lamarck  lui  a  impose. 

[As Lamarck expresses it very \vell, it is not to this species that 
the name Fusus aruanus should lielong; it suffices to read attentively 
the description of Murex aruanus of Linne in the Museum Ulricae, 
to be convinced that the species is none other than Pyrula carica of 
Lamarck, which should become Pyrula aruana. Dillwyn, in modify- 
ing the defective synonymv of Linne, has made of Murrx aruanus an- 
other species which relates itself to this one. This species ouKht then 
to keep the name which Lamarck put on it.—Translation]. 

So great was the reputation of Lamarck apparently, 
that no one in his time would revise one of his diagnoses. 
That is possibly why Deshayes did not in 1843 return to 
Linne's original name, even though it appeared clear to 
him that this was the correct procedure. 

Dillwyn, referred to by Deshayes, has the fdllowing 
entry  (1817, vol. 2, p.  71?>)  under Murex: 

ARUANUS. 84. Shell ventricose, with the spire conical and 
coronated with spines; aperture dilated, with the beak long, 
and   the   pillar   flexuous. 

Murex. Aruanus. Linnaeus Syst. Sal. p. 1222. Martini [Chem- 
nitz], iv. p. 191, V'ign. 39, at p. 143. f.D. Srhroetrr Einl. i. p. 
520. Gmelin, p. 3546. Sc/irrihrrs Conch, i. p. 225. Bonnani 
Krr. and Kirrh 3. f. 101. Rumphius. t. 28. f. A. Favannr. t. 35. 
f. \\. Inhabits the coasts of New (niinea and China. Linnaeus. 
Island  of  Aru. Rump/iius. 

Chemnitz's figure is five and a quarter inches long, of which 
the beak occupies two inches, and the breadth is about two 
inches; it is coarse and ponderous, and slightly ribbed trans- 
versely; Linnaeus says that the pillar is flexuous like the 
letter S, and that the colour is a remarkable brownish blue, 
or sometimes whitish flesh-colour. ,1/. .Iruanus of Born 
appears to be .\t. forniealus  [(Jmelin]. 

Dillwyn tried to produce the result th;it (iiiK-lin in- 
effectually attempted, namely, to relate the name Mure.x 
aruanus wholly to the Mef;alatractus. But his description 
of a conical spire "coronated with spines" does not apply 
to the Megalatractus any more than does Linne's "spira 
spinoso-coronata"; and his placing of Linne and Gmelin 
in full synonymy brings in once more the mixtures of the 
descriptions of those authors. His quotation of Liniu- is 
from the twelfth edition of the Systema. 

I he first to make a complete separation of descriptions 
and synonymies was Lamarck. He set up the new specific 
name M. proboscidiferus to apply to the shell that Linne 
had erroneously mixed into his figure references and that 
was still a mixture under Gmelin's M. aruamt.t. This inme 
of Lamarck's must stand for the Megalatractus. But La- 
marck   abandoned   I^inne's   name   of   aruanus   in   favor   of 

Gmelin's name carica. He thus failed to continue the prior 
iKinie of Linne, whose description of 1758, and especially of 
1764, applied to the Busy can in question. 

We now come to a more embarrassing situation. 
1 hrough the chain of circumstances related above, La- 
marck recognized M. carica Gmelin, and Deshayes, who 
thought such action was wrong, did not correct it. Kiener, 
Dillwyn, and others continued Gmelin's name. Reeve, how- 
ever, used Linne's name in 1847. Conrad used B. aruanum 
up to 1867 and then gave up. Melvill used aruanum in 
1881. Since that date B. carica has been in general use. 
There has been no confusion as to the meaning of this name 
among the  Recent forms. 

Only a part of the problem before us rests with the 
genus Busycon, however. The shell of Rumphius" belongs 
to the genus Megalatractus P. Fischer 1884. Lamarck had 
designated it Fusus proboscidiferus in 1822; and this spe- 
cific name has been used by many down to recent times 
(e.g., Thiele, 1931, p. 321). I believe it was Hedley (1900, 
p. 98) who gave impetus to the adoption of aruanus for 
the Australian shell. His argument runs :is follows: 

Hanley has shown (1855, p. 301, and 1860, p. 78) that the Linnean 
soecies 'Murex aruanus' referred by nomenclature, description and 
bibliographv to two species. One, an American shell, was separated in 
I78S [.W( J from aruanus bv CJmelin as '.Murex eariea'. The other, an 
Australian shell, was renamed 'Fusus pnilinseiJiferas' bv Lamarck in 
1822. 

Unless we consent to altogether erase the Linnean name, it is 
obvious that the names of both Cimelin and Lamarck cannot be 
maintained. 

CJmelin's classification has been accepted bv Dillwyn (1817, p. 
723), by Binnev  (1834, p. 67),  and by Swainson '(1841, p. 6). 

The supporters of Lamarck's nomenclature have usuallv evaded 
its consequences, and while using pruhoseidifcrus for the Australian 
shell, have illogically called the American one 'carica'. 

Apart from law, the misapplication of the geographic term 
aruanus to the American shell has naturally been distasteful to 
conchologists.   Rarely   have   American   authors   taken   a   position   like 

'' Because of the part he idayed in this case, a biographical sketch 
of Rumphius is appropriate and pertinent. I quote from Lovcn {1SS7, 
p. 15): George Everhard Rumphius, a German, born in 1627 on the 
domains of the Counts of Solms, was the son of a builder at Hanau. 
Having there completed his studies and obtained the degree of M.H., 
he spent three years in Portugal, and perhaps in Brazil, and in his 
25th year enlisted as cadet in the service of the Dutch East India 
Company. Having landed, in the middle of 1653, at Batavia, he was 
soon afterward sent to Aniliiiina, and made ensign and surveyor of 
the public buildings. But military life not being to his taste he in 
1657 entered the civil service in the quality of Under-Merchant to 
the Company and, since he had become known as a man of great 
rectitude, thoroughly skilled in Arabic as well as versed in various 
sciences, and well acquainted with the mode of dealing with the 
.\mboinese, he was in 1660 promoted to the office of Merchant. While 
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AraiiKo, %vhi) (1S7S, p. 216)" uses for American shell the term 
'Uiisyroii tiruiuiiim Linne.' And in law I would argue that as the 
Linnean designation covered two species, the proper course to adopt 
is to accept the first revision—in this cas'c Gmelin's. If this is correct 
we shall lose a familiar name in fiiohajcUiffius, hut we shall gain 
in  the  undisputed   possession of  a   still  more  familiar  name of ciirira. 

W'c thus sec- th;it wiiiclifNCT \v:iy tlii' decision falls, a 
period of confusion will take place, during which a com- 
monly used name will have to be gradually replaced. 

Hedley's argument points up the nature of the situa- 
tion: (1) If there were no type material for use in defining 
the I.innean name, and (2) if we are willing to accept 
Gmelin as first reviser, then Hedley's solution of aruanus 
for Australian shell and airica for the American shell woidd 
be correct. 

Binney (1883) is cited by Hedley as accepting Gmelin's 
classification. Binney assumed that Linne never had seen 
the shell he described under Murex aruanus and that he 
made up a composite description of earlier descriptions by 
various authors. He thus did not know that Linne actually 
had a known shell before him and that the name Murex 
aruanus was not available to Binney for application to 
Megalatractus proboscidiferus  (Lamarck). 

The first reviser: which was he?—^We have noted that 
Gmelin's entry under Murex aruanus repeated the descrip- 
tion of the tenth edition of the Systema and placed the 
entry of the Museum Ulricae under this specific name in 
complete synonymy. It is difficult, therefore, to recognize 
Gmelin as having purged Murex aruanus of either of the 
two species originally cited by Linne in his figure references. 

honorably discharging the functions of that post, he declared, how- 
ever, that these were only a mask he was compelled to wear in order 
to earn his livelihood, and that researches in Natural History, which 
he regarded to be of more importance, had formed the sole motive 
for his being there. During manv years he had worked with un- 
remitting ardour on his great Herbarium .Xmboinense, when, in 167U, 
cataract deprived him of his sight. The Company, unwilling to lose 
his highly valued services, in the following year, appointed him 
President of one of its civil courts, and in that office he remained for 
the rest of his life, constantly devoting all his leisure hours to studies 
and researches. In the great earthquake of 1674, he lost his wife and 
youngest daughter, and in the beginning of 16S7 a conflagration that 
destroyed the Dutch quarter of the town consumed a large part of 
his collections and library, and all the original figures belonging 
to the first half of the herbarium. But nothing daunted he with the 
aid of his son .\ugustus and a draughtsman sent him from Batavia, 
contrived to have them done a second time, and in 1692 the first six 
parts of the work could be sent to Holland with the homeward-bound 

" Arango is a poor example, because (1) he gave his B. aruanum as 
of Gmelin, and (2) ht placed in synonymy with it, B. perversus 
(Linne). B. aruanum is given by him as living in Cuba (j'uic D'Orbi- 
gny), whereas Cuba is outside the range of Busycon. 

The first author to clarify correctly the name Murex 
(iruanus was Deshayes. He corrected in his description of 
Pyrula carica the synonymy necessary to establish the name 
aruanus in place of carica; yet he kept the latter, while 
saying that it was not right to do so. 

We must take note of one other author, whose nomen- 
clatorial fate is at present in the balance. Martyn (1786), 
in his Universal Conchologist, showed a Megalatractus 
proboscidiferus (Lamarck) on Plate 87, and gave it the 
name Buccinum incisum.. This work was published in the 
year 1784 to 1787 (see Dall, 1905, 1907). Plate 87 was 
issued in 1786. The International Commission on Zoological 
Nomenclature declined to approve the work as a whole as 
being available for names, on the ground that it is not in 
all cases binomial (Int. Com., Opin. 456, 1957). 

Statement of the problem.—We have in fact two sep- 
arate problems: (1) What was the form of shell intended 
by Linne under the name Murex aruanus of the tenth edi- 
tion; and (2) is there a type of Murex aruanus Linne.' 

As stated earlier (p. 62), Linne catalogued the shells 
in the Queen's cabinet between the years 1751 and 1754, 
most of the work being finished by 1752 (Loven, 1887, p. 9). 

The MS. lay dormant until 1763 when Linne asked and 
obtained permission of the Queen to publish the Museum 
Ulricae without figures. He then, in considerable haste, 
prepared the MS. for the printer. At that time he wrote to 
Back (Loven, 1885, p. 41), first referring to the King's Mu- 
seum, which he was then editing: 

fleet. This, however, was attacked bv the French and the .Vdmiralship 
on board of which was the package went to the bottom. Fortunately, 
his friend the Governor General Camphuis has previously taken 
care to have the parts thus lost copied twice, and thus he could 
now, in 1696, forward them a second time to Holland and along with 
them three more parts which in the meantime had been sent in by 
Rumphius, as also with the last vessels of that year the three con- 
cluding parts. At .Amsterdam the work was laid before the "Seven- 
teen" who designed as a recompense to promote the author's son to 
the office of Merchant, and then permitted it to be almost buried in 
olilivion till in 1736 Burmann succeeded in bringing it to light, and 
having it published 1741-1755. The MS. of the ".\mboinischc Rari- 
teiten-Kammer" was sent by its author in 1699 to his friend d'Acquet 
at Delft, a great collector under whose auspices it was published 
in 1705 by Schynvoet, who added a number of figures, partly intended 
to represent species mentioned, but not figured in the original, and 
accounted for these figures in the postscripts in italics appended to 
the various chapters.—Three other works of Rumphius, on the History 
of .Xmboina, on its Geography, and on its mammalia, birds, reptiles 
and fishes, were published by Valentyn in his description of the 
East Indies, as it seems without mentioning the real author's name. 
—The collections of Rumphius never came to Europe. He died at 
Amboina on the 13th of June, 1702. See also Sirks (1945). 
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In six weeks I hope to have the Genera ready from the printer, 
and then I shall immediately begin with Her Majesty's Cabinet, as 
I was lately promised when you were present. If it is not done in 
my life-time, it will never be done, and it is in vain to wait for the 
plates, and their Majesties are daily more and more beset willi 
sorrows and anxieties. It would be a loss to science if it were not 
published. I am Koing to have it printed in octa\'o; if on some future 
day the prospects should have become more favorable, it may then 
be published splendidly, in folio, and with plates. The manuscript is 
neatly copied and quite ready. But, alas! How difficult it is to publish 
anything when absent. I made the descriptions as accurate as possible 
at the time, and now so many books have appeared and I cannot 
compare the specimens. It is also one thing to write in one's own 
study, and quite another to write at court. Could I have the insect- 
cabinets sent here while the work is printing, all would be better, 
much better, but I cannot make up mv mind to ask for llicm .... 
(Loven,  18S5,  p. 41.) 

Thus he undertook the editing of the uork, writing 
at Uppsala, with the specimens (insects for Part I, shells 
I'l Part II) at Drottningholm. He also wrote the Queen in 
January 1764: 

Ever since it pleased Vour Majesty, now more than ten years 
ago. to intrust me with describing the matchless collection of insects 
and shells at Drottningholm, these descriptions have been lying by 
me  in a  dark  box.   (Loven,   ISS5,  p. 40.) 

It seems plain that Linne, working in Uppsala, with 
the Queen's shells at Drottningholm, was ohliged to depend 
on his memory and his descriptions to identify and compare 
names and figure references, during the preparation of the 
work for the printer. 

There is in the Linnean Society of London the manu- 
script copy of the Museum Ulricae catalog, in a legible 
hand, with annotations in the hand of Linne. Hanley (1860, 
p. 43) made a careful study of this copy and stated: 

The volume was manifestly, from internal e\'idence, a legible 
transcript of the original manuscript of that work, with alterations 
and interpolations in the peculiar handwriting of the auhor. It was, 
indubitably, the unpublished catalogue so often mentioned in the 
tenth  edition  of the  Systema. 

I his copy is important in aiding to define' the iiurhor's 
intent respecting his species. 

Hanley (I.e., p. 78) noted that the Husycons in this 
copy were placed under Strombus rather than Afure.x, 
which latter position he later adopted. The entry is quoted 
hy Hanlej- for aruanus as follows: "Strom, incurous spinous 
ventricosus angulo obsoleto." On this Hanley comments: 
" I he objectionable name (for assuredly the Buccinum 
Aruanum of Rumphius suits not 'spinous') was not present 
in the original, but  had  subsequently  been  added  by our 

author, who seems to have erased the original 'Habitat in 
Canada. Kalm.' I doubt not that Pyrula carica was in- 
tended." Loven (I.e., p. 11) said that Kalm was in Penn- 
sylvania and Canada in 1747-51. Evidently the shell ar- 
rived before the manuscript was prepared. 

Loven (I.e., p. 34) also pointed out that Gualtieri's 
Index was in both the Queen's library and in that of Linnej 
Rumphius' Rariteit-Kammer, however, Linne did not posn 
sess at the time but used the Queen's copy; in fact, that 
copy has in his handwriting the genus names of 215 figures 
of shells. (Loven, I.e., p. 15.) 

In the forepart of the tenth edition of the Systema^ 
Linne listed as available to him in preparation of the work 
the following: ' 

Collectanea, quae obtinera potui, disposui; imprimis adjuvarunt 
. . . . S:ae Lovisae Ulricae Reginae Museum Msc. in Conchiliis & 
Insectis stupendum, descriptionibus adornavi. 

To all of this must be added the fact that there is not 
a Megalatracttis in the Queen's cabinet or in Linne's col- 
lection. There is nothing to indicate that Linne saw that 
shell at the time of preparation of the tenth edition of the 
Systema. It is also noted above that Rumphius' collection 
never reached  Europe. 

Thus, Linne made a detailed description of a shell be- 
fore him but did not at once affi.x a name. He even 
noted a habitat of Canada, based on a shipment from 
Kalm. Years later he prepared the unillustrated work, the 
tenth edition of the Systema, which he undoubtedly ilid 
in Uppsala. He had at Uppsala his earlier MS. of Museum; 
Ulricae, but not the shell; and he also had there Gualtieri's^ 
Index. The shell was at Drottningholm. He may have had 
on loan the book of Rumphius from the Queen's library at 
Drottningholm, since in 1753 he had borrowed it for use 
at Uppsala (Loven, 1859, p. 34). He selected two figures, 
one of Rumphius and one of Gualticri; and in doing so it 
seems that he must have had to depend on his memory as 
to the appearance of the shell. One figure closely resembles 
the shell he described (PI. 8, figs. 5, 6); but the other does 
not—in fact, it refers to a shell which it seems certain ' 
Linne had not seen at this time (PI. 8, fig. 4). 

Linne now needed a name. His attitude toward names 
is given in his Lecture of 1755 in relation to Lepidoptera: 

It is puzzling how to find 'nomina trivialia' for all these butter- 
flies, as we know nothing about the food of their  larvae,  so I  have 
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given the names as they occurred to me. It matters not whether 1 
know the reason or not why anyone of my hearers bears this or thai 
name, if 1 can onlv distinguish von one from another I'V vour names. 
— |I.i[ine,   1755;   l.ovcn,  /.,'.,  p.   13.) 

He cliosc" for ;i iiamu that given by Riiiiipliius, and 
along with it the- liahitat given by that author. This re- 
quired changing from tlie habitat of Canada given by 
Linne earher, in his MS. of the Queen's Museum (Hanley, 
1860, p. 78). But he did not change his description to one 
suitable to the Riniiphins shell. 

fs there a type;'—The shells of Museum Ulricae have 
been discussed as a group in the Introduction. They were 
well cared-for, both at Drottningholm and at Uppsala. 
There is a Busycon of the form of carica Gmelin in the 
collection today but no Megalatractus. The Busycon agrees 
with the description in Museum Ulricae; so he had a 
Busycon before him. Was the shell of this genus now in 
the collection at Uppsala in this collection prior to the 
time he published the tenth edition in  1758.'' 

Because of the care given this collection both by Linne 
and by subsequent curators, and because of the obvious 
sense of regard for type material on the part not only of 
Linne, but also of Thunburg, student of Linne and first 
curator of the collection at Uppsala, one is more than ordi- 
narily justified in assuming that ij the shell were there when 
Linne described it, this is the shell. What proof is there that 
a shell of this form was in the collection at the time prior 
to 1758 and when Linne was working on the catalog of the 
Queen's collection.? 

We know (Loven, I.e., p. 39) that Linne was sum- 
moned to Drottningholm in February 1755 to select the 
bivalves to be figured for the catalog. It would seem rea- 
sonable to expect that he had made the selection of the uni- 
i^alves at an earlier date, 450 of which had been figured by 
February 1755, and which he must have seen on his visit. 
[t then remains to determine whether among the figures 
of the univalves there was one that corresponds to the 
i,\\e\\ we are- now considering. 

The drawings of the univalves were mostly made dur- 
ing 1753 and 1754 and completed by February 1755. 
Whether Linne saw them or not, they give independent 
testimony as to the presence at that period of the shells 
they depict. 

Plate 36, figure 136, of the series at Stockholm, is of 
the species before us; and through the kindness of Dr. A. 

Holmberg, Director of the Library of the Royal Academy 
of Sciences at Stockholm, where these plates are deposited, 
I am able to figure it here (PI. 8, fig. 7). When this draw- 
ing is carefully compared with the shell now at Uppsala 
( PI. 8, fig. 1), it will be seen that it is of the same shell, 
ibis shell, therefore, was before Linne when he was cata- 
loguing the Museum Ulricae. 

We now have identified the shell used by Linne when 
he wrote the description he gave under Murex aruanus in 
the Museum Ulricae. He did not have a Megalatractus be- 
fore him. The name aruanus was affixed subsequent to the 
preparation of the description of this shell; and it was 
adopted from the figure by Rumphius which he selected 
(erroneously as we know now) as one of two to illustrate 
this species. 

The description given by Linne in the tenth edition of 
the Systema is applicable to this specimen but not to a 
Megalatractus. Furthermore, in the Museum Ulricae, Linne 
himself placed his description in the tenth edition in 
synonymy with that of the Museum Ulricae. 

Conclusion respecting name and type.—We are now 
faced with three choices: (1) We maye invoke a "law of 
convenience", continuing "aruanus" under Alegalatractus, 
and '\-aricii" under Busycon; (2) We may, on similar 
grounds, continue "proboscidiferus" under Alegalatractus 
and "carica" under Busycon; or (3) We may place "arua- 
num" under Busycon and proboscidiferus under Megalatrac- 
tus (or, if Martyn's Buccinum incisum is admitted, the 
specific name for the latter would be incisus'). 

We cannot adopt either of the first two courses with- 
out forsaking the physical evidence—the shell in Museum 
Ulricae, associated with the name aruanus—and we cannot 
do that without a ruling of the Commission. If we support 
"aruanus" for the Pacific shell we upset proboscidiferus, 
still regarded by many as the proper name for that shell; 
and if we assign it to the Atlantic shell we upset carica, a 
name in general use for that shell. 

Under the Rules, we cannot avoid type material—it 
we do so, we promote eventual chaos. Under the Rules, 
also, we must consider the first reviser, but here we should 
adopt the author who first truly revises—in this case, De- 
shayes. We should not follow the unscientific path of 
"convenience", for to do so would require acceptance of 
opinions of variously  informed  authors  and  soon  produce 
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the most chaotic state imaginable. Only by following sound 
and consistent rules will we ultimately achieve a lasting 
stability. We are thus led to the third choice, namely, to 
assign aruanum to Busycon and prohoscidijerus to Mcgala- 
t met us. 

I. therefore, designate the shell now m tlie Museum 
Ulricae in Uppsala and labeled "ariuinus" as the lectotype 
of Murex anianus Linne [= Busycon anumum (Linne)]. 
The consequence of this is, of course, to place Murex carica 

(jmelin in full synonymy; and to establish Megalatractus 
proboscidijerus (Lamarck) as the name of the Pacific shell 
of Rumphius. 

Range.—Busycon aruanutn (Linne) is found living from 
Pleasant Bay. Cape Cod, Massachusetts, to Cape Canaveral, 
Morula. 

Iliisjcun   (Itusycon)   cainleliiltruiii   (I^niarcki 
Plate 9, fiKures  1-10 

Pyrulii   canJelabrum   Lamarck,   1816,   Encvcl.   Mcth,,   I.isli-.   p.   S,   pi. 
+37,   f.   3,   pi. 438,  f.   3;   1822,  An.s.Vert.,   vol.   7,   p.   139,   No.  4; 
Kiener, 1840, Spec. Icon. Coq. Viv., Pyrula, .No. 5, p. S, pi. S, fig. 
1. 

Fuli/ur ctnjriobrum Conrad. 1853, .ANSP, Proc, vol. 6, No. 8, p. 319. 
Ilusyion  conlrarium   (Conrad).   Rchder   and   .Xhbott,   (dcxtral   form). 

Rev.  Soc.  Mai.  Cuba,  vol.  8,   No.  2,  p.   59,   1951.   Not  of  Conrad, 
1840. 

Author's description.— 
P. Testa pyriformi, supcrnc vcntricosa, caudata, transversim 

striata, griseo-catrulesccnie; ultimo anfractu supcrne lamtllis maximis 
complicatis distantibus muricato; spira planulata, retusissima; apcr- 
tura alba; labro intus striato. 

Enc>clop. pi. 437. f. 3. et pi. 438. f. 3. 
Habile Mon cabinet. CoquilU- tres-rare, ct tres-singu- 

liere par I'aplatissement extraordinaire de sa spire. Posee sur cetle 
parlie. clle s'v soutient, sa queue ctant presque vertirale, ce qui hii 
donne la forme d'un candelabre. Sa rarete est si grande, qu'aucun 
auteur, que je sache, ne la figuree in mentionnee. Je I'ai cue de M. 
Paris. Longueur, 4 pounces  11  lignes.—Lamarck,  1822,  vol.  7,  p.   139. 

Description by Kiener.— 

Coquillc oblonguc, pyriforme, en massue; sa spire est tres-courte, 
obtuse, composee de six a sept tours fort etroits, aplaiis en dessus, 
meme un peu enfonccs, carcnes a leur partie inferieure; la carene se 
continue autour de la suture et se decoupe en pctits tubercles obtus; 
le dernier tour forme a lui seul presijue toute la coquille; sa surface 
est chargee de sillons transversfs assez fins, qui sont coupes a dis- 
tances inegales par d'autres sillons onduleux et plus profonds, resultat 
des accroisscmenis; Ics tubercles qui couronnent ce dernier tour sont 
ils sont comprimes, un peu recourbes et canalicules en dessous. 
fort grandes, an nombre de trois et assez eloigncs Irs uns des autres; 
L'ouverture est ovalaire et de moyenne grandeur; elle se prolonge 
en un canal presque droit et assez etroit; le bord droit est mince, 
tranch ant, ohscurement sillonne; il est blanchatre, et forme a sa partie 
superieure un angle qui correspond au rang de tubercles de I'exterieur; 
la columelle est arrondie; le bord gauche qui la recouvre est blanc, 
peu epais, applique dans toute sa longueur. Cette coquille est d'un 
jaunatre   fonce,   quelquefois   d'un   blanchatre melc de violet. 

Long. 4 pounces 11   lignes. 
Habite 

Cette coquille est I'une des plus singulieres du genre par I'apla- 
tissement extraordinaire de sa spire; posee sur cette partie, clle sy 
soutient, sa queue etant presque verticale, ce qui lui donne la forme 
d'un candelabre. Lamarck dit qu'elle est d'une si grande rarete, 
qu'avant lui acun auteur ne I'avait figuree ne decrite; cependant il 
se pourrait qu'elle fut sculemcnt un varietc de forme de la Pyrula 
Pcrvi-rsii, mais  du  nombre des  individus dextres.— [Kiener,   1840.] 

Supplementary description.—This shell is large, stout, 
subpyriform, dextral, resembling superficially a dextral form 
of B. sinistrum Hollister, n. sp. The nucleus is papillose; 
otherwise the spire is flatly conical. The first whorl of the 
nucleus is globose, smooth, and folds caplike over the second 
whorl. Beginning at about one and one-quarter whorls 
there are about nine axial riblets extending from the lower 
suture to a point about midway between the periplury 
and the upper suture, and forming a beadlike margin on 
the shoulder close to the following suture. For the first 
three whorls of the post-nuclear shell the suture reaches 
almost, or completely, to the periphery of the preceding 
whorl. By the middle of the third whorl the beads on 
the shoulder have become tubercles, flat axially and elon- 
gate horizontally; and these continue to the aperture, 
growing larger and more widely spaced. The second whorl 
has about 22 beads, and the third 14 to 18. The spiral 
lines on the spire are (|uite plainly visible on the early 
whorls but gradually broaden and become less plain on 
the body whorl of the adult. The beak is longer propor- 
tionately than on either B. sinistrum or B. aruanum, and 
the canal appears less slender, more tapering, and the lip 
of the canal more flaring than in those shells. The exterior 
of the body whorl is covered with spiral threads, more 
widely spaced on the adults than on the juveniles. The 
threads are strongest on the back of the beak, becoming 
more oblique toward the anterior end. The shell is strongly 
lirate within, both on the lip and on the inner surface of 
the top of the whorl. These lirae terminate back from the 
margin of tin- lip which tapers in thickness to a sharp 
edge. There is a spir:il ridge on the parietal wall just in 
front of the siinin', which ridge, taken with the first lira 
beyond the suture, forms a semicircular groove for the 
anal canal. This latter character (the form of the groove) 
is not iiresent in the shells B. sinistrum, B. pulleyi, B. 
ciniinuim. B. eliceans, or B. pcrversum, although all have 
the pre-sutural ridge to a greater or lesser degree. The 
growth  lines  are  prominent   at resting  stages,  and  longi- 
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uliiial liiK's 111' iiddisli brown mark these edges on both 
ip and suks. Otherwise the shell is cream-colored outside 
nd from yellow to 3'ellowish salmon within. The shell 
escribed is'PR I Cat. No. 24935  (Plate 9, figures 1-3). 

In Lamarck's time shells from Campeche were com- 
mon. In later years they ceased to appear in cabinets, the 
North American shells predominating. In 19.W the shrimp- 
ing activities in Yucatan waters brought to light a number 

Busycon   (Busycon)   candelabrum   (Lamarck) 

C real est 

ens^th. 1)1111. ir id til, mm 

163 
214 104 

87 43 
64 33 

220 110 
143 68 
87.3 48.9 

232 114 

Angle of 
Spire, deg. 

108 
115 
113 

J./W 

2.06 
2.02 
1.94 
2.00 
2.10 
1.79 
2.04 

The table shows the tendency of this shell to grow 
lore slender as it advances in age and size, by lengthening 

le anterior canal. 
The following data concerning the radula are given 

by MS.) by Dr. R. Tucker Abbott respecting USNM No. 
97531 above: Length of radula, 48 mm., width, flat, 3 mm.; 
umber of rows of teeth, 148; color of teeth, translucent, 
'ine to amber. The central tooth has five cusps, wine- 
olored; the lateral, amber, beside the large end cusps, 
as six intermediates. The operculum of this specimen 
leasures 60 by 32 mm. 

Type.—Holotype o{ Busycon candelabrum (Lamarck), 
/luseum d'Histoire Naturelle, Geneva, Switzerland, in the 
,amarck Collection. I am indebted to Dr. G. Mermod of 
hat institution for figures of this specimen and for per- 
lission to publish them herewith. 

From these photographs it appears that Kiener figured 
ccurately the holotype. The figures in the Encyclopedic 
re less accurately drawn but from the same specimen. 

Type locality.—The type locality is here designated as 
Campeche Bay, Mexico. 

Range.—This shell has been found in Campeche Bay, 
klexico, and in 15 fms. SE of Freeport, Brazoria Co., Texas. 

Discussion.'—The holotype of this species is an accel- 
rated monstrosity. Heretofore, it has been considered to 
)e a unique example of the species with no known habitat. 

Collection 

USNM No. 597531 
PR I No. 24935 
T. Pulley 
PRI No. 24936 
ANSP No. 189205 
ANSP No. 189205 
ANSP No. 203387 
Hildebrand  Coll. 

Station 

Yucatan 
Yucatan 

Yucatan 
Gulf of Mexico 
Gulf of Mexico 
Alv. Obregon 
SE Freeport, Tex. 

of shells that were thought to be new, among them shells 
of the form shown on Plate 9, figures 1-6. These new shells, 
dextral in their coiling, are separated from other dextral 
forms, and all of the sinistral forms, by the shape of its 
anal groove, consisting of a semicircular channel between 
two lirae, one on the parietal wall and one on the under- 
side of the upper lip. 

Lamarck's holotype, being dextral, would be related 
to B. aruanuTn, B. eliceans, or this new form, unless it was 
indeed a singular form. Its low spire, its rather narrow, 
and rather straight beak, and particularly its anal notch 
(cj. Plate 9, fig. 10), relates it to the new shell. A com- 
parison of the apical sculpture shown on figures 6 and 9 
of Plate 9, indicate closely similar features. A comparison 
of figures 3 and 9 of the same plate show that the normal 
form, in the gerontic stage, tends toward flaring spines, 
similar though in less exaggeration, to those on the holo- 
type. We must conclude, therefore, that the holotype is 
an aberrent of the new shell, and hence the name of the 
new shell  is Busycon candelabrum   (Lamarck). 

Rehder and Abbott (1951) referred to this shell as a 
dextral form of "B. contrarium" (=B. sinistrum. Hollister, 
n. sp.). Others have also mentioned it as a mirror image of 
B. sinistrum. It is more slender, however, and the anal 
groove is different. Moreover, the adult B. sinistrum in 
Campeche Bay is not usually lirate within as is B. candel- 
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abrum. The shoulder sculpture is different than on B. 
puUeyi Hollister, n. sp. Within the thickened portion, the 
lip is coarsely lirate. The parietal wall is glazed white 
shading to pale yellow within, while the outer lip is deeper 
yellow, as is also the canal. 

In Figure 2, I show the outline of a specimen of H. 
candelabrum, in the collection of Thomas Pulley, reversed 
and superimposed on the outline of one of the types of B. 
pulleyi Hollister. This was done by photographing, making 
slides and projecting at such a distance as to obtain images 
of the same length. Tlu-rt- :ippcars to be a substantial dif- 
ference in outline. 

Aside from the differences already noted between B. 
candelabrum and the sinistral forms, a comparison of their 

Fig.  2.  Busycon  pullryi  Hollister,  n.sp.   llolntype.   I'RI   Cat.   No.  2495. 

solid  line;   Buiyrun  ranjriahrum   (Lamarck),   ilntinl   line. 

ranges is pertinent. B. aruanum ranges from Cape Cod to 
Cape Canaveral on the East Coast. B. smistrum is found 
from Cape Hatteras to Yucatan. B. candelabrum is thus 
far found from Campeche Bay to near Freeport, Texas. 

I bese great differences in range do not support the hy- 
pothesis of either-handedness within a single species. 

It will perhaps be necessary to carry out breeding ex- 
periments before finally settling the relationships between 
the forms of this genus that are of opposite hand. 

Blisyt'dii  (Itiisjcim)  elii-Ciiiis   (Monttort) 

I'late   10,  figures   1-5,   III,   11;   Plate   IS,  figures   I,  2, 4,   6 

Fulijur tlUcans Montfort, ISIO, Conchyl. Syst., vol. 2, pp. 502-504, in 
part;   Gill,   1867,   Am.  Jour.  Conch.,   vol.  3,   p.   145. 

Pyrula pcrvnsa Lamarck, Kiener, IS40, Spec. Coq. Viv., vol. 6, i 
Pyrulti, pi.  S,  fig.  2;   Lamarck   (Desliay<?s),  1843,  An.s.Vert.,  ed. 
2, vol. 4,  p.   506,  no.  3,  in   part,  "var,  JfXlrti/". 

Fulyur prrvt-rsus   (Linne), Tryon,   ISSI,  Man.  Condi.,  vol.  3,  p.   141 
(in part, pi.  57, fig. 392).' 

Busyroti   fliceans   (Montfort),   Conrad,   1867,   .\m.   lour.   Conch.,   vol. 
3, p.  184. 

liusyiitii muricatum Roding, 1789, Bolt. Miis., (in part) (figure refer- 
ence to Martini, "Conch. 3. t. 67,  f. 744 only) 

Original Description.— 
Carreau  foudre, Fulyur clucans. 
Muiix pcrvrrsus, Linn, et Gmel. sp. 72.—Linn. mus. lud. ulr. 

642, n. 323.—IVArgenville, conch, tab. 15 [18?], fig. F; et pag. 252.— 
Chemnitz, conch. 9, t. 107, fig. 906, 907.—Ellis, corall. t. 33, fig. B' 
[b].—Gualt. test. t. 30, fig. B.—DeBorn, mus. vindob. test. t. 11, fig. 
8, 9.—Bast. op. subsec. t. 6. fig. 1, B.—Mus. Gottwald, t. 32, f. 219 a 
219 b.—List conch, t. 907, fig. 27. En fnincais, I'unique, le buccin 
unique, la guitare, la trompette de dragon; /■« allemand, die links 
gewundene feige, linke fcige, retorte; en hollaiiJnis. getakte linke 
vyg; en hclyr, gekroonde fyg, gewaap'ende fyg; en amjlois, the 
pointed  murex,  the  left handed  fig. 

La coquille du mollusque carreau foudre qui nous sert d'e tvpc, 
au lieu dctre tournee a gauche, Test a droite, ce qui fait exacle- 
ment la contre-partic; il y a de mem« plusieurs autres especes dis- 
setiiinees dans differens genres qui offrent de ces contre-parties, 
mais nous ne les avons pas indiquees, parce que nous avons reserve 
ees observations pour le temps auquel nous parlerons des especes; et 
si nous venons de donner une synonymie d'une coquille a gauche, 
c'est parce que tous les auteurs n'ont point parle de la coquille con- 
tournee a droite pendant (|u'elle existoit; et attendu qu'ellc est iden- 
tiquemcnt de la meme espcce, iju'elle en presente meme le type, nous 
y avons  respecte cette synonymie. 

Quant a la denomination du genre i|ue nous instituons, il nous 
a paru (|ue les carreaux n'etoient en harmonie avcc aucun des genres 
deja etalilis. Ilsne s'allient ni avec les pirules, ni avcc les fascio- 
laires, ni avec les turbinelles; ils s'eloigntnt bien plus encore des 
murex, des pourpres, des trophones, des buccins, et forcement ils fer- 
ment un genre a part, que reunit plusieurs especes. Le carreau foudre 
tree une coquille dt quatre pouces de longueur, dont la spire est 
assez aplatie et armee de cornes ou de fortes pointcs eloignees les unes 
des autres, le reste du tet se dessine en poire; il est blanc, strie ou 
flambe  de brun,  finement   ride  et quadrille  surtout  vers  la  base;   la 
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coliimclle tres-lisse, blanche, sc teiminc par line pli, et la blanclieiir 
de la boiiche n'cst coupec que par la scrie dc fils ct sillnns lirun> (|ui 
vieiinent se rcndre a deux liRncs du bord fauve et tranchant dc la 
levre exterieure. Cette roqiiille rare, et peut-ctre plus rare que sa 
contrc-parlie, vient, comme clle dcs meres de I'Amerique.—[Mont- 
fort,  ISIO,  p.  503.] 

[The shell of the molhisk Fulyur flieriins which serves as the 
type, instead of being turned to the left is turned to the right, which 
makes it the exact counterpart; there are even several other species 
scattered through different genera which offer these counterparts, 
but we have not indicated them because we have reserved these 
observations for such time as we shall speak of the species; and if 
we have given a synonymy of a left-handed shell it is because none 
of the authors have spoken at all of the shell turned to the right al- 
though it existed; and since it is identically of the same species, even 
presenting the type of the species,  we have  respected  this synonymy- 

As to the naming of this genus we are instituting, it has seemed 
to us that the Fulgurs were not in harmony with any genera already 
established. They are not allied with the Pyrulas, nor with the 
Fasciolarias, nor with the Turbinellas; they are still farther away 
from ^furfX, Purpura, Tro/>/inn, Buccinum and very definitely they 
form a genus apart which contains several species. The Fulgur eli- 
crans creates a shell four inches in length of which the spire is 
somewhat flattened and armed with horns or strong points separated 
from each other, the rest of the head is pear-shaped; it is white, 
striped or flamulated with brown, finely wrinkled and checked over 
all toward the bas-e; columella very smooth, white, ending in a fold, 
and the whiteness of the mouth is cut only by a series of brown 
threads and furrows which form two lines of the tawny border and 
cutting across the exterior lip. This rare shell, and perhaps rarer than 
its counterpart, comes, as that does, from the seas of .America.— 
Translation.] 

Supplementary description.—This shell is pyriform, 
stout, heavy, dextral; the adult reaching about 200 mm. 
in height. The initial whorl of the protoconch has the 
characteristic caplike overfold of the genus; the second 
whorl becomes angulated with beads on the shoulder which 
become axial riblets below, and radial riblets running across 
the upper surface begin at about one and one-half whorls, 
and continue for about three-quarters of a whorl. The post- 
nuclear whorls have a strong carination and at the begin- 
ning this carination is finely beaded. The suture is ap- 
pressed, and in these early whorls is just below the carina- 
tion, giving in side view a beaded gentle turreting. Whorls 
are concave above, with six or eight spiral threads alter- 
nated with finer threads. After about three turns of the 
post-nuclear whorls, the shoulder beads rapidly become 
tubercles, which   increase  in  size  and  spacing. 

In the juvenile stage the shell is noticeably erect, the 
sides of the shell slant downward and gently inward, and 
then are rapidly constricted toward the canal at about the 
mid-height. The canal is straight and tapering, with spiral 
threads obliquely across the back. The shoulder is at 
about one-fourth the height, and the beginning of the canal 

is at about half the height. The columella is broad at the 
iiead of the canal, broader than the width of the canal at 
that place. The width at the shoulder is half the height, and 
at the canal head, one-fifth the height. 

As the shell advances in growth above about 50 mm. 
in height, it changes markedly in general appearance, so 
that the adult is characterized by a prominently tuberculate 
shoulder, an almost conical taper below, and with a 
swollen zone across the back of the canal. 

The color of the shell at early stages of growth is 
cream overlaid with longitudinal streaks and flammules of 
reddish brown. These flammules are fainter or absent in 
advanced stages. The interior is glazed white in the juve- 
nile, but in many adults is rich orange, the glaze overlaying 
also  the  columella. 

The aperture is ovate, with an angulation at the top 
near the suture; in the juveniles it is strongly lirate within, 
with the outer lip smooth and sharp; and in the adult is 
generally smooth within. 

Height of figured adult, 178 mm.; breadth including 
tubercles, 134 mm.; not including tubercles, 103 mm. 

The prominent characters of the adult of this shell 
are the heaviness, the prominent tubercles and the swelling 
on the back of the canal. It looks in the juvenile stage more 
nearly like a dextral form of the B. sinistrutn, or of a young 
B. aruanum; but it may usually be distinguished in this 
stage by its erectness, and the broadness of the columella at 
the beginning of the canal. 

Type.—An unsuccessful effort was made to locate 
Montfort's type. If it were at Caens before World War II, 
it is not now, since the bombing is said to have destroyed 
the museum there.  It is presumed not to exist. 

I, therefore, designate as neotype Paleontological Re- 
search Institution, Cat. No. 24941  (Plate 10, figs. 1-5). 

Type locality.—Harbor Island (between St. Helena 
and Hunting Island), Beaufort County, South Carolina, is 
the locality from which the neotype was taken. 

Range.—The range of this shell of the Recent fauna is 
known to extend from Wrightsville Beach, North Carolina, 
to Canova Beach, near Cocoa, Brevard County, Florida. 

Discussion.—Montfort set up the genus Fulgur and 
gave as the type species Fulgur eliceans, a new species, 
which he then proceeded to describe. He offered as a syno- 
nymy a right-handed form of Murex perversus Linne, the 
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synonymy of which he quoted from Gmehn's thirteenth 
edition of Linne's Systema Naturae. Montfort also gave a 
woodcut figure, which he captioned "Carreau; en latin, 
Fulgur" (see Fig. .1 ); he did not designate it F. rliccans. 

Fig.   3.  Fulgur  rliceans   Montfort.   .After   Montfort. 

It would appear from Montfort's discussion that he 
found what was to him a new form which was the right- 
hand counterpart of the shells shown in the figures of the 
various authors quoted in Gmelin's synonymy of Murex 
perversus Linne. He was not aware of the fact that those 
authors showed fx-o forms, which we now call B. -perver- 
sum and B. sinistTum. (In fact, Ellis (1755) gave a poor 
fig^ire of B. canaliculatus Linn.) He does not appear to 
be. aware of Linne's attempt to set up Murex aruanus 
(=B. aruanum) to cover what would be superficially a 
right-handed B. slnistrum. Nowhere in his description did 
he recognize the tumid ridge acro.ss the beak of B. pervcr- 
sum, a character which sets it quickly apart from B. sin- 
ijtrum; and nowhere did he make a similar distinction that 
would   separate   two   right-handed    forms,   one   of   which 

would be B. aruanum and the other, the shell which he 
poorly figured. 

Montfort, therefore, appears to be naming a right- 
handed form, rather than naming that certain form that 
IS a right-handed Busycon with a tumid ridge on the back. 
The only basis on which one may conclude what Montfort 
meant by his name Fulgur cliceans is to assume that his 
figure labeled Fulgur is in fact Fulgur cliceans. His de- 
scription does not attempt to separate it from B. aniaiiiini 
but rather treats the two as being of one species. 

At the time Montfort was writing, no one was taking 
note taxonomicaliy of the tumid ridge on the beak of either 
left- or right-handed Busycons. The dextral form was 
especially rare. No one separated from among the sinistral 
shells the one with the tumid ridge from the one without 
it. It seems certain from Montfort's discussion that either 
dextral shell, whether with a tumid ridge or not, would 
have satisfied  his name cliceans. 

Montfort's figure does not settle the matter, since he 
did not label it Fulgur cliceans. In order to use the figure 
as a basis for diagnosis of the name F. cliceans it is neces- 
sary to assume that the figure was in fact what Montfort 
had before him. Since it does not appear to be a copy of 
any prior or contemporary author's figure, it would ap- 
pear proper to say that the figure was of the shell Mont- 
fort had before him, from which he made his description. 
Generally, the characters described agree with either form 
when considering a shell only four inches long as was 
Montfort's. 

Proceeding on the basis that a dextral Busycon shell, 
either with or without a tumid ridge, would comply with 
Montfort's intent, we recall that of the two forms, Liniie 
had separated the shell without the ridge as Murex aruanus 
{=B. aruanum-), leaving as the unnamed form the one 
with the ridge. This would agree with the figure, which 
we would suppose Montfort chose as illustrative of the 
genus as the type species. Subjectively, we thus arrive at 
the conclusion that Montfort's figure is li. cliceans. and 
objectively according to the figure, that it is not B. 
aruanum and is hence a new  lorm. 

A series of shells collected on an oyster bar at Harbor 
Island Bridge on U. S. Route 21, Beaufort County, South 
Carolina, contains B. aruanum and B. eliceans and a ten- 
dency toward intergrading between the two. Whether this 
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is tlu' ri'sulr of cross-breeding, I cannot s.iy- No B. sinistnim 
was seen at that place. At Coffin's Point, on the nortii- 
east end of St. Helena Island, B. anunnim was found, hut 
no B. fliccaus. On the .south end of Hunting Island, B. 

eliceiins  alone  was  tomid. 
Dodge (1957, p. Ko) follows Abbott (19.S4, p. 2.i6) 

in considering Busycon eliccans (Montfort) as a dextral 
manifestation of Busycon pervcrsum (Linne). The ranges 
of these two forms being over two thousand miles apart, 
along the coastline, would of itself throw doubt upon such 
a conclusion. Moreover, there is no record of either form 
having been found in the range of the other. Quite apart 
from the consideration of range is the difference in the 
shells themselves. The upper whorls of Busycon eliccans 
are more spinose and the shoulder more exposed than on 
Busycon pervcrsum; the latter grows to a larger size; and 
the former is of a darker color both within and without. 

Subgenus   BU.SYC'O.VHCTl'M.   new   subgenus 

Type    species.—By     original     designation     herewith, 
Pyrula   coarctata   Sowerby,   1825   [--^Busycon   coarctatinn 
(Sowerby)]. Recent, in the Bay of Campeche; Miocene to 

Recent. 
Description.—ShcW of medium size, turnip-shaped, with 

a long, straight, tapered, slender canal; nucleus globose, 
caplike; an oblique shallow sulcus on the columella just 
above the entrance to the canal; suture appressed without 
a channel; operculum unguiculate, oval. 

IJiisyeon  (Biisycdiirctuni)  coarctafiim   (Sowerby) 

Plate 10, figures 6-9 

Pyrula cuarctala Sowerbv, 1825, Cat. Tank., appendix, p. xvii, item 
1629; Petit, 1852, Jour, de Conch., t.3, p. 145, pi. 7, fig. 3. 

Fuh/ur coarctalus Gill,  1867,  Am. Jour.  Conch.,  vol.  3, pp.  143,   146. 
Busycon cuarclatum (Sow.) Conrad, 1867, Am. Jour. Conch., vol. 3, 

p. 184, laps. cat. 
Fiilyur roardum Grabau,  1903, Am. Nat., vol.  37,  p.  532. 
Busycon coarctatum Sowerbv, Clench, 1951, MCZ, Occas. Pap. Moll., 

vol.   1,  No.  16,  pp.  405-409,   pi.   50. 

Original description.— 
P. testa pyriformi, transverse striata, albida, longitudinaliter 

strigis aurantiaco-brunneis ornata; anfractu ultimo ventricoso ad 
basim subito coarctato, in canalem longam decurrente, superne nodu- 
loso-carinato; spira deprissiuscula, apice mamillari; apertura intus 
sulcata; columella obliquissime uniplicata: long 3 7/10[?] unc. lat. 
1  15/16 unc. ,        .  .,, 

Ohs. This elegant shell very nearly resembles the Pyrula spiriUus 
Lam. in general form, the fold at the base of its columella is, how- 
ever, much more oblique, and its mammillary point much smaller; 
it is, moreover, differently marked. A reverse specimen of the same 
species  is  numbered   1630.—[Sowerby,   1825.] 

[Shell pyriform, transversely striate, white; ornamented with 
longitudinal stripes of orange-brown; last whorl ventricosc, at the 
base suddenly rtcurvate, terminating in a long canal; above nodu- 
lously carinatc; spire somewhat depressed, apex papillose; aperture 
sulcate within;  columella very obliquely uniplicatc. 

Length [? It is not clear whether the numl>er in ihc denominalor 
in the dimension of length is 10, 20 or 40.] 95 mm., width, 45 mm.— 
I Translation.] 

Supplementary   description.—This   shell   is   stout,   gen- 
erally turnip-shaped, with a long, straight, open canal, sur- 
mounted by a bulbous body.   Ihe spire is low, about seven 
whorls, subtending an angle of about  115 deg. The height 
of the spire is about one-seventh of the total length; and the 
width  at the shoulder about four-sevenths. The  appressed 
suture overlays the tuberculated shoulder angulation suffi- 
ciently nearly to hide it and to produce a ridge. Below the 
suture the shoulder surface is slightly concave. At the shoul- 
der, which  is  angulated, there are  16-20 sharp, relatively 
small  tubercles to each  whorl.  The  body  of the whorl  is 
swollen, the sides are nearly parallel below the keel, and then 
they contract rapidly to the siphonal canal, at a point three- 
sevenths on the apertural side, and two-sevenths on the op- 
posite side, of the height of the shell, below the shoulder keel. 
The canal is tapered with straight sides. There is an oblique 
shallow groove on the columella above but near the moder- 
ately angulated head of the canal. The surface of the shell is 
spirally ridged, above and below the keel; and the aperture 
is strongly lirate within. The general color is creamy white, 
with longitudinal narrow, wavy lines of ruddy brown pass- 
ing through the tubercles, marking rest periods in growth, 
fading on the stem of the canal. The periostracum is with- 
out "hairs" or ciliae. The  interior of the  aperture  is  suf- 
fused with a bright yellow, with a white margin at the lip. 
The operculum is corneous, the nucleus being at the lower 
point; attachment to the foot is in the central area, with a 
thickened   ridge  extending  completely  around   the  margin 
of the inner face, much wider on the side toward the outer 
lip. The margin opposite is wavy, to fit against the curbed 

parietal wall. 
T'y^^.—The specimen in the Tankerville collection from 

which Sowerby described this species cannot now be lo- 
cated. A search for Sowerby's specimens at the British Mu- 
seum (Natural History) was without avail. 

I, therefore, designate Paleontological Research Insti- 

tution, Cat. No. 24944- as neotype. 
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Type locality.—I designate the Bay of Campeche as 
the  type locality from whence  the  neotype came. 

Range.—This shell form is known only from the Bay 
of Campeche. 

Discussion.—Petit (1852) was the first to fifrnre this 
species. His shell was somewhat larger than that listed hy 
Sowerby. Petit doubted the validity of the diagnosis of 
Sowerby's "reverse specimen of the same species." 

Specimens of this species were so scarce that for about 
a hundred years no new ones were reported. Not until 
shrimping operations after World War II began in Yuca- 
tan waters were new shells reported. It was feared for a 
time that the species might  have  become extinct. 

The shell figured by Petit is in the Museum National 
d'Histoire Naturelle in Paris. I am privileged to publish 
photographs of it (Plate 17, figures 1-3), through the kind- 
ness of Jean M. Gaillard, who gives by letter the following 
comment: "It comes from Florida, as the accompanying 
ticket indicates. The only error is the notation 'A carried 
at the side of the figure [Petit's] and which does not cor- 
respond to the scale of the drawing. The general coloring 
of the shell is less precisely yellow than the artist figured 
it, but the disposition of the flammules is entirely identical 
with that of the specimen." 

The identification of this sj^ecies rests, in the absence 
of either type or figure, upon the description given by the 
author, and the fact that its form is markedly different from 
other living Busycons. The scarcity of specimens and the 
excellent figure by Petit have served to crystallize the con- 
cept, so that there is no dispute over its identity. 

Clench (1951, p. 408) "suggests" that "the figure of 
Petit de la Saussaye (Jour, de Conch 3, pi. 7, fig. 3) he 
accepted as the type figure to represent this species, and 
the type locality to be Campeche Bank, Yucatan, Mexico." 

Subgenus .SIXISTKOKl I.MK. new  subcemis 

Type species.—By original designation herewith. Busy- 
con   sinistrum    Hollister,   n.sp..    Recent    from    Cape    Har- 
teras to Yucatan. 

Description.—Shell subpyriform, medium to large in 
size; protoconch of nearly two whorls, the first smooth, 
globose and caplike; an oblique shallow groove on the 
columella just above the entrance to the canal; suture 
without channel; winding sinistral; periostracum with 
microscopic cilia; rachidian tooth of radula with five to 
seven  cusps. 

Discussion.—When one reviews the occurrence of sin- 
istrality in the genus Busycon one is impressed with its 
great stabilit}^ In the Recent fauna we have long stretches 
(about 3,000 miles) of coast with either dextral or sinistral 
forms, but not the two together; and we also have from 
Cape Hatteras to Cape Canaveral, Brevard County, Flor- 
ida, and again off Yucatan, two areas in which dextral 
and sinistral forms are living together, but with readily dis- 
cernable characters that mark each as distinctly separate. 
In the Miocene and Pliocene, distinctive forms sinistrally 
wound are also found, with no precisely similar dextral 
counterpart in the fauna. 

From early times there has been a curious hesitancy 
to approach the sinistral forms with the same objectivitv 
that was employed in dealing with the dextral members 
of the genus. Rather, there was a great tendency to lump 
the sinistral forms into a single specific group, if indeed 
they were viewed as anything more than a sinistral ex- 
pression of normally dextral forms. The sinistral character 
is in itself of much greater significance than subspecific; 
in fact, I here consider it to form a subgeneric group. In 
this way those characters which are normally considered in 
dextral shells to be of specific rank may be similarly dealt 
with in the sinistral shells. Both ontogenetic and phylo- 
genetic sequences may  then  be  similarly treated. 

Gill   (1867,  p.   143)   noted   that: 

F. lariiii and F. pcriu-rsus inhaliit different geographical areas, 
which, however, overlap. While F. air'ua is abundant on the eastern 
coast of Cape Cod, the F. prr-vrrsus is unknown so far north, but 
occurs along the coast of North .\tnerica, southwards at least as 
far as  Yucatan,  where it is very common. 

.\s doubt is sometimes entertained whether F. piiT,-rsus is not 
a variety of F. nirini, the writer examined the ernhryos in the ovicap- 
sules of F. tiinni, and among over 500 specimens, no sinistral example 
was   detected. 

I have done the same with embryos from capsules of 
B. sinistrum-, with no example of a dextral shell being noted. 
If such a one were found it would be interesting to raise 
It under controlled conditions and to attempt to breed 
It with dextral species. 

C. W. Johnson (1903) said, on the subject of the re- 
lation of sinistral and dextral forms: "while admitting a 
common ancestry, the immutability of the recent perversum 
and carica has given us reason to believe that the same 
stability has existed since they originated. To admit the 
mutability of sinistral and dextral forms only makes 'con- 
fusion worse confounded'." 

It   is  to   be   hoped   that   an   experiment   in   the   cross- 
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brefdiiiK <il' tlc.\ti:il iiiul siiiistr;il ;inim;ils will In- UIKICT- 

taktn so that there can be a i-oncliision reached concern- 
ing the continuing argument regarding randomness of the 
dextral and sinistral forms of Busycon. Only after such re- 
search is concluded will there be any solid basis for con- 
tending ranilom handedness of the dextral and sinistral 
forms. In the meantime, the separate ranges—Cape Cod 
to Cape Hatteras for the dextral, and Cape Canaveral 
around Florida and the (!ulf to southern Texas, for the 
sinistral forms—in which there exist either dextral or 
sinistral forms, hut not both, together with distinctive 
ontogenetic characters of each form, must stand as power- 
ful deterrents to the claim of random opposite-handedness 

in  the genus Busycon. 
One hears from time to time of a dextral shell bemg 

found on the West Florida Coast; but so far I have seen 
but one such specimen competently documented. (See be- 
low, under B. simstrum.) 

Maxwell Smith (1941, pi. 40, t^g. 18) published a 
figure of such a shell said to have been found on the East 
Coast; but the shell (a juvenile) appears to me to be of 
the species B. eliceans. 

Busycon   (Siiiistrofiiljriir)  siiiistruin. new  species 
Plate   11,   figures   1-4,   10,   12;   Plate   12,   figure   11; 

Plate  13,  figures  6-9 

Pyruta   fn-rnsa   (Linne)   Lamarck,   1S16,   Encycl.   Metli.   Hist.   Nat., 
vol. 3, pi. 433, fig. 4a; Lis/r, p. 8. Not of Linne, 1758; "Lamarck", 
Kiener,  1840,  Spec.  Coq.  Viv.,  vol.  6, Pyrula, p.  7, pi. 9, fig.   1; 
Sovverby,  G.B.,  Jr.,  1846,  Conch.  Man.,  3d  ed.,  p.  306,  fig.  338; 
Reeve, 1847, Conch. Icon., vol. 4 Pyrula, sp.  13, pi. 3, fig. 3. Not 
of Linne, 1758. 

Fulgur prrvcrsus Gill, 1867, .\m. Jour. Conch., vol. 3, p. 146  (in part). 
Busycon pcivcrsum  Chenu,  1S59,  Man.  Conch,  et  Pal.  Conch.,  t.l,  f. 

902B; "Linne", Conrad, 1867, Am. Jour. Conh., vol. 3, p. 184. Not 
of Linne,  1758. 

Fuli/ur pervcrsus  "Linne",  Tryon,  1881,  Man.  Conch.,  vol.  3,  p.  141, 
pi. 57, fig. 391. Not of Linne, 1758. 

Fulyur pcrvrrsum "Linne", Dall, 1890, WFIS, Tr. vol. 3, pt. 1, p. 116, 
(in part)  Not of Linne, 1758. 

Busycon   pcrvcrsum   "Linne",   Johnson,   1934.   Boston   Soc.   Nat.   Hist., 
Proc, vol. 40, No. 1, p. 126. Not of Linne, 1758. 

Busycon conlrarium (Conrad) B. Smith, 1939, Nautilus, vol. 53, p. 26; 
1944, Paleont. Amer., vol. 3, No. 17, p. 163, pi. 1 ; Paleont. Amer., 
vol. 3, No. 19, p. 264, pi. 2, figs. 10-12; Perry, 1940, Bull. Am. 
Pal., vol. 26, No. 95, p. 150, pi. 33, fig. 233a; pi. 34, figs. 233b, 
233c; Perry and Schwengel, 1955, Marine Shells Western Coast 
Florida, p. 163, pi. 33, fig. 233a, pi. 34, figs. 233b, c; Olsson and 
Harbison, 1953, ANSP, Mon. No. 8, p. 210 (in part). Not of 
Conrad,  1840. 

Description.—The shell is large, stout, heavy, pyri- 
form, sinistral. The spire is low, with tubercles or spines 
on the shoulder, and a large aperture leading to a long 
open  canal. The nucleus, typical  of the genus, consists of 

nearly two whorls, the first being smooth, globose and 
folded o\(r eaplike onto the second; the second, at one 
;mil on(-h:df whorls, developing axial rihlets over a gradu- 
;illy cNdlving angulate shoulder. These riblets do not extend 
from suture to suture, but tenti to form beads over the 
shoulder. The post-nuclear whorls begin with a faintly 
beaded angled shoulder, the beads being minute tuber- 
cles which gain in prominence and spacing to nearly 
three whorls, which during the next whorl tend to evan- 
esce, then later sometimes grow stronger in the geron- 
tic stage. The whorl is concave above, with about six 
closely spaced spiral grooves in each of which later develops 
a fine thread. In the first two or three post-nuclear whorls 
the suture overlays but does not protrude above the tu- 
bercles of the preceding whorls; from that point on, the su- 
ture is just below the tubercles. The profile of the spire, 
which includes an angle of about 105 degrees, is .slightly 
concave. The width at the shoulder is about one-half the 
height, except in individuals of advanced age in which the 
width may be somewhat more. In dorsal view the shoulder 
angle slants downward to the right, about 10 degrees be- 
low a right angle to the axis. The columella is twisted into 
a backward flat S, both when seen in the apertural view 
and from the side. There is a faint oblique groove on the 
columella above the beginning of the canal. The sides of 
the body are about parallel just below the shoulder, con- 
tracting to a point about midway between the shoulder 
and the end of the canal. At this contraction the canal 
opening is wider than the width of the columella. The ex- 
terior color is variable, ranging from a creamy background 
with longitudinal wavy stripes of reddish brown, to olive 
background with dark brown wavy stripes edged with 

yellow along one side. 

The interior of the aperture is overglazed with w'hite. 
The outer lip is often somewhat Urate within, sharp-edged 

without crenulation. 

Shells of advanced age become lighter colored on the 
later whorls, the last being ivory outside and white within. 
Strong, vertically compressed tubercles on the penultimate 
whorl become obsolete on the body whorl, on most of the 
Florida and Carolina specimens. 

Specimens have been found off Yucatan on which the 
tubercles became large, recurving spines, open toward the 

aperture. 

Exterior   sculpture   consists   of  growth   lines   overlaid 
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with fine spiral threads; the latter become obsolete in the 
old shells, while the growth lines become more prominent. 

The mantle of the animal is black, as is also the epi- 
dermis on the sides of the foot. 

Type.—Holotype, Paleontoiogical Research Institution 
Cat. No. 24948, taken in the Charlotte Harbor Channel 
off Sanibel Island ferry dock, Florida, in 3 fms. Length, 86 
mm., width, 41 mm., 6 whorls. 

Type locality.—Charlotte Harbor, off Sanibel Island, 
Lee County, Florida. 

Range.—This species is found living from Cape Hat- 
teras south and westward to the Florida Keys, west Flor- 
ida, the Dry Tortugas and off Yucatan. It has not been 
reported from Campeche Bay to Mobile Bay. 

Discussion.—The sculpture of the upper surface of the 
early whorls is different from that on the corresponding 
whorls of B. perversum (q.v.). The shoulder of the early 
whorls is weakly beaded, and the following whorl is wound 
onto the shoulder tending to cover the keel from view. 
The upper surface has five or six primary spirals usually 
narrower than the interspaces, with intermediate threads 
forming at the second or third post-nuclear whorl. There 
is a collar-like band in front of the suture which is ap- 
pressed at, above or slightly below the shoulder, in a 
manner to obscure beads or tubercles on the spire. 1 his 
manner of winding is a character which is unlike that of 
B. aru^num, B. eliceans, or B. pulleyi. In those forms the 
winding is done in such a way as to leave revealed in side 
view  the  beading  and   tubercles  of  successive  whorls. 

Occasionallj', individuals with wholly white shells arc 
found alive. The\- are more conspicuous as young shells, 
since normally at that stage, the color markings are promi- 
nent, while at full growth color is found only on the early 
whorls of the spire. The color of the animal in the white 
shell appears no different than  that in  the normal shell. 

Confusion concerning the naming of this form, the 
common left-handed Busycon, seems to have extended from 
Linne to the present time. Linne gave two figures in refer- 
ence under his Murex perversus, one by Gualtieri, and one 
by Dezallier d'Argenville. Linne's type fortunately still ex- 
ists and was figured by Burnett Smith in 1939. Dezallier's 
figure agrees with the Linnean type which retains the name 
Busycon perversum, the less common form with the swollen 
zone across the back at about mid-height. Gaultieri's figure. 

a poor one for diagnostic use, which represents sketchily the 
common Florida form, is thus without a name; however 
down through the years, perversum has been applied alsc 
to this form, in error, while the true perversum went under 
the name B. perverswn kieneri Philippi (1848). Burnett 
Smith (1939) has pointed out this erroneous use of per- 
versum. 

B. siiiistnuii of west Florida has a long siphonal canal.{ 
with a slender twisted columella. At the back of the aper-l 
ture there is a slender presutural rib, marking off a slight; 
channel leading to an anal notch of small prominence., 
Large adult shells maintain these characteristics, and ini 
addition grow somewhat more ponderous through some 
thickening of the shell. Since B. nruanum is not found in 
the Gulf, there is no basis for confusion here between dex- 
tral  and  sinistral forms. 

B. aruanum and B. sinistrum live together along the 
Fast Coast from Hatteras south to Cape Canaveral. In 
the vicinity of Beaufort, N. C, they appeared in 1948 in 
the approximate ratio of one B. sinistrum to 33 B. aruanum 
(Magalhaes, 1948, p. 389). Coues reported this ratio in 
1871 to be 1:10. During early and middle growth they look 
remarkably alike in form and color, except for opposite 
handedness. As adulthood is reached, however, there ap- 
pear certain characteristics which are not common to the 
two forms. B. aruanum presents generally a shortened or 
stubbier appearance; has a thicker shell wall; has a wider 
canal with a broader columella; has a pronounced bump 
high on the parietal wall that forms a more noticeable 
channel to the anal notch; and has a bright orange in- 
terior. For these reasons alone there appears to be an 
adequate basis for separating B. aruanum from B. sinistrum 
apart from right- and  left-handedness. 

Comparison of B. sinistrum with B. candelabrum of 
the Western Gulf reveals characters on B. candelabrum that 
li. sinistrum does not possess: in general a more slender 
shell in the adult stage; and a semicircular anal groove 
formed by fairly prominent ribs on the parietal wall and 
the upper lip, which extend to the aperture (PI. 9, fig. ID). 

Burnett Smith (1939 b) placed tentatively the com- 
mon sinistral form under Conrad's contrariu7n, a form 
well represented in the Miocene of North Carolina (PI. 11, 
figs. 5, 6). I have given extended study to Smith's sugges- 
tion, which  has been  adopted  by several authors in  recent 
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p;i|Krs, ;in(l for this purpose have had a large range of 
spicinuiis of Miocene, Pliocene, Pleistocene, and Recent 
lioii/.ons for review. 

'{"he round-shoiildcrc'd li. contrariuin (PI. 11, figs, .T, 

C), ';) is c(rt:iinly not the same form as the tuberculated 
or spinosi.' shell of Recent fauna. I am disposed therefore, 
to n:nm- this Recent shell B. sinistrum, rather than to 
lea\e ii in an equivocal position under a name which was 
given  by Conrad  to a different shell. 

Dodge (1957, p. 163) follows Burnett Smith (193%, p. 
26), Rehder and Abbott (1951), and Abbott (1954, p. 
236) in placing this shell under Busycon contrarium (Con- 
rad, 1840). He considers Conrad's type specimen, described 
as having "length 4 inches" as being a "subadult" indi- 
vidual. Conrad's holotype is lost. I have the lectotype ( PI. 
11, fig. 5) before me. It has six and one-quarter whorls 
tiiough it is but SI mm. long. The lectotype is thus an 
adult; and hence a four inch shell would also be an adult. 
It is a different shell from R. sinistrum. It will be dealt 
with more completely in Part II of this paper, where it 
will be shown to be limited to the Miocene. 

Melvill (1881) said of B. perversum of authors (=5. 
sinistrum) "This is probably a smistral var. of B. aruanum. 
I found them associated together in Carolina, but on the 
West coast of Florida and at Key West I found only the 
pervers-wm." 

The largest specimen of this species that I have seen 
is ANSP, Cat. No. 84614, measuring 375 mm. in length, 
collected from an Indian mound near the east end of the 
cut-off between the Chipola and Apalachicola Rivers, 
ill Calhoun County, Florida. The largest of 50 specimens 
seen by Magalhaes (1948, p. 389) at Beaufort, North Car- 
olina, over a period of one year, is 260 mm. This species 
reaches  its greatest size  in  subtropical  waters. 

B. Smith (1944) reported a specimen of this species 
(which he called B. contrarium) with a second row of 
spines on the shoulder. This oddity has also been noted on 
B. aruanum. 

Dextral specimen.—In the Academy of Sciences of 
Philadelphia, there is a specimen (ANSP, Cat. No. 224820) 
which IS undoubtedly a dextral example of B. sinistrum. 
It was collected at Fort Myers Beach, Florida, well out of 
the range of B. aruanum or B. candelabrum. Through the 
courtesy of Dr.  R. Tucker Abbott  I  have  figured  it   (see 

Plate 17, figures 4-6). This shell is 165 mm. long by 92 
mm. wide. From time to time 1 have been told by ex- 
perienced collectors that shells of this kind could be found. 
I Ins is the first one, however, that I have seen in nearly 
twenty years of collecting and of examining collections 
in the range of this species. 

It will be seen from the figures that this shell is dif- 
ferent from B. aruanum or B. canclelahrum. The spire is 
flatter than that of B. aruanum, there is no anal notch as 
on B. candelabrum, and there is no hump on the upper 
part of the  parietal wall. 

ISiisjcoii  (Sinistrofiilu'iir)   iicrxTsuiii   (Linn<'i 
Plate   12,  figures   1-6 

Murcx prrvrnus Linne, 1758, Syst. Nat., ed. 10, p. 573, No. 485  (excl. 
Gualt.  fig.);  Mus. Lud.  Ulric. Reg.,  1764, p. 642, No.  323   (excl. 
Gualt.  fig.);   1767, Syst. Nat., ed.  12, t.l, pt. 2,  p.  1222,  No.  557 
(excl. Gualt. fig.). 

Pyrula pcrvrrsa   var.,  Kiener,   1840,   Spec.  Co(|.  Viv.,  vol.  6,  Pyrula, 
p. 8, pi. 9, fig. 2. 

Pyrula Kirncri Philippi, 1848, Zeitschr. Mai., p. 98;  Petit,  1852, Jour 
de Conch.,  vol.  3,  p.  145. 

Fulgur giblwsum   Conrad,   1853,  ANSP,   Proc,  vol.  6.   No.  8,  p.   319 
Busycon yibhnsuin   Conrad,  1862,  ANSP,  Proc,  vol.   14,  p.  286. 
Busycon  kicncri I'hilippi,  Conrad,   1867,  Am.  Jour.  Conch.,  vol.  3   p 

184. 
Busycon  perversum   kicncri  Philippi,  Johnson,   1934.   Boston   Soc,   Nat 

Hist., Proc, vol, 40, No.  1, p.  126. 
Busycon perversum Linne, B. Smith, 1939, Nautilus, vol. 53   (1), p. 23 

pi. 7, figs.  1, 2;  Perry,  1940,  Bull.  Am.  Pal.,  vol. 26,  No. 95,  pi 
34, figs. 233  D, E; Perrv and Schwengel, Marine Shells Western 
Coast  Florida,  pi.  34,  figs.  233D,   E. 

Original description. 
M. Testa patulo-repandoque caudata, spira contraria suhcoronata. 

Gault. test.  30. f.B. 
Argenv. conch, t. 18. f.F. 
Habitat  in  O.  Americano.—[Linne,   1758,  p.   573.] 

Supplementary description by Linne. 
Testa facie M. canaliculati, scabra striis convexis, raris, albis, 

fasciis longitudinaliter rufis; venter gibbus, inferne flexuosus s. 
Labro repando duplici intumescentia. 

Vertex brevis, conicus, obliquus, transversim striatus, cinctus 
spinis   incurvis. 

Cauda testae longior, omnino patens. 
Apertura  intus  alba  ventre  striis elevatis,  flavis. 
Columella   laevis,   flexuosa. 
Singularis nota est, quod a dextris sinistrorsum flectantur anfrac- 

tus, quod paucis communo.—[Linne,  1764, p. 642.] 

Additional description.—This shell is sinistral, heavy, 
stocky, subpyriform, with a low spire and a heavilj' tuber- 
culated shoulder keel. About midway between this keel 
and the anterior end of the canal is a spiral bulge across 
the back of the shell. The canal is not so long as in the 
more common sinistral form B. sinistrum. 

The sculpture of the tops of the early whorls of this 
species  appears  to differentiate  it  from B. sinistruyn. The 
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post-nuclear whorls have about 24 strong beads per whorl 
around the periphery. Between this row of beads and the 
suture above, there are about eight strong spiral threads, 
the threads being wider than the grooves between. On the 
later whorls intermediate smaller threads become ap- 
parent. The suture is appressed at or below the peripheral 
beads or tubercles, so that they are visible on the spire of 
an older shell. After about three or four turns the beads 
become tubercles which become both more widely spaced 
and more prominent, so that a shell 200 mm. long may 
have on its periphery tubercles 40 to 50 mm. apart and 
standing out 25 mm. or more from the body of the shell. 
The tubercles in the late whorls of large .shells may be 
open toward the aperture. 

The chief differences of those characters separating 
this species from B. sinistrum, besides the tumid ridge across 
the beak, are the strong beading on the early whorls, and 
the form of the spiral sculpture on the upper face of the 
early whorls. On later whorls the spirals become nearly 
or wholly obsolete because of the increasing prominence 
and coarseness of the growth  lines. 

Type.—There is a shell in the T,innean collection in 
London that bears the number "557" in what is regarded 
as Linne's handwriting. This is the item number for Murex 
perversus in the twelfth edition of the Systema. (See Plate 
12, figures 1, 2.) This shell is a stunted example of the 
species. 

There is also a shell in the .Museum Ulricae, at Upp- 
sala, which is similar but not stunted, and which bears a 
label "perversus", presumahl\ affixed by Swart/.. (See Plate 
1.^, figures 1, 2.) 

Both shells agree with the description of the tenth 
edition of the Systema. The phrase "I.abro repando duplici 
intumescentia" in the Catalog of the Museum Ulricae par- 
ticularly relates to the effect on the lip of the tumid ridge 
on the back of the beak, on both shells. There can thus 
be no doubt that this feature  belongs to this species. 

The specimen in the Linnean Society in London must 
be regarded as the holotype. Burnett Smith figured the 
holotype as such in  1939 (B. Smith,  \9?>9h). 

Type locality.—Linne gave only "O. Americano." This 
species is known only in Campeche Bay, off Yucatan. 
Shells from Campeche appear to have reached Kuropcan 
collectors earl)'   {e.g.,  Fasciolaria distans   Lamarck   in   the 

Sloane Collection of the British Museum (Natural History) 
figured by Lister, 1685). I designate Campeche as the 
type locality. 

Rani^e.— Known m the Recent fauna in Campeche 
Bay, Mexico. 

Discussion.—In Linne's original description of 1758, 
he referred to illustrations in two pre-Linnaean, non-bi- 
nomial works: Gualtieri's Index Testaceum Conchyliorum 
of 1742, and Dezallier d'Argenville's Conchyliologie of the 
same year. Gualtieri's figure is poor showing a broken 
shell, probably of the more common sinistral form without 
the bulge on the back of the canal. D'Argenville's figure is 
better and shows a shell like Linne's type. 

The difference between Gualtieri's and D'Argenville's 
figures is the same as that between B. sinistrum Hollister, 
n. sp., and B. perversum (Linne): the latter has a tumid 
ridge on the back of the beak, while the former does not. 
Since Burnett Smith in 1939 pointed out the true meaning 
of B. perversum- (Linne), there is emerging a correct under- 
standing  respecting  the   Linnean   form. 

Linne prepared the description for the Museum Ul- 
ricae between 1751 and 1754, four years before the publi- 
cation of the tenth edition of the Systema. The shell he 
described for the Museum is figured on a plate prepared 
by H. C. von Kruus in 1754 or 1755, and this plate is now 
in the Library of the Royal Academy of Science in Stock- 
holm. The shell appears on plate 37, figure 137. Through 
the kindness of Dr. A. Holmberg, Director of the Library, 
I am able to reproduce the drawing here (PI. 17, fig. 7). 
This figure represents apparently a diflFerent specimen from 
that now in the Museum Ulricae at Uppsala, but it is of 
tin- same species. Assuming a change in shells of this species 
in that collection, it is not clear when such change was 
made. It raises some doubt as to whether or when Linne 
saw the later shell, and thus whether such shell would be 
available  as Linnean  material. 

The MS. copy of the Museum Ulricae (Hanley, 1860) 
now in London, gives the Busycons under Strombus and 
calls this species "Strom, invrrsns". Linne thus changed 
the name later for the tenth edirion of the Systema from 
this manuscript name. 

Gmelin greatly extended the references to incliuie the 
more common sinistral shell of Florida; and thereafter, 
otlurs  iliil  likewise.  Kiener  found   :ui  exiimple of the true 
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B. perversum of Linne and in 1840, figured it as "Pyruhi 
perversa var." Kicner assumed, a|ipaiently, that the name 
B. perversum (Linne) belonged to the Florida form, and 
that the gibbous form was a variant thereof. In other words, 
he reversed the position of the two forms, as respects 
nomenclature. Philippi, Petit, and Conrad merely followed 
his lead. Not until Burnett Smith published a figure of 
Linne's type in 1939 was the long-standing error pointed out 
and corrected. 

Oritiinal description iif Pyrida Kieneri.— 

P. testa sinistroisa, pyriformi, ventricosa, transversim striato- 
lirata, luteo-albida, strigis longitudinalibus rufo-fuscis, fasciaque 
pallida picta; anfractibus superius angulatis, ad angulam spinis 
mat/tiis compressis armatis, intumescrrttia spirali ad initiiim canalis 
decurrente. Long 4" 8"', diam. cum spinis 3 "  5"'. 

Pyrula  perversa  varietas Kiener Tab.  9,  Fig.  2. 
Hie vermeintliche VarietSt unterscheidet sich von der P. prrvfrsti 

nicht bloss durch die grossen hohlen, wenig zahlreichen Dornen, 
sondern auch durch die sonderhare Auftreibung am Ursprung des 
Kanals; beide Eigenthijmlichkeiten vereinigt scheinen mir die 
Erhebung dieser Varietat zur Wiirde einer Art zu rechtfertigen. 
— [Philippi,   1S4S,   p.  98.] 

Origincd description of Fidgur gihhosuni Conrad.— 

Pyriform, ventricose, thick, armed with broad prominent foliated 
thick spines; shoulder carinated; spire short, the four upper whorls 
tuberculated on the upper margin of the suture; columella sinuous; 
middle of the beak profoundly tumid, on which elevation arc robust 
alternated wrinkled striae; labrum channeled below, corresponding 
to the external hump, margin of labrum very sinuous towards the 
base, the interior with slightly raised lines, and of a yellowish orange 
color; color white, with long purplish lines and a broad indistinct re- 
volving white band on the body whorl. 

Pyrula perversa, var. Kiener,  pi. 9, fig. 2. 
The revolving lines are obsolete on the upper part of the body 

whorl, and there are revolving wrinkled slightly raised lines on the 
spire. 

A specimen of this species is in the collection of the Academy, 
and Kiener's figure has a close resemblance to it. It is not known 
to inhabit the coast of the United States, and is probably from 
Campeachy Bay. 

This shell is not a variety of F. prr-vrrsum carita, as Kiener 
supposes, but if not a distinct species, must be a variety of F. cariia. 
That shell, however, is common on the coast of the United States, 
but a sinistral specimen  is there unknown.—[Conrad,  1853,  p.  319.] 

Conrad was unaware that Philippi (1848, p. 98) re- 
named Kiener's plate 9, fig. 2, which showed a sinistral shell 
with a tumid ridge across the beak. Conrad's supposition 
as to habitat is correct. 

Conrad's gibbosum and Phihppi's kieneri are in com- 
plete synonymy, through Kiener's figure. Both in turn are 

in  synonymy with Murex pervcrsus  Linne,  through  simi- 
larity between the type, the descriptions given, and Kiener's 
figure. 

Biological (|iiestions and siip|)ositions have perplexed 
many students of these sinistral Busycons. Is the tumid 
ridge due to a pathological cau.se.' Are sinistrality and 
de.xtrality simply variant expressions of but a single spe- 
cies.? I know of no biological explanation of the tumid 
ridge, either in the sinistral shell {perversum) or the dex- 
tral shell (eliceans). It should be noted also that the for- 
mer is confined to the vicinity of Yucatan, while the latter 
is limited to the range southward from Wilmington, North 
Carolina, to Florida, as far as Cape Canaveral, with over 
2(X)0 miles of coast line between the two ranges. As to 
the question of the single species embracing both sinistral 
and dextral forms, the available evidence points the other 
way. 

Busjcoii   (Siliistrofiilgiir)   inillcyi,   new   .species 

Plate U,  figures 7, 8,  11;  Plate  12,  figures 7-10;  Plate  13,  figure  10 

Description.—This shell is stout, large, and in the 
gerontic state ponderous; the width at the shoulder, not 
including the ring of spines, is about half the height; the 
height of the spire is about one-fifth the height of the 
shell; the body below the shoulder is subconical, being 
somewhat ventricose at the upper part, then constricting 
more rapidly to the mid-height, and more gently tapered 
in the long beak. The spire is somewhat turreted, the su- 
ture falling below the shoulder. The first whorl is smooth, 
globose and caplike. The second whorl begins rounded and 
smooth; then at about the one-quarter turn strong axial 
riblets begin, extending from suture to suture but stronger 
below. By the beginning of the second whorl these riblets 
have strengthened first into an angulated periphery, then 
into a keeled, beaded shoulder. At about five and one-half 
turns these beads become small conical spines, which grow 
larger and more widely spaced on succeeding whorls, be- 
ci)ming large, recurv'ing, and somewhat imbricate. The 
resting stages in growth are at, or just bej'ond the spine; 
and beyond the nepionic state, the last spine is an open 
channel, at the lip of the shell, in which a fold of the 
mantle moves. On the upper whorls there are five spiral 
threads which separate and grow less pronounced on sub- 
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sequent whorls and with one or more intermediate threads. 
Spirals of like strength cover the body whorl, being more 
promment on the back of the beak, and nearly obsolete on 
the convex curve of the body. The growth lines are strong 
and overlappmg on the gerontic shells. The shell is cream- 
colored with reddish or greenish brown longitudinal stripes 
which follow the growth lines, the stripes sharp-edged for- 
ward and shaded behind. The columella is sinuous, and 
arcuate above the canal. The canal is open and somewhat 
twisted and recurved backward. There is a shallow oblique 
sulcus just above the entry to the canal. A thin, white 
glaze overlays the parietal wall. The outer lip is ventricose 
above, with lirae within in the younger stages but smooth 
m the adult. The aperture is flushed with yellow. The 
operculum is unguiculate, with the nucleus at the anterior 
end. Length of holotype, 94 mm.; greatest width, 55 nmi.; 
width  below spines, 46 mm. 

Type.—Holotype, Paleontological Research Institu- 
tion, Cat. No. 24951. A paratype is No. 24957, in the same 
collection. 

Type locality.—flarhor Isl.iiul. Pint Aransas, Nueces 
County, Texas. 

Range.—Recent, along the Te.xas and noith Mi-xican 
Coast, eastward to Breton Sound, Louisiana. 

Discussion.—The first impression this shell gives is 
that of a more spiny sinistral form than that of B. sinis- 
tntm of Florida and the Carolinas. On closer examination, 
its spire construction is different, the spire being higher, 
more turreted, and especially, the beads of the early whorls 
do not evanesce but transform into spines which become 
stronger on further growth of the shell. 

It has been said by some that this and B. candclahrum 
are but f)pposite-handed manifestations of a single species. 
Two typical specimens from a series of each form were 
selected that were of comparable stages of growth (about 
seven whorls). Photographic slides were made, the images 
projected and the outlines superposed. Fig. 2 is the result. 
It is further evidence of the difficulty of judging such mat- 
ters by eye. In the end, ontogenetic features, as revealed 
by studies of series collected from various points in the 
range, are more decisive. 

I his species is named after Thomas 1^. Pulley, of the 
University of Houston, through whose generosity I came 
to know of the shell. 

Biisjeoii   (Sinistrofiilenr)   nsiiiiiosiiin,   new   species 

Plate   13,   figures   3-5 

Description.—This shell is pyriform, of medium size 
for the genus, stout but not thick, sinistrally coiled, of 
nealy seven whorls. The first whorl is eroded; the second 
whorl is carinate at its lower margin and is faintly beaded. 
These beads fade at about two and one-half whorls, and 
the carina becomes only an angle which in turn fades by 
four and one-half whorls. Thereafter, the shoulder is 
rounded and smooth. There are faint spiral threads on the 
upper surface of the whorls which on the body whorl have 
one to three interspaced finer threads. The first three whorls 
are clasped at the shoulder; thereafter, the suture falls 
gradually increasingly below the shoulder to the periphery. 
The body whorl is ventricose. Below the shoulder there are 
faint, widely spaced threads to a point below the periphery, 
where there is a light-colored, smooth band that follows the 
base of the body. Below this band are stronger spiral 
threads that become more oblique over the back of the 
beak. Longitudinal growth lines are more prominent than 
the spiral sculpture. The columella is rather slender, 
twisted, arcuate above. There is an oblique shallow sulcus 
across the columella just above the entrance to the siphonal 
canal. A small ridge lies on the parietal wall just forward 
of the suture, defining the position of the anal tube. The 
exterior color is tan over an under-body of cream color; 
and there are reddish-brown steaks along the margin of 
the rest stages. The aperture is thinly glazed with white. 
I he interior is smooth and the edge of the outer lip is 
simple and  rather sharii. 

I Ins shell is mori' closely related to B. contraiium 

(Conrad) than to B. sinistrum, in the range of which it 

lives; but it is much larger in size than B. contramim, with 

lower spire and much different sculpture than the Miocene 

shell, which latter is probably its ancestor. There is a 

form, also, in the Pliocene of the Caloosahatchee marl, 

often confused with B. contrariiim., which is superficially 

similar, and which is likely of the same hereditary column; 

hut it is quite large, and difft'iently sculptured than our 

present species. It will be more completely discussed in 

Part II of this monograph. 
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Tlic   dimensions   of   the   holorype   :inil   "f   other   shells exaniined are jjiven in the followinf; table: 

Rusyciin (Sinislrofu/gur) aspino.uim Hollister, n.sp. 

Length, mm. W idth,  mm 
147 71 
158 81 
139* 82 
126 63 
120* 65 
138 70 
132 70 
121 59 
118 65 
* Beak broken. 

L/W 

2.07 

1.95 

2.00 

1.97 
1.89 
2.05 
1.82 

Types.—Hoiotype, Museum of Comparative Zoology, 
Harvard University, Cat. No. 216020; paratypes, No. 
216021; U. S. National Museum, Washington, D. C, Acad- 
emy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, and Paleontologi- 
cal Research Institution, Ithaca, New York, Cat. No. 
24963. 

Type locality.—Longboat Key, Sarasota, Manatee 
County, Florida. 

Range.—It has been found only at the type locality- 

Genus I51ISTC0TYPUS Wenz, 1943 

I'olema Link, 1897, Beschr. Nat.-Sammul. Rost., p. 115, pars. Not I'ol- 
ema  Roding,   1798,   p.   57. 

Sy(otypus Gill, 1867, .\m. Jour. Conch., vol. 3, No. 2, p. 1+7; Conrad, 
1867, Am. Jour. Conch., vol. 3, No. 2, p. 183; Grabau, 1903, .\m. 
Nat., vol. 37, p. 515; Type species liy original designation by 
Gill, Murrx canaliculatus Linne, 1758. Not Sycotypus Gray, 1847, 
type species Bulla ficus. 

Sycopsis "(Browne) Gill," Dall, 1915, USNM, Bull. 90, p. 66 (ap- 
parently laps, cal., Sycotypus intended, since reference is as 
above); Wade, 1917, Am. jour. Sci., V ser., vol. 43, p. 294 (ap- 
parently after Dall). 

Busytulypus Wenz, Oct. 1943, Handb. Palaoz., Bd. 6, teil 6, p. 1219; 
Olsson and Harbison, Nov. 6, 1953, ANSP, Mon. No. 8, p. 211; 
Emerson, Dec. 1953, Nautilus, vol. 67  (2)   (for Oct.), p. 64. 

Futc/uropsis Marks, 1950, Nautilus, vol. 64 (1), p. 34. Type species 
by original designation, Bulla pyrum Dillvvyn, 1817. 

Sycofultjur Marks, 1950, Nautilus, vol. 64 (1), p. 34. Type species by 
original designation, Fulgur rugosum Conrad, 1840. 

Location 
Hoiotype 
Paratype 
Paratype 
Paratype 
Paratype 
Paratype 
Paratype 
Paratype 
Paratype 

MCZ, Cat. 
MCZ, Cat. 
MCZ, Cat. 
MCZ, Cat. 
MCZ, Cat. 
MCZ, Cat. 
USNM 
PRI, Cat. 
ANSP 

No. 216020 
No. 216021 
No. 216021 
No. 216021 
No. 216021 
No. 216021 

No. 24963 

Original description.— 
Gehause gross bis sehr gross wei bei Busyron s. str., Periostrakum 
mit Borstchen besetzt;  Ungange durch tief rinnen formige Nahte 

getrennt.—[Wenz,   1943.] 

Type Species.—By original designation, Miire.x canali- 
culatus Linne, 1758. 

Wenz figured Kiener's pi. 10, fig. 1, Pyrula. showing 
a juvenile of the type species. 

Additional description.—In addition to the bristly 
periostracum and channeled suture mentioned bj' Wenz, I 
would add that the rachidian tooth of the radula has three 
cusps, whereas in Busycon there are five to seven. 

Range.—Miocene to Recent; living Cape Cod to the 
Bay of Campeche. 

Discussion.—The chief features separating Busycon 
and Busycotypus are that the latter has a channeled su- 
ture; the periostracum is "hairy"; and the middle plate of 
the radula has usually but three teeth, while that of Busy- 
con has usually five or six. It is because of these pro- 
nounced differences that Sycotypus was raised to the status 
of genus by Gill in 1867. He appears to have been the first 
to take into taxonomic account the difference in dentition, 
which he obtained from Stimpson for aruanum and "per- 
versuvi" on the one hand, and for canaliculatum and 
"pyrum" on the other. 

In 1865 William Stimpson pointed out the differences 
between the B. canalicidatum-pyrum group and the B. per- 
versum-aruanum- group. The first, he noted, besides being 
canaliculate, and possessing a "ciliated" epidermis, had a 
rachidian tooth armed with three denticles, while the other 
group was without a channeled suture, had  a simple epi- 
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dermis and the rachidian tooth possessed five or six denti- 
cles. The latter, in addition, were described as heavy and 
rather thick shells, with the shoulder armed with strong 
spines, while the former had rather thin shells, he said, 
with unarmed whorls. "These differences," he continued, 
"might lead us to separate the two groups genetically, 
were it not that in the Miocene formation of our Atlantic 
slope we find intermediate forms." Stimpson was in error 
m his statement concerning the spines, so far as the entire 
groups are concerned, since some Busycons have no spines, 
and some Busycotypus have tubercles at the shoulder. 

Conrad reviewed this matter two years later, saying, 
"I do not think the partial union of the characters of the 
two groups, as represented by the Miocene fossils, should 
decide us to retain the whole group under one generic term; 
for otherwise, very many recent genera would have to be 
eliminated for the same reason." (Conrad, 1867, p. 182.) 
Conrad thereupon suggested the division of the species un- 
der the two genera proposed by Gill, as given on p. 66. 

Conrad, in adopting the generic separation, stated that 
only Busycon had reversed species and only in Btisycon 
did any of the tubercles open in inter stages of growth into 
spines. 

In 1875 Conrad again placed Sycotypus in subgeneric 
rank. (See B. kerrii Con. Part II.) When confronted with 
B. kerrii, he said "there is no canal around the suture 
in this large specimen, and it differs from Busycon only 
in wanting spines. I think, therefore, that Sycotypus is a 
subgenus of Busycon." His reason here is obscure, possibly 
confusing the reasons for his earlier agreement with Gill 
that the suture was the distinguishing shell feature, not 
the absence of tubercles. The type of B. kerrii is presumed 
to be in the State Museum in Raleigh, N. C, but is not 
available. 

It is of interest to note that in the s;une year and in 
the same Journal of Conchology in which the above-noted 
work of Gill and of Conrad appears, there was also printed 
a translation of an article by Crosse (1866) in which he 
pleads for a reasonable use of all available data that may 
bear upon a case and not a rigid reliance upon iiiit one 
factor in the face of others that also may be pertinent. 

1 here was at that time a school with a tendency to regard 
anatomy of the soft parts to the exclusion, almost, of the 
shell.   Crosse  asked   tiiat   all   evidence   he  considered   in   a 

balanced view. 

lo this I would add the necessity of regarding each 
factor as an element subject to evolutionary change; and 
that because of such evolution it is inadvisable to relate, 
on the basis of one factor alone, two or more forms of either 
animal or shell, if other factors are available. The dentition 
of the middle plates of the two forms here being considered, 
if not viewed in this light, might suggest closer relation of 
Sycotypus Gill to Buccinum (since both have three teeth) 
than to Busycon (which  usually has five or six). 

Tryon (1881, p. 142) recombined the two genera sug- 
gested by Gill and for a time accepted by Conrad, saying 
that the "real difference is in the canaliculated sutures and 
ciliated periostracum" and that he could see only sub- 
generic value in these. He thus put Sycotypus as a sub- 
genus under Busycon. 

In 1890 Dall placed Sycotypus G)\\ in full synonymy 
with Fulgur and would not admit Busycon. In 1903, how- 
ever, he recognized Busycon but maintained the synonymy 
otherwise. 

In 1903 Grabau recognized Sycotypus and Fulgur as 
separate genera, in his study of the evolution of their forms. 
Since he was dealing with phylogeny of these forms, he 
dealt wholly with shell characters available in fossil and 
Recent individuals alike. He thus did not involve Stimp- 
son's data on radulae but considered phylogenic relations 
of the shell forms as ample for maintaining the two genera 
as separate. 

Subsequent writers have apparently been greatly in- 
fluenced by Tryon's joining of the two forms in subgeneric 
position. After Grabau, however—more than 50 years— 
none have attempted a comprehensive study of the group. 

In commenting on Grabau's raising in 1903 of Sycoty- 
pus {=Busycotypus Wenz) to generic rank, Johnson (1903, 
p. 73) said that "no stronger evidence is brought forth to 
uphold this view than that already given, viz., the char- 
acter of the protoconch, as brought out by Conrad" (1868, 
p. 266). He noted that Dr. Dall and others (Tryon for one) 
considered the condition of Conrad's specimens pathogenic. 
This leaves, he said, only the "ciliated" periostracum, "a 
feature lost in the fossils and in Fulgur pyrum is often 
obsolete or wanting." "Still," he continued, "Sycotypus, 
as a rule, forms a recognizable group, very convenient in 
tracing  the origin  of many  of  the species". 
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As has been noted under Busycon, Volema was not 
available to Link in 1807, having been preoccupied by 
Roding in  179cS. 

In discussing the status of Sycotypuf, (Gardner (1944, 
p. 457)  said: 

Sycotyf'us has been commdnly credited to Browne (1756, p. +06), 
who applied it in 1756 to the smaller, hairy fig shell. It is uncertain 
from Browne's description whether he was referring, as Gill (1867, 
p. 14S) maintained, to S'. lanaliculatus, which has not heen elsewhere 
recorded from Jamaica, or, as Gray (1847, p. 135) maintained, to 
Pyrula, which is not hairy. That question is purely academic, how- 
ever, since Browne was not hinomial, and it is of no interest from 
a nomenclatorial standpoint whether he had before him Sycolypus or 
Pyrula or some other whelk. Gray merely cited Browne's name as a 
synonym of Lamarck's Pyrula, so that it was still available in 1867, 
when  Gill  designated  the  type  and  described  the  genus. 

The conclusion of Gardner as to the availability of 
Sycotypus to Gill in 1867 hinges upon Gray's use of Sycoly- 
pus in 1847. The following is quoted from Gray, in his List 
of Genera of Recent Mollusca: 

20.   Sycotypus,   liroiriic,   1756,   Ficus,   Bollrn,   1793   [J/( ]   Hump. 
l'797. 

Pyrula, Lam. E. M. and  1801, Mo/ilf.  1811),  Schum.  1817. 
Ficula, Sivains.  18+0. Bulla  ficus. 

Clearly, Gray listed Sycolypus, with Bulla ficus as the 
type species. His crediting of Sycotypus to Browne, who is 
unacceptable as nonbinomial, cannot stand; and thus the 
use of Sycotypus must be credited to Gray, with Bulla 
ficus as the type species, unless an acceptable author prior 
to Gray has used the name. As fixed by the type species, 
Sycotypus Gray relates not to the fulguroid group, but to 
the Ficus group. 

In 1846 Herrmannsen ( Ind. Gen. Mai. Prim., vol. 2, 
p. 442) put Sycotypus Browne in synonymy with Ficula 
Swainson. We find also this synonymy repeated in volume 
2, page 525, in a part published after 1847 since that year 
is mentioned in several references earlier than the page 
referred to. We are not much concerned, however, with this 
reference since Browne is not acceptable and no type 
species  is given  to define Sycolypus. 

Similarly Morch (1852, p. 110) gave Sycotypus 
Browne as synonymous with Ficus Bolt., Pyrula Lam., and 
Ficula Sw. There is no type species and, therefore, we may 
not think of Sycolypus as being of Morch. 

H. and A. Adams, ( 1853, p. 198) however, set up in 
1858 a genus Sycotypus under Sycotypidae, with  Browne 

as the author, with six species all of the Ficus group. They 
gave as synonyms Ficus Bolt., Pyrula (part) Lam., Ficula 
Swains., and Olus Risso. Ihey, like the two preceding 
authors, considered the shell in question to be a Ficus. 
Ihey, more than Herrmannsen or Morch, had a claim to 
authorship to the genus Sycotypus. 

Emerson (1953, p. 61) and Puffer and Emerson (1954, 
p. 120) gave Morch (1852, p. 110) as the valid author of 
Sycotypus, and in the second reference said "Morch (1852, 
p. 110) validated Sycotypus and applied the name to Ficus 
'Bolton' Roding, 1798". This does not turn out to be the 
case, for all Morch did in the reference cited, was to state: 

"Sycotypus Browne. ( Ficus Kl. Bolt. Pyrula Lam. 
Picula Sw.)". 

Then Morch proceeded to catalog a series of species 
of the Ficus group. His "validation" of the name by ap- 
plying it to Ficus Roding is no different than was done by 
Gray in the same fashion. Morch did not designate a type 
species as did Gray. 

Incidentally, Gray later (1857, p. 44) went further 
than he did in 1847 in his "acceptance" of the genus. In 
his Guide he erected a family, Sycotypidae, described the 
diagnostic characters, listed one genus, Sycotypus, described 
its characters, and then listed two species S. ficus and S. 
reticulatus. 

In view of the foregoing, it seems clear that (1) 
Sycotypus was not available to Gill in 1867 for use as a 
generic name; and (2) authorship of the name Sycotypus 
must rest with Gray. 

Discussion of Fulguropsis Marks and Sycofulgur Marks. 
—In 1950 Marks proposed these two subgenera, the first 
to replace Sycotypus Gill. Both refer to shells with sutural 
channels, the first with "rounded or keeled shoulders with- 
out spines or tubercles", and the second with "nodes on its 
shell throughout its growth". The type species for Fulgurop- 
sis is Bulla pyrum Dillwyn; and the synopsis of species to 
be included under the subgenus includes B. canaliculatus 
(Lin.), B. pyrijormis (Conr.) and B. e.xcavatus (Conr.), in 
keeping with the specification that there are no "spines or 
tubercles" on the shoulder. Marks then said: "Fulguropsis 
thus replaces Sycotypus Gill, 1867, not Gray, 1847". 

Since there already existed Busycotypus Wenz, 1943, 
with B. canaliculatus (Linne) as the type species, and be- 
cause it includes all shells with channeled suture and with 
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bristly periostracum, it is synonymous, takes precedence, 
and is more inclusive than Fidguropsis. 

Sycofulgur (type species, B. rugosus (Conrad) a fossil 
of the St. Mary's Miocene) is described as "having nodes 
on its shell throughout its growth, otherwise it is like 
'Fulguropsis' ", is specialized. All the shells to which it 
relates are fossils; and all of them have a rectangular 
channel at the suture similar to that possessed by B. canal- 
iculatus (Linne) but not by B. pyrum (Dillwyn). B. ex- 
cavatus (Conrad) and B. pyriformis (Conrad) have a V- 
shaped channel. It could thus not satisfy the character of 
nodes at the shoulder, which nodes are accompanied (as 
in the type species) by a rectangular sutural canal, and 
at the same time satisfy the condition "otherwise like 
Fulguropsis" which in the catalog of species given includes 
both rectangular and triangular channels. Further, as re- 
spects the form of the channels, it encroaches upon the 
type species of Busycotypus, and hence cannot be separated 
from Busycotypus, s.s. 

There would also arise the question whether it is 
feasible to subdivide the genus Busycotypus Wenz, by a 
specification (nodules on the adult body whorl, or no 
such nodules) which cuts across accelerations of ontogenetic 
sequences. Under such a system it would be impossible to 
place an individual of a new form until one were sure one 
had an adult, in fact a gerontic adult, in order to determine 
whether early nodules or tubercles persisted "throughout its 
growth." There are several species in the genus Busycoty- 
pus, such as B. canalijerus (Conr.) or B. pyrifonnis (Conr.), 
which in early adulthood give no indication of the final out- 
come as to nodes; rather, the promise at that stage is for 
persistence rather than the evanescence that develops. Con- 
rad's subgenus Sycopsis in the genus Busycon has the same 
fault. It thus appears to me that Marks' proposed sub- 
genera are not feasible. 

Subgenus lU SVCOTVITS scnsii stricto 

Description.—The shell is large to very large (8 in. 
or more); the sutural channel is rectangular in cross-sec- 
tion; the periostracum is coarselj' "hairy"; the protoconch 
consists of about two whorls, the first globose and caplike; 
on the columella near the entrance to the canal there is a 
shallow oblique sulcus; the rachidian tooth of the radula 
has three cusps. 

Uiisycotypus  (Busycotypus) caiialieiilatus d-inne) 
Plate   14,   figures   1-S 

^turl•x ciinaliculatus Linne,  175S, Svst. Nat.,  ed.  10,  p.  753,  No. +83; 
;/';,/.,  ed.   12,   1767,   t.   1,   pt.   2,"  p.   1222,   No.   555;   ihid., <-d.   13 
(C;m«lin),   1791,   vol.  6,  p.  3540,   No.  65. 

Busycon  canaliculutum   "Gmelin",   Roding,   179S,   Miis.   Bolt.   Cat.,   p. 
149, .No.  1871. 

Pyrulii tanaViculata Linne, Lamarck, 1816, Encv. Meth., pi. 436, fig. 3, 
Lute, p. 8; An. s. Vert., 1822, vol. 7, p. 137^ No. 1 ; ibid., Deshaves, 
ed. 2, 1843, vol. 9, p. 504, No.  1. 

Pyrula splrata Lamarck,  Kiener,   1840,  Spec.  Icon.  Co<|.  Viv.,  vol.  6, 
Sp. Pyrula, pi.  11   (in  part)   pi.  10,  figs.  1;  Reeve,  1847,  Conch. 
Icon., vol. 4, Pyrula, p. 8,  fig. 26. 

Syrotypus carialiculatus Linne, Gill, 1867, Am. Jour. Conch., vol. 3, p. 
149;   Conrad,   id.,   p.   183;   Verrill   and   Smith,   1874,   Rept.   U.S. 
Comr.  Fish &  Fisheries,  pp.  355,  640   (=Sycotypus  canaliculatus 
[Linne]?). 

Fuhjur cankulatum   [.wr.]   Conrad,  1853,  .XNSP,  Proc,  vol.  6,  No.  8, 
p.  319. Laps. rut. 

Original description— 

Murex testa patulo-caudata, spirae antfractibus supra canaliculo 
distinctis. 

Gualt. test. t. 47. f..\. 
Ellis corall. 85  t,  33  f.B, 
Habitat ad Canadam.—[Linne,  175S, p. 753.] 

Description by Linne in Museum  Ulricae. 

321. Testa scabra striis transversis, ventricosa, supra planiuscula, 
subtus  gibba.  .Anfractus  distincti   canaticulo   [sic'\   per  omnes   spiras. 

Spira planiuscula, repando-crenata, anfractibus angulo tuber- 
culoso. 

Apertura  longitudine   and   latitudine   ac<|ualis. 
Labium exterius margine integerrimum, transversim interne 

sulcatum. 
Coliunella   dente   unico   obsoleto. 
Cauda  definens   in  canalem   sublatum,   rectum,  testa   longior. 
Color   albidus   fasciis  longitudinalibus,   ferrugineis. 
Variat cum  vel  sine  spinis  s. tuberculis. 
IMota essentialis est, quod anfractus in spira non contigui sint, 

sed canali  distantes.—[Linne,  1764,  p.  641,] 

This description  relates to  a  different shell  than  that 
above, and thus is not synonynious with  the entry  in  the 
tenth edition of the Systema. 

[Shell rough, transversely striate, ventricos'e, flattish above, 
below. Whorls distinctly canaliculate over all the spires. 

Spire flattish, the whorls characterized  by  a tuberculous  angle. 
.Aperture  equal  in  lenglh   and  width. 
Exterior  lip   with   simple   margin,   transverse   sulcae   within. 
Columella  with  single  faint sulcus. 
Beak terminates in awl-like canal, straight, Iveak longer tlian the 

shell. 
Color white, with longitudinal  reddish-brown streaks. 
Variations  are  without  cither  spines  or tubercles. 
It is important to note that the whorls in the spire are not conti- 

guous, but separated  by the canal.— Translation.] 

Additional description.—The shell is pyriform, moder- 
ately thin, the spire turreted. There are seven whorls, the 
last ventricose, the siphonal canal bent to the left; the 
first whorl is smooth, globose, cap-shaped; the second some- 
what  eroded, so that  sculpturing  is  obscure;   the  keel on 
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the slioiilder of the whorls, which begins at about one and 
one-h:ilf turns, becomes beaded at the beginning "f the 
third whorl ;itul continues thus to about the end of the 
fifth; at about two and a half whorls the sutural channel 
begins; the channel is box-shaped, the depth equal to the 
width; there are spiral threads on both the upper surfaces 
and the sides of the shell, those on the sides of the body 
being nearly obsolete; oblique strong threads cross the 
back of the canal, their size alternating; the color of the 
shell is ashen, with reddish-tan spiral lines on the body 
whorl; the aperture and canal are smooth, reddish-brown 
with a thin white overglaze; there is a glaze over the 
parietal wall; an oblique shallow groove is just above the 
angle, at the entrance to the canal. The operculum is un- 
guiculate, oval, with the nucleus at the anterior end. The 
periostracum is olvie drab, with hairlike protuberances 
arranged in spiral rows, most prf>niinent above the shoul- 

der. 
The shell  here described  is shown  in  Plate  14, fig. 5. 
The radula has three plates, the middle plate having 

usually three cusps, the laterals with two prominent termi- 
nal cusps with several intermediates, the number depending 
upon the age of the animal (Hollister, 1954). 

Type.—The shell which is now in the Linnean Society 
of London, has the number "555" marked on it in what 
appears to be Linne's hand; and this number agrees with 
that of the twelfth edition of the Systema of 1767 for this 
species. It seems proper, therefore, to recognize this shell 
as the holotype. (PI. 14, figs. 1, 2). The holotype measures 
48 mm. in height by 24 mm. in width and hence is a 
juvenile. 

Another shell of this species is now in the collection of 
Queen Louisa Ulrica catalogued by Linne in 1764, and now 
at Uppsala. It measures 190 mm. in length and is thus 
gerontic. (PI. 14, figs. 3, 4). It does not agree with Linne's 
description of 1764 which was prepared between the years 
1751 and 1754. It does not appear to bear a Swartz label 
(see below ). 

Type locality.—Linne gave the habitat as "ad Can- 
adam", in 1758. It seems likely that the shell he used was 
one of those sent by P. Kalm, who collected in Pennsyl- 
vania, New Jersey, and Canada between 1747 and 1751. 
Inaccurate labelling could result in the designation of a 
shell acquired in Philadelphia from the New Jersey coast, 

as "from Canada". 
No habitat was given in the printed copy of Museum 

Ulricae. Hanley (1860, p. 78) said that "Habitat ad Can- 
adam. Kalm." was appended to the MS. copy of that work. 

Range.—This shell is found living from Cape Cod, at 
Pleasant Bay, Massachusetts, southward to Cocoa Beach, 
Brevard County, Florida. 

In some manner, this species has been introduced into 
San Francisco Bay. I am indebted to Dr. Leo G. Hertlein, 
of the California Academy of Sciences, for the following 
note concernmg it: 

Busycon canaliculatum Linnaeus does occur in the Bay. No one 
seems to know exactly when or how it got introduced in the Bay. 
So far as I am aware its first appearance was noticed about 1938. 
East .\merican oysters have not been transplanted in the hay for a 
good many years and the Busycon was not reported here during the 
height of that industry. 

Busycon canaliculatum appears to be well established in San 
Francisco Bay where it has been collected at several localities, mostly 
in the southern portion of the bay. Specimens of various sizes as 
well as egg cases have been collected. The largest specimen in the 
collection here was taken alive at Coyote Point, San Francisco Bay, 
by Mr. C. H. Roof. It measures approximately 166 mm. in length and 
91  mm.  in maximum  diameter. 

Discussion.—It should be noted especially that the 
long description under Murex canaliculatus in the Museum 
Ulricae does not relate to what we now accept as of that 
species. The MS. for the catalogue of the Museum Ulricae 
did not have a name (Hanley, 1860, p. 78). Plate 36, figure 
135 by H. C. von Kruus, intended to illustrate the Museum, 
shows a Busycotypus plagosus texanus, n. subsp., (Plate 
17, figure 9). When we re-read the description in the Mu- 
seum we see that it fits B. p. texanus but not B. canalicula- 
tus. This is especially notable as concerns the flattish spire, 
the long, straight beak and the striped coloring. The short 
description and figure reference of the tenth edition of the 
Systema agree with the current concept of the species. The 
description in Museum Ulricae does not affect the name 
because that is established by the tenth edition of the 
Systema and by the type in the Linnean collection in Lon- 
don. The shell, now in Uppsala, needs further support 
before it can be accepted as a shell actuall}- handled by 
Linne. 

Busyeotypus   (Husyootypus)   plagosus   (Conrad) 
Plate 1+, figures 9-12; Plate 15, figures 1-+; Plate 16, figs. 11, 13. 

Pyrula spiiata  var.,  Kiener,   1S40,  Spec.  Icon.  Coq.  Viv.,  Pyrula, pi. 
10,  fig. 2. 

Busycon ptayusum Conrad, 1S63, .\NSP Proc, vol. 14 for Dec. 1862, p. 
583. 

Sycotypus pyrum Gill, 1867, Am. Jour. Conch., vol. 3, p. 150  (in part). 
Futgur pyrum Dall, 1890, VVFIS, Trans, vol. 3, pt. 1, p. 112 (in part). 
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Original description. 

Uextral, pyriform, moderately thick; liodv uliorl \ entricoNC but 
not profound; angle acute, slightly salient,' >ulitul)erculatcd • spire 
moderately prominent; whorls slightlv concave above; angle' belou 
the middle; summits deeply channeled at the suture; revolving lines 
prominent and distinct, unequal, with closely-arranged intermediate 
microscopic lines; heak produced; columella fold wide and deeply 
impressed; labrum striated within; striae prominent, acute about 
31 in number; color whitish, with purplish-brown longitudinal' bands 
and  yellowish-brown  stains.  Length  4-7  S,   width   2-1/+  inches 

Locality. N.J.? 
.Mlied to B. fyrum (Pyrula spirala Lam.,) but very distinct The 

spire IS more prominent and acutely carinaied, and the labrum pro- 
foundly striated within, whilst in the pyrum it is entire. 

Pyrula sptrata. var..  Kiener. Lister,  iii  f.  737.—[Conrad,  1S63.] 

In  1867  (p.  184)  Conrad  .said: 

The reference to Lister in Proceedings of Academy, 1862 is in 
error. It should be to Chemnitz, iii.. 738. It is figured by Kiener as 
a \ariety of A. \_i,ycutypus\ canahculatus, pi. 10 fig 2 S elegans 
tonrad,   is   a   variety.—[Conrad,   1863,   p.   5S3.] 

Mermod's description of Kiener's figured specimens 
(PI. 15, figs. 1-4). I am indebted to G. Mermod of the 
Museum d'Histoire Naturelle, Geneva, for the following 
description of the specimens apparently figured by Kiener: 

These   two   specimens   from    Delessert's   Collection   are   perhaps 
thoM.-   figured   by   kiener    PI.   10,   fig.  2.  The   larger   is   in   size   and 
form nearly exactly like that of the figure of Kiener, though its color- 
ation   IS   different.   The   smaller   specimen   shows   nearly   exactly   the 
same  details  of  ornamentation.   Without  being   absolutely   persuaded 

believe  that  Kiener  used   for  his   figure  the  forms   and   size  of  the 
first  and  the ornamentation of  the  second   (the  smaller  one) 

1 he   larger  specimen: 
6S mm. maximum height. 
60 mm. height of aperture. 
32 mm. maximum diameter. 

Seven   whorls;   the   background   i,   white   (without  epidermis.) 
I he  smaller   s[)ecimeii: ' 
58 mm. maximum height. 
51  mm. height of aperture. 
27 mm. maximum diameter. 

Six  whorls;  the background  is yellowish   (with  epidermis). 

Additional descnption.~Th^ shell  is pyriform, with  a 
keeled shoulder throughout.  The spire whorls are turreted 
•ind on  the early whorls  the  beaded carina projects more 
laterally  than  vertically. The  turreting  is enough  to pro- 

duce  a step at each  suture in  the  sloping outline of the 
spire. The height of the spire above the shoulder is about 
one-seventh the height of the shell; while the width at the 
shoulder is about half the height. The nucleus consists of a 
globose  caplike  initial  whorl,  the  second  smooth   for one- 
fourth turn; the next quarter turn with seven or eight a.xial 
costae   with   the   periphery   growing   more   angulate   and 
about four .spiral threads gradually appearing on the upper 
surface.   Beginning at  one  and  one-half whorls  there  is  a 

finely beaded carina at the shoulder, there being about 25 

beads per turn; there are also spiral threads above and 
below the carina. The beads fade out at about five turns; 
thereafter there are only irregular small undulations along 
the carina. The periphery is a little below the shoulder 
keel, there being a somewhat concave band between the 
two. Between each pair of spiral primary threads on the 
body whorl there are several smaller threads. The outer 
rim of the sutural channel is more a roll than a carina; 
and between it and the shoulder the surface is concave 
on the last two whorls. The boxlike channel begins at 
about the end of the third whorl. The interior is strongly 
hrate and rosy brown except near the lip where it is white. 
There is a strong oblique groove on the columella above 
the beginning of the canal. The canal is long and nearly 
straight. 

The operculum is unguiculate with an apical nucleus 
at the anterior end. There is a shallow arcuate channel on 
the outer face of the operculum running from bottom to 
top,  and   near  the  outer margin. 

Type.—Tht two shells in the Geneva Museum, already 
mentioned, from which the composite figure of Kiener ap- 
pears to have been drawn, stand in close association to 
the figure mentioned by Conrad. Of more significance, 
however, would he a shell diagnosed by Conrad as being 
of his species. 

Three shells in one tray in the Academy of Natural 
Sciences of Philadelphia (ANSP Cat. No. .152.14) are 
listed on a card in the tray as follows: "B. plagosinn, Con- 
rad. (—S. pyrum. Dillw.) Ex. Auct. Florida". The hand- 
writing is not that of Conrad, but of someone of a later 
date, judging from its use on specimens of later acquisition. 
The shells are not marked with a catalog number. One 
shell, that in Plate 14, figure 9, h:is "Klorida" on the outer 
lip ol the aperture in pencil; the others are unmarked. 
Ihis shell agrees with Kiener's "Pyrula sptrata, var." re- 
ferred to by Conrad in lieu of a figure by him (see Kiener's 
pi. 10). There is a spot of glue on the card, indicating 
that once a shell was mounted on it by the glue. A s<iLieeze 
against this glue reveals spiral ribbing that agrees with 
that of the shell at a point on its surface that fits into the 
concavity of the glue spot when laid on the card ventral 
side down. I conclude, therefore, that this shell is the one 
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to which tile card (and hence the catalog number) be- 
longs and that at some other time the other two shells 
were added to the tray. It is this shell, then, to which the 
card refers as being "Ex Auct." I, therefore, designate ir 
the lectotype.   This shell is 89 mm. long by 43  mm. wide. 

Type Ideality.—Conrad was uncertain as to the ori- 
gin of the t\pe listing it questionably as New Jersey. It 
is now known not to be found north of the Gulf of Mexico. 

Range.—This shell is found living from Mobile Bay, 
west and  southward  to Campeche   Bay. 

Discussion.—With the material now available, the 
differences between B. spiratus and B. plagasus become 
clearer. The latter has a long, straight canal; the whorls 
are as wide at the shoulder as below it, while B. spiratus 
is swollen below the shoulder in the adult; in B. plagosus 
the shoulder is sharply carinated. The internal lirations 
mentioned by Conrad seem not to be a distinguishing fea- 
ture since B. spiratus is also striate within. The principal 
difference in features is the F-shaped sutiiral channel on 
B. spiratus, while that on B. plagosus is rectangular. 

The differences between B. plagosus and B. spiratus 
pyruloides (Say) are, first, the F-shaped sutural channel 
of the latter; and the latter's swollen body whorl with a 
nearly  obsolete  shoulder  angle  in  the  adult. 

Dodge (1957, p. 160) states that Kiener's plate 10, 
figure 2, marked "spirata var". "shows the typical spirata". 
He is not aware that the type of Lamarck's Pyrula spirata 
(^Busycotypus spiratus) exists (see Plate 16, figs. 1, 2) 
and shows a different shell; also that Kiener's figure 2 
was cited by Conrad (1863, p. 583) as the figure for his 
Busycon plagosum-, as noted above. I am permitted to 
figure the two shells Kiener probably used for the com- 
posite figure 2. 

Busjeotj-pns    (Kiisjcot.vitus)   plag'osus   §:iilv»'stoiieiisis, 

new  subspecies 

Plate   15,   figures   6-8 

Description.—This shell is of medium size, pyriform, 
turreted, and spirally striate. The first whorl (absent on 
the holotype) is smooth, globose, caplike. The second whorl 
becomes angulate, ending with a beaded keel. This keel 
continues to the aperture, is regularly beaded to about the 
end of the fifth whorl, and irregularly beaded beyond. The 
top of each whorl is slightly concave, and has four primary 

spiral threads beginning during the third whorl; there are 
one or more .secondary threads between the primaries, the 
number increasing somewhat as the shell grows larger. On 
the sides of the whorls there are spiral threads alternating 
in size; except that the second and third whorls have axial 
riblets at the beads. On the body whorl the primary threads 
grow flatter and farther apart, with up to three secondary 
threads between. These threads grow wavy and more 
oblique over the back of the beak. The shell is somewhat 
concave between the keel and the periphery, which latter 
is about the same in diameter as the keeled shoulder. 
Growth lines, more prominent at resting stages, become 
stronger as the shell increases in size. The shell has longi- 
tudinal flammules of reddish brown, following the growth 
lines, against a cream-colored background. There are three 
spiral bands on the body whorl of lighter shade on the 
flammules, one between the shoulder and the periphery, one 
just below the periphery and one at the base of the body 
just above the beak. The second band is the most prom- 
inent, rhe aperture is glazed with white, is ovoid, angulate 
at the top. Lirae are strong between suture and shoulder, 
and just below the shoulder; but they evanesce within, 
and do not extend on the lip, which is smooth and sharp. 
The columella is arcuate and has an oblique shallow sulcus 
just above the entry into the canal. The canal is rather 
straight, slender, and  tapering. 

The shell is 94 mm. long, and 4.^ mm. in breadth. 

Type.—Holotype, Paleontological Research Institution, 
Cat. No. 24946. 

Type locality.—^The holotype was collected at Anahuac, 
Chambers County, Texas, by Miss Rheba Banks, 1939. 

Range.—This subspecies has been collected at points 
from off Mobile Bay westward along the Texas Coast. The 
westward limit has not been determined beyond Galveston. 

Discussion.—This shell has a more extended spire than 
B. plagosus (Conrad), to which it is more closely related 
than to other forms. The extent of the turreting varies 
somewhat. There may be at first glance also, confusion be- 
tween this and B. plagosus texanns, but the latter has a 
sloping spire whereas this shell has a turreted spire. There 
is some tendency toward intergrading so until this tendency 
is better defined it seems best to place this shell as a sub- 
species of B. plagosus. 

This subspecies is another example of mollusks of the 
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Texas province that are to be found to the east of the 
Mississippi Delta. Parker (1956) located this subspecies 
and Busycon ftdleyi in Breton Soiimi. I ha\e had the 
privilege of examining his  material. 

Itusjcotjpus   (Hiisjciitjims)   i)liif;0Mis  tcxaiiiis,  new   subspecies 

Plate 15, figures 5, 9, 12, 13; Plate 16, figures 5-S;  Plate 17, figure 9 

Description.—This shell is pyriform, stout, and is 
larger with a longer canal than is usually found on B. 
plagosus. The whorls, instead of being nearly horizontal, 
like B. plagosus, are more sloped, and in profile more con- 
cave. The spire is generally conical in profile with no tiir- 
reting except a slight amount in the earliest post-nuclear 
whorls. The body of the shell is more ventricose than that 
of B. plagosus; in the adult stage the width at the periphery 
is much greater than that at the shoulder. The shoulder 
carina  is pronounced,  the  shell  being concave  above  and 

below it. The tapering beak is proportionately longer than 
the height of the shell above the beginning of the canal. 
The protoconch consists of about one and two-thirds whorls, 
the first globose and caplike. Beginning at about one-fourth 
of the second whorl there are five axial riblets extending 
the full height of the whorl, and stopping at the beginning 
of the conch. At the same time the whorl becomes angulate. 
The conch starts with a beaded carina derived from thel 
riblets on the protoconch. The beading continues to abouti 
the beginning of the sixth whorl. The sutural channel be- 
gins at about three and one-half whorls, and is boxlike. 
Spiral threads on the upper surface of the whorls begin 
with the conch, the number increasing by the interspacing 
of secondaries as the shell increases. There are spiral threads, 
over the body in three sets: secondaries midway betweenn 
the primaries, and one or more tertiaries in the spaces be- 
tween. The spirals become increasingly oblique on the beak. 
Dimensions of several specimens of this species follow: 

Busycotypus plagosus texanus,  n.  subsp. 

Holotype   and   Paratypes 

tern /,. ( m III.) II . { ';; in.) L W 

1 120 56 2.14 

2 122 60 2.03 
3 155 74 2.10 

4 122 54 2.26 
5 178 73 2.44 

74 36 2.06 

7 120 61 1.97 PRI, 
8 105 58 1.81 PRI, 
9 158 83 1.90 John 

10 88 41 2.15 PRI, 

MCZ   Branch Coll., Cat. No. 216022. S. of Pt.  Isabel, 
Cameron Co., Tex. 

MCZ, Cat. No. 194175. Holotype 
MCZ, Cat. No. 216023. Campeche nr. Cayo Nuevo, Mex. 

PI. 15, fig. 5. 
MCZ, Cat. No. 216023. Campeche nr. Cayo Nuevo, Mex. 
MCZ, Cat.  No.  216023. Campeche nr. Cayo Nuevo, Mex. 

PI. 16, figs. 5-6. 
Cat. No. 24964.   OflF N.  Pass Miss.  R.  Delta, 

Plaquemines  Par., La. 
Cat. No. 24965.   OflF N. Pass Miss. R. Delta, La. 
Cat. No. 24966.   OflF N. Pass Miss. R. Delta, La. 

Johnstone Coll. Off Dauphin I., Ala. 
Cat. No. 24967.  Off Ala. 

'RI, 

Busycotypus plagosus (Conr.) 

1 112 57 1.97 
2 68 34 2.(K) 
3 75 35 2.14 

PRI, Cat. No. 24968. Ofl^ N. Pass, Mi.ss. R. Delta, La. 
PRI, Cat. No. 24969. Off N. Pass, Mi.ss. R. Delta, La. 
PRI,    Cat. No. 24970.   Off N. Pass, Mi.ss. R. Delta, La. 
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Type.—Holotype, Museum of Comparative Zoology, 
ll.ii\;ird University, Cambridge, Massachusetts, Cat. No. 
194175. 

Type Ideality.—'Ihe type locality is ofF Petit Bois 
Island, Alabama. 

Range.—The presently known range of this species ex- 
tends from the type locality southvvestward along the Texas 
coast to Cayo Nuevo, Campeche Banks, Mexico. 

Discussion.—This and other forms of the genus from 
the western Gulf of Mexico seem not to have been critically 
studied in comparison to those of the eastern Gulf. In 
general the western forms have been lumped under names 
applying to eastern forms. This subspecies has loosely been 
referred to B. pyrum of authors {^Busycotypus spiratus 
Lamarck), which it only superficially resembles. B. spiratus 
has a F-shaped channel at the suture, while B.p. texanus, 
like the B. plagnsus group, has a boxlike channel. 

Subgenus PYROFULGUR. new  subgenus 

Type species.—By original designation herein, Pyrula 
spirata Lamarck, 1816 {^Busycotypus spiratus (La- 
marck)]. Recent in Campeche Bay, northward to Padre 
Island, Texas. 

Description.—Shell of medium size, pyriform, shoulder 
rounded with little or no angle, and no tubercles; spire low; 
nucleus papillose, consisting of about two whorls, the first 
being globose and caplike; suture channeled with a V- 
shaped groove, the inner face being approximately vertical, 
the outer face sloping outward; the columella with a shallow 
oblique sulcus just above the angle at the entrance, perio- 
stracum when present covered with fine "cilia," giving it 
a hairy appearance. 

Biisycotyims (Pjrofnlg'ur) spiratus (Liimarck) 

Plate 16, figures 1-4, 9, 12, 15 

Bulla fkus var. B, Gmelin, 1798, p. 3426, not of Linne. 
Pyrula spirata Lamarck,   1816,  Encycl.  Meth.,  pi.  433,  fig.  2   a  &  b, 

I'ul,-.  p.   8;   1822,   .'^n.   sans.   Vert.,   vol.   7,   p.   142;   Reeve,   1847. 
Conch.   Icon.,  vol. 4,  pi.  8,  fig.  27. 

Bulla pyrum  Dillvvvn,  1817, Cat. Rec.  Shells, vol.  1, p. 485. 
Busycon pyrum  (Dillwyn) Wilkins, 1953, Cat. Sloane Shell Coll., Bull. 

Brit. Mus.   (N.H.)   Hist. Ser., vol. 1„ No.  1, pp.  18-19, fig. 26. 
Fulyur pyrus  Grabau,   1903,  .\m.  Nat.,  vol.  37,  p.  522. 

Description  of Pyrula spirata.— 

P. testa pyriformi, subficoidea, caudata, transversim striata, alba, 
luteo rufoque nebulosa; anfractibus ad suturas canaliculatis; spira 
exsertiuscula, mucronata; labro intus albo, sulcato. 

Lister,  conch,  t.  887.  f.   1. 
Martini,  Conch.  3.  t.  66.  f.  736.  737. 
Encyclop. pi. 433, f. 2. a. b. 
Habite Mon   cabinet.   Quoicjue  canaliculee   aux   sutures, 

cetle coipiille est fort differente de notrc P. canal'uulala. no. I. Elk- 
tient de tres-pres aux figures par sa forme generale; mais cllc a une 
veritable queue. Longeur, 2 pouces 11 lignes. V'ulg. la contre-unique. 
—[Lamarck, 1822.] 

Description  of Bulla pyrum.— 
Shell pear-shaped, thick, and faintly striated transversely; beak 

produced; aperture spreading. 
Bulla Ficus, Var. B. Cmelin, p. 3426. Schrcibers Conch, i. p. 87 
Bulla .No. 7. Schroeter Einl. i. p. 189. 
Lister Conch, t. 877. f. 1. Martini, iii, p. 27. t. 66. f. 736 and 737. 
Inhabits . 
This shell is nearly of the same size and form as B. Ficus, but is 

said to be thick and ponderous, and Martini doubt«d whether it might 
not be a variety of B. lanaliculatus. It is represented white, with 
stripes of red, and there appears in the figure to he a red grooved 
transverse band round the middle of the liodv-ivhirl.—[Dilhvvn 
1817.] 

Further descriptive notes.—This is a diflFerent shell 
from one found from Hatteras to west Florida called 
Busycon. pyrum by most authors [=5. spiratus pyruloides 
(Say) 1822]. It is much thicker and heavier, is more 
strongly spirally grooved over the entire exterior, and is 
strongly lirate within the aperture. These features are so 
distinctive that the shells may readily be separated. 

The sutural channel of this species is T-shaped—the 
outer side inclined, the inner side about vertical. This is 
in contrast to that of B. canaliculatus (Linne), which is 
boxlike, that is, it has two vertical sides and a flat bottom. 
B. plagosus (Conrad) has also a boxlike sutural channel. 
B. pyruloides, on the other hand, has a F-shaped channel. 

Discussion.—It is clear from Dillwj'n's description that 
he did not have a shell before him at the time he named 
pyrum. He referred to Schreiber, Schroeter, Lister, and 
Martini for illustration. Of these, Lister's shell alone is 
known to exist (Wilkins, 1953) in the British Museum. 
Martini's figure is similar but poorly drawn; and he also 
referred  to Lister's figure. 

It is not indicated in Lamarck's liste whether he had 
a shell in his possession in 1816. Six years later he described 
one from his own cabinet and referred to his earlier figure; 
he also referred to Lister's figure in synonymy. His shell is 
in Geneva; and I am permitted to figure it herew ith (PI. 
16, figs. 1, 2). 

The Lister shell is the clearest evidence we now^ have 
of Dillvvyn's intention. Likewise, the Geneva shell is the 
best evidence we possess of Lamarck's naming. These two 
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shells are alike. Moreover, both authors referred to Lister's 
figure. 

As to the matter of the choice of names, there exists 
the fact, on the one hand, that Dillwyn, in 1S17, hriefly 
described without figuring, a shell he had not seen, leaving 
m doubt the value of some of the diagnostic particulars; 
and, on the other hand, the fact that Lamarck's naming in 
1816 was figured but was without any description. We must 
presume, moreover, that from the latter's description of 
1822 of a shell in his cabinet, and his reference to the ear- 
lier figure, the shell now at Geneva represented his intent 
in 1816. Considering all aspects now available to me, I have 
concluded   that  Lamarck's  name  should   prevail. 

There is one other consideration that bears upon the 
matter. Dillwyn's name pyrum has long been associated 
with the Florida-Carolina form which is a quite difl^erent 
shell. We now see that this is a misuse of the name. That 
shell, which elsewhere I have called B. spiratus pyruloides 
(Say), does not occur west of Mobile Ray; nor does B. 
spiratus live east of Te.xas. 

Type.—TheTQ are two specimens in the Lamarck Col- 
lection in Geneva, one measuring 77 mm., and the other, 
7J.5 mm. in altitude. Lamarck gave the height of the shell 
he described in 1822 as "2 pouces 11 lignes". Lamarck's 
measurement would be the modern equivalent of 79.0 mm., 
thus indicating the larger specimen as the one he described, 
f designate this larger shell the lectotype. It is in the La- 
marck Collection, Museum d'Histoire Naturelle, Geneva, 
Switzerland. 

Type /ocfl/tjy.—Lamarck did not know the locality 
from which his type came. The Lister shell, to which both 
Dillwyn and Lamarck referred, came from Campeche Bay. 
I have examined similar shells, also from Campeche Bay. 
I designate Campeche Bay as the type locality. 

Range.—\ have seen but one specimen of this species 
not taken in Campeche Bay, a beach-worn specimen in the 
.Museum of Comparative Zoology, Harvard University, 
Cat. No. 216U24, from ofl^ Padre I., east of south Texas. 

Discussion.—Iht lumping of a number of superficially 
similar forms by various authors has obscured the real 
identity of these forms, usually under the name Busycon 
pyrum of authors, not of Dillwyn. One suspects hasty de- 
cisions based upon pictures inadequately diagno.sed. The 
pyrum group, for example, was lumped  with  the p/agosus 

group,  which  groups  should   have  been  readily  separable 
on the basis of the form of the sutural channel alone. 

I«iis.v((.(ji)us    (r.vroliilK^iii)    spiiiitiis    p.vriildidcs    (Say) 

Plate 15. figLire> If), U; I'late 16, figure 111,  14; 
I'latc   17,   figiire   S 

Fulffur pyruhiJrs Say,  1S22,  .^NSP, Jour.,  vol. 2,  pt.  2,  p.  237;  Say, 
1S30, .\m. Conch., Futijur. pi. 19. 

Busyinn pyriim  of authors,  not of  Dillwyn,   1817. 

Original dcscription.— 
Shell with spiral striae alternately larger; whirls white, trans- 

versely lineated with ferruginous lines, interrupted or obsolete on the 
middle; above flattened, unarmed; spire short; suture profoundly 
canaliculate. 

Seba.  Vol.  3.  pi.  6S,  fig.   19,  20? 
Lister, conch, pi. S77.' 
Length  three   inches   and   four-fifths. 
Breadth  one inch  and  one-tenth. 
Inhabits the southern coast. 
Cabinet of the .\cademv  and  Philadelphia  Museum 
—[Say, 1822.] 

Additional description by Say.— 
Specific character.  Pale yellowish  or  white,  with  rufous,  dilated 

lines,  mterrupted   in  the  middle;   suture  canaliculated. 
Synonyms. Seba. Mus. vol. iii, pi. 68, fig. 19   20 

List.  Conch  pi. 877. 
Martini, Conch, 3, t. 661, f. 736, 737  (Lam.) 
Encycl.  Meth. pi. +33,  f. 2,  a. b.   (Lam.) 
Bulla  ficus,  var.  b.  Gm«l. 
Fulgur  pyruloides.  Nob.  Jour.  Acad.  .Nat.  Sc.  vol.  2,  p.  237. 
Pyrula spirata. Lam. Anim. sans Vert. vol. 7, p. 142. 
Bulla pyrum. Dillwyn, ed. Lister Conch. Index, p 39 

Description. Shell remarkably pvriform, perfectly unarmed, 
longitudinally lineated with irregular, dilated, dark ferruginous lines 
on a yellowish or white ground, interrupted or obsolete in the middle 
by a paler revolving hand, more obvious in the young shell- very 
numerous revolving, slightly elevated lines, alternately somewhat 
larger towards the basf of the shell somewhat larger, more distant 
and obviously undulated; spire very much depressed: whorls above 
flattened, shoulder acute, unarmed, becoming more and more obtuse 
and even rounded in the old shell: suture profoundiv canaliculated- 
abrum gradually contracting to the canal, which is rather long— 

[Say,   1830.] 

Supplementary description.—This shell is of medium 
size, the largest I have seen being 158 mm. long. Its nucleus 
IS papillo.se consisting of about two whorls, the first smooth 
and globose, and folded caplike above the second whorl. 

The rachidian tooth of the radula has three cusps, the 
outer two flaring outward somewhat. 

7'y;&^.—Although Say stated that there was a speci- 
nun  in  the Academy, it cannot now be identified. 

I he figures by Seba and Lister are both entered with 
a (|iiery. Lister's figure is that which was given by both 
Dillwyn   (Bulla   pyrum)   and   Lamarck    (Pyrula   spirata). 
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If Say had been certain, his name would have become a 
synonym of /'. spirata Lamarck. The Seba figures might be 
of P. spirata. but they are too indistinct for one to be 

certain. 
In 1830 Say figured his shell (PI. 17, fig. 8). He had in 

1822 indicated its habitat as the east coast of Florida, and 
the "southern coast", but not "so far north as New Jersey". 

Lamarck's shell, the holotype of B. spiratus, is in Gen- 
eva ( PI. 16, figs. 1,2). It is clear that Say's figure of 1830 
is not of Lamarck's shell. In 1830, therefore. Say was in 
error in placing in synonymy his F. pyruloidcs. Bulla pynnn 
Dilivvyn, and Pyrula- spirata Lamarck. He would no doubt 
not have done this if he had seen Lamarck's shell, or a 
figure of it as beautifully drawn as the one Mrs. Say drew 

of his own shell (PI. 17, fig. 8). 
I designate as neotype a specimen in the Paleonto- 

logical Research Institution, Cat. No. 24943, shown on 

Plate  IS, figures  10,  11. 
Type locality.—The neotype was collected on Siesta 

Key, Sarasota, Manatee County, Florida. 
Range.—Recent from Cape Hatteras southward to 

Florida and northwestward to Cedar Keys, Florida. 

Discussion.—In 1822 Say said: 

.\t first sight this species would be referred to the genus Pyrula 
{Fii-us'[, but upon inspection it will be observed to have a fold on 
the columella. I formerly mistook the young shells for those of F. 
canalkulata or granum, which they much resemble in form, in the 
grooved sutures, and in th« spiral striae; but they differ from them in 
having a much less elevated spire, by being entirely destitute of 
armature, either of spines or tubercles upon the angulated ridge of 
the volutions, and by being marked with coloured lines. In this 
character they approach F. pervrrsus, but they will not be mistaken 
for that species. 

.\s the shell advances in growth, the acute edge of the depressed 
top of the whirls becomes obtuse, and in the adult shell it is nearly 
obsolete; in which state the almost regular curve of the whirl is very 
like that of Pyrula  \^Ficus'\. 

Seba's figures above quoted, are probably intended for this 
species; they certainly represent it very well as it appears in the 
young state. 

I think it highly probably that this is the Bulhi Ficus, Far. b. 
Gn'el. which Dillwyn describes under the name of Bulla pyrum, with 
the country of which  he  was unacquainted. 

In 1830, when Say figured Fitlgur pyruloidcs. he gave 
the  following discussion: 

In its general form, this species certainly resembles the true 
Pyrulae more accuratelv than either of the other species of our coast, 
but the groove on the labium readily distinguishes it . . . 

Lamarck was unaci)uainted with the native country of his 
( ".] spirata, the description of which he published in .'\ugust, 1822, 
vhich gives the priority to pyruloidcs, as this was published in July 
of the same year, twelve months after it had been read to the acad- 
emy. It inhabits our southern coast and I never found it so far north 
as New-Jersey.—[Say, 1830.] 

Say here assumed that his shell and those of Lamarck 
and Dillwyn are the same, which they are not. 

When Dillwyn named Bulla pyrum in 1817 he clearly 
did not have a shell before him, as has already been set 
forth under Busycotypus spiratus (Lamarck). An analysis 
there made, shows that his name is synonymous with that 
of Lamarck. It has been commonly assumed that, as Say 
intimated above, Dillwyn's name also included the shell 
of the Caroline-Florida coast, whereas actually it refers to 
one of the east Me.xican province. Thus the Caroline-Flor- 
ida shell has been erroneously called Busycon pyrum for 
upwards of a century. 

The first to describe the Carolina-Florida shell appears 
to have been Say. His diagnosis is in an article beginning 
"During occasional visits to our sea coast, and particularK' 
on a journey to East Florida ... I availed myself of every 
favourable opportunity to collect marine shells . . .". His 
habitat of "the southern coast" thus refers to the Carolina- 
Florida  Province. 

When compared with B. spiratus (Lam.), B. s. py- 
ruloidcs (Say) is thinner, less heavily spirally striate on the 
spire and the body whorl, and in the adult state is usualK" 
smooth within. B. s. pyruloidcs is a less rugged shell, more 
suited to its common habitat of tidal flats. The many 
authors who have put B. s. pyruloidcs in synonymy wtib 
Bulla pyrum Dillvv. were not, apparentl\% familiar with the 
shell from Yucatan waters, which became available re- 
cently because of shrimping activities in Campeche Bay 
and northward. 

As mentioned above, B. s. pruloidcs is essentially a 
thinner shell than B. spiratus. Its common habitat is the 
eastern waters of the Gulf, while that of B. spiratus is in 
the western Gulf. Occasional Floridian specimens are heav- 
ier than the majority of the individuals of B. pyruloidcs; 
and while generally the external surface of B. pyruloidcs 
varies from smooth to lightly spirally striate, an occasional 
specimen has a strongly striate exterior. Conversely, while 
B. spiratus is strongly lirate within, an occasional individual 
will be partly or wholly smooth within. Whether depth of 
water or some other local condition is responsible for these 
variations is unknown. In the circumstances of our limited 
knowledge of the extent or causes of these relationships, it 
seems best to place B. pyruloidcs (Say) as a subspecies of 
B. spiratus (Lamarck). 
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Burnett Smith (1939^) described and figured a sin- 
istral form of this species in the collection of the U. S. Na- 
tional Museum, USN.M. Cat. No. 107054. Such inverse 
aberrents are rare. 

NOMIN.A NUDA 

hi  the literature consulted relating to living forms of 
Busycon and Busycotypus, I have come upon the follow- 
ing names without description or other means of identify- 
ing the shell to which their author may have related them: 

Busycun   affini-   Sowcrhv.   H.   &   A.   .\dams,   1853   p.   151.   T> ron 
(1851  p. 232)  stated "Busycon affinc Sowerby was not piihlished." 

Busycon invcrsum Roding.  1798, Mus.  Bolt.  Cat.,  p.  149. 
Busycon cingulatum Rodinn, 1798, luc. cit., p. 149. 
Busycon dubium Roding,  1798, he. cit., p.  149. 

NOMINA  DUBIA 

Busyeon elpfrans Conrad 
Busycon elegans Conrad,  1863, ANSP, Proc,  vol.  14   (1862),  p.  583. 

Description.— 
Pyriform; ivhorls 6, with prominent revolving lines, and minute 

closely-arranged wrinkles; angle of body whorl prominently cari- 
nated ; spire short, sides straight, siitural channel profound; angle of 
the «horl margins the channel and is tul»erculated ; summit of lalirum 
elevated slightly above the carina of the body whorl; within ribbed; 
ribs about 35, acute; color whitish, with numerous irregular brown 
bands. 

Locality.— ? 
The specimen in the .Academy's cabinet, is rather less than B. 

plagosum, and differs in having a shorter spire, in being more ventri- 
cose, proportionately shorter, and having the summit of the labrum 
much more elevated, as well as the carina on the bodv whorls.— 
[Conrad,  1863.] 

This shell has not been figured. It is a juvenile. The 
shell referred to above as being in the Academy (ANSP) 
cannot be located. Even the designation of a habitat would 
help to narrow the possible chance of referral. 

Conrad later ( 1867) placed elegans as a variant of 
B. plagosus; but even this association, in view of our more 
extended knowledge, and our knowledge of Conrad's judg- 
ments, does not define the shell sufficiently for identification. 

? lliisjefiii ^raiium  (Linnej 
Murcx granum   Linne,  1758,  Syst.  Nat.  ed.   10,  p.  752,  No. 477. 
Murrx canaiuulalus var. granum ^, Linne,  1767, Syst.  Nat. ed. 12   p. 

1222,  No.  555. 
Murex granum Linne, Gmelin, 1791, p. 3545, No. 70. 
h'ulgur granum Say, 1822, .ANSP, Jour, vol. 2, pt. 2. p. 237. 

Original descriptvin.— 

477. M. testa hemisphaerica glabra diaphana, rauda recta patula, 
Venice papillari. 

Mabiiat in M. Mediterraneo. E. Brander. 
I esta grano secalis minor, alba. Anfractus unicus, antice vix 

manifeste rugosus. Cauda recta, longitudine ipsius testae. Apertura 
obovata. An  Pullus majoris cujusdam Testae? 

Additional description hy Linne.—{VinActx M. canalicidatu^ 
No. 555): 

Gr,inum. /3 M. testa hemisphaerica glabra diaphana, cauda recta 
patula,  vertice papillari,  Svst.  Nat.  10,  p.  752,  n. 477 

Ellis, corall.  S51   [85]. t.  33.  f.a..-\. 
Raster, subs. t.6.f.2.B. 
Habitat ad Canadam. 
Varietas /i est pullus. Testa grano Secalis minor, alba. Anfractus 

unicus, antice vix manifeste rugosus. Cauda recta, longitudine ipsius 
testa. Apertura obovata.—[Linne, 1767, p.  1222.] 

Description  by Gmelin.—Under Murex: 

Granum. 70 M. testa hemisphaerica glabra diaphana, cauda 
recta patula,  vertice papillari. 

Syst. Nat. X. i. p. 752, n. 477. 
List. Conch, t. 881. f.3.e. 
Mus.  Gottwald. t.  30.  f.2.5. 
Ellis coralL t.  33. f.Aa. 
Habitat .... anfractibus convexis, apicem versus sensim 

decrescentibus. 

Discussion.—Ahtv describing his shell in the tenth 
edition Linne asks "Or is this the young of a larger shell?" 
In the twelfth edition he assigns it, as the young, to Mure.x 

ronalicuhitus {=Busycotypus canalicidatus (Linne)). In 
the thirteenth edition Gmelin again separated it as Murr.x 
granum and did not refer to the twelfth edition in his 
synonymy. 

Linne gave the habitat as the Mediterranean, after E. 
Brander, in the tenth edition. In the twelfth edition the 
habitat became that of M. canalicidatus. namely, Canada. 

There are no figure references in the tenth edition. 
Two figures are cited in the twelfth edition. Ellis showed an 
indistinct natural-size drawing of a shell at hatching. 
Baster copied Ellis, though his figures are less distinct. 
Ellis showed a shell that is canaliculate and sinistral, that 
Linne apparently assumed to be Murcx canaliculatus; but 
Baster's figure, which is also sinistral, is so hard to read 
that one cannot be sure whether it is channeled at the 
suture. It is this figure to which Linne referred. 

Say's reference under Ftdgur granum assumes the shell 
to be a nepionic stage of Fulgur canaliculatus. 

Starting, as we must, with Linne's description in the 
tenth edition, we do not find sufficient detail to diagnose 
the shell before Linne. The shell does not now appear to 
be available. Writers subsequent to 1758, including Linne, 
seem not to have more than the figures of Ellis and others 
to aid in diagnosis; and only Linne had the shell. At this 
date, with only Linne's description of the tenth edition to 
guide us, it is impossible to verif\   Linne's diagnosis of the 
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twelfth edition, or that of subsequent writers. After the 
statement in the tenth edition, Linne has no difTerent status 
than other writers, so it is necessary to verify liini in tlu' 
twelfth   edition. 

Under the circumstances, without the means of fixinj^ 
tht' taxon to which Linne's numen should apply, 1 am 
ohiifjed  to designate  it  a  nomcn  diih'unn. 

RKCENT SUBGKNUS AND SPKCIES KRRONEOUSLY 
REFERRED TO BUSYCON 

Taplmn H. and A. Adams 

Taphoii subgenus of Busycon, H. and A. Adams, 1853. 
Type species by monotypy, striatmn "Gray" (=Fusus 
striatus Sowerby 1832?   [or 1833]). 

This raises the question of the status of the type 
species striatum as a Busycon. Sowerby named this shell 
as a Fusus and figured it. In 1834, Griffiths and Pidgeon, 
in their revision of MoUusca and Radiata in Cuvier's Ani- 
mal Kingdom, vol. 12, included a better figure, and pub- 
lished a list, as an index, of shells, a footnote to which said 
that many of the shells were in the British Museum. Some 
of the shells, including Pyru/a striata, were attributed to 
Savigny; but the late Guy L. Wilkins, by letter, stated his 
belief that the "Sav." should have been "Sow." and that 
it was thus an error in typesetting from the notes prepared, 
probably, by J. E. Gray. 

The shell from which the figures in Sowerby and Grif- 
fith's Cuvier were made is in the British Museum (Nat. 
Hist.). It was used by Reeve for his Pyrula clavella. Why 
he considered his figure and that in Griffith"s Cuvier as 
"(juite distinct" is not clear; they look alike. 

Photographs of the holotype of Pyrula striata (Sower- 
by) were supplied by Mr. Wilkins (PI. 18, figs. 7, 8). The 
shell is not a Busycon. Reeve gave the habitat as China. 
A specimen of like appearance in the U. S. National Mu- 
seum, collected by Stimpson in Hong Kong Harbor is likely 
Cymatium. 

P. Fischer (1884, p. 621) doubtfully assigned Taphon 
as a subgenus of Fulgur. Tryon (1881, p. 143) continued 
Taphon as a subgenus of Fulgur with some doubt and fig- 
ured F. striatus "Gray" (PI. 58, fig. 404). 

Fusus striatus Sowerby is not a Busycon; therefore, 
Taphon falls as a subgenus of Busycon. 

"KulKiir" afrlcanuK  Sowerby 

I'ulf/ur ,ilri,iinus   Sowcrliv,   1S97,   App.  to   Mar.   Shells  »f   So.   Africa, 
p.   1,  pi,  6,  fig.   19, 

I he description of this shell  by Sowerby is as follows: 
FuJKiir africaiuis. Sowtrby, nov. sp. (pi. 6, fiK. 19) Tt-Ma 

elonnato-pyriforrnis, albida, fusco Miffiisa, flammis conspicuis fuscis 
longitudinalilcr picta; spira brevitcr conica, i^radata; aplce ? 
(fracto); anfrartus spiraliter confertirn Milcati, annidati, ad aii^iulum 
nodulis pariim elevatis miiniti; anfraclus iillinuis Mjpra atiKulimi 
planato decli\'is, infra convexiusculus, in cauda lonKiiiscula desinens, 
idiique densissime longitudinaliter striatus, spiraliter liratus, liris 
numcrosis, laevigatis, parum elevatis; apcrtura oblongo-ovata; canalis 
longus, mediocriter latus, rectus; columella leviter incurvata; lahrum 
tenue. 

Long.  32,  diam. millim. 
Hab.  Port  Elizabeth. 
Although this may be a young shell, it is certainly distinct from 

the dextral  form of F. perversus. 
The logitudinal flames are rather broad, distant and irregularly 

waved on the back of the shell, not (as in F. cariia) marking the 
periods  of growth. 

I have only seen two specimens of this species, both collected at 
Port Elizabeth. Th«y are about equal in size.—[Sowerby,  1897.] 

The phrase "columella leviter incurvata" does not in- 
clude a sulcus necessary for admission to Busycon. The 
shell is fulguroid. The description also notes that the nu- 
cleus is absent through fracture. 

The figure by E. A. Smith (1903 ) is of a large fulguroid 
shell, quite umbilicate, with a reflected callus lip overhang- 
ing the umbilicate groove at the lower part of the columella. 
There does not appear in the figure a sulcus at this lo- 
cation on the shell. Smith has referred it to Fusus. 

"ryriila" frassicaiKhi  Phllippi 

Pyrula   crassirauJ,,   Philippi,   1S49,  Zeitschr.   f.   Malako-Zool.,   (1848), 
p. 98. 

Busycon ciassicuula  (Phil.), H. and .\. .\dams, 1853, Gen. Rec. Moll., 
vol.  1, p.  151. 

Philippi's description follows: 
P. testa subfusiformi, pallide fulva, transversim sulcata ; anfracti- 

bus angulatis, ad angulum tuberculis spinaeformibus armatis, intumes- 
centia spirali ad initium canalis dccurrente columella rectilinea. Alt. 
4"   3"';   diam.  2"  9"'. 

Patria:   China. 
Es ist auffallend, das diese .\rt sich im Wessentlichen durch 

dieselben Markmale von Pyrula tuba unterscheidet, vodurch auch P. 
Kieneri von perversa verschieden ist; die Dornen sind starker ent- 
wickelt, am Anfang des Kanals vcrlauft eine Anschwellung, wclche 
nur bci der Kiirze des Kanals viel ticfer liegt. Hierzu kommt ein 
drittes unterschcidcndes Merkmal: Die Spindel verlauft viel gradlinig- 
ter. 

Puffer and Emerson (1954, p. 129) referred this 
species to Hemijusus tuba (Gmelin). 

The  major  character  of  Philippi's  shell is  the  tumid 
ridge across the back of the  beak.  Spinous tubercles  are 
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arranged on the angle of the shoulder. It is somewhat fusi- 
form, of a pale tawny color. The habitat is China; but in 
the day of sail, the habitats given are known often to be 
faulty. The length of the shell is 414  in. 

The description is so incomplete that the sure diag- 
nosis of the shell seems impossible. Until the type is lo- 
cated and examined, riie nientity of the species must re- 
main m doubt. 

"I'yrulii" iiloleum  Jonas 
Pyrula   iJuhum   Jonas.   1S46   |1S47,],   Zool.   Soc.   Lon.,   Proc,   pt.   1+. 

No.  116, pp.  120-1. 
Busyron Unli-um Jonas. H. and  .\. .\dams.  1S53, ticn. Rec. Shells, vol. 

1,   pi.   151. 

The following is Jonas' description: 
Pyrula idoleum, Jonas. Pvr. testa oblongo-fusifornii, biconica, 

umbilicata, tvstacco-aliia, transversim regulariter lirata, sulcis inter- 
jectis augustis, liris sub lente squamosis; anfractibus sex per 
longitudinein levitcr plicatis, medio acute angulatis; angulo costa 
undulata munito; costa squamis imbricatis oculo nudo vix conspi- 
cuis distincta; catida spira breviorc, recurva et squamis armata ; 
apertura pyriformi, intus striata, columella laevi, nitidiuscula, cylin- 
dracea,  canali   recurvo,   apcrto. 

Lond.   17K-,   lat.  9-14   lin. 
Patria ? 
(Exstat in  museo  Gruner.) 
The form of this shell differs so much from all those known to 

me, that I find it impossible to compare it with any of them; its onl\ 
resemblance is to a  product of art—to the  roof of a  Chinese  pagoda 

and for his similarity's sake 1 have named it fyrula idotrum. Starting 
from the supposition that in former times men took the productions of 
nature which surrounded them as models for their works of art, the 
peculiar form of this shell has suggested to me th'e conjecture that it 
originates from China; in all probability \ve shall yet obtain from 
this country many strange forms, as for exainple the Pyrula Maaveai', 
which is brought from the China  Sea.—[Jonas,  lS+6   (7 ?).] 

The expression "columella laevi" would of itself place 
this species elsewhere than under Busyco7i. Jonas placed it 
under Pyrula.  Tryon   (1881,  p.  252),  did  likewise  as  did 
also Puffer and Emerson (19S4, p. 133). 

"Miirex" spirillus Linne 
Murcx spirillus Linne,  1767, Syst. Nat., rd.  12, p.  1221,  No.  554. 
liusycum   [/;V]  spirillus   (Linne)   Morch,  \oldi,  vol.  1,  p.   11)4. 

Lmne's description is as follows: 
M. testa caudata,  spirae mucronatac  anfractibus  supra  convexis. 
Habitat  in  'I'ranquebar.  Sprengler. 
Simillimus M. canaliculata, sed anfractus sulco non distincti. 

Corpus subtus ventricosum, supra convexum, spirae centro mucrone 
prominente obtuse: Anfractus supra margine aciito cincti. Cauda 
subcylindrica, nee versus aperturam vcntris dilata, sed Columella ruga 
transversa  a  ventre  distincta. 

Lamarck (1816, p. 437, fig. 4 and 1822, p. 142) placed 
this species under Pyrula, where Hanley (18SS, p. 301) also 
referred  it. 

Puffer and Kmerson (1954) referred this shell to 
Tudicla. 

SCHEDULE OF TYPES OF SPECIES CONSIDERED 

Species 

aruanum  (Linn.) 
candelahnun   (Lam.) 
eliceans (Montf.) 
coarctatum (Sowb.) 
contrarium (Conrad) 
sinistrum, n. sp. 
perversum (Linn.) 
ptdleyi, n. sp. 
aspinosum, n. sp. 

canaliculatus (Linn.) 
plagosus (Conr.) 
plagosus galvestonensis, 

n. ssp. 
plagosus  texanus, 

n.  ssp. 
spiratus (Lam.) 
spiratus pyruloides 

(Say) 

IN PART I 
Genus ISiisycon Roding, 179S 

Loc;ition of Type Kind of Typt 

Uppsala, Sweden Lectotype 
Geneva,  Switzerland Holotype 
PR I, Cat. No. 24941 Neotype 
PR I, Cat. No. 24944 Neotype 
A.NJSP, Cat. No. 14925 Lectotype 
PR I, Cat. No. 24948 Holotype 
Linn. Soc. I.^)ndon, No. 557 Holotype 
PR I, Cat. No. 24951 Holotype 
MCZ.   Cat.   No.   216020 Holotype 

Genus Biisyc(it)i)iis Wenz, 1943 
I,mil. Soc. London, No. 555 Holotype 
A.XSP, Cat. No. 35234 Lectotype 
PRI, Cat. No. 24946 Holotype 

MCZ, Cat. No.  194175 Holotype 

(;iiu\a, Switzerland Lectotype 
PRI, Cat. No. 24943 Neotype 

I ypc Figured 

PI. 8, figs.   1, 2 
PI. 9, figs. 7-10 
PI. 10, figs.  1-5 
PI. 10, figs 
PI. II, figs 
PI. 11, figs 
PI. 12, figs 
I'l. 12, figs 
PI. 1.^ figs 

6-9 
5, 6, 9 
3, 4, 12 
1, 2 
7-10 
3-5 

14, figs. 1, 2 
14, figs. 9-12 
15, figs. 6-8 

9,   12,   13 

PI.  16, figs. 1, 2 
PI.  15, figs. 10, 11 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 8 

F'li/ur^ Pace 

1,2.    Murix   aruiiniis   Linne        77 
Museum Ulricae Collection, Zoologiska Institutionen, Uppsala University, 
reproduced with permission. Length, 158 mm., width, 94 mm. Lectotype, Muiex 
aruanui, Linne {^^Busycon aruanum (Linne). 1. Dorsal view. (Note label 
"aruanui" presimiablv affixed by Swartz). 2.  Ventral  \'iew. 

3,11.    liusyain   {Busycoii)   aruniium   (Linne)        70 
PRI Cat. No. 2+959 Ventral view showing foot (above) and proboscis 
(Iwlow). Coffin Pt., St. Helena L, Beaufort Co., S. C. Shell length, 177 mm., 
width, 102 mm. 11. Same shell as in fig. 3. Enlargement of mouth, showing 
radula protruding therefrom;  x 9. 

4. Redured copy of figure called Buciinum aruanum by Rumphius, his pi. 28 
fig. .-\, cited by Linne under his Murix aruanus, Syst. Nat., ed. 10, 1758, p. 
753, No. 484. Note reversed printing     72 

5, 6.     Reduced  copy  of  figure  by tnialtieri,  his  pi. 47,   fig.   B  cited   by   Linne  under  his 
Muirx aruanus, lor. cil. 5. Dorsal view. 6. Ventral view      72 

7. Shell   shown  on   pi.   36,   fig.   136,   prepared   by   H.   C.   von   Kruus   in   1754  or   1755, 
for illustration of Linne's Museum Ludovicae Ulricae, now in Royal Swedish 
Academy of Sciences, Stockholm, published with permission. Actual size of 
figure.  Compare  with   fig.   1.    .        77 

8. Busyron   [ttusyrnn)   aruanum   (Linne)        70 
PRI, Cat. No. 24949, Off Marker's Island, N. C, in bay. Length 209 mm., 
width  124 mm.  Bulge on  parietal  wall  at  anal  notch. 

9. Busyron   (Busyron)   aruanum   (Linne)        70 
PRI Cat. No. 24955. Beaufort, N.C. Length, 202 mm., width, 123 mm. Shell 
with two additional rows of tubercles, located above the shoulder. Magalhaes 
Coll. 

10.    Busyron (Busyron) aruanum  (Linne)       70 
PRI Cat. No. 24954. Beaufort, N.C. Length, 191 mm., width, 119 mm. Shell 
with single additional row of tubercles, located above the shoulder. Magalhaes 
Coll. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 9 

Fi//uii' Page 

1-3.    Busyiot!  iHusyion)  caiijrliihrum   (Lamarck)       78 
PRI Cat. No. 24935. Campeche Bay, Murcx. Length, 214 mm., width, 104 mm. 
Ventral view. 2. Dorsal view. 3. View from above. 

4-6.    Busycon  (Busycon)  candelabrum   (Lamarck)       78 
PRI Cat. No. 24936. Juvenile, length, 64 mm., width, 33 mm. Ventral view. 
5.  Dorsal  view.  6.  Apical  details. 

7-10.    Busycon   (Busycon)   candelabrum   (Lamarck)     78 
Holotype photographed liy Museum d'Histnire Naturelle, Geneva, Switzerland, 
published with permission. Length 93 mm., width, 78 mm. 7. Dorsal view. 8. 
Ventral view. 9. View from above. 10. View showing anal groove. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 10 

Fiffurr Page 

1-5.    Busycnn   [Busycon)   i-liiriins   (Montfort)        80 
Neotype. PRI Cat. No. 24941, Harbor R. Bridge, US 21, Harbor I., Beaufort 
Co., S. C. Length, 178 mm., width, 134 mm. 1. Dorsal view. 2. Ventral view. 
3. V'iew from above. 4. Apical details.  5. Detail of columella  at suture. 

6-9.    Busycon   {Busyiotintum)   inarclalum   (Sowerby)        83 
Neotype. PRI Cat. No. 24944. Off Obregon, Mex. Length, 103 mm., width, 
57 mm.. Dorsal  view. 7. Ventral  view;  S. View  from  above. 9. Apical  detail. 

10,11.    Busycon   {Busycon)   diceans   (Montfort)     80 
"Pyrula perversa, var.," Kiener. Collection Delessert; photograph by Museum 
d'Histoire Naturelle, Geneva, Switzerland, published with permission. Juvenile. 
Length, 48 mm., length of aperture, 40 mm., width, 25 mm. Kiener figured this 
shell as "Pyrula perversa, var." PI. S, fig. 2. 10. Dorsal view. At this stage 
B. eliceans (Montf.) and B. aruanum (Linne) are nearly inseparable. 11. 
Ventral  view. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATK 11 

Fi</un- Page 

1.2.10. Iliisyrn/i   (Siiiistrujiih/ur)   siniitrum, new  species     85 
PRI Cat. No. 24939. Campeche Bay, Mex. Length, 16+ mm., width, 93 mm., 
6;/> whorls. 1. Ventral view. 2. Dorsal view. (See also PI. 12, fig. 11). 10. 
Apical  details. 

3,4,12.    Uusyion   {Sirtistiofuli/ur)   siriislniin, new   species       85 
Holotype. PRI Cat. No. 2494S. Charlotte Harbor off Sanihel I., Fla., 3 fms. 
Length, 86 mm., width, 41 mrii., 6 whorls. 3. Ventral view. 4. Dorsal view. 
12. Apical details. 

5, 6,9.    Busycon   (Sinistrofulgur)   contrarium   (Conrad)        87 
Lectotype. ANSP Cat. No. 14925. Amer. Jour. Conch., vol. 3, 1867, pi. 23, fig. 
2. Length, 81 mm., width, 37 mm., bV^ whorls. 5. Dorsal view. 6. Ventral 
view. 9. Apical details. 

7.8.11. Busycon   {Sinhtrofulgur)   puUcyi,  new  species      89 
Paratype. PRI Cat. No. 24957. Off Alabama Coast (?) 10-25 fms. Length, 
213 mm., width, 114 mm., I'i whorls. 7. Ventral view. 8. Dorsal view. 11. 
Apical  details. 
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EXPLANATION OF PI. \'1'K 12 

Figure Page 

1.2.    liusycon  [Sinisliufulijiir)  pirvirsum   (Linne)    -     88 
Holotype. Linnfan Society of London photography, published with permission. 
Length, 72 mm., width, 52 mm., 2. Ventral view. The mimlier 557 refers to 
the species number in  Syst.  Nat.,  ed.  12,  p.  1222. 

3-6.    Buiyion    (Sinislrojulijur)    /•n-virsum    (Linne)   ...-      87 
PRI ("at. N'o. 24940, from Campeche Bay. Dorsal vi«w. Length, 206 mm., 
width, 137 mm., 4. Ventral view. 5. Spire. 6. Apical details, nuclear whorls 
eroded. 

7-1(1.    Uusyion   [Sinistrofulijur)   pullcyi, new  species       89 
Holotype, PRI Cat. No. 24951, off Corpus Christi, Tex. Ventral view, Juvenile. 
Length, 94 mm., width, 55 mm. 8. Dorsal view. 9. Apical details showing 
riblets on seccmd  nuclear whorl.  111. View from above. 

11.    Biisycon   iSirtistrofiilt/ur)   sinislnim,  new   species       85 
I'RI Cat. 24939, off Yucatan; View from above. (See also Plate 11, figs. 1, 2, 
and 10). 
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1,2.     lUuyaiti  {Sinislrnfuh/ur)  fit-rvrrsum   iLinnc)        88 
Musemn Ulricae, Uppsala. Photograph l\v Zoologiska Institutionen, reproduced 
with permission. Length, 90 mm., width, 56 mm. 1. Ventral view. 2. Dorsal 
view. Note species lahel by Swartz. 

3-5.    Busycon  iSinistrofultnir)  luf'iiiosum, new species      90 
Holotype. MCZ Cat. No. 216020. Longboat Key, Fla. Length, 147 mm., width, 
71   mm.  3. Ventral   view. 4.   Dorsal   view.   5.   Apical  details. 

6-9.    Busycon   (Sinistrofulr/ur)   sinulrum, new  species      85 
PRI Cat. No. 24937. Off Dry Tortugas, Fla. Length, 285 mm., width, 154 mm.. 
About 8 whorls. Radula, central plate, 5 cusps; lateral, 5 intermediate cusps. 
6. View from above. [See HoUister (19 54)]. 7. Ventral view. S. Dorsal view. 
9. Detail of ciliate periostracura;  x9. 

10.    Busycon (Sinistrofulgur) pullcyi, new species      89 
Paratype, Juvenile. Length, 45 mm., width, 22 mm., 6 whorls, Hildebrand Coll. 
Off Sabine Pass, Tex, 2-7  fms. 
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FATLANATION OF PLATE 14 

Figure P'"J'' 

1, 2.    Busycotyfiu.1   (liiisyiolypus)   canaliiulatus   (Linne)         94 
Holot>pe. Photograph by the Linncan Society of London, published with per- 
mission. Juvenile. Length, 48 mm., width, 24 mm. I. Dorsal view. 2. Ventral 
view. 

3,4.    Biisycolypus  iIiiuy(olyf>us)  canaVuulalus  (Linne)       94 
In the Museum Ulricae, Zoologiska Institutionen, University of Uppsala, 
Sweden, whose photograph is reproduced here with permission. Length, 190 
mm., wiilth. 115 mm.  Dorsal view. 4.  Ventral  view. 

5,6.    Rusyidlypus   [liusynilypus)   canalkulatus   (Linne)        94 
PRl Cat. 24947, collected at bridge carrying US 21 over Harbor R., Harbor 
L, Beaufort Co., S.C. Length, 153 mm. 5. Dorsal view showing periostracum. 
6. Detail of ciliate periostracum on top of shoulder of body whorl; x9. 

7, X.    Busycolypux  ilimyiolypus)  ninaliiulatui  (Linne)     94 
PRI Cat. No. 2493X. Cocoa Beach, Fla. Length, 157 mm. 7. Dorsal view. S. 
Ventral view. 

9-12.    Busycolypus   (Busycolypus)   plagosus   (Conrad)    95,96 
Lectotype ANSP Cat. No. 3 5234, "Florida". Length 89 mm., width, 43 mm. 9. 
Dorsal view. 10. Ventral view.  11. .\pical detail.  12. View from above. 
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1-4.    Busycotypus (Busycotypus) plagosus (Conrad)      96 
Specimens probably from which Ki«ner's Pyruta spirala var., Pyrula pi. 10, 
figs. 2 were drawn; the larger for size, the smaller for ornament. Collection 
Delessert, Museum d'Histoire Naturellc, Geneva, whose photographs are repro- 
duced  with  permission. 

5.    Busycotypus   [Busycotypus)   plagosus tcxiuius, new  subspecies       98 
Paratype. MCZ Cat. No. 216023. Campeche Bay near Cayo Nuevo, Mex. 
Length,  155 mm., width, 74 mm. Dorsal view. 

6-8.    Busycotypus   (Busycotypus)   plat/osus galvcstoncnsls, new subspecies     97 
Holotype. PRI Cat. No. 24946 .^jnahuac, Tex. Length, 94 mm., width, 45 mm. 
6. Dorsal view. 7. V'entral view. 8. View from above. 

9,12,13.     Busycotypus (Busycotypus)  plai/osus trxiiuus, new subspecies      98 
Holotype, MCZ Cat. No, 194175. Off Petit Bois I., Ala., 10 fath. Length 122 
mm. 9. View from above,  12. Dorsal view.  13. Ventral  view. 

10,11.    Busycotypus   (Pyiufulynr)  spiratus pyruloidcs   (Say)      100 
Neotype. PRI Cat. No. 24943. Siesta Key, Sarasota, Fla. 10. Dorsal view. 11. 
Ventral view. 
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1,2.    Busycolypus   (Pyrofulgiir)   spinilus   (Lamarck)        99 
Holotypt. In Museum d'Histoire Naturelle, Geneva, whose photoKraphs are 
published here with permission. Dorsal view. Length, 7+ mm., width, 41 mm. 
2. Ventral view. 

3,+.9,    Busycntypus   (Pyrofulgur)   spinitus   (Lamarck)         99 
12, 15. PRI Cat.  No. 24945.  Campcche  Bay,  Mex. Length,  99  mm.,  width   55  mm.  3. 

Ventral view. 4. View from above. 9. .Apical detail. 12. Dorsal view. 15. Detail 
of /'-shaped sutural channel. 

5,6.    Busycotypus   (Bmycutypus)   plagosus lixiiitus, new  subspecies      98 
Paratypc. MCZ Cat. No. 216022. Campeche Bay, lat. 22° N., long. 92° W., near 
Cayo Nuevo. Length, 17S mm., width, 73 mm. 5. Dorsal view. 6. Same, 
dorsal view. 

7, S.    Busycotypus   (Busycotypus)   plagosus  lixanus, new  subspecies       98 
Paratype. MCZ Cat. No. 216022. South of Port Isabel, Tex., 12-26 fms. C.L. 
Branch Coll. Length, 119 mm., width, 5S mm. 7. V'entral view. 8. View from 
above. 

111.    Husytoii   {Pyrofulgur)   spiratus pyruloides   (Say)   100 
I'RI Cat. No. 24942. Tarpon Bay, Sanibel L, Fla. 10. Detail of ciliate perio- 
stracum ;   5x. 

11.    Busyiotypus   {Busyi otypus)   pliu/osus   (Conrad)         96 
Lectotype. ANSP Cat. No. 35234.  (See PI.  14, figs. 9-12).  Sutural  channel. 

13. Busycntypus   (Busycotypus)  plagosus   (Conrad)        95 
Scripps Institute of Oceanography, .\V\ Project 51 (Robert H. Parker, Bull. 
.\.\P(>, vol. 40, No. 2, p. 298). Sta. 321, depth 14-15 ft., muddy sand. Breton 
Sound,  La. Juvenile.  Lengtii,  IS  mm.,  width,  8  mm. 

14. Husycotyl'us   {Pyrofulgur)   spiralus  pyrulolJcs   (Say)      100 
PRI Cat. No. 24943. Siesta Key, Sarasota, Fla. View of sutural channel. 
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1-3.    litisycoii   (Ihisyioarrlum)   loiintdlum   (Sowerliy)        84 
Specimen finured liy Petit de la Soussayc, Joiir. de Conch., 1S52. pi. 7, fig. 3, 
photograph liy Museum National d'Histoire Naturellc, Paris, reproduced with 
permission. Natural size. 1. Dorsal view. 2. View from above. 3. Ventral view. 

4-6.    Busycon   (Slnistrofuhjur)   siiiistium, new  species      87 
Dextral form. ANSP Cat. No. 224820. Fort Myers Beach, Fla. Length 165 mm., 
width  92  mm. Dorsal   view.   5.  Ventral   view.  6.   Detail   at  anal  groove. 

7. Busycon   (Sinislrofulijur)   fcr-vcrsum   (Linne)        SS 
Plate 36, figure 137, intended to illustrate Museum Ludovicae Ulricae, but 
never published. H.C. von Kruus, del. Published through kindness of the 
Swedish Royal Academy of Sciences. 

8. Busycotypus   (Pyrofulgur)   spiratus pyruloiAcs   (Say)     101 
From Say, Amer.  Conch.   1830,  pi.  19,  Mrs.  Say,  del. 

9. Busycotypus  (Busycotypus)  plagosus tcxanus, new species      98 
Plate 36, figure 135, intended to illustrate Museum Lurovicae Ulricae, but 
never published. Fits the description of Linne under Murcx canaticulatus in 
Museum Ludovicae Ulricae, rather than his Systema Naturae, ed. 10. H. C. 
von Kruus, del. Published through the kindness of the Royal Swedish Academy 
of Sciences. 
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1. Busycon cliceans   (Montfort)     SO 
PRI Cat. No. 2+960. Harbor River Harbor Island Bridge east end. Route US 
21, Beaufort Co., S. Car. Length, 135 mm. Oblique dorsal view from above; 
xl. 

2. Busycon   elicnins   (Montfort)        80 
PRI Cat. No. 24961. Same locality as No. 24960. Length, 102 mm. Oblique 
ventral view from above; xl. 

3. Busycon aruanum   (Linne)        70 
PRI Cat. No. 24962. Same locacity as No. 24960. Length, 120 mm. Oblique 
\'entra! \'ie\v  from above xl. 

4. Busycon   cllccius   (Montfort)          80 
PRI  Cat. No. 24960.  Dorsal  view. Note  relati\ely thick  columella;  xl. 

5. Busycon   aruanum   (Linne)        70 
PRI Cat. No.  24962.  Ventral  view.  Note  relatively slender  columella;   xl. 

6. Busycon  cliceans   (Montfort)        80 
PRI Cat. No. 24960. Ventral view,  reduced. 

7,8.    Fusus striatus  Sowerby,   1S33     103 
Holotype. Photograph by British Museum (Natural History). Ventral view; 
x2. 8. Same shell  as fig.  7,  apical detail;   x4. 

Note: X-ray photographs on this plate were made by Leo P. Larkin,  M.D. 
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DAI.MANI'I.LIDAK OF TllK CINCINNATIAN 

IJoNAi.i) \). HALL 

ABSTRACT 

This study reports five species of Onnii-lla and one of Ileleror- 
th'ina from tlic Cincinnatian series of the Cincinnati, Ohio, area. None 
of the species is new, hut all are well defined and arc assigned to 
different genera than previously. One, O. bassini Focrste is reported 
from the Cincinnatian for the first time. A full discussion of the 
type species of Dalmaiulla, Ortliis tcstudinar'ui Dalman, is included 
and a complete synonymy presented. Reasons are given for placing 
Pauiiirurii Cooper in synonymy with Onnirlta Bancroft. 

Criteria for classification from the specific level to the family 
level are considered in some detail and the family Dalmanellidae as 
emended by Bancroft is recognized. 

INTRODUCTION 

This study is concerned with the specific and generic 
taxonomy of the brachiopods belonging to the family Dal- 
manelhdae in the Cincinnatian series (Upper Ordovician) 
in the vicinity of Cincinnati, Ohio. This group of common 
brachiopods has presented ever growing perplexities; pri- 
marily stemming from a rather complicated nomenclatural 
problem concerning the generic type Orthis testudinaria 
Dalman (1828), and secondarily from incomplete under- 
standing of the morphology of the organisms. The nomen- 
clatural problem of the Dalman species is reviewed below 
and a detailed synonymy prepared. 

Due to errors in nomenclature and identification, the 
local dalmanellid species have been successively placed 
under the following genera: Orthis Dalman (1828); Dal- 
manella Hall and Clarke (1892); Resserella Bancroft, 
(1928); Onniella Bancroft (1928); Paucicrura Cooper 
(1956); and one species under Heterorthina Bancroft 
(1928). In the present study it is pointed out that the 
majority of the local species belong to Onniella Bancroft and 
one to Heterorthina Bancroft. 

One of the difficulties encountered is the fact that 
Bancroft (1928; 1945) described a number of new genera, 
particularly from the Ordovician of Great Britain, on the 
basis of an elaborate rib-analysis system. Without having 
access to his specimens it is impossible to evaluate these 
genera, especially as the conventional aspects of his descrip- 
tions and his photographs are for the most part inadequate. 
All of Bancroft's material was in the form of external or 
internal molds from which no casts have yet been taken. 
The second of his papers concerning the Dalmanellidae was 

published posthumously and presumably was reworked from 
notes and manuscript not yet in publishable form at the 
time of his death. Even though at this stage the system 
seems not to be sound, nevertheless further study of his 
actual material is required before final judgement is reached. 

Because this study embraces the entire Cincinnatian 
in the vicinity of Cincinnati, Ohio, no attempt was made 
to evaluate the general stratigraphy. The references made 
to stratigraphic units are in accordance with the usage of 
Caster, Dalve, and Pope (1955). In the appendix is inclu- 
ded a list of localities from which the photographed and 
measured specimens occur. A full list of localities is not in- 
cluded as many of the species may be found at innumerable 
places throughout the Cincinnatian. A large body of material 
was available for study in the collections of the University 
of Cincinnati Museum. Extensive collecting from many hori- 
zons was done in the course of the investigation. 

The writer is indebted to Dr. Kenneth E. Caster for 
his generous aid and encouragement during the preparation 
of this paper. Thanks are extended to the graduate school 
of Arts and Sciences of the University of Cincinnati for 
payment of the cost of the engraving of the plates. 

MORPHOLOGIC DISCUSSIONS 

The following is an outline and brief discussion of the 
morphology of the Dalmanellidae of the Cincinnatian. 
Wherever possible reference is made to photographs. Num- 
bers in parentheses refer to the morphologic characters 
shown on Text figures 1-a and 1-b, while the other designa- 
tions refer to the plates at the end of the paper. Much of 
the terminology used in this discussion is taken from the 
work of Schuchert and Cooper (1932) on the Orthoidea 
and Pentameroidea. 
A. Exterior morphology: 

1. General 
The Cincinnatian species vary considerably in general 

outline from a nearly transverse form like Heterorthina 
jairmountensis (Foerste), to a much more circular form, 
e.g., Onniella multisecta (Meek). The ratio of the hinge 
line to greatest width obviously varies in direct relation to 
the above outlines, i.e., when the ratio approaches one, the 
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Text figure  1-a.   Enlarged  vi 
showing morphology. 

I   pedicle of   Onn'nlla   mrrki 

specimens become more transverse in outline and as the 
ratio becomes less, the outhne tends to become more circular. 
In both 0. emacerata (Hall) and //. fairmountensis. the 
ratio approaches the value of .9. The ratio for a number of 
specimens is given for each species under the individual 
specific discussions below. The outline is distinctive for 
each species in the Cincinnatian and useful in specific iden- 
tification. It is a difficult character to describe accurately 
but can be seen by comparing the photographs of one 
species with that of another on the plates. 

2. Convexity, anterior commissure, and interarea 
The shells are generally biconvex in profile, some (e.g., 

0. meeki (Miller) (PI. 20, figs. 7, 9, 10) become strongly 
convex. 0. emacerata, on the other hand, is flat, and the 
pedicle valve of almost every whole specimen of this species 
IS crushed when found. 

1 he anterior commissure is obscurely sulcate in the 
brachial valve almost disappearing at the anterior margin; 
giving a lectimarginate appearance. The brachial sulcus is 
often strong near the posterior limit but disappears rather 
rapidly a little anterior of the mid-line in most forms. The 
pedicle fold slopes regularly toward the lateral margins 
and is never angular. This generality applies to all species 
except some specimens of 0. meeki found in the lower Rich- 
mond where the fold and accompanying sulcus are angular 
in many instances and do not disappear at the anterior 
margin (PI. 20, fig. 5). In addition to this, the anterior 
margin of these forms is thin (i.e., both valves taken to- 
gether), while in other examples of the same species the 
margin is blunt (PI. 20, fig 10). 

12. Socket 

14. Median 
septum 

I9t Anterior   adductor 

muscle  scar 

Text  figure   1-b.   Enlarged   x iew  of  lirachial   val\ e   of  Onnirlhi   iniiki 
showing morphology. 

The interareas (10, 17) are straight to slightly curved 
and not too variable from one species to another, except 
in height which is governed by the relative convexity of the 
different species. Horizontal striations (striations parallel 
to the commissure plane) are visible and are probably the 
expression of growth lines on the interarea (Schuchert and 
Cooper, 1932, p. 21). The position of the pedicle interarea 
is orthocline to apsacline, and that of the brachial valve is 
orthocline to anacline. The curvature of the pedicle beak is 
described as nearly straight to suberect. 

Each interarea has a triangular opening, that in the 
pedicle valve is called the delthyrium and is the larger, 
and that in the brachial valve is termed the notothyrium. 
The notothyrium is almost closed by the cardinal process 
(13) which is easily visible from the exterior (PI. 20, figs. 
4, 9). There is no trace of a covering plate of any type in 
either the delthyrium or the notothyrium. The only trace of 
a delthyrial covering in forms which have been included in 
the Dalmanellidae occurs in the Middle Devonian genus 
Phragmiiphora Cooper. Biernat (1959, p. 39) considered 
this trait morphologically important enough for the exclu- 
sion of this genus from the Dalmanellidae. In fact, she indi- 
cated that a new family should be erected on the basis of 
Phragmnphora. 

The ornamentation is primarily of the multicostellate 
form, to slightly fascicostellate. The coarseness of the radial 
ornamentation varies greatly from 0. meeki (PI. 20, fig. 1 ) 
to 0. emacerata (PI. 21, fig. 2). In 0. meeki it is coarse 
and can be readily seen on the interior of the valves, while 
in 0. emacerata the costellae are more numerous and are 
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li;irilly visil)le on the inttnor. I he costclhie multiply by 
unequal bifurcation toward the anterior margin. Por ex- 
ample in 0. emacerata there are approximately 12 primary 
costellae visible at the beak and about 20 in a width of 5 
mm. at the anterior margin in a specimen 15 mm. in length. 

Growth lines of two types are visible. The strongest 
type is seen best in O. meeki (Pi. 19, fig. 20), where they 
seem to be irregular, concentric, and visible across both 
the costellae and the furrows. The second type (PI. 19, fig. 
21) is minute, numerous, and do not cross the costellae. 
They can be seen only in the furrows and are also oriented 
concentrically. The second type is only present in 0. meeki 
and 0. vndtisecta and is not visible on badly worn speci- 
mens. This character of minute growth lines, plus the simi- 
larity of the interior of both valves, seems to closely relate 
the two species. 
B. Interior morphology: 

1. Pedicle interior 
a. Teeth and dental plates 

The teeth (1) are located on the interior edge of the 
delthyrial opening and project antero-laterally from the 
hinge line (2). The trace of the teeth can be seen at the 
hinge line and may be mistaken for a separate plate bound- 
ing the delthyrium. Dental plates (3) support the teeth 
and are of the advancing type, i.e., they slope forward past 
the teeth (Schuchert and Cooper 1932, p. 26) and provide 
an outline for the pedicle musculature. The teeth form the 
main means of articulation with the sockets of the brachial 
valve, although greatly aided by the complimentary articu- 
lating devices discussed below. 

The dental plates form three cavities near the hinge 
line, the one between the dental plates termed the delthyrial 
cavity (9), and two deep cavities which are formed lateral 
to the dental plates and are deeply excavated beneath the 
teeth and interarea. The dental plates support the teeth 
and also appear to give support to the adjuster muscles 
when present. 

b. Sockets 

Two sets of accessory sockets are present in the pedicle 
valve in association with the teeth. They are described as 
(Schuchert and Cooper, 1932, p. 25): 

(1)   Accessory  dental   sockets   [4]   in   the   posterolateral   face   of 

the teeth; and  (2)   a crural fossette [5]  or crural socket on the inner 
face of the  teeth. 

1. The accesory socket in the tooth of the ventral valve is located 
in the postero-lateral surface of the tooth next to the hinge-line and 
on the outside margin. It articulates with a small apophysis or tooth 
situated on the outside of the dental socket of the dorsal valve de- 
fined  lielow   [denticle]. 

2. The crural fossctte is a more or less deep groove, usually 
defined by an oblique ridge, located in the inner face of the tooth just 
ventral of the delthyrial margin. The function of the crural fossette 
is to articulate with the carinatc, or, in some genera, expanded postero- 
lateral edge or face of the brachiophore. It follows then the brachial 
ap])aratus of the orthid [includes dalmancllids] plays an important 
role in the articulation of the shell, a role no less important than that 
of the teeth and sockets. 

c. Musculature 
The conspicuous muscle scars of the pedicle valve are 

the central adductor scar (6) and the lateral, usually bi- 
lobed diductors (7). The diductors are rather elongate and 
generally reach the mid-line of the valve and always reach 
further anterior than the adductors. In no case do the di- 
ductors enclose or even tend to wrap around the adductors, 
except in some specimens of H. fainnountensis (PI. 21, fig. 
17). The adductors are central in position to the diductors 
and are almost rectangular at the anterior edge. The ad- 
justers (8) can sometimes be seen lateral to the diductors 
at the base of the dental plates and do not reach as far 
anteriorly as the diductors. The adjuster muscles are used 
(Thomson, 1927, p. 30) ". . . partly to attach the pedicle 
to the shell to erect itself . . . The pedicle-muscles not being 
relatively very strong, do not form strong scars, the median 
unpaired muscle making the strongest." As these muscles 
were attached to the pedicle itself, no corresponding muscle 
is present in the brachial valve. The importance of the 
pedicle musculature in classification in the suborder Dal- 
manelloidea has been much emphasized. 

d. Pallial sinuses 
These are of little value for classification in the genus 

Onniella, as they are only slightly visible in a few specimens. 
However, they are deeply impressed in Heterorthina fair- 
mo untensis Foerste. They are numerous on the pedicle in- 
terior of this species (PI. 21, fig. 19) and bifurcate toward 
the anterior margin. 

2. Brachial interior 

a. Denticles and sockets 
The sockets (12) which articulate with the teeth of 

the pedicle valve occur lateral  to  the  brachiophores  (15) 
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and anterior to the hinge line (16). Bounding the sockets 
postero-laterally are small accessory plates termed by 
Schuchert and Cooper (1932, p. 34) denticles (11). Ac- 
cordmg to those authors they articulate with the accessory 
socket of the tooth of the pedicle valve. The trace of these 
plates can be seen lateral to the notothyrium, and they 
thicken anteriorly. These plates are particularly well de- 
veloped in O. mt-eki (Pi. 19. fig. 22). 

b. Fulcral plates 
The presence or absence of fulcral plates has been a 

source of much confusion and controversy in the family Dal- 
manellidae. They are described by Schuchert and Cooper 
(1932, p. 34) with this statement, ". . . the socket is defined 
by a small concave plate (fulcral plate) joining the brachio- 
phore to the wall of the valve." 

A common feature in the Cincinnatian forms is a 
calcification on the lateral edge of the sockets which appears 
to be nothing more than an extension of the brachiophore 
base. But this coupled with the presence of the denticles may 
easily be mistaken for the fulcral plates (see text figure 1-b). 
Hall and Clarke (1892, pi. 5B, fig. 37) figured a specimen 
from the Cincinnatian which appears to have fulcral plates, 
but the writer, in examining a great number of specimens 
from the Cincinnati area has seen no fulcral plates. Tlie 
illustration listed above caused Opik (1933, p. 16), in dis- 
cussing the validity of the fulcral plates for differentiation 
of the two families, to place the term in quotation marks. 
The writer is of the opinion that the term has been misused 
and the above mentioned callosites have been mistaken for 
fulcral plates as Hall and Clarke evidently did. The use- 
fulness of fulcral plates for classification in the Dalmanel- 
lidae IS discussed below. 

c. Cardinalia 
ihe cardinal process (15) is described by Schuchert 

and Cooper (1932, p. 36) as the Dalmanella type. It con- 
sists of the posterior portion, the myophore which was the 
seat of attachment for the diductor muscle scars in the 
brachial valve and the shaft or anterior portion. The cardinal 
process lies in the mid-plane of the brachial valve and the 
mjophore part partially, or in some cases entirely, fills 
the notothyrium. Grooves or crenulations are often visible 
on the posterior portion of the myophore which are no doubt 
the diductor muscle scars. 

The cardinal process is variable (see Plate 19), not onl} 
between different species but within a given species. It i; 
bilobed. trilobed, or even quadrilobed, and in gerontic speci- 
mens of 0. meeki, appears as one bulbous lobe. The shafi 
also varies considerably from being barely visible to om 
which completely fills the area between the brachiophor 

Socket ridges is a term first used by Williams (1953, p 
263) m place of the term brachiophores as used by Schucher 
and Cooper. Williams stated, 

In the early orthids and most strophemonoids, however, suppon 
for tlie lophophore in the form of outgrowths from the cardinal!: 
were commonly lacking. This is an aspect of interpretive morpholog-; 
which is usually ohscured by the indiscriminate use of the tern' 
brachiophore for any outgrowths of the cardinalia forming the inne 
boundary of the sockets. The term was introduced by Schuchert am 
Cooper (1932, p. 37) in preference to 'crura' because the process t 
which the term is applicable cannot be proved to have functioneij 
as lophophore supports though Schuchert and Cooper clearly believe, 
so, for they then proceeded to rob the term of its noncomriiital valu 
by homologizing such structures with the crural bases and any ventra 
outgrowths of them with the crural processes. 

The term "brachiophores" has been widely used anc 
if the original definition is adhered to, seems to be an ade 
quate term. Already crus, the term which brachiophore re 
placed, was present in the literature prior to 1932. Thu 
it is felt that two terms for one morphologic character 
enough. The brachiophores have traditionally been describ 
ed as simple and bladelike, and the description seems ade 
quate except in some gerontic forms. Callosites then develo] 
at both the inner and outer faces of the brachiophores. Th. 
outer ones lateral to the base tend to curve around th. 
mam sockets and almost touch the denticles at the hing. 
line. It is this feature which has been mistakenly identifiet 
as a fulcral plate. A good example, in addition to that o 
Hall and Clarke, of this error in genera of the group wa: 
made by Biernat (1959, p. 25, pi. 2, figs. 13-15) when sht 
discussed the species AulaceUa eijelicnsis Verneuil ant 
pointed out that the fulcral plates are visible in old shells 
It is impossible to tell from the photographs whether oi 
not they are present, but Schuchert and Cooper (1932, p 
122) said they are absent. It is, therefore, believed by the 
author that the callosity mentioned has been mistakenly 
identified as fulcral plates in this instance and possibly in 
others. 

As stated above, the brachiophores articulate with the 
crural fossettes of the pedicle valve and provide much added 
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sticngtii to tliu valves. Basicall\ tin- c.iriiiiialia of tlic Cin- 
cinnatian species here under study are the same and in 
view of evidence of considerable variation they are not 
believed to be useful in classification. Such small persistant 
differences as have been observed are discussed under the 
mdiNuiual species. 

d. Median ridge 
The brachial valve of all species present an axial 

thickening which joins the shaft of the cardinal process 
posteriorly and gradually disappears anterior to the muscle 
scars (14). It is punctate and thus, according to Schuchert 
and Cooper (1932, p. 39), is not important for classification, 
even on the specific level. For species of the Cincinnatian 
here under stud\' the \\ riter concurs with this view. 

e. Musculature 
The adductors muscle scars (18, 19) of the brachial 

valve are generally well preserved and in older shells deeph 
impressed. They are divided into four separate scars in 
most specimens, longitudinally by the median ridge, and 
transversely by a low, poorly defined ridge. The longitudinal 
separation may always be seen, but the transverse one is 
often not observable. Invariably the posterior pair are 
smaller, while the anterior pair reach about to the middle 
of the shell. The point of attachment for the diductor 
muscles was on the posterior portion of the cardinal process. 

f. Pallial sinuses 
Only one species, Heternrthina fairmnuntensis, has any 

pallial sinuses visible in the brachial valve, and thej' are so 
faint as to be useless as a consistent criteria for classification. 

MORPHOLOGY IN CLASSIFICATION 

In discussing the criteria used for classification in the 
Dalmanellidae, the families Dalmanellidae Schuchert and 
Le Vene, Wattsellidae Schuchert and Cooper, and Onnielli- 
dae Opik are included. The writer recognizes these three 
families as synonomous for the reasons given below in the 
discussion of family classification. There is much confusion 
at the present time concerning the classification at both the 
family and generic level in the Dalmanellidae Schuchert and 
Le Vene, as emended by Bancroft. This is perhaps due to 
the fact that two entirely differing principles of classification 
have been employed by the primary workers in the group, 
Bancroft and Cooper. Cooper has emploj'ed more conven- 

tional nior|)hologic criteria, while Bancroft has used the 
ornamentation almost exclusively. In addition, apparently, 
most of the material Bancroft studied, and all of his photo- 
graphs of interiors, are of internal molds. Because he showed 
no casts made from these molds it is difficult to compare 
his genera and species with those of Cooper. 

For family differentiation, Cooper has employed pri- 
marily characteristics of the pedicle muscle scars, particu- 
larly the diductors, and the presence or absence of fulcral 
plates in the brachial valve. There is some question as to 
the persistance of either of these characters and, as pointed 
out below, there are contradictions which exist within the 
higher taxonomic units as used by Cooper. Bancroft utilized 
primarily ribbing criteria for erecting the family and the 
fact that according to him (1945, p. 189) 

With the possible exception of Heterorthina all these genera of 
Dalmanellidae exhibit a IVattsclla stage (/.<•. have fulcral plates) 
either in their phylogeny or ontogeny. 

When dealing with the fossil record it is rather danger- 
ous to use a criteria such as the fulcral plates when one does 
not always know the age of an individual and certainly does 
not, in most instances, know the entire life historv' of the 
majority of species. 

The same problem exists on the generic and specific 
levels. Herein lies the chief differences between Bancroft 
and Cooper. In setting up genera, Cooper has used a variety 
of criteria, most important of which are the following: 

1. Shell outline and relative convexity. 
2. Muscle scar outline of the pedicle valve. 
3. General characters of the cardinalia. 
4. Presence or absence of pallial markings. 
5. Persistent callosities on the interior. 
6. Presence or absence of a high median septum in 

the brachial valve. 
7. Presence or absence of fulcral plates. 

No one of these has been used exclusively, and it appears 
that the genera erected by Schuchert and Cooper and by 
Cooper are satisfactory. Only in the cases where the 
nomenclature has been confused do the genera of Cooper 
become  unsatisfactory. 

As previously intimated, it is difficult to evaluate the 
genera defined by Bancroft. Several of his genera, particu- 
larly Onniel/ci and Resscrella, ha\'e been subsequently and 
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apparently correctly identified elsewhere and hence eiaho- 
rated upon. In these instances it is helpful to have the sub- 
sequent author's more conventional description. In the case 
of Omuella, Whittington (1938b, p. 246) discussed the genus 
at length and because he was working in the Upper Ordovic- 
ian of Britain, no doubt saw Bancroft's material or at least 
topotype material. But genera such as Sotidleyella, Ban- 
croftina (Raymondella), and Horderleyella have never been 
identified outside of Bancroft's own description. 

Biemat (195S, p. 13) listed the following criteria for 
specific differentiation in the Dalmanellidae. 

1. Outline of shell. 
2. Ratio of width to length of shell. 
3. Length of hinge line. 
4. Number and   arrangement  of  ventral   and   dorsal 

striae. 
5. Number of incipient primary radial striae on sur- 

face of young shells. 
She had the advantage of working with a great many 

specimens for all of her species and in fact the greater por- 
tion of her paper is concerned with the ontogeny of these 
forms. But in the Cincinnation, not all of the species are 
abundant and as a result adult characters must be utilized. 

Both Biemat (1958) and Koztowski (1929) emphasized 
the wide individual variation within the Dalmanellacea. 
Biemat particularly emphasized the variation of the brachial 
musculature and general cardinalia, and Kozlowski showed 
great variation occuring in the pedicle muscle scars. The 
writer's studies confirm these views. 

Characteristics of punctation have been used for specific 
differentiation, but nothing conclusive has been found. 
Biernat (1958, p. 8) made a rather extensive evaluation of 
this trait as a criteria for classification  and stated, 

The conclusion to be drawn here is that problems of the systematic 
significance of punctation still rcijuire further work to be done, in 
particular detailed comparisons of numerous specimens belonging to 
many species and collected from different localities. 

The conclusion of the present writer is that the generic 
criteria of the family cannot rest upon one morphologic 
trait but should be based upon a number of differentia. The 
outline above taken from the traits Cooper has used, appear 
to be the most important ones in generic differentiation. The 
family itself appears to be a group of nonspccializt-d forms 

within the Dalmanellacea and for that reason a variation of 
one outstanding feature cannot be utilized. By this it is 
meant that most of the other families of the Dalmanellacea 
are set aside on the basis of a single feature or a few out- 
standing features which appear to have developed from 
those of the Dalmanellidae. In these families the geaera are 
usually separated on the variation in this one outstanding, 
familial feature. For example, the genera of the family 
Schizophoriidae are separated primarilv on the character-- 
istics of the pedicle musculature and the high median ridgei 
which separates the muscle scars. 

It seems that in more specialized forms, where one 
more or less outstanding trait is developed, that serves 
adequately for generic differentiation. However in the rather- 
unspecialized Dalmanellidae a variety of characters must 
be employed. 

The characters of ornamentation and shell outline have 
been found useful in the separation and identification ofl 
the Cincinnatian species. This conclusion was arrived at' 
prior to having an opportunity to view Biernat's (1958) 
excellent paper. Her conclusions concerning the dangers of 
individual variations seems particularly significant, 

Individual variations must be taken into consideration in the 
description of new species. This is possible only when great numbers o)' 
con-specific specimens are available at the same stage of growth 
Where the material is meagre, differences between almost everyone 
of the available specimens appear tjuite striking suggesting a rea- 
sonable separation of a new species. The diagnostic value of the 
differences, however deteriorates very much when the material i> 
sufficiently  abundant. 

SYSTEMATICS 

Phylum BRACHIOPODA Dumeril, 1806 

Class ARTICULATA Huxley, 1869, emend. Muir-Wood, 1955 

Suborder DALMANELLOIDEA Muir-Wood, 1955 

(=Suborder Dalmanellacea Moore, 1952; 

Order Moore, 1952. pars) 

Moore (1952, p. 231)  raised the superfamily Dalman- 
ellacea Schuchert and Cooper (1932)  to a suborder with 
the following definition, "... orthids having a  punctate 
shell  structure."  He further stated, "Most  of them  have 
biconvex shells of rounded outline which bear fine radiating 
costae. Typical  Ordovician  species  of  this group  have  an 
open delthynum :in(l prominent muscle scars in the pedicle 
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valve  and  generally  stronj;  crural   lamellae   in   the  brachial 

valve." 
The "(irder" to which Moore referred, the Orthida, was 

defined by him as "Suhcircular to semielliptical, generally 
biconvex shells with radial ribs, having brachiophores and 
simple or lobate cardinal processes." In this paper the tenta- 
tive classification of Muir-Wood is recognized (1955, p. 87) 
in which she considered only suborders as at present validly 
conceived, and the above two definitions should be com- 

bined. 
Superfamily DALMANELLACEA Schuchert,  1913 

[Norn, transl. Schuchert and Cooper, 1931 (fx Dahiianellinae 
Schuchert,  1913)] 

Progressive and terminal Orthoidea, probably derived out of the 
Orthidae, and most easily recognized by their endopunctate test 
and a primarily bilobed cardinal process. (Schuchert and Cooper, 
1932, p.  119) 

Within the superfamily, Muir-Wood (1955, p. 87) 
recognized 11 families, the majority of which were erected 
by either Schuchert and Cooper (1931) or Opik (1933). 
The materia! here under study embraces the families which 
Schuchert and Cooper (1932) considered to be primitive 
Dalmanellacea, the family Dalmanellidae Schuchert, 1913 
and the family Onniellidae (■)pik:, 1933, which as explained 
below were actually the families Wattsellidae Schuchert 
and Cooper, 1931 and the Dalmanellidae Schuchert, 1913 
as conceived by Schuchert and Cooper in 1932. The logic 
of the separation of these two families will be discussed 

below. 
In the above definition of the superfamily, Schuchert 

and Cooper restricted the group to those genera with an 
endopunctate test.  Muir-Wood   (1955,  p.  70)   commented 
about the use of this term with the following statement, 

Schuchert and Cooper (1932) described the Dalmanelloids as 
endopunctate having a punctate inner shell layer and a thin outer 
shell layer. Shells with the external layer punctate and the inner 
layer inipunctate were described as exopunctate but placed with the 
impunctate genera. In Cooper's later work (1944) the term exopunc- 
tate is not mentioned and the exopunctate genera are classed as 
impunctate. Opik (1933) on the other hand described the family 
Paurorthidae based on the genus Paurorthis, one of Cooper's exopunc- 
tate genera, and transferred it from the Orthacea to the Dalmanellacea. 

Cooper (1956, p. 964) included the family Paurorthidae 
under the Dalmanellacea without any mention of the exo- 
punctate. As he also here included a new genus, Cyclomyonia 
Cooper in the same family and described it as punctate, it 
is assumed that Cooper considered the old terms exopunctate 

and endopunctate under the more general term punctate. 
The alternative assumption is that Cooper later found the 

genus Paurorthis to be endopunctate, and used the terms 
endopunctate and punctate as synonyms. 

When Schuchert and Cooper (1932) gave definitions 
of their families within the superfamily, names were used 
which due to incorrect generic designations were subse- 
(|uently emended. The confusion existed in the designation 
of the families Wattsellidae and Dalmanellidae. In addi- 
tion to this at least one instance of direct contradiction was 
included in the family and subfamily definitions. 

The shell exterior of the family Heterorthidae was 
defined (1932, p. 136) as, "Broad, flat or concavo-convex." 
The second subfamily listed under this family, the Hark- 
nessellinae, was defined in the same volume (p. 138) as, 
"Heterorthidae having biconvex valves." While an error of 
this type may not be a critical one, it is nevertheless dis- 
concerting to one attempting to apply the definition. 

In addition to this, the logic of erecting families on 
rather tenuous and perhaps insubstantial traits is question- 
able. In particular, the separation of the families Dalman- 
ellidae and Onniellidae has been disputed by Bancroft (1945, 
p. 187) and is discussed below. His emendation of the family 
Dalmanellidae is recognized in this paper. 

Family DALMANELLIDAE Schuchert, 1913, emend. 
Bancroft, 1945 

[Norn, traiisl. Schuchert and I.e Vene, 1929 {ex Dalmanellinae 
Schuchert,  1913)1 

Originally Schuchert (1913, p. 382) set the dalman- 
ellids apart when he erected the subfamily Dalmanellinae 
with the following definition, "Orthidae with the shell 
abundantly punctate." Schuchert and Le Vene (1929, p. 
15) elevated the group to a family without a definition, 
with the following five genera listed: Dalmanella Hall and 
Clarke, 1892; Idiorthis McLearn, 1924; Harknessella Reed, 
1917; Thiemella Williams, 1908; and Heterorthis Hall and 
Clarke, 1892. The latter three genera were subsequently 
removed by Schuchert and Cooper (1932). 

Schuchert and Cooper (1932, p. 119) defined the family 
Dalmanellidae as follows, "Progressive and terminal Dal- 
manellacea in which the ventral muscle field is bilobed in 
front,  diductor  scars   not   enclosing  the   adductor   impres- 
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sions. Brachiophores simple, bladelike, without fuicral 
plates." Because the family and the genus Dalmanella Hall 
and Clarke are based upon Orthis rogata Sardeson in this 
volume, rather than on the correct species Orthis testudi- 
naria Dalman, Opik (1933, p. 14) changed the family name 
to Onniellidae based upon the genus Onniella Bancroft. 

Schuchert and Cooper (1932, p. 124) also defined the 
family Wattsellidae Schuchert and Cooper (1931) with the 
followmg, "Progressive and terminal Dalmanellacea orig- 
inating in the Dalmanellidae, with subcircular or shield- 
shaped shells, cordate ventral muscle field, and fuicral plates 
defining the sockets." Opik (1933, p. 14) changed this 
family back to the true Dalmanellidae, as Schuchert and 
Cooper had placed Orthis testudinaria Dalman in the genus 
Jl attsflla Bancroft. Therefore, there were two families as 
erected by Schuchert and Cooper by definition and emended 
by Opik, the Onniellidae Opik, 1933 (Dalmanellidae Schuc- 
hert, 1913; nam. transl. Schuchert and Le Vene, 1929) and 
the Dalmanellidae Schuchert, 1913 (Wattsellidae Schuchert 
and Cooper, 1931). \\'hen differences are to be pointed out 
between these two families throughout the remainder of this 
paper, they will be referred to as the Dalmanellidae and 
Onniellidae as clarified by Opik and explained above. 

1 he differences of the two families lie primarily on the 
presence or absence of fuicral plates (discussed above) and 
whether the pedicle muscle field has a cordate or bilobed 
outlme. Schuchert and Cooper referred to the Onniellidae 
(Dalmanellidae of Schuchert and Cooper) as "terminal 
Dalmanellacea", but later pages of the same volume contain 
phylogenetic diagrams showing almost all other families 
of the superfamily to be derived from the Onniellidae. Thus, 
that portion of the definition is useless, and Cooper (1956, 
p. 947) dropped the phrase, as well as the concept ap- 
parently. 

Bancroft (1945, p. 187) combined the two families 
Onniellidae and Dalmanellidae, and since Dalmanellidae is 
the prior term, correctly used it. His phrasing is. 

The separation of the Dalmanellidae [Onniellidae Opik] and 
Wattsellidae [Dalmanellidae Schuchert and Le Vene] was based 
upon the structure of the crural plates [brachiophores], the genera 
having fuicral plates being placed in the Wattsellidae, whilst those 
in which these structures arc absent were referred to the Dalman- 
ellidae. The presence or alisencc of fuicral i)lates in immature indi- 
viduals of certain Dalmanellidae detracts greatly from the merits 
of this classification, and it is further impaired In the fact that those 
structures persist in certain individuals of species which have normallv 

the Dalmanella type of crural  plate.  Even on  an  artificial  basis   the 
classification is, therefore unsatisfactorv. 

He further stated, "... they [Onniellidae and Dalman- 
ellidae] present the same dalmanelloid form, the same types 
of muscle scars, the same types of cardinalia — the only 
character upon which their segregation seemed possible is 
shown to have no classificatory value. These families, there- 
fore should be united." 

Cooper (1956) continued to recognize the separation 
of the two families. The differences become even less than 
m 1932, as he stated that fuicral plates are present in each 
famdy, in the mature specimens of the Dalmanellidae, and 
restricted to the immature specimens in the Onniellidae. 
Thus the only distinguishing character remaining is whether 
the forms have a cordate or a bilobed pedicle muscle out- 
line. The present writer does not feel this is of familial im- 
portance and thus recognizes the family Dalmanellidae as 
emended by Bancroft, 1945. 

It IS made even more difficult to recognize the separ- 
ation of the two families, because genera are included by 
Cooper in each of the two families which are contrary to 
his family definitions. For example, included in the Dalman- 
ellidae which are defined as having a cordate pedicle muscle 
field is the genus Mendacella Cooper, 1930. This genus 
(Schuchert and Cooper, 1932, p. 127) is described as having 
a bilobate pedicle muscle field. This indicates that the 
criteria of the pedicle musculature is not reliable and coupled 
with the doubtful validity of Cooper's use of fuicral plates, 
further indicates that the two families shouFd be joined. 

In the literature, it is difficult to know what families 
workers recognize. Havlicek (1950) placed the genera 
Mesodalmavella Havlicek, 1950 and Onniella Bancroft, 1928, 
in the family Dalmanellidae Schuchert, 1929. These forms,' 
as stated by Havlicek have no fuicral plates and as he re- 
peated no family definition, it is unknown to the present 
writer what higher classification he recognized, but probably 
It is the emendation of Bancroft. Biernat (1959) recognized 
the emendation of Bancroft but apparently failed to under- 
stand its meaning, as she also recognized the family Onniel- 
lidae Opik, 1933. She undoubtedly was confused, because 
Bancroft, in combining the families used the older names, 
Dalmanellidae and Wattsellidae in the sense of Schuchert 
and Cooper (1931). 
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Genus ONNIELLA Bancroft, 1928 
Ort/iis  (pun)  uf previous authors. 

1892.   Dalmtinrlla  [pars)   Hall  and Clarke,  I'al. of New York,  vol. 8, 
pt. 1, p. 205. 

1892.   Dalmunilla   Hall   and   Clarke    [pais)    Hall,   New    'lork    Slate 
Geologist,  11th Ann. Kept.   (1891), p. 270. 

1928.   Oiinirlhi Bancroft, Manchester Lit. and Phil. Soc, vol. 72, p.  55. 
1932. Oalmaiicila Hall and Clarke, [pars) Schuchert and Cooper, 

I'ealiody  Mns.  Nat.  Hist.,  Mem.,  vol. +,  pt.  1,  p.  14. 
1933. Onniilia Bancroft, Opik, Uber einige Dalmanellacea aus Est- 

land., Univ. Tartu, Acta et Comment., ser. A, vol. 25, No. 1, 
p. 14. 

1938.   Onnirlla   Bancroft,   Whittington,   Annals   Mag.   Nat.   Hist.,   vol. 
2, p. 246. 

1942.   Rrsicrclla   Bancroft,    (pars)    Cooper,   Washington   Acad.   Sci., 
Jour., vol. 32, p. 229. 

19+5.   Unniclla Bancroft, Jour. Paleont., vol. 19, p. 211. 
1956.   Pauckrura Cooper,  Chazyan  and  Related  Brach.,  Smith.  Misc. 

Coll., vol. 127, p. 956. 
Type species (by original designation), Oitniilta hrbf/iini 

Bancroft, 1928, Manchester Lit. and Phil. Soc, vol. 72, p. 
55, pi. 2, figs. 1-5. 

The original description by Bancroft (1928, p. 55) was, 
Onniella (genotype, O. hrbggeri). This genus includes usually 

small, transverse shells with small beaks. The sinus on the dorsal 
valve is usually conspicuous and angular. The ventral vahe is 
angular  in  transverse  section   and   has  the  sides  concave. 

The interior of the ventral valve is distinguished from Rrsscrrlla 
Bancroft,  1928 only by the absence of conspicuous vascular sinuses. 

The genus embraces a considerable range of fine and coarse- 
ribbed forms. Divergent forms are characterized by the absence of 
the lateral concavity, by less sharply angular section of the ventral, 
and the shallower sinuses on the  dorsal  valve. 

Bancroft (1945, p. 211) added, 
Shells transversely subrectangular to moderately long. Hinge 

wide, or becoming narrower in late growth stages. Dorsal valve 
variable; ventral valve low, with small beak. . . Cardinal process 
with large fissured myophore and strong shaft, or shaft resorbed in 
myophore. Crural plates Resscrflla-Vike socket lines widely divergent. 
Dorsal muscle area with large anterior scars and small posterior scars, 
or scars subequal at maturity. Ventral muscle area sinall and shallow, 
or becoming large and flattened in gerontic shells, feebly differenti- 
ated; anterior margin obscure or indefinite. Vascular sinuses absent 
or feebly developed. 

He further elaborated on  the variability of the genus 
as follows. 

In some species, however, (he prevailing form is only slightly 
transverse, the margin rounded, and the hinge rather short. 

The cardinal process is always a rather variable structure. In 
its simplest form it consists of a fissured myophore and slender shaft; 
in its most massive development the myophore and shaft are fused 
into a single deeply fissured, ovoid body nearly filling the interspace 
between the crural plates. Intermediate between these forms is the 
type with a distinct myophore and a broad fissured shaft, and that 
in which the shaft persists as a fine ridge between the greatly ex- 
tended myophore plates. All these variations may be associated in 
the  same  assemblage. 

Schuchert and Cooper (1932, p. 120) defined the genus 

Dalmandla, based on Orthis rogata Sardeson, as the type 
species and included in it all of the Cincinnation forms 
except "DalmaneUa" jairmountensis Foerste, 1909. In this 
instance they placed Onniella Bancroft as a synonym of 
their Dabnanella. Because none of the group, as subse- 
quently pointed out, belong to the genus DalmaneUa, the 
assemblage should then become Onniella Bancroft. Opik 
(19.33, p. 14), Whittington (1938, p. 245), and other authors 
consider them as belonging to the genus Onniella. The gen- 
eric definition Schuchert and Cooper gave differs in no way 
from Bancroft's analysis above. Under the discussion of 
the species Orthis testudinaria Dalman, the subsequent 
generic designations of Cooper are outlined. It seems that 
the designation of Paucicrura (Cooper, 1956, p. 956) for 
the Orthis rogata group is unnecessary', and as no generic 
morphologic discussion is given, it leaves the definition of 
Schuchert and Cooper (1932, p. 120) as the only one given 
for the group. As stated above, no difference exists between 
that and the one for Onniella, and in fact they are considered 
as synonymous by Schuchert and Cooper (1932, p. 119). 
Consequently the species here under consideration, except 
Heterorthina fairmountensis (Foerste), morphologically 
conform to the genus Onniella Bancroft and, from what can 
be understood from the literature, so does Orthis rogata 
Sardeson, 1892, Cooper's type species for the genus Pauci- 
crura. Thus Paucicrura becomes a synonym of Onniella. 

There are 11 genera included in the family Dalman- 
ellidae as emended by Bancroft which have been reported 
as occuring in the Upper Ordovician. In addition to the 
above, there have been generic names reported in the lit- 
erature, but which have subsequently been considered as 
synonymous {e.g. Parmorthis, Paucicrura). Only four of 
these genera occur in the Upper Ordovician of North Ameri- 
ca, Mendacella Cooper, 1930, Diceromyonia Wang, 1949, 
Heterorthina Bancroft, 1928, and Onniella Bancroft, 1928. 
The remainder occur with certainty only in Europe, pri- 
marily from the Upper Ordovician of Britain, and most have 
been described by Bancroft (1928; 1945). A complete list 
of all the genera assigned to the family, with the type 
species, age, and a short diagnosis is given in Table 1. 

Mendacella Cooper is like Onniella in the interior, 
but has fulcral plates bounding the sockets laterally, the 
exterior is described as Rhipidomella-Vike. That is, the lateral 
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profile is unequally biconvex, the brachial valve havinc; the 
greater convexity. It can be easily distinguished from 
Onnidla on this basis. 

Diceromyonia Wang is distinguished on the basis of the 
short hinge line and the fact that the pedicle valve diductor 
muscle scars tend to enclose the adductor muscle scars. For 
this reason both Wang (1949, p. 36) and Schuchert and 
Cooper (1932, p. 121) believe that this form is probably 
intermediate between the Dalmanellidae and the Rhipido- 
mellidae and possibly gave rise to the latter. In addition, 
Wang gave as one of the distinguishing characters of 
Diceromyonia, a deep sulcus in the brachial valve, but his 
illustrations (pi. 12, figs. 1-8) fail to show this. The pedicle 
muscle scars and the short hinge line serve to distinguish 
this form from Onniella. 

Resserella Bancroft has'been described from the Upper 
Ordovician of Great Britain, but only from the Silurian of 
Xorth America. It is difficult to distinguish from Onniella, 
according to Bancroft. In fact, the primary difference is the 
presence of deeply impressed pallial sinuses in the interior 
of both valves of Resserella. 

1 he remaining genus, Heterorthina Bancroft, occurs in 
the present paper and will be discussed at that time. There 
are additional forms which have been described from the 
Upper Ordovician of Europe. These are shown in Table 1. 

Orthis testudinaria Dalman 

1828.   Orlhis testudinaria Dalman, Kongl. Svenska \'et. - .\cad. Hand- 
lingar,  for  1827,  p.   U5,  pi.  2,   fig.  4. 

1837.   Orthis  testudinaria   Dalman,   Hisinger,  Pet.  Sueccia,  p.   71,   pi. 
20,  fig.   11.   (Fide Davidson,   1871,  Brit.  Fossil  Brach.,   vol.   3 
p. 226). 

1839.    .'   Orthis   testudinaria   Dalman,   Sowerby,   in   Murchlson,   The 
Silurian System, pi. 20, figs. 9,  10. 

1842.   S'on Orthis testudinaria^ Dalman, Emmons, Geol. of New York; 
Kept, of the 2d   Dist.,  p. 404,  fig.   113-4. 

1846. Orthis testudinaria Dalman, McCoy, Synopsis Sil. Foss. of 
Ireland, p. 35. (Fide Davidson, 1871, Brit. Foss. Brach. vol 3 
p. 226). 

1847. Sun Orthis testudinaria Dalman, Hall, Pal. of New ^ork vol 
1, p.  117, pi. 32, fig.  1; p. 228, pi. 74, fig. 4. 

1848. Orthis testudinaria Dalman, Phillips and Salter, Geol. Survey 
of (Jreat Britain, Mem. vol. 2, p. 373. {Fide Davidson, 1871, 
Brit.  Foss,  Bach.,  vol.  3, p. 226). 

1852. Son Orthis testudinaria Dalman, Hall, New ^'ork State Cab. 
Nat. Hist., 10th Kept., p. 42, figs. 1, 2 and  p. 44, fig.  1. 

1856. Orthis testudinaria Dalman, Billings, Canadian .Nat. and Geol., 
vol. 1, p. 40, fig. 1. (Fide Winchell and Schuchert, 1895, CJeol. 
of  .Minnesota,  Pal.,  vol.   3,   pt.   1,   p.  441). 

1857. Orthis testudinaria Dalman, Meneghini, Paleontologie de e He 
de Sardaigne, p. 28, pi. A, fig. 6. [Fide Davidson, 1871, Brit. 
Foss. Brach., vol. 3, p. 226]. 

1858, 

185S 

1863, 

1866. 

1871, 

1875, 

1876. 

1879. 

1882. 

1883. 

1884. 

1889. 

1892. 

1892. 

1895. 

1903. 

1903. 

1907. 

1919. 

1921. 

1932, 

1932, 

Son Orlhis tesludinuria Dalman, Rogers, H, D,, Geol. of 
Pennsylvania, vol. 2, p. 818, fig, 601, 
Orlhis strialula Salter, Quarterlv Jour. Geol. Soc, vol. 15, p. 
380, pi, 13, figs. 14, 16. (Fide Davidson, 1871, Brit. Foss. Brach. 
vol. 3, p. 226). 
Orthis strialula Salter, in Murchison, Siluria, 2d Edition p 
74, figs. 12-6, pi. 5, fig, 1, (Fide Davidson, 1871, Brit. Foss 
Brach.,  vol. 3, p. 226). 
Nun Orthis testudinaria Dalman, Hitchcock, Geol. of Vermont 
vol.  1,  p.  294,  fig. 201. 
Non Orthis testudinaria Dalman, Billings, Geol. of Canada p , 
165,   fig.   144. 
Orlhis strialula Salter, Geol. Survey of Great Britain, Mem 
vol. 3, p. 340, pi. 13, figs. 10-14. (Fide Davidson, 1871, Brit. 
Foss.  Brach.,  vol. 3,  p. 226). 
Nun Orlhis testudinaria Dalman, Davidson, Brit. Foss Bracli 
vol. 3, p. 226, pi. 28, figs.  13-24. 
Non Orthis testudinaria Dalman, Miller, Cincinnati Quarterly 
Jour. Sci., vol. 2, p. 20. 
Non Orthis tisludmaria Dalman, Shaler, t)n the Foss, Brach, 
of the Ohio Vallev, Kentucky Geol. Sur,, Mem, \ol 1 nt 3 
p.  31. • '   '   ■     ' 
Nun Orthis testudinaria Dalman, Barrandc, Svstem Silurien 
du Centre de la Boheme, \ ol, 5, pi. 68, fig, 1, 
Non Orthis testudinaria Dalman, Whitfield, Geol, of Wisconsin 
vol, 4, p, 258, pi,  12, figs,  5-7. 
Non Orlhis testudinaria Dalman, Hall, New York State Geolo- 
gist, 2d  -Ann,  Kept,, pi. 34,  figs.  1-4, 6-15. 
Non Orthis testudinaria Dalman, Walcott, United States Geol. 
Sur., Mon. 1, vol. 8, p. 72, pi. 11, fig, 10 =Nanorlhis multi- 
custala Ulrich and Cooper, 1938, Ulrich and Cooper, CJeol, Soc. 
.America,   Spec,  Paper,   No.   13,   p,  90. 
Non   Orlhis  testudinaria   Dalman,   Lesley,   Geol.   Pennsylvania 
Fossils  of Penn.,  vol. 2,  p.  536,  fig.  2c, "p.  537,  fig.  3b." 
Dalmanella   testudinaria   Dalman,   Hall,   Clarke,   Pal.   of   Newi 
York, vol. 8, pt. 1, p, 205, pi, 2, fig. 4, reproduced from Dalman, 
1828.   (Nun pi.  5B,  figs.  25-39,  pi.  5C, figs.   1-47). 
Non Dalmanella testudinaria Dalman, Hall, State Geol. of New- 
York,  11th  .Ann,  Kept.,  p. 270, pi.  11,  figs,  1-47. 
Non  Orthis   (Dalmanella)   testudinaria   Dalman,  M'inchell   andll 
Schuchert,   Geol.   of  Minnesota,   Pal,,   vol,   3    pt.   1    p   441    nl 
33, figs. 17-22. ' 
Non Orthis testudinaria aucl. Dalman, Sardeson, American 
Geol., vol.  19, No. 2, p. 91. 
Non Orlhis (Dalmanella) testudinaria Dalman, Whiteaves, 
Geol. Sur. of Canada, Paleozoic Fossils, vol. 3, pt. 3, pp, 177, 24l! 
Non Dalmanella testudinaria Dalman, Weller, Geol. Sur New 
Jersey, Pal., vol. 3, p. 155, pi. 10, figs. 1, 2: p. 216, pi. 16 
figs. 4, 5. 
Nun Orthis (Dalmanella) testudinaria Dalman, Hayes and 
Ulrich, United States Geol. Sur., Portfolio 95, Illust Sheet fies 
42, 43. '     ^■' 
Non Dalmanella testudinaria Dalman, Foerste, Jour. Geol., vol. 
2, p. 36. 
Non   Dalmanella   testudinaria   Dalman,   Grabau   and   Shimer 
North  .American  Index   Foss,,  vol,   1,  p,  260,   fig,   311 
Non Dalmanella testudinaria Dalman, Bassl'er,  Maryland Geol 
Sur,, Cambrian  and  Ordovician, p. 243,  pi. 2,  figs.  9,  10 
Dalmanella testudinaria Dalman, Raymond, Canadian' Museum 
Bull, No, 31, p,  14, pi, 5, figs, 3, 4. '        ' 
? Dalmanella testudinaria Dalman, Endo, Canadian and 
Ordovician Formations and Fossils of South Manchuria, Smith 
Inst,,  Bull,  164,   p, 44,  pi,   34,  figs,  9-12. 
H'allsella testudinaria Dalman, Schuchert and Cooper Peabody 
Mus Nat, H,st„ .Mem., vol, 4, pt, I, p, 125, pi. 22, figs. 14, 19, 
21, 24. 
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'l';il)li'  1.    Ciimparisdn of i;t'nei:i wliicii iiave bct-n    incliKk-cl    in    tlie    family    Ualmanellidae. 

.lulan-llu Sell. & ("., 1931 
Oilhis rifrhnsis <le Vi-rncuil, 1850 

Banirujiinii  Sinclair,  1946 
{Kaymondclla Bancroft,  1945) 
R. lypu Bancroft, 1945 

CarinifcrcUa Sch. & C. 1931 
Orthis carinata Hall, 1843 

Cnuiiorimi Havlitek, 1950 
Uitliis uolaiii var. irnssior 
Barrande,  1879 

Cristifninu Cooper, 1956 
C. i'ristala Cooper, 1956 

Cryptot/iyils Bancroft, 1945 
Ressfri'Ua parafytlicu 
Bancroft,  1928 

Dalmaiiillci Hall & Clarke, 1892 
Orl/iis tesliuiiniina Oalman,  1828 

Diceromyonia Wang,  1949 
Orthis tersa Sardeson, 1892 

Eodalmanelta Havlicek, 1950 
Orthis socialis Barrande, 1879 

Eremotrema Cooper, 1956 
E. hiconvexum Cooper, 1956 

Fascicostella Sch. & C, 1931 
Orthis gerrillei Defranee, 1827 

Hetcrorthina Bancroft, 1928 
H. praeculta Bancroft, 1928 

Horderlcyella Bancroft, 1928 
H. plicala Bancroft, 1928 

Hoivi-llitfs Bancroft, 1945 
Rcssi-rella   (Howcllitrs)   striata 
Bancroft,  1945 

Hypsomyonia Cooper, 1955 
H. stainbrooki Cooper, 1955 

Idiorthis McLearn, 1924 
I. mature McLearn, 1924 

Lfvcnea Sch. & C, 1931 
Orthis suhcarinata Hall, 1857 

fxt. RhipiJomrl/a-VAr hut u cll-inarkcd  fold on ped. v. 
& sulcui in hrach. v. dids, enclo^e the adds.; dids. 
di\ ided hy forked ridge. No fulcra! plates. 

difficult to distinguish from Dalmanclla from 
Bancroft's description. Restricted  range. 

concavo-convex, aberrant sharp fold in ped. v. & deep 
sulcus; dids. divided as in Jularrlla; ped. muse, 
bilobed; no fulc. plates. 

resembles Rcssirrlla, shell large, brachiophores narrower, 
card. proc. nonlobate; ped. muse, roimdedly 
triangular or slightly bilobate; no fulc. plates. 

small size, strong costellae, deep ped. v. and bizarre 
dev. of card.; proc. ext. like Ontiirlla; ped. muse, 
heart-shaped; no fulc. pis. 

brach. int. like Onnirlla, ped. int. like Rrsserrlla, ext. 
rililiing like Rhipidomrlla: ped. mucs. bilobed; no fuic. plates 

exterior like Onnirlla except costellae do not bifurcate 
as near the anterior; ped. muse, subcordate to cordate, 
has fulcral plates. 

transversely elliptical outline,  sharp brach.  sulcus  &• 
long dids. enveloping adds., short hinge line, no flue. pis. 

dent. pis. short, distinct pallial sinuses, valves often 
extended into ears, ped. muse, oval; has fulc. pis. 

cardinalia like Onniella, strong convex outline, no 
well-defined dental pis., ponderous teeth; ped. 
muse,  rhomboidal, no fulc.  pis. 

int. as in Ressrrrlla; ext. strongly fascieostellate; 
ped. muse, bilobed, has fulc. pis. 

widely divergent scars in ped. v., and dids. extended in 
front of the long add. track, no fulc. pis. 

convex brach. v., strong ped. fold, surface fascieostellate, 
brachiophores convergent, ped. muse, short, sub- 
pentagonal, has fule. pis. 

differs from Rrssrrrlla by the greater convexity of 
brachial valve, ped. muse, bilobed; has fule. pis. 

dental plates obsolete, misc. scars in ped. v. not deeply 
impressed, no fulc. plates. 

extremely large ped. muse, area, strong divergent dental 
plates, large median ridge in brach. v., concavo- 
convex, ped. muse, cordate; no fulc. pis. 

prominent pallial markings & abundance of callosities 
on interior, ped. muse, pentagonal, no fulc. pis. 

Mid. Dev. 
Kuroi)e 

V. Ord. 
Europe 

U.  Dev. 
No. Amer. 
Europe 

.VI.-r. Ord. 
Europe 

M. Ord. 
No. Amer. 

r. Ord. 
Europe 

M. Ord. 
No. .^mer. 
M. Ord.-L. Si 
Europe 

U.  Ord. 
No. .Amer. 

M.  Ord. 
Europe 

M. Ord. 
No. .\mcr. 

U. Sil.?-L. Dev. 
Europe 

U.  Ord. 
Europe and N. .\m:r. 

M. & r. Ord. 
Europe 

U.  Ord. 
Europe 

U. Dev. 
No. -Amer. 

L.? & M. Sil. 
No. .\mer. 
Europe 

Sil.-M.  Dev. 
No. .Amer. 
Europe 
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Mrndacella Cooper, 1930 
Orthis ubcris Billings, 186 

Mesodatmanella Havlicek,  1950 
M. flora Havlicek, 1950 

Onniella Bancroft, 1928 
Onniella briiggeri Bancroft, 

Phragmophora Cooper,  1955 
P. schnuri Cooper, 1955 

Proschlzophora Maillieux,  1911 
Orlhis personata Zeiler, 1857 

Resserella Bancroft, 1928 
Orthis canalis Sowerhv, 1839 
(pi. 13, fig. 12a) 

Soudleyella Bancroft, 1945 
S. soudUyensis Bancroft, 1945 

tVatlsclla Bancroft, 1928 
/r. icallsi Bancroft, 1928 

Oimiilla-WVe interior and Kliipidomcllci-WVe exterior; 
ped. muse, bilobed, has fiilcral pis. 

brachiophores remain thin and bladelike throughout 
life, hinge line wide, ped. muse, delimited in front, 
no fulc. pis. 

transverse shell, bladelike brachiophores, 
bilobed ped. muse, no fulc. pis. 

large elevated median septum in brach. v., has 
"pseudodeltidium," termed notodeltidium by Cooper; 
no fulc. pis. 

ext. ponderous like Schizophora, brachiophores divergent, 
card. proc. stout, linear ridge; ped. mucs. 
cordate, no fulc. pis. 

like Onniella, but with strong pallial sinuses in both vaKcs; 
ped. muse, bilobed, fulc. pis. 

Rasirrlla-Wke, but small and 

much like Dalmiitirlla: most authors believe a 
svnonvm of Diilmatiflla. 

U. Ord.-L. Sil. 
No. Amer. 
Europe 

M. Ord. 
Europe 

U. Ord. 
No. Amer. 
Europe 

M. Dev. 
Europe 

L.  Dev. 
Europe 

Sil. 
No. .\mer. 
Europe 

U,  Ord. 
Europe 

U.  Ord. 
Europe 

While the species Dalmanella testudinaria (Dalman) 
does not appear in the Cincinnatian series of the Cincinnati, 
Ohio, area, or even in North America, the discussion of the 
nomenclatural problem pertaining to this species is felt perti- 
nent to this dissertation. The majority of dalmanellid species 
found in the Cincinnatian rocks were originally included 
either in that species or believed to be closely related to it. 
Many diverse forms throughout the Ordovician and Silurian 
rocks of North America have been included under the name 
Orthis testudinaria Dalman and the literature, particularly' 
of North America, is overlaid with incorrect references to 
this species. 

The description of 0. testudinaria (Dalman, 1828, p. 
11,^) \Nas based entirely on external form, i.e., shell outline, 
and ornamentation, and illustrations of one specimen were 
given by Dalman (pi. 2, fig. 4 a-e). The restricted species 
Orthis testudinaria Dalman has never apparently been cor- 
rectly identified at any locality other than that of Boren- 
shult, Sweden, and the age of the beds from which it is 
described is Silurian (Schuchert and Cooper, 1932, p. 121). 

The first reference to 0. testudinaria in the literature of 
North America was Emmons (1842, p. 204, figs. 113-4) and 
questioning his own  identification  he said, 

It is impossible to decide with certainty whether this is the 
true testudinaria, or the one so called in the Trenton  limestone. 

The form was reported by Emmons from the "Cham- 
plain Group." It is more transverse than 0. testudinaria as 
illustrated by Dalman and the costellae bifurcate nearer the 
hinge line as in Onniella emacerata (Hall). 

The first attempt to differentiate forms that super- 
ficially resembled O. testudinaria was made by Hall (1860, 
p. 121) when he described the species Orthis emacerata. 
However, in this instance as in many subsequent ones. Hall 
illustrated ( 1862, pi. 2, figs. 1, 2, 3) a heterogeneous group 
of dalmanellids but referred them to a single species. This 
mistake by workers in the group continued; F. B. Meek, 
S. A. Miller, and U. P. James made similar mistakes in 
erecting varieties of 0. testudinaria from the Cincinnatian. 

The first to cast doubt upon the validity of the inclusion 
of many forms under the species 0. testudinaria was F. B. 
.Meek (1873, p. 11 ) who stated, 

I have had no opportunity to compare these shells with authentic 
examples of Ualman's species, or even with English specimens referred 
to the same. .*\ careful comparison, however,, with Mr. Davidson's fig- 
ures [Davidson, 1871, pi. 28, figs. 13-24] of English specimens referred 
to O. testudinaria leads me to doubt whether they ran be properly 
included in the same species with  the latter. 
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Meek was correct in dduhtiiif; tlu- presence of (). testu- 
dinaria, but he was using as reference forms which are not 
that species. He nowhere mentioned having seen Dalman's 

original  pubhcation. 
Until 1892 the genus Orthis Dalman was a heterogene- 

ous group of brachiopods with over one hundred species. 
Hall and Clarke (1892, p. 205) erected 13 groups based 
upon species of Orthis Dalman. Dalmanella was chosen as 
the name of Group Ten, with Orthis testudinaria Dalman 

chosen as the type. 
The authors reproduced Dalman's (1828) figures. Thus 

there can be no doubt as the designation of the type of the 
genus Dalmanella Hall and Clarke. Schuchert and Cooper 
( 1932, p. 120) said, "In describing Dalmanella as the group 
of Orthis testudinaria Dalman they (Hall and Clarke) had 
before them American shells which they correlated with Dal- 
man's species. This group included, however, a heteroge- 
neous lot from which several genera have already been split." 
Nevertheless the designation of Orthis testudinaria Dalman 

as the type must stand. 
Sardeson realized that confusion existed pertaining to 

the identification of Orthis testudinaria and pointed out 

(1897, p. 92). 
Orthis testudinaria auct. in America is no species at all, Imt this 

or that or several mixed together. It is O. emacerata Hall, or O. mulli- 
secta Meek, or O. mceki S. A. Miller, or other similar species, which 
are all separated by observalile differences without known interme- 
diate connection. He included under Orthis testudinaria auet. the fol- 
lowing species, O. rogata Sardeson, 0. multiseeta Meek, O. meeki 
Miller, 0. ignola Sardeson, O. tersa Sardeson, O. eorpulenta Sardeson, 
O. emacerata Hall, O. porrecta Sardeson and 0. futilis Sardesori. Sar- 
deson went on to sav, "None of the above described species are like, or 
similar to Dalman's figures, and to the best of my knowledge, there is 
ample room for Meek's citation above view that our forms may none 
of them be identical with those described as Orthis testudinaria by 
Dalman, or those identified with that species in England. The neces- 
sary material for a comparison of them is not at hand. There are 
certainly other than 0. testudinaria than the above described even in 
America. 

The first published photographs of specimens of 0. tes- 
tudinaria from the type locality were given by Raymond 
(1921, pi. 5, figs. 3,4). These were according to him collected 
in 1832, only four years after Dalman's original description 
appeared. The specimens are exteriors only, and the differ- 
entiation Raymond made was necessarily based only on 
external traits. Raymond (p. 14) said, "It has been custo- 
mary to call most of the American upper Ordovician Dalma- 
nella, Dalmanella testudinaria. but it is now admitted that 

the so-called species is ca|).il)lc of subdivision though no one 
seems to have proved that the real Dalmanella testudinaria 
is found in America." 

Raymond's figures agree with Dalman's, showing that 
the costellae of D. testudinaria bifurcate much nearer the 
beak than do most American forms masquerading at that 
time as the same species. He did not feel that character was 
of generic value, and he was undoubtedly correct. 

Schuchert and Cooper (1932, pi. 22, figs. 14, 19,21,24) 
illustrated the species under the incorrect name, Wattsella 
testudinaria (Dalman). The photographs show clearly the 
presence of true fulcral plates in the brachial valve. Cooper 
( 1942, p. 229) recognized the error of placing Orthis testu- 
dinaria under the generic name Wattsella Bancroft, and 
stated, 

The status of Dalmanella was thrown into confusion when 
Schuchert and Cooper (1932, p. 126) erroneously stated the type spe- 
cies of Orthis testudinaria Hall and Clarke, not Dalman, etjuals 0. 
rogata Sardeson. According to the rules of nomenclature the type 
should be regarded as the species named by Hall and Clarke, i.e., 
(). testudinaria Dalman. As thus restricted a single species {Dalma- 
nella edgeivoodensis Savage in this country conforms strictly to the 
tvpe. This leaves many species hitherto referred to Dalmanella without 
a generic name. Opik (1933) claims these species to be referrable to 
Onniella Bancroft, but according to the writer's view most of them are 
not congeneric with Onniella, ifhich is restricted, as at the present 
known, to a few Richmond species. The Black River and Trenton 
Dalmanellas actually are conspecific with Resserella. Restriction of 
Dalmanella to species of the type of D. testudinaria makes Bancroft's 
genus IVattsella a synonym of Dalmanella. 

The genus Resserella was originally described in 1928 
with Orthis canalis Sowerby chosen as the type. This form, 
as described and illustrated by Sowerby {in Murchison, 
1839, Sil. Syst., pi. 13, f^g. 12a; pi. 20, f^g. 8), was composed 
of specimens from two different horizons and of different 
species although Sowerby assigned them to the same species. 
Since Bancroft failed to designate a lectotype from these 
syntypes, Schuchert and Cooper did so in 1932. They chose 
as lectoype ior Resserella Bancroft, 0. canalis Sowerby on his 
plate 13, figure 12a. 

In the same volume Schuchert and Cooper erected the 
new genus, Parmorthis, based on Orthis elegantula Dalman 
as the type. Prior to this, Davidson (1871, p. 211) placed 
Sowerby's plate 13, figure 12a of Orthis canalis in synonymy 
with 0. elegantula. Thus because Bancroft did not choose a 
lectotype from Sowerby, and Schuchert and Cooper selected 
plate 13, figure  12a, the>' in effect chose Orthis elegantula 
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Dalman as the type for liotli genera. As RessercUa Bancroft 
takes priority, the name must stand and Parmorthis be- 
comes a synonym. 

However before this error was discovered, Cooper (1942, 
p. 229) assigned the "Orthis rogata group" to the genus Rcs- 
serella. Orthis elegantula and its allies are primarily Silur- 
ian forms and not congeneric with the "Orthis rogata 
group." Thus, in 1956 Cooper (p. 956) reassigned the group 
to the newly erected genus Paucicrura, based on OrtTiis 
rogata Sardeson as the type. 

Plate 20, figure 8 of Sowerby is thus left without a spe- 
cific name as both Davidson, and Schuchert and Cooper 
mentioned only plate 13, figure 12a. Thus Cave and Dean 
(1959, p. 295) assigned it the specific name Paucicrura sozv- 
erbii Cave and Dean. 

Onniella bassleri (Foerste) 
Plate 20, figures 41, 42 

1909.   Dalmanclla luusleri Foerste, Bull. Sci. Lab.  Oenison  Univ     vol 
14, p. 215. 

1931.   A»n   Dalmdrirlla   hasslcri   Foerste,   McFarlan,   hi   The   Pal.   of 
Kentucky, Jillson, p. 70, pi. 2, figs. 1-3.  (? Onu'ulla fnlilis Bas- 
sler). 

Diagnosis.—Extremely large for genus, reaching width 
of 27 mm.; subcircular in outline; .small brachial valve mus- 
cle scars in brachial valve; coarse, widely separate multi- 
costellae. 

Discussion.—This species \vas first described by Foerste 
(1909, p. 215), without illustrations as follows, 

A species of Dalmanrllii occurs near the base of the exposures at 
Carnestown, Ky., which appears to have been distinctlv more robust 
and more convex than Dalmtinrlla rmticrala since the pedicel valves 
are always distinctly, though not strongly, convex, and the brachial 
valves, though nearly flat, are sufficiently convex toward the beak 
to make the shallow median depression fairlv distinct. The radiating 
striations are numerous but appear coarser, and their fasciculate 
arrangement is more evident. Dalmanrlla rmacerata, on the contrary, 
usually appears only in the form of verv much flattened shells, e\ en 
when forming the tops of layers of limestone. 

The species from the lower beds at Carnestown often attain a 
large size. Some specimens 27 mm. wide, 22 mm. long, and about 4 mm. 
m depth are known. Striations corresponding to radiating striations 
marking the exterior, are found on the interior of both valves, even 
where the muscular impressions should appear. The muscular area of 
the pedicel valve is distinctly limited postero-laterallv bv the ridges 
which arc a continuation of the short plates supporting the short hinge 
teeth. Anteriorly these ridges soon become indistinct. An angulation In 
these ridges often indicates the point of demarcation between the anter- 
ior and posterior adductor impressions. There is no trace of muscular 
impressions in the brachial valve. A low median elevation divides the 
posterior part of the area where these impressions should occur. Poster- 
iorly this elevation fills the lower part of the space between the short 
crural plates, and bears at its posterior and the short cardinal process 
more or less trilobate, posteriorly in some specimens. 

1 his is the only legitimate reference to the species here 
considered as Onniella bassleri. The other reference (McFar- 
lan, 1931, p. 70, pi. 2, figs. 1-3) appears to be that of Ormi- 
ella fertilis (Ulrich). The comparison between the figures in 
McFarlan and those of Cooper (1956, pi. 157, A, figs. 1-3, 
C, figs. 5, 6; pi. 159, E, figs. 21-37) show that they are syn- 
onymous and the ones McFarlan figured should be consid- 
ered as 0. fertilis. Thus, there are no published illustrations 
of the species 0. bassleri. 

The form here under study is considered to be 0. bas- 
sleri primarily because of the large size. It has never been 
reported as occuring in the lower Eden (Fulton), but the 
specimens from the Fulton agree specifically with ones from 
the Cynthiana. In the description given by Foerste, it is dif- 
ficult to distinguish it from many other Dalmanellidae ex- 
cept for the size. In contrasting it with 0. emacerata, how- 
ever, the description seems to point to the Fulton form as 
belongmg to the species O. bassleri as erected by Foerste for 
a Cynthiana type. 

Description.—External morphology: Profile biconvex; 
maximum convexity at about mid-length; outline sub-circu- 
lar; hmge line straight, shorter than the maximum shell 
width; lateral margins rounded; anterior margin weakly 
sulcate. 

Pedicle valve moderately convex; beak suberect; inter- 
area triangular, small for size of species, anacline to ortho- 
cline; delthyrium triangular, open with basal length equal to 
about one-third of the entire length of the interarea; umbo 
small, broad fold present, dying out gradually anteriorly. 

Brachial valve slightly convex, less than the pedicle 
valve; interarea low, slightly curved, orthocline; notothyr- 
lum triangular, open, filled partially by the cardinal process; 
sulcus shallow, poorly defined. 

Ornamentation multicostellate, costellae widely spread 
and few in number as compared to other species of this 
genus; prominent growth lines present, with no minute ones 
111 the furrows. 

Test punctate. 
Internal morphology: Brachial valve. Cardinal process 

small, myophore and shaft both divided with strong fissure 
at mid-line; median ridge slender, dying out rapidly anter- 
iorly and dividing the adductor scars longitudinally; brach- 
iophores small, vertically  diiected and  very slightly diver- 
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gent; fiitirc- carclinalia conliiicil to a small area ol posterior 
portion of valve; little or no callous deposits surrounding the 
bases of the hrachiophores; muscle area small, confined to 
the posterior portion of the valve, anterior scars larger than 
the posterior pair; sockets small, shallow; denticles present. 

No pallial sinuses present. 
Pedicle valve. Delthyrial cavity of moderate depth; 

teeth small, curved at extremity posteriorly, divergent; den- 
tal plates strong, extending lateral to the diductor muscle 
scars, crural fossettes shallows, on anterior edge of teeth; 
shallow accessory socket located on posterior edge of teeth; 
muscle area elevated on a callosity, bilobed. No pallial 
sinuses   present. 

Occurrence.—Eden age. Fulton. 
Measurements.—Few specimens were found in the Ful- 

ton. The dimensions of two specimens are included below. 
The species is much larger than any other of the Dalmanel- 
lidae found. 
UCM No. ' Length Width    Hinge line/Width 

(mm.) (mm.) 
34820 20.2 23.4 7.4 
34821 19.1 24.2 7.1 

Onniella meeki (Miller) 
Plate 19, figures 1-24; Plate 20, figures 1-10 

1873.    Ort/iis  emacerata  Hall,   (piirlim)   Meek,  Geol.  Sur.  Ohio,   I'al. 
vol. 1, pt. 2, p. 109, pi. 8, figs. 1 a-c, 2 a-g {rioii, pi. 8, fig. Id. = 
D. faiimountensis Foerste). 

1875.   Orthis mrcki Miller, Cincinnati. Quart. Jour. Sci.,  vol. 2, p. 20. 
1879.   Orthis jugosa James, Paleontology, Cat. of Lower Silurian Foss. 

of the Cincinnati Group, p. 11. 
1892.   h'oii Urt/iis mecki Miller,  Hall  and  Clarke,  Pal. of New York, 

vol. 8, pt. 1, pi. 5C, figs. 3 non. = Orthis corpulrnta Sardeson. 
1892.   Orthis  IrstUiiinariu   Dalman,  partim   Hall   and  Clarke,   Pal.  of 

New York, vol. 8, pt. 1, pi. 5 B, figs. 32-37. 
1892.   Orthis Irstudinarai  Dalman,  Hall,   Eleventh  Annual  Report  of 

the State Geol. of New York for the Year  1891, p. 270, pi.  11, 
figs. 6, 7, 11. 

1895.   Non Orthis (Datmanclla) Icstudinaria, \ar., mrvki Miller, Win- 
chell  and  Schuchert, Geol. of  Minnesota,  Pal.,  vol.  3,  pt.   1,  p. 
445, pi.  33, figs. 25-29 noti. Orthis corpulrnta Sardeson. 

1897.   Orlhis  mcrki  Miller,  Sardeson,   .American  Geol.,  vol.   19,   p.  98, 
pi. 4, figs. 24-29. 

1908. Datmanclla Icstudinaria var. mrcki Miller, Comings, m Geol. 
and Nat. Resources, Thirty-Second Annual Rept., p. 899, pi. 33, 
figs. 6-6g. 

1909. Datmanclla mccki Miller, Foerste, Bull. Sci. Lab. Denison llniv., 
vol. 14,. p. 218, pi. 4, figs. 16a,b. 

1910. Datmanclla mccki Miller, Schuchert and Twenhofel, Bull. Geol. 
Soc. of .\mer., vol. 21, p. 696. 

1917. Dalmanclla jui/'Jsa suhplicafa Foerste, The Ottawa Naturalist, 
vol. 31, p. 99, pi. 4, figs. 4A-C. 

1928.   Dalmanclla  mccki Miller,   Twenhofel, (ieol. of Aniicosti  Island, 
Can. Geol. Sur., Mem. 154, p. 178. 

1931. Dalmanclla mccki Miller,  McFarlan, in The PaL of Kentucky, 
Kentucky (U-ol.  Sur.,  vol.  36,  p. 712,  pi.  15, figs. 2,3. 

1932. Dalmanclla mccki Miller, Schuchert and Cooper, F'eabody Mus. 
Nat.  Hist., Mem.,  vol. 4,  pt.  1,  pi.  17, figs.  10,20-24,33. 

1939.   Dalmanclla   mccki  Miller,  Bucher,  Caster  and  Jones,   Element. 
Oescr. of Cincinnati. Foss., pi. 5, figs. 32-35. 

1944.   Rrsscrrlla   (Onnirlla)    mccki   Miller,   Cooper,   ;/;   Shimer   and 
Shrock, Index Fossils of North. Amer., p. 353, pi. 138, fig". 1I-I+. 

1952.   Dalmanclla Icstudinaria var. jugosa James, Roger, in Traite de 
Paleontologie, vol. 2, p. 67, pi. 3, fig. 1. 

1952. Rcsscrclla mccki Miller, Moore, in Moore, Lalicker, and Fisher, 
Invert. Fossils, p. 232, fig. 6-22, 4a-d. 

1953. Rcsscrclla   mccki  Miller,  Shrock   and    Twenhofel,  Principles  of 
Paleont., p. 328, fig. 9-46, A-D. 

Diagnosis.—Variable species, numerous, minute con- 
centric growth lines; large cardmal process present in brach- 
ial valve; pedicle valve musculature deeply impressed and 
bilobed anteriorly. Some specimens transverse with deep 
sulcus in brachial valve, other more circular and ill-defined 
sulcus. 

Discussian.—The original description of this species 
appeared under the name Orthis emacerata Hall (Meek, p. 
109, pi. 8, f^gs. 1,2). The error was detected by Miller (1875, 
p. 20) when he repeated Meek's original description and the 
specific name Orthis meeki Miller was given to the form. 
The original description of Meek's was as follows. 

Shell small, plano-convex, rather depressed, transversely truncato- 
suhoval, the length being about five-sixths its breadth; hinge line per- 
haps always a little shorter than the greatest breadth of the valves; 
lateral margins generally rounding to the hinge, most prominent at or 
a little behind the middle, and rounding to the front, which is usually 
somewhat straightened, or very faintly sinuous, at the middle; or 
presents a regular semicircular outline. 

Dorsal valve nearly flat, or slightly convex on each side of a shal- 
low mesial sinus, that commences very narrow at the beak, and usually 
widens rather rapidly to the front; beak very small, scarcely project- 
ing beyond the edge of the area, and not incurved; area low at the 
middle, and narrowing off to nothing at the lateral extremities of the 
hinge, slightly arched, and directed obliquely backward, foramen very 
small, and filled by the cardinal process. Interior very shallow, and 
provided with a slender medial ridge that extends about half way for- 
ward, from the hinge, between the muscular impressions, which are 
not usually well defined; scars of posterior of adductor muscles smaller 
and usually deeper, than the anterior, and situated close back under 
the brachial processes; those of the anterior pair three or four times 
the size of the posterior, sub-oval in form, and extending to near the 
middle of the valve; cardinal process very small and trifid; brachial 
processes comparitively rather stout and prominent; internal surface 
having the radiating striae of the exterior rather distinctly impressed 
through, as it were, in consequence of the thinness of the shell, and 
finely granular, the granules being apparently connected with the 
punctate structure of the shell. 

Ventral vaKe compressed-convex, the greatest convexity being 
near, or a little behind the middle, along a more or less prominent 
undefined ridge, that sometimes, but not always, imparts a sub-carinate 
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appearance to the central and umbonal regions; beak small, projecting 
somewhat beyond that of the other valve, and with its sharplv defined 
edges sloping to the lateral extremities of the hinge, directed and arched 
obliquely backward with the beak; foramen having nearlv the form 
of an equilateral triangle, but rather narrowed upward to the apex of 
the beak, and partly occupied by the cardinal process of the other 
valve. Interior showing the teeth to be moderately prominent; con- 
cavity for the muscular impressions very shallow, small, somewhat 
bifid anteriorly, and not defined by a very distinct marginal ridge; 
scars of divaricator muscles apparently narrow, and sitviated on each 
side of a shallow mesial impression, which seems to include, far back 
at its posterior end. those of the very small adductors, merely sepa- 
rated from each other by a hair line; impressions of ventral adjustor 
muscles apparently wider and shorter than those of the divaricators; 
striae and fine granules of the interior as in the other valve. 

Surface of both valves ornamented by numerous, distinct radiating 
striae, that usually bifurcate about three times between the beak and 
free margins; posterior lateral striae so strongly curved that a pair of 
them run out on the hinge line. Numerous very minute, equally dis- 
posed, concentric lines, may also be seen by the aid of a magnifier. 
most distinctly defined in the furrows between the much larger radiat- 
ing striae; while a few distant, sub-imbricating, stronger marks of 
growth are usually seen in the adult shells. 

Length of a medium-sized mature specimen, 0.60 inch; breadth 
0.75 inch; convexity, 0.25 inch. 

Miller pointed out that figure.s 2 a-g of Meek are the 
typical specimens and Foerste (1909, p. 218) subsequently 
designated these as the t\-pes of Orchis meeki Miller. Foerste 
also stated that, "these types cannot be found." Meek placed 
the occurrence of this form, "at an elevation of 250 feet above 
the Ohio; this being the typical form, like Prof. Hall's fig. 1, 
in the Regent's Report (1862)." However, figure 1 of Hall is 
the type for O. emacerata Hall, so it is impossible to know 
which form Meek referred to. Miller (1875, p. 22) placed the 
occurrence at "a range from 300 to 400 feet above the low 
watermark, at Cincinnati." He further stated, "It has not 
been found associated with the 0. emacerata and so far as 
known, has a range commencing about fifty feet above the 
range of the latter, and extending to near the top of the 
exposure of the Lower Silurian rocks." 

James (1879, p. 31) described a form, Orthis jugosa 
James as follows, 

Transversely sub-oval in outline; length and breadth about as 6 
to 7; cardinal line less than the widest part below, sometimes not o- er 
2/3; regularly rounded from the cardinal line to the lateral margins 
and to the front. More or less sinuous in front, caused by a rather 
broad mesial sinus in the dorsal valve, which is plano-convex, and a 
mesial ridge on the ventral valve, quite sharp in some cases, in others 
but little conspicuous above the regular prominent convexity. Beak of 
ventral valve projecting and incurved, that of the dorsal valve very 
slightly projecting and almost imperceptibly incurved. .Area triangular. 
Foramen in the ventral valve triangular. Surface of both valves cov- 
ered with rather fine radiating striae which divide two or three times 
before reaching the margins, and are crossed by much finer transverse 
concentric lines, conspicuous under  a  magnifier on  unworn  examples. 

The outer striae at the beak form a short curve and terminate on the 
cardinal line. 

Different examples vary in size from J4 of an inch to one inch in 
diameter, and a thickness through the middle of the valves from >s to 
■\s of an inch. 

This form has been considered as a synonym of 0. \ 
77ieeki Miller (Bassler, 1915, p. 380; Schuchert," 1897, p. I 
205). From the description (no illustrations were given) it '. 
must certainlv be considered as a svnonym of 0. meeki { 
Miller. 

Hall and Clarke ( 1892, pi. 5B, figs. 32-37, pi. 5C, fig. \ 
3 ) illustrated forms which have been considered by various I 
authors as Orthis meeki Miller. However, Sardeson (1897, p. I 
101) stated that pi. 5C, figs. 3 is Ortliis corpulenta Sarde- | 
son. Plate 5B, figures 32-37 were from Cincinnati, Ohio, and j 
figures 32-35 are the same as the forms here under considera- 
tion, i. e., O. meeki Miller. Figure 36, and 37, which is an ' 
enlargement of figure 36, show what appears to be fulcra] | 
plates bounding the sockets. Concerning this illustration, : 
Opik (1933, p. 16) stated, "those illustrations indicated by i 
Hall and Clarke, plate 5B most clearly display the "fulcral i 
plates"." Because in no specimens under consideration in \ 
this study have true fulcral plates been observed, it is as- 
sumed that these are the type of structure made by the com- i 
bination of the denticles and the callosity at the base of the ' 
brachiophores explained in this paper. \ 

Sardeson (1897, p. 98) had this to say concerning O. 
meeki, "Specimens of 0. meeki of small size, but apparently I 
immature ones, have been collected at Cincinnati, Ohio, at \ 
about 200 feet elevation above the Ohio River. Larger ones ' 
have been received from Oxford and Lebanon, Ohio, and ; 
Madison, Indiana. The vertical range may therefore be said , 
to include the whole upper half of the Cincinnati series, at ! 
least. It is not known yet in the area of Maquoketa series. I 
It is associated with 0. multisecta Meeki." I 

In  comparing O. meeki with 0. multisecta,  Sardeson I 
further stated, "Orthis meeki is larger, hence more loosely ' 
plicated than 0. multisecta Meek, but the plication is in gen- 
eral alike. Orthis meeki is less convex, and has a stronger | 
median fold and sinus than the other, and is easily mistaken ! 
for 0. emacerata Hall, from which, however, it has a quite ' 
different plication and surface ornamentation. The interior 
of the valves, so far as seen, are very much like 0. multi- 
secta, but the thickening of tlir shell nuikcs deeper muscle 
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scars oil tlif dorsal valve and a narrower nnisclf area of the 
ventral valve." O. meeki is not found associated with O. 
mu/tisfitii and is easily distinguished from O. emacerata. 

Foerste (1909, p. 218), in a rather lengthy discussion 
pertaining to the legitimacy of the specific name, 0. mccki 
Miller, as a Richmond form, came to the conclusion that 
such a great amount of confusion existed in regard to tin- use 
of the name it would be better to drop it altogether in favor 
of 0. jugosii James. As stated above Meek first described 
and illustrated 0. meeki Miller under the name 0. emacerata 
Hall, and Miller subsequently designated the form as a new 
species, O. meeki. Meek stated that the form occurred at 
250 feet above low water mark, and Foerste said that placed 
it in the Fairmount beds. 

0. meeki Miller was placed in synonymy with 0. ema- 
cerata Hall by James (1879, p. 11) at the same time he 
described the new species 0. jitgosa from the Richmond. Mil- 
ler, on the other hand, in setting aside 0. meeki stated that 
the form could be easily distinguished from 0. emacerata. It 
would then appear that Miller had the larger Richmond form 
{O. meeki) in mind when he named that species. That also 
seems apparent in placing the horizon of occurrence in the 
Fairmount. Meek was mistaken, and as a result of this, 
James considered what came to be regarded 0. fairmmiii- 
tensis Foerste to be Meek's form and placed it under 0. ema- 
cerata Hall. Both of these latter two forms tend to be trans- 
verse forms while 0. meeki could hardly be mistaken for 
0. emacerata. Foerste believed that Meek's illustrations 
(1873, pi. 2 a-g) could represent a larger form of 0. miilti- 
secta Meek. Foerste (1909, p. 217) considered that plate 8, 
figure 1 d of Meek was actually Dalmanella jairmountensis 
Foerste, so that Meek had illustrated a heterogeneous group 
of specimens and this, in addition to the questionable hori- 
zon designation, caused the confusion. As Miller (1875, p. 
109) designated plate 8, figures 2 a-g as the type, the specific 
name 0. meeki Miller must stand. Because of the confusion 
described above, Foerste preferred the name 0. jugosa. 

This species is extremely variable, and one can see a 
complete gradation from one type to the other. The one type 
is transverse, coarsely costellate, strongly sulcate, and has a 
relatively wide hinge line. Few prominent growth lines are 
visible. The second type is a more circular form, shorter 
hinge line, more convex and the sulcus and fold are more 

poorly defined. It one views the two extremes of this species, 
rliey appear to be distinct. Intermediate forms can be found, 
however, when abundant material is present for study. For 
this reason the Richmond forms are here considered to bc 
one species. 

The variability extends to the interior of the valves. 'l"he 
cardinal process can be seen as a small, bilobed one to a 
|)rocess which entirely occupies the space between the bra- 
chiophores. Also a wide variation is seen in the pedicle mus- 
culature. This species seems particularly susceptible to 
changing ecologic conditions, but the characteristic minute 
growth lines are always visible on well-preserved specimens. 

Description.—External morphology: Profile biconvex; 
maximum convexity near mid-length; outline varying con- 
siderably from subcircular to widely transverse; hinge line 
straight, shorter than greatest width of valve but variable; 
lateral margins narrowly rounded; anterior margin rounded, 
faintly to strongly sulcate. 

Pedicle valve strongly convex, much deeper than bra- 
chial valve; beak suberect, prominent; interarea triangular, 
high for genus, curved, anacline to orthocline; delthyrium 
triangular, open, with basal length equal to about one-fifth 
of the entire length of the interarea; umbo swollen, continu- 
ing anteriorly into a broad, shallow sulcus in some specimens 
to sharp in others. 

Brachial valve slightly convex; interarea moderate, 
slightly curved, orthocline; notothyrium triangular, open, 
filled by the cardinal process, which is visible from exterior; 
sulcus originates in region immediately anterior to hinge line, 
gentle to very sharp but always present. 

Test punctate. 
Internal morphology: Brachial valve. Cardinal process 

extremely variable, myophore in young specimens usually 
bifid, but in mature and gerontic forms may become multi- 
lobate and large, sometimes filling entire area between bra- 
chiophores, shaft large; median ridge high, dividing the 
adductor muscle scars longitudinally, dying out abruptly at 
anterior edge of muscle scars; brachiophores large, curved at 
extremities and very divergent; strong callosities developed 
in area surrounding the base of brachiophores in mature and 
gerontic specimens; no fulcral plates; muscle area deeply 
impressed, variable in outline, the anterior adductor scars the 
larger, muscle field  reaching one-half way to  the  anterior 
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margin. Prominent denticle present, projecting antero-lat- 
erally from the hinge Hne and forming the lateral boundary 
of the sockets; sockets deep. No pallia! sinuses observed. 

Pedicle valve. Delthyrial cavity deep; teeth large, 
cur\-ed back toward posterior margin; dental plates weak, 
extending slightly anterior to teeth; crural fossettes deep, on 
anterior edge of teeth; accessory sockets present on posterior 
edge of teeth; muscle area reaching one-third of overall shell 
length, diductor scars always bilobed and somewhat vari- 
able; adjustor scars sometimes visible lateral to the diductor 
scars. No pallial smuses observed. 

Occurrence.—Richmond age. Kxtends from the Arnlieim 
through the Waynesville, particularly abundant in the 
Clarksville and the Fort Ancient members. In some locali- 
ties this species is extremely abundant. 

Measurements.—Listed below are the dimensions of 2.i 
whole specimens from five different localities. 

I CM. So. /.,«<///; truth ThUktuss          Hi,:,/ f lin, 
{mm.) {mm.) {mm.)                     ii 'idlh 

Locality   1 
34872.1 14.8 16.4 7.9 68 
34843 14.3 17.7 5.5 79 
34872.2 13.8 15.5 6.7 71 
34872.3 16.6 20.8 7.4 74 
34847 14.3 17.2 7.0 71 
34872.4 13.4 15.6 5.9 71 

34872.5 12.7 16.1 5.7 65 
34872.6 13.6 16.6 5.9 72 
Localiiv 5 
34873.1 13.6 17.7 6.6 69 

34873.2 15.4 18.8 6.1 78 
34873.3 14.6 15.9 7.5 63 

34842 16.0 18.4 8.6 78 
34873.4 15.7 17.5 7.4 64 

I.ocalitv  6 
34874.1' 16.5 18.0 7.8 69 

34874.2 16.0 18.5 6.8 77 

34874.3 16.8 17.7 8.0 79 

34874.4 17.6 18.7 8.7 72 
Localitv  2 
34845 16.9 19.0 7.9 71 

34875 16.5 18.6 7.2 76 

Localitv  7 
34875.1 12.3 16.5 5.4 77 

34876.2 12.5 17.0 5.4 79 

34876.3 14.6 16.2 7.0 69 

34876.4 13.8 16.7 5.1 75 

Onniella multisecta (Meek) 
Plate 20, figures 11-31 

1871. Somen nuda Orthis mullisrrla James, Paleontology, Catalogue 
of the Low.  Sil.  Foss. of  the  Cinti.  Group,  p.  10. 

1873. Orthis rmacerata var. multisecta James, Meek, Geol. Sur. Ohio, 
Pal., vol. 1, pt. 2, p.  112, pi. g, fig. 3,   ? pi. 8, figs. 1  a-c. 

1874. .•■ Orthis (yilus James, Cincinnati Quart. Jour. Sci., vol.  1, p. 19. 
1875. Orthis multisecta James, Miller, Cincinnati Quart. |our. Sci., 

vol.   2,   p.   22. 
1889. Orthis emacerata var. multisecta Meek, Lesley, Geol. of Penn- 

sylvania., Foss. of Penn., vol. 2, p. 515, figs. 
1897. Orthis multisecta Meek, Sardeson, Amer. Geol., vol. 19, p. 97, 

pi. 4, figs. 20-23. 
1908. Dalmanella testudinaria var. multisecta Meek, Cumings, in 

Geol. and N'at. Resources, Thirtv-Second Annual Report, p. 
901,  pi.  33,  figs. 4-4c. ' ! 

1909. Dalmanella multisecta Meek, Bassler, Bull. Virginia Geol. 
Sur.,  2a,  pi.  14,  figs. 4-6. 

1909. Dalmanella multisecta Meek, Foerste, Bull. Sci. Lab. Denison 
Univ., vol. 14, p. 217. 

1931. Dalmanella multisecta Meek, McFarlan, in The Pal. of Ken- 
tucky,  Kentucky  Geol.  Sur.,  vol.  36,  p.  70. 

1939. Dalmanella multisecta Meek, Bucher, Caster and Jones, Element. 
Descr.  of Cincinnati  Foss.,  pi. 2,  figs.  5-8. 

19+4. Resserella multisecta Meek, Cooper, in Index Foss. of North 
.\merica, p. 353, pi. 138, figs. 15-18. 

Diagnosis.—Small shell, subcircular in outline; numer- 
ous minute growth lines present; muscle scars in both valves 
well-defined. 

Discussion.— This form was originally designated as a 
new species by James ( 1S71, p. 10), but without description 
or illustration. Thus it is a nomen nudum, and the credit for 
the species must go to Meek (187.3, p. 112, pi. 8, fig. 3), who 
described and illustrated it as Orthis emacerata var. multi- 
secta James. Because Meek erroneously described O. meeki 
under the specific name 0. emacerata, he was in effect con- 
sidering 0. multisecta as a variety of O. meeki. He described 
the species as follows: 

This form, although sonn-what variable, differs from the last 
O. emacerata, i.e. O. meeki in being smaller, slightly less transverse, 
and in ha\ing its dorsal valve generally flatter, with usually but 
not always, a less defined mesial sinus; and its ventral valve with a 
less prominent mesial ridge. Its surface striae are also a shade finer, 
and the minute concentric lines in the furrows between the striae 
more distinct. The granules of its entire internal surface are likewise 
a little finer  and  more crowded. 

The cavity for the reception of the muscle scars of its ventral 
valve is also proportionally a little smaller, and sometimes differs 
from the last, in wanting the bilobed character anteriorly, seen in 
the same part of that shell. There are again, some slight differences 
in the form and proportions of the muscular scars of its other valve, 
but I  am not quite sure that these  are constant. 

One of the largest specimens gives the following measurements; 
Length,  0.50  inch;   breadth,  0.58   inch;  convexity,  0.20   inch. 

Meek   also   stated   that   this   species   "ranges   upward 
about 200 feet above low-water mark of the Ohio River." ' 
While the above description  is by  no means  complete,  it 
does, with  the illustrations given, serve  to distinguish  the 
form  as a distinct sjiecies. The  illusrr;itiiins  agree in every 
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detail witli tlu' form.s cimcurly uiuliT study. It is possiljlc :is 
Focrste (1909, p. 217) later stated that the figures la-c on 
plate 8 of Meek (1873) are also 0. multi.u'cta Meek. 

Miller (187.=;, p. 22) redescrihed (). iiiultisrrta as fol- 

lows : 

Shell small, siiliclrciilar, plano-convex, or sometimes conca\ ii-con- 
vex-, liintje line shorter than llie greatest breadth of the valves; vahes 
thin. 

Dorsal valve nearly flat, or having a concentric depression 
through the iniddle; mesial sinus undefined or indistinct; heak small, 
not incurved; area low at the iniddle and narrowing off to nothing 
at the lateral extremities; foramen very small and filled by the 
cardinal process. Interior flat; mesial ridge extending to about the 
middle of the shell, without any well-defined termination; scars of 
posterior of adductor muscles a little smaller than the anterior pair, 
from which they are separated by a very fine line or more generally, 
not distinctiv separated; cardinal process very small, conical, obscurely 
trifid on the posterior side; brachial processes slender, prominent, 
and directed obliquely forward; surface granular and showing the 
radiating striae. 

Ventral valve convex, with elevated mesial ridge, greatest con- 
vexity just behind the middle; beak arched, projecting slightly; area 
moderate, narrowing laterally; foramen an equilateral triangle, 
partly occupied by the cardinal process of the other valve. Interior 
stronglv concave, showing moderately strong teeth; dental laminae 
extend from the base of the teeth forward, gradually becoming more 
indistinct as they fade away in a circular line to the mesial depres- 
sion, forming a heart-shaped cavity for the muscular scars; surface 
granular  and  showing the  radiating striae. 

Surface of both valves ornamented by fine radiating striae, that 
increase by bifurcation; lateral striae curved so that a few of them 
run out on the hinge line; concentric striae plainly visible with the 
aid of a magnifier, and sometimes visible to the unaided eye; im- 
bricating marks of growth usual. Length of an average full grown 
specimen, 0.5 inch; breadth, 0.58 inch; convexity, 0.2 inch. They inay 
vary from one fourth this size to one half larger. 

Miller further stated, "Differs from Meeki as follows: 
It is smaller, more circular, because of the shorter hinge line; 
dorsal valve flatter and more usually with a concentric inden- 
tation. From emacerata both externally and internally." Mil- 
ler placed the upper range of 0. multisecta at 250 feet above 
the low water-mark at Cincinnati. The concavo-convex out- 
line which Miler referred to in his description is almost cer- 
tainly due to the predominant crushing of specimens. This 
crushing is to be expected, because the form is fairly convex 
and thin-shelled. 

Sardeson (1897, p. 97) and Foerste (1909, p. 217) dis- 
cussed 0. multisecta Meek, but added little to vhat had pre- 
viously been said. Foerste stated that the species ranged 
"throughout the Eden formation, into the Mount Hope, and 
the base of the Fairmount beds." 

It is difficult to tell what form James ( 1874, p. 19) had 

in mind when he deserihcd Oriliis cyrlus James. His descrip- 
tion seems to be that of O. multisecta Meek, hut in compar- 
ing the forms from the Eden he stated: 

The shell (). cyrlus resembles O. rmarrrata Hall, but differs in 
the coarser striae and internal markings, and is scarcely half the size 
of the mature specimens of that species. It also bears some rc- 
semblence to O. inultisrctii James, but the ventral valve of that species 
is not compressed, is decidely convex from the free margins, and the 
dorsal valve concave, and it is a more robust shell than this, the 
radiating striae finer,  and  internal markings quite different. 

Thus, the only form described from the lower Eden 
which could possibly conform to this is 0. jultonensis 
Foerste. But it is larger, more robust, and does not present 
the minute concentric growth lines that James described for 
(). cyclus. Therefore 0. cyclus is here considered a synonym 
of 0. multisecta. 

Description:—External morphalogy: Profile biconvex: 
maximum convexity at about mid-length; outline sub- 
circular; hinge line straight, considerably shorter than the 
maximum shell width; lateral margins rounded; anterior 
margin weakly sulcate in mature individuals to almost recti- 
marginate in young specimens. 

Pedicle valve moderately convex; beak suberect; inter- 
area triangular, moderate size, slightly curved, anacline to 
orthocline; delthyrium triangular, open, with basal length 
equal to about one-third of the entire length of the inter- 
area; umbo swollen, continuing forward into a broad fold 
which dies out gradually anteriorly and laterally. 

Brachial valve slightly convex near the apex; interaren 
low, somewhat curved, orthocline; notothj'rium triangular, 
open, filled partially by the cardinal process; sulcus variable, 
difficult to distinguish because nearly all specimens found 
are crushed to some degree. 

Ornamentation multicostellate, with approximately ten 
primary, coarse costellae reaching the beak and unequally 
bifurcating toward the anterior margin until there are about 
thirteen present in a specimen ten mm. long; prominent 
growth lines present in a concentric position, with numerous, 
minute growth lines present in the furrows normal to the 
costellae. 

Test punctate. 
Internal morphology: Brachial valve. Cardinal process, 

small, myophore bifid or rarely trifid, shaft slender; median 
ridge moderately strong, dividing the adductor muscle scars 
longitudinally, dying out anterior to the muscle scars; bra- 
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chiophores well developed, narrow, nearly parallel, oriented 
almost perpendicular to the pedicle valve, supported by shell 
thickenings both on the inner and outer margins; no fulcral 
plates; muscle area large, deeply impressed in older speci- 
mens, of varj'ing shape, but anterior pair of adductors al- 
ways the larger. Small denticle present projecting antero- 
laterally from the hinge line and forming the lateral margin 
for the sockets; sockets deep. No pallial sinuses observed. 

Pedicle valve. Delthyrial cavity deep; teeth large; den- 
tal plates short; crural fossettes deep, on the anterior edge 
of teeth; accessory socket present on the posterior edge of 
the teeth; muscle area of moderate size, always bilobed, with 
diductor scars reaching about one-third the length of the 
valve, variable in width. Pallial sinuses sometimes faintly 
visible. 

Occurrence.—Eden and Maysville age. Present in the 
Southgate member up to the Mt. Auburn. Forms prolific 
limestone ledges at the top of the McMicken and again at 
the top of the Mt. Hope. 

Measurements.—Listed below are nine specimens from 
four different localities. In places where there is an asterisk 
( * ) instead of a thickness, the specimen was so crushed that 
anv measurement would have been inaccurate. 

Thickness llinor liiir/ 
I mm.) ifiJt/i 

4.6 
3.8 

i■c.^r. A 0. Unylh If ill/i 
[mm.) (mm.) 

Local iiv 11 
34S62 n.i 1+.7 
3+861 11.+ l+.l 
3+863 8.7 11.2 
I.ocalitv 9 
3+847 8.7 10.7 
3+8+2 9.9 11.2 
Locality 12 
3+867 12.9 1+.8 
3+866 l+.O 16.3 
3+868 11.5 13.7 
Localitv 10 
3+855 1 + .7 16.0 

Onniella fultonensis (Foerste) 
Plate 20, figures 3240 

1909.   Dalmanella   emaccrata   Hall,   Focrstc,   Bull.   Sci.   Lab.   ntiiUnn 
I'niv., vol.  I+, pi. 7, fig.  1. 

1912.   IJalmanrlla  fullunrns'u   Foerste,  Bull.   Sci.   Lab,   Dcnison   Iniv., 
vol.   17,   p.   129. 

Diagnosis.—Outline somewhat circular, hinge line 
shorter than in 0. emacerata (Hall) and coarser costellae 
than in that species; thin-shelled; strong dental plates pres- 
ent in the pedicle valve. 

Discussion.— This form was set aside as a separate spe- 
cies by Foerste (1912, p. 129) when, under a discussion of! 
the species Dalmanella emacerata Hall, he made the follow-r 
ing statement, | 

It is now evident that typical DalmaniUa rmarciata must not( 
he identified with the much more closely striated form found in i 
the Fulton bed, 2 feet above the crinoidal top of the so-called Trenton i 
rock as exposed in the first ward in Cincinnati, Ohio. These specimens ( 
from the Fulton beds, for which the name Dalmanrlla fultonrnsis i 
(Bull. Denison Univ., vol, XIV, plate VII, Fig. 1) is here proposed,, 
are much more coarsely striate, having only about 10 striae in a width i 
oT 5 mm. In coarseness of striae they are more nearly allied to the! 
Dalmanrlla  multisccta  type of shell. ' 

One illustration was given by Foerste (cited above) i 
erroneously under the name Dalmanella emacerata. This< 
photograph is a pedicle exterior and shows a specimen withi 
more coarse costellae than Onniella emacerata, and a more) 
rounded outline. The photograph of Foerste and the speci-'j 
mens under study agree in both of these features. 

In poorly preserved specimens it is sometimes difficult^ 
to distinguish 0. emacerata from 0. fultonensis, but when a( 
well-preserved specimen of each is observed the above statedl 
differences become apparent. To the writer's knowledge thej 
only discussion and illustration published is the one cited^ 
above. | 

Description. — External inorphology: Profile plano-< 
convex to slightly biconvex; maximum convexity near the-j 
posterior margin; outline somewhat circular but not so muchu 
as in Onniella multisecta Meek; hinge line straight, shorter! 
than the greatest width of the shell, but somewhat variable;; 
lateral margins rounded with the same degree of roundingi 
continuing around the anterior margin; anterior margin] 
weakly sulcate. 

Pedicle valve convex; umbo prominent; beak suberect;j 
interarea triangular, low, slightly curved, anacline to ortho-i 
cline; delthyrium triangular, open, with basal length equall 
to about one-fourth of the entire length of the interarea;! 
prominent fold present, dying out rapidly anteriorly. 

Brachial valve slightly convex; interarea low, slightly! 
curved, orthocline; notothyrium triangular, open, filled byi 
the cardinal process; sulcus shallow. 

Ornamentation multicostellate, moderately coarse fori 
the genus, with prominent growth lines present; no minute! 
growth lines. 
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Internal morpholoyy^.— Brachial valvc.Cardinal process 
small, niyophore quadrilobate, shaft slender, superposed 
upon the median ridge; median ridge wide, dymg out anter- 
ior to the adductor muscle scars and dividing them longitu- 
dinally; brachiophores of moderate size, curved toward the 
mid-line of the valve at its extremity and divergent; callosi- 
ties developed at the bases of the brachiophores, curving 
toward the hinge line and laterally defining the sockets; no 
fulcral plates; muscle area poorly defined, posterior and 
anterior adductor scars not divisible. No pallial sinuses 
observed. 

Pedicle valve. Delth}rial cavity shallow; teeth moder- 
ate, curved toward the lateral margins and widely diver- 
gent; dental plates strong, divergent, continuing anteriorly 
past the teeth; crural fossettes shallow, on anterior edge of 
the teeth; accessory sockets present on the posterior edge of 
the teeth; muscle area reaching one-third of overall shell 
length, diductor scars bilobed, but not deeply impressed. No 
pallial sinuses observed. 

Occurrence.—Eden age. This species is not abundant 
and occurs in the lower Eden, the Economy, and Fulton 
beds. 

Measurmenets.—The following measurements are of 12 
whole specimens from two different localities. No figures 
are given for the thickness, because all specimens under 
study were crushed at least to some degree, and thus the 
values become meaningless. 

3+820.1 
34820.2 
34820.3 
34820.4 
34820.5 
34820.6 
34820.7 
34820.8 

Length Width 
{mm.) (mm.) 

14.9 15.9 
14.2 19.6 
13.5 18.0 
15.3 17.9 
15.6 19.2 
12.8 16.6 
15.4 17.5 
13.0 15.6 

Hingr  linr/H'ullh 

.76 

.80 

.71 

.70 

.75 

.68 

.71 

.66 

Onniella emacerata (Hall) 
Plate 21, figures 116 

I860.   Orihis   i-mac-rata   Hall,   Regents   Thirteenth   State   Cab.  Report, 
New  York,  p.   121. 

1862.   Orthis emacirata Hall   ipartim), Regents'  Fifteenth  State  Cah. 
Report, New York, pi. 2, fig. 1   (rion pi. 2, figs. 2, 3). 

1862.   Orihis   emacerata   Hall,   Billings,   Can.   Naturalist   and   Geol., 
vol.  7,  p.  393.   (Fide VVinchell,  N.  H.  and  Schuchert,  C,  1895, 
Geol. of Minn., Pal., vol. 3, pt. 1, p. 445). 

IS73. 

1875. 

1883. 

1889. 

1892. 

1892. 

1895. 

1895. 

1907. 

1908. 

1909. 

1909. 

1909. 

1909. 

1909. 

1912. 

1912. 

1931. 

1932. 

1939. 

I.  Siir.  Ohio,  Pal.,  vol. 

Sci., 

,\i,n   Orthis   rmairratu   Hall,   Meek,  ( 
1, pt. 2, p.  109, pi. 8, figs,  la-d, 2a-g. 
Orthis   emarerata   Hall,   Miller,   Cincinnati   Quart.   Jou 
p.  24. 
Orthis emacerata Hall, Second .\nnual Report, New  York State 
Geol.,  pi.  34,  figs.  14,  15. 
Orthis  emacerata  Hall,   ipartim)   Lesley, Geol.  of Pennsylvania 
Fossils of Penn.,  vol. 2, p.  515, pi. 3h,fig.  I   (Hall,  1862)   nun 
pi. 3b, figs. 2, 3   (Hall, 1862); figs. 1 a-d, 2 a-g (.Vleeks, 1873). 
Orthis  marrior Sardeson, Bull.  Minnesota Acad. Nat. Sci.,  vol. 
3, pi. 5, fig. 5, 6, 7.. 
Orthis   {Dahnanclla)   emacerata   Hall,   Hall   and   Clarke,   Pal. 
of New  York,  vol. 8, pt.  1, pi. 5C, figs.  1, 2. 
Orihis   (Dalmanella)   testudinaria, var.   emacerata  Hall,  Win- 
chell  and  Schuchert,  Geol.  of Minnesota,  Pal.,  vol.  3,  pt.  1    p. 
445,  pi.  33,   figs. 23,  24. 

Cieol.   Sur.   of  Missour 

ipartim)    Grabau   and 
1,  p. 260,  fig. 311,  i,  j, 

vol.   5, 

Shimer, 
k   {non 

Orihis  emacerata  Hall,  Keyes 
pt.  2,   p.   58. 
Dalmanella   emacerata   Hall, 
North  .\mer.  Index  Foss.,  vol. 
fig.   311,   1,   m). 
Dalmanella testudinaria var. emacerata Hall, Cumings, in Geol. 
and Nat. Resources, Thirty-Second Annual Report, p. 898, pi. 
33, figs. 5, 5a. 
Dalmanella emacerata Hall, Foerste, Bull. Sci. Lab. Denison 
Univ., vol.  14, p. 214, pi. 5, fig.  1. 
Dalmanella emacerata-filosa Foerste, Bull. Sci. Lab. Denison 
Univ.,  vol. 14, p. 214, pi. 4, fig.  1. 
Non Dalmanella emacerata Hall, Foerste, Bull. Sci. Lab. Deni- 
son Univ., vol. 14, p. 321, 322, pi. 7, fig. 1 (non=D. fultonensis 
Foerste). 
Dalmanella hrei'iculus Foerste, Bull. Sci. Lab. Denison Univ., 
vol.   14,  p.  216. 
Dalmanella hrcviculus Foerste, Bull. Sci. Lab. Denison Univ., 
vol.  14,  p.  322,  pi.  7,  fig.  5. 
Dalmanella emacerata Hall, Foerste, Bull. Sci. Lab. Denison 
Univ.,  vol.  17, p.  128, pi. 8, figs.  3.\,  B. 
Dalmanella emacerata-brevicula Foerste, Bull. Sci. Lab. Deni- 
son Univ., vol. 17, p. 129. 
Dalmanella   emacerata   Hall,   McFarlan,   in   The  Pal.   of  Ken- 
tucky,  Kentucky Geol. Sur.,  vol. 36,  p.  70,  pi. 9, figs.  15-18. 
Dalmanella   emacerata   Hall,   Schuchert   and   Cooper,   Peabody 
Mus. of Nat. Hist., Mem., vol. 4, pt.  1, pi.  17, fig. 22. 
Dalmanella   emacerata   Hall,   Bucher,   Caster,   and   Jones,   Ele- 
mentary  Descr.  of Cinncinnati  Foss.,  pi.  2,  figs.  3,  4. 

Diagnosis.—Medium to large size shells; transverse to 
subrectangular in outline; numerous fine costellae; ex- 
tremely thin-shelled, and nearly all specimens found are 
crushed. 

Discussion.—The species, Orthis emacerata Hall was 
originally described by Hall ( 1860, p. 121) as follows: 

Shell semielliptical, length and width about as five to seven; 
hinge-line nearly equalling the width of the shell. Dorsal valve flat, 
with a slight depression down the center; area extremely narrow. 
Ventral valve depressed convex, slightly elevated at the beak, which 
is  inclined  over  the  area,  but  scarcely  incurved;   an   undefined   ele- 
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vation extending from the umbo towards the front, and sometimes 
quite to the margin of the shell:  area narrow,  almost linear. 

Surface finely striated; striae bifurcating upwards, and running 
out on the hinge-line. Interior of the dorsal valve with two small 
teeth and a small cardinal process; valves thin. This species has the 
form and general character of Orthis tcstudinaria; but the shell is 
much thinner than the species ordinarily in the same formation, 
and the striae arc finer, there being at least twenty more on the 
margin in shells of equal size. The depression in the center of the 
dorsal valve, and the elevation in the center of the ventral valve, are 
far less conspicuous or scarcely marked in some specimens, while 
the hinge-line as always proportionally longer than in O. trstuJinarla. 

Geological formation and locality. In the shales of the Hudson- 
River group near Cincinnati, Ohio. Also collected in Iowa and 
Wisconsin. 

No illii.stratioii apptared at thi.s time, but Hall in 1862 
(pi. 2, figs. 1,2,3) figured three unlike specimens; figure 1 
was a brachial exterior, while figures 2 and 3 were pedicle 
interiors. The outline of each is different, and it seems 
likely that they are three different species. Hall stated that 
they are all from the same "geologic position", but it is 
impossible to know from which of the localities listed in the 
original description he was referring. However the descrip- 
tion and figure 1 appear to be the same. Both figures 2 and 
3 have much wider interareas on the pedicle valve and the 
hinge Hne, particularly in figure 3, cannot be described as 
nearly equalling the width of the shell. 

Meek ( 1873, p. 109) described a form which according 
to the description, is similar to the one given by Hall for 
0. emacerata Hall, but with the important addition as fol- 
lows : 

Surface of both valves ornamented by numerous, distinct radi- 
ating striae, that usually bifurcate about three times between the 
beak and free margins; posterior lateral striae so strongly curved 
that a pair of them run out on the hinge line. Numerous very 
minute, e(|ually disposed, concentric lines may also be seen by the 
aid of a magnifier most distinctly defined in the furrows between 
the much larger radiating striae; while a few distant, sub-imbricating, 
stronger marks of growth are usually seen  in the adult shells. 

There is little difference between the two descriptions 
except the presence of the minute, concentric growth lines in 
the description of Meek. Meek's illustrations, (pi. 8, figs, 
la-d, 2a-g), however, do not agree with any of Hall's, least 
of all with his figure 1. Therefore, it appears that the two 
descriptions are of different forms. There is a more appre- 
ciable difference between the illustration than is indicated 
from the descriptions. 

Miller ( 1875, p.  124)  repeated the description of Hall 

and stated that this form is not found, to his knowledge 
over 200 feet above the low water mark at Cincinnati. This 
would place it exclusively in the Eden. Miller stated that 
Meek's figures are not 0. emacerata and referred figures 2 a-g 
to the new species Orthis meeki. He further defined 0. ema- 
cerata Hall as follows: 

It is larger than the O. multisrcta, with which it is associated; 
its valves are thinner, striae finer, greatest convexity nearer the beak, 
and nearer semielliptical in form; the muscular impressions on the 
dorsal \'al\'e are larger in proportion to the size of the shell, differ 
little in shape, being irregular, sub-trapezoidal in outline, and the 
cardinal process is more distinctly trifid; the muscular impressions 
on the ventral valve are wider, and better defined, with propor- 
tionally a much stronger indentation on the sides at the line of 
separation of the scars. 

Miller showed no illustration and did not remark upon 
the heterogeneous character of Hall's illustrations. It is dif- 
ficult to know what species Meek was referring to when he 
elaborated Hall's description, as he figured completely' dif- 
ferent forms. However, it can be assumed that Miller had 
the correct form in mind when he discussed 0. emacerata 
Hall, since he placed it in the Lower Cincinnatian, i.e., Eden. 
The present writer has found it from this horizon exclu- 
sively. 

When Hall and Clarke (1892, p. 205) erected the Dal- 
manella group with 0. testudinaria Dalman as type, they 
included 0. emacerata as a species (p. 207, pi. 5C, figs. 1 
and 2) based on forms from Cincinnati, Ohio. They figured 
a brachial interior and a brachial exterior which agree in 
general outline and number of costellae with Hall's figure 
1 of 1862. No description was here included, but the brachial 
interior illustrated does not show fulcral plates to be present. 

Sardeson ( 1892, p. 330, pi. 5, figs. 5, 6, 7) described 
a new species, Orthis macrior Sardeson, which appears to 
be synonymous with (). emacerata Hall (1862, pi. 2, fig. 1). 
In fact Sardeson ( 1897, p. 102) placed it in synonomy with 
O. emacerata. 

Sardeson (1897, p. 103) further elaborated the original 
description by calling attention to the fact that, "Near the 
beak of the ventral valve the single median plication is 
prominent and thence the median fold that expands toward 
the anterior margin, coincides with the fascicle of plica- 
tions." He further stated, "On the ventral valve the muscle 
area is well defined—narrowest on thickened shells, when 
also  the  vascular sinuses  and  ovarian  spaces  are usually 
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well outlined." Sarclcson also pointed out the hick of fine 
concentric ornamentation which 0. multisecta and (). nicfki 

present. 
Foerste ( 1909, p. .?21 ) incorrectly identified forms from 

the 'rritirthis hrcki zone (Fulton) as Dalmanella cmacerata 
and described a new species, D. breviculus. D. brevicuhts 
Foerste is synonymous with O. etnacenita Hall and the 1'id- 
ton form, which is more heavily costellate, was named hy 
Foerste (1912, p. 321) Dalmanella jultnncnsis Foerste. 
Foerste corrected this series of errors. 

Description.—External morphology:—Shell plano-con- 
vex, flat for the genus, and every whole specimen studied 
crushed; outline sub-quadranguled; hinge line straight, 
somewhat shorter than ma.ximum shell width; lateral mar- 
gins rounded; anterior margin weakly sulcata in some 
specimens but rectimarginate in most. Valves have char- 
acteristic feature due to crushing, the outline of the brachio- 
phores being easily visible on umbo of pedicle valve. 

Pedicle valve slightly convex, umbo almost nonexistant, 
beak small, interarea triangular, low, slightly curved pos- 
teriorly as it approaches the open delthyrium, anacline; 
delthyrium triangular, open, with basal length equal to 
about one-fourth of the entire length of the interarea; a 
weak fold present which dies out quickly both laterally and 
anteriorly. 

Brachial valve planar, or almost so; interarea almost 
nonexistant, slightly curved, orthocline; notothyrium tri- 
angular, open, filled by the cardinal process; sulcus shallow, 
indistinguishable in many specmiens. 

Ornamentation finely multicostellate with about 14 pri- 
mary costellae present at the beak and unevenly bifurcat- 
ing toward the anterior margin until there are approxi- 
mately costellae present in a width of 5 mm. at a distance 
of 10 mm. anterior to the beak. Few prominate growth 
lines present, hut minute growth lines lacking. 

Test punctate. 
Internal morphology.—Brachial valve. Cardinal process 

small, myophore commonly bifid, but somewhat variable, 
shaft wide usually with a well-defined fissure present medi- 
ally, median ridge strong dividing the adductor muscle scars 
longitudinally, dying out anteriorly; brachiophores delicate, 
widely divergent, little callosity developing about base of 
brachiophores;   no  fulcral  plates;   muscle  area  small,  con- 

fined lo posterior one-thirtl of valve, deeply impressed, the 
anterior pair of adductor scars much the larger, almost sub- 
triangular in shape, the posterior pair confined to small area 
beneath the brachiophores. No denticle present, but a suture 
often visible in brachial interarea in an antero-lateral posi- 
tion similarly oriented to the denticle in 0. meeki Miller and 
O. multisecta Meek; sockets shallow. No pallial sinuses ob- 
served. 

Pedicle valve. Delthyrial cavity shallow, teeth moderate 
crural fossettes, dental plates short, divergent, muscle area 
wide, bilobed, confined to posterior one-third of valve, pal- 
lial sinuses rarely visible. Only specimens of the pedicle in- 
terior were available for study. No palhal sinuses observed. 

Occurrence.—Eden age. Found in Economy, Southgate, 
and McMicken members, but not common m either. Associ- 
ated in the upper portion of the F^den with 0. multisecta and 
in the lower portion with 0. fultonensis. 

Measurements.—The following measurements are from 
the whole specimens representing five separate localities. 
The dimension of thickness is not included, because all speci- 
mens under study were crushed at least to some degree. This 
form is extremely thin-shelled and this is an aid in identifi- 
cation. 

VCM No. 

Locality  13 
34879 
Locality  14 
34882.1 
34882.2 
Locality   15 
34884 
34885 
34886 
Locality  16 
34888 
34889 
34890 
Locality 17 
34891 

l.rnglh iridth 
(mm.) ( m m.) 

18.4 24.1 

15.3 20.1 
14.4 16.9 

17.7 21.2 
15.2 19.8 
16.3 19.7 

12.9 17.7 
13.7 19.1 
12.2 17.9 

Hinge linr/Width 

24.5 

Genus HETERORTHINA Bancroft, 1928 
Generic synonymy of IIrti'i (nthiita 

1928.   Heterorthiiia   Bancroft,   Manchester   Lit.   and   Phil.   Soc,   yol. 
72,  p.  59. 

1932.   Heterorthina  Bancroft,   Schuchert   and   Cooper,   Peabody   Mus. 
Nat.  Hist.,  Mem.,  yol. 4,  pt.  1, p.  124. 

The genus Heterorthina Bancroft, 1928 was erected as 
follows ( Bancroft, 1928, p. 59) : 
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The genus, as indicated by //. praecultti, will embrace fine-ribbed 
forms, generally with a persistant sinus on the slightly convex dorsal 
valve, and with a rather convex ventral valve, the latter with rela- 
tively short but very deeply impressed divaricator scars. It may be 
noted that a thickened peripheral zone is absent in the anterior of 
the dorsal valve. In other respects the genus seems to agree with 
the Hi-lfrorthis iilternata group. In that scries the dorsal valves are 
flat or somewhat concave, and there is an ele\*ated marginal zone in 
the   dorsal   interior. 

The description was accompanied by photographs of 
H. praeculta which appear to be retouched. This description 
and the photographs were all that Bancroft supplied, and 
he did not discuss this genus in his 1945 paper. Schuchert 
and Cooper (1932, p. 124) gave the following description: 

Externally the shells of this genus resemble Hetnorthis in out- 
line, but the dorsal valve, instead of being flat or concave, is very 
gently convex and bears a shallow sulcus. The surface is rather 
finely multicostellate. In the ventral valve the teeth are short and 
flaring and their anterior ends are continued forward as low ridges 
along the outer margins of the diductor scars. l*he muscle area is long, 
extending nearly to the middle of the valve or a little beyond. It is 
strongly lobate in front, the diductor scars are elongate with sub- 
parallel sides, and their anterior ends extend in front of the elongate 
adductor track.  .Xdjustor  marks  were  not seen. 

In the dorsal valve the cardinals are similar to those of Dal- 
manilla. The brachiophore plates are bladelike, divergent, supported 
by adventitious shell, which forms a rather (hick notothyrial platform. 
The cardinal process is small, the shaft short, the myophore lobate. 
The adductor field is somewhat shield-shaped with individual scars 
suhequal. 

The\- (iui, however, show excellent photographs of casts 
of internal molds, both brachial and pedicle, of topotype 
material of //. praeculta Bancroft. These show the brachial 
interior to be a typical Dalmanellidae, similar to OnnicUa 
emacerata Hall. The pedicle valve interior has long, di- 
vergent and well-defined diductor muscle scars and deeply 
impressed pallial sinuses. The shells are transverse, and the 
ornamentation is of medium coarseness and multicostellate. 

Neither Bancroft nor Schuchert and Cooper discussed 
the pedicle muscle field extensively, but Bancroft (1928, 
pi. 2, fig. 17) showed diagrams indicating the extreme vari- 
ability of these scars. This diagram is reproduced here. Text 
figure 2. It shows the pedicle muscle scars as varying from 
the condition of being widely divergent and bilobed to the 
condition where the diductors completely enclose the at' 
ductors. These same extremes and the intermediate forms 
can be seen on Plate 21, figures 1-6 of the present paper. The 
adjuster scars can be seen, plate 21, figure 1, which Bancroft 
also showed in his diagram, and the well-developed pallial 
sinuses are present in the same specimen. 

These characteristics are enough to set aside this as a 
separate genus from the remainder of the Dalmanellidae, 
The species Resserella corpulenta Sardeson also has a di-l 
doctor muscle pattern which encloses the adductor scars,! 
and may belong to the genus Heterorthina. 

Ibis genus, like Onniella Bancroft, is dependent on ani 
inadequate description given by Bancroft, accompanied by 
what appear to be retouched photographs. The genus wasi 
subsequently elaborated upon by Schuchert and Cooper, Itl 
is on the latter paper, plus Bancroft's diagrams, reproduced! 
below, that the present interpretation is based. Again it is( 
imperative that a complete restudy be made of the type< 
material of Bancroft in order to evaluate the validity of his( 
genera. Only in this manner will the  important family ofl 
the early Paleozoic, the Dalmanellidae, became clear. ( 

Heterorthina fairmountensis (Foerste) j 

Plate 21, figures 17-35 

1873. ? Orlhis rmiinral,, Hall, Meek, (pars) Geol. Sur. of (_)hioj| 
Pal.,  vol.  1, pt. 2, pi. 8,  fig.  Id.   (Non figs.  1  a-c, 2  a-g). \ 

1909. Dalmanella fairmountensis Foerste, Bull. Sci. Lab. Denisonj 
Univ., vol. 14, p. 216, pi. 4, figs. 2 A, B, C; p. 322, pi. 7, fig. 2. 

1932. Heterorthina fairmountensis Foerste, Schuchert and Cooper, 
Peabody Mus. Nat. Hist., Mem., vol. 4, pt. 1, pi. 18, figs. 1-4. 

Diagnosis.—Transverse, subtrapezoidal outline; di-< 
ductor pedicle muscle scars vary widely from bilobed anci 
divergent to those in which the diductor scars completely/ 
enclose the adductors; well-defined pallial sinuses usually/ 
present in the pedicle valve. 

Discussion.—This species was originally designated hy\ 
Foerste (1909, p. 216) with the following description: j 

Shell small, averaging 15 millimeters in width, but sometime- 
attaining a width of 18 millimeters. Shell usually wider posterior tcj 
the middle, the lateral edges more or less straightened, but con-1 
verging anteriorly, suggesting a trapezoid rather than semicirculaK 
in outline; however, shells with subquadrangular and with semi-j 
circular  outlines   also   exist. 

Pedicel valve with sides somewhat flattened and sloping awa>i 
from a more or less distinct median axis of elevation; the latter is 
most distinct posteriorly but frequently reaches the anterior margin 
Lateral margins of the muscular area divergent as far as tht' 
anterior margin of the second pair, between which there is a strongly 
reentrant angle as far as the anterior of the adductor impressions 
The adductor impressions arc oblong and occupy about one-fifth oi 
the muscular  area. 

Brachial valve flattened toward the lateral margins, but slightly 
convex on each side of the distinct median depression; the latter is 
narrow near the beak, but widens anteriorly and produces a distinct 
abrupt curvature in the outline of the shell when viewed from the 
anterior  side.  The  strong  and   rather  wide  median  elevation   separ- 
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tiiiK Ilu- luUhiclDr ^(■ars l>rciaclfns pcistiTiiirly liftwtcn llu- crural 
latcs, ami supports the cardinal process. 'I'lie latter is cliv iilcil liv 
incciian  slit,   and   often   is   fairly conspicuous. 

Gioloi/itiil position. Fairinount l>eds. The types are from the 
uarrics in the southwest part of Hamilton, Ohio, where it is 
hundant. It is much less common at New Trenton, and half a mile 
ast of nillshoro Station in Indiana. It appears to have a very re- 
Iricted  gconraphical   range. 

Fig. / ./ on plate 8 of volume 1 of the O/iio Piilronliiloijy apjiears 

) represent this species. 

Foenstf (1909, p. .322) further comincntc-il, "An I'li- 
irged figure of one of the type specimens of D. jairmount- 
nsis is presented in this bulletin, for the comparison with 
he enlarged figures of the other forms belonging to the 
lalmani'Ua emacerata group." 

Foerste (1909, pi. 4, fig. 2; pi. 7, fig. 2) illustrated ex- 
erior views but no interiors. The outline of the species is 
listinctive and Foerste's photographs show this subtrape- 
oidal outline clearly. The only photographs showing in- 
eriors, both brachial and pedicle, of this species are in 
ichuchert and Cooper (1932, pi. 18, figs. 1, 4), who figured 
pecimens from the Bellevue member at Hamilton, Ohio. 

Schuchert and Cooper (1932, p. 124) tentatively assign- 
id this species to the genus Heterorthina Bancroft due 
ihiefly to the comparison of it to photographs of the type 
pecies, //. praeculta Bancroft. The brachial interior of the 
wo species agree closely, but this is not too unusual m the 
])almanellidae, as the brachial is conservative. The pedicle 
nusculature and the well-defined pallial sinuses also agree 
rlosely. For these reasons the species is here included under 
he genus Heterorthina Bancroft. 

As mentioned above, Bancroft showed a diagram, re- 
)roduced here as Text figure 2, showing the wide variation 
n the pedicle musculature, and the presence of adjustor 
nuscle scars lateral to the diductors. The diagrams shown by 
Bancroft and the types of variation seen in the specimens 
ixamined from the Bellevue member near Hamilton, Ohio, 
ire remarkably similar, and not seen anywhere else in the 
Z^incinnatian. 

Description.—External morphology:—Profile p 1 a n o- 
:onvex to faintly biconvex, the brachial valve often having 
a flat appearance; maximum convexity close to the posterior 
limit; outline sub-trapezoidal, the lateral edges forming an 
angle of about 70 degrees with the posterior margin; hinge 
Ime  straight,  slightly shorter than  maxmium  shell  width; 

TEXT FIGURE 2. Variations of musculature in pedicle valve in 
Heterorthina prarculta Bancroft. Compare to plate 5, figures 1-6. 
(After   Bancroft,   1928) 

maximum shell width near the posterior margin; anterior 
margin rectimarginate to faintly sulcate. 

Pedicle valve convex, much more than the brachial 
valve; umbo prominent; beak suberect; interarea triangular, 
of moderate size, slightly curved posteriorly toward the 
delthyrial opening, anaciine to orthocline; delthyrium tri- 
angular, open, with basal length equal to about one-fifth of 
the entire length of the interarea; high, undefined fold 
present. 

Brachial valve usually flat to slightly convex; interarea 
low, slightly curved, orthocline; notothyrium triangular, 
open, filled partially by the cardinal process; sulcus shal- 
low, poorly defined. 

Test punctate. 

Internal morphology: Brachial valve. Cardinal process 
moderate size, myophore typically bifid, shaft wide, usually 
with a median fissure present; median ridge strong, dividing 
the adductor muscle scars longitudinally, dying out gradually 
anteriorly; brachiophores strongly divergent, curved at their 
extremity, supported by shell thickening at their base; no 
fulcral plates, muscle area reaches about one-half way to the 
anterior edge, the adductor scars subequal, the anterior pair 
always the larger. No denticle visible, but a suture present 
along the hinge in the same position as the denticle in 
species of Onniella Bancroft; sockets shallow. 

Pedicle valve. Delthyrial cavity deep; teeth ponderous 
for the size of the valve; dental plates strong, slightly ad- 
vancing;  crural fossettes shallow, on  anterior edge  of the 
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teeth; accessory sockets present on the posterior edge of 
the teeth, muscle area well developed, diductor scars vary 
widely from strongly bilobed and divergent to ones in which 
the diductor scars completely enclose the adductor scars; 
diductor scars always reach further anterior than do the 
adductor scars; adjustor scars sometimes visible lateral to 
the diductors. Deeply impressed, branching pallia! sinuses 
present, more observable toward the anterior margin; origi- 
nate just anterior to the front edge of the diductor scars 
and bifurcate equally toward the anterior margin. 

Occurrence.—Corryville and Bellevue members of tlic 
McMillan formation, particularly abundant in the Bellevue 
near Hamilton, Ohio. 

Measurements.—The following dimensions arc given for 
14 whole specimens from one localit\'. 

ICM. No. L'-ngth iriJth Th'uhu-ss          HI,,,/ • //«,•/ 
(mm.) (mm.) I mm.)                      If ■(.///; 

Localitv 8 
349U2 12.6 18.0 4.0 82 
34910.1 14.9 21.9 4.8 88 
34910.2 11.9 17.3 4.0 79 
34903 10.1 14.9 3.4 67 
34905 12.9 18.2 3.1 71 
34910.3 11.7 16.5 4.0 86 
34904 10.7 14.6 3.5 89 
34910.4 12.5 16.8 3.3 91 
34910.5 11.0 14.5 4.0 83 
34910.6 9.6 12.8 3.2 87 
34906 11.6 17.4 3.3 77 
34908 10.6 15.9 3.0 80 
34907 11.0 16.0 3.0 76 
34909 11.9 17.5 3.4 75 
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APPENDIX 

LOCALITIES 
1 

Because the majority of species of the Dahnanelliclai 
are common throughout a great portion of the rocks ol 
the Cincinnatian series in the vicinity, no attempt is here 
made to give a complete hst of locahties. Only those locaU 
ities are here listed from which either figured or measurec 
specimens are presented in this paper. The numbers of thfl 
localities here listed correspond to those on both the platfl 
legends and  the measured  specimens. 

■I 
Locality Agr 

Boudinot .Ave. Waynesville   (Ft. 
Cincinnati, Ohio .Ancient) 
Upper Stonelick  and Waynesville 
Hunters Creek  near 
Blanchester, Ohio 
Big 4 RR cuts 14-15, Waynesville  (M. & U.) 
Weisburg,  Indiana 
Warren  County,  Ohio Waynesville 
Salt Creek, Ohio Waynesville 
Upper Stonelick Creek, Waynesville 
Blanchester, Ohio 
Russelville, Ohio .\rnheim—Waynesville 
Near Hamilton,  Ohio Bellevue—Corryville 
Quebec Road  Quarry, McMicken 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Newport Shopping Center McMicken 
Newport, Kentucky 
Beekman Ave. Southgate—McMicken 
Cincinnati,  Ohio 
Cincinnati,  Ohio Southgate—McMicken 
Rapid Run Creek Economy   (Fulton) 
Cincinnati,  Ohio 
Four Mile Creek, near Economy  (Fulton) 
California, Ohio 
Sedansville,  Ohio Southgate 
Cincinnati, Ohio Southgate 
Rapid Run  Creek, Southgate 
Cincinnati,  Ohio 
Nine Mile Creek near Economy  (Fulton) 
New Richmond, Ohio 
Falmouth, Kentucky Economy   (Fulton) 
RR cut near Foster, Economy   (Fulton) 
Kentucky 
Rapid Run Creek, Economy 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 19 

hii/ure                                                                                                                                                               Page 

1-24.     Onn'iAla   mrrki   (Miller      145 

1-4, 24. From locality 1, Lower Waynesville; 1, 24, interior of pedicle valve showing 
the unusually wide diductor muscle scars, UCM No. 34826 (24, .\ 4) ; 2-4 three 
interiors of pedicle \'alves showing variation of pedicle vaK'e musculature and 
costellae on interior of valves, 2, UCM No. 34827, 3, UCM No. 34828, 4, UCM 
No. 34829. 

5-7. From locality 2, Waynesville; 5, 6, interiors of two pedicle valves with variable 
hinge lines and outlines, 5, UCM No. 34830, 6, UCM No. 34831; 7, interior of 
brachial valve; UCM No. 34832. 

8-10, 15. From locality 3, middle and lower Waynesville; four interiors of brachial 
valves indicating the variations of general form and in particular the cardinalia, 
8, UCM No. 34835, 9, UCM No. 34834, 10, UCM No. 34833, 15, UCM No. 34840. 

11. From locality 4, Waynesville;  interior of brachial valve;  UCM No. 34836. 

12-14, 16, 22, 23. From locality 1, lower Waynesville; a series of brachial interiors 
with enlargements to show the wide variation of cardinalia, 12, 22 (x 3.5), 
interior of brachial valve with strongly developed denticles and curved callosity 
at base of brachiophores, UCM No. 34837, 13, UCM No. 34838, 14, 23 (x 7), 
UCM No. 34839, 16, UCM No. 34841. 

17-19. From locality 4, Waynesville; 17, exterior of pedicle valve (contrast with 
figure 20), UCM No. 34846; 18, 19, two views of brachial interiors, 18, UCM 
No. 34848, 19, UCM No. 34847. 

20. From locality 2, Waynesville; exterior of pedicle valve,  UCM  No.  34845. 

21. From locality  1,  lower Waynesville;   (x 4),  exterior  of  brachial  valve  showing 
numerous minute growth  lines  in  furrows,  UCM  No.  34844. 

All figures are x  1.5 unless otherwise noted. 

The abbreviation used is: 

UCM No.—University of Cincinnati Museum Niuiiber 
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KXPLANATION OF PLATF. 20 

Figure Page 

1-10.     Oiiii'iillit   mnki    (Miller)        145 

1-5. From locality 1, lower Waynesville; exterior views of one specimen showing 
the type with transverse outline, weakly convex profile, strong sulcus and coarse 
costellae;  1, pedicle valve, 2, lateral profile, 3, brachial valve, 4, posterior view, 
5, anterior view, UCM No. 34843. 

6-10. From locality 5, upper Waynesville; exterior views of one specimen showing 
the  type  with   rounded   outline,   strongly   biconvex   profile,   and   shallow   sulcus, 
6, pedicle valve, 7, lateral profile, 8, brachial valve, 9, posterior view, 10, 
anterior view,  UCM  No. 34842. 

11-31.    Onuirllii   multi.u-ila   (Meek)      148 

11-16. From locality 9, McMicken; II, exterior of pedicle valve, UCM No. 34924; 12, 
exterior of brachial valve, UCM No. 34929; 13, 14, two brachial interiors, 13, 
UCM No. 34926, 14, UCM No, 34927; 15, 16, two pedicle interiors, 15, UCM No. 
34849, 16, UCM No. 34851. 

17-21. From locality 10, McMicken; 17 exterior brachial valve, UCM No. 34854; 
18, exterior of pedicle valve, UOM No. 34855; 19, 20, two brachial interiors, 19, 
UCM No. 34856, 20, UCM No. 34858; 21, brachial interior, UCM No. 34857. 

22-26. From locality 11, Southgate-McMicken; 22, exterior of brachial valve, UCM 
No. 34860; 23, 24, two pedicle exteriors, 23, UCM No. 34861, 24, UCM No. 
34862; 25, brachial interior, UCM No. 34863; 26, pedicle interior, UCM No. 
34865. 

27-31. From locality 12, Southgate-McMicken; 27, exterior of pedicle valve, UCM 
No. 34867; 28, exterior of brachial valve, UCM No. 34868; 29, 30, two brachial 
interiors, 29, UCM No. 34869, 30, UCM No. 34870; 31, pedicle interior, UCM 
No. 34871. 

32-40. Otinidla jultoni-iuis   (Foerste)     150 

32, 33. From locality 14, Fulton; 32, interior of brachial valve, UCM No. 34911; 33, 
interior of pedicle valve, UCM No. 34912. 

34. From locality  16, Southgate ;  exterior of pedicle  valve,  UCM  No.  34913. 

35. From locality 21, Fulton; exterior of pedicle valve, UCM No. 34914. 

36-38. From locality 21, Fulton; 36, 38, two pedicle exteriors, 36, UCM No. 34915, 
38, UCM No. 34916;   37,  brachial   exterior,   UCM  No.   34917. 

39. From locality 15,  Southgate;  interior of pedicle valve,  34918. 
40. From locality 18, Fulton; two pedicle interiors, UCM  No. 34919. 

41-42. Omiirlla hussln'i (Foerste)  144 

41. 42. From locality 19, Fulton; 41, slab showing one  large brachial  valve  interior 
and two pedicle interiors, the brachial interior has well-defined musculature, 
confined posteriorly and the pedicle valves show the strong dental plates; UCM 
No.   34920;   42,  brachial   interior,   UCM   No.   34921. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 21 

F'lQUIC Plll/f 

1-16.     Oniiictla   inuiccnita   (Hall)        151 

1-3. From looalitv 13, Fulton; 1, 2, two interiors of brachial valves, UCM No. 34877 
and  UCM  No. 34878;  3, exterior of pedicle valve,  UCM  No.  34879. 

4-7. From locality 14, Fulton; 4, interior of pedicle valve, UCM No. 34880; 5, interior 
of brachial valve, UCM No. 34881; 6, e.xterior of brachial valve, UCM No. 
34882.1;  7, exterior of pedicle valve,  UCM  No. 34882.2. 

8-12. From locality 15, Southgate; 8, 12, two pedicle interiors, 8, UCM No. 34883, 
12, UCM No. 34887; 9, 10, two exteriors of pedicle valves, 9, UCM No. 34884, 
10,  UCM No. 34885;  11, interior of brachial  valve,  UCM  No.  34886. 

13-16. From locality 16, Southgate; 14, 16, two exteriors of pedicle valves, 14, UCM 
No. 34888, 16, UCM No. 34891; 13, 15, two exteriors of brachial valves, 13, 
UCM No. 34889, 15, UCM No. 34890. 

17-35.  flrlrrurt/iinn fairmountcnsis   (Foerste)      -    154 

17-35. From locality 8, Bellevue; 17-21, 35, five specimens showing pedicle interiors 
with wide variation of diductor musculature; 17, UCM No. 34893; 18, UCM No. 
34894; 19, UCM No. 34895; 20, 35 (x 4), UCM No. 34892; 21, UCM No. 
34896; 22-26, five interiors of brachial valves, 22, UCM No. 34901; 23, UCM 
No. 34900; 24, UCM No. 34899; 25, UCM No. 34898; 26, UCM No. 34897; 
27-30, four brachial exteriors, 27, UCM No. 34906; 28, UCM No. 34905; 29, 
UCM No. 34904; 30, UCM No. 34907; 31-34, four pedicle exteriors, 31, UCM 
No. 34909; 32, UCM No. 34902;  33, UCM No. 349(13;  34, UCM  No. 34908. 
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Till'; I'l'I.IX'YPOl) GKNUS liYSSONVC/f/A AS IT 
OCCURS IN THK CINCINNATIAN AT 

CINCINNATI, OHIO 

JOHN P()(I:IA, JR. 

Universitv "f Citiciiiii;itl 

ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study is to give a detailed account of the 
morphology of the genus Byssonyc/iia UJrich and a thorough review 
of the Upper Ordovician species occurring in the vicinity of Cincinnati, 
Ohio. 

Morphologically, Byssonychia is an equivalved, inequilateral, 
costate, l)yssate, monomyarian, integropallinate, dentate pelecypod 
which shows close affinities to the late Paleozoic Myalinidae. 

Types of all local species have lieen examined and photographed, 
and a thorough review and redefinition of the type species B. radiata 
(Hall) has lieen carried out. The specific designations B. vera Ulrich 
and B. grandis Ulrich are reduced to synonymy with B. radiata (Hall) 
and B. rohusia (Miller) respectively. Two new species B. casteri and 
B. ulr'uhi are erected. 

Stratigraphic considerations have been limited to the plotting 
of  the   ranges  of  the   15   known  local   species. 

INTRODUCTION 

The present investigation has involved a study of the 
pelecypod genus Byssonychia as it occurs in the Upper 
Ordovician rocks in and about the city of Cincinnati, OKio. 
The study has had a two-fold objective: first, to give a 
thorough accounting of the morphology of the genus and 
second, to give a systematic review of the species assigned 
to Byssonychia. The work has only incidentally been strati- 
graphic, and the author has accepted the existing classifica- 
tion of local rocks as presented by Caster, et al. (1955). 

A morphologic study of Byssonychia was prompted by 
the fact that little is known of the detailed morphology of 
Lower Paleozoic pelecypods. The systematic investigation 
was undertaken in order to evaluate and redefine valid 
species of Byssonychia in more modern terms and to estab- 
lish concrete differences between the species. 

It has been the author's experience that there are but 
few references to most species of Byssonychia in the litera- 
ture, and too often these are but repeats of previous defi- 
nitions, or figures, or both. The one outstanding exception 
to this is the type species of the genus, B. radiata (Hall). 
This name has been badly abused by being applied some- 
what indiscriminately. 

In the genus Byssonychia species discrimination is dif- 
ficult: well-preserved specimens are rare, and variation is 
extreme.  It  is possible  that  future work will  show some 

forms   herein   regarded   as   distinct  species   to   be   but   the 
extremes of intraspccific variation. 

In so far as feasible, type specimens of the various 
species of Byssonychia have been examined. This has re- 
quired the accumulation of type materials from several 
museums, the names of which are subsequently abbreviated 
as follows: 1) American Museum of Natural History— 
A.M., 2) Minnesota Geological Survej—M.G.S., 3) Uni- 
versity of Cincinnati Museum—U.C.M., 4) Miami Univer- 
sity, Oxford, Ohio—M.U., 5) United States National 
Museum—U.S.N.M., 6) Walker Museum, University of 
Chicago—W.M. 

SHELL MORPHOLOGY 

I. EXTERNAL FEATURES 

A. TOTAL EXTERIOR ASPECT 

In total aspect the Byssonychia shell is equivalved, thus 
suggesting that the animal did not lie habitually on one 
side, and the shell is truncated anteriorly. This latter char- 
acter produces a pronounced inequilaterality (Text figure 

I). 
Traditionally the genus has been defined as possessing 

a posterior alation, but this is not correct. To be sure there 
is a pronounced lessening of the convexity of the valves in 
the posterodorsal part of the shell (PI. 26, fig. 4); how- 
ever, this portion of the shell never extends farther pos- 
teriorly than the posteroventral part of the shell (Text fig- 
ure I), such that the angle between the posterior and dorsal 
margins becomes acute as in Pterias; nor is there a wing 
in the sense that one is present in the Pectens. One supposed 
species of Byssonychia, B. elroyi Hussey, does possess a pos- 
terior alation, but it is uncertain whether or not this species 
IS a member of the genus because its hinge structure is 
completely unknown. 

In the family Ambonychiidae there are only two local 
genera in which some, but not all, of the species possess a 
posterior wing. These are Opisthoptera Meek and Anomalo- 
donta Miller. 

Concerning valve convexit}- or thickness, generallj' the 
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greatest valve convexity occurs from one-third to one-halt 
the way down the shell. This is a rather constant generic 
feature. The relation of greatest convexity to the byssal 
gape varies from species to species depending upon how 
far below the beaks the byssal gape occurs. 

The angle formed by the intersection of the anterior 
face of the shell with the dorsal margin varies considerably 
within the genus. This angle is herein designated angle 
gamma and is used as a specific criterion. Because no 
authors give the means by which this angle is measured, the 
present writer has used the following procedure. The angle 
was measured upon a photograph of the specimen and a 
Ime was drawn through the following two points: a) the 
furthest anterior projection of the umbones and b) 
the furthest anterior extension of the shell beneath the um- 
bones. The angle which this line made with the hinge axis 
was used as angle gamma. (See Text figure I, for the 
method of measuring angle gamma and linear dimensions 
on Byssonychia shells.) 

LENGTH 

B.   GROWTH   LINES 

As in many other pelecypods, two types of growth 
varices are discernable within the genus Byssonychia. The 
first of these are coarse, more oi less concentric imbricating 
lammae; generally these coarse growth lines are not pro- 
nounced within the genus (PI. 26, fig. 9). Between these 
prominent growth varices there are less coarse laminae ( PI. 
24, fig. 11). Both the coarse and the fine laminae cross the 
shell costae as well as the interspaces between the costae. 

C. BEAKS AND UMBONES 

The beaks of Byssonychias are small, sulKuiiminati.', 
terminal or near terminal, and prosogyral, that is, tunnel 
anteriorly (PI. 22, fig. 10). 

The umbonal ridge begins at the beaks, turns laterally, 
and then extends posteroventrally along the anterodorsal 
part of the shell. The umbonal ridge is most elevated in the 
younger part of the shell; but at about the middle of the 
height, the ridge flattens out and then becomes somewhat 
obscure. (In order to trace the umbonal ridge from this 
point on the authf)r has used the turning of the slull costae 

Text Figure I: Length is the greatest anteroposterior dimension of 
the shell; height is the greatest dorsoventral dimension of the shell; 
greatest dimension is measured diagonally across the shell from the 
apex of the umliones to the furthest ventral extension of the shell; 
angle gamma  is  indicated hy  the  letter "G". 

as ;iii indicator of the change in position of the umbonal 
ridge.) W'ltliiii tlu' genus the continuation of rlic umbonal 
ndge irom the middle of the height takes one of three di- 
rections. It may continue posteroventrally as in Byssonychia 
hyrncsi Ulrich (PI. 25, figs. 2 and 5) thus giving the shell 
a forward or prosoclinc obliquity; the ridge may turn ven- 
trally as in B. suberecta Ulrich (PI. 29, fig. 10) giving the 
shell an upright or acline oblitiuity; or the ridge may turn 
\entrall\' and then anteriorly, thus describing a semicircle, 
open toward the anterior end of the shell, giving the shell a 
backward or opisthocline obliquity as in B. cultrata Ulrich 
( PI. 25, fig. 7 and PI. 26, fig. 2). This last type of obliquity 
IS bur slightly indicated within the genus. 
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tills iimlional  ki-clmg is 

(PI. 27, fij;.  15). 
largely iitcd to Richmontl forms 

I).  PROSOPON 

«»» 

Explanation Text Figure II. 1. Semidiagrammatic reconstruction of the 
internal features of Byssonychia: A—duplivincular ligament, B—pos- 
terior lateral teeth, C—posterior pedal-byssal retractor scar, D—pallial 
line, E—posterior adductor scar, F—byssal sinus, G—cardinal teeth, 
H—anterior byssal retractor scar. 2. .'\nterior view of Byssoiiychia: 
A—byssal gape. 3. Prosocline umbonal ridge. 4. Acline umbonal ridge. 
5. Opisthocline umbonal ridge. 

Thus, all three types of obliquity are exhibited by the 
genus Byssonychia. The obliquity of a pelecypod is deter- 
mined by the position of the mature part of the umbonal 
ridge, as to whether this forms an acute (prosocline), right 
(acline), or obtuse (opisthocline) angle with the hinge axis 
(Textfigurell—3,4, 5). 

In some species the anterodorsal part of the shell is 
flattened, causing  a  carination  of  the   adjacent   umbones; 

Gill's ( 1949) term prosopon is used herein for what has 
traditionally been called "ornamentation" when referring 
to the surface appearance of invertebrates with exoskeletons. 
The chief objection to the term "ornament" is that it 
carries anthropomorphic connotations, an opmion with 
which the author is in full agreement. The chief objection to 
Gill's term is that it is preoccupied as the generic name of a 
genus of crabs, however, it is my opinion that this and other 
objections do not outweigh the preferability of the term 
prosopon over ornament. 

The prosopon of the genus Byssonychia is of two types. 
First, there is the concentric prosopon which is made up 
of the aforementioned growth lines. The second consists of 
simple radial costae. Costae are ridges on the shell surface 
which are formed by thickenings of the shell, that is, they 
are limited to the outer shell layer and do not involve cor- 
rugation of the entire shell substance. Plicae, on the other 
hand, involving the corrugation of all shell layers as in many 
modern Pectens, are unknown m Byssonychias. 

In the literature the radial prosopon of Byssonychia 
has been considered to be costate (or "ribbed") by some 
authors and plicate or even striate by others. This is prob- 
ably largely due to the lack of a critical distinction between 
these terms by early workers. That the radial ridges are 
actually costae is well shown by several specimens. In one 
of the "cotypes" of "B. vera" Ulrich (PI. 23, fig. 1 ) the 
entire portion of the internal mold, dorsal to the pallial 
line, is seen to be smooth; whereas, that ventral to the 
pallial line shows the shell costae. This would indicate that 
as the inner shell layer was deposited and increased in 
thickness it completely obscured the outer corrugated layer 
except in the youngest parts of the shell, where the inner 
layer had not yet been deposited in sufficient thickness. A 
second line of evidence which shows that the radial prosopon 
was composed of costae is seen on the muscle scars of the 
same specimen. Here, where only the thin hypostracum 
separated  the muscle from  the outer shell layer, the shell 
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costae can be seen crossing the muscle impressions, whereas, 
all around the muscle impressions where the thicker iniur 
ostracum was deposited no sign of costae is seen. 

Figures 13 and 14, Plate 23, show a specimen of B. 
radiata (Hall) in which both shell layers are preserved. 
Here also the radial prosopon shows only at the edges of 
the shell where the inner layer had not been deposited in 
sufficient thickness to obscure the costae. 

The fact that the costae are still present along the 
youngest portion of the shell has adaptive significance, in 
that this permitted a tighter interlocking of the two valves 
than could be obtained if the edges had been smooth. 

Within the genus Byssoiiychia the costae are all simple, 
although rarely, and only as an individual feature, one or 
more of the costae will bifurcate (PI. 24, fig. 11). As a 
result of this simplicicostate condition, the number of 
costae on anj- one shell is constant, regardless of whether 
they are counted in the youngest or oldest portions of the 
shell. On the youngest portions of the shell the costae are 
close together; but as the animal aged the interspaces be- 
tween costae increased in width faster than did the costae, 
with the result that the costae are spaced farther apart in 
the older portions of the shell. 

In the University of Cincinnati collection there Is a 
specimen labeled Byssonychia, n. sp. This specimen (PI, 31, 
figs. 9, 10) has a prosopon entirely different from that of 
any other member of the Ambonychiidae. Because of the 
state of preservation, it is impossible to say whether or not 
this specimen is a member of the genus under consideration. 
It does appear to be a member of the same family, however, 
and because the prosopon is so unusual it deserves descrip- 
tion. It possesses raised tubercles on the outer surface of 
the costae. In the j'oungest part of the shell there is a single 
row of tubercles per costa, the tubercles of adjacent costae 
are for the most part opposite. About halfway down the 
shell two rows of tubercles are present per costa, and the 
tubercles of these two rows are usually alternate. What the 
function of these tubercles may have been is at present un- 
known, but their appearance is  uniijue  in   the Ordovician. 

I he general appearance of these tubercles is similar to the 
jirosopon of certain modern Pinnas. 

E.   SHELL   STRUCTURE 

As stated previously the shell was made up of two 
layers of calcium carbonate, but the inner layer is rarely 
preserved. The fact that it did exist is shown by the speci- 
mens mentioned above. Because of this lack of preservation 
it is assumed that the inner ostracum was composed of 
aragonite, as is true of many modern pelecypods. 

Newell (1942, p. 32) in discussing the differential pres- 
ervation of calcite over aragonite made the following 
observations: 

Owing to the relative instability of aragonite, this mineral tends to 
lie dissolved or to lie altered to the more stable calcite, with the 
common result that fossil pelecypod shells that originally contained 
some aragonite exhibit unequal preservation of the aragonite structures 
as compared with the calcite structures. Quite commonly the inner ara- 
gonite part of the shell, bearing muscle impressions, hinge and liga- 
ment characters, is lacking in fossil shells; whereas the outer film of 
calcite remains, with external ornamentation perfectly preserved. 
Circulating ground waters undoubtedly will dissolve aragonite from 
shells under conditions in which the calcite is not affected. . . 

In the specimen shown in figures 13 and 14, Plate 23, 
the preserved inner shell layer is a coarse replacement of 
the original because all signs of the muscle scars and pallial 
line are absent. Figure 4, Plate 23 shows a specimen in which 
only the outer costate layer of the shell has been preserved. 
All signs of the inner layer and of the structures which were 
impressed upon it are absent. Presumably this outer layer 
was originally composed of calcite. 

1 he preservation of the outer costate layer is not un- 
common at certain horizons in the local rocks. At other 
horizons it is almost never encountered, although in the 
same beds the shells of brachiopods, ectoprocts, and other 
shelled invertebrates are almost invariably preserved. In 
these "other horizons" the specimens of Byssonychia are 
often preserved as internal molds with the exterior char- 
acters impres.sed upon them (PI. 23, fig. 6) or as casts of 
the exterior (PI. 24, fig. 11) and only occasionally as true 
internal molds (PI. 23, fig. 1). The first case mentioned 
above would seem to indicate that after the aragonitic inner 
layer was dissolved our the mud fillings of the shells were 
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still phislic tnoiif^li ti) .illiiu tlir liaturrs ni the iiiiur |)(iiti(in 
1)1  rlu' oiitiT ostiacimi  to  IK-  inipnssfd   upon  tluni. 

One otliLT feature is often found on local pelecypods, 
Byssonychias incluclcd: the specimens will often be covered 
with a hlack orijanic film. This film nia\ nulicate the pres- 
ence of a thick periostracimi, such as is lound in several 
modern hyssate pelecypods. On the other hand it ma\' indi- 
cate the presence of large amounts of organic conchiolm 
among the calcareous substance of the shell, ]ierhaps some- 
what similar to modern Pinnas. 

In examining thin sections of shell material, all speci- 
mens sectioned consisted of the outer costate layer only. 
In none of the sectioned material was the original micro- 
structure discernable. 

F.   BYSS.AL  .APP.\R.ATUS 

The byssal sinus occurs at the anterodorsal margin of 
the shell a short distance beneath the beaks (Te.xt figure 
II—1). By definition the byssal sinus consists of the inden- 
tation seen in lateral view at the point where the conchio- 
linous byssal fibers leave the shell. The distance below the 
beaks at which this indentation occurs varies from species 
to species (PI. 22, fig.  11; PI. .31. fig.  1). 

The byssal gape consists of the space through which 
the byssal strands e.xit. In the genus Byssonychia this gape 
is a large, well-developed bilaterally symmetrical structure 
with half of its width occurring in each valve (Text figure 
II—2). The gape may be elliptical (PI. .H, fig. 3) or, less 
commonly, circular (PI. 26, figs. 12, 14); it may be depressed 
below the surface of the byssal sinus (PI. 26, figs. 12, 14), 
although this is usually seen only in internal molds and 
presumably represents a thickening of the shell substance 
in the region of the byssus; or it may be flush with the sur- 
face of the byssal sinus as is the usual case (PI. 26, fig. .3). 

The shell costae bend quite sharply around the byssal 
gape, and in shelled specimens are often obscure and difficult 
to count dorsal and lateral to the gape. For this reason, 
when counting shell costae the first costa to encircle the 
byssal gape completely should be taken as number one (PI. 
30, fig. 2 and PI. 24, fig. 4). 

II. IN TERNAI. Fi:.\rrRF,S (TEXT FIGTRE II) 

A.  I.IGA.MENTAL AREA 

I he ligamental area consists of what in the literature 
is called longitudinal striae (PI. 30, fig. 3). This ligamental 
type is found in almost all local genera of the family Am- 
bonychiidae. The above so-called longitudinal striae appear 
to be the same as the ligamental or chevron grooves found 
in Area, Myalina, Glycymcris, and other pelecypods. Such 
close structural similarity would suggest an equally close 
functional similarity and indicate that this ligamental type 
evolved relatively early in pelecypod phylogeny. 

Newell (1937 and 1942) discussed the ligamental type 
of Area at great length and proposed the term duplivincular 
for this ligamental type. That is "a ligament made up of 
several chevron-shaped parts, one surrounding the next" 
(Nicol, 1945). 

The ligamental grooves of Area and apparently all 
other forms in which they occur represent the insertions of 
the laminar or external portion of the ligament, while the 
intervening areas represent the insertions of the fibrous or 
internal portion of the ligament. Newell (1937, p. 27 and 
1942, p. 13 ) described the Area ligament as follows: 

... -A distinct flat cardinal area extends from the hinge line to 
the heal; of each valve. . . There are no resilifcrs, but the area of 
each valve is provided \vith several chevron-shaped grooves extending 
across the area with their apices just below the beak. . . 

The ligament of the modern Area [.-In/itiara] transversa Say, 
from the New England coast, is a complicated structure, having two 
elements. The cardinal area of each valve is covered by a thin sheet 
of fibrous conchiolin and the two valves are joined at the hinge line 
by this material. This fibrous structure is remarkably weak to tensile 
stresses and would be quite inadequate in itself to hold the \alves 
together in Area. . . This layer has the physiological and mechanical 
properties of the internal ligament or resilium of such forms as S'ueula 
and Pter'ia, because the functional part of this layer is compressional 
and  restricted to a line just  under the hinge  axis. 

The fibrous layer is not continuous over each cardinal area, but 
is interrupted at the chevron grooves by the insertion of a series of 
separate parallel sheets, one abo\'e another, of ligamentous material 
quite different in appearance and function from the fibrous ligament. 
The conchiolin sheets are laminar in structure and are not fibrous . . . 
The last formed and smallest occurs at the center of the hinge line 
and the earlier ones lie at intervals above and parallel to it. . . 

The ligament sheets have incredible elasticity to the tensile stresses 
exerted by the adductor muscles. . . 

... A new term duplivincular, is herein proposed for the peculiar 
ligament of Area, Myalinidae, .-^mbonychiidae, Pseudaviculopectinidae, 
and many of the  Paleozoic genera  of so-called  Pteriidae. 

All Byssonychias in which the ligamental area is known 
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have a diipli\lncular ligament, and as in Myalina this hga- 
mcnt differs from Ana in bemg entirely opisthodetic rather 
than amphidetic. The fact that in Byssonychia and Myalina 
the anterior portion of the shell is missing and that the 
ligamental grooves are only half chevrons has no bearing 
on the duplivincuiar nature of the ligament in these forms. 
The definition of a duplivincuiar ligament is based upon 
the presence of laminar ligamental sheets passing transversely 
between the valves and inserting in grooves and the presence 
(or assumed presence in fossil forms) of fibrous ligamental 
material between the msertions of the lamniar sheets. 

In Byssonychia, B. cultrata Ulrich may not have a 
duplivincuiar ligament. The ligament of this species has 
been defined as "channel-like", that is, instead of possessing 
the typical ligamental grooves this species has a wide iongi- 
tudinalh- e.xcavated area which probably supported a mas- 
sive ligament (PI. 25, fig. 10). It is conceivable that this 
species was similar to the modern Anadara pexata (Say) 
which has a single laminar sheet and a massive fibrous liga- 
ment. 

Figure 3, Plate 30, shows the method of increase of the 
ligamental grooves, the last formed and smallest groove is 
the most ventral while earlier formed grooves are more 
dorsal. 

B. I'M.I.IAI. I.INK   (ORBICULAR   MUSCI.K SVSTHNT) 

Byssonychias are integropallinate, there is no |)allial 
sinus. The trace of the pallial line is broken, that is, the 
muscle fibers of the mantle edge were gathered into a num- 
ber of separate insertion centers and the attachment was 
discontinuous, attached portions alternating with unattached 
parts except for a short distance ventral to the posterior 
adductor, where the attachment was continuous (PI. 23, fig. 
1; PI. 30, figs. 6, 8). Each jioint of pallial attachment 
was represented by a depression in the internal shell sub- 
stance and was immediately dorsal to the jiosition ol an 
external costa (PI. 23, fig. 1 ). The pallial line of the speci- 
men shown in figure 6, Plate 22, appears to be unbroken; 
however, this internal mold has been weathered and the 
individual points of pallial attachment have been smoothed 
off, except for remnants in the most anterior portion of the 
pallial line. 

The pallial line begins at the posterior adductor muscle, 
passes ventrally, then anteriorly, and finally dorsally and 
terminates in the umbonal cavity just below the beaks and 
just anterior to the anterior byssal retractor scar. 

C. OTHER MUSCLE MARKINGS 

There are at least two, and probably three, other types 
of muscles in Byssonychia in addition to those which are 
responsible for the pallial line. 

/. Adductor system.—Byssonychia is a true monomy- 
arian: only one adductor, the posterior, is present. The ma- 
terial at hand shows the anterior termination of the pallial 
line well, and there is no sign of an anterior adductor such 
as was stated to be present by Hind (1910). 

The posterior adductor is located subcentrally, slightly 
posterior to the center of the shell and at about the middle of 
the height. There is some slight variation in this position 
among different species ( PI. 22, figs. 5, 9, 15; PI. 28, fig. 9; 
PI. 27, fig. 3). 

2. Byssal retractors.—Dorsal to the posterior adductor 
scar IS a prominent muscle scar which occupies the same 
position as the posterior pedal retractor of typical dimyarian 
nonbyssate lamellibranchs. In living and fossil Mytilacea a 
compound muscle scar made up of fibers of the posterior 
byssal retractor and posterior pedal retractor occupies this 
position. The anterior portion of this compound scar repre- 
sents the insertion of the posterior pedal retractor, whereas 
the posterior portion (nearest the adductor) represents the 
insertion of the posterior byssal retractors. 

In the Mytilidae this combined scar is elongate, whereas 
in at least some of the Myalinidae it is small and comparable 
in size to the scar that occurs in Byssonychia (PI. 23, fig. 
1 ). Presumably this difference in size is due to the presence 
of a well-developed foot in the Mytilidae, while in Byssony- 
chias, with their extremely well-developed byssus, and in 
the Myalinidae, with their ponderous inequivalve shells, the 
foot was probably rather small and perhaps vestigial. As a 
result of this the muscles associated with the foot could also 
be presumed to be atrophied. Thus the scar dorsal to the 
posterior adductor scar in the genus Byssonychia for the 
most   parr   probably   represents   the   insertion   of   posterior 
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lyssal retractor I'llnrs, ami it may or ma\' not also riprc-scnt 
:lic insertion of some- posterior pedal retractor fibers. 

In some specimens of Byssonychia, immediately pos- 
erior to the beak, an additional muscle scar is present (PI. 
50, figs. 5, 9). This may be the .scar which Hind (1910) 
nterpreted as an anterior adductor. However, it is in a 
position equi\alent to the anterior byssal retractor scar of 
:he Mytilacea, and the muscle which made the scar probably 
'unctioned as an anterior byssal retractor. Ulrich (189.S) 
igured a specimen of Anomalodonta gigantea Miller, which 
iust posterior to the beaks had what he termed a "pedal 
icar"; in all probability this scar likewise represents the 
nsertion of an anterior byssal retractor. In 1894 Ulrich 
igured a specimen of Clionychia lamellosa (Hall) which 
iust posterior to each beak shows two small muscle scars 
A'hich Ulrich questionably referred to as pedal scars. In the 
explanation of this latter figure Ulrich stated that one or 
30th of these scars occur in all Ambonychiidae. These two 
nuscle scars of C. lamellosa probably represent the insertion 
Df a bifid anterior byssal retractor, a condition which also 
Dbtains in some of the Myalinidae, while some Mytilidac 
lave bilobed anterior byssal  retractors. 

In his definition of the genus Clionychia, Ulrich stated: 
'No byssal opening, the margins closing tightly all around". 
If this statement is accepted at face value it becomes 
difficult to explain the musculature behind the beaks, and 
this in turn would cast doubt upon the function proposed 
For similarly located scars within the genus Byssonychia. 
However, Clionychia shows a prominent byssal sinus m the 
same position as this structure occurs in the genera Byssony- 
chia and Anomalodonta. The fact that Clionychia has no 
byssal gape does not preclude the probability that the genus 
has a byssus, because in two of the best known and most 
widespread modern byssate genera Modiolus and Mytilus, 
both of which have a well-developed byssus, there is essen- 
tially no byssal gape (PI. 31, figs. 7, 8). 

3. Addenda to muscle markings.—In some of the Mya- 
Imidae and living Mytilidae irregularly situated pits occur 
on the inner surface of the shell inside the limits of the 
pallial line. These pits represent more or less random attach- 

ments of the general surface of the mantle to the shell. 
Newell (1942) observed that such pits also occur in some 
of the early Paleozoic Ambonychiidae. The author's material 
shows no evidence of such pits, however, this does not pre- 
clude their existence within the genus Byssonychia because 
even in Jiving forms they are not of constant occurrence. 

Lastly, in one of the "cotypes" of "B. vera" Ulrich pass- 
ing anterodorsally from the posterior pedal-byssal scar, is 
another scarlike mark. There is also an anterodorsal exten- 
sion passing upward from the posterior adductor, although 
in this latter case the extension is not so pronounced ( PI. 
22, fig. IS; PI. 23, fig. 1). Neither of these anterodorsal ex- 
tensions has the character of a muscle scar, that is, the 
shell costae do not show on them as would be the case if 
only a thin hypostracum separated them from the outer 
shell layer; nor do they have the appearance of pallial 
muscle insertions. It seems best to regard these extensions 
as the traces of muscle scars made as the muscles moved 
ventrally during growth. These muscle traces are not com- 
monly preserved in fossil specimens, and indeed, are often 
difficult to see in living forms. However, they can generally 
be discerned quite readily in the Unionidae and in most 
thin-shelled extant clams. Because this specimen of "B. 
vera" is well preserved, and because the shells of Byssony- 
chias were no douin tliin, this explanation does not seem 
untenable. 

D.  DENTITION 

The dentition of Byssonychia has variously been de- 
scribed as schizodont (Dall, 1913), actinodont ( Dechaseaux, 
1952), and dysodont (Moore, Lalicker, and Fisher, 1952). 

Dall defined schizodont dentition as follows: ". . . heavy, 
amorphous, variable teeth, often obscurely divided into 
subumbonal (pseudocardinal) and lateral (posterior) ele- 
ments, as in Trigonia, Unio, and Schizodus". Other defini- 
tions of schizodont generally define this dentition as con- 
sisting of prominent teeth which diverge sharply from be- 
neath the beak as in Trigonia. Neither of these definitions 
fits the dental structure of Byssonychia. The teeth of Bys- 
sonychia are not massive structures, but delicate; they are 
not amorphous, but regular and discrete; they do not diverge 
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sharply from beneath the beak; and lastly they are not ob- 
scurely divided into anterior and posterior elements, but 
instead the anterior and posterior elements are distinct from 
one another (PI. 30, fig. 1; PI. 23, figs. 3. 7. 10. 14; PI. 
27, fig. 7; PI. 22, figs. 4.6, 13, 14). 

The actinodont hinge forms one division of the taxodont 
hinge type. Ta.xodont dentition consists of a series of many 
similar alternating teeth and sockets, which usually form 
a long row extending along the hinge line, as in Ctenodonta, 
Nucula, Yoldia, and Actinodonta. In the ctenodont type of 
taxodont hinge the teeth are so arranged that if they were 
extended down from the hinge toward the center of the 
shell they would converge toward the shell center; whereas 
in the actinodont type hinge the teeth converge toward the 
beaks and diverge toward the valve center. Dechaseaux 
regarded the hinge of the Ambonychiidae as being a modifiid 
actinodont type, and believed that the Ambonychiidae in 
turn gave rise to the dysodonts. She was strongly influenced 
in her taxonomic arrangement by Douville, who also de- 
rived the dysodonts from the actinodonts. However, Dou- 
ville did not name the Ambonychiidae as the progenitors of 
all subsequent dysodonts. 

Dysodont dentition is vaguely defined. Dall (1913) 
described it as: "Forms having feeble hinge structure, 
whose origin is more or less palpably derived from external 
sculpture impinging upon the hinge line". This is more or 
less in accord with most authors. Dechaseaux defined dyso- 
dont dentition upon larval criteria which are not applicaiik- 
to Byssonychia because within this genus the prodissoconcli 
and early dissoconch stages are still largely unknown. 

Besides a feeble dentition, the dysodonts have certain 
other characters in common including fixation ( usually by 
a byssus) at some time in the life cycle and monomyarian 
or heteromyarian musculature. Because Byssonychia pre- 
sents these other typical dysodont characters, the dentition 
is herein also regarded as dysodont for want of any better 
category'. 

The dentition of Byssonychia consists of anterior and 
posterior elements. The anterior teeth occur immediatcl\' 
below the beaks and therefore are termed cardinals; the 
posterior teeth occur at the posterior extremity of the dorsal 

margin and are referred to as posterior laterals. The teeth 
are not located upon a separate hinge plate, although there 
is often a vertical lamella supporting the anterior teeth. The 
number of teeth varies from species to species, although 
within a species the dentition appears to be more or less 
constant. 

SYSTEMATIC PALEOZOOLOGY 

Phylum MOLLUSCA Cuvier, 1797* 

Class PELECYPODA Goldfuss, 1820 

Order DYSODONTA Neumayr, 1883 

There is a great deal of confusion at the ordinal level 
of pelecypod taxonomy, \\\\.\i several systems competing 
for recognition. Prior to 1880 many authors followed La- 
marck's divisions of the class with but few emendations. 
Following this, the 40 year period from 1880 to 1920 was> 
most productive so far as proposals for orders of pelecypods 
are concerned. In this period Neumayr produced his classi- 
fication based largely on shell characters and especially upon 
hinge structure; Dall proposed his scheme of Prionodes- 
macea, Anomalodesmacea, and Teleodesmacea, where lu 
attempted to reconcile malacological and conchological find- 
ings; Pelseneer formulated his classification based on gil 
structure; and Douville, using Neumayr's terminology, pre- 
sented his system based upon adaptive radiation. I 

For various reasons (see Davies, 1933) the ordinal 
subdivisions of Pelseneer and Dall have in recent year.' 
fallen into disrepute, largely because of the grouping ol 
unrelated stocks and the separation of closely related stocks 

In   1912   Douville  proposed  a  new subdivision  of thi 

•Linnaeus (1758), as a part of his class Vermes, formulated tlu 
taxon Mollusca where he included a heterogenous assemblage of shell 
less mollusks, polychacte annelids, crustaceans, priapuloids, cnidarians 
and cchinoderins. It remained for Cuvier (1797) to use Mollusca ir 
a modern sense. In his Tahlrnu FJemniluirc dc I'Hhtoire Naturctli 
• Irs .luimaux the Mollusca comprised the gastropods, ccphalopods 
pelecypods, and chitons as well as some extraneous elements (ascidians 
lirachinpods, and cirripeds). Priority of publication is not an essentia 
criterion for the authorship of higher taxa, and Cuvier is hereiri 
rrt-diled with the origin of the name Mollusca on the basis of hifj 
understanding of this grouping in a modern conceptual framework; 
Cuvier proposed his new concept of the Mollusca in 1795 in a papei 
read before the French Society of Natural History, but apparently 
did not publish his views until 1797. The copy of Cuvier's "Tableau' 
examined by me was dated 1798 {.In VI), but according to CoxJ 
(1960b)  the actual date of publication was 1797. 
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Pclccypoda, liis sclunie was based on tlic pi iiui|)l(.' ol adaj)- 
tive radiation, on the paleontological record of the class, 
ind on embryological data. This system is now recognized 
ly many workers as the best available (see Newell, 1954). 

Ihc proposals for ordinal divisions of pelecypods since 
1920 have for the most part been modifications or amalga- 
Tiations of the four schemes mentioned above (see for 
nstance Thiele, 1934; Iredale, 1939; Dechaseaux, 1952; 
Moore, Lalicker, and Fischer, 1952; and Purchon, 1959). 
Cox (1960a) proposed a new classification of pelecypods, 
subdividing the class into 16 orders and making several 
significant changes such as placing the naiads and cono- 
:ardiaceans in their own distinct orders. However, his clas- 
sification is still so recent that other pelecypod specialists 
lave not yet had time to evaluate it. 

Douville recognized a primary radiation of the Pelecy- 
3oda into three lines: 1) the so-called normal line, com- 
posed of those forms that are active and live on the sea 
floor (here he recognized three groups which correspond to 
orders, Taxodonta, Preheterodonta, and Heterodonta); 2) 
1 sessile or fixed line, comprising those clams which are 
attached by a byssus or which cement themselves to the 
sea floor, the Dysodonta; and 3) a burrowing branch or 
those forms which dwell permanently in a burrow, the 
Desmodonta. As pointed out by Davies (1933): "...the 
:lassification is not in the least an oecological classification. 
,.. The most active of all lamellibranchs, Pecten and Lima 
belong to the sedentary lineage; their monomyarian char- 
acter could only have been developed in ancestors fixed by 
a byssus. Cemented forms appear in all three branches, 
and a large part of the burrowing branch has abandoned 
the burrow for a recumbent life. . .". 

The order Dysodonta as emended by Douville is used 
herein. In brief, the order includes those forms which are 
edentulous or have a poorly developed dentition; which 
are fixed by a byssus, cemented to the bottom, or had a 
byssiferous ancestor; and which are monomyarian or ani- 
somyarian. 

The members of the genus Byssonychia fit the dysodont 
definition well in that they are monomyarian and byssiferous. 
The dentition, however, approaches that of the heterodonts 

in that the teeth show a distinct segregation into anterior 
elements located below the beak and posterior elements 
located at the posterior extremity of the dorsal margin. In 
short, Byssonychia is a dysodont having homeomorphic 
heterodont dentition. 

Supcrfaniily MYTILACEA Ferussac 

The superfamilial (or subordinal) assignment of the 
Ambonj'chiidae has long been a moot question. The family 
has variously been assigned to the Mytilacea, Pteriacea, 
Pectinacea, and Actinodonta. The assignment herein agrees 
with the suggestions of Newell (1942) and the assignment 
of  Moore, Lalicker, and   Fischer  (1952). 

The general shell form of Byssonychia agrees well with 
that of mytilaceans, especially the Myalinidae. But the 
superfamilial assignments depends primarily upon the mus- 
culature which is similar to the Mytilidae and Myalinidae, 
except that there is no remnant of the anterior adductor 
muscle. Newell (1942) in assigning the Myalinidae to the 
Mytilacea reported that one of the critical factors which 
led him to make this assignment was the shell musculature 
of the Myalinidae.- 

Additional evidence on the superfamily assignment of 
Byssonychia will be forthcoming when the shell microstruc- 
ture and the ontogenj' become known. 

Family AMBONYCHIIDAE Miller, 1877 

S. A. Miller (1877), in his American Paleozoic Fossils, 
was apparently the first to use the family- designation Am- 
bonychiidae, although he did not formally propose the name 
or describe the family. In the preface to this work Miller 
stated: "No new families have been proposed... The new 
family names in the class Lamellibranchiata are used by 
Prof. James Hall in the fifth volume of the Paleontology 
of New York". However, part one of volume five of the 
Paleontology of New York, which deals with monomj'arian 
clams, was not published until 1884, some seven years 
after Miller's work, and at this time Hall made no claim 
to the authorship of the family. 

- Dr. N. D. Newell in a recent personal communication suggested the 
placement of Area, and all forms with a duplivincular ligament in 
a separate order of pelecypods. He regards the Mytilacea as closely 
related to this new order. 
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Part of the discrepancy can be explained bj- the rather 
confused manner in which volume five of the Paleontology 
of New York was published. Volume five, part two, came 
out in 1879, while volume five, part one, came out in two 
installments in 1884 and 1885. Presumably Hall had orig- 
inally planned to have part one precede part two, but for 
various reasons this was not possible. In 1869-70 Hall and 
Whitfield published the much disputed "Preliminary Notice 
of the Lamellibranchiate Shells of the Upper Helderberg, 
Hamilton, and Chemung Groups, With Others From the 
Waverly Sandstone", part two; this contains no mention of 
the higher taxa to be used in volume five ("Preliminary 
Notice...", part one, did not appear until 1884). (See 
Cooper, 1931 for a full explanation of the dispute over the 
"Preliminary Notice...", part two.) What apparently iiap- 
pened was that Miller obtained a manuscript of volume 
five, part one, prior to publication and Miller incorporated 
this manuscript in his American Paleozoic Fossils. This 
assumption is borne out by the fact that Miller listed the 
following pelecypod: "Mytilarca radiata Hall, 1877, Pal. 
N. Y., vol. 5". When the portion of volume five concerned 
with monomyarian pelecypods was finally published Hail 
had removed the above species from the genus Mytilarca 
and had placed it in his new genus Byssopteria. In the 
synonymy of Byssopteria radiata, Hall listed the form as 
"Mytilarca radiata Hall .MS. 1877, and as Mytilarca radiata 
Hall, S. A. Miller. Cat. Amer. Pal. Fossils, 1877". 

At any rate while the family designation Ambonychiidae 
was not proposed by Miller, because he was the first to 
use the name in print he must receive credit for it. As early 
as 1874 Miller advocated the placement of the genera 
Ambonychia and Anomalodonta in a separate family. 

Ulrich (1894) defined the family Ambonychiidae as 

follows: 

Valves equal, very inequilateral; l)eak> prominent, terminal or 
nearly so; posterior cardinal region more or less alate; anterior sid" 
abruptly convex, with or without a byssal opening. Small cardinal 
and elongate lateral teeth may be present or wanting. Posterior ad- 
ductor impression large, bilobcd (the upper part probably formed by 
a pedal muscle), situated above and behind the center of the valves. 
.Xnterior adductor wanting or small, situated in the umbonal region. 
Pallial line simple, strongly impressed in the anterior region, becoming 
obsolete near  the  anterior  extremity of  the hinge. 

Ulrich's definition of the family will have to be revised 
in some particulars: for example, his reference to the upper 
portion of the bilobed posterior adductor as a pedal muscle 
is at most only partly correct. However, the author does not 
feel prepared to redefine the family at this time. 

The oldest members of the family are found m the 

Chazyan and belong to the genera Clionychia Ulrich and 

Ambonychia Hall. There are a number of genera assigned 

to the family from Upper Ordovician, Silurian, and Devoniani 

rocks, and the youngest members of the family are of Lower' 

.Mississippian age and belong to the genus Mytilarca Hall. 

Genus BYSSONYCHIA Ulrich, 1893 

18+7.   .1 mhijiiyiliia   Hall,  fdilim,   Nat.   Hist,   of  New   York,   Paleont., 
vol.   1,  p.   163. 

1859.   Ambonychia Hall, partim, New York State Cab. Nat. Hist., 12th 
.■\nn. Rep., pp. 8,  110. 

1859.   Ambonychia Hall, partim, Nat. Hist, of New  York, Geol. Sur., 
Paleont., vol. 3, part 1, pp. 269, 523. This reference is a reprint 
of the material published in the 12th .\nn. Rep. mentioned above 

1871.   Aml/onic/iia [Ainhonyc/iia], Stoliczka, partim, Geol. Sur. India, 
Mem.,   Palaeontologia   Indica,  vol.   3,   Nos.   5-8,  p.   387. 

1874.   Ambonychia  Miller,  partim,  Cincinnati   Quart.  Jour.  Sci.,   vol 
1,   No.   1,  p.  1+. 

1889.   A mbonychia    Miller,    partim,   North    .\mcrican    Geology    and 
Paleontology, p. 460. 

1893. Byssonychia   Ulrich,   CJeol.  Sur.  Ohio,   Rep.,   vol.   7,  p.   629. 
1894. Byssonychia Ulrich, Lower Sil. Lamellibranchiata of Minne- 

sota, from Final Rep. Geol. and Nat. Hist. Sur. Minnesota, vol 
3, p. 498. Published under separate cover prior to the entirt' 
vol. 3. 

1897. Byssonychia Ulrich, Geol. and Nat. Hist. Sur. Minnesota, Fina' 
Rep., vol. 3, part 2, (Paleont.), p. 498. This is a reprint of thti 
1894 paper. 

1900. Byssonychia Dall, in Zittel-Eastman, Textbook of Paleont. 
vol.   1,  p.   368. 

1908. Byssonychia Cumings, Dept. Geol. and Nat. Resources Indiana 
32d  Ann. Rep.,  p. 979. 

1909. Byssonychia Grabau and Shimer, North .\merican Index 
Fossils,  vol.  1,  p. 431. 

1910. ? Byssonychia Hind, Rov. Soc. Edinburgh, Trans., vol. 47 
part   3,   p.  485. 

1913.   Byssonychia Hall, in Zittel-Eastman,   Textbook of Paleont., vol 
1, p. 445. 

1920.   Byssonychia   Stewart,   Ontario   Dept.   Mines,   29th   .\iin.   Rep. 
part 6, p. 23. 

1931.   Byssonychia   McFarlan,   in   Jillson,   Kentucky   Geol.   Sur.,   The 
Paleont. of Kentucky, p.  112. 

1944.   Byssonychia   Shimer   and     Shrock,     Index     Fossils    of     North 
.\inerica,  p.  385. 

1952.    Byssonychia  Moore,  I.alicker,  and  Fischer,  Invertebrate  Fossils 
p.  144. 
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Type species (liy original designation), .1 iiihonyi/liii nulinlii 
Hall, (Uliich, 1893, Geol. Sur. Ohio, Rep., vol. 7, p. 62V), 
"Hudson  River  Group",  Pulaski,   New   ^drk. 

Description.—Shell equivalved, inequilateral, truncated 
anti-riorly, and highly convex; beaks subacuminate, terminal 
or near terminal, and prosogyral; obliquity prosocline, acline 
or opisthocline; prosopon composed of concentric growth 
varices and simple radial costae; shell thin, composed of an 
inner layer of aragonite and an outer layer of calcite, shell 
microstructure unknown; byssal sinus may be shallow or 
deeply impressed; byssal gape generally prominent, bilater- 
ally symmetrical, located a short distance below the beaks, 
and usually elliptical in outline; neither an anterior nor a 
posterior alation is present (with the possible exception of 
Byssonychia elroyi Hussey), however, there is a pronounced 
decrease in shell convexity in the posterodorsal part of the 
shell. 

Ligamental area possessing longitudinal grooves which 
housed a duplivincular ligament, the ligamental areas of 
the two valves are erect and do not diverge greatly (in 
most species); pallial line integropallinate, attachment not 
continuous, except near the posterior adductor muscle scar, 
each point of attachment located above a shell costa, the 
pallial line begins at the posterior adductor and terminates 
in the umbonal cavity just below the beaks; one adductor 
muscle, the posterior adductor, is present, this is located 
subcentrally; dorsal to the posterior adductor is a small 
muscle scar which probably represents a combined posterior 
byssal retractor and pedal retractor scar, just posterior to 
the beaks is the anterior byssal retractor scar; dentition 
d\'sodont with homeomorphic heterodont tendencies, com- 
posed of anterior cardinal elements located just below the 
beaks, and posterior lateral elements located at the posterior 
extremity of the dorsal margin. 

Synonymic discussion.—Hall's original definition of Am- 
bonychia was based upon external form. Included in the 
genus were forms with a well-developed byssal gape and 
forms which lacked a gape, however, there was no mention 
of dentition. In 1859 Hall obtained and described some 
specimens which showed hinge teeth; these he assigned 
to his species Ambonychia radiata, a form which possessed 

a well-(kveloi)ed byssal ga|)e. Following this description of 
the hinge, Ambonychia radiata soon became the standard 
of reference for the genus Ambonychia. By the latter part 
of the nineteenth century the genus had become unwieldy 
and included a heterogeneous mass of species, most of which 
were founded upon external form; at this time Ulrich split 
the genus apart, basing most of his generic descriptions upf)n 
hinge characters. 

Hall never designated a type species for the genus 
Ambonychia. In his 1847 publication, in which faunas are 
discussed stratigraphically, six species of Ambonychia are 
recorded from the Trenton limestone: A. bellistriata, A. 
orbicularis (Emmons), A. amygdalina, A. undata (Em- 
mons), ^4. obtusa, and Ambonychia? (pp. 163-168); and two 
species from the "Hudson River Group": A. radiata and A. 
carinata (Goldfuss) (pp. 292-294). All eight of these species 
(except Ambonychia?) were available to Ulrich from which 
to choose a type species. Ulrich chose A. bellistriata, the 
first described species of Ambonychia as the type for that 
genus (type by subsequent designation—see the Interna- 
tional Code of Zoological Nomenclature, XV International 
Congress of Zoology, 1961, Article 69, part a). 

A. bellistriata does not possess a bjssal gape, and the 
dentition of Ambonychia, s.s. differs from that of Hall's 1859 
A. radiata. (There is some confusion as to what kind of 
dentition Ambonychia actually has. Ulrich in 1894 stated 
that there were two cardinal teeth and no lateral teeth. In 
the Zittel-Eastman Textbook of Paleontology, Ulrich sup- 
plied Dall with the information on the Paleozoic Pelecypoda; 
here is stated that the typical Ambonychia is edentulous. 
Isberg (1934) reviewed the entire problem and mentioned 
that Ulrich in a private communication, delivered through 
Foerste, stated that Ambonychia is edentulous.) At any 
rate, because A. radiata (the unofficial standard of Ambony- 
chia) differed from A. bellistriata (type by subsequent desig- 
nation) as to dentition, byssal gape, and prosopon, Ulrich 
restricted Ambonychia and chose A. radiata as the t\^pe of 
the genus Byssonychia; a separation which is valid, both 
by the International Rules of Zoological Nomenclature, and 
on the basis of the morphological evidence. 
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The name Byssoiiychia first appears in the literature 
without being defined. This was apparently due to a change 
in publication dates. Several times in Ulrich's 1894 paper 
he made reference to his forthcoming paper in volume 7 of 
the Ohio Geological Survey (e.g. p. 498). It appears that for 
some reason the Minnesota paper was held up and not 
published until after the Ohio paper. Under normal circum- 
stances the 1893 Ohio reference would be a nomen nudum 
and the 1894 Minnesota reference in which the genus was 
first described, would be regarded as the first publication 
and description of the genus name. However, in 1893, in 
the description of "B. vera", Ulrich stated that B. radiata 
( Hall) is the type of the new^ genus. This is tantamount to 
description, so that 1893 must stand as the date of the 
introduction of the generic name Byssonychiii. 

The former unofficial status of B. radiata has from 
time to time led to confusion in the literature. Thus Hind 
( 1910) confused the definitions of the genera Anibonychia 
and Byssonychia, and Shrock and Twenhofel (1953) jiic- 
tured a form called Anibonychia radiata. 

Temporal distribution.—The oldest representative of 
the genus is Byssonychia intermedia (Meek and Worthen) 
which is Trenton in age. The youngest species is B. sublaevis 
Hind which is Llandoverian in age, however, there is much 
doubt as to the generic assignment of this species. If B. 
sublaetris is not a member of the genus, then the youngest 
species is B. anticostiana Twenhofel from the Gamachian. 

Spatial distribution.—Spatially most species of Byssony- 
chia are confined to the northeastern quarter of the United 
States and adjacent parts of Canada. A. K. Miller (1930) 
recorded a member of the genus from the Bighorn formation 
of the northwestern United States as Byssonychia, n. sp. A. 
K. Wilson (1926) recorded a species from the Richmond of 
British Columbia as B. radiata zvalkeri. Outside North Amer- 
ica, Hind ( 1910) recorded three species from Girvan, Scot- 
land, which may or may not be members of the genus, 
Lamont (1935, 1946) recorded B. radiata from Girvan, Reed 
(1952) recorded one species from Tyrone County, Ireland, 
and Twenhofel (1928) recorded B. radiata from the Rich- 
mond of Kstonia. 

MODE OF LIFE 

The mode of life of the species of Byssonychia apparent- 
ly was similar to that of the Recent genera Mytilus and 
Modiolus. Byssonychia had a well-developed byssus and, 
therefore, was undoubtedly an attached form. Because Bys- 
sonychias were equivalved this would indicate that they 
did not habitually lie on one side, but that they were prob- 
ably attached to vegetation, or to the sea bottom with the 
flattened anterior end apposed to the surface of attachment. 

1 his flattened anterior end would be useful to an attached 
form. (As demonstrated by Douville (1912) for other 
byssate pelecypods, it is normal for the anterior end to 
become atrophied, with a consequent reduction and eventual 
loss of the anterior adductor muscle.) In some of the Rich- 
mond forms, which show a carination of the umbones in the 
region of the byssus, this anterior flattening reached its 
greatest development. Perhaps correlated with this keeling, 
is the fact that the Richmond forms are by far the largest 
members of the genus. This keeling would give them a 
larger and flatter surface for apposition with the sea floor. 
Lastly, large pockets of bivalved specimens are found oc- 
casionally; this would indicate that at least some species 
were gregarious after the fashion of Mytilus and Modiolus. 

SPECIES DIFFERENTI.V 

Characters which have been used to ilistiiiguisli species 
within the genus include: 

1. The number of shell costae. 
2. The carination of the umbones. 
3. Relative size, species descriptions often include the 

phrase: size small (medium or large) for the genus, 
by small is meant under 35 mm. in greatest dimen- 
sion, medium refers to forms 35-55 mm. in greatest 
dimension, and large refers to forms over 55 mm. in 
greatest dimension. 

4. Genera! shell form, e.g. (|u:i(ir;itc, ovate. 
5. Valve convexity. 
6. Shape and position of the byssal opening relatl\e to 

the umbonal peaks. 
7. The angles formed by the anterior and posterior mar- 

gins with the dorsal margin. 
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S, Shell (,l)li(|Uity. 
9. R:iiiii of the hinge hne length to the greatest dinien- 

sioii, and other such ratios. 
10. Widtli of hgamental area. 
11. Ihe character of the dentition. 
Witiiin the genus the dentition is fully known in only 

a few species ("Byssonychia vera", B. radiata, and perhaps 
B. cultrata), the rest of the species being founded upon 
imperfect molds and casts. Because the dentition of Byssony- 
chia is the only character which positively distinguishes this 
genus from several other local genera, those species of Bys- 
sonychiii in \\'hich the dentition is imknowii can only be 
questionably assigned to the genus. 

SPECIES np:scRipru)NS 

Byssonychia radiata (Hall), 1847 

Plate 22, figures 1-15; Plate 23, figures 1-1+; Plate 24, figures 1-7 

18+0.   i\on PUrinca cariiiata Goldfuss, Petrefacta Germaniae, Zweiter 
Theil,  p.  136,  pi.  119, fig. 8. 

18+2.   Ptniiiia  carinata  Emmons,  Nat.   Hist,  of  New  York,  Geology, 
part 2,  p. +02,  fig.  111.1. 

18+2.   Picrinea carinata [Emmons], Vanuxem, Nat. Hist, of New York, 
Geology, part 3, p. 6+, fig. 9.1. Same figure as used by Emmons, 
18+2. 

18++.   Ptrrinca   carinata   [Emmons],   Owen,   American  Jour.   Sci.   and 
Arts, vol. +7, p. 376, fig. Same figure as used by Emmons,  18+2. 

18+7.   Amhonychia   radiata   Hall,   Nat.   Hist,   of  New   York,   Paleont., 
vol.  1, p. 292, pi. 80, figs. +a, +h, +c,  and +f;  non  figs. +d, +h, 
+i, +j, +k, and +1. 

1850.   Avicuta   carinata   d'Orbigny,   Prodrome   de   Paleontologie,   \o\. 
1, p.  13. 

1855.   Ptrrinca  carinata  [Emmons],  Emmons American  Geology,  vol. 
1, part 2, p. 175, pi. 17, fig. 23  (fig. mislabeled 21). Same figure 
as used by Emmons, 18+2. 

1857.    ? Amhonychia raJiata  Hall, Billings,  Canadian  Naturalist and 
Geologist, vol.  1, No. 1, p. ++, fig. 7. Title page bears the date 
1857, however, the first page of the text bears the date 1856. 

1859.   Amhonychia   radiata   Hall,   Hall,   New   York   State   Cab.   Nat. 
Hist.,  12th Ann. Rep., p. S, fig.,   ? p. 110, figs. 1, 2. 

1859.   Amhonychia radiata  Hall, Hall,  Nat. Hist, of New York, Geol. 
Sur.,  Paleont.,  vol.   3,   p.  269,  fig.,   ?  p.   532,   figs.   1,  2.   Same 
figures  as  Hall,  1859. 

1861. Amhonychia radiata Hall, Lincklaen, New York State Cab. Nat. 
Hist., 1+th Ann. Rep., pi. +, figs. 7, 9, ? fig. 8. Fig. 7 same as 
Emmons, 18+2; fig. 8 same as Hall, 1859, pp. 110 and 523, fig. 
2;  fig. 9 same as Hall, 1859, pp. 8  and 269. 

1862. f Amhonychia radiata Hall, Hall, Geol. Sur. Wisconsin, Rep. p. 
5+, figs. 11.1, 11.2. Fig. 11.2 is the same as Hall, 1859, pp. Il'l 
and  523, fig.  I. 

1862. Non A mhonychia radiata Hall, Chapman, Canadian Jour, of 
Industry, Sci.  and  Art,  New  Series,  vol.  7,  p.  116,  fig.  110. 

1872. 

187+. 

187+. 

1875. 

1875. 

1883. 

1863. A'o7i Amhiinyihia radiata Hall, Chapman, Canadian Jour, of 
Industry, Sci. and Art, New Series, vol. 8, p. 206, fig. 205. Same 
figure as  used  by Chapman,   1862. 

1863. Non A mhonychia radiata Hall, Billings, Geology of Canada, 
Geol. Sur. Canada, Rep. of Progress to 1863, p. 215, fig. 219. 

1864. Non A mhonychia radiata Hall, Chapman, A Popular and Prac- 
tical Exposition of the .Minerals and tjeology of Canada, p. 120, 
fig. 110; p. 178, fig. 205. Same figures as used by Chapman, 
1862 and  1863. 
Aon A mhonychia radiata Hall, Nicholson, Manual of Paleont., 
p.   223,   fig.   Same   figure   as   Billings,   1863. 
? A mhonychia radiata Hall, .Miller, Cincinnati Quart. Jour. Sci., 
vol. 1, No. 1, p. 1+, figs. 5, 6. Same figures as Hall, 1859, pp. 
110 and  523. 
A mhonychia hcllistriata Hall, Miller, Cincinnati Quart. Jour. 
Sci.,  vol.   1,  No.  1,  p.  1+. 
Non A mhonychia radiata Hall, Nicholson, Rep. Upon the 
Paleont. of the Provinc" of Ontario, part 2, p. 35, fig. lid. 
Amhonychia radiata Hall, Hall and Whitfield, Geol. Sur. Ohio, 
Rep., vol. 2, part 2, Paleont., p. 79, pi. 2, fig. 2. 
Non A mhonychia radiata Hall, Chamberlin, CJeol. of Wisconsin, 
Survey of 1873-1879, vol. 1, p. 17+, fig. +3a. Same figure as 
Billings,  1863. 

1889. Amhonychia carinata {Ptrrinea carinata) [Emmons], Lesley, 
Geol. Sur. Pennsylvania, Rep. P+, A Dictionary of the Fossils 
of Pennsylvania and Neighboring States, vol. 1 A-M, p. 22, fig. 
Same figure as  Emmons,   18+2. 

1889. A mhonychia radiata Hall, Lesley, Geol. Sur. Pennsylvania, Rep. 
P+, A Dictionary of the Fossils of Pennsylvania and Neighbor- 
ing States, vol. 1 A-M, p. 23, figs., ? fig. 1, 2. All figures after 
Hall,  18+7 and  1859. 

1889. ? A mhonychia radiata Hall, Miller, North American Geol. and 
Paleont., p. +61, figs. 770, 771. Same figures as Hall, 1859, pp. 
110 and 523; although Miller mislabels fig. 770 as A mhonychia 
hcllistriata. 

1892. A mhonychia carinata [Emmons], Lesley, Geol. Sur. Pennsyl- 
\ania. Final Rep., A Summary Description of the Geology of 
Pennsylvania, vol. 1, p. 53+, fig. Same fig. as Emmons, 18+2. 

1892. A mhonychia radiata Hall, Lesley, CTCOI. Sur. Pennsylvania, 
Final Rep., A Summary Description of the Geology of Pennsyl- 
vania, vol. 1, p.  53+, fig.  Same fig.  as +b  Hall,  18+7. 

1893. Byssonychia vera Ulrich, Geol. Sur. Ohio, Rep., vol. 7, p. 629. 
figs. a-c. 

189+. Non Byssonychia radiata {Amhonychia radiata Hall), Ulrich, 
The Lower Silurian Lamellibranchiata of Minnesota, Final Rep., 
Geol. and Nat. Hist. Sur. Minnesota, vol. 3, p. +77, fig. 6. 

189+. A mhonychia cincinnaticnsis Miller and Faber, Cincinnati Soc. 
Nat. Hist., Jour., vol.  17, No. 1, p. 2+, pi.  1, figs. 8-10. 

1897. Non Byssonychia radiata (Amhonychia radiata Hall), Ulrich, 
Geol. and Nat. Hist. Sur. Minnesota, vol. 3, part 2, Final Rep., 
Paleont., p. +77, fig. 6. Reprint of I'Irich's  189+ paper. 

1908. Byssonychia radiata (Hall), Cumings, Dept. of Geol. and Nat. 
Resources of Indiana, 32d Ann. Rep., p. 993, pi. +3, fig. +. 
Same fig. as Hall and Whitfield,  1875. 

1909. Byssonychia radiata (Hall), Bassler, Virginia Geol. Sur., Bull. 
2.\, pi.  1+, fig.  7.  Same  figure  as  Hall  and  Whitfield,  1875. 

1909. Byssonychia radiata (Hall), Grabau and Shimer, North Amer- 
ican Index Fossils, vol. 1, p. +32, fig. 566, non fig. 562c, p. +31. 
Fig. 566 same as Hall and Whitfield, 1875; fig. 562c same as 
Ulrich, 189+ and  1897. 
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1910.   Son Byssonychia  raJiata   (Hall).   Hind,  Roy.   Soc.   Edinburgh, 
Trans., vol. 47, part 3, p. 487. pi.  1, figs.  19-22. 

1914.   Son   Byssonychia   vera   Ulrich,   Foerste,   Cincinnati   Soc.   Nat. 
Hist., Jour., vol. 21, No.  1, p. 134, pi.  1,  fig.  15. 

1914.   Byssonychia radiata   (Hall), Foerste,  Scientific Laboratories  of 
Denison University, Bull., vol. 17, p. 273, pi. 3, figs. 12A-12C. 

1919.   Byssonychia raJiata (Hall), Bassler, Maryland Geol. Sur., Rep. 
on  the  Cambrian  and  Ordovician   Formations of Maryland,  p. 
282, pi. 57, fig. 26. Same figure as  Hall  and Whitfield'.  1875. 

1919. Byssonychia vera Ulrich, Bassler, Maryland Cleol. Sur., Rep. 
on the Cambrian and Ordovician Formations of Maryland, p. 
282, pi. 54, figs. 34-36. Same figures as  Ulrich,  1893. 

1920. Byssonychia raJiata (Hall), Stewart, Ontario Dept. Mines, 
29th Ann. Rep., part 6, p. 23. pi. 4.  fig.  3. 

1920.   Byssonychia  i-era   I'lrich,   Stewart,   Ontario   Dept.   Mines.   29th 
Ann. Rep., part 6, p. 25, pi.  1, figs. 23, 24. 

1920.    ? Byssonychia lu-ra plana  Stewart,  Ontario  Dept.  Mines,  29th 
Ann. Rep., part 6, p. 25, pi. 1, fig. 26. 

1924.   Byssonychia radiata (Hall), Foerste, Canada Dept. Mines, tieol. 
Sur., Memoir  138,  p.  164,  pi. 27,  figs.  3a, b;  pi.  31,  figs.  13a, 
b, c. 

1924.    .' Byssonychia vera plana Stewart, Foerste, Canada Dept. Mines, 
Geol. Sur.,  Memoir  138,  p.   163,  pi.  22,   fig.   10. 

1926.   Byssonychia raJiata (Hall), Ruedemann, New York State Mus., 
Bull. 272, p. 27, pi. 3, figs.  1-3. 

1926.   Byssonychia  vera   Ulrich,  Ruedemann,   New   York   State   Mus. 
Bull. 272, p. 29, pi. 3, figs. 4-7. 

1926.   Son Byssonychia vera pluricosta Ruedemann,  New  York  State 
Mus., Bull. 272, p. 30, pi. 3, fig.  8. 

1926.    ^Byssonychia   radiata   ■u.alkrri   Wilson,   Canada   Dept.   Mines, 
Geol. Sur., Bull. 44, p. 29,  pi. 5,  figs.  19, 20. 

1931.   Byssonychia   radiata   (Hall),   McFarlan,   in   Jillson,   Kentucky 
Geol.   Sur.,  Paleont.  of Kentucky,  p.   112,  no  fig. 

1941.   Son Byssonychia radiata   (Hall),  Butts,  Virginia  Conservation 
Commission,   Virginia  Geol.  Sur.,  Bull.   52,  part  2,   p.   126    pi. 
100.   figs.  6-8. 

1941.   Son   Byssonychia   vera   Ulrich,   Butts,   Virginia   Conservation 
Commission,   Virginia   Geol.  Sur.,   Bull.  52,   part 2,  p.   126,   pi. 
100, fig. 9. 

1944. Byssonychia radiata (Hall), Shimer and Shrock, Inde.v: Fossils 
of North America, p. 385, pi. 149, figs. 24, 27, 28, non fig. 23. 
Figure 23 same as Ulrich, 1894; fig. 24 same as Hall and 
Whitfield,   1875;   figs.   27,   28   same   as   Ruedemann,   1926. 

1945. Son Byssonychia radiata LHall], Bucher, Caster, and Jones, 
Elementary Guide to the Fossils and Strata in the Vicinity of 
Cincinnati, Cincinnati Mus. Nat. Hist., Publication, p. 14, pi. 
1, fig. 11 ; idem, 1955, Caster, Dalve, and Pope, Elementary Ciuidc 
to the Fossils and Strata of the Ordovician in the Vicinity of 
Cincinnati, Ohio, Cincinnati Mus. Nat. Hist . Publication p 
32, pi. 1, fig. 11. 

1948. Son Byssonychia radiata [Hall], Wilson, lennessce Dept. Con- 
servation, Div. of Geol., Bull. 53, p.  144, pi.  18,  fig.  16. 

1952. Byssonychia radiata (Hall), .Moore, Lalicker, and Fischer, In- 
vertebrate Fossil,, p. 414, fig. 10-10, No. 5. Same figure as Hall 
and   Whitfield,   1875. 

1953. Son .-Imhonychia radiata [Hall], Shrock and Twenhofcl, Prin- 
ciples of Invertebrate Paleont., p. 391, fig. H. Same figure as 
Billings,  1863. 

1956. Son Byssonychia radiata [Hall], LaRocque and Marple, Ohio 
Dept. .Nat. Resources, Div. of (Jeol. Sur., Bull. 54, p. 51, fig. 
68. Same figure as Bucher et at., 1945. 

Description.—Shell quadrate to obliquely ovate; pos- 
sessing 45-55 costae; obliquity slightly prosocline, tending 
to acline; angle between the anterior face and the hinge 
axis (angle gamma) 80-90 degrees. Umbones rounded, not 
keeled, and projecting but little above the hinge line (1-2 
mm.). Size small to medium for the genus (up to 40 mm. 
in greatest dimension); length about 2/3-3/4 as long as the 
greatest dimension; greatest convexity of a single valve 6-10 
mm.; byssal gape elliptical, located about its length below 
the peaks of the umbones; byssal sinus shallow; ligamental' 
areas erect and only slightly diverging, and therefore the 
ligament was narrow. 

Posterior adductor muscle known; dentition consisting 
of two cardinal teeth in the right valve and one or two in 
the left valve. Posterior lateral dentition consisting of two 
or three elongate teeth. 

Synonymic discussion.—Hall named Ambonychia radi- 
ata in 1847 regarding it as synonymous with Pterinea cari- 
nata as that species was conceived by Emmons and Vanuxeim 
( 1842). In his synonymy of Ambonychia radiata, Hall listed 
the following: "Pterinea carinata Vanuxem, Geol. Report, 
pag. 65, fig. 1; and Pterinea carinata Emmons, Geol. Report, 
pag. 402, fig. 1". In addition Hall lists: "P. carinata Con- 
rad, Ann. Geol. Report, 1838, p. 114; 1839, p. 63". Both 
Conrad references are nomina nuda. Conrad only listed the 
species as occurring in New York rocks as "Pterinea carinata, 
G.", with the "G" probably standing for Goldfuss. 

(Jdldfuss used the name Pterinea carinata for another 
form in Theil 2 of his Petrejacta Germaniae, which bears 
the dates 1834-1840. Hall apparently made the name change 
because he regarded Pterinea carinata Emmons as a homo- 
n\ m for Pterinea carinata Goldfuss. His statement on this 
matter is as follows: "This species [Ambonychia radiata] 
has usually been referred to Pterinea carinata of Goldfuss, 
hut it appears to me specifically distinct" (1847, p. 293). 
Hall then goes on to give the reasons for his separation of 
the two forms. In addition, Hall regarded both P. carinata 
Emmons and P. carinata Goldfuss as differing sufficiently 
from Pterinea Goldfuss to be placed in Hall's new genus 
Ambonychia   as   A.   radiata   and   A.   carinata   respectively. 
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Wliilc C'OIH^KI itf;;irJeil liis speciniciis :is rufLT;il)le to 
Pterinea carinata Goldfuss, Hall (who probably had access 
to Conrad's materials) regarded them as belonging to his 
new species Ambonychia radiata. 

In the light of modern taxonomic procedures, Hall's 
separation of Pterinea carinata Emmons from P. carinata 
Goldfuss, as well as his assignment of these forms to the 
genus Ambonychia are justified. Foerste (1914) agreed with 
Hall's (1847) opinions and in addition assigned A. carinata 
(Goldfuss) to the genus Byssonychia; however, this latter 
assignment is debatable because Goldfuss' original figure 
shows no byssal gape. 

During the latter part of the nineteenth century the 
name Ambonychia radiata was applied to a host of forms 
and in many cases the figures shown by various authors are 
not lucid enough to determine whether or not the writers 
were speakmg of this species. 

In 1893, Ulrich named the species "Byssonychia vera". 
His distinctions between this species and B. radiata were 
as follows: "From B. radiata Hall, sp., the type of the new 
genus, B. vera differs in its smaller size, finer striae (there 
being about fifty to from thirty-seven to forty in the typical 
form of that species,) shorter hinge line, more evenly convex 
valves, and shorter byssal opening". The form which Ulrich 
regarded as B .radiata is figured on Plate 31,fi figures 1-3 of 
this paper. These figures were made from a specimen in the 
United States National Museum. The label accompanying 
the specimen reads as follows: "B. radiata, plesiotype, 
U.S.N.M. No. 46105, identified by E. O. Ulrich, locality, 
Fairmount, Cinti., Ohio and vicinity". This form differs 
from B. vera in the manner stated by Ulrich. However, this 
form is not B. radiata, as shown by the figures of that species 
in the present paper and by the works of P'oerste (1914, 
1924). 

Foerste ( 1914) re-examined Hall's origmal material 
and found that B. radiata had 45-55 costae, thereby remov- 
ing the major distinction between B. radiata and B. vera. 
However, the two species have been maintamed as separate 
entities down to the present. Foerste (1924) added the 
distinction  that  in  B.  vera  the  costae  were  more  slender 

and Ruedeinann (1926) reported that: ''Another reliable 
difference between the two species is that in B. vera the angle 
between the anterior face and the cardinal margin is always 
around 80 degrees and smaller than in B. radiata". Ruede- 
mann's figures, however, do not bear out this latter state- 
ment. 

The only real distmction between B. radiata and B. 
vera is a slight difference in size, and this distinction seems 
to hold true only in the Eden rocks about Cincinnati, for 
Ruedemann (1926) showed a form from the Whetstone 
Gulf formation (Upper Ordovician) of New York, which 
possesses the smaller angle gamma, but which in size and 
coarseness of costae is the same as B. radiata (this par- 
ticular specimen was identified as B. vera by Ulrich). 

In the present paper the species designation B. vera 
is regarded as synonymous with B. radiata, the slight dif- 
ference in size bemg considered too small a distinction upon 
which to discriminate species. 

Materials.—The above description is based upon the 
original type material of B. radiata, "B. vera", one of the 
syntypes of Ambonychia cincinnatiensis Miller and Faber, 
and one of Hall's 1859 specimens. In addition the author 
had at his disposal eight shelled specimens (four of which 
show dental structures) and three molds. 

Types.—Hall's original description was based upon eight 
specimens. Foerste (1914) chose the specimen shown in 
Hall's figure 4a as the lectoholotype and the specimen shown 
in figure 4b as a lectoparatype. His statement on this was 
as follows: ". . . Fig. 4a, plate 80, accompanying the original 
description, in the Paleontology of New York, vol. 1, . . . 
is regarded as the type, while the specimen illustrated by 
Fig. 4b ... is regarded as the cotype". Foerste's use of the 
words type and cotype carry the connotations holotype and 
paratype in present terminology. 

The following dimensions of the types are given as 
straight line dimensions measured upon IX photographs 
of the specimens (this will also be true for all other species 
measurements). Foerste's "type" of B. radiata is a left valve, 
shown in the present work as figure 2, Plate 22 (A.M. No. 
928/2).  The  dimensions  of  this  specimen  are  as  follows: 
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greatest dimension, 3jmm.; Iingth, 11 mm.; lieight, 29 mm.; 
angle gamma, 90 degrees; and number of costae, 48. The 
"cotype" of the species is a right valve shown in the present 
work as figure I, Plate 22 (A.M. No. 928, 3). The dimensions 
of this specimen are as follows: greatest dimension, 40 mm.; 
length, 31 mm.; height, 36 mm.; angle gamma, 90 degrees; 
and number of costae, 42 plus (the anterior end of the speci- 
men being covered by the matrix). Figure 3, Plate 22, of 
this paper represents the original of Hall's figure 4f, Plate 
80 (A.M. No. 928/2). The dimensions of this specimen are 
as follows: greatest dimension, 35 mm.; length, 26 mm.; 
height, 30 mm.; angle gamma, 85 degrees; and number of 
costae, 50. Figures 5 and 6, Plate 22, of the present work 
are of Hall's 1859 (pp. 8 and 269) hypotype (A.M. No. 
928/2). The dimensions of this specimen are as follows: 
greatest dimension, 3 1 iiini.; length, 25 mm.; height, 26 mm.; 
angle gamma, 82 degrees; and number of costae, 45 plus 
(the costae on the posterodorsal side are not preserved). 

Distribution.—The species Byssonychia radiata as con- 
strued in the present work is limited to rocks of Cincinnatian 
age and occurs in the Flden, Maysville, and Riciimond sub- 
divisions of the Upper Ordovician. 

In the Cincinnati area B. radiata occurs in the two 
upper members of the Eden, the Southgate, and the Mc- 
Micken. However, the author has not found the form in 
the lowermost Eden member, the Economy. In the Economy 
there is an ambonychiid ( PI. 31, fig. 6) but to what genus 
and species this form may belong is unknown, because the 
few specimens at the author's disposal were too poorly pre- 
served to determine its taxonomic assignment. 

In the Fairview and McMillan formations no iiiulouiui-d 
specimens of B. radiata have been found by the author. I 
have found poorly preserved forms which resemble B. 
radiata, and other authors report this species from the local 
Maysville. 

In the Richmond, specimens which show affinities with 
B. radiata have been found only in the lowermost Wayncs- 
ville (Fort Ancient member). The presence of this species 
above the Fort Ancient is reported by other authors. 

(Jutside of Ohio, B.  radiata  has  been    reported   from 

Anticosti Island, British Columbia, Indiana, Kentucky, 
Manitoulin Island, Maryland, New York, Ontario, Pennsyl- 
vania, Quebec, Tennessee, Virginia, Estonia, and Girvan, 
Scotland. The specimens from Girvan and Estonia occur in 
the Richmond, and these notations of occurrence appear 
oiiK   111 i.iunal lists. 

Ruedemann (1926) and Shimer and Shrock (1944) re- 
cord the species as occurring on Anticosti, although Twen- 
hofel (1928) stated that the species of Byssonychia found 
on Anticosti is not B. radiata but a new species B. anti- 
costiana. Wilson (1926) doubtfully recorded the species 
from British Columbia, her specimens were too poorly pre- 
served for her to be certain. Most reports, from Hall (1847) 
to the present, record the form from Indiana and Kentucky, 
these reports differing only as to whether the species occurs 
in all three subdivisions of the Upper Ordovician or only 
in the Maysville and Richmond. The present author found 
the species in the Eden of Kentucky. Foerste (1916b) re- 
corded the species from the Eden of Manitoulin Island as 
"B. vera". Bassler (1919) recorded the form from the Eden 
division of the Martinsburg shale of southern Pennsylvania^ 
and northern Maryland as "B. vera" and from the Fairview 
division of the Martinsburg of Pennsylvania as B. radiata. 
Bassler also mentioned that "B. vera" is close to, and fre- 
i|ucntly identified  with  B.  radiata. 

Many authors record the species from the Lorraine oft 
New York, among them is Ruedemann (1926) who re- 
corded it as "B. vera" from the Whetstone Gulf and as B. 
radiata from the Pulaski. Stewart (1920) and Foerste- 
( 1916b and 1924) record the species from Ontario anc 
Ouebec, the latter author stated that it occurs in the Eder 
and Richmond of Quebec and in the Maysville and Rich-^ 
niond of Ontario. Bassler (1915) and other authors listed 
the species as occurring in the Maysville and Richmond o\ 

Tennessee, and Bassler (1909) listed the form as present 

111 the Richmiiiul of Virginia. 

Remarks and comparisons.—In the present paper B. 

radiata is construed as including all forms which have 45-55' 

costae, are almost always under 40 nini. in greatest dimen- 
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sion, |)()s.s(.'ss ni)iu-:iiin:itr umlxiius, :iiul lia\c an angle fianinia 

of from  S()-90 clcfjrefs. 

Two specimens at haiul (PI. 24, fif;s. 6-7) do not mrvX 
this definition in all particidars. They differ in havinj^; an 
angle gamma of about 95 degrees; also they are larger (the 
largest specimen is 45 mm. in greatest dimension) than any 
specimen assigned to B. radiata. The specimens, however, 
have the characteristic quadrate outline and about 45 
costae. They are regarded as showing affinities to B. radiata 
their differences are regarded as msufficient to establish a 

new species. 
Incidentally, Ruedemann (1926, pi. 3, fig. 2) showed 

the dentition of what he identified as a left valve of the 
species; this figure shows two cardinal teeth. However, his 
specimen is a right valve, for which the dentition is typical. 

B. radiata can be easily distinguished from most other 
species of Byssonychia. Locally it bears its closest resem- 
blance to B. obesa, B. alveolata, and B. suherecta. B. obesa 
differs in generally being slightly larger, with usually more 
convex valves, a wider ligamental area, and fewer costae. 
B. alveolata differs in having a wider ligamental area; its 
angle gamma in the only specimen known is 95 degrees; the 
umbones are fuller, more tumid, and project more above the 
hinge line. B. suherecta differs in its larger size, in being a 
distinctly acline shell, in having an angle gamma of more 
than 90 degrees, and in being more convex. 

Byssonychia acutirostris Ulrich, 1893 

Plate 24, figures 8-13 

1893.   Byssonychia acutirostris  Ulricli,  Geol.   Sur.  Ohio,  Rep.,   vol.   7, 
p. 634, pi. 45, figs. 8, 9;  pi. 46, fig. 10. 

1909.   Byssonychia   acutirostris   Ulrich,   Grahau   and    Shinier,    North 
American  Index   Fossils,   vol.   1,   p.  431,   fig.   564.   Same   figure 
as Ulrich,  1893, fig. 8, pi. 45. 

Description.—Shell obliquely elongate; possessing 30-40 
costae; obliquity prosocline; angle gamma 85-95 degrees; 
umbones rounded, not keeled, projecting but little above 
the hinge line (2-3 mm.), and narrowing rapidly so as to 
become acuminate at their termination; size medium to 
large for the genus (up to 80 mm. in greatest dimension); 
greatest length 2 3-3/4 as long as the greatest dimension; 

griatcsi thickness of a single valve, 10-20 mm.; byssal gape 
elliptical, located about its length below the peaks of the 
umbones; byssal sinus shallow; ligamental areas erect and 
only slightly diverging, and therefore the species possessed 
a narrow ligament. 

Dentition and musculature unknown, hence the species 
can be only questionably assigned to the genus. 

Materials—The above description is based upon the 
holotype of the species and upon a cast of the exterior found 
among the University of Cincinnati collections. In addition, 
the author had at his disposal two specimens w^hich, al- 
though badly weathered, show affinities to B. acutirostris. 

Types.—The holotype of the species consists of a right 
valve (U.S.N.M. No. 46095), the dimensions of which are 
as follows: greatest dimension, 46 mm.; length, 35 mm. 
(this dimension is uncertain as the posterior part of the 
shell is missing); height, 40 mm.; angle gamma, 93 degrees; 
and number of costae, 35. There are also six paratypes 
(U.S.N.M. No. 46095), all of which are rather large badly 
weathered internal molds. 

Distribution.—This species is restricted to the Maysville 
rocks in the vicinity of Cincinnati, Ohio. According to the 
label accompanying the holotype, that specimen is from 
the Fairmount member of the Fairview formation (lower 
Maysville), Covington, Kentucky. The author has found 
specimens which show affinities to B. acutirostris in the Bell- 
vue and Corryville members of the McMillan formation 
(upper Maysville). 

Remarks and comparisons.—According to Ulrich (1893 ) 
B. acutirostris possesses two small cardinal teeth and no 
lateral teeth. The hinge line of the holotype of the species 
is illustrated in the present work in figure 10, Plate 24. Here 
it can be seen that the posterior portion of the shell is miss- 
ing, and what the character of the lateral teeth may have 
been is unknown. The structure which Ulrich interpreted as 
two small cardinal teeth occurs a short distance below the 
beaks, this consists of a rather indefinite, weathered, bilobed 
structure which may or may not have had something to do 
with articulating the shell. In view of the fact that the dental 
structure is so poorly preserved it seems best to regard it 
as unknown.  (The paratypes show no dentition). 
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B. acutirostris is a distinct morpholofjic form, and it is 
by far the largest species known to occur in the Maysviiie. 
In number of costae it approaches B. praecursa, which, how- 
ever, lacks the acuminate umbones and the obliquely elon- 
gate nature of B. acutirostris. 

Byssonychia alveolata Ulrich. 1893 

Plate 25, figure 1 

1893.   liyssonyc/iiii   alveolata   Ulrich,   Geol.   Sur.   Ohio    Rep.    vol.   7 
p. 631, pi. 48, figs. 1-3. 

1908.   Byssonychia  alveolata   Ulrich,  Cumings,   Dept.   Geol.   and   Nat. 
Resources of Indiana, 32d .Ann. Rep., p. 989, pi. +2, figs. 7, 7a. 
Same  figures  as  Ulrich,   1893,  figures  1   and   3. 

1920.   Son   Byssonythia   alveolata    Ulrich,    Stewart,    Ontario    Dept. 
Mines, 29th  .\nn.  Rep.,  part 6,  p. 24, pi. 4,  figs.  1-2. 

Description.—Shell ovate; possessing SO costae; ob- 
liquity prosocline; angle gamma, 95 degrees; umbones 
rounded, full and tumid, and project well above the hinge 
line (4-5 mm.); size medium for the genus; greatest length 
about 3/4 of the greatest dimension; greatest convexity of 
a single valve, 13 mm.; byssal gape elliptical, placed about 
its length below the umbonal peaks, and somewhat de- 
pressed; byssal sinus shallow; ligamental areas diverge up- 
ward, leaving a rather wide space, which housed the liga- 
ment. 

.Musculature and dentition unknown and, therefore, the 
species can be assigned only questionably to the genus. 

Synonymic discussion.—The specimen assigned to this 
species by Stewart differs significantly from the holotype. 
Stewart's specimen shows an angular umbonal ridge, the 
umbo is not tumid and scarcely projects above the hinge 
line, and angle gamma is only about 75 degrees. Thus, 
Stewart's specimen is not regarded as conspecific with B. 
alveolata despite the fact that it has a wide ligamental area 
and a depressed byssal gape. 

Materials and types.—The above description is based 
upon the holotype and only known specimen of B. alveolata 
(U.S.N.M. No. 46096). The measurements of the holotype 
are as follows: greatest dimension, 46 mm.; length, 36 mm.; 
height, 42 mm.; angle gamma, 95 degrees; and numi)cr of 
costae, 50. 

Distribution.—According to the museum  label accom- 

panymg the holotype, the specimen is from the Corryville 
member of the McMillan formation (upper Maysviiie) at 
Cincinnati, Ohio. 

Remarks and comparisons.—B. alveolata is similar to 
B. radtata and B. subcrecta in number of costae. It differs 
from B. radiata in having a greater convexity, more tumid 
umbones, more projecting umbones, and a larger angle 
gamma. From B. suberecta, B. alveolata differs in its more 
projecting umbones, wider ligamental area, and in being 
prosocline not acline. 

Byssonychia byrnesi Ulrich, 1893 

Plate 25, figs. 2-5 

1893.    Byssonychia   (?)   byrnesi   Ulrich,   CJeol.   Sur.  Ohio,  Rep.,  vol.   7 
p. 635,  pi. 47,  figs. 4,  5. 

1909.   Byssonychia   (?)   byrnesi   Ulrich,   Grahau   and   Shimer,   North 
-American Index Fossils, vol.  1, p. 431, fig. 563. Same figure as 
Ulrich,  1893, figure 5. 

1914.   Byssonychia   cf.   byrnesi   Ulrich,   Foerste,   Cincinnati   Soc.   Nat. 
Hist., Jour.,  vol.  21,   No.  4,   p.   134,  pi.   3,   fig.  6. 

Description.—Shell ovate, obliquely elongate; possessing 
20-25 costae; obliquity strongly prosocline, with angle alpha 
becoming more acute with age; angle gamma, 80-90 degrees; 
umbones rounded, not keeled, projecting but little above 
the hinge line (1-3 mm.); size medium for the genus; great- 
est length 4/5-5/6 as long as the greatest dimension; greatest 
convexity of a single valve, 8-10 mm.; byssal gape elliptical, 
located about its length below the umbonal peaks; byssal 
sinus shallow; ligamental areas erect and only slightly di- 
verging. 

Musculature and dentition unknown, and therefore the 
species can be assigned only questionably to the genus. 

Materials.—The above description is based upon the 
types of the species and upon two additional specimens. Of 
these additional specimens, one has the shell material pre- 
served, and the second is a cast of the exterior. 

Types.—The type material of the species consists of 
five syntypes (U.S.N.M. No. 46097), three of which are 
designated "paratypes" on the museum label. The syntype 
shown on Plate 25, figure 2 of the present work, corresponds 
to Ulrich's figure 5, plate 47. The measurements of this 
specimen are as follows: greatest dimension, 47 mm.; length. 
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3.S mm.; Iu-i;;lu, 33 mm.; ;mj;k' f;;imm:i, 82 (lt'i;nT.s; and 
luimhL-r of costac, 18 plus (some of the costae are obscured). 
A second syntype not figured in the present work, but cor- 
responding to Ulrich's figure 4, plate 47, has the following 
measurements: greatest dimension, 42 mm.; length, 30 mm.; 
height, 38 mm.; angle gamma, 90 degrees; and number of 
costae, 15 plus (some of the costae are obscured). No 
iectoholotype has been chosen for this species, because no 
one of the types defines the species adequately. The com- 
posite of the five syntypes, however, gives an adequate 

picture of the species. 

Distribution.— The labels accompanying the types of 
B. byrnesi read Cynthiana, Covington, Kentucky. The two 
specimens the author possesses are also from the Cynthiana 
rocks of northern Kentucky. The age of the Cynthiana is at 
present disputed, some authors regarding it as uppermost 
Trenton, others regarding it as lowermost Cincinnatian. 

Remarks and comparisons.—Associated with the types 
of B. byrnesi is a handwritten manuscript which assigns this 
species and several others to the genus Opistholoba. 1 he 
manuscript is in Ulrich's handwriting. According to Neave 
(1940) Opistholoba was proposed by Ulrich in Hussey 
(1926). In Hussey the genus Opistholoba is not defined, but 
only listed, with Ulrich as the author, and one new species 
is described and figured; no mention is made of Byssonychia 
byrnesi. In addition Neave listed Opistholoba as having 
been preoccupied by Mik (1891) for a genus of Diptera. 
Thus Opistholoba Ulrich is a homonym for Opistholoba Mik 
and is, therefore, invalid. 

In 1893, Ulrich stated that Byssonychia byrnesi had one 
cardinal tooth and no lateral teeth. In the handwritten 
manuscript he stated that the form is edentulous. None of 
the author's material shows the dentition of the species. 
One of the type specimens shows a structure which suggests 
the presence of a single cardinal tooth, but this is by no 
means certain, and it seems best to regard the dentition as 
unknown. 

In number of costae B. byrnesi is approached only by 
B. imbricata. This latter species differs from B. byrnesi in 
having a larger angle gamma (about 100 degrees), in being 

a smaller slull, and  in not being oblitpuly elongate. 

Byssonychia cultrata Ulrich, 1893 

I'late 25, figures 6-13; Plate 26, figures 1-6 

1893.   Bysso/iyr/iiri  cullrala   Ulrich,  Geol.   Sur.   Ohio,   vol.   7,  Rep.,  p. 
632, pi. 45, figs. 5-7. 

1924.   Ryssunyr/iia   cultrala   Ulrich,    Foerste,   Canada    Dcpt.    Mines, 
Ceol.  Sur.,  Memoir  138, p.   166,  pi.  28,  fig.  6.  Same  figure  as 
Ulrich,  1893,  fig.  5. 

Description.—Shell (piadrate; costae SO-.T.T in number; 
obliquity acline, tending to opisthochne, and in some speci- 
mens becoming distinctly opisthochne; angle gamma, 85-95 
degrees; umbones keeled, not rounded, projecting but little 
above the hinge line (1-3 mm.); size medium to large for 
the genus; greatest length about 3/4 of the greatest dimen- 
sion; valve convexity 10-15 mm.; byssal gape elliptical, long, 
and located about one-half its length below the peaks of 
the umbones; byssal sinus prominent, not shallow; liga- 
mental areas erect, but slightly diverging and, therefore, 
they housed a ligament of moderate width, also the liga- 
mental areas are "channel-like", that is, they are elongate 
grooves with no sign of chevron insertions. 

Musculature unknown; dentition consisting of one 
cardinal tooth in the left valve, cardinal dentition of right 
valve uncertain, there may have been one or two teeth; 
posterior dentition of left valve apparently consisting of two, 
elongate, well-developed teeth, posterior dentition of right 
valve uncertain, there may have been two or three teeth. 

Materials.—The above description is based upon the 
type specimens of the species and upon three external casts. 

Types.—The type material of the species consists of six 
syntypes (U.S.N.M. Nos. 46098, 46596, and 40537), three 
of which are designated "paratypes" on the museum label 
(U.S.N.M. No. 40537). Figure 7, Plate 25 shows the speci- 
men used by Ulrich for his figure 5, pi. 45. This specimen 
is herein chosen as the iectoholotype of the species. The 
measurements of this specimen are as follows: greatest di- 
mension, 69 mm.; length, 55 mm.; height, 63 mm.; angle 
gamma, about 90 degrees; and number of costae, 50. 

Distribution.—The type specimens are from the 
Waynesville formation (lower Richmond) at Waynesville, 
Ohio, and Versailles, Indiana.  In addition  the author has 
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specimens from the Liberty forniatiDii near Oxford, Ohio, 
and Liberty, Indiana. Foerste (1924) listed the species in 
his work on the Upper Ordovician faunas of Ontario ami 
Quebec, but stated the horizon and locality as \\'aynes- 
ville formation, Waynesville, Ohio. 

Remarks and comparisons.—B. cultrata differs from all 
other forms which approach it in number of costae by having 
carinate umbones. Among the forms with carinate unibones, 
B. cultrata is the only one with 50-.v'! costae. 

Byssonychia imbricsta Ulrich, 1893 

Plate 26, figures 7-8 

1893.   Byssonychia imbruala  Ulrich,  Geol.  Sur.  Ohio, Rep.,  vol.  7,  p. 
635, pi. 46, figs. 4,  5. 

Description.—Shell ovate; possessing about 25 costae; 
obliquity slightly prosocline, approaching acline; angle 
gamma, 1(X) degrees; umbones rounded, not keeled, project- 
ing far above the hinge line for the size of the shell (2-.3 
mm.) and narrowing rapidly so as to become acuminate at 
their termination; size small for the genus; greatest length 
about 2/3 as long as the greatest dimension; greatest con- 
vexity of a single valve, 7 mm.; byssal gape small, elliptical, 
located more than its length below the umbonal peaks; 
byssal sinus shallow; ligamental areas erect and only slightly 
diverging, and, therefore, the ligament was narrow; gen- 
erally growth lines more pronounced than in other species 
of Byssonychia. 

Muscle scars and dentition unknown, and, therefore, 
the species can be assigned only questionably to the genus. 

Materials and types.—The type material, and only- 
specimens, of this species consists of the holotype (U.S.N.M. 
No. 46101) and two paratypes (U.S.N.M. No. 46101). The 
dimensions of the holotype are as follows: greatest dimen- 
sion, 35 mm.; length, 23 mm.; height, 33 mm.; angle gamma, 
HX) degrees; and number of costae, 25. 

Distribution.—The type specimens of the species are 
from the Corryville member of the McMdlan foriiKirion 
(upper Maysville), Cincinnati, Ohio. 

Retnarks and comparisons.—The pronounced growth 
lines do not show as prominently on  the lioiotx pc as indi- 

cated by Ulnch, however, these varices show distinctly on a 
para type. 

Figure 9, Plate 26, shows a specimen on which the 
growth lines are pronounced; however, the byssal and pos- 
terodorsal portions of the specimen are missing, and it is, 
therefore, not possible to measure angle gamma nor to 
count the number of costae. The preserved portion of the 
specimen indicates that the number of costae was over 30, 
which would preclude assigning the specimen to B. im- 
bricata. Thus, species other than the one in question occa- 
sionally show pronounced growth lines, and this character 
by itself should not be used to determine assignment to B. 
imbricata. 

In number of costae, B. imbricata is closest to B. 
byrnesi, however, the former differs in its smaller size, 
larger angle gamma, and is nor an oblujuely elongate form. 

Byssonychia obesa Ulrich, 1893 

Plate 26, figures  10-23 

1893.   Byssunychla  ohrsa   Ulrich,  Cieol. Sur.  Ohio, Rep,,  vol.  7,  p.  630, 
pi.  45,   figs.   10-12. 

1895.   Byssonychia   ohrsa   Ulrich,   Whiteaves,     tieol.     Sur.     Canada, 
Paleozoic   Fossils,   \ ol.   3,   part  2,   p.   122. 

1897.   .Imbonychia   ohrsa   Ulrich   [Hyssonychia   ohrsa),   Miller,   North 
-Xmerican Geol. and  Paleont.,  Second  .Appendix,  p.  779. 

1908.   Hyssonychia  ohrsa   Ulrich,   Comings,   Dept.   of  C!eol.   and   Nat. 
Resources of Indiana,  32d  .Ann.  Rep.,  p. 991,  pi. 42,  figs. 8-81). 
Figures same as  Ulrich,  1893. 

1926.   Byssonychia   ohrsa   Ulrich,   Hussey,   Univ.   Michigan,   Mus.   of 
Geol., Contrih., vol. 2, No. 8, p.  167, pi. 9, figs.  1, 2. 

Description.—Shell ovate, occasionally almost circular; 
possessing 40-45 costae; obliquity prosocline; angle gamma, 
80-90 degrees; umbones rounded, full and tumid, and pro- 
jecting but little above the hinge line (2-3 mm.); greatest 
length about 3/4-4/5 the length of the greatest dimension; 
greatest convexity of a single valve, 10-13 mm.; byssal gape 
elliptical to almost circular, short, placed about one-half its 
length below the umbonal peaks, in internal molds the byssal 
gape is depressed or sunken indicating a thickening and 
strengthening of the shell in the region of the byssus; gen- 
erally byssal sinus prominent, not shallow; size small to 
medium   for the  genus;   ligamental   areas   diverge  upward. 
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IciU'inj; ;i wiili' spatx' hctwii'ii tlu-m wlmli IKUISIHI I IK- li^a- 
nu-nt. 

I'dstrrioi acldiu-tor scar kiKiwii; (InititHJii imkiuiwn and, 
therefore, the sjiecies can be assij;ned onls (iiiesti()iial)l\- to 
the genus. 

Materials.—The above description is based upon the 
types of the species and four additional specimens. Ail four 
of the latter specimens are either internal molds or casts ol 
the exterior. fFor description of locality of No. 35607 (PI. 
26, fig. 22) see footnote. 

Types.— Ihe type material of the species consists of the 
holotype (U.S.N.M. No. 46103) and 13 paratypes 
(U.S.N.M. Nos. 46103 and 46624). The measurements of 
the holotype are as follows: greatest dimension, 40 mm.; 
length, 31 mm.; height, 35 mm.; angle gamma, 90 degrees; 
and number of costae, unknown. 

Distribution.—The type specimens are listed as coming 
from rile Whitewater formation (upper Richmond), Rich- 
mond, Indiana. Whiteaves listed the species as occurring at 
Stony Mountain, Manitoba. All of the Ordovician beds at 
Stony Mountain are regarded as Upper Cincinnatian. Com- 
ings listed it as a common Whitewater species, and the 
author has also found this to be true. In addition the writer 
has one specimen from the Elkhorn formation. Hussey listed 
the species as occurring in the Ogontz limestone of Michigan 
which is regarded as the temporal equivalent of the White- 
water formation of Ohio and Indiana. 

Remarks and comparisons.—The holotype of this 
species differs from the paratypes and the specimens herein 
assigned to Byssonychia obesa in having an almost circular 
outline. This may be due, in part, to the weathering away 
of the posterodorsal part of the shell. 

The forms which most closely resemble B. obesa are 
B. radiata and B. alveolata. B. obesa differs from B. radiata 
in having fewer costae, a wider ligamental area, more con- 
vex valves, and in having a higher byssal opening. B. obesa 
differs from B. alveolata in having fewer costae, a smaller 
angle gamma, and a higher byssal opening. 

tFrom New Point, Indiana, go +.7 miles north to stop sign, here 
turn cast and proceed east for two miles to right angle turn, at right 
angle turn go north 0.3  iniles  and  then  east  1  mile to outcrop. 

Byssonychia praecursa I'lrich, 1893 

Plate 27, figures   1-7 

\V)l.   liyssuiiydi'ui   finirrursd   Ulrich,   Geol.   Sur.   Ohio,   Rep.,   vol.   7, 
p. 633, pi. 45, figs. 1. 2. 

191)8.   Byssunyrhia praecursa   Ulrich,  Cumings,  Dept.  Geol.  and   Nat. 
Resources of Indiana, 32d  .\nn. Rep., p. 992, pi. 43, figs. 3, 3a. 
Same  figures  as  Ulrich,   1893. 

19119.   Byssonychia   praecursa    Ulrich,    (irahau   and    Shimer,    North 
American   Index  Fossils,   vol.  1,  p. 432,  fig.  565.  Same  figures 
as Ulrich,  1893. 

1919. Byssonychia praecursa U'lrich, Bassler, Maryland Geol. Sur., 
Rep. on the Cambrian and Ordovician Formations of Maryland, 
p.  283,  pi.  57, figs. 28, 29.  Same  figures  as  Ulrich,   1893. 

1920. Byssonychia praecursa Ulrich, Stewart, Ontario Dept. Mines, 
29th  .\nn. Rep., part 6, p. 24, pi.  I, fig. 27. 

1924. Byssonychia praecursa Ulrich, Foerste, Canada Dept. Mines, 
Geol. Sur., Memoir 138, p. 167, pi. 28, figs. 2a, 2b. Same figures 
as  Ulrich,   1893. 

1926. Byssonychia praecursa Ulrich, Ruedemann, New York State 
Mus., Bull 272, p. 30, figs. 9, 10. Same figures as Ulrich, 1893. 

Description.—Shell obliquely quadrate; possessing 35- 
40 costae; obliquity prosocline; angle gamma, 80-90 degrees; 
umbones flattened on the anterior side (although this is not 
as pronounced as in Richmond forms) and projecting but 
little above the hinge line (2 mm.); size small to medium 
for the genus (up to 40 mm. in greatest dimension); great- 
est length slightly more than 2/3 of the greatest diameter; 
greatest convexity of a single valve, 8-10 mm.; byssal gape 
elliptical, located about its length below the peaks of the 
umbones in non-shelled specimens, in shelled materials lo- 
cated about twice its length below the umbonal peaks; byssal 
sinus shallow; ligamental areas erect and only slightly 
diverging. 

Posterior adductor muscle scar known; anterior denti- 
tion consisting of two teeth in the left valve, and presumably 
one in the right; posterior dentition unknown. 

Synonymic discussion.—It should be noted in the above 
synonymy that the only author to publish an original figure 
of B. praecursa, other than Ulrich's 1893 figures, is Stewart, 
1920. All other authors have reproduced Ulrich's diagrams. 
Stewart's specimen differs somewhat from Ulrich's in that 
the posterior portion of the umbonal ridge is not so well 
defined giving the shell a somewhat arched appearance, but 
otherwise the specimen seems to be conspecific. 

Materials.—The above description is based upon one 
syntype of the species (the specimen used by Ulrich for his 
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figure 1 ami the right \ai\e of figure 2) and two other 
specimens. Of these latter two, one is an internal mold, 
showing the posterior adductor, and the other is a shelled 
specimen showing the anterior dentition. 

Types.—Ulrich's original description was based upon 
two specimens which he regarded as syntypes. One of these 
is now in the United States National Museum (U.S.N.M. 
\o. 46104), and is figured in the present paper as figures 1, 
2, Plate 27. This specimen is herein chosen as the lecto- 
holotype. The other syntype could not be located and is 
presumed to be lost. 

The measurements of the lectoholotype are as follows: 
greatest dimension, 38 mm.; length, 27 mm. (this dimension 
is uncertain because the posterior portion of the shell is 
missing); height, 35 mm.; angle gamma, 80 degrees; and 
number of costae, 40. 

Distribution.—According to the museum label the lecto- 
holotype is from the Lorraine ( Pulaski) formation, Lorraine, 
New York, and apparently the missing syntype was also 
from this locality. Ulrich also recorded the species as oc- 
curring at Cincinnati, Ohio, and Covington, Kentucky; and 
Bassler (1915) listed it as coming from the Fairmount of 
Covington, Kentucky, and vicinity. Bassler (1919) also 
listed the species as coming from the Fairview division of 
the Martinsburg shale, of Pennsylvania. Stewart (1920) 
and Foerste (1916b) recorded the form as occurring in On- 
tario, the latter author listed it as occurring at an unidenti- 
fied horizon between the uppermost Maysville and the low- 
ermost Waynesville. Foerste (1924) listed only the ongmai 
locality of the types. Ruedemann (1926) mentioned a form 
with affinities to B. praecursa as occurring in the Pulaski 
of New York. The present author's specimens are from the 
Bellevue member of the McMillan formation (upper Mays- 
ville). 

Remarks and comparisons.—Ulrich in his original de- 
scription characterized the hinge line of B. praecursa as al- 
ways long and sometimes equal to the greatest length of the 
shell. In the explanation of his plates he stated that the form 
shown (PI. 27, fig. 1 in this work) is atypical in that the 
hinge line is not so long as normal. The present author's 
specimens have the posterior portion of tiie shell  missing, 

but judging from the curvature of the ventral portion of the 
shell, the hinge line was rather long for such small specimens. 

Ulrich in his original definition labeled B. praecursa as 
a "new species or variety [subspecies]". The present writer 
regards it as a distinct species as have most other authors. 

In number of costae B. praecursa is closest to B. acuti- 
rosfris and B. obesa. B. praecursa differs from B. acutirostris 
in not having highly acuminate umbones and in not being 
obliquely elongate. From B. obesa it differs in having a 
narrower hgamental region, in generally having fewer costae, 
in being quadrate, and in having a smaller convexity. B. 
praecursa differs from both of the above species in the an- 
terior flattening. 

Byssonychia retrorsa (Miller), 1878 

Plate 27, figures 8-13 

1878.   .'1 mbonychia retrorsa  Miller,   Cincinnati   Soc.  Nat.  Hist., Jour., 
vol. 1, No. 2, p. 10+, pi. 3, fig. 6. 

1889.   .1 mhonyrhia    retrorsa    Miller,    North    American    Geol.    and 
Paleont., p. 461. 

1894.   Byssonychia   retrorsa   (Miller),   Ulrich,    The   Lower    Silurian 
Lamellibranchiata   of   Minnesota,   Cjeol.   and   Nat.   Hist.    Sur. 
Minnesota, Final Rep., vol. 3, p. 499. Ulrich merely assigns this 
species to his new  genus Byssonychia, without redescribing the 
form. 

1897.   Byssonychia   retrorsa   (Miller),   Ulrich,   Geol.   and   Nat.   Hist. 
Sur. Minnesota, Geol. of Minnesota,  Final Rep.,  vol.  3, part 2, 
Paleont., p. 499. This is a reprinting of  Ulrich's  1894 paper. 

Description.—Shell ovate; possessing 50 costae; obli- 
quity prosocline, approaching acline; angle gamma uncer- 
tain, about 85-90 degrees; character of umbones uncertain, 
appear to be slightly flattened, but this may be due to dis- 
tortion; size small; length about equal to greatest dimension, 
but this may also be due to distortion; greatest convexity, of 
a single valve uncertain (about 7 mm.); byssal sinus shal- 
low; ligamental areas erect and only slightly diverging. 

Musculature and dentition unknown, and, therefore, the 
species can be assigned only questionably to the genus. 

Materials and types.—The above description is based 
upon the holotype and only known specimen of the species 
(W.M. No. 8873). The dimensions of the holotype are as 
follows (it should be borne in mind that the specimen has 
been distorted and that the following figures are only ap- 
proximations): greatest dimension, 12 mm.; length, 12 mm.; 
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liii;.|ii,  ')  Miiij.;   .riij'li    )'.i/iiin,/,   X'VO   <|c>^rci-s;   ;iii<l   niiinl«-i 

Dnlnhiili'iii. Millir st;iii"l il];il ili< '.ix-cimcii is frotii 
one of ilic (|ii;iiiii', -.n ili. IJIII', HI \,;\ik ol iln- <iiy ol Ciii- 
ciniiiili. Most o( I III ol'l lull ()ii:ir[i<s were |()r;ilr(| in tin- 
Fiiiriiioniii nil mill I ol IIH );iirview formation Clriwcr iVIayt.- 
villi•;, .iii'l ilii ill si/Mi;iii'iii "Hill Oiiairy H<-'ls" is siil! usi'd 
locally ati a synonym loi IIM I-;iinn'iiii/i On ilir, .r.Mini|/ni>n 
Milli-r'ti specimen proljaldj i ami- lioni IIH I anni'/uni, Hass- 
l<r ' i'^I.S; also ref;ar(l<;<l //. ralrana as f aiiinonni  in a(;c. 

Remarks and comparisons.—Miller JII his original <le- 
siii|)tion reported that tfie species has 55 costae, however, 
till liolotype shows only 50 costae. All of the costae show 
'III I lie holotype, and they are readily counted. 

It is unfortunate that Miller's specimen is distorted, hut 
it doi s SI' ni I'l represent a distinct morphologic form. No 
(jiher iindoiiliicd Fairmount form possesses 50 costae atid 
only two .Maysville forms, /i. radiala and li, alveolata, havfr 
costal numhers in this range. H. alveolata differs in having a 
wide ligamental region and a depressed hyssal ga[)e and 
hoth li. radiala and li. alveolata are much larger forms. 
Paleontfjiogically size is a poor criterion, unless large num- 
bers of specimens are available and adult size can rlefinitely 
be established. It is possible that H. relrorsa represents a 
young stage of li. radiala, however, until further evidence 
is forthcoming, it seems best to allow li. relrorsa to stand 
as a separate entity. 

Bystonychia richmondentit Ulrieh, WXA 

I'lal.: 27, (i;<iir.-. I-t-l/i ; I'lali: 1%, fiKiir..-i. 1-5 

18*0.   Amhiinyrhiu rohuila .Miller, parlim, (.'incirinati  S'H:. .S'at. Hi»l., 
Jour., vol. 3, .N'o. 4, p. JI5, ()l. X, fi){, 3a, nun fijj. 3. 

1893.   Hynonyrhia  ruhmiinJrntii   L'Irich,  Cicol.   'aat,  Ohio,  Kep.,   vol, 
7, (.. 632, i<l, 45, fi)4>., 3, 4. 

V)U%.   Hyimnyihia  riihmondiniii XiMnU,  CumiriK*,   Uejit.  iieit\.  ami 
.Naf. Keoourt.oi of  Ifiiliaria, 32<i  Ann, R«p., p, 994, pi. 44, /)({». 
2, 2a. Sarnt f'murci a» CIridi,  lii93. 

IVIO.   liyiionyrhiu rohuila  '.Milli-r), parlim, Vittr*tt, Sci. I-ab«. Deni- 
»on i;niv.. Bull., vol.  n, p. 328, pi. 4, fi({. IC, ti'in fiK*. lA, IB. 

1924.   Hynonyrhia rirhmondiniii I/'Irich, Foirr»l<r, Canada U<rp(. .Vlin<r«, 
C;eol.   Sur.,  .Mfrmoir   I3X,  p.   K,7,  pi.  2ii,   fii{..  4a,  4t),   .>  pi.  27, 
ixv,*. la, lb. Figure* on plate 1% »ame at Dlridi,  1893. 

Descripium.—Shell elongate quadrate; possessing about 
¥) costae;  obliquity slightly prosoclinc;  angle gamma, '/) 

ilij'iii',, iinili'ini', In^'lily laiinati-, not loiindid, |)i'<ji-< ting 
but slightly abovi- the hinge line (2-1 nun.); size large for 
the germs; greatest length 1/2-2/1 the length of the greatest 
dnnension; gn-atest convexity of a single valve, IS-K* mm.; 
byssal gape long, elliptical, locaterl ab'tiit one-half its lr-nglh 
below the umbonal p(raks, gape depressed in some non- 
shelled sijeeimens; byssal sinus more or less prominent; hga- 
nuiital areas diverge upward piodiicing a wide ligam<-nlal 
M'gion; shell form in dorsal view highly triangular with all 
three sides ratbi i II,ii, pioducing a narrow dorsal aspect. 

.Musciilaiiiie and diniition unknown and, therefore, the 
form can be assigned only ()nesiionably to the genus. 

Synonymii: discussion.—Ulrieh in establishing this 
species split H. rohusla, removed those forms with a narrower 
asjjeet and (daced thi:m in his \w.w species li. richm'indensii. 
I'oerste (I'JlOa) reunited the two species, pointed r»iit that 
ap()areni|y Ulrich's species was but a compressed //. rohusla. 
In 1924, I'oerste apparently suffered a change of mind, be- 
cause at this date he used the name It. richmondensis with 
no mention of it as synonymous with H. rohusla. 

Materials.—'I he above descriptifni is based upon the 
type material of the species; .Miller's "IHHO" specimen, which 
was used for his figure la (Plate 27, figures 17, IS of this 
paper), and two additional specimens, one of which is 
slightly distorted. 'I his distorted specimen is shown on 
Plate 28, figures .1-5. Slightly below the midrlle of the an- 
terior «ide there is a sharp deformational crease which signifi- 
cantly decreases the angle gamma of the specimen. 

Types.— The type material iS the specie* con»i«t» of 
the holotype (U.S.N.M, No. V)l(y>) and four paratypes 
(LJ.S,N..M. No. ¥)Uy>), all of which are weathered internal 
molds, fn addition there is the hypotype used by .Miller for 
his 1S80 description of li. rohusla (W..M. ,\o. V/>\f,). 

'I he measurements of the holotype are as follows: 
greatest dimension, 57 mm.; length, M) mm.; height, 51 mm.; 
angle ii^ummn, '/) degrees; and number of costae, unknown 
(both the anterior and posterior portions of the shell lack 
any costal preservation). 

iJiitrihution.—The museum label accompanying the 
holotype records that the specimen is from the Whitewater 
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formation (upper Richmond) near Richmond, Indiana. Mil- 
ler reported that his specimen is also from Richmond, Indi- 
ana, and Foerste (1916b) listed the form as occurring in 
the Saluda and Queenston of Ontario. In this same work he 
also listed a rather surprising occurrence in the sub-Eden 
beds of Quebec. In 1924, Foerste made the unelaborated 
assertion that a form showing affinities to B. richrnondensis 
occurs on Manitoulin Island. The two specimens in the 
author's possession are from the Arnheim formation (lower 
Richmond). 

Remarks and comparisons.—Ulrich (1893) stated that 
he was uncertain as to how many costae this species pos- 
sessed, he estimated about 50. However, Miller's "1880" 
specimen and one of the author's specimens show only about 
40 costae. Foerste's (1916a) opinion that B. richmondensis 
is but a compressed B. robusta does not seem to be correct, 
for the holotype of B. richmondensis shows no apparent dis- 
tortion. Miller's "1880" specimen is somewhat distorted, 
however, it is doubtful that this specimen could be :i highl\ 
compressed B. robusta. 

In number of costae B. richmondensis is closest to B. 
rrihusta. It differs from the latter in being more elongate, 
narrower in length, and in having more carinate umbones. 
It is narrower in dorsal view; the dorsal outline is highly 
triangular; the length is equal to 1/2-2/3 of the greatest 
dimension; and the valves are generally less convex. These 
differences are all relative and difficult to quantify; nonethe- 
less they seem to set B. richmondensis apart from B. robusta. 
Perhaps the most characteristic difference is the highly tri- 
angular outline in dorsal view of B. richmondensis. 

Byssonychia robusta (Miller), 1880 

Plate 28, figures 6-13 ; IMate 29, figures 1-9 

1880.   .1 mhonyr/ila  rohusia   Miller,   Cincinnati   Soc.   Nat.   Hist.,   |mir.. 
vol. 3,  No. 4, p. 315, pi. 8, fig.  3, nnn fig.  3a. 

1889.   ,lmhonyr/iia    rijbusia    Miller,    North     -American     (^eol.     and 
Paleont.,  p.  461. 

1893. Byssonychia granJis Ulrich, CJeol. Sur. Ohio, Rep., vol. 7, p. 
631, pi. 46, figs. 6-9. 

1894. Byssonychia robusta (Miller), Ulrich, The Lower Silurian 
Lamellibranchiala of Vlinnesota, Geol. and Nat. Hist. Sur. 
.Minnesota, Final Rep., vol. 3, p. 499. lUrich merely assigns 
this species to his new genus,  without  rcdesrriliing the  form. 

1897.   Byssonychia ruhusta   (Miller),  Ulrich, Cicol. and  Nat.  Hist. Sur. 
\Iinncsota,   Geol.   of   Minnesota,   Final    Rep.,    vol.   3,   part   2, 
Paleont.,  p.  499.  This  is   a   reprinting  of  Ulrich's   1894  paper. 

1908.   Byssonychia   grandis   Ulrich,   Cumings,   Dept.   (Jeol.   and   Nat. 
Resources of Indiana, 32d .Ann. Rep., p. 990, pi. 44, figs.  1,  la. 
Same figures as Ulrich,  1893. 

1916.   Byssonychia robusta (Miller), Foerste, Sci. Lahs. Dcnison Univ., 
Bull., vol. 18, p. 328, pi. 4, figs. l.A, IB, non fig. IC. 

1924.   Byssonychia granJis Ulrich, Foerste, Canada Dept. Mines, Geol. 
Sur.,   Memoir   138,   p.   156,   pi.  27,   fig.  4;   pi.  28,   fig.   5.  The 
latter figure is the same as  Ulrich,  1893. 

Description.—Shell quadrate to ovate; costae about 40 
in number; obliquity prosocline to almost acline; angle 
gamma, 85-95 degrees; umbones carinate, not rounded, and 
the umbones project but little above the hinge line (3 mm.); 
size large for the genus; greatest length 2/3-3/4 the length 
of the greatest dimension; greatest convexity of a single 
\alve, 15-20 mm. (usually closer to 20 mm.); byssal gape 
elliptical, long, about one-half its length below the umbonal 
peaks, and depressed especially in internal molds where it 
is sunken well below the surface of the adjacent byssal sinus, 
thus indicating a thickening of the shell in this region; byssal 
sinus rather shallow; ligamental areas diverge upward, thus 
producing a wide ligamental region. 

Posterior adductor known; cardinal dentition unknown; 
posterior dentition of the right valve consisting of two small 
teeth located at the posterior end of the hinge line; posterior 
dentition of the left valve uncertain, possibly one tooth. 

Synonymic discussion.—Ulrich in his original descrip- 
tion of B. grandis felt that the species might be identical 
with B. robusta (Miller). When describing B. grandis, Ulrich 
could not obtain the types of B. robusta, and Miller's figures 
are inadequate; thus Ulrich noted that the two species might 
be the same. The present author, having examined the types 
of both "species", feels that they are synonymous. 

Materials.—The above description is based upon the 
types of B. robusta and B. grandis (U.S.N.M. Nos. 46099 
and 46100). In addition, the author had two shell-less speci- 
mens which are figured on Plate 29. 

Types.—The type material of B. robusta consists of 
three specimens (W.M. No. 8616), of these three, one is re- 
garded as belonging to B. richmondensis. Of the remaining 
two specimens, the one shown on Plate 28, figures 6-8 is 
chosen as the lectoholotype. 
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In addition to tin- al)ovc ty|K' six-cinuns, tlurc arc two 
specimens at the University of Cincinnati Museum, which 
arc labeled "cotypes Afiibonychia rohustaS. A. M." (U.C.M. 
No. 3787). Of these two, one is badly distorted and not 
figured in the present paper, the other is shown on Plate 28, 
figures 10, 11. This second specimen shows a protruding 
byssai gape (one of the characters used by Ulrich in the 
definition of his genus Allonychia), the umbones show al- 
most no keeling, and the number of costae is not determin- 
able. This specimen does not appear to be assignable to the 
species Byssonychia robusta. 

Most of Miller's types now reside in the Walker 
Museum, a few of them are among the University of Cincin- 
nati collections. It is possible that Miller had all five speci- 
mens mentioned above in his possession when he described 
B. robusta, however, there is nothing to prove that this was 
true. It seems best to regard the Walker Museum speci- 
mens as the types of B. robusta, because these appear most 
similar to Miller's original figures. 

Distribution.—Miller (1880) cited his specimens as 
coming from the upper part of the "Hudson River Group" 
(i.e., Cincinnatian) near Osgood, Indiana. The museum 
labels accompanying Ulrich's specimens of B. grandis read 
as follows: "Richmond [formation], Oxford, Ohio and 
Waynesviile [formation], Clarksville, Ohio". Bassler (1915) 
listed B. grandis as from Waynesviile to Whitewater forma- 
tions, Oxford, Ohio, Clarksville, Ohio, and Indiana. Foerste 
(1916a) listed the species as occurring in the Saluda, White- 
water, and lower Elkhorn formations of Indiana, and 
Foerste (1916b and 1924) listed it as occurring in the 
Waynesviile formation of Ontario. 

In the course of the present study the species has been 
found in the Whitewater formation of Indiana and in the 
Clarksville member of the Waynesviile formation. 

Remarks and comparisons.—B. robusta is closest to B. 
richmondensis in number of costae; see the discussion of 
the latter species for differences between the two forms. 

Byssonychia suberecta Ulrich, 1893 

Plate 29. figures 10-12;  Plate 30, figures 1-9 

1893.   Byssonych'ui   suhi-recia   Ulrich,   Geol.   Sur.   Ohio,   Rep.,   vol.   7, 

p.  634,  pi,  45,   fig-.   13-15. 
1908.   Byssoriyr/iiii luhrrcla Ulrich, Cumings,  Dept. of Geol. and  Nat. 

Resources of Indiana,  32d  Ann. Rep.,  p. 995,  pi. 44, figs.  3-3b. 
Same figures as  Ulrich,  1893. 

1924.   Byssonyc/iiri   suhrri-rla   Ulrich,   Foerste,   Canada   Dept.   Mines, 
Geol. Sur., Memoir 138, p. 166, pi. 28, figs. 3a, 3b. Sams figures 
as  Ulrich,  1893. 

Description.—Shell (|uadrate; possessing 50-55 costae; 
(il)li(iuity acline; angle gamma, 95-110 degrees; umbones 
rounded, not keeled, rather tumid in shelled specimens, more 
acuminate in internal molds, projecting but little above the 
hinge line (1-3 mm.); size medium to large for the genus; 
greatest length 2/3-3/4 the length of the greatest dimension; 
greatest convexity of a single valve, 12-17 mm.; byssai gape 
elliptical, narrow, long, located about one-half its length be- 
low the peaks of the umbones (located even higher in in- 
ternal molds); byssai sinus prominent, not shallow; liga- 
mental areas diverge upward so as to produce a wide liga- 
mental region in internal molds, in shelled specimens the 
ligamental  region is much narrower. 

Posterior muscle impressions unknown. Cardinal denti- 
tion consisting of two teeth in the right valve and one in 
the left, posterior lateral dentition unknown. 

Materials.—The above description is based upon the 
type material of the species and upon two well-preserved 
partial internal molds. The latter shows the pallial line 
terminations and the anterior byssai retractor scars. 

Types.—The type material of the species consists of 
three syntypes (U.S.N.M. No. 46107) one of which is desig- 
nated a "paratype" on the museum label. Of the two syn- 
types figured, the specimen showing the left valve differs 
from that showing the right valve, especially in general form 
and angle gamma. Thus, the specimen of the right valve, 
which was more fully illustrated by Ulrich, is chosen as the 
lectoholotype of the species (PI. 29, fig. 10 of this paper). 
The measurements of this specimen are as follows: greatest 
dimension, 58 mm.; length, 40 mm. (this measurement is 
uncertain as the posterior portion of the shell is missing); 
height, 58 mm.; and angle gamma, 110 degrees. 

Distribution.—The type material is listed as coming 
from the Waynesviile formation (lower Richmond), Ver- 
sailles, Indiana. In addition Foerste (1924) listed a similar 
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form as occurring in the Lorraine of Ontario. Foerste 
(1916b) listed a rather surprising occurrence in the Eden 
and sub-Eden beds of Quebec and Ontario. One of the speci- 
mens in the present report Is listed as coming from Waynes- 
viile, Ohio, horizon unknown; and concerning the second 
specimen both iocahiy and horizon are unknown. 

Remarks and comparisons.—Ulrlch in his original de- 
scription stated that there are apparently three cardinal 
teeth in each valve, and that there is one strong lateral tooth 
In each valve. Neither his type material nor his original fig- 
ures bear out either statement. His types show the cardinal 
dentition mentioned in the description above and show 
nothing of the posterior dentition. 

Among Richmond forms, the species most closely ap- 
proaching B. suberecta Is B. cultrata. The latter, however, 
differs in having carinate umbones. 

Byssonychia tenuistriata Ulrich, 1894 

Plate 26, figures 2+-28 

189+.   Byssonychia tenuistriata   Ulrich,  The  Lower   Silurian   Lamelli- 
branchiata of Minnesota, Geol.  and  Nat.  Hist.  Sur.  Minnesota, 
Final  Rep., vol. 3,  p.  500, fig.  39 two  views. 

1897.   Byssonychia   tenuistriata    Ulrich,    Geol.    and    Nat.    Hist.   Sur. 
Minnesota,   Geol.   of   Minnesota,    Final   Rep.,    vol.   3,   part   2, 
Paleont.,   p.   500,   fig.   39   two   views.   This   is   a   reprinting   of 
Ulrich's  189+ paper. 

1897.   .Imhonychia    tenuistriata    Ulrich     (Ryssoiiyihiu    tenuistriata), 
.Miller,  North  American  Geol.  and   Paleont.,  Second  .\ppendiN, 
p. 779. 

1908.   Byssonychia tenuistriata Ulrich, Cumings,  Dept. Cjeol. and  N'at. 
Resources of Indiana, 32d Ann. Rep., p. 996, pi. 43, figs.  5,  5a. 
Same figures as IHrich,  1893. 

Description.—Shell ovate; number of costae uncertain, 
probably over 60; obliquity apparently prosocline; angle 
gamma, about 90-95 degrees; umbones rounded, not keeled, 
projecting but little above the hinge line (1 mm.); size 
small for the genus; greatest length about 3/4 the length 
of the greatest dimension; greatest convexity of a single 
valve, 6 mm.; byssal gape elliptical, short, less than its 
length below the umbonai peaks; byssal sinus shallow; liga- 
mental areas diverging slightly upwards. 

Musculature and dentition unknown, and, therefore, the 
species can be assigned only questionably to the genus. 

Material and types.—The  above  description   is  based 

upon the syntypes which are the only known specimens of 
this species. Of the two syntypes, only one was originally 
figured by Ulrich, this specimen is shown on Plate 26, figures 
24-26 of the present work and is hereby chosen as the lecto- 
holotype (M.G.S. No. 8371). The specimen shown on Plate 
26, figures 27, 28, was unflgured by Ulrich and Is regarded 
as a lectoparatype (iM.G.S. No. 8370). The lectoparatype is 
a poor specimen which shows little more than the general 
outline. 

The dimensions of the lectoholotype are as follows: 
greatest dimension, 27 mm.; length, 20 mm.; height, 22 mm.; 
angle gamma, 95 degrees; and number of costae, uncertain. 

Distribution.—Two labels accompany the types; the 
field label reads: "Richmond group. Spring Valley, Minn.", 
while the permanent museum label lists the locality as 
Richmond, Indiana, and Spring Valley, Minnesota. Whether 
this means that the two types are from one locality or both 
IS difficult to say; Dr. R. E. Sloan suggests that they are 
both from Spring Valley, Minnesota. Ulrich (1893) stated 
that the species occurs In the upper part of the "Hudson 
River" rocks at Granger and Spring Valley, Minnesota, and 
in an equivalent position at Richmond, Indiana. Bassler 
( 1915) listed the species as occurring In the Maquoketa at 
Granger and Spring Valley, Minnesota, and in the White- 
water near Richmond, Indiana. 

Remarks and comparisons.—The number of costae in 
this species Is unknown because neither of the types pre- 
serves them well. However, on the lectoholotype about 24 
costae are preserved, these occupy a straight line distance of 
10 mm. on the posteroventral portion of the shell, and they 
indicate that the shell had a large number of costae, prob- 
ably 60-70. 

Compared to other small species assigned to the genus, 
this species has many more costae, and is the only small 
species known to occur in the Richmond. 

Byssonychia casteri Pojeta, sp. nov. 

Plate 31, figures 4-5 

Description.—Shell (|ua(lrate, erect; possessing 65 
costae; obliquity acliiie; angle gamma, 100 degrees; umbones 
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kcclfd, not Kiiuuk-d, projecting 2 mm. above tlir Inngc- line; 
size large for the genus; greatest length about 3/4 of the 
length of the greatest dimension; greatest convexity of a 
single valve, 16 mm.; byssal gape elliptical, long, placed 
about one-half of its length below the umbonal peaks; byssal 
sinus pronounced, not shallow; ligamental areas diverge up- 
ward producing a rather wide ligamental region. 

Immediately behind the beaks in the holotype of the 
species is a swollen area, this represents the insertion ot 
the anterior byssal retractor muscle, other musculature un- 
known. Dentition unknown and, therefore, the species can 
be assigned only questionably to the genus. 

Dimensions.—The dimensions of the holotype, and only 
known specimen are as follows: greatest dimension, 74 mm.; 
length, 56 mm.; height, 71 mm.; angle gamma, 100 degrees; 
number of costae, 65; and greatest convexity of a single 

valve, 16 mm. 
Holotype.—The holotype belongs to the Geology 

Museum, Miami University, Oxford, Ohio (M.U. No. 1). 
The collector of the specimen is unknown, he is presumed to 
have been the late Dr. W. H. Shideler of Miami University. 

Type locality.—The holotype is from the Fort Ancient 
member of the Waynesville formation (lower Richmond) 
of Bull Run Creek, just south of Oxford, Ohio. The speci- 
men is an internal mold with exterior characters impressed 
upon it, and it is covered with a brown-black organic film. 

Remarks and comparisons.—The species is named in 
honor of Dr. Kenneth E. Caster, who first suggested the 
study of the genus to the writer. 

Although the dentition of the species is unknown, all 
local ambonychiids with carinate umbones and radial proso- 
pon have to date been placed within the genus Byssonychia. 
On the strength of this precedent, and because the species 
is a distinct morphologic form, the author has chosen to 
give it a name. 

Compared to other carinate Richmond forms the present 
species differs in having more costae and m lia\ing a larger 
angle gamma. 

Byssonychia ulrichi Pojeta, sp. nov. 

Plate 30, figures 10-15; Plate 31, figures 1-3 

1875.    i.lmhiDiyihid  nuliiilii   Hall,   NirhnKon,   Kcp.   I'ljr.n   tlie   Palcoiif. 
of the  Province of  Ontario, part 2, p.  35,  fin.   1 hi. 

1894.   Byssonychia  nitlititii   LImhonyrhia  riuiialii   Hall),   (Jlrich,  The 
Lower Silurian Lamellihranchiata of Minnesota, (jeol. and Nat. 
Hist.  Sur. Minnesota,  Final  Rep.,  vol.  3, p. 477,  fig.  6. 

18V7.   Byssonyi/iia nulia/ii   [Amhnnyfhia radiata  Hall),  (Jlrich, fJeol. 
and Nat.  Hist. Sur. Minnesota, (jeol. of Minnesota, Final Rep., 
vol.  3,  part 2,  I'aleont.,  p,  477,  fig.  6. This  is  a   reprinting of 
Ulrich's  1894 article. 

1941.    ?   Byssonychia   radiata    (Hall),   Butts,   Virginia   Conservation 
Commission,   Virginia   CJeol.  Sur.,  Bull.   52,  part  2,  p.   126,   pi. 
100, figs. 6-8. 

1944.   Byssonychia radiata   (Hall),  Shimer  and  Shrock,  Index  Fossils 
of   North   America,   p.   385,   pi.   149,   fig.   23.   Same   figure   as 
Ulrich,  1894. 

Description.—Shell ovate; possessing 35-40 costae; 
obliquity strongly prosocline; angle gamma, 70-80 degrees; 
umbones rounded, not keeled, projecting but little above 
the hinge line (1-2 mm.); size small to medium for the 
genus; greatest length 3/4-4/5 as long as the greatest di- 
mension; greatest convexity of a single valve, 8-11 mm.; 
byssal gape elliptical, elongate, located about one-third its 
length below the umbonal peaks; byssal sinus prominent; 
ligamental areas slightly diverging and jiroducing a liga- 
mental region of moderate width. 

Musculature, other than the anterior byssal retractor 
scar unknown. Dentition unknown and, therefore, the form 
can be assigned only questionably to the genus. 

Holotype.—The holotype is shown on Plate 30, figure 
15. It is now located at the University of Cincinnati Museum 
(U.C.M. No. 35617). The collectors of the specimen were 
John and Mary Louise Pojeta. The other specimens of this 
species shown on Plate 30, figures 10-14 are regarded as 
paratypes and are also among the University of Cincinnati 
collections (U.C.M. Nos. 35615, 35616, 35618, 35619). 

Dimensions.—The dimensions of the holotype are as 
follows: greatest dimension, 41 mm.; length, 32 mm.; height, 
35 mm.; greatest convexity, 9 mm.; angle gamma, 73 de- 
grees; and number of costae, 36. 

Type locality.—The holotype and paratypes are from 
the Fairmount member of the Fairview formation (lower 
Maysville). They were collected near Morrow, Ohio, up- 
stream from where Woodville Road crosses First Creek. Ul- 
rich's specimen shown on Plate 31, figures 1-3, is also from 
the Fairmount, but his locality is rather vague. He mentions 
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Table 1 

Known Stratigrapllic Occurrence of Local Byssonychin Species 
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only Cincinnati, Ohio, and vicinity. 1 hus, so far as is known, 
the species is hmited to the Fairmount. 

Remarks and comparisons.—The species is named in 
honor of E. O. Uirich for his pioneer studies in Ordovician 
pelecypods. 

'J'his is the form which Uirich regarded as Byssonychia 
radiatci. Because it is not Byssonychia radiata and because 
It docs not fit the definition of any other described species, 
the author assigned the form a new species name. 

Compared to other forms B. idrichi approaches B. aciiti- 
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rostris and B. praccursa in number of costac. It diltcrs tioni 
B. acutirostris in lacking tlic- acuminate umbones and from 
B. praecursa in lacking the slight anterior flattening. B. 
ulrichi differs from both of the above species in having a 
smaller angle gamma and in having an elongate and highly 
placed byssal gape. 

APPKNDIX 

TAXONOMIC KEY TO THE KNOWN SPECIES OF THE GENUS 
BYSSUNYCUIA   IN   THE   VICINITY   OF   CINCINNATI,   OHIO 

1. a. Niiinlicr of costae  under  30    2. 
li. Nuinlier   of  costae   over   30     3. 

2. a. .\nglc gamma 80-90 degrees; costae 20-25 in number; strong- 
ly   prosocline,   with   angle  alpha   becoming  more   acute  with 
age  ; B. byrnesi. 

b. .Angle gamma 100 degrees; costae about 25 in number; 
slightly prosocline, with angle alpha becoming more obtuse 
with  age  B.  imbricata. 

3. a. Number  of costae 60  or over   +■ 
b. Number of costae  under 60   5- 

4. a. Size  small;   angle  gamma  90-95  degrees;   number  of  costae 
50-70   B. tcnuistriata. 

b. Size large; umbones carinate; angle gamma 100 degrees; 
number of costae 60-65  B. castcri. 

5. a. Size  very  small;   50  costae;   greatest  length   about  equal  to 
greatest  dimension   B-   rclrorsa. 

b. Size medium to large; greatest length not equal to greatest 
dimension    (>■ 

6. a..\ngle   gamma   70-80   degrees;   byssal   gape   very   elongate, 
about   1/3   its  length  below  the  umbonal   peaks;   number   of 
costae  35-40  B.  ulrii/ii. 

b. .Angle gamma more than 80 degrees; byssal gape located 
1/2 or more of its length below the umbonal peaks    7. 

7. a. Anterodorsal  face  strongly  carinate     8. 
b. .Anterodorsal  face  not  strongly  carinate   10. 

8. a. Costae   50-55   in   number   B.   cultrata. 
b. Costae  under  50  in number   9. 

9. Costae about 40 in number B. robusta or B. richmondrnsis. 
See text for differences between these  two forms. 

10. a. Umbones   very   acuminate;   shell   obliquely   elongate;   costae 
30-40 in number  B. acutiroslris. 

b. Umbones not acuminate;  shell form not obliquely elongate. .11. 
11. a. .Angle gamma 95 degrees or more  12. 

b. .Angle gamma 90 degrees or less  13. 
12. a. .Angle  gamma  95   degrees;   obliquity  prosocline;   ligamental 

region    wide;    byssal    gape    depressed;    highly    projecting 
umbones  B. alveolata. 

b. .Angle gamma 95-110 degrees; obliquity acline; byssal gape 
not depressed and very narrow; umbones not highly pro- 
jecting  B. subni-tla. 

13. a. Ligamental  region  wide;  byssal  gape  located  about  1/2  its 
length  below  the  umbonal   peaks;  40-45   costae;   valve  con- 
vexity   10-13   mm B.   obesa. 

b. Ligamental region narrow; byssal gape located its length 
or more below the umbonal peaks; valve convexity 10 mm. 
or less  14. 

14.   a. Costae   35-40   in   number;   anterior   side   slightly   flattened 
 B.   praccursa. 

b. Costae 45-55   in  number;   anterior  side  shows  no  flattening 
 B.   radiata. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 22 

All figures natural size unless otherwise indicated. 

Fii/urt- Payr 
1. Byssonychia raJiata   (Hall),  1847    183 

This specimen has +2 plus costae; it was used by Hall for his figure 4b, plate 80, 
and was  chosen  as a   lectoparatype  of  the  species  by  Foerste   (1914a).  According 
to the museum label the specimen is from the "Hudson River Group", Oswego 
County, .New York. .\.M, No. 928/3 of the James Hall collection. 

2. Byssonychia raJiata   (Hall),  1847    183 
This specimen has 48 costae; it was used by Hall for his figure 4a, plate 80, and 
was  chosen   as   the   lectoholotype  of  the   species   by   Foerste   (1914a).   -According   to 
the museum  label the specimen  is from the  "Hudson  River  Group",  Pulaski,   .^Jew 
York. A.W. No. 928/2 of the James Hall collection. 

3,4.    Byssonychia radiata   (Hall),  1847    183 
3. This specimen has 50 costae and shows three posterior teeth. It was used by 

Hall for his figure 4f, plate 80. According to the museum label the specimen is 
from the "Hudson River Group", Pulaski, New York. A.M. No. 928/2 of the 
James Hall collection. 

4. Enlargement of figure  3  above   (3X). 
5,6.    Byssonychia raJiata   (Hall),  1847     183 

5. This specimen is Hall's 1859 hypotype (pp. 8, 269). It has 45 plus costae and 
shows two anterior and three posterior teeth. According to the museum label it 
is from the "Hudson River Group", near Pulaski, New York. A.M. No. 928/2 
of the James Hall collection. 

6. Enlargement of figure 5 above  (3X). 
7. Byssonychia radiata   (Hall),  1847    183 

This specimen has 40 plus costae. It was used by Hall for his figure 4c, plate 80, 
and is probably a member of this species (1.5X). A.M. No. 928/2 of the James 
Hall collection. 

8. ?      183 
This specimen was used by Hall for his figure 4d, plate 80. The present author 
does not regard it as a member of the species B. radiata. It is figured here because 
Hall's original figure is somewhat misleading (1.5X). A.M. No. 928/4 of the 
James Hall collection. 

9. Byssonychia radiata   (Hall),  1847   183 
Internal mold of a left valve showing the posterior musculature. Horizon: South- 
gate member of the Eden formation. Localitv: Newport, Kentuckv. Unfigured 
"cotype" of B. vera  I'lrich,   1893.  U.S.N.M.  No!  46108.  In  the  U.S.N.M.  there  are 
22  specimens   labeled   B.  vera  "syntypes ",   in   addition   to   three  specimens   labeled 
B. vera  "cotypes". The  "syntypes"  and  one  of  the  "cotypes"  are  specimens  which 
were never figured  by  Ulrich. Thus, in  the  present work  when  referring to  types 
of B. vera a distinction is made between "cotype" and "syntype". 

10-12.    Byssonychia radiata  (Hall),  1847    183 
10. Dorsal view of a shelled specimen showing the ligamental area and the 

prosogyral beaks (2X). Horizon: Southgate member of the Eden formation. 
Locality: Newport, Kentucky. "Cotype" of B. vera Ulrich, 1893. U.S.N.M. No. 
46108. 

11. Left lateral view of the  specimen seen  in  figure  10  above. 
12. .Anterior \'iew of the specimen seen in figure 10 above. 

13. Byssonychia radiata   (Hall),  1847    183 
Right valve showing two anterior teeth. "Syntype" B. vera Ulrich, 1893 (2X). 
U.S.N.M. No. 46108. 

14. Byssonychia radiata   (Hall),  1847    183 
Left valve showing the anterior dentition. "Syntype" B. vera Ulrich, 1893. U.S.N.M. 
No. 46108. 

15. Byssonychia radiata   (Hall),  1847    183 
Internal mold of a left valve showing posterior musculature, muscle traces, and 
discontinuous pallial line. Hori/on: Southgate member of the Eden formation. 
Localitv: Newport, Kentucky. "Cotype" B. vera Ulrich, 1893. U.S.N.M. bears no 
number.  (See PI. 23, fig. 1.) 
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EXPLANATION OF PLAIK 2.S 

All figiiiTs natural size iinlos otiicruise indicali-d. 

Fii/urr Page 
1.    liyssiniyrliiii nul'uila   (Hall),  18+7   183 

Knlargemeiit of figure 15, Plate 22  (3X). 

2,3.    Byssonych'ui riul'uttii   (Hall),  1847    183 
2. Left valve of a shelled specimen. Horizon: Fxlen formation. Locality: Cincinnati, 

Ohio. Svntvpe .1 mhcjuyrliia rinr'nituitinisis Miller and Faher, 1894. U.C.M. No. 
3793. 

3. View of the hinge line of the specimen seen in figure 2 ahove showing the anterior 
dentition, ligamental grooves, and prosogyral heaks  (4X). 

4.    Byssonyrhia raJiata   (Hall),  1847   183 
This specitTien shows the inner portion of the outer costate layer of the shell; there 
is no remnant of the inner ostracum. Horizon: McMicken member of the Eden forma- 
tion. Locality: roadcut on Kentucky route 27, 1.3 miles south of the Newport Shopping 
Center near Southgate, Kentucky. (Newport Quadrangle.) This specimen has 41 
plus costae. U.C.M. No. 35601. 

5,6.    Byssonych'm cf. B. radiata  (Hall), 1847   183 
5. ,\n internal mold with exterior characters impressed upon it. In general shell 

form and angle gamma this specimen is similar to B. radiata, however, it has 
only 40 costae. It may represent an early dissoconch stage of B. radiata. Horiz.on: 
Eden formation. Locality: Cincinnati. Ohio. M.U. No. 3. 

6. Enlargement of the specimen seen in figure 5 above showing the posterior muscula- 
ture and two posterior teeth  (3X). 

7. Byssonychia radiata   (Hall),  1847    183 
Enlargement of a right valve showing two cardinal teeth (4X). Horizon: South- 
gate  member  of the   Eden   formation.  Locality:  excavation   0.1   miles   southwest  of 
the intersection of Beechmont Ave. and Elstun Rd., Cincinnati, Ohio. (Newport 
Quadrangle.)  U.C.M. No. 35598. 

8. Byssonychia radiata  (Hall),  1847    183 
Shelled specimen having a slightly larger than normal number of costae, about 58. 
Horizon and locality the same as figure 7  above.  U.C.M. No. 35602. 

9. Byssonychia cf. B. radiata (Hall), 1847   183 
This  extremely  small   specimen  has  45  costae  and  an   angle gamma  close  to  that 
of B. radiata. It may represent an early dissoconch stage of that species. Horizon: 
Cynthiana formation. Locality: West Covington, Kentucky. U.C.M.  No.  19202. 

10.    Byssonychia radiata   (Hall),  1847   183 
An incomplete right valve having about 44 costae and showing two anterior and 
two posterior teeth (the right valve usually has three posterior teeth). Horizon and 
locality the same as figure 4 above  (1.5X). U.C.M.  No. 35597. 

11,12.     Byssonychia sp. 
11. Right valve of a shelled specimen. Horizon: Cynthiana formation. Locality: 

Roger's Gap, Kentucky. Foerste hypotype of B. vera Ulrich. U.S.N.M. No. 87064. 
12. Anterior view of the specimen seen in figure  11  above showing the byssal gape. 

13,14.    Byssonychia   radiata    (Hall),   1847      183 
13. An amazing shelled specimen showing the posterior dentition and much of the 

inner ostracum. Possessing about 50 costae. Horizon: Eden formation. Locality: 
Covington, Kentucky. M.U. No. 2. 

14. Enlargement of figure 13 above  (5X). 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 24 

All figures natural size unless otherwise indicated. 

Figure Page 
1.    Byssonyt/iia raJ'uita   (Hall),  1S47   183 

Shelled specimen showing two anterior teeth and about 50 costae (2.2X). Horizon: 
Southgate member of the Eden formation. Locality: excavation behind Beekman 
Street Housing Development, Beekman Street, Cincinnati, Ohio. (West Cincinnati 
Quadrangle.) U.C.M. No. 35600. 

2-5.    Byssonychia   radiaia   (Hall),   1847      183 
2. Left vah c of a completely shelled specimen having about 45 costae. Horizon and 
locality unknown. M.U. \o. 5. 
3. Right valve of the specimen seen in figure 2 above. 
4. Anterior view of the specimen seen in figure 2 above. 
5. Dorsal view of the specimen seen in figure 2 above. 

6. Byssonychia cf. B. radiata  (Hall),  1847    183 
Left valve showing the impressions of two posterior teeth and possessing about 45 
costae. Horizon: Fort .\ncient member of the Waynesville formation. Locality: 
excavation at the intersection of Westwood-Northern Blvd. and Boudinot Ave., 
Cincinnati,  Ohio.   (West  Cincinnati   Quadrangle.)   L'.C.M.   No.   35614. 

7. Byssonychia cf. B. radiata   (Hall), 1847    183 
This specimen is from the same horizon and locality as figure 6 above. It also has 
about 45 costae and  shows two elongate  posterior teeth. U.C.M.  No.  35613. 

8-10.    Byssonychia  aculiroslris   Ulrich,   1893     187 
8. .\nterior view of the holotype showing the byssal gape. Horizon: Fairmount mem- 

ber of the Fairview formation. Locality: Covington, Kentucky. IT.S.N.M. No. 
46095. 

9. Lateral view of the holotype showing the acuminate umbcincs and the oblic|uely 
elongate shell. 

10. Enlarged view of the hinge line of the holotype showing the small, ratli-r low, 
bilobed structure which L'lrich regarded as the remnants of two cardinal teeth 
(7X). 

11. Byssonychia   aculiroslris   l'lrich,   1893       187 
External cast showing costal bifurcation (arrow). Horizon and locality unknown. 
U.C.M. No. 35620. 

12. Byssonychia cf. B. aculiroslris Ulrich, 1893    187 
This specimen has the obli(|uely elongate form of B. aculiroslris but differs in its 
angle gamma. Horizon: Bellevue member of the McMillan formation. Locality: 
Excavation for Liberal Supermarket, across from Frisch's Drive-In, along Hamilton 
Ave., North College Hill, Ohio.  (West Cincinnati Quadrangle.)   U.C.M.  No. 35593. 

13. Byssonychia cf. B. aculiroslris Ulrich, 1893   187 
This specimen also has the obliquely elongate character of B. aculiroslris and in 
addition  possesses  30 plus costae.  However,  the  beaks  are  not so  acuminate   as  in 
the type specimens of the species. Horizon: Corryville member of the McMillan 
formation. Locality: downstream from where Cozaddale Road crosses Second Creek 
near Butlerville, Ohio.  (Pleasant Plain Quadrangle.)   U.C.M.  No. 35592. 
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KXPLANAl'ION OK P),A'1K 25 

All fiKiiics iialural si/c unless otherwise iiulicaled. 

Fif/tin- Page 
1. Hys.<oiiy</ii,i   alvnilatu   Ulrich,   1893       188 

Holotype and only known specimen of the species, showing the tumid and hiEhly 
projecting umhones. Horizon: C'orryville memher of the McMillan formation. Lo- 
cality: Cincinnati, Ohio. U.S.N.M. No. 46096. 

2. Byssoiiychia  hyrncsi Ulrich,   1893      188 
Syntype showing the increasingly prosocline nature of the costae. Horizon: Cyn- 
thiana  formation. Locality: Covington,  Kentucky.  U.S.N.M.  No. 46097. 

3. Byssonyrhia byrnrsi Ulrich,   1893      188 
Plaster cast of unfigured syntype. This specimen shows the shell outline more clearly 
than does the above syntype. U.S.N.M. No. 46097. 

4. Byssonyrhia  byrnesi Ulrich,   1893     188 
Anterior view of an external cast showing the byssal gape and having 21 plus 
costae. Horizon: Cynthiana formation. Locality: Ludlow, Kentucky. U.C.M. No. 
19278. 

5. Byssonyrhia  hyrncsi Ulrich,   1893      188 
Lateral view of a shelled specimen showing the increasingly acute angle alpha. 
Horizon: Cynthiana formation. Locality: Clay's Ferry, Kentucky, under Memorial 
Bridge on old route 25 at the crossing of the Kentucky River. Collector: Mr. J. K. 
Pope. U.C.M. No. 35599. 

6,9.    Byssonychia cultrata Ulrich,  1893     189 
6. Anterior view of a lectoparatype showing the byssal gape. Horizon: WayHes- 

ville formation.  Locality: Waynesville,  Ohio.  U.S.N.M.  No. 46098. 
9. Hinge line of the specimen seen in figure 6 above showing the "channel-like" 

ligamental  area,  and  a  possible cardinal tooth. 

7,8.    Byssonyrhia cultrata  Ulrich,  1893     189 
7. Right valve of the lectoholotype. Horizon: Waynesville formation. Locality: 

Waynesville, Ohio. U.S.N.M. No. 46098. 
8. Enlargement of hinge line of the specimen seen in figure 7 above. At the posterior 

end of the dorsal margin are what appear to be the fillings of two dental sockets 
(2X). 

10.    Byssonychia cultrata Ulrich,   1893     189 
Left valve of a lectoparatype showing the "channel-like" ligamental area and a 
single cardinal tooth. Horizon: Waynesville formation. Locality: Versailles, Indiana. 
U.S.N.M. No. 46596. 

11-13.    Byssonychia cultrata Ulrich,  1893   .  189 
11. Lateral view of a small specimen showing the opisthocline tendencies of the 

species. Possessing about 52 costae. Horizon: Liberty formation. Locality: east 
of road two miles south of Liberty, Indiana. (Fairfield Quadrangle?) M.U. No. 4. 

12. Dorsal view of the specimen seen  in figure  11   above. 
13..\nlerior view of the specimen seen  in  figure  II   abo\e. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 26 
All figures natural size unless otherwise indicated. 

Figure                                                                                                                                                               Page 
1-4.    Byssonydiia cultrata Ulrich,  1893    189 

1. Right valve of an external cast having 52 costae. Horizon: Liberty formation. 
Localitv: Miami Universitv Campus, Oxford, Ohio. (O.xford Quadrangle.) 
M.U. \o. 4. 

2. Left valve of the specimen seen in figure 1 ahovc showing the opisthocline 
tendencies of the species. 

3. .Anterior view of the specimen seen in figure 1  above  (1.5X). 
4. Dorsal view of the specimen  seen  in  figure  1   above. 

5,6.    Byssonychia cultrata Ulrich,  1893    189 
5.-Vnterior view  of  a  narrow  specimen  of the  species  having 52 costae.  Horizon: 

Waynesville formation. Locality: road north of Lebanon, Ohio. U.C.M. No. 3 5623. 
6. Dorsal view of the soecimen seen in figure 5  above. 

7. Byssonyehia  imbrtrata   Ulrich,   1893       190 
Left valve of holotype showing the acuminate umbones and short hinge line. 
Horizon: Corrvville member of the McMillan formation. Localitv: Cincinnati, Ohio. 
U.S.N.M. No. 46101. 

8. Byssonychia imhricata   Ulrich,   1893     190 
Left valve of  a  paratype  of  the  species.  U.S.N.M.  No. 46101. 

9. Byssonychia  sp '.    190 
Right valve showing well-developed growth varices. Horizon: Bellevue member of 
the McMillan formation. Locality: excavation for Liberal Supermarket, across from 
Frisch's  Drive-In,  along Hamilton  .Ave.,  in  North  College  Hill,  Ohio.   (West Cin- 
cinnati Quadrangle.)  U.C.M. No. 35595. 

10-12.    Byssonychia ohcsa Ulrich,  1893     190 
10. Dorsal view of holotype showing the ligamental area. Horizon: Whitewater 

formation. Locality: Richmond,  Indiana.  U.S.N.M.  No. 46103. 
11. Lateral   view  of  holotype.   (Note  the  nearly  circular  outline  of  the   specimen.) 
12. .\nterior view of the holotype  showing the  depressed  byssal  gape. 

13. Byssonychia ohcsa Ulrich,  1893     190 
Right valve of a paratype of the species showing the more usual outline of the 
species. Horizon  and localitv the same as figure 10  above. U.S.N.M. No. 46103. 

14. Byssonychia ohcsa Ulrich,  1893     190 
Anterior \ iew of a second paratype showing the depressed almost circular byssal 
gape. Horizon and localitv the same as figure  10 above. U.S.N.M.  No. 46103. 

15-18.    Byssonychia ohcsa Ulrich^  1893     190 
15. Lateral view of the right valve. Horizon: lower Whitewater formation. Locality: 

roadcut 2 miles south of Richmond, Indiana, on new Indiana route 27. U.C.M. 
No. 35605. 

16. Left valve of the specimen seen in figure 15 above. 
17. .Anterior view of the specimen seen in figure 15 above. 
18. Dorsal view of the specimen seen in figure 15 above. 

19-21.    Byssonychia ohcsa Ulrich,  1893     190 
19. Left valve of a specimen partially overgrown by an ectoproct. Horizon and 

locality same as figure  15  above.  U.C.M.  No.  35603. 
20. Dorsal view of the specimen seen in figure 19 above. 
21. Anterior view of the specimen seen in figure 19 above. 

22. Byssonychia ohcsa Ulrich,  1893   190 
Left valve of a specimen which is weathered along the dorsal margin. Horizon: 
Elkhorn formation. Locality: New Point, Indiana. Collector: Mr. D. Hall. U.C.M. 
No. 35607. For full localitv see footnote p.  191. 

23. Byssonychia ohcsa Ulrich,'1893     190 
Internal mold showing the posterior adductor scar. Locality and horizon same as 
figure 15 above. U.C.M. No. 35608. 

24-26.    Byssonychia Icnuistriata  Ulrich,   1894    196 
24. Right vahe of the lectoholotype of the species. Horizon: Richmond stage. Locality: 

Spring Valley, Minnesota. M.O.S. No. 8371. 
25. Enlargement of the specimen seen in figure 24 above  (1.5X). 
26. Anterior  view  of  the  lectoholotype  showing  the   byssal   gape   (1.5X). 

27,28.    Byssonychia  tcnuislriata   Ulrich,   1894   196 
27. Lectoparatvpe of the species. Horizon and locality same as figure 24 above 

(1.5X). M'G.S. NO. 8370. 
28. Lateral view of the lectoparatypc, natural size. 
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KXP1,ANA'II{)N OF PI,AIK 27 

All figiirt's natural vi/c unless otherwise inilkaleil. 

Figuri-                                                                                                                                                               /'«.«"' 
1,2.     liyssoiiyi/ilii  finiriuisii   Ulrich,   1893 -    191 

1. Exterior cast of lectoholotype of the species.  Horizon: Lorraine   (Pulaski)  forma- 
tion. Locality: Lorraine, New York. U.S.N.M. No. 46104. 

2. Anterior view of the specimen seen in figure 1 above. 

3.    Byssonydiia praiiursa  Ulrich,  1893 •   191 
Left valve showing the anterior flattening and the posterior adductor scar. Horizon: 
Bellevue member of the McMillan formation. Locality: excavation for Liberal Super- 
market, across from Frisch's Drive-In, along Hamilton Ave., in North College Hill, 
Ohio.  (West Cincinnati Quadrangle.)   U.C.M. No. 35594. 

4-7.    Byssonychia praecursa Ulrich,  1893   191 
4. Lateral view of left valve. Horizon and  locality same as figure 3  above. U.C.M. 

No. 35591. 
5. View of the hinge line of the specimen seen in figure 4 above. 
6. Anterior view  of the specimen seen  in  figure 4  above. 
7. Enlargement of figure  5  above.  Note the two cardinal  teeth  and  the  ligamental 

grooves (4.5X). 

8-13.    Byssonychia   retrorsa   (Miller),   1878 •  192 
8. Left valve of the holotype and only known specimen of the species. Horizon: 

probably Fairmount member of the Fairview formation. Locality: Cincinnati, 
Ohio. W.M. No. 8873. 

9. Dorsal view of the specimen seen in figure 8 above. 
10. Anterior view of the specimen seen in figure 8 above. 
11, 12, and 13. Enlargements of the three views shown in figures 8-1(1  (3X). 

14-15.    Byssoiiytliia lii/imondrnsis Ulrich,  1893  193 
14. Dorsal view of the holotype showing the ligamental area and the highly triangular 

outline. Horizon: Whitewater formation. Locality: Richmond, Indiana. U.S.N.M. 
No. 46106. 

15. Lateral view of holotype showing the highly carinate umbones. 
16. Anterior view of holotype showing the byssal gape. 

17,18.    Byssonychia richmonJensis Ulrich,  1893   193 
17. Anterior view of a partially shelled specimen showing the byssal gape. Syn- 

type B. rohusta (Miller). W.M. No. 8816. 
18. Left lateral view of the specimen seen in figure 17 above. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLA'IK 28 

All figures natural size unless otherwise indicated. 

Fi(/urr                                                                                                                                                               Page 
1,2.    Byssonyi/iiii rir/imoriJinsis  I'lrich,  1893      193 

1. Right lateral view of a specimen having 32 plus costae. Horizon: Sunset member 
of the .\rnheim formation. Locality: roadcut 0.5 miles northeast of West Chester, 
Ohio, on old Ohio route 25.  (Glendale Quadrangle.)   U.C.M. No. 35609. 

2. Left lateral view of the specimen seen in figure 1  ahove. 

3-5.    Byssonychia richmondensis Ulrich, 1893     193 
3. .\nterior view showing the bvssal gape. Horizon: Arnheini formation. Localitv: 

Oxford, Ohio. U.C.M. No. 35621. 
+. Dorsal view of the specimen seen in figure 3 above. 
5. Lateral view of the specimen seen in figure 3 above showing a slight distortion. 

6-8.    Byssonychia robusta   (Miller),  1880   194 
6. Right lateral view of lectoholotype. This is probably the specimen used by Miller 

for his figure 3, plate 8, and was regarded as such by Foerste (1916a). Horizon: 
upper part of the "Hudson River (7roup". Localitv: Osgood, Indiana. W.M. No. 
8816. 

7. Dorsal view of the lectoholotype showing the dorsal outline and the ligamental 
area. 

8. Anterior view of the lectoholotype showing the byssal gape. 

9.    Byssonychia robusta   (Miller),  1880    194 
Left valve of lectoparatype showing the posterior musculature. W.M. No. 8816. 

1M,I1.     ?    _   195 
This specimen resides among the University of Cincinnati collections and bears the 
label "cotype Amhonychia robusta S.A.M.". Horizon: Whitewater formation. Lo- 
cality: Richmond, Indiana. I do not regard this specimen as conspccific with 
Byssonychia robusta (Miller). U.C.M. No. 3787. 

12,13.    Byssonychia robusta   (Miller),  1880   194 
12. Anterior  view   of   a  cast  of  the   exterior.   Horizon:   Richmond   stage.   Locality: 

Oxford, Ohio. Syntype B. grandis Ulrich, 1893. U.S.N.M. No. 46099. 
13. Dorsal view of the specimen seen in figure 12 above. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATK 29 

All figures naliiial size unlt-ss (iilicr wise indicated. 

Figure Page 
1.     liyssonychiii  lohtutu   (Miller),   1880     194 

Left lateral  view of the specimen  seen  in  figure  12,  Plate  28. 

2-5.    Byssonychia robusta   (Miller),  1880    194 
2. Hinge line of an internal mold showing ligamental grooves and the fillings of 

two posterior sockets. Thus, there were probably two posterior teeth in the right 
valve and one in the left valve (2X). Horizon: Waynesville formation. Locality: 
Clarksville, Ohio. Syntype B. grandis Ulrich,  1893.  U.S.N.M. No. 46100. 

3. Anterior view of the specimen  seen  in  figure 2 above. 
4. Lateral view of the specimen seen in figure 2 above. 
5. Enlargement of the dorsal half of figure 3 above showing the termination of the 

pallial line  (2X). 

6,7.    Byssonychia rohusia   (Miller),   1880     194 
6. Lateral view of a left valve. Horizon: upper Whitewater formation. Locality: 

Salt Creek, Indiana, at a covered bridge on the dirt road that goes from Olden- 
burg to Enochsburg,  Indiana.   (New Point Quadrangle.)   U.C.M.  No.  35604. 

7. Anterior view of the specimen seen  in  figure 6  above. 

8,9.    Byssonychia robusta   (Miller),  1880     194 
8. Dorsal view of a small specimen having about 40 costae. Horizon: Clarksville 

member of the Waynesville formation. Locality: Sewell's Run southeast of Clarks- 
ville, Ohio, near the point where Sewell's Run empties into Todd's Fork. (Blan- 
chester Quadrangle.)  U.C.M. No. 35606. 

9. Right lateral view of the specimen seen in figure 8 above, angle gamma is smaller 
than usual. 

10,11.    Byssonychia subrrrcla   Ulrich,   1893      195 
10. Lateral   view   of  the   lectoholotype.   Horizon:   Waynesville   formation.   Locality: 

Versailles,  Indiana. U.S.N.M.  No. 46107. 
11. .-\nterior view of the lectoholotype showing the narrow byssal gape. 

12.    Byssonychia  suberecta   Ulrich,   1893     195 
Lateral    view    of    a    lectoparatype.    Horizon:    Waynesville    formation.    Locality: 
Versailles, Indiana. U.S.N.M. No. 46107. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 30 

All figures natural size unless otherwise indicated. 

Fii/iin- Page 
1.    Byssonychia  suhrrt-cta  I'lrich,   1893     195 

Enlargement of hinge line of figure 10, Plate 29 showing two cardinal teeth, with a 
foreign object partially ohscuring them  (6X). 

2,3.    Byssonychia subi-recta  Ulrich,   1893      195 
2. Anterior view of the specimen seen in figure 12, Plate 29 showing the byssal gape. 
3. Enlargement of the hinge line of the specimen seen in figure 2 above, showing two 

sockets and one tooth and the method of insertion of the ligamental grooves (6X). 

4-5.     Byssonychia  suhcrccta   I'lrich,   1893       195 
4. Lateral view of a specimen having about 50 costae. Horizon: unknown. Locality: 

Waynesville, Ohio. M.U. No. 6. 
5. Dorsal  view of the specimen seen in figure 4 above showing the  anterior byssal 

retractor scars. 
6. Anterior view of the specimen seen in figure 4 above showing the termination of 

the pallial line. 

7-9.    Byssonychia suhcrccta   Ulrich,   1893      195 
7. Lateral  \iew  of an incomplete specimen.  Localitv and  hori/on  unknown.  U.CM. 

No. 35622. 
8. Anterior view of the specimen seen in figure 7 above. 
9. Dorsal view of the specimen seen in figure 7  above showing the  anterior  byssal 

retractor scars (arrow)   (1.5X). 

10,11.    Byssonychia ulrichi Pojeta, sp.  nov   197 
10. Right valve of a young specimen having about 35 costae. Horizon: Fairmount 

member of the Fairview formation. Locality: near Morrow, Ohio, upstream from 
where Woodville Road crosses First Creek. (South Lebanion Quadrangle.) Col- 
lector: Dr. M. Abbott. U.CM. No. 35615. 

11. Anterior view of the specimen seen in figure 10 above showing the elongate 
byssal gape. 

12. Byssonychia ulrichi Pojeta,  sp. nov _ 197 
Right lateral view. Locality and horizon same as figure 10 above. U.CM. No. 35619. 

13. Byssonychia ulrichi Pojeta, sp. nov   197 
Left valve of a specimen having about 35 costae. Horizon and localitv same as figure 
10 above. U.CM. No. 35616. 

14. Byssonychia ulrichi Pojeta, sp. nov   197 
Left valve of a specimen bearing about 40 costae. Horizon and locality same as figure 
10 above. Collector: Mr. T. Weaver. U.CM.  No. 35618. 

15. Byssonychia ulrichi Pojeta, sp. nov   197 
Holotvpe   of  the   species   having   about   36   costae.   Horizon   and   locality   same   as 
figure Ki above. U.CM. No. 35617. 
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F'u;uir                                                                                                                                                               Page 
1-3.    Byssonyrhia  nhuhi I'ujeta, sp.  nov    197 

1. Left lateral view. Horizon: Fairmount member of the Fairview formation. Lo- 
cality: Cincinnati, Ohio. This is a specimen identified as B. radiata by Ulrich. 
U.S.N.M. No. +6105. 

2. Dorsal view of the specimen seen in figure 1 above  (2X). 
3. Anterior view of the specimen seen in figure 1 above showing the elongate byssal 

gape. 

4, 5.    Byssonychiii  nis/iri  I'ojeta,  sp.  nov.  .. ._    196 
4. Anterior view of the holotype and only known specimen of the species, showing 

the byssal gape and anterior termination of the pallial line. Horizon: Fort Ancient 
member of the Waynesville formation. Locality: Bull Run Creek, south of Oxford, 
Ohio. (Rcily or Millville Quadrangle.)  M.U. No. 1. 

5. Right lateral view of the specimen seen in figure 4 above. The raised area im- 
mediately behind the beak represents the filling of the right anterior byssal re- 
tractor scar. 

6. ?   186 
Rubber mold of an ambonychiid from the Economy member of the Eden formation. 
Locality: 10 Mile Creek, near New Palestine, Ohio, about 2.3 miles east of the junc- 
tion of Ohio route 749 with U.S. route 52, on route 749. (Withamsville Quadrangle.) 
This specimen has 40 plus costae. U.C.M. No. 35596. 

7. Mytilus sp   177 
Ventral view showing the small byssal gape (arrow). Locality unknown. U.C.M. 
No. 35612. 

8. Modiolus dcmlssus Dillwyn    177 
Ventral view showing the small byssal gape (arrow). Specimen from the south 
shore of Nassau County, Long Island, New York. The proper generic assignment of 
this form is uncertain, some authors assigning this species to the genus Briichidontrs. 
U.C.M. No. 35611. 

9, 10.     ?   174 
9. Ambonychiid showing tuberculate prosopon. Horizon: Corryville member of the 

McMillan  formation.  Locality:  McMillan   Street,   Cincinnati,  Ohio.   U.C.M.   No. 
23234. 

10. Enlargement of the specimen seen in figure 9 above  (3.5X). 
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DcpMiliiunl  <>l   Hoiiiiiy, Cornell Urii\crsity 

ABSTRACIT 

The revised list of lycopods of the Devonian of New York In- 
cludes .IrchacosigUlaria vanuxrmi, Drcpaiiophycus gaspjaiius, D. 
colophyllus, sp. nov., D. spinosus forma typica, Proioli-pidodcnJrnn 
sc/iiiriiinum, P. gilhonisr, sp. nov., Colpodexylon dcatili, and C. tri- 
furcalum, all of which are herbaceous, trailing or recumbent, eligu- 
late, microphyllous, and homosporous as far as is known. In some 
instances they have been shown to bear adaxial sporangia and to 
possess denticulate to variously lobed protosteles. Arborescent ly- 
copods include Amphidnxodendion d'uholomum, gen. et sp. nov. and 
Lepidosigillarla 'w/iitri (the Naples Tree). Amphidoxodcndron and 
Krionia chcmunarnsis 3rp placed in Incertae Sedis and several 
well-known specimens {Didymophyllon reniforme, Sigillaria ?gil- 
bornsis, Sligmaria rxigua) are included among Indeterminable Ly- 
copods. Protosteles are newly reported for P. gilhoctisr and A. van- 
uxrrni on the basis of sections of plastic-imbedded stems and the 
laminar nature of the leaves of A. vanuxcmi and D. gaspianus is 
demonstrated by transfer preparations. Patterns on the stems of the 
herbaceous genera are explained primarily on the basis of resistant 
cells in the cortex. The true outer surfaces of the stems are believed 
to be smooth, without leaf cushions, and with persistent leaves. 
Clearlv defined Lycopsida have existed as a distinct group ever since 
vascular plants appeared in the fossil record. Herbaceous lycopsids 
appeared first, but arborescent members were present by early Mid- 
dle Devonian time. There is no evidence that the latter evolved 
from any known members of the herbaceous group. Many localities, 
from both continental and marine deposits, together with pertinent 
stratigraphic data  are given. 

INTRODUCTION 

One compoiieiu ol the De\oni;in llora of New \o\V. at- 
tracts special notice because of its abundant remains, re; 
mains that can be lecognizecl immediately as lycopods. The 
plants belong to the subdivision Lycojjsida of the division 
Tracheophyta. The stems of both living and fossil lycopods 
are covered by leaves (microphylls) that are spirally ar- 
ranged, decussate or whorled. The stem possesses a rela- 
tively simple stelar system. No leaf gap accompanies the 
leaf trace. A single eiisporangiate sporangium is eithet 
adaxial on, or axillary to, each sjjorophyll. Only homospor- 
oiis eligulate lycopods are known as megafossils in Devon- 
ian deposits although both heterospory and the ligulate 
condition appear in Carboniferous time. Evidence of lyco- 
podiaceoiis megaspores in Devonian sediments foreshadows 
the eventual discovery of heterospory among megafossils 
of that period. 

Existing dese ripiions of Dexonian lycopods range from 
those that include details of morphology, anatomy, and 
ie])roductive stnictme to those that include only surface 
patterns on the fossil. Up to now only BamgwanalJiia 
Lang and Cookson, 19.S5, Frololepidodendron Krejci, 1880, 
and Colpodexylon Banks. 1911 are known by their stelar 
structure, their stem surface, their leaves, their sporangia, 
and to some extent their habit. Stelar structure is unknown 
for Drepanophycits Goppert, 1852 and Sugamhrophyton 
Schmidt, 1954 although annidar tracheids are known for 
the former. Neither anatomy nor reproductive apparatus 
is known for Lcpidosigillaria. Finally there are those gen- 
era such as Knorria and Bcrgcria for which no stem struc- 
ture nor true outer stem surface, no lea\es, no reproductive 
bodies, and no anatomy are known. These two are simply 
form genera for which one may ultimately discover addi- 
tional characters that will either relate them to existing 
natinal genera or make natural genera of them. 

By far the greatest number of specimens of fossil lyco- 
pods of Devonian age are suitable only for inclusion in 
form genera. Many are good enough only to be labeled 
"lycopod fragment." Range extensions based on the in- 
discriminate assignment of such specimens to well-defined 
genera weaken these taxa as well as detracting from their 
stratigraphic significance. 

Ideally one needs specimens that are well enough pre- 
served to show petrified internal structure, various degrees 
of preservation of stem surface, leaves, and sporangia. 
Nevertheless, appropriate techniques have to be applied 
to the available specimens in order to extract maximum 
information from the material that is available. If adequate 
diagnostic criteria cannot be obtained, the specimens are 
best relegated to "indeterminable lycopod remains." 

Specimens studied in the present report are housed as 
follows: 

CUPC—Cornell   University   Paleontology   Collection, 
Ithaca, N.Y. 

DBPC—Department of Botany Paleobotanical Collec- 
tion, Cornell  Universitv,  Ithaca, N.^'. 
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ISNM—I'niteil   Suites   Xaiioual   Museum,   \^':l^llini^- 

ton, D.C. 
WSM—New York State Museum. .\lbaii\, NA. 
DCM—Durham Center Museum, Durham, New ^ oik 
RM.MU—Reclpath Museum. MtGill University. Mon 

treal, Canada 
PRI—Paleontological    Research    lustiiuiion.     hliaca. 

N.V. 

ni.sroRic:.VL SUR\ IA 
Records of lycopods from the Devonian ol Ne\\ \ ork are 

sparse and incomi)lete considering the abundance of ma- 
terial and the length of time that the area has been luulcr 
study. The earliest record of which the ^vriters are aware 
is the report by Vanuxem (1842 in Pan 111. of the Geology 
of New York, p. 181, fig. 51) of a lycopod stein from 
Owego, New ^'ork. Vanuxem considered it to be related 
to Lcpidixlcndrnu. This specimen from the Upper Devon- 
ian C;hcmung group is in the collection of the New ^'ork 
State Museum as ArchaeosigiUnria vanuxrtuni (Goppen). 
Kidston. Another specimen illustrated b\ X'anuxcni (p. 
157, fig. 38) is probably assignable to oiu' Ihcpauopliyi us 
colopliyllus, sp. nov. The specimen is recorded as coming 
from a (juarry in the Hamilton group near "the fork of the 
Unadilla" River. Mather (1813) presented this same illus- 
tration in two places, first imder the consideration of the 
Erie Division (p. 300, fig. 6, here the axis is oriented hori- 
zontally) antl then again when discussing the Catskill Di- 
vision (p. 322, fig. 14 with the stem vertically oriented). 
V'anuxem's remarks (p. 157) lead the reader to believe that 
the "same kind" of fossil was foimd in .some abimdaiue 
"on the road from Summit to Hinsdale, in the first dis- 
trict." In CUPC is a suite of specimens collected by Maiher 
around 1840 which is said to be from "near Summit, Dela- 
ware County, New York." Mather (1843) listed several 
localities around Summit for "terrene jjlants," but it is im- 
possible to determine accurately which were the source of 
these particidar specimens. Collections made by the wiiu is 
and others in the vicinity of Sunnnil and al Duihani I'.ilK, 
Greene County, New ^■o^k, have ijroduccd idciiiicil IIKI 

terial. 

.Vnother report of a lycopodiaceous plant is found in 
Hall's Survey of the Fourth Geological District (1843). He 
tlescribed and illustrated (p. 275, fig. 2) a slightly curved 
axis which he nained Sigillarin chcmiingcnsis from beds of 
C;hemiuig age at "^Visner's quarry, near Elmira, Chemung 
County, New York. This specimen was subsequently trans- 
ferred to Knorria as A', chemungensis (Hall) by Arnold 
(1939, p. 283). It is now in USNM. 

Dawson (1862, I87Ia, 1880) described and pidjlished 
several lycopodiaceous forms from New York. These in- 
cluded many sj)ecimens sent to him by Hall who was then 
writing the Paleontology of New York. Some of this ma- 
terial was identified as Lepidodendron gaspianum, a spe- 
cies that Dawson had established for material from the 
Ciaspe Peninsula. Krausel and Weyland (1948, p. 90) trans- 
ferred the bulk of the species to Drepanopliycus, as D. 
gdspiaiiiis. They excluded all of the New York specimens. 
These specimens are here included in Dicpaiiopliycits colo- 
pliyllus, sp. nov. 

Dawson's I.ycopoditcs vunuxemi (— I'ilicitcs? Plumorin 
Hall, 1843) from the Upper Devonian of Ithaca, New York 
(I8(i2, p. 314, pi. 17, fig. 57; 1871, p. 35, has been variously 
interpreted. Dawson, himself, (1882a. p. 119) transferred his 
New York specimens of L. vanuxcnni to Ptilophyton, .i 
genus he had erected for plants from the Scottish Devonian 
(1878, p. 385). At this time he regarded them as aquatics 
without giving up the idea of their lycopsid affinities. Hall 
(1858, 1878) believed they showed animal affinities and 
named them PlumuUna. Ruedemann (1916) considered 
them to be anthozoan coelenterates, but they are now re- 
garded as hydrozoans. They are not lycopodiaceous and so 
are not considered further here. 

Dawson also listed Stignuniti rxiguii (18()2, ]>. 308, jd. 13, 
fig. 13) and Didyinophylhnn [sic] rcnifcmne (1862, p, 309, 
pi. 13. fig. 15) from the Devonian of New York. The.se two 
species are discussed below under Indeterminable Lyco]jods. 

In 1871 Martin listed several fossil plants from the 
l):i\ idsoii Qu.u ly on Skininemunk Mountain 3 miles north- 
west ol .Moiiioc. Orange Couiuy. He stated that Newberry 
idciiiilicd some of llic siK-cimens as I.cpidodciidyoii gaspi- 
anum. 
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Clarke (1885) rciJOiltil llic (xcisional (Kdiirciuc ol Lrfii 
dodendron priinannim, I.. gHSpiainnii, and Cycloslignia di- 
vine in the Geniindewa limestone around Bristol Centci 
and Canandaigiia, Honeoye, and Hcndock Lakes. In the 
Na|)les beds he found I.cpidodrndyou p\imacx>iun lo he 
common in the upper bitimiinous layers at S|)aria, Living- 
ston C:ounty. Specimens of /.. gaspianum were also reported 
from the higher sandy shales of the Tannery Gully in 
Naples and Cyclostigma affine from the bituminous beds ai 
Sparta. All specimens were identified by Dawson. 

In 1892 Prosser referred to Martin's material and indi- 
cated that Dawson had concinred in the identification. Au 
exhaustive |)aper by Prosser two years later (1891) included 
a discussion of much of the Devonian in eastern New York. 
Here Prosser mentioned numerous localities that had yield- 
ed some lycopod or other, usually designated only as Lepi- 
dodcndron. Two localities are worthy of mention here. 
First is West Hurley Stone Crushing Co. Quarry, formerly 
Lawson's Quarry, one-half mile west of West Hiuley, Ulster 
Comity. He stated that Dawson identified Lcpidodendron 
gaspianum, I., primaevum, and Lepidophloios antiquus 
from the quarry. Oin- Locality 1 is probably close to that to 
which Prosser referred. Second is the Weingardner Quarry 
in Hamilton sandstones one mile west of Port Orange, 
Orange Comity. From this quarry he reported Lepidodcu- 
dron that quarrymen called "fossil snakes." This appelation 
is rather common in quarries where lycopods such as Col- 
podcxylon and Drepanophycus gaspianus are abimdant. 

Ries (1895) reported on the Geology of Orange County 
and recorded the occurrence of Lepidodetidron gaspianum 
\y2 miles west of Huguenot in the Hamilton sandstone. 
This occurrence, and that reported by Prosser at Port Or 
ange, are relatively close to our Locality 16. Ries also gave 
detailed information on the location of Davidson Quarry 
on Skunnemunk Mountain (Martin's locality). He dis- 
tinguished between a stone quarry and another that was 
presumed to be a coal mine referred to as Davidson Coal 
Mine Quarry. Both were on Skimnemunk Mountain and, 
like almost all other early quarries, lia\e long since been 
abandoned. 

It was not uiuil 1907, thai a major contriliution was 
niatle to the publishetl accoiuits of lycopods from the 
Slate. In that year David White published an account of a 
fossil arborescent lycopod from the Upper Devonian Hatch 
shale (West Falls formation) near Naples, New York. The 
iliscovery of this specimen had been noted by Clarke (1887, 
p. 511)), biu it remained undescribed imtil \\'hite's examina- 
lion. Because the name selected by White, Arcliacosigillaria 
primaeva, was considered inappropriate for various rea- 
sons, most authors referred to the stem simjoly as the 
"Naples Tree," while some others placed ii in I'rolnlepi- 
dodendron. This specimen is treated more fully under 
/jpidosigillaria in the Systematic Descriptions. 

Goldrmg's publications (1924, 1926, 1927) on the "Dawn 
Forest" at Gilboa, Schoharie County, New York, caused a 
renewed interest in Devonian plants in this country. In 
1926 she published Sigillarin ? gilbnensis, a problematical 
form here considered briefly tmdcr Indeterminable Lyco- 
pods. 

Arnold (1937) reported a new genus and species of 
lyco]3od, Gilboapliyton goldringiae, from Goldring's local- 
ity at Gilboa. Later he (1939, pp. 237, 238) outlined clearly 
the fragmentary nature of lycopod fossils, the paucity of 
characters on which species are based, and the generally 
inisatisfactory condition of their taxonomy. In this same 
|japer he reported fragments from the Middlesex and 
Rhinestreet black shales of Erie County, New York, which 
he believed were attribiuable to Archaeosigillaria primaeva 
(now Lepidosigillaria luhitci). He also proposed the name 
Prok'pidodendron for a plant he had earlier named Tro- 
clwphyUum breviinternodium (1933) and whose affinities 
earlier he had thought lay with the Sphenopsida. Several 
subsequent authors (Jongmans, 1939, p. 25; Krausel and 
Weyland, 1949, p. 136) suggested that P. breviinternodium 
was probably a Lepidodcndropsis and the latter authors 
transferred the species to Lepidodendropsis as L. breviin- 
ternodium (Arnold) Krausel and "W^eyland. The present 
writers consider the assignment of this plant to Lepidoden- 
dropsis unwarranted in view of the imusual leaf form 
which serves to distinguish it. Arnold also transferred Hall's 
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Sisiilhniu chcmiDigcusis to the form genus Knorria which 
inchnles lycopods whose stems are partially decorticated. 
Finallv, he figured and describeil some stems of cf. Pro- 
tolepidodcudron sp. from Gilboa. These have subsequentlv 
been proven to belong to the genus (Hanks. lOtiO and 
I'vnlolcpidodcudrou below). 

Chad wick (1944) reviewed the geology of the Catskill 
and Kaaterskill quadrangles of New York. In discussing 
each rock formation he appended a list of fossils or of fos- 
sils that "may be expected" (p. 129). Often it is impossible 
to be sine of either the specimens or the taxonomic des- 
ignations to which he referred. For instance he referred to 
ArchacosigiUaria ? simpUcitas, by which he ])robably meant 
Sigillaiia simplicitas of Vanuxem (1842, p. 190), and again 
to ArchacosigiUaria ? gaspiaiia by which he probably 
meant Lepidodcudmn gaspi/nunn of Da^vson (18f)2, pi. 14. 
figs. 26. 27, 28; pi. 17, fig. 58). 

Banks (1944) fomided a new genus of herbaceous lyco- 
|)ods. Colpodcxyloii, on material from southeastern New 
^'olk. This imusually rich find included reproductive as 
well as vegetative material and anatomical as well as mor- 
l)hological preservation. This still remains the most 
thoroughly known .American species and one of the better 
known Devonian lycopods. 

Two important points were develo]jcd in a pajier pul) 
lished in 1949 by Kiausel and Weyland. First, .Arnold's 
Ciilhoaphyton goldringiac was placed in synonymy with 
ArtharosigUlaria vamixcmi (Goppert) Kidston, and sec- 
ondly, ArchacosigiUaria primacva (the "Najiles Tree") 
was placed in a new geiuis and s])ccics, I.rpidosigiUnrid 
u'hitei Krausel and \VeyIand. 

In 1900 Banks simimarized much of the knowledge that 
had acciimidated concerning the Pre-Carboniferous lyco- 
pods. Here he reported and illustrated for the first time in 
New ^ork Ftololrpidodrndron scharianiim and Drcpaiio- 
phyciis cf. spinosus as well as new s|)ccinicns of Ax harosigil- 
Irnia vamixcmi. 

LOCALITIES 
.Seventeen of the following localities are ihe source of 

sl>e(inicns in collections that we have examined and idenii- 

fied; a few (4) are from publications to which we have 
made no contribution; some (12) are active quarries or pro- 
ducti\e localities that we and others in this laboratory 
have studied in detail over a period of years, e.g. continen- 
tal strata at Localities 3-9, 11-13, 15, 18, 19, 22. The remain- 
der (12) we have visited less frequently. Many other out- 
crops yield j>oorly preserved lycopods. The following list 
is selecteil to document the major conclusions of the paper. 

LocuUty 1. Abandoned roadside quarry on State Route 
28 at approximately i/, mile west of West Hurley, Ulster 
County. 

Horizon: Kiskatom formation, Tioughniogan 
stage, Erian series, Middle Devonian  (= Givetian). 

Specimens: rf. Drcpanopliycns colopliyUus. DBPC, 
No. 939. 

Locality 2. Near West Saugerties, Ulster County. Resi- 
dence of Lewis Gaylord. Plattekill (NY) 7iA' Quadrangle, 
Sheet r,168 II SE, AMS Series V821, 1945. Approximately 
2.197,000 yards north by 906,700 yards east. Altitude ap- 
proximately 440 feet above sea level. 

Horizon.—Kiskatom formation, Tioughiu'ogan 
stage, Erian series, Middle Devonian (= Givetian). 

Specimens. — Amphidoxodcndron dicliotoniiim, 
gen. et sp. nov. Type locality. DBPC, Type Catalog No. 52. 

Locality 3. Greenwood Lake, Orange Coimty. Roadside 
locality along State Route 17A on the east side of Mt. 
Peter between one and one and one-fourth miles below 
llie sunnnit. 

Horizon: Bellvale sandstones, equivalent to ma- 
rine Oatka Creek black shale (Marcellus), Cazenovian 
stage, Erian series. Middle Devonian   (= Eifelian). 

Specimens: Colpodexylon trifurcatum. Type lo- 
(aliiy. DBPC, Type Ciatalog No. 85; NYSM. Locality No. 
5240. 

I.ocalily I. Waliou Faiiii. Greene County. Durham 
{W) 7'A' Quadrangle, Sheet 6168 I NW, AMS Series 1942. 
.\pproximately 2,228,900 yards north by 892,300 yards east. 

Horizon: Kiskatom formation, equivalent to ma- 
rine Moscow formation, Tioughniogan stage, Erian series, 
.Middle Devonian   (= Givetian). 
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Sj)rciiiicii.\: l))rj>(ini>j)li\( IIS (i>liil)h\'Uus, sp. iiov. 

Type locilily. DHPC, Type CJalalog No. 57. Holoiyi)^: 
Dn'pa)u,pliynis t^nslnnnus DBPC, No. 1202, 1623. 

Locality 5. Durham Falls, Greene County. Dmhani 
(N\) 71/,' (.)uaclraiigic, Sheet ()1()8 1 NVV, AMS Series V821, 
1945. .Approximately 2.229,8()() yards north hy 891.000 

yards east. 
Horizon: Kiskatom formation, equivalent to ma- 

rine Moscow formation, Tioughniogan stage, Erian series, 

Midtile Devonian   (= Givetian). 
Specimens: Drepnnophycus colopliyllii.s, s\>. niiv. 

DBPC, No. 1040. 
Locality 6. Mountain Crest Quarry (also known as 

■S'eager's Quarry and Krein's Quarry). Quarry on the west 
side of State Route '196. 1 mile S^V of Hensonville, Greene 
County, Hensonville (NV) I'/z' Quadrangle, Sheet 6168 
I S\V, AMS Series V821, 1945. Approximately 2,216,750 
yards north by 889,250 yards east. 

Horizon: Onteora formation, equivalent in age 
to the Ithaca formation, Finger Lakes stage, Senecan scries. 
Upper Devonian   (^ Lower Frasnian). 

Specimens: Drepnnophycus colopliylUis, sp. nov. 
DBPC;, No. 1585. Colpodexylon deatsii DBPC, No. 1490. 

Locality 7. Clape Horn. Quarry on the ^vest side of a 
small road (Cape Horn Road) 645 paces somh of its inter- 
section with the Manorkill-^Vest Durham Road, in Greene 
County, near the Schoharie County Line. Dmham (NY) 
7/2' Quadrangle, Sheet 6168 I NW, AMS Series V821, 1945. 
Approximately 2,230,280 yards north by 888,100 yards east. 

Horizon: Probably Oneonta formation. Finger 
Lakes stage, Senecan series. Upper Devonian  (^ Frasnian). 

Spccnuens:   Indeterminable  lycopods. 
Locality S. Quarry on north flank of South Mountain, 

Schoharie County. Livingstonville   (NY) IVi' Quadrangle, 
Sheet 6168 IV NE, AMS Series V821, 1945. Ajjiproximately 
2,230,250 yards north by 885,500 yards east. 

Horizon: Onteora formation. This cjuarry is lo- 
cated near the base of the Onteora formation and is close to 
the Middle-Upper Devonian boundary. Probably eqin'va- 
lent to the upper Geneseo formation, Taghanican stage, 
Senecan series, Upper Devonian   (= Lower Frasnian). 

Specimens: Colpodexylon dealsii DCi.M; tf. Colpo- 
dexylon deatsii DBPC, No. 1450, 1454. 

Locality 9. West Cave Mountain Quarry on the west 
flank of Cave Mountain, Greene County. Ashland (NY) 
IVi' Quadrangle, .Sheet 6168 IV SE, AMS Series V821, 1945. 
.\|)l)roximately 2,217,900 yards north by 882,400 yards east. 

Horizon: Onteora formation, equivalent in age to 
the Ithaca formation, Finger Lakes stage, .Senecan series, 
Upper Devonian  (= Lower Frasnian). 

Specimens: cf. Lepidosigillaria DBPCJ, No. 1639-2. 
Locality 10. Honk Falls, at Power Plant on Rondout 

CJreek, Najianock, Ulster C^ounty. 

Horizon: Upper Hamilton gioiqj, I iougiuu'ogan 
stage, Erian series. Middle Devonian   (=: Givetian). 

Specimens: Archaeosigillaria vanuxemi USN.M, 
Fossil Plant Catalog No. 42215. 

Locality IL Riverside Quarry near Gilboa, .Schoharie 
County. Abandoned quarry on the west side of Schoharie 
Creek, approximately 1/5 mile south of State Route 342 
bridge over Schoharie Creek. Gilboa (NY) 7 Vi' Quadrangle, 
Sheet 6168 IV NVV, AMS Series V821, 1945. Approximately 
2,231,400 yards north by 869,300 yards east. 

Horizon: Continental Moscow formation. Tiou- 
ghniogan stage, Erian series, Middle De\onian (r=Give- 
tian). 

Specimens: Protolepidodendron gilboense, sp. nov. 
Type locality. DBPC, Type Catalog No. 70. Holotype. 

Archaeosigillaria vanuxemi DBPC, NYSM, (see 
Systematic Descriptions). 

Amphidoxodendroii dichotomum NYSM, Tyije 
Catalog No. 6548, 6549. 

Sigillaria ? gilboensis N\'SM, Type Catalog No. 
6575. 

Locality 12. Mouth of the Manorkill. Schoharie Coun- 
ty. Elevation 1020 feet. Locality now submerged by waters 
of Schoharie Reservoir. Gilboa (NY) 7'/:' Quadrangle, 
Sheet 6168 IV NW, AMS Series V821, 1945. 

Horizon: Continental Moscow. Tioughniogan 
stage, Erian series. Middle Devonian  (= Givetian). 

Specimens: Protolepidodendron scharianum 
NYSM, No.  10363. 
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iMculity n. txtavaiioii ilimii) ;U intake ol aciuediui 
west shore of Schoharie Reservoir. Schoharie Clounty. Pratis 
ville (NV) IVz' Quadrangle, Sheet liUiS, 1\' S\V. AMS 

Series \'821, 1945. 
Horizon: Continental Moscow, I'ionghniosan 

stage, Erian series, .Middle Devonian  (= Givetian). 
Specimens: Diepdnophycus colophylhis. sp. nov. 

NVSM, No. 10362. 
Localily II. Roadciit on State Route 10. l.i miles 

south of Richmondville. .Schoharie C:oiinty. Siiinniit (NV) 
7',' Quadrangle. X 1230-\V7 KW/T..'). 1913. Ckitbank on cast 
side of highway. apiMoximaiely 25 yards long. 20-25 It. high. 

Horizon: Panther Mountain formation, lioiigh- 
niogan stage, Erian series. Middle Devonian   (=C.ivetian). 

Specimens:  Ihrpanophynis colophylhis,  sj).   no\. 

DBPC, No. 1731 1. 
Localily 15. Roadciit on New \n\k Route 10. 2.1 miles 

north of crossroails at Summit. .Schoharie Comity. Smmnit 
(NY) IVi' Quadrangle, N1230-\V7430/7.5. 1943. 

Horizon: E<iuivalent to the marine Moscow for- 
mation, Tioughniogan stage. Erian series. Middle Devon- 

ian   (= Givetian). 
Specimens: Ihcpanaphycus cotopliylhis, sp. no\. 

DBPC. No. 1720, 1721, 1730 and CUPC, No. 4061(). 
There are a number of localities in the vicinity of Snm- 

mit that furnish specimens of I). (nh,ph\Uus. The writers 
have foimd this sjiecies also at an abandoned cjuarry just 
west of New ^•ork Route 10, 0.8 mile north of the cross- 
roads in Summit. The material in the .Mather Clollection. 
CUPC. 40616 as well as .some of the "terrene plants" 
mentioned by both Mather (1843) and \'antixein (1812) 

are from near Smnmit. 
Locality  16. Jefferson, .Schoharie County. 

Horizon: Given as Hamilton group, Tioughniogan 
stage, Erian series, Middle Devonian (=C;ivetian)—|)os- 

sibly yoimger. 
Specimens: Drepanopliycus colophylhis, sj). nov. 

USNM, Fossil Plant Clatalog No. 42218. (originallv deter- 
mined as Lepidodendron gaspianum). 

Localily 17. Palmer Hollow Quarry, west side  ol State 

Route 28, 11/, miles north of Dunraven, Delawaie Comity. 
.Margaretville" (NV) 714' Quadi angle, Sheet 6068 II NW, 
.\MS Series V821, 1945. Appioximately 2,202,200 yards 
north by 846,200 yards east. 

Horizon: Katsberg sandstone. et|uivaleiit to the 
marine Enfield formation. Finger Lakes stage, Senecan 
series. Upper Devonian  (i= Frasnian). 

Specimens: Indeterminable lycopsid, iiiuisually 
laige stem and large leaves. CUPC, No. 40618. 

Locality 18. Hawks Nest, Orange County. Port Jervis 
North 7';' Quadrangle, N.V.-Pa. N4122.5-W7437/7.5. 1942. 
Four miles northwest of Port Jervis. Along east side of 
State Route 97 on steep bluffs overlooking Delaware 
Ri\er. Fossil plants abundant along the bluffs. 

Horizon: Delaware River flags, equivalent to ma- 
rine, upper Ithaca or Enfield formations (Cooper, ct al., 
1942). Finger Lakes stage, Senecan series, Upper Devonian 
(= Frasnian). 

Spccinicn.s: Indeterminable lycopod fragments, 
possibly decorticated Colpodexylon. DBPC, No. 975. 

Locality 19. Pond Eddy, Sullivan Coimty. Milford 15' 
Quadiangle, Pa.-N.Y.-N.J. N4115-W7445/15. 1915. Aban- 
doned roadside quarry, north side of State Route 97 just 
west of Fish Cabin Creek. Approximately 1 mile east of 
briilge in Pond Eddy. 

Horizon: Delaware River flags, equi\alent to ma- 
line upper Ithaca or Enfield formations (Coopei. ct tiL, 
1942). Finger Lakes stage, Senecan series, Upper Devonian 

(= Frasnian). 
Specimoi.s: Colpodexylon dcalsii. TyjJe locality. 

DBPC. Type Catalog No. 71. Holotype  (and jiaialypes). 
Locality 20. Barryville, Sullivan Coimty. Milford 15' 

Quadiangle. Pa.-N.V.-N.J. N4115-\V7445/15. 1915. Out- 
ciops 1 mile southeast of Uanyvillc on north side of Slate 

Route 97. 
UiDizon: Stony Chnc sandstone. e(|ui\alent toi 

marine Enfield. Finger Lakes stage. Senecan series. U|)i)er 

Devonian   (= Frasnian). 
Specimens: Knoni/i (hcininii^cnsis, ])()ssil)ly de(or- 

luated Colpodexylon. DBI'C, No. !»95. 
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LiKiilily 21. l,:ikc Delaware, Delaware C^oiiiil). 
llonzon: "Upper Devonian" ])r<)l)al)ly SeiKt.iii 

.sciies   (^ Frasnian). 
Specimens: Colpodrxyloii .sp. wiih much oi llie 

leaves preserved. USNM, Fossil Plant Catalog No. 42219. 
(Previously labeled Prololcpidodcndron primacvum). 

Locality 22. Davidson Quarry, Delaware County. West 
Daven]K)rt (SY) IV,' Quadrangle, N4222.5AV7152.5/7.5. 
1943. .\i)i)i()\iniaiely 4,698,300 meters north by 506.400 
meters cast. 

Horizon: Onconia lormalion, equisaleni lo ma- 
rine Ithaca formation. Finger Lakes stage. .Senecan series, 
Upper Devonian   (=: Frasnian). 

Specimens: Colpodcxylon sp. DBPC, No. 1182: 
Kiiorriii (hemtingensis—probably decorticated Colpodc- 

xylon. DBPC, No. 1182. 
Locality 23. Near Callicoon, Sulli\an County. 

Horizon: Lower Katsberg, Finger Lakes stage, Sen- 
ecan series. Upper Devonian   (= Frasnian). 

Specimens: cf. Lepidosigillaria CUPC, No. 40610. 
Locality 24. Franklin, Delaware Coimty 

Horizon: Not given. Probably Oneonta forma- 
tion. Finger Lakes stage, Senecan series, Ujjper Devonian 
(= Frasnian). 

Specimens: Indeterminable lycojjod fragments. 
USNM, Fossil Plant Catalog No. 42220. (Previously labeled 
Lepidodendron  chemungense). 

Locality 25. North side of State Route 17 approxi- 
mately 1 mile east of Hancock, Delaware Coimty, just east 
of hairpin turn. 

Horizon: Stony Clove sandstone. Finger Lakes 
stage, Senecan series, Upper Devonian   (=   Frasnian). 

Spccimetjs: Knorria chemungensis DBPC, No. 523. 
Locality 26. Sidney, Delaware County, the property of 

Mr, Sterling Wade. 
Horizon: Probably Oneonta lormalion. F'inger 

Lakes stage, Senecan series, Upper Devonian  (= Frasnian). 
Specimens:  cf.   Colpodexylon.   DBPC,   No.   1580. 

Locality 27. Opposite a bridge \Vi   miles north-noi ih- 
east of New Berlin, Chenango County. 

Horizon: MOSCCJW lormalion. I ioughniogan stage, 
Frian series. Middle Devonian   (—  Givetian). 

Specimens: Archaeosigillaria vanuxemi. US.\.\L 
Fcjssil Plant Catalog No. 42217. 

Locality 28. Hillside northwest of Lake .\foraine 
(Madison Reservoir) about 2 miles north-noriheast of 
Hamilton, Madison County. 

Horizon: Delphi member, Skaneateles formation, 
Cazenovian stage, Erian series. Middle Devonian (= Give- 
tian). 

Specimens: ? l)rcpanopliy( us colophylliis. L'SN.M, 
Fossil Plant CJaialog No. 4221(). 

Locality 29. Hale Farm and quarry on West Hill over- 
looking Norwich, Chenango County. Norwich (N^) 7'/2' 
Quadrangle, N4230-W7530/7.5. 1943. Approximately 
4,708,200 meters north by 455,500 meters east. 

Horizon: Oneonta formation. Finger Lakes stage, 
Senecan series. Upper Devonian   (= Frasnian). 

Specimens: Colpodcxylon sp. NYSM; DBPC. 
Locality 30. Old quarry 0.75 mile southeast of South 

Oxford, Chenango County. 

Horizon: Oneonta formation. Finger Lakes stace, 
Senecan series. Upper Devonian  (= Frasnian). 

Specimens: cf. Archaeosigillaria. CUPC, No. 40612. 
Locality 3L Quarry in Tully limestone. One and one- 

half miles northwest of DeRuyter, Madison County, and 
2 miles northeast of Cuyler, Cortland County  (quarry is in 
Cortland County). 

Horizon: Tully limestone, Taghanican stage, Sene- 
can series. Upper Devonian   (= Frasnian). 

Specimens: Archaeosigillaria x'anuxemi. CUPC, 
No. 40608. 

Locality 32. East shore of Skaneateles Lake. 2000 yards 
north of Spafford Landing. Elevation 867 feet. Skaneateles 
(NY)   15' Quadrangle, N4245-AV7615/15.   1948. 

Horizon: Ivy Point member, Ludlowville forma- 
tion, Tioughniogan stage. Erian series, Middle Devonian 
(= Givetian). 

Spcdmrns: Dicpanopliyais colopli\lliis. DBPC. 
No. 1735. 
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Locality 33. Rose Hill. Oiioiulag;t Coimiy. Skaneateles 
(NY)  15' Qi'atlrangle. X4245-\V7615/15.  1948. 

Horizon:   Cemcifield    limestone,   Tioughniosan 
stage. Erian series, Midiile Devonian   (=r Givetiaii). 

Specimens: rf. ArclincosigHlaria vanuxemi. CUPC, 

No.   10614. 
Locality ?y. .\llcn's Qiiaiiy. near Owego, 1 ioga Coun- 

ty- 
Horizon: Cayuia formation, Chemung stage. .Sene- 

can series. Upper Devonian   (= Frasnian). 
Specimens: Arcliacosigillaria I'diiusciiii.   r\|)c  lo- 

cality. NVSM, Type Catalog No. 9008. 
Locality 35. Hinigcrfonl and iinnudiau-lv adjarciit 

Finger Lakes Stone Clorp. ciuarries. Tompkins County. 
hhaca East   (NY) IVz' Quadiangle. N-4222.5-AV7622.5/7.5. 

Horizon: Enfield  formation. Finger Lakes stage, 
•Senetan series. Upper Devonian  (= Frasnian). 

Specimens: cf. Lepidosigillnria wliilei. (;UPC, No. 
I0()(I9: ff. Lepidosigillaria u'liitei. PRI, No. 2f)859. 

Locality 36. Portland Point Quarry, near Portland 
Point on east side of Cayuga Lake, Tompkins Couniy. 
I.utllowville (NY) ly.,' Quadrangle, 1942. .A])])n)ximnicly 
12   .^2' north by 76- 31' .SO" east. 

Horizon: Geneseo shale, Taghanican stage, .Scne- 

can series, Upper Devonian   (= Frasnian). 

Specimens:   Arcliaeosigillarin   x'niuixrini.   CUPC, 

No. 40607. 

Locality 37. .MnnnsliiiR- Falls on Paines Creek, Cayuga 
C:ounty. Sheldrake (N\) 7^4' Quadrangle, N4237..5- 
\V7fi37.5/7.5. 1942. 

Horizon:   Centerfield    limestone,    Tioughniogan 
stage, Erian series. Middle Devonian   (= Givetian). 

Specimens:   ArcliaeosigilUnin   Tauuxriiii.    DBPC, 

No. 1711. 

Locality 38. Ciornell University, Ithaca, Tompkins 
County, a. Site of Cascadilla Dormitory: b. Experimcnial 
Farm, west of abandoned C;.C;.C. C;aiiip along I Ills IIollow 

Road. 

Horizon:   Ithaca   sandstone.   Finger   Lakes   stage, 
Senecan series. Upper Devonian (= Frasnian). 

Speciuieus:    a.    cf.    ArcJiaeosigillaria    vanuxemiM 
CUPC, No. 40613; b. cf. Lepidosigillaria. DBPC, No. 1740.i| 

Locality 39. Taughannock Gorge, west side of Cayuga 
Lake. Seneca County, upstream from bridge on State Route 
89. Ludlowville  (NY) IVi' Quadrangle, 1942. 

Horizon: Sherburne sandstone, Finger Lakes stage, 
Senecan series, Upper Devonian  {= Frasnian). 

Specimens: Knorria chemungensis. DBPC, No. 
362; indeterminable lycopod. CUPC. No. 40617. 

Locality -10. Hubbard Quarry. East side of Slate Route 
89, 1.5 miles northeast of Interlaken, Seneca County. 
Sheldrake (NY) IVi' Quadrangle, 1942. .•\pproximately 
4,721,000 meters north by 360,500 meters east. 

Horizon: Geneseo shale, Taghanican stage, Sene- 
can series, Upper Devonian   (= Frasnian). 

Specimens: cf.  Colpodexylon. CUPC,  No. 40611. 
Locality ■//. Fayette Quarry, one-quarter mile west of 

Fayette, Seneca C^oimiy. Romulus   (NY) 7'/:' Quadrangle, 
uses   N4245-W7645/7.5.   .\pproximately    1,025,000   feet 
north by 438,000 feet east. 

Horizon: Skaneateles formation (upjier part of 
Lc\anna member), Cazenovian stage, Erian series, Middle 
Devonian   (^ Givetian). 

Specimens: Drepanophycus spinosiis forma typica. 
DBPC, Type Catalog No. 53; DBPC, No. 1175. 

Locality -12. \Visner's Quarry, near Elmira, Chemung 
Coiuity. 

Horizon: "C^henumg Group", CHiemimg stage, 
Senecan series, Upjjer Devonian   (= Frasnian). 

Specimens: Knorria chemungensis. Type locality. 
USNM, Fossil Plant Catalog. No. 41128. 

Locality 43. Grimes Gully, about one mile south of 
Naples, Ontario County. 

Horizon: Hatch shale, ^Vest Falls formation, 
C:iieinung stage, Senecan series, Upper Devonian (^ Fras- 
nian). 

Specimens: Lepidosigilhnid whitci. Type locality. 
N\SM, Type Catalog. No. 6474. 

Locality -f-f. Cut on Delaware. Lackawaima and Wes- 
tern R.R., six and one-half miles northwest of Dans\ille, 
town of .Sparta, Livingston County. 
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Ilorizoii: Rhinestreet slialc, Finger Lakes stage, 
Senecan series, Upjiei Devonian  (= Frasnian). 

Specimens: Colpodexylon sp. N^SXf, No. 11655. 
Locality 15. Miikllesex shale, Amsdel C;reek and Rhine- 

slteet shale, Springhiook,  Erie County   (Arnold,  11)3'.)). 
Horizon: Middlesex shale, Sonyea formation, 

Fingci Lakes stage, Senecan series. Upper Devonian {—- 
Frasnian); Rhinestreet shale, West Falls formation, Che- 
mung stage, Senecan series. Upper Devonian  (= Frasnian). 

Specimens: cf. Lepidosigillaria luliitei at both lo- 
calities. These specimens are in the Mii.seum of Paleontol- 
ogy, University of Michigan. 

MATERL\LS AND METHODS 

Both compressions and partial petrifactions were used 
in this study. A few specimens were represented only by 
molds. In an effort to obtain maximum detail the following 
techniques were employed. 

1. Maceration. Small pieces of fossiliferous matrix 
were placed in hydrofluoric acid to release fragments of 

plants. 

2. Transfer. AValton's (1923) balsam transfer method 
and Ashby's cellidose film technique (Lang, 1926) were 
used in an effort to remove plants from a matrix in order 
to see the surface of the specimen that previously faced 
the matrix. These techniques were modified by embedding 
whole specimens in plastic, grinding, or cutting av\ay the 
plastic on the side opposite the fossil, and placing the block 
of plastic in hydrofluoric acid. Once the acid had removed 
the matrix to expose the previously hidden face of the fossil, 
the then fragile plant fragment was securely protected by 
the plastic block. This modified technique, although labori- 
ous, produced excellent results in revealing previously im- 
known details of leaf morphology and arrangement (PI. 
33, fig. 3). 

3. Embedding. Portions of some specimens were petri- 
fied b\ precipitation of iron sulphide (pyrite or marcasite) 
in the linnen of the cells. The walls of the cells retained 
some carbonaceous material. Some axes of Archaeosigillaria 
x'annxrmi   were   petrified   by   iron   hydroxide    (limonite). 

Polished scftions could Ijc prcj^ared from any of these 
materials but often the jirescrving minerals were so friable 
that they must be reinforced prior to sectioning. This was 
accomplished by various embedding techniques (Leclercq 
and Discry, 1950; Beck, 1955) that involved the heating of 
the petrified specimen in Canada balsam or synthetic resin 
to impregnate the remains. Leclercq and Noel (1953) sub- 
stituted liquid plastic media for the balsam or resin. In the 
study of Protolepidodendron gilboense and Archaeosigil- 
laria vanuxemi the specimens were first embedded in plas- 
tic, then sawed into a series of thin slices. Each slice was 
then impregnated with synthetic resin before being pol- 
ished, mounted, and studied by reflected light. This tech- 
nicjue provided transverse sections of stems. 

4. Modification of embedding technique: Some speci- 
mens of Drepanopliycus colophyllus, sp. nov. were pre- 
served only as molds (PI. 32, fig. 4). This was true of the 
leaves as well as the stems. Such specimens were placed in 
liquid plastic under a partial vaciuim. AVhen bubbles ceased 
to rise from the fossil, it was removed from the vacuum, 
embedded in plastic, and transferred in the usual way. In 
some cases the plastic filled the mold, even of the leaves, 
so that when the transfer was completed the distal car- 
bonaceous remnants of the leaves stood upright as they 
were borne originally (PI. 32, fig. 5). The technique en- 
abled poorly preserved specimens to be compared with 
better preserved plants. 

5. Longitudinal splitting of petrifactions: Although 
longitudinal sections can be prepared by the techniques 
described above, they rarely show desired details of pitting 
on cell walls. A technique used by Hueber (1960) over- 
comes this difficulty. If a short length of petrified stem is 
stood on end, a razor blade can be held against the other 
end and given a sharp tap with a lightweight hammer. 
This causes the cells to fall apart along their walls. When 
examined by reflected light, these walls show the pitting 
beautifully  (PI. 39, fig. 5). 

SYSTEMATIC DESCRIPTIONS 

The classification of De\onian  lyco|3ods  into  higher 
categories is speculati\e and a discussion of the subject is 
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noi appropriate liere. Therefore, we have simply modified 
slightly the proposals of Kraiisel and \Veyland (1949) and 
I'ichi-Sermolli (1958) in order to include those lycopoils to 
which we wish to make some reference here. 

CLASSIFICATION OF SOME EARLY LYCOPODS 

Kingdom Plantae 
Division  Tracheophyta 

Subdivision Lycopsida 
Order Archacolejjidophytales 

Family Drepanophycaceae    Rarngwanalliin 
Drcpanophyni.'; 
Sugam brnpliytnn 

Order Protolepid()|jh\tales 
Family Archacosigil- .1 rrliiirDsigillin in 

lariaceae 
Family Protolepido- Frotolcpidddcndron 

dendraceae Colpodcxylon 

Family Eleutherophyllaccac Elculhrrophylhim 
/.iiiinici niiniuid 

Family Lepidosigillariaceae   I.rpidosigilldYKt 
Order Lepidophytales 

Family CJyclosiigmaceae 
Family Lepidodeiulraceae 
Family Sigillariaceae 

Incertae   Sedis 

Ampliid<)Xf>dr)idro)i. 
gen. nov. 

Knorrin iliconiu- 
gen sis 

Indeiermiliable !y(o])()<ls 
Didyinopliyllo)) 

reni forme 
Sigillaria ? gilbornsis 
Stigmarid   rxiguti 
Bergeria 
Cydostigrna   ajfinn 

Doiiljifiii   hcopods 
Jcnlssciphyton 
Tastacpliyton 
Changyanophyton 
Aldanophyton 
Sax on id 

Genus DREPANOPHYCUS Goppert,  1852 

Generic diagnosis.—Dithoiomoush i)ran(hetl. robust axes 
with falcate leaves; leaf bases large. Central vascular strand 
with annidar tracheids. 

Type of the goiiis.—Drrpanophyf us spindcfonnis Gop- 
pert, 1852. 

Discussion of the genus.—The genus DrepanopJiycus has 
been reported in New York only by Hiieber (1959) and by 
Banks (1960). The former report is discussed below under 
D. colopliyllus, sp. nov. The latter is treated imder D. 
spinosus. Lepidodendron gaspianuni, an older name of 
Dawson, probably includes many specimens that now are 
included in Drcpdiiopliycus. Following Dawson's descrip- 
tion of L. gaspianum (1859, 1862, 1871) it was the name 
most frequently employed by early workers in New York. 
As indicated in our historical survey, L. gaspianuni was 
found in Middle and Upper Devonian strata from eastern 
across to west central New 'V'ork by such workers as Martin, 
Prosser, Claike, Hall, Ries, and others. In the present paper 
L. gaspianum is included in part under Dreponopliycus 
gaspianus and in part imder D. colopliyllus, sp. nov. Many 
specimens that have been assigned to Lepidodendro7i 
gaspianum are regarded by us as indeterminable lycopods,, 
some others are poorly preserved specimens of Colpodcxy- 
lon. The problem here is that once epidermis, leaves, and 
other critical diagnostic features have been stripped off 
lycopodiaceous jilants, an accurate determination of the 
species, or even of the genus, may be impossible. 

In addiiion lo ilic species of Drepanophycus included in 
this paper, I'dni k()\:i/,alessk\   (1956, 1957) erected six new 
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sjjccifs from llic Ili:il-V()lga region. Foiii ol ilicsc arc 
ac(()ni|)aiiietl by a dcsci iplioii. I'wo are lepiesciitccl only Ijy 
illustialions. We find ourselves iniconvinted by tlie evi- 
dence that these are projierly assigned to l)ycj>(ii>()j)liy(us 

and conse(jnentiy omit them here. 

Drepanophycus spinosus (Krejci), Krausel and Weyland, 1933 
HdlisniliS   spinosus   Krejci,   1881,   Sh.   k.   Biihm.   Ges.   Wiss.   Prag, 

Sitziinglier. 
Psilophylon  spinosum   Potonic   and   Brrnard,   1904,   Flore   devonienne 

de  I'etage  H  de Barrande;  Siippl.  to  Systeme  SiUirien  dii  centre 
de la Bolieme In- J. Barrande. 

Psilophyton hohi-m'uum  Potonie  and Bernard,  1904,  Flore devonienno 
de I'etage H  de  Barrande;  Suppl. to Systeme  Silurien  dii  centre 
de  la  Boheme  by  J    Barrande. 

Drepanophycus cf. sphiouis Banks, 1960, Senckenberg. Lethaea, 41   (1), 
p.   74,   pi.   1,   tig.   3. 

"Drrpanophycus" spinosus  Obrhel,   1961,  Sb.  tJstredn.   Ust.   geol.,  26, 
p. 23. 

For other synonyms  see  Krausel  and  Weyland,   1933. 

Diagnosis.—Adapted from Krausel and Weyland, 1933. 
Plants sometimes dichotomously forked, straight or cmved, 
flattened impressions 0.4 to 2.2 cm. wide, sometimes with a 
midiUe nerve and with lateral organs along the margin 
(leaves). Leaves irregularly disposed to whorled, ascend 
obliquely, sometimes curved or hooked. Leaves may be 
thickened, clidilike; base slender or broader. 

Holotype.—Not designated as such but is among those 
referred to as forma typica and studied by Potonie and Ber- 
nard, Stur, and Krausel and 'Weyland. See Krausel and 
Weyland   (1933). 

Locality of type mnlcriaJ.—.Srl)sko and Hoslin in Central 
Bohemia. 

Horizon of type nialrrial.—Srbsko beds, Givetian. 
Description.—Krejci originally described one species 

which was split into two by Stur and later by Potonie and 
Bernard. Krausel and Weyland have reunited the plants 
into a single species, but they recognize four forms. In 
forma nrwaki the leaves are arranged in verticils, ascenil 
obliquel), may be recurved, may be thickened in a clublike 
manner, and are longitudinally striated. Some of the leaves 
are short with rounded apices. In forma typica the leaves 
are irregidarly placed and no distinct spiral is visible. For- 
ma ricgans is distingiu'shed from typica only by ils some- 

wliai longer, more steeply asc(ruling, pointed lea\es whidi 
are denser below and more distant abo\e. Kriiusel and 
Weyland empliasi/ed thai dilferentiation between these 
two lorms is often diHuiilt. Forma cloiigaliirn is charac- 
terized by (lub-shaped lateral organs (? sporangia) that are 
distantly spaced. It is presumed that the foin- forms belong 
to the one species Drepanophycus spinosus although ]iroof 
of this fact is still unavailable. 

Our specimens resemble most closely the forma typica. 
They are short fragments 2 and 6 cm. in length. The 
shorter is better preserved. It is 1 cm. in width and bears 
leaves along the margin that are at least 5 mm. in length. 
The leaves are irregularly arranged, slender, and closest in 
ajjpearance to those of text fig. 26 of Kriiusel and Weyland 
(1933, p. 30). The leaves make an acute angle with the 

stem about like those of Krausel and Weyland's text figine 
25. The tapering of the leaves indicates that they are drawn 
out to a fine point. On the surface of the stem small, circu- 
lar scars 1 mm. in diameter mark the location of leaves 
that broke off when the rock matrix was split. Unfortun- 
ately the counterpart, into which the leaves undoubtedly 
extended, is missing. 

Discussion.—Krausel and ^\'eyland remarked (1933, p. 
29) that all of the specimens of Drepanophycus spinosus 
from Central Bohemia are poorly preserved and their pho- 
tographic illustrations bear out this statement. Nevertheless 
they have provided a good description of the specimens 
that are available and we have no hesitation in associating 
oin- specimens with their species. 

Obrhel (1961) reported new collections from Givetian 
dejjosits in Central Bohemia and also the results of his 
examination of the older collections. He emphasized that 
the lack of knowledge of reproductive organs raises uncer- 
tainty as to the generic classification. He, therefore, placed 
quotation marks around the generic name and placed the 
s]iecies in the category Inccrtae Scdis. Further (1961. p. 23) 
he suggested that the specimen illustrated by Banks (1960) 
is an indeterminable stem. 

The Levanna shale of the Skaneateles formation from 
which our specimens are derived is a marine black shale 
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that weathers quickly on ex|30siiic to air. Several genera 
of fossil plants floated out into the epicontinental sea that 
covered much of New ^ork State during Devonian time 
and were preserved in the black shales. The plants arc 
usually carbonized compressions, and they show up clearly 
as the black shale weathers to a somewhat grayish color. A 
distinct ilisailvantage. however, is that laiger pieces of shale 
are soon reducetl to small fragments. It is, therefore, diffi- 
cult to collect specimens of any great size. We cannot 
agree with Obrhel's statement that the leafy axis described 
by Banks (19()0, p. 74, pi. 1, fig. 3) as Drepanopliycus cf. 
spinosiis is an inileterminable stem. In fact additional ob- 
servation convinces us that Drcpanophyciis spinnstis \av. 
lypica is a more accurate designation. 

Material.—Two specimens of Drcpanophyciis spiiiosus 
forma lypira were collected in the Levanna black shale of 
tlie Skaneateles formation in Fayette, Seneca Coimty, ai 
Locality 11. DBPC:, Type Catalog No. 53 (figured in Banks, 
!%()) and DBPC, No. 1175. 

Dislribiilion.—This is the only rejjorted occinrence of 
Drcpanophyciis spinosiis in North America. Central Bo- 
hemia is the source of the original iiialci ial. 

Drepanophycus gaspianus (Dawson), Krausel and Weyland, 1948 
Plate 33, figures  1-+. 

l.rpiJoJfnJron gaspianum Dawson,  1859, Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc. Lon- 
don,  15, pp. 483-484, fig. 3a-d. 
 Dawson,  1862, Quart. Jour. Geol.  Soc. London,  18  pp. 

312-313. pi. 14, fig. 26; pi. 17, fig. 58.  (A'on pi. 14, figs. 27, 28). 
Dawson,   1871a,   Geol.   Sur.  Canada,   pp.   33-34,   pi.   8, 

fig. 26;  pi. 
nov.). 

17,  fig.  58.  See  under  Drrpanophycus  coliiphyllus,  sp. 

figs. 83.  84.   (Aon  pi.  8,  fig.  82). 
Cycloitigma  dfnsifolium   Dawson,   1871a,   Geol.   Sur.   Canada,   p.   43, 

pi. 8, figs. 92-95. 
Drepanophycus   sp.   Krausel   and   Weyland,   1930,   .Miliandl.   prcuss. 

geol. Landesansl, New Series, 131, p. 65, pi. 10, fig. 1; text fig. 40. 
Dri-panophycus aff. gaspianus Stockmans,   1939,  Bull.  Mus.  roy.  Hist. 

nat.   Belgique,   14   (24),   p.  4. 
   aff.   Stockmans,   1940,  Mem.  Mus.   roy.  Hist  nat.  Bel- 

gique, 93. pp. 62-64, pi. 2, fig.  5, 6; pi. 9, fig.  1, 2; pi.  11,  fig.   1, 
la; pi. 12, fig. 6. 

Drepanophycus   gaspianus   Krausel   and   Weyland,   1948,   Comb.   nov. 
Senckcnbcrgiana, 29  (1), pp. 84-91, Illus. 2; 3. 

Kxd tided are.— 

l.rpiJoJrnJron   gaspianum   Dawson,   1862,   Pro   parte.   Quart.   Jour. 
Geol. Soc. London, 18, pp. 312-313, pi. 14, fig. 27, 28. (Non pi. 14, 

i 

Dawson. 1871a, Pro parte. Geol. Sur. Canada, pp. 33- 
34, pi. 8, fig. 82. (Non pi. 8, fig. 83, 84. See under Drepanophycus 
colophyltus, sp. nov.). 

Drepanophycus gaspianus Hueber, 1959, MS Thesis, Cornell Univer- 
sity, Ithaca, .New York. (See under Drepanophycus rolophyllus, sp. 
nov.). 

Diagnosis.—Stockmans   (1940,  62)   emended. 

Robust axes; clichotomously branched, co^ered with 
cmeigences with rhomboidal bases; closely placed and ar- 
ranged in near parastiches. Emergences visible in entirety 
only on the borders of the axes in most cases; then the 
bases triangular, extremities acicular and incurved. Emer- 
gences laminar, leaflike; length 5-15 mm. .\ thin longi- 
ttidinal strand (the xylem?) present in both stem and leaves, 

Holotype.—Krausel and Weyland, in the absence of 
known type specimen, selected a lectotype from a series of 
Dawson's   specimens   in   the   collection   of   the   Redpath 
Museum, McGill University—RMMU, No. 3289/1. 

Type locality.—Gaspe, Canada. Dawson's custom of not 
specifying exact localities makes greater accuracy impos- 
sible. 

Horizon of type material.—Lower Devonian. 

Description.—Our specimens consist of dichotomously 
branching axes up to 26.8 cm. long and ranging from 12 ta 
.'i 1 mm. in width. The persistent leaves are up to 5 mm. in 
length antl are arranged in flat spirals (PI. 33, figs. 2, 3, 4) 
There are about 18-22 leaves in each gyre of the helix. Tha 
leaf bases are enlarged; the leaf tips are attenuated and 
somewhat incurved. Many leaves on the margin of the stems 
apj>ear to have a vascular trace running from the middle o{ 
the leaf base to its tip. Partially weathered specimens (PI. 
33, fig. 2) show on ilic sinr;i{t' the point from which leaves 
were broken oti. Results obtained by the transfer technique 
show that the laminar j)ortion of the leaf arises in the mid- 
dle of a raised rhomboidal area (PI. 33, fig. 4, upper part) 
which is regarded as the swollen leaf base. Transfers also 
demonstrate that the distal portion of the leaf is flattened 
lather than round in cross section  (PI. 33, fig. 3, 4). 

Two si)eciinens (DBPC 1202-1 and 1202-7) show Liinli 
iiiditalioiis of a (ciiliai sliand  (the xylcin ?) on the :ixis 
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Disnissioii.— Tlic New \ntk iii;iUii;il possesses llie dial- 
acteristics of lobiiM axes, closely .s|)aced, broad-based leaves 
with incurved tips and rhomboidal bases that dcHinit this 
species. They agree closely with Stockmans' Belgian ma- 
terial in size of the axes, arrangement and morphology of 
the leaves, and presence of a leaf trace. An ajjproach to the 
rhomboidal condition can be seen on Stockmans' (1910), 
plate <-), figures 2, 2' (compare with PI. 33, fig. 4 of this 
paper; compare also his pi. 11, fig. 1, la with PI. 33, fig. 4 of 

this pajier). 
Oiu- demonstration of the rhomboidal leaf bases on speci- 

mens that so clearly possess the other diagnostic features 
of the species is of special interest in light of Kriiusel and 
Weyland's (1948) re-examination of Dawson's material. 
Dawson described a large number of plant remains under 
the name Lcpidodcndron gaspianurn, many of them in- 
deteiniinable, many obviously not closely related. Kraiisel 
and VVeyland concurred with Stockmans' (1940) deter- 
mination that some of these remains constitute a species of 
Drepanophycus, not Lepidodendron. For these they estab- 
lished a new combination, Drepanophycus gaspianus, and 
selected a lectotype froin among Dawson's specimens. Stock- 
mans (1940) had suggested this possibility by using the 
name Drepanophycus aff. gaspianus for Belgian specimens. 
Kraiisel and Weyland noted further that the material Daw- 
son included under L. gaspianurn is divisible into several 
groups. One group, from the Gaspe Peninsula, they re- 
garded as the true D. gaspianus type. Three other groups 
they excluded from D. gaspianus. One group had long, nar- 
row leaves (Dawson 1859, text fig. 3c), the second had broad- 
based falcate leaves (Dawson 1862, pi. 17, fig. 58). Both 
were excluded because of rhomboidal leaf scars on the 
stems. However Cyclostigma densifolium Dawson, 1871 (p. 
43, jil. 8, fig. 92-96), which they placed in synonymy with /). 
gaspianus, shows the rhomboidal pattern clearly on figure 
92. Further, the application of the transfer technique to 
specimens of D. gaspianus from New York shows clearly 
that the rhomboidal pattern does exist in the species (our 
PI. 33, fig. 4, near arrow). Accordingly we retain the two 
groups in D. gaspianus. The third group of specimens ex- 

cluded from the species by Krausel and Weyland was re- 
garded by them as indeterminable axes in the knorrioid or 
bergerioid condition. These specimens (RMMU No. 3279, 
3293) are from Summit, Schoharie County, New York, and 
are undoubtedly conspecific with those from the Mather 
Collection (CUPC, No. 40616) from the same locality, and 
with those in DBPC, and USNM, from the following locali- 
ties: 1, 4, 5, 6, 13, 14, 15, 16, 28, 32. We agree with 
Kriiusel and Weyland that these are not D. gaspianus, and 
we place them in D. colophyllus, sp. nov. 

Materials.—The specimens of D. gaspianus from New 
York studied by us are DBPC, No. 1202 and 1623. 

Distribution.—The presence of D. gaspianus in the Mid- 
dle Devonian of eastern New ^ork (Locality 4) extends the 
range of this species both stratigraiihically and geogra|jhi- 
cally. Previous records of this plant that have been pub- 
lished under the name D. gaspianus, all Lower Devonian, 
were from the Gaspe Peninsula, Canada, Fooz \Vcpion, 
Belgium, and Oberlahnstein, Germany. 

Drepanophycus colophyllus, sp. nov. 

I'late 32,  figures  1-7 

Lrpidodendron gaspianurn Dawson, 1862, Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc. 
London, 18, p. 312-313, Pro parte, p!. 14, fig. 27, 28. (Son pi. 14, 
fig. 26:  pi.  17,  fig.  58). 
 Dawson, 1871a, Geol. Sur. Canada, pp. 33-34, pi. 8, fig. 

82.  {Son pi. 8, fig. 83, 84). 
Drepanophycus gaspianus Hueber, 1959, MS Thesis, Cornell Univer- 

sity,  Ithaca,  New  ^'ork. 
ProtolepidodenJron sp. Banks, 1960, Senckenberg. I.ethaea, 41 (1/6), 

pp. 72-74, pi. 1, fig. 4. 

Diagnosis.—Herbaceous lycopod with dichotomous 
branching. Axes up to 25 cm. in length, average width 5.8 
mm. ranging from 4.0 to 8.5 mm., exclusive of leaves. Leaves 
borne in a spiral, 6 to 10 leaves in each gyre of the helix. 
Base of leaf enlarged, distal portion falcate, tip incurved, 
leaf not laminar. Leaf base generally vertically elongate, 
laterally flattened, but configuration varies with the pieser- 
\ation and degree of decortication. Leaves average 3.65 
mm. in length. Flexuose ridges visible with some types of 
preservation. 

Derivation of the name.—From the Greek kolos, short 
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and phyllos, leaf. The length of the leaf in this species is 
less than that for the other species of the genus. 

Hololype.—D'&VC, Type Catalog No. 57. 
Type Locality.—^Valton's Farm, Greene County, New 

\ork  (Locality 4). 
Horizon.—Kiskatom formation. Tioughniogan stage, 

Erian series. Middle Devonian   (= Givetian). 
Plants attributed to this species include those figured 

by Dawson (see synonymy) and Hueber (1959) as well as 
the W. W. Mather Collection (CUPC, 40616). The basis 
of the description is a large collection of plants (DBPC;) 
from localities 4, 5, and 15. W'e have wide variation in types 
of preservation and some specimens permitted the use of 
transfer and newly devised embedding techniques. 

Description.—D. colophyllus is a dichotomously branched 
herbaceous plant bearing spirally arranged, simple, fal- 
cate leaves. The axes range from 4.0 to 8.5 mm. in width 
with an average of about 5.8 mm. The longest axis found 
measured 25 cm. in length. 

The pattern visible on the surface of the axis varies 
with the degree of decortication. Most specimens preserved 
only as molds show a system of flexuose ridges outlining 
the leaf base depressions (PI. 32, fig. 4). When both the 
cast and mold are present as in Plate 32, figures 6, 7, this 
system of ridges is rarely evident. Another siuface configur- 
ation is shown in Plate 32, figures 1, 2, 3. In these speci- 
mens considerable coaly residue as well as some structure- 
less limonite are present. However, the flexuose ridges can 
also be seen on these specimens (see especially PI. 32, fig. 
2). Oilier specimens show both the compression-type sur- 
face and the t\pical cast and mold (see PI. 32, fig. 6, axis 
in the upper jjart of the figure). Thus a continuum be- 
tween the extremes of preservation can be demonstrated. 

The leaves present on the margins of the axes show 
plainly the sickle-sha]je configuration from which the gen- 
eric name is derived. The bases are enlarged and triangular 
in side view. The tijjs of the leaves are incurved and appar- 
ently quite stiff since their attitude is upright despite their 
small size and the coarseness of the matrix. There are from 
G-10 leaves present in one gyre of the helix. 

No anatomical preservation nor reproductive structures 
weie found. 

Discussion.—It is interesting to note that several species 
of Drepanophycus resemble closely other genera. D. gaspi- 
auus has much in common with Colpodexylon, D. colo- 
phyllus with Protolepidodendron, D. spinaefortnis with 
Siigambrophyton Schmidt. D. spinosus was shown by Krau- 
sel and Weyland to be heterogeneous. Ultmately, as 
Obrhel (1961) observed, it may prove to be several s]>ecies 
or genera. 

KrSusel and AVeyland (1948) excluded from their new 
combination, Drepanophycus gaspianus (Dawson), fossils 
collected at Summit, New York. The latter had been identi- 
fied as Lepidodendron gaspianum by Dawson. The Ger- 
man authors did not suggest an alternative name for these 
fossils. We have examined similar plants in the Hall Col- 
lection at USNM. They are labeled Lepidodendron gas- 
pianum—Summit, N. Y., and are marked as TYPE SPECI- 
MENS. It is likely that they were sent by Hall to Dawson 
for identification and that they formed part of the suite 
of specimens mentioned by Dawson (1862, p. 313) on which 
he based his more complete description of the species gas- 
pianum. In any event there is no doubt that the plants 
from Summit examined by Dawson, the plants in the Ma- 
ther Collection CUPC, and our newly collected material, 
DBPC, are all conspecific. We doubt that the specimen 
USNM, Fossil Plant Catalog No. 41096 is in truth a type 
specimen for the following reason. Lepidodendron gaspi- 
anum was established by Dawson in 1859 for material from 
the Gaspe whereas he mentioned material from New York 
for the first time in 1862. However he gave no indication 
of the source of his figiued specimens (1862, pi. 14, figs. 26, 
27, 28 and pi. 17, fig. 58). We believe that figures 27 and 
28 are probably the same as D. colophyllus from New York 
and that 26 and 58 are not D. colophyllus. 

Drepanophycus colophyllus is distinguished from D. 
spinaejurmis by its narrower axes and small, falcate, regu- 
larly arranged leaves. The leaves of D. spinaeformis are 
large, lax, and irregularly placed. The vascular strand, 
a(l;i\i:il s])orangia. and epidermal siiudure are known foi 
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Characteristics 

Axis 
width 

branching 

surface 

[,eaf 
size 

form 

arrangement 

traces 

Sporangia 

\natomy 
vascular 

surface 

localities 

D. s/iiiiiirfoi mis D.  spi'tosus 

2.5 cm.  (4 cm. maximum) 2.2   cm.    maximum 

dicliotomoiis       and       H- dichotomous 
branching 

|)rubably    smooth;    bases undescribed 
of   leaves   round 

20 mm. maximum variable 

falcate, thornlike, taper- falcate, spinelike, taper- 
ing gradually to a point ing gradually to a point 
from  enlarged  base from   enlarged   base 

irregular spiral   to  uhorled   or   ir- 
regular 

leaf  trace   runs  into  leaf unknown 

adaxial unknown 

slender central  strand  of central    vascular    strand 
annular tracheids 

stomates     and     cuticular unknown 
pattern known 

Gaspe     Pen.,     Canada; Bohemia;   New   York 
Germany; China; New- 
foundland; Belgium; 
USSR 

Lower   Devonian Middle  Devonian 

D. {fnsptajius 

3.4 cm.  maximum 

dichotomous 

bases    of    leaves    large, 
rhomboidal 

5-15 mm. long 

falcate, flattened, laminar 
except  at   enlarged  base 

regular,       pseudo-whorl; 
18-22 in  1  gyre 

unknown 

unknown 

possible   central   strand 

unknown 

Gaspe Pen., Canada; Bel- 
gium; New York;  USSR 

Lower   and   Middle   De- 
vonian 

D. colophyllui 

0.4-0.85   cm. 

dichotomous 

flcxuose ridges in cortex 

4 mm. long 

falcate, spinelikc, not 
laminar, compressed la- 
terally; tapering rapidly 
from   enlarged   base 

regular, low spiral, 6-10 
in   1   gyre 

unknown 

unknown 

imknown 

unknown 

New  York 

Middle   and   Upper   De- 
vonian  localities 

rable 1. Summary of the characteristics of the species of Drepanophycus, the localities 
;raphic occurrence. 

from  which  they  have   been   reported,   and   their  strati- 

'). spinacjonnis ami still imknown lor 1). (olopliylliis. 
Drepa)iuphycus colophyllus differs from D. spinosus 

nainly by the morphology of the leaf. Its regular arrange- 
nent and short, stiff, falcate nature contrast with the wide 
.ariation in leaf morphology of D. spinosus some of whose 
epresentatives have long lax leaves while others have short 
eaves variously arranged. 

Drepanophycits colophyllus and D. gaspianus are more 
:Iosely related to one another than either is to the re- 
nainder of the genus. Both species have regularly arranged 
alcate leaves. Stems of D. colophyllus are narrower and 
lave fewer leaves in one gyre of the helix   (6-10 vs 18-22). 

Both species occur abiuidantly at locality 4, yet we have 
found no overlapping in size of stem. Transfer prep- 
arations have shown the leaves of D. colophyllus to be 
thornlike in contrast to the dorsiventrally flattened leaves 
of D. gaspianus. The rhomboidal pattern seen on some 
stems of D. gaspianus, either naturally or following trans- 
fers (PI. 33, fig. 4), is absent from D. colophyllus. 

W'e reject the possibility that D. colophyllus and D. gas- 
pianus represent either different parts or different growth 
stages of one plant. Studying an imusually large sample, we 
find no morphological continuity between the two, nor do 
we find evidence of a procumbent or subterranean habit. 
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Both species show leaves arranged regularly all around 
the axis. Table 1 is a summary of tlie characteristics of the 
species of DrepanopUycus. 

In several characteristics Drepaiwphycus colophylhis re- 
sembles the genus Prutolcpidodendron. The two are similar 
in size of the axis, number and arrangement of leaves, en- 
larged base of the leaves as seen in profile and sinuous 
ridges around leaves. However, D. colophyUus lacks the 
distinguishing feature of the genus Protulepidodcndron, 
the bifid leaf tip. It seems likely that if D. colophylhis had 
jjossessed this character we woidd have foiuid some indica- 
tion in the large sample available to us. At Gilboa, for ex- 
ample, where the matrix is even coarser, the forked leaves 
of Protolcpidodendron can be found in large niunbers. 

Drepanopliycus colophylhis shows some resemblance to 
Protolcpidodendron eximiiim Frenguelli from the Upper 
Devonian of Argentina. In the absence of a more complete 
description and without studying Frenguclli's niaicrial, we 
are forced to keep the s]3ecies ajjart. 

Materials.—I), colophylhis DBPC, Type Catalog No. 57, 
58, 59. GO, and 61. DBPC. No. 1202, 1585-1, 1585-2, 1623, 
1640, 1720, 1721, 1730, 1731, 1732, 1733, 1735; Dawson Col- 
lection, Summit, N.-i'. RMMU, No. 3279, 3293; Mather 
Collection, Summit. N. Y. CUPC, No. 40616; NVSM, No. 
10.362, 11647 and 11639; USN'M, Fossil Plant Catalog No. 
42216 and 42218. 

Distribution.—I), colopliyllus is known only from the 
Middle and Upper Devonian (Givetian and Frasnian) of 
New York .State  (Localities 1. 4. 5. 6. 13, 14, 15. 16, 28, .32). 

Genus ARCHAEOSIGILLARIA Kidston, 1901 

Emended generic diagnosis.—Plants with stems attain- 
ing a diameter up to 5 cm. Branching dichotomous. Leaves 
spirally arranged, their enlarged bases forming broadly 
fusiform patterns on small (? young) stems, becoming hex- 
agonal on larger (? older) stems. Leaves simple, persistent. 
A single vascidar trace present in each leaf. No pariclinos 
nor ligule scars present. 

Type of the genus.—Archneosigiltinia Taniixcmi (Ciilp- 
peri), Kidston. 

Discussion of the genus.—Vanuxern (1842) reported an 
axis from Allen's Quarry near Owego, Tioga County (Lo- 
cality 34), in the Chemung stage of the Upper Devonian. 
He included a woodcut and a brief description, but did not 
name the plant, other than suggesting that it might be 
related to Lepidodendron. This specimen is still in the 
New York State Museum and bears the Type Number 
9908 (Kilfoyle, 1959). GolJpert (1852) named the plant 
Sigillaria x'anuxemi on the basis of Vanuxein's figure and 
description. In 1860 Goppert included the plant in a list- 
ing of Paleozoic Sigillarias but stressed that it was im- 
jserfectly known. 

Dawson (1862) redescribed and refigured the original 
specimen. His figure was more of a reconstruction than an 
accurate illiistiation. Small errors in his descrijnion and 
bibliography contributed to later confusion. 

Other references to this specimen appeared in the litera- 
ture (Dawson, 1871a; Hall, 1863; Weiss, 1887), but it con- 
tinued to be the only existing specimen luitil 1886. At 
that time Kidston transferred it, along with several British 
Lower Carboniferous specimens which he believed to be 
conspecific, to the genus Lycopodites, as L. vanuxemi (noli 
L. i'rt;(((.\<?m/of Dawson, 1862). In 1901, Kidston transferred 
L. vaniixcnii to a new genus Archacosigillaria, as A. van- 
uxcmi. 

For the next 35 years the number of specimens attribu 
ted to the genus increased as did the geographic and geo 
logic range. It was reported from England and Wale; 
(Jackson, 1910, 1925; Walton. 1931), France (Carpentier 
1913), Norway (Nathorst, 1914), and Africa (Fritel, 1925; 
Carpentier, 1930; Seward, 1932; Corsin, 1934). 

Vanuxem's original specimen remained the only aiuhen- 
tic specimen of Archaeosigillaria in North America al- 
though several others had been attributed to the genus. 
White (1907) named the "Naples Tree," Archaeosigillaria 
primacva, but this plant is now referred to Lepidosigillaria 
luhitei. The Archacosigillaria primaexia reported by Chad- 
wick (1944) in the Onteora sandstone of the Catskill Moun- 
tains is probably decorticated Colpodexylon (Hueber, 
1960). Hirmer   (1927) transferred Goldring's   (1926) Sigil- 
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'drill } i^ilboeiisis io An li(iri)si<j,iUin in. Tlieic is no evidence 
o su|>|jort this disposition. 

In 1937, Arnold established a new genus and sjjecies, 
'HUbonpltylon goldringiae, for spiny stems collected frona 
;he Middle Devonian Moscow formation at Gilboa, Scho- 
larie County, New York (Locality 11). Because of the hard, 
ipiny nature of the appendages Arnold suggested that the 
■elationships of his new plant lay with Drepanopliycus. 
Kriiusel and Weyland (1949) transferred Arnold's plants 
to ArcliacosigiUaria as A. vanuxemi. They also erected two 
new species for some of the specimens previously attributed 
to A. vanuxemi and combined in the genus the monotypic 
4rchaeosigiUariopsis serotina (Gothan, 1928). As a result 
af this reconsideration, the genus Archaeosigillaria includ- 
;d four species: A. vanuxemi (Goppert) Kidston; A. natli- 
orsti Krausel and Weyland; A. kidstoni Krausel and \Vey- 
land; and A. serotina (Gothan), Krausel and 'Weyland, and 
ranged from the Middle Devonian to the Uj)per Carbonif- 

erous. 

In Great Britain, Lacey's continuing work on the Lower 
Carboniferous flora of North Wales (1952a, 1952b) led him 
to conclude that the plant being called A. vanuxemi in 
Britain exhibited too wide a vertical range to be of use as 
a marker for the Lower Carboniferous as it had been used 
by previous authors (Jackson,T910, 1925; Garwood, 1910; 

Walton, 1931). 

Gilboaphylon goldringiae was reported from North 
Kazakhstan by Senkevich (1956). Senkevich reported adax- 
ial sporangia and laminar leaves, and like Arnold, noted 
a similarity to Drepanopliycus, placing his specimens in 
the family Drepanophycaceae. He made no reference to 
Krausel and Weyland's 1949 work, and it seems likely that 
he was unaware of it. This gains credence from the fact 
that he used the restricted (Middle Devonian) range of 
Gilboaphyton to define the age of the Russian deposits. 

The next year Krausel and Dolianiti (1957) reported a 
new species of Archaeosigillaria, A. picosensis, from the 
Lower Devonian of Brazil, and suggested that Frenguelli's 
Cyclostigma confertum (1954) jMobably belonged to their 
new species. 

Hanks (19()0) summarized the work on the genus up to 
1900 in a pajier in which he reported additional sjjecimens 
of A. vanitxemi from the Devonian of New York. 

In 1962, Lacey described a new species of Archaeosigil- 
laria, A. slobbsi, based primarily on epidermal pattern, 
from beds of Middle Vis('an age at Dyserth, \\'ales. 

The genus has steadily evolved in concept and content 
for more than 120 years despite the fact that the specimen 
on which the type species is foimded has never been for- 
mally diagnosed nor described. The lack of a description 
with quantitative data as well as the absence of a diagnosis 
for the species have prompted the writers to provide such 
a diagnosis and to bring up to date information on the 
species from additional specimens that enlarge and enhance 
the species concept. In light of this reconsideration of the 
type species, we will then re\iew the other species presently 
assigned to the genus. 

Comparison of Archaeosigillaria with oilier genera.—A 
comparison of several genera of importance to the present 
study is given in Table 7. As with any graphic presentation, 
certain omissions, restrictions, and additions must be made 
for the sake of clarity. 

Sze (1952, p. 185, pi. 4, figs. 1-3) described a plant from 
the Upper Devonian Huangschiateng formation of south- 
west Hu|3ei Province, China, which he called Changyano- 
phyton hupeicnse. The plant axis has a peculiar wedgelike 
shape which may be a preservational phenomenon rather 
than an integral part of the plant. It bears short conical 
spines arranged in a "quincimx." The spines are rigid and 
show no evidence of an expanded lamina, nor vascular 
trace. Because of these spinelike appendages Sze believed 
his genus to be most closely related to GilboapJiyton gold- 
ringiae (now Archaeosigillaria vanuxemi). In view of the 
present demonstration of the nature of the leaf of A. van- 
uxemi (see following species consideration), such a rela- 
tionship is imtenable. Sze's plant is here considered to be 
of uncertain position. 

The plant reported by Krishtofovich (1953, p. 1377), 
Aldanophyton antiquissimum from the Middle Cambrian 
of Siberia, has been omitted from the table because of the 
lark of proof that it is a vascular plant. 
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Similarly, Taitacpliyton (Senkevich, 1959, Ludlovian, 
Silurian) is omitted because of lack of a clear morphologi- 
cal delineation. Senke\ ich regarded it as closely related to 
DrctJaiiofjIiyctis on the basis of the irregularly arranged ap- 
pendages. It seems better at present to omit it from com- 
parison but to keep in mind its possible position in the 
Drepanophycaceae. 

Jenisseiphyton Ananiev (1954) is also omitted from 
Table 7 because of its admittedly poor preservation and, 
therefore, imcertain position, .\naniev (1959) subsequently 
suggested that Jenisseiphyton is an alga. 

Archaeosigillaria vanoxemi (Goppert), Kidston, 1901 

Plate 34; Plate 35; Plate 36; Plate 37, figures 1. 2, +, 7 

ArchaeosiiiiUaria   vanuxeml   (Goppert),   Kidston,   1901,   Trans.   Nat. 
Hist. Soc. Glasgow, 6, p. 38 Pro parte. 

Cf. LepiJoJrnJroti  Vanuxem,  1842,  Geologv of  New  'S ork,  Part  III, 
p.  184,  fiK.  51. 

S'igillaria vanuxcml Goppert, 1852, Nova .\cta Leopoldina, 22, p. 249. 
 Goppert, 1860, Nova Acta Leopoldina, 27, p. 546. 
 Dawson,  1862,  Quart. Jour.  Geol.  Soc.  London,   18,  p. 

307, pi.  12,  fig. 7. 
Hall,  1863, 16th Ann. Kept, of Condition of State Cab- 

inet of  Nat.  Hist.,  pp.  99.  113,  fig.   5. 
 Dawson,  1871,  Geol. Survev Canada,  p. 21. 

Lesquereux,   1880,  Coal  Flora  II, p.  505. 
Lycopodites vanuxfmi Kidston,   1886,  Linn.  Soc. Jour. Botany,  21,   p. 

506,  pi.  18, figs.  1-5. Not fig. 6,  6a.   (Non Dawson,  1862,  p.  314, 
pi. 17, fig. 57). 

Sigillaria   vanuxrmi   Weiss,   1887,   Abhandl.   geol.   Specialkarte   von 
Preussen und den Thuringischen  Staaten,  7   (3), p. 65   (291),  pi. 

.Irchafosigillaria   i'anuxrmi   Kidston,   1901,   Trans.   Nat.   Hist.   Soc. 
Glasgow, 6, p. 38 Pro parte. 
 Carpentier, 1913, Soc. Geol. Nord.,  Mem. 7,  p.  357,  pi. 

■*• fie- '• . .      . 
Cf. Archaeoslgitlarla vanuxemi, Nathorst,   1914,  Nachtrage   zur  Pal- 

aozoischen   Flora   Spitzbergens—Zur   Fossilen   Flora   der   Polar- 
lander,   pp.   1,  4. 

Archaeosigillaria vanuxemi .Xrbcr,  1921,  Devonian  Floras,  p.  65,  fig. 
38-1. 
 Fritel,  1925, Bull. Soc.  Geol.  France, 4tli  Series. 25,  p. 

45. pi. 3, figs. 1-3. 
Cilhoaphylon   goldringiae   Arnold,   1937.   Contrih.   Mus.   Palaeontol., 

Univ. Mich., 5, pp. 75-78, 1  pi. 
Archaeoi'tgillaria   vanuxemi   Krausel   and   Weyland,    1949,   Senckeii- 

bcrgiana  6,  pp.  129-152,  fig.   1-7. 
Cilhoaphylon   goldringiae   Senkevich,    1956,    Doklady   Akad.    Nauk, 

106   (2),   pp.   342-344. 
.Irihaeoiigillaria   vanuxemi   Banks,   1960,   Senckenberg.   Lethaea,   41, 

pp. 59-88, pi. 1, figs.  1, 2. 

Doubtfully assigned are: 
Cf.   .Irchaeosigillaria   sp.   Carpentier,   1930,   Not   Mem.   Serv.   Minw 

Maroc, pp. 1-17, pi. 1, fig. 1. 
•■Indeterminable   fragment"   Seward,   1932,   Quart.   Jour.   Geol.   Soc, 

Loiidon, 88,  p. 362, pi. 23, fig.  5. 
Cydostigma confcrtum Frenguelli,  1954, Not. Mus. La Plata.  17   (Pal- 

eontol. No.  102) ; pp. 359-376, pi. 4, figs. 1, 2. 
Excluded are: 
Lycopodites vanuxemi Kidston,   1886,  Linn.  Soc. Jour.  Botanv,  21,  p. 

506, Pro parte, pi. 18, figs. 6, 6a. 
.Archaeosigillaria   vanuxemi   Kidston,    1901,   Trans.   Nat.   Hist.   Soc. 

Glasgow, 6, p. 38 Pro parte. 
Jackson,  1910,  Geol.  Mag.,  New  Series,  Decade  V,  7, 

pp. 73-81. 

p.  54. 
Jackson,   1925,   Mem.  Manch.  Litt.  Phil.   Soc,   69   (6), I 

Protoleptdodcndron vanuxemi Walkom, 1928, Proc. Linn. Soc. New 
South Wales, 53, pp. 310-314. (Note: This entry is listed in the 
synonymy of Krausel and Weyland (1949, p. 147) for Arch- 
aeosigillaria vanuxemi. This is apparently an error; Walkom's 
paper has no P. vanuxemi, nor is his material attributable to 
either genus.) 

Arehacosiijillaria vanuxemi Walton, 1928, C. R. Congr. Strat. Carb. 
Heerlen., 1927, p. 743 Pro parte. 
 Walton,   1931,   Phil.   Trans.   Roy.   Soc.   B,   219,   p.   349 

Pro parte. 
 Laccv, 1952, Rcpt. 18th Sess., Part X, Int. Geol. Congr., 

1948,  pp.  18-25. 
 Lacey,   1952,   C.   R.   3d   Congr.   Strat.   et   Geol.   Carb., 

Heerlen, 1951. (Note: The establishment of Archaeosigillaria 
slohhsi, sp. nov. and Clwydia decussata, gen. et sp. nov. by Lacev 
(1962) removes many of the British specimens formerly attributed 
to .Y. vanuxemi. See Lacey for a more detailed synonymy.) 

Emended diagnosis.—Plant with stems up to 25 mm. in 
diameter; dichotomously branching; bearing persistent, 
simple, lanceolate leaves with flattened lamina and acute 
lips. Leaves, arranged in spirals, attaining a length of 
5-f) mm., bioatlening proximally to an enlarged base some- 
what extended down the axis. Surface of the stem showing 
various jjatterns when decorticated, including both fusi- 
form anil hexagonal leaf bases and raised bosses. No ligule 
nor parichnos present. Xylem a solid, shallowy lobed col- 
imin showing exarch development. Metaxylem composed of 
scalariform to reticulate tracheids. 

Holotypr.—^\SM, Type Number 9908. 
Type locality.—.Allen's Quarry, Owego, Tioga Counly 

(Locality 34). 
Horizon of type.—Cayuta formation, Chemung stage, 

Senecan series. Upper Devonian   (= Frasnian). 
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Dcsniptiou of the type spcdmen of A. vanuxcmi—The 
si)e( inien figured and reported by Vanuxem consists of the 
impression of a plani axis, 11.6 cm. long and 11 to 13 mm. 
wide, exhibiting on its surface hexagonal leaf bases (I'l. 
34). As suggested by Kraiisel and Weyland in 1949, Van- 
uxem's original illustration is reversed, as in many wood- 
cuts. The leaf bases are arranged in spirals and are contigu- 
ous both vertically and laterally. There are six to eight ver- 
tical rows of bases present across the width of the stem. 
The remains of a single vascular trace may be present in 
the middle or slightly above the middle of each leaf base 
(PI. 34, fig. 3; PI. 35, fig. 3). These are round or some- 
times slightly elongate. The surface of the stem between 
the leaf bases is smooth. Neither ligule nor ])arichnos scars 

are present. 
When first figured by Vanuxem, there was a small piece 

of decorticated stem lying superim]>osed on the impression 
axis. This was assumed by Dawson (1862) to be the woody 
core of the stem. It has subsequently been detached from its 
original position, but is still present with the specimen 
(see PI. 34, fig. 1, at lower left). It appears to represent a 
cast of the inner cortical area and tissues to the interior. 
Coaly, diagonally oriented, slightly raised lines mark the 
path of leaf traces on its surface. The cast is 1.7 cm. long, 
1 cm. wide and 3.8 mm. thick. In end view, a thin carbon- 
aceous line is visible, 3 mm. wide, located approximately 
halfway between the upper and lower surfaces. This might 
represent the xylem cohmin of the plant. There is a strong 
resemblance between this portion of the fossil and many of 
the decorticated specimens assigned to various Paleozoic 
lycopod genera. This merely points up the problem of as- 
signing fragmentary lycopod remains to definite well- 
delineated taxonomic units. 

On the margins of the stem there are a few leaves 
present (PI. 34, fig. 2, 3). They are 2 mm. high as seen in 
the plane of the impression and project out from the stem 
a distance up to 5 mm. They taper from a thick base to the 
tip. These leaves have not been reported previously. They 
are simple and indicate that the leaves of the plant were 
persistent, and that the six-sided leaf bases cannot be re- 

garded as true cushions from which the leaf abscissed, tjut 
rather as merely the enlarged base of the leaf. 

In addition to the leaves visible along the edges of the 
specimen, leaf laminae may be observed jjroceeding for 
some distance into the matrix from the leaf bases of the im- 
pression itself. These are generally filled with a coaly 
residtie, l)ui in instances where soine of the carbon was re- 
moved, the leaf appears to become a flattened lamina 
within 1-2 mm. from the surface of the axis. In cross-section, 
therefore, the leaf assumes a laminar form rather than the 
acicular appearance that is suggested by the side view. 

Other specimens from Neiu York.—A second specimen 
of this genus comes from the lower Upper Devonian marine 
(ieneseo shale at Portland Point Quarry (Locality 36). This 
specimen was illustrated, but not described, by Banks (1960, 
]3l. 1, fig. 2). The plant is represented by the impression of 
an unbranched stem, lying slightly curved on a slab of the 
fine-grained shale (see PL 35, fig. 1-4). Several different 
levels of decortication are present, but the hexagonal leaf 
base pattern is the most striking (PI. 35, figs. 1-3). Note that 
these leaf base patterns present an overall difference in ap- 
pearance at different levels (see specially the difference be- 
tween upper and middle portions of PI. 35, fig. 3). 

The contiguous hexagonal leaf bases show the vertical 
and spiral arrangement common to many lycopods. These 
leaf bases are about 2 mm. wide by 3.5 mm. long: there 
are seven to eight vertical rows visible on the width of the 
stem. In the middle, or slightly above the middle of each, is 
the depression indicating the leaf (PI. 35, fig. 3). This is 
often filletl with a carbonaceous residue. In the leaf illus- 
trated in Plate 35, figure 4, a carbonaceous line can be seen 
connecting the middle of the leaf base with the tip of the 
leaf. It is assumed that this represents the vascular trace, 
although the amorphous nature of the carbon remains did 
not permit verification of this assumption. 

Leaves are present at several points along the margin of 
the axis. They are about 3.5 mm. long and 2 mm. high at 
the base and taper to a sharp point. In side view these 
appear falcate-spinous and are directed upwards and out- 
wards at an acute angle from the horizontal (PI. 35, figs. 2, 

4). 
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Another specimen that can be confidently attributed to 
this species is from the lower Upper Devonian Tully lime- 
stone (Locality 31). It is an impression of a leafy axis 
showing well-defined hexagonal leaf bases (PI. 35, fig. 5). 
Total length is 9.4 cm., but a section 1.8 cm. long is inissing 
near one end. The leaf bases are contiguous, 2 mm. wide 
by 3.5 mm. long. There are 5 to (J leaf bases present on the 
width of the axis. 

Leaves are numerous along the margins of the stem. 
They measure 3.5 to 4 mm. long and up to 2.8 mm. high 
at the base. The leaf structme seemingly is identical with 
that of the type specimen as well as with the specimen 
from the Geneseo shale. That the leaves are dorsi-ventrallv 
flattened at a short distance beyond the surface of the 
stem is shown both by a tew of the leaves visible along 
the sides of the stem (PI. 35, fig. 5) and by the shape of 
the lea\es projecting into the matrix from the hexagonal 
leaf bases. Note that here the broken area in each leaf base 
represents the lamina of the leaf itself, and not the vascidar 
trace. 

The specimens from Tully limestone and Geneseo black 
shale are described in some detail for several reasons. They 
are presened in different matrices, they show both the 
hexagonal leaf base pattern and other decortication pat- 
terns, and they corroborate observations on the type that 
the leaves were persistent and did not absciss from a cush- 
ion. Numerous other, carefully selected, specimens add 
much to our inidei-standing of the species. First, they widen 
I he geographic and stratigraphic distribution of the species 
within the state (Table 3). Second, they provide a large 
sample of various states of preservation from a variety of 
matrices. Thus they help to counteract the jiroblems caused 
by the fact that A. vanuxemi was established on the basis 
of a single specimen. The new specimens have been identi- 
fied with the species only if they show both a hexagonal 
pattern and the bases of the leaves. Other specimens have 
Ijeen designated cf. Archaeosigillaria vanuxemi. The latter, 
at least for the time being, are considered to be of strati- 
graphic interest only. This rather rigid circumscription of 
the species was decreed by what we considered to be ihc 
"(Ulbfxipliytoii problem." 

GILBO.VPHVTON  .'\ND  .\RCH.\EOSIGII.L.\RI.\ 

In 1949, chiefly on the basis of the hexagonal pattern ex- 
hibited by a few axes, Krausel and Weyland transferred Ar- 
nold's Gilboapliylon goldringiae to A. vanuxemi. Several 
factors seemed to contribute to a rather slow acceptance of 
this ilisposition and several subsequent authors (e.g. Krau- 
sel. himself, 1950; Zimmermann, 1959; Banks, 1960) con- 
linued to use or to refer to .Arnold's designation. 

The matrix in which GiJboaphyton is preserved is 
coarse, the specimens usually being represented only by a 
carbonaceous impression. The axes vary widely in appear- 
ance (PI. 36, figs. 1-7). Most common are those illustrated 
in Arnold, 1937 (pi. 1, fig. 1-3); in Kriiusel and Weyland, 
1949, (Abb. 1-4); and by our Plate 36, figures 1, 2. These 
axes seem different from the type specimen of A. vanuxemi 
as illustrated by our Plate 34. In addition, few specimens 
housed in .American collections {e.g. Cornell University) 
show the hexagonal pattern found by Krausel and Weyland 
in some Gilbuaphyton. Their insistence that only axes 
much larger and broader than those previously described 
bore the hexagonal pattern raised two questions: a) are 
the axes bearing hexagonal patterns and the more typical 
GiJboaphyton axes conspecific, and b) is the hexagonal pat- 
tern illustrated by Kriiusel and Weyland indicative of some 
morphological featine of the plant or merely the result of 
(inferential weathering of specimens bearing closely packed 
leaves? 

The Gilbdiip/iylon-Aii l/arosigilhnia problem resolved it- 
self into two parts. The first was a further elucidation of 
A. vanuxemi based on re-examination of the type and other 
specimens definitely referable to the species. This part was 
discussed in the previous sections. The second part was to 
explore the limits of variability within Gilboaphylon and, 
if possible, determine the cause or source of the occasional 
hexagonal appearance. 

Se\eral lumdred specimens of the ]}lant weie a\ailable 
for our study. They included material from the collections 
at Cornell University, NYSM. and new collections from the 
Ciilboa locality made by F. M. Hueber and the writers. The 
large size of the collection has revealed a more complete 
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jicliire of variation uiiiiin the species than was perniiited 
:o Arnoiil when he erected the genus Gilboaphytoti in 1037 
ipcl has permitted the widespread application of criiical 
.echiii(]iies. The use of the Walton transfer metiiod and 
lewer techniques using liquid plastic (Leclercq and Noel. 
1953; Hueber, 1960), have added information regarding the 
ippendages. A few cross-sections of stems ])reserved in 
inionite establish some knowledge of the anatomy of the 
)lant. 

Description of the (iilboa material.—The specimens are 
ill leafy stems ranging from a few millimeters to 23 cm. in 
ength and from 3 to 18 mm. in width (see PI. 36; PI. 37, 
igs. 1, 2). Branching, when present, is dichotomous, but 
ipecimens showing branching are few. The rather remark- 
ible homogeneity in size plus the sparseness of branching 
!n so large a sample would tend to support Arnold's sug- 
jjestion that the plant was an herbaceous inhabitant of the 
■crest floor, resembling the modern Lycopodiiim in appear- 
ince (Arnold, 1937, p. 78). Variation in the smface pattern 
jf the stems reflects the condition of the plants prior to 
[ossilization and the conditions of preservation as well. 

Basically the appendages, as with many lycopods, are ar- 
ranged in a spiral and one type of preservation emphasizes 
this (PI. 36, figs. 1, 7). Another type of preservation empha- 
sizes the arrangement of leaves in vertical rows (PI. 36, 
figs. 3, 5, 6). 

On many sj^ecimens the leaves are represented only by 
protidjerances at the junction of leaf and stem. These are 
referred to as the leaf bases. On other specimens a rhombic 
to hexagonal pattern is formed by a kind of reticulum (PI. 
36, fig. 4). The openings in the reticulum represent areas 
where inner tissue of the stem joined that of the leaf; the 
reticidum itself, a tissue just below the stem surface which 
perhaps fimctioned in a strengthening capacity. It was sjjec- 
imens showing this hexagonal reticidum that led Krausel 
and Weyland to the conclusion that the Gilboa material 
belonged to Archaeosigillaria. Stems that have been treatetl 
by the transfer technique reveal the true outer surface of 
the ])hmt  if it  were present at  the  time of |)reservation. 

They demonstrate conclusively that the surface is sni<x)ih 
between the leaves (PI. 37, figs. 1, 2). It is probable, there- 
fore, that the hexagonal jjattern is jiroduced by a reticulum 
of resistant cortical cells and that it is revealed in one of two 
ways. I'irsi, a stem may lose its epidermal tissue prior to 
fossilization. The tissue thus revealed shows a hexagonal 
pattern. Second, a stem may be preserved intact but when 
the subsequent fossil is split by a hammer, the split may 
occin- through the outer cortex, thus revealing the pattern. 

The presence or absence of the hexagonal pattern on a 
fossil stem of A. vanuxemi is, therefore, controlled by the 
tissue layer exposed in the fossil. It is now certain that the 
hexagonal pattern is shown by a niunber of specimens, al- 
though low angle lighting is necessary to permit its illus- 
tration. In Plate 36, figure 3, the upper part of the figure 
shows the "typical" Gilboaphyton appearance and the 
lower part the hexagonal pattern diagnostic for Archaeo- 
sigillaria. It is interesting to note that this pattern is seen 
more frequently in the field if an exposed specimen has 
undergone some weathering. Freshly split specimens show 
either the outer surface and the leaves or protuberances 
marking the position from which leaves have been torn by 
splitting. Upon weathering of such a specimen the pattern 
appears. This is borne out by a suite of specimens, but 
especially by DBPC Type Catalog No. 63 (PI. 36, fig. 4). 
The center of this specimen is occupied by a sandstone cast. 
Three different layers of stem tissues are visible here along 
the length of the specimen. The basal portion is carbonace- 
ous and represents the outer layer of the stem. Leaves are 
visible along its margin. This portion of the stem was not 
exposed to weathering, but was carefully split after being 
brought into the laboratory. The upper two-thirds of the 
stem was exposed to weathering in the field, resulting in 
the removal of the carbonaceous layer. The central one- 
third of the specimen is a ridged sandstone cast that ex- 
hibits the surface configuration that is most common on 
specimens from Gilboa. The distal one-third has lost the 
sandstone cast, revealing the reticulate pattern on the other 
side of the specimen. Thus the reticuhuii. although present 
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in the oilier tissues of the stem, is expressed only uiulcr 

certain conditions. 
Considerable variation in appearance is also a feaiiue of 

the appendages. .\s generally seen along the margins of 
the stem, they appear to be spinous, with rather broad bases 
tapering to a sharp jjoint. They may be placed at some- 
what varying angles in relation to the axis, from strongly 
upcurved to nearly horizontal to slightly recurved. This 
variation again, is sometimes demonstrable on a single stem. 

Results obtained from the transfer preparations show 
that the apparent spinous natiue of the leaf is produced by 
saggital. or near saggital, splitting through a dorsi-ventally 
flattened structure. The appendages of A. vanuxemi are 
laminar, rising from a subquadrangular to conical base to^a 
flat-topped "blade" and temiinating in an acute tip (PI. 37, 
figs. 1, 2). The leaf bases range between 1.0 and 1.5 mm. in 
width. Rarely was the whole length of leaf transferred, as 
is shown by the leaves along the margins of the stem. The 
leaves are generally preserved as coalified structureless 
carbon which is quite hard and brittle, thus holding its 
shape well, but revealing nothing of the leaf anatomy. It 
has not been possible to find a vascular trace in the leaves. 
No ligule pit is present on those transfers in which the 
outer surface of the jjlant is visible nor on the few trans- 
verse sections that show cellular detail. The writers, there- 

fore, consider the plant to be eligulate. 

Specimens of this plant preserved in limonite have yield- 
ed some information regarding the anatomy. The xylem is 
protostelic. Its outline is lobate (PI. 37, fig. 7) with appar- 
ently eight small peripheral lobes in those sjjecimens that 
are well enough preserved to allow a determination. A lon- 
gitudinal split, 2.3 cm. long, of a portion of the best pre- 
served limonite specimen showed the ridges and grooves 
(representing the lobes and embayments of the transverse 
section) intact for the whole length of the specimen (PI. 
37, fig. 4). This suggests that perhaps there is a constant 
number of lobes, and that there is no anastomosing of the 
ridges of the xvleni. Additional specimens arc required to 
confirm this point. 

Tiie maturation of the xylem is exarch. We recogni/c ilic 

possibilitv thai the loss ol a lew protoxyleni cells from the 
tijjs of the lobes during splitting would accentuate the 
rounded appearance of the lobes we have described. The 
central metaxylem cells average 66.4^ in diameter (ranging 
from 73.2 to 36.6) and the few cells of the protoxylem aver- 
age about Sfiyu, in diameter. In longitudinal section the 
metaxylem tracheids are scalariform or reticulate. 

Thin-walled cells occur immediately adjacent to the 
xylem strand. These have the appearance of large paren 
chymatous to collenchymatous cortical cells, with slighi 
thickening of the walls, especially at the corners. The 
limonite preservation tends to thicken the wall, however 
anil such thickenings may be more apparent than real. 

Careful examination of all the material available failei 
to reveal any reproductive bodies. 

Discussion of the species.—On the basis of the foregoing 
descriptions the writers have emended the species diagnosi: 
to inclutle the new information from the type specimen am 
from the other new material studied. Because of thi 
demonstrated similarities in surface pattern, leaf size, anc 
leaf morphology, we concur with the opinion of Krause 
and Weyland (1949) that GilboapJtyton goldringiae Arnok 
is an Archneosigillaria and is conspecific with A. vanuxemi 

New morphological interjiretations emerging from thi 
study involve the relationship of the hexagonal pattern ti 
the true outer surface of the stem, the leaf structure, am 
the stelar anatomy of the stem. 

The genus ArchaeosigiUaria is actually founded on th( 
hexagonal surface pattern and the simple vascular trao 
without accompanying parichnos. The hexagonal patten 
may be manifested in either of two ways. 

1. If the outer surface of the stem (especially an olde 
stem) is exposed with its crowded leaf bases, but witi 
the leaves broken off at about the level of the sten 
surface, the observer sees a somewhat hexagonal mesl 
])auern. the spaces representing the leaf area, thi 
meshwork, the stem surface between the leaves. (Sei 
PI. 34, fig. 3 at upper end and Lacey, 1962, pi. 26, figs 
25, 2()). In Lacey's spedmens, the leaf bases are out 
lined by stem ciuicle. 

2. 'I'he second nianifcsiaiioii of liie hexagonal pattern i 
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iiioipliolof^ically and taxoiioinidiUy more iclial)le be- 
cause it is less an accident of preseiAation. It is caused 
by a sub-epidermal neilike layer ol resistant cells 
through which passed the leaf trace siuroiuided by 
parenchymatous cells like those of the cortex (PI. 35, 
fig. .3: PI. ,3(), fig. .S, 5, 7). This second type is ihc more 
common in pidjlished reports of the genus. 

Once the cause of this pattern is perceived, the \ariety of 
its ex]iression in different matrices and different j^reser- 
vations can be imderstood more easily. 

The morphology of the leaves is now much clearer. This 
is clue in part to the description of the leaves on the type 
specimen and the other compression-impression specimens 
from New '^'ork, and in part, to the information deri\ed 
from transfer preparations of the Gilboa material. 

Both Arnold (1937, p. 77) and Kraiisel and W'eyland 
(1949. pp. 129, 130) have remarked on the rigidity of the 
leaves of material from Gilboa. In fact it is the rigidity of 
the "spines" of GUboaphyton that convinced Arnold that 
its relationships lay with Drcpaiiopliycus rather than with 
Archaeosigillaria. At the time Arnold erected his species 
there was no evidence of an expanded lamina (1937, p. 77), 
and he was convinced that the "thorns" did not absciss. 

Krausel and Weyland on the basis that the hexagonal 
pattern shown by some of their axes should be regarded 
as leaf "cushions" suggested that the thorns should be 
spoken of as leaves. They also suggested that the round scar 
on the hexagonal "cushion" represented the point of at- 
tachment of the thorn and used the term abscission scar. 
Their concept of the plant then, was of an axis bearing true 
cushions (Krausel and Weyland, 1949, 130) to which were 
attached sim])le thornlike leaves. 

There is, however, no evidence that the lea\es of Arcli- 
acosigillnria vanuxemi, or of any other member of the 
genus, abscissed. The use of the term cushion in the non- 
arborescent members of the Lycopsida is unfortunate (see 
the discussion by Fry, 1954, p. 434). In the lepidodendrids 
the term leaf ctishion is used for that portion of the stem 
of the ]jlant which is often enlarged and developed well be- 
yond  the dimensions of the base  of the  leaf  that  is  at- 

lached to it. This cushion remains after aijscission of the 
leaf and bears on its surface the scars of the leaf, the vas- 
cular trace, the parichnos and the ligule. In the Devonian 
herbaceous forms (e.g. Protolepidodcndron, Colpodcxylou, 
and Archaeosigillarin) there is no comparable structure, the 
leaves do not absciss, and the enlarged portion of the leaf 
at its junction with the stem is iriore properly regarded as 
the leaf base. The Devonian genera named above are all 
herbaceous, eligulate forms with persistent leaves, but 
lacking cushions. 

Zimmermann's statement (1959, p. 618) that CAlboaphy- 
ton has forked or forked-nerved leaves appears to be an 
error. It is possible that he meant to refer to Colpodcxylou. 
Regardless, the simple nature of the leaf of A. vanuxemi 
(and of other species of Archaeosigillaria that range from 
Lower Devonian to U]j]3er Carboniferous) considerably re- 
duces the validity of his suggestion that the Middle Dev- 
onian lycopods were of the forked or forked-nerved type. 

The lobed jjrotostele and exarch maturation link Arch- 
aeosigillaria vanuxemi closely to other pre-Carboniferous 
lycopods for which some anatomical details are known. The 
regular, somewhat shallow lobes of the xylem strand sej>- 
arate it from the irregularly arranged, deeply cleft lobes of 
Colpodexylon and Baragwanathia on one hand and the 
smaller, more numerous ridges of Lepidodendron stylicum 
and Protolcpidodendron gilboense, sp. nov. on the other. 

A comparison of the anatomy of Devonian lycopods, in- 
cluding A. vanuxemi, is included in Table 7. 

Corsin (1934) reported the presence of a ligule scar on 
specimens of Archaeosigillaria vanuxemi from the Dinan- 
tian of Africa. However, Corsin. himself, stressed the poor 
preservation of his material and his illustrations are not 
convincing. The writers have examined the American speci- 
mens carefully and failed to find either parichnos or ligide 
e\en when the true outer surface is exposed on transfer 
preparations. Lacey (1962 and personal communication) 
finds no evidence of a ligule on the British specimens some 
of which have revealed a cuticular pattern. We are forced, 
therefore, to continue to regard Archaensigillaria as eligu- 
late. 
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RepKHliiiiive suuilures have lun been round in the 
American material. However, Senkevich (1956) reported 
finding adaxial structures on unmodified leaves of Gil- 
boaphyton goldriiigiac from USSR, which he interpreted as 
sporangia. That these were truly sporangia ^v;^^ not demon- 

strated. 
Composition of the genus Arcliarosigilldrid.—In 10J9, 

Krijusel and Weyland proposed to separate, on the form of 
the leaf bases, the British sjjecimcns of ArchneosigiUariu 
fiom the .\merican specimens. However, Kidstons West- 
morland collection included at least two separate compon- 
ents, the systematic disposition of which presents some 
problems. The first component is imdoubtedly referable to 
Arcliacosigillaria. It consists of "younger" twigs with fusi- 
form leaf bases and "older" stems with the hexagonal pat- 
tern of the type of A. vanuxemi. The "yoimger" twigs 
sometimes bear leaves essentially similar to those of the 
.American specimens (see Kidston, 188f), pi. 18, fig. 2 upper 
left, fig. 1). The second component is leafy twigs of a com- 
pletely different aspect (1886, pi. 18, figs. 6, 6a). These 
twigs bear oppositely instead of spirally arranged leaves, 
and they show neither the fusiform nor the hexagonal leaf 
base pattern. Lacey, (1962, p. 148 and personal commiuii- 
cation) said that these latter leafy twigs are not in organic 
connection with axes bearing the hexagonal leaf liase pat- 
terns. Other authors seem to have assinned thai all of the 
twigs belonged to one ])lant. 

Lacey has worked out the morphology of leafy twigs from 
\Vales that resemble the second component of the West- 
morland collections. Jackson (1925), Walton (1928, 1931) 
and Lacey (1952a, 1952b) referred these previously to A. 
vanuxemi. Lacey (1962) concluded that these opj>osite- 
leaved twigs must be excluded from Archacosigillaria and 
named them Clwydia dccussnta. He believed it ]jossible that 
the leafy twigs from Westmorland (Kidstons pi. 18, fig. 6) 
which show the same opposite arrangement of the leaves 
also belong to his new genus and species. In view of Lacey's 
studies we exclude Kidston's oppositely arranged leafy 
iwigs from Archacosigillnrid. 

In addition to separating the disjuntt  leafy  twigs fiom 

the genus AvchacosigiUuria, Lacey's investigations in the 
Lower Carboniferous flora of the Vale of Clwyd have 
shown differences between the axes with hexagonal leaf 
bases referred to A. vanitxemi from Dyserth, Wales, and 
those of Kidston from Westmorland. From the former he 
obtained preparations showing remarkable celhdar detail 
on the cuticle of the stem between leaf bases. Accordingly 
he (1962) separated the 'Welsh specimens as a new species, 
AIIluK'osigillaiia slobbsi. 

Anliiu'osigilldria kidsloni is separated from A. vanuxemi 
only on the form of the leaf bases. Krausel and Weyland 
(19-19, pp. 138, 139) considered the two as different because 
the leaf bases on the yoimger, and in part on the older 
axes of the Westmorland specimens, are strongly pointed, 
assuming a more rhombic form with age. This criterion 
seems inadequate to us in the face of variability evident 
even on individual specimens of the American material 
(e.g. PI. 35, fig. 1-1, where a tyjiically hexagonal pattern 

grades into fusiform ellipses). We believe, therefore, that 
A. kidstoni needs to be restudied in light of these new 
specimens and the emended diagnosis of A. vamixeini. 
Lacey did not unite A. kidsloni with A. vanuxemi because 
of differences in preservation, in geographic distribution,, 
and in stratigraphic age. We accept A. kidstoni as a sep- 
arate species only with grave doubt pending its re-examina- 
tion and the demonstration that it shows valid morpholog- 
ical ilifferences from A. vanuxemi. 

Similarly, the specimens described by Nathorst (1914) 
from the Culm of Spitzbergen require restudy. Krausel 
and Weyland (1949) divided this material between A, 
xmnuxcmi (Nathorst, 1914, text fig. 12) and their new 
.species, A. nathorsti (Nathorst, 1914, p. 52, pi. 10, figs. 1-17, 
])1. 12, figs. 2-10, text fig. 13). They regarded A. nathorsti 
:is having longer narrower leaves than A. kidstoni. How- 
ever, the Spit/bergen specimens were compared with Kid- 
ston's Westmorland collection only. They were not com- 
pared with A. vanuxemi. Kidston's collection now appears 
to consist of two genera. Therefore, we suggest that the 
s|)ccies criteria for A. nathorsti also need redefinition. 

ArehacosigiUaria serotina   (Gothan)   Krausel   and  VV'ey- 
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Characteristics A.  vanuxemi A. kichtojii A. nathnrsti A. picosensis A.  slobbsi A. serotina 
Axis 

width maximum   2.5 
cm.. 

like 
vamixcmi 

not given maximum 
5.0 em. 

not given 

branching dichotomy dichotomy not given dichotomy dichotomy 

surface bases    of    leaves 
fusiform  to  hex- 
agonal 

bases of 
leaves   fusiform 
to   hexagonal 

bases of 
leaves 
hexagonal 

bases   of  leaves 
hexagonal 

bases of leaves 
hexagonal   to 
elongate 

bases of 
leaves 
hexagonal 

Leaf 
size to 5-6 mm. long probably    5-6 

mm. 
"longer" "small" not   known leaves of 

2   kinds; 
form lanceolate, lamin- 

ar 
deltoid- 
lanceolate 

"narrower" "slender" not   known slender as in 
nathorsti   and 
hour-glass 
shaped 

arrangement low spiral low spiral low  spiral low  spiral low    spiral low spiral 
traces single, 

central 
single,  central single, 

central 
single, 
central 

single, 
central 

Sporangia unknown,    sporo- 
phvlls reported 
from USSR only 

not known not known not known not known possibly   the 
hour-glass 
shaped   appen- 
dages are sporo- 
phylls 

Anatomy 
vascular protostele, 

exarch 
shallowly 
lobed 

not known not known not known not known not known 

surface not known not known not known not   known thick 
cuticle 
between 
bases of 
leaves 

not known 

Table 2. Summary of the characteristics of the species of Archacosif/illarii 

land, from the Upper Carboniferous of Saxony was first 
described by Gothan (1928) as Archaeosigillariopsis sero- 
tina. Krausel and Weyland (1949) transferred the species 
to Archaeosigillaria. It is distinct in its possession of two 
kinds of foliar appendages. One is a normal, simple, some- 
what falcate, archaeosigillarioid-leaf. The other is an hour- 
glass-shaped leaf, round in cross-section. The latter appears 
at various places along the stem and is interpreted by 
Gothan as a sporophyll. Krausel and Weyland agreetl 
that these organs probably are sporophylls despite the ab- 
sence of sporangia or other reproductive structures. The 
"s|)oropliylls"   are   nor   aggregated   into   sirobili.   Gotliaii, 

therefore, suggested a comparison of his plant to Lyco- 
podium selago whose foliar dimorphism is less marked than 
that of the fossil. In this respect the unmodified .sporophylls 
reported by Senkevich (1956) for his Gilboaphyton gold- 
ringiae from Siberia are more nearly comparable to those 
of Lycopodiiim selago. 

In 1957, Krausel and Dolianiti reported Archaeosigillaria 
picosensis from the Lower Devonian of Brazil. The surface 
scars of their material are definitely more rhomboidal than 
hexagonal and are transversely elongated. Superficially they 
resemble Leptophloeum more than A. vanuxemi. The 
writers feel that ihey suggest true cushions more than do 
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Horizon 

Upper 
Carboniferous 

Lower 
Carboniferous 

Upper 
Devonian 

Middle 
Devonian 

Lower 
Devonian 

A. vaniixemi A. kidstoni A. vathorsti A. picosensis A.  stobbsi A. seroiina 

Saxony, 
Germany 

Spitzberg-en Westmorland, Spitzbergen 
England; 
Eclaibes, 
France 

New  York, 
U.S.A. 

N.Y.,   U.S.A.; 
San  Juan, 
Argentina    (2); 
Suvorovka, 
Kazakhstan 
SSR.; 
Defirou, Union 
Central  African 
Republics    (1); 
rOuadi, Morocco; 
?  S. Africa 

Dyserth, 
Wales 

Piaui, 
Brazil 

Table   .3    Stratigraphic   and   geographic   distribution   of   species of Archarostgilkiria.  (1)  formerly French Equatorial Africa, 
(2) this is Cyclostigma confvrtnm of Frenguelli. 

those of other species of the genus ami that some surface 
scul|)iuring may be present between leaves (see especially 
their pi. 4, fig. 2) in contrast to the situation in the North 
American species. The assignment of this species to the 
genus becomes increasingly iloubiful as the genus becomes 

more clearly demarcated. 
Krauscl and Dolianti (1957) suggested that Pienguelli's 

Cyclostigma conjcrtum (1954, p. 364, pi. 4, figs. 1, 2) was 
really an ArcharnsigiUaria and probably belonged to their 
A. picosensis from the Lower Devonian of Brazil. Banks 
(1960, p. 72) noted the resemblance of Frenguelli's speci- 
men to "the Gilboapliyton type of A. vanuxemi." Its 
acicular, persistent leaves, hexagonal leaf base pattern, and 
(cniral foliar trace, strongly suggest its relationship to 
Axhnrosigillnria. If Frenguelli's specimens have, as he re- 
ported, two small, lateral cicatricules (parichnos?) in 
some cases, then assignment to ArcliaeosigiUnria is unten- 
able. On the other hand, the positive characters linking it 
with Airhnrosigillnrin (size and leaf arrangement in ad- 
dition to those listed above) dominate, and foi ijie lime 
being it is doubtfully assigned to A. vanuxemi. 

The writers consider the genus Archaeosigillaria, there- 
fore, to consist of A. nanuxemi, A. nalhorsli, A. srrnlitin. 

A. stobbsi and somewhat doubtfully, A. kidstoni and A. 
picosensis. The genus is wide ranging, both stratigraphi- 
cally and geographically (see Table 3), with only limited 
usefulness as a guide or index fossil. In Table 2 we have 
summarized the characteristics of the six species of the 
genus. 

Materials.—The American materials considered here in- 
clude NYSM 9908, 11651-11654 and Locality Numbers 
5320, 5322 and 5400; DBPC Type Catalog 62, 63, 64, 65 
and Locality Numbers 1004, 1080, 1577 and 1741; CUPC 
40607, 40608, 40612, 40613, 40614; U.SNM Fossil Plant 
CJatalog 42215, 42217. 

Distribution.—A. ria)nixr)ni has been reported from the 
Middle and Upjier Devonian of New ^'ork State, U.S.A., 
and the Middle Devonian of Kazakhstan, USSR. Speci- 
mens doubtfidly assigned to the species (see synonymy) 
would broaden the distribution to include the Visean of 
Morocco, the Middle Devonian of South Africa, and the 
Middle Devonian of San fuan, Argentina. 

Genus PROTOLEPIDODENDRON Krejci, 1880 

Generic diagnosis.—Herbaceous lycojiod exhibiting di- 
chotomous branching with axes UJJ to  15 mm.  in width. 
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,eaves spirally arranged, basess enlarged, and blade dicho- 
Dmously forked. Xylem only primary. Sporangia adaxial 
nd borne on unmodified leaves. 
Type of the genus.—Frotolepidodcndron sclunianuui 

Lrejci, 1880. 
Discussion.—Krejci described plant remains from the 

liddle Devonian (Stage HhJ of Bohemia among which 
^as an axis bearing spirally arranged lanceolate leaves with 
ifid tips, riiis he named Frotolcpidodendrun scharianum, 

ut he gave no illustrations. A year later Dawson (1881, p. 
06, pi. 13, figs. 15, 16) described a similar plant from Aiis- 
ralia imder the name Dicmnophyllum austraUcum. Stin- 

jcognized the similarity of the two plants when he pub- 
shed the first figines of P. schnrianuni (1882, p. 333, pi. 1, 
gs. 1, 2) and transferred the plants to Chauvinia, as C. 
charyana and C. australica, because he believed them to 
e algae. Their possession of vascular tissue disproves this 
ancept and subsequent aiuhors have continued to use 
rololcpidodendron, the name that has priority. 
Potonie and Bernard (1904) published the first satis- 

ictory description and illustrations of the genus. They 
"ected a second species, P. karJstcini, distinguished by 
laves that were luiforked. 
Lang (1926) reported a specimen of Protolepidodendron 

arlsteini from the Middle Old Red Sandstone of Scotland. 

Kraiisel and Weyland (1929) reported P. scharianum 
om the Middle Devonian of Germany. In 1932 they des- 
ibed additional specimens with anatomical structiue, 
jorangia, and trailing rhizomes and included a reconstruc- 
on of the habit of the plant. In addition, they erected a 
ew species, P. ivahnbachensr, for Lower Devonian speci- 
lens whose leaves bifurcate at or before the middle of the 
laf rather than close to its apex. In 1933, the same authors 
laced Dawson's DicranophyUum austraUcum in synonymy 
ith Protolepidodendron scliarianum as Lang (1926) had 

iggested. 
Halle (1936) described exquisitely preserved specimens 

om China. Stockmans (1939, 1940) and Leclercq (1940) 
!ported the presence of the genus in Belgium. 
Over a long period of years numerous specimens fiom 

aioiiiid ihc- world liad i)een atirii>ulc-d to the genus, manv 
ol ilitin obviously not closely related. In a review of the 
geiuis Krausel and Weyland (1940) considered many of 
ihesc and rejected all except P. scliarianum, P. luahnbach- 

ense, and, with reservations, P. microphyllum. P. karlsteini 
they placed in synonymy with P. scfiarifinmn. In 1949 they 
published a system of classification of primitive Lycopsida, 
a modification of which is em])loyed here. 

Krausel and Dolianiti (1957) added a new species, Pro- 
tolepidodendron kegeli from the Lower Devonian of Brazil. 

Banks (1960) reported specimens of Protolepidodendron 

exhibiting the characteristic bifid leaf. These were the 
first specimens from North America to demonstrate the im- 
portant generic character. Obrhel (1957, 1959, 1960, 1961) 
has reopened investigation of the Bohemian occurrences 
and Russian authors (Ananiev, 1954, Senkevich, 1959) 
reported its occurrence in the Soviet Union. 

We consider below a few of the plants that must be 
excluded from Protolepidodendron because of the success 
of Krausel and Weyland in establishing P. scharianum as a 
well-defined natural species. 

Krejci's Protolepidodendron duslianum (1880, p. 203) 
has been transferred to Barrandcina  (Stur, 1882, p. 362). 

Berry (1933) described specimens from the Middle Dev- 
onian of Virginia as Protolepidodendron primaeviim. Their 
probable arborescent habit and the form and arrangement 
of their leaf bases conform to Lepidosigillaria. Therefore, 
we include Berry's material in the latter genus. 

Knowlton (1927) published a reconstruction of the 
"Naples tree" which he called Protolepidodendron pri- 
mariiim. This, too, has nothing to do with Protolepidoden- 
dron as Krausel and AVeyland showed in 1949. 

Walkom (1928) reported two new species of Protolepi 
dodendron, P. lineare and P. yalwalense, from the Upper 
Devonian (?) of New South Wales, Australia. Krausel and 
Weyland (1949) placed these plants in Lepidodendropsis 
despite Walkom's suggestion that they were probably close- 
ly related to the "Naples Tree." We regard AValkom's ma- 
terial as possible Lepidosigillaria whitei. 

Sze's (1936) Protolepidodendron   (?) arborescens from the 
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MicliUe Devonian of Hunan. China, was also transferred to 
Lepidodcndrnpsis by Kraiisel and "W'eyland (1949). In 1952 
Sze described other specimens of this species under the 
name Lepidodetuhopsis (?) arborescens from the Upper 
Devonian of Hupei. China, but stated that the generic 
position of the plant is obscme. It is, however, certainly to 
be excludeil  from Protolepidodendron. 

In 1951, Hoskins and Cross showed that the plant 
described as Protolepidodendron microphyllum Read and 
Campbell, 1939 from the New Albany shale (Upper Dev- 
onian) of Indiana, is related to the ferns and not to the 
lyco]Jods. They created a new genus GuycampheUia micro- 
pliylla (Read and (lampbell) Hoskins and Cross for its re- 
ception. 

Frenguelli (195-1) reported a new species of Protolepi- 
dodendron, P. eximium, from the Upper Devonian of Ar- 
gentina. He reported rare bifmxations on the tips of the 
leaves but suggested that this is accidental. He also stated 
that the chief difference between this new species and P. 
scliarianum lies in the character of the leaf apex, simple 
in the South American species, and dichotomous in P. 
scharianum. Because the genus Protolepidodendron is 
founded on ihe character of the bifid leaf it is better, as 
Krausel and Doiianiii (1957) suggested, to exclude these 
specimens. 

Protolepidodendron scharianum Krejci, 1880 

Protolepidodendrov   scharianum   Krejci,   1880,   k.   Bohni.   Ges. 
Wiss. Prafr Sitzungsber., p. 203. 

Equisetitcs nilurioix  Krejci,   1880, k.   Bohm.  Ges.   Wiss.   Frag 
Sitzungsber., p. 204. 

Dicratiophyllum auslralicum  Dawson, 1881, Quart. Jour.  Geol. 
See. London, .37, p. 30fi, pi. 13. figs. 1.5, 16. 

Chauvinia scharyana  Stur, 1882, k. Akad. Wiss. Wien, Math.- 
Natur. Kl. Sitzungsber, 84 (2), pp. 333-339, pi. 1, figs. 1, 2. 
  aiistralica Stur, 1882, k. Akad. Wiss. Wien, Math.-Na- 

thur. Kl. Sitzungsber., 84 (2), p. 335. 
Protolepidodnulron scharyaiium Potonie and Bernard, 1904, 

Flore devonienne de I'etage H de Barrande; Supp. to Systeme 
Silurien du centre de la Boheme by J. Barrande, pp. 40-43, 
figs. 94-102. 
  karUteini Potonie and Bernard, 1904, Flore devonienne 

de I'etage H de Barrande; Supp. to Systeme Silurien du cen- 
tre de la Boheme by J. Barrande, pp. 39-40, figs. 91-93. 

Lang, 1926, Trans. Roy Soc. Edinburgh, 54 (III- 

Protolepidodendron  scharyanum   Krausel   and   Weyland,   1929, 
Abh. Senckenberg. Naturforsch. Ges., 41, pp. 315-360. 
 Krausel  and  Weyland,   1932,   Senckenbergiana, 

14, pp. 391-403, figs. 1-8, 10-14. 
 Krausel and Weyland, 1933, Palaeontographica, 

78B, pp. 26-28, fig. 18. 
 Halle, 1936, Palaeontol. Sinica. Series A. 1  (4), 

pp. 1-30. pis. 1-4. 
 Krausel  and  Weyland,   1940,   Senckenbergiana, 

22, pp. 6-16, figs. 1-4. 
 Leclercq, 1940, Mem. Acad. Roy. Belgique. Series 

2, 12 (3), pp. 3-65. 
Obrhel, 1957, Sborn. t:istredn. tJst. geol. 23  (7), 

p. 540. pi. 1., fig. 1. 
scharianum  Obrhel,  1959,  Vestnik  Ustredn.   t'st.  geol., 

Obrhel,  1960, Sborn.  t:istredn.  Ust. geol., 25, p. 
34, p. 386. 

101. 
— Banks,  1960, Pro parte, Senckenberg.  Lethaea, 

41  (1), pp. 72-74, pi. 2, figs. 5-7. [Non pi. 2, fig. 8]. 
 Obrhel, 1961, Sborn. Ustredn. tJst. geol., 26, pp. 

21), pp. 790-792, pi. 1, figs. 9, 10, 11. 

Diagnosis.—Herbaceous l)Copod exhibiting dichotomous 
branching. Axes up to 15 mm. in width; bearing spirally 
arranged leaves sometimes appearing as a pseudo-whorl. 
These attached by enlarged bases and possessing tips that 
fork at a point distal to the mid-point of the leaf. Xylem 
cohmin triangular in cross-section, mesarch in development 
and primary in origin. Traces to the leaves (1 or 2 ?) fromi 
the mesarch protoxylem points. Tracheids with scalariform 
thickenings. Cortical cells roiuid-polygonal in cross-section, 
more or less rectangular in longitudinal section. Sporangia 
globose to reniform, borne on the adaxial smface of an im- 
niodified sporophyll. 

Holotype.—The s]iecimen first described by Krejci 
(ISKO) and illustrated by Stiu' (1882, pi. 1, fig. 1) and Po- 
tonie and Bernard (1904, fig. 102) is considered to be the 
type specimen of the species   (Obrhel, 1961, p. 16). 

Type locality.—Srbsko strata, Devonian (Lower Give- 
lian) from Hostin, Czechoslovakia. 

Discussion.—Xxnold (1939, p. 284, pi. 1, fig. 3) reported 
finding leafless axes at Gilboa, New York, (Locality II) 
which he designated cf. Protolepidodendron sp. Krausel, 
too, collected a small twig at Gilboa, which he thought re- 
sembled P. scharianum and which matched Arnold's speci- 
men   (Krausel and Weyland, 1940, p. 12). With the excep- 
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lion of these two sQiiiewhat indefinite records there were 
no valid descriptions of I'rololcpidodendron in North 
America prior to 1960. In that year, Uanks describetl s|)eci- 
mens attributable to P. scliarianuiii. 

Materials.—The specimens of Frolulcpidodcndron scha- 
rianum from New York, NYSM, Type Catalog No. lO.^d.'?, 
are found in a fine-grained black shale at Locality 12. 

Distribution.—The one known occurrence of Protoirpi- 
dodendron srhariaiium in the U.S.A. is eastern New York 
(Locality 12). The horizon is Moscow formation, Tiough- 
niogan stage. Krian series, Middle Devonian   (=: Gi\eiian). 

Protolepidodendron gilboense, sp. nov. 

Plate 38, figures 1-8 

Cf. Protolepidodendron sp. Arnold, 1939, Contrib. Mus. Pale- 
ontol. Univ. Mich., 5 (11), p. 284, pi. 1, figr. 3. 

Protolepidoleiidrou schariatuim Banks, 1960, Pro parte, Sen- 
ckenberg. Lethaea, 41, p. 73, pi. 2, fig. 8. [Non pi. 2, figs. 5, 
6, and 7]. 

Diagnosis.—Herbaceous lycopod with dichotomous 
branching. Axes up to 4.5 mm. in width, bearing spirally 
arranged persistent leaves with bifid tips. Bifurcation oc- 
curs in the distal half of the leaf. Enlarged leaf base elon- 
gated vertically; triangular in side view. Xylem column 
L3 mm. in diameter, periphery denticulate in cross-section, 
exarch in development, primary in origin. Traces to leaves 
arise from exarch protoxylem points. Tracheary elements 
annular, scalariform, reticulate, and circular bordered 
jMttcd, ranging in size from IS^u to 67/i in diameter. Cortex 
weakly zoned, an outer zone of smaller, thicker walled cells, 
and an inner zone of larger cells. Epidermis of thick-walled 
cells. No reproductive structures known. 

Holotype.—BBFC, Type Catalog No. 70. 
Paratypes.—BBPC, Type Catalog No. 66, 67, 68, 69. 
Type locality.—Riverside Quarry (Locality 11), Gilboa, 

Schoharie Co., New York. 
Horizon.—Moscow formation, Tioughniogan stage, Erian 

series, Middle Devonian   (= Givetian). 
Derivation of the name.—After the locality, near Gilboa, 

New "\'ork. 

Description of tlie species.—The plant fossils arc con- 
tained in a poorly beddetl sandstone that also contains 
small amounts of unoxidized iron impurities. The plants 
are most often preserved as compressions and the carbon 
film is usually noncellular. Some specimens are preserved 
both as impressions and with cellular preservation by iron 
l>)rite. Here and there, stems show traces of structureless 
limonite, probably the result of weathering of the pyrite. 

The plant axes are narrow, ranging from 3 to 4.5 mm. 
in width and averaging aboiu 3.7 mm. The longest speci- 
men observed measures 16.7 mm., but this measurement 
serves only to indicate the size of the fragments involved. 
Branching is dichotomous, but only rarely does one find 
more than one dichotomy on one specimen  (PI. 38, fig. 1). 

In general, the surface of the plants shows only oval 
markings arranged spirally (PI. 38, figs. 1, 2). Occasionally, 
however, axes are found that exhibit both these oval mark- 
ings and lateral leafy appendages, some of which can be 
shown to be bifid (PI. 38, fig. 2). On the more slender 
axes the oval markings (or leaves, if present) are arranged 
in a steeper spiral, on wider axes in a flatter spiral. The 
width of the stem governs the number of leaves visible 
in one gyre of the helix. Wider stems have as many as five 
leaf bases on the part of the gyre visible on the surface 
of the specimen, but more often the number is three or 
four. This would suggest from six to ten leaves in one gyre. 
The absence of leaves on the siuface of the fossil is caused 
by the splitting of the matrix through the fossil; the leaves 
are persistent. That it is not possible in every case to dem- 
onstrate the presence of forked leaves is attributed to events 
of interment or subsequent preservation rather than to the 
absence of a bifurcate tip during the life of the plant. In 
some instances apparently simple leaves coidd be shown to 
be bifid by the technique of degagement (Leclercq, 1960a). 
The leaves range in length from 3 mm. to 6 mm. wMth an 
average length of 4.3 mm. The length of the leaf distal to 
the bifiucation showed considerable variation, never being 
more than a third and generally one-fourth or one-fifth of 
the length of the leaf. In lateral view the leaf is seen to en- 
large at the point of its attachment to the stem. Its base 
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is vertically clongateil and occupies the whole of the area 
described above as an oval marking. Thus there is no struc- 
ture homologous to a leaf cushion 

Epidermis.—The epidermis is seen at various points 
along the periphery of the cross-section (PI. 38, fig. 5, up- 
per margin). It consists of a single layer of cells, the radial 
a.\is of which is generally longer than the tangential. As 
seen in cross-section, the radial axis of the cells ranges 
from 24ix to 54.9/i but averages about 35.4/i. Tangential 
measurements range from 9.2^ to 24.4/i with an average of 
15.7/x. The maximum radial measurements are probably 
misleading since the epidermal cells appear elongate when 
the section passes through them at an angle, as it does 
where the epidermis covers the leaf bases. In this instance 
the minimum railial measmeineiu is probably more signifi- 
cant than either the maximimi or the average. The walls 
of the epidermal cells are relatively thick; sometimes half 
the diameter of the cell is coinposetl of wall material. There 
is no evidence of the presence of a cuticle. The epidermis 
was not seen in longitudinal section. 

Cortex.—The cortex occupies the region from the epi- 
dermis to the pyritic region surrounding the xylem strand. 
It is indistinctly zoned. The area 4-5 cells deep just within 
the epidermis is composed of cells that are strongly thick- 
ened at the corners, sometimes also on the tangential walls. 
Inward from this area the cortical cells are larger in di- 
ameter. Their walls are still relatively thick, but generally 
lack additional thickenings. These zones are not sharjilv 
delimited; the line of demarcation is finther obscured 
by the leaf bases which are extensions of the inner zone 
of the cortex. Since at a given level of the stem several 
leaf bases can be seen in a single section the relationships 
of the cortical zones are difficult to decipher. It is most 
likely the outer cortical zone, however, that is the cause of 
the pattern discernible on the surface of the stems (PI. 
38, fig. I). The inner edge of the cortex is poorly preser\ed. 
The cells of this area are generally completely crushed so 
that the inner margin is delimited by a region of car- 
bonaceous debris. 

W'e were unable to obtain longiiudinal nieasuremenis of 

cortical cells or to observe any pitting on the walls. 
Between the cortex and the xylem strand is a zone thai 

is com]josed entirely of crystals of pyrite. No cells are pre 
served in this zone and what may have been leaf tracer 
crossing the zone are usually represented only by a car 
bonaceous residue. Any tissues that might have beer 
present in this region are no longer represented. 

Xylrni strnnfl.—The vascular strand of P. gilboense is a 
solid column of tracheids about 1.3 mm. in diameter. The 
protoxylem forms ridges around the perimeter of the ceni 
tral metaxylem cylinder. In cross-section, therefore, the 
xylem strand resembles a cogwheel with the teeth repre 
sented by the protoxylem points which are 16 in number 
\\liether this number is constant throughout the plant ii 
not known. However, all the sections obtained from a spe 
cimen several centimeters long had the same number o 
protoxylem points. 

As indicated abo\e. matination of the xylem is exarch 
the tracheids with the smallest diameters are located a 
the tips of the denticulations. The base of each of the dent 
ticidations consists of 3-4 metaxylem cells crowned by i 
varying number of protoxylem cells. The number of protoi 
xylem cells, and hence the size of the dentations varie: 
from level to level. 

Leaf traces arise at the protoxylem points. Because oi 
disruption of the trace by the growth of the large pyrite 
crystals in the zone peripheral to the xylem strand, trace; 
are not preserved. Where the trace can be distinguished ir 
the cortex, it is cut longitudinally, indicating that it passet 
horizontally through  the cortex. 

The xylem is composed of annidar, scalariform, retica 
late, and roimd bordered [litted elements. The protoxylem 
elements are annular. The tracheitis of the metaxylem show 
a transition from the perijjhery inwards from scalariform 
to reticidate to round bordered pitted. Borders are strongly 
develojjed on the metaxylem elements. The transition be- 
tween large reticulate elements with numerous openings to 
elements with round bordered pits is almost impeiceptible. 
The pits are numerous and crowded. End walls are visible 
in a few cases. These are elongate in the elements located 
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near ihc |)c-iiiilK'iy of llic xylciii (olimiii l)ui only 1-3 times 
the vviillli ol ihc tell in oilieis. ll was nol possible to obtain 
measurements of tracheicl cells from longitudinal sections 
because cells exhibiting both end walls were not found. In 
cross-section the metaxylem cells range from 18.3 to 67.1// 
in diameter with an average of 43.()l/i. Proioxylem cells 

average about 18^^. 
licprodiictivr slyiiiliirr.s.—No rcproduclivc structures 

are known. 
Discussion.—Extensi\e collections were made at River- 

side Quarry (Locality 11) in 1957, 1958, and 1959. These 
soon yielded the specimens with bifid leaves that were re- 
ported by Banks (1960) as Protolepidodendron scharianum. 
Subsecpiently some of the stems, indistinguishable exter- 
nallv from Protolepidodendron scharianum, were shown to 
possess a fliued xylem strand that is different from the tri- 
angidar protostele reported by Kraiisel and Weyland (1932. 
395-396). The dichotomously branched, slender axes with 
spirally arranged bifid leaves necessitate the assignment of 
our material to Protolepidodendron. The differences in 
anatomy require the establishment of a new s]jecies for the 
specimens from Riverside Quarry. 

Comparison of P. gilboense u'itli earlier species.—P. gil- 
bocnse agrees most closely with P. scharianum because in 
both species the bifurcation of the leaf occurs near its apex. 
The forking of the leaf in P. wahnbachense occurs at, or 
proximal to, the mid-point of the leaf and in P. kegeli it 
occurs in the proximal one-foiuth of the leaf. In agreement 
with Krausel and Dolianiti (1957) we exclude P. eximiiini 
Frenguelli (1954) from the genus because its leaves have 
not been shown to bifurcate. 

Protolepidodendron scharianum is the only other species 
for which stelar anatomy has been described. Its xylem is 
triangular, its protoxylem mesarch and its tracheids all 
scalariform. The terete, but denticulate, xylem strand of 
P. gilboense with its 16 exarch protoxylem points and a 
variety of tracheid types is different. In Table 4 the char- 
acteristics of the species of Protolepidodendron as well as 
their stratigraphic and geographic occmrences are stnn- 

marized. 

Comparison of P. gilboense with other genera.—Read 
(1936) described briefly Lycopogenin callicyrta from the 
I'ljjjer Devonian New Albany shale of Kentucky. He gave 
only a single sketch of the transverse section but it caused 
us to borrow the type for comparison with P. gilboense. 
Differences clearly outweigh any similarities. The cortex of 
Lycopogcnia has some "secondary" cells, P. gilboense has 
none. The xylem of Lycopogenin is lobulate rather than 
denticulate. The lobes are not continuous vertically but 
are associated with the appearance of leaf traces that first 
appear within the periphery of the xylem strand. The 
origin and departure of the traces is clearly complex. In 
the cortex the traces become elliptical and develop two 
protoxylem groups. In P. gilboense the traces arise from the 
denticulations around the periphery of the xylem strand 
ami the latter are continuous throughout our material. 
The traces themselves remain terete, with a single protoxy- 
lem group. We suggest that ultimately it will be necessary 
to remove Lycopogenia from the Lycopsida. 

Zalessky (1931) described Lepidodendron stylicum from 
the Upper Devonian of the Donetz Basin. Its protostele is 
exarch but has 40 protoxylem points whereas P. gilboense 
has only 16. Its inner and middle cortex are preserved, and 
the latter seems to be composed of radially elongate cells. 
The cortex of P. gilboense is nol zoned in this way. Leaves 
of /.. stylicum are unknown, those of P. gilboense are char- 
acteristically bifid. The two plants agree in size of stem and 
number and arrangement of leaf bases, but L. stylicum is 
said to have a foliar scar, whereas P. gilboense lacks this 
feature. The two plants are clearly distinct and /.. stylicum 
may be closer to the lepidodendrids. 

Zalessky's (1931) Helenia and Heleniella are compres- 
sions that also have much in common with other Devonian 
lycopods. Their leaf bases are arranged in a low spiral like 
that of Protolepidodendron, Colpodexylon, and others. 
However they are distinguished by the presence of parich- 
nos scars. The lycopods of earlier Devonian time, such as 
Protolepidodendron gilboense, are distinct in their forked 
leaves and lack of parichnos. 

Lutz    (1933)   erected   the   genus   Lepidodendropsis   for 
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Mississippian lycopsids whose leaf bases are arranged in a 
low spiral. He separated these plants from Zalessky's genera 
Helen id and Helen ie I la by their lack of parichnos. Again 
onr material is distinct in its bifid leaves, but we do sug- 
gest that the large complex of Upper Devonian-Mississip- 
pian lycopsids {Helenia, Hcleuiella, Lepidodendropsis, 
Sublepidodendrou, etc.) needs re-examination. Several 
authors [e.g. Jongmans, 1939, 195-1) transferred Zalessky's 
comjiressions to Lepidodendropsis with little explanation 
and with only a cmsory discussion of their critical charac- 
ters. If the group proves to be the progenitor of Lepidoden- 
dron and Sigillaria and to be distinct from the herbaceous 
lycopods, then it is certainly worthy of greater attention 
than it has received up to now. 

Smith (1962) recently described a twig of Lepidophloios, 
L. kilpalrickensis, from the Scottish Lower Carboniferous. 
The xylem strands of L. kilpalrickensis and P. gilboensc 
are strikingly similar, yet the twig of the former and stem 
of the latter are different in other ways. P. gilboensc has 
cortex and leaves comparable to a living Lycopodium. L. 
kilpalrickensis has primary and "secondary" cortex and a 
large padlike leaf cushion. The twigs of L. kilpalrickensis 
show other characters of lepidodendrids such as the ligule, 
parichnos, secretory ducts, and fibrils connecting the scal- 
ariform bars of the tracheids. All of these are lacking in 
P. gilboensc. 

The comjjarison of I'votolcpidddcinhnii i^ilbooise with 
Lepidophloios kilpalrickensis leads us to speculate again 
about the origin of certain types of Lycopsida. The two 
plants aie similar in size of axis and in size and configura- 
tion of tlic x)lem strand. Nevertheless in terms of differen- 
tiation in the cortex and leaf cushion they are markedly 
dissimilar. It seems reasonable to us that Protolepidoden- 
dron and Lycopodium are both members of a line of her- 
baceous lycopods that arose early in the evolution of land 
jjlants and that has persisted to the present time. Possibly 
from an ancestral form, shared with P. gilboensc, there 
arose a second line of Lycopsida that soon evolved such 
characters as leaf cushions, ligides, parichnos, secondary 
cortex, an arborescent habit and other fcaiuies found in 
Carboniferous le])idodendri(ls. 

Support for such an hypothesis is both positive and 
negative. First there is the remarkable resemblance in habit 
between Drepanophycus, Colpodexylon, Sugambrophyton, 
and Prololepidodendron on the one hand and Lycopodium 
on the other. Where their anatomy is known, it too is simi- 
lar. The plants are also similar in being eligulate and lack- 
ing parichnos strands. Leaves are persistent in all cases. On 
the contrary one finds Lepidodendron slylicum in the Up- 
per Devonian already displaying the differentiation in the 
cortex that characterized the lejjidodendrid line and that is 
well de\eloped in Lower Carboniferous jjlants such 
Lepidophloios. 

Obviously much more information is required before we 
can even approach a solution to the problem and the diffi- 
culties are nimieroiis. One is the paucity of petrified axes of 
De\onian age. \Ve admit that the preponderance of Ly- 
copodium-Uke steles in the Devonian may be only coinci- 
dental. A second difficidty is the scarcity of specimens large 
enough to demonstrate an arborescent form. Lepidosigil 
laria and our Amphidoxodendron (see below) may be 
arborescent but unfortunately their anatoinical structiuc 
is imknown. A third difficulty is the rarity of specimen- 
well enough preserved to demonstrate conclusively tlit 
presence or absence of scars such as ligule and parichnos. 
A fointh difficulty is the high frequency of the pattern ol 
leaf arrangement that we call jjseudowhorled or a low spi- 
ral. This pattern persists into Lower Carboniferous in such 
forms as Sublepidodendrou and Lepidodendropsis. The re- 
sult is a tendency to arrange a single evolutionary series 
such as that proposed by Krausel and Weyland (1949, p. 
111). In spite of the problems involved, we continue to sug- 
gest, if only tentatively, the existence of at least two 
evohuionary lines, one herbaceous and one leading toward 
the arborescent habit. Until the evidence becomes more 
substantial, many fossils cannot be assigned to either of 
these lines. 

Malerials.—P. gilhoeme DBPC, Type Catalog No. 70. 
Ilolotype and No. 66, 67, 68, and 69. 

Distribution.—I', gilboensc is known only from Middle 
Devonian strata ai Cilboa, Schoharie Counfv  (Localiiy 11). 
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Characteristics 

Axis 
width 

liranching 

Leaf 
size 

form 

arrangement 

traces 

Sporangia 

Anatomy 
vascular 

Localities 

/'. scliaihinum 

maximum  9.0  mm. 

dichotomy 

maxiinum 6 mm. long 

bifurcate   near   tip 

spiral 

single,   oblique 

adaxial,    ovate    to    reni- 
form 

triangular,    mesarch 
scalariform 

Hostin,   Czechoslovakia; 
Elberfeld,    Germany; 
Queensland,    Australia; 
Yunnan,   China;   Eupen, 
Belgium;    Altai,    USSR; 
Kazakhstan    SSR;    New 
York,  U.S.A. 

Middle   Devonian 

/'.   iLuihiiharhnisr P. hegrli 

maximum   3.4  nun. width   not   given 

unknown unknown 

maxiinum   10   mm. maximum 15 mm 
long long 

bifurcate at or near mid- bifurcation 
point near base 

spiral spiral 

unknown unknown 

unknown unknown 

unknown unknown 

Elberfeld,    Germany; Piaui,   Brazil 
Estinnes-au-Mont, 
Belgium 

Lower   Devonian Lower Devonian 

P.    gilhornse 

maximum 4.5  mm. 

dichotomy 

maximum 5 mm. 
long 

bifurcation  near tip 

spiral 

single,   oblique 

unknown 

denticulate, 
exarch,  several 
tracheid  types 

New York,  U.S.A. 

Middle   Devonian 

Table 4. Summary of the characteristics of the spcci 
their   stratigraphic  occurrence. 

Genus COLPODEXYLON Banks, 1944 

Generic diagnosis.—Dichotomously branched stems up to 
2.5 cm. wide, bearing leaves in a flat helix; successive gyres 
of the helix alternating. Elliptical leaf bases contiguous 
or nearly so. Leaves persistent, up to 3 cm. long; three 
forked; lateral prongs half or less as long as the central. 
Sporangia adaxial on the leaf; proximal to the fork; el- 
liptical in shape. Vascular structure a lobed protostele with 
exarch or mesarch protoxylem. Xylem all primary; observed 

metaxylem elements scalariform. 
Type of the genus.—Colpodexylon dealsii Banks, 1944. 
Discussion.—Colpodcxylon, with the morphology, anat- 

omy, and reproductive structures described, is one of the 
best preserved of Devonian lycopods. It has been reported 
from both Middle and Upper Devonian beds in New York 
(Banks, 1944,  1960; Hueber,  1959). The three-forked leaf 

es of Prntohpiiiodnitiron, the  localities   from   which   they  have   been   reported,   and 

is the chief diagnostic character, but often it is visible only 
after careful uncovering (see PI. 39, fig. 1). Decorticated 
specimens are abiuidant at the type localities. They permit 
the tentative identification of jioorly preserved specimens 
from other localities. 

Colpodexylon deatsii Banks, 1944 

Plate 39;  Plate 40 

Colpodcxylon deatsii Banks, 1944, Amer. Jour. Botany, 31, p. 651, figs. 
1-15, 17, 19, 21, 22, 24, 25. 

Colpodexylon sp. Hueber 1959, MS. Thesis, Cornell University, Ithaca, 
New York, p. 22, pi. 8, figs. 4, 5, 7, 8. 

Colpodexylon deatsii Banks 1960, Senckenberg. Lethaca, 41, p. 74, Text 
fig.  1. 

Diagnosis.—Dichotomously branching stems bearing el- 
liptical leaf bases arranged in pseudowhorl. Stems 12-15 
mm. in width, up to two feet in length. Leaf bases contig- 
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iioiis laterally, their margins continuous vertically, average 
length 3.5 mm., width 1 mm. Sixteen to twenty leaves in 
one gyre of the helix. Outer stem sinface probably smooth. 
elliptical pattern resulting from the loss of the ejiiclermis 
and some outer cortex. Leaves persistent 0.5-0.8 mm. wide. 
20-30 mm. long, three-forked, central prong 12-15 mm. 
long, laterals 4 mm. long. Sporangia adaxial on unmodified 
leaves, elliptical in shape, 1.8-3.8 mm. long by 0.5-1.6 mm. 
wide. Xylem protostelic, lobed in cross-section. Protoxylem 
exarch or mesarch. Metaxylem elements chiefly scalari- 
fonn. but scalariform-reticulate and reticulate also present. 

Holotypc.—DBPC, Type C^atalog No. 71  (and paratypes). 
Type locality.—Near I'ontl luldv. Sulli\an County. New 

York  (Locality 19). 
Horizon.—Delaware Ri\cr Flags. ct|iii\alcni lo the ma- 

rine Upper Ithaca or linfiekl formations. Finger Lakes 
stage, Senecan series. Upper Devonian   (^ Frasnian). 

Description.—Colpodexylon has now been found at sev- 
eral localities in New York in addition to the tyjie locali- 
ties. Hueber (1959) reported a pyritized stem from the 
Onteora formation of eastern New York (Locality (>) ihat 
he designated Colpodexylon sp. .Although two species of 
Colpodexylon were described b\ Banks (HJ-f-l), anatomy js 
known in detail only for C. dealsii. Since the transverse 
section of the Onteora specimen is so closely similar to that 
of the type, we assign it to C. dealsii. .At a nearby locality 
(Locality 8) we have foimd Colpodexylon deatsii with tri- 
furcate leaves attached, as well as several other specimens. 
identical except for the absence of leaves, that we assimie 
to be C. deatsii. Other lycopods from the same strata we 
regard  as  indeterminable. 

From the type localities (3, 19) one (an collect today 
only badly pre.served specimens of the kind illustrated as 
Plate 10, figure 5. -Several pieces of Colpodexylon are illus- 
iraicd here in order to facilitate comparison with other ly- 
(ojjods from New York. Jn addition to those already dis- 
cussed, Plate 39, figures 1 and 3 and Plate 10, figures 1 and 
2 show clearly that the entire surface was covered by long 
lax leaves. One trifurcate leaf is indicated by an arrow on 
Plate 39, figiue 1. Plate 39, figure 3 and Plate 10, figure 2 

show a ninnber of leaves in side view. They show that the 
leaf arose from a narrow crest on the leaf base, not from an 
enlarged base like those of D. colophyllits (PI. 32, fig. 3) 
and Arcliaeosigillnria vanuxemi (PI. 35, fig. 4; PI. 36, figs. 
1-7). Plate 39, figures 2, 5, and 6 illustrate the essential fea- 
lines of the anatomy. Figure 2 shows the lobed protostele 
and figures 5 and 6 scalariform tracheids. No new fructi- 
fications have been found since their original description 
(Banks, 1944). Important as they are to the demonstra 
lion of the plant's lycopsid affinities, they will rarely be 
available for the purpose of identification of specimens. 

AV'e have examined one specimen of Colpodexylon sp. 
(NYSM No. 11655) from marine black shale strata correla 
live to the continental Onteora beds. This specimen (Lo- 
cality 44) consists of an axis 17 cm. in length to which three- 
forked leaves are attached. The general asjiect of leaves 
and stem suggest C. trifumiliim, but preservation is prob- 
ably too poor to warrant a specific designation. 

Three localities (21, 22, and 29) have yielded stems cov- 
ered by long leaves. Unfortunately, no leaf has been shown 
10 trifurcate. Thus the single most positive generic char- 
acteristic is lacking. However, in this instance, there are sev- 
eral other characteristics that suggest that these specimens: 
belong to Colpodexylon. The narrowness of the leaf at the 
point of attachment, the number of leaves in one gyre ol 
the helix, and the smooth outer surface of the stem are 
characteristics shared by both Colpodexylon and Drepanb- 
phyrus gaspianns. However the total length of the leaf in 
Colpodexylon may reach 30 mm. and is often 10-15 mm. up 
to the ]Joint of trifurcation whereas the leaf of D. gaspinnus 
generally does not exceed 5 mm. In addition, the attitude 
of the leaves (divaricate in Colpodexylon and falcate in 
I), gaspinnus) emphasizes the difference in leaf morphologv 
(PI. 39, figs. 1, 3; PI. 40, figs. I, 2; and PI. 33, figs. 1-4). Wc 
have little doubt, therefore, that the fossils from localities 
21, 22, and 29 do, in fact, represent Colpodexylon sp. 

All other localities at which Colpodexylon-Wke specimens 
have been found have yielded only badly preserved plants 
ilial we can associate with Colpodexylon oidy tentatively. 
11 has hcc-ii  particularly heljjful  to  have several  hundred 
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sijeriinens ol Colptxlrxylon dcaisit fiom ihc type locality 
available for comparison. Ihc latter demonstrate a wide 
variety of preservation types with which some of the more 
poorly preserved specimens can be matched. Locality 26 m 
particular has yielded specimens comparable to Plate 10, 
figures 3 and I. In the absence of further evidence, we 
have ideniilied these specimens as cf. ColpodcxyUm. A 
larger collection from the locality should yield more con- 
crete eviilence. Localities 18 and 40 have yielded decorti- 
cated lycopods that might be Colpodexylon. They resemble, 
for the most jiart, the specimen from the type locality that 

is illustrated on Plate 40, figure 5. 

Discussion.—Swckmiins' illustrations of Drcpauophycus 

aff. gaspianus (1940) closely resemble Colpodexylon in gen- 
eral apjjearance. These two plants are similar in the 
pseudowhorled leaf arrangement, in the number of leaves 
in one gyre of the helix and in the width of the leaf at its 
point of attachment. Both plants possessed a smooth outer 
surface, but in D. gaspianus the base of the leaf was some- 
what enlarged. In the size of the leaf base D. gaspianus 
appears intermediate between Colpodexylon with no basal 
enlargement and Archaeosigillaria with a strongly enlarged 
leaf base relative to leaf size and axis width. In D. gaspi- 
anus, this enlargement of the leaf base sometimes results in 
rhombs on the stem surface. Colpodexylon on the other 
hand lacks such a surface configuration. The most critical 
difference between these two plants is expressed in the 
morphology of the leaf, the long trifurcate leaf of Colpo- 
dexylon contrasting sharply with the shorter falcate leaf of 

D. gaspianus. 
Some specimens that have been attributed to Lepido- 

dendropsis (Jongmans, 1954, pi. 23, figs. 28b, 28c) share 
features of leaf arrangement and number with both Col- 
podexylon and D. gaspianus (see PI. 39, figs. 3, 4; PI. 40, 
figs. 1-4; PI. 33, figs. 3, 4). These specimens exhibit a leaf 
configuration and si/e that approaches Colpodexylon, but 
they lack the definitive trifurcation. They are also clearly 
separable from D. gaspianus on the basis of leaf morphol- 
ogy. The superficial similarities of these plants emphasize 
the limitations of identifications based on badly decorti- 
cated specimens. 

To date, repoi ts of Calpodexylori have been confined to 
New York State. However, in view of the large number of 
specimens at liic i\])e localities it seems only a cjucstion of 
lime before it turns up elsewhere. 

Materials.—Colpodexylon dealsii 
DBPC, Type Catalog No. 71. Holotype (and paratypes); 

DBPC, 1490-2; DCM, (specimen not numbered). 
Colpodexylon sp. 
DBPC,  1182; USNM, 42219; \\S.\I,  Ilfi55. 

Cf. Colpodexylon 
DBPC,   1150,   M54,   1580;   C;UPC,  4611;   N\S.\I.   11611. 
Distribution.—Colpodexylon deatsii is restricted to the 

Upper Devonian (Frasnian) of New York State. Specimens 
discussed here are from localities 6, 8, 18, 19, 21, 22, 26, 
29, 40, and 44. 

Genus LEPIDOSIGILLARIA Krausel and Weyland,  1949 
Lepidosigillaria white! Krausel and Weyland, 1949 

Plate 37, figures 5, 6 

Lcpidodendron primaevum  ? Clarke, 1887, Science, 9  (225)  p. 516. 
.^rrhaeosigillaria primaeva White,  1907,  New York  State Mus. Bull. 

107, pp. 327-340, pi. 1-11 . 
Protolcpidodnt(iro7i  primacvum  Berrv,   1920,  Ann.  Rept.  Smithsonian 

Inst, for 1918,  p. 380, text fig. 28.' 
.Irchaeosigillarla priinae'va Arber,  1921,  Devonian Floras, p. 66, text 

fig. 39. 
     Hirmer,   1927,   Handbuch  der  Palaobotanique,   I,   311, 

text fie. 13. 
Prololrpidodftidron   primarium   Knowlton,   1927,   Plants   of   the   Past. 

Princeton  Univ. Press. 
Prololcpidodendron primacvum  Berrv,   1933,  Bull.  Torrev  Bot.  Club, 

60  (2), pp. 73-75. pi. 7. ■ 
Lepidosigillaria   wliitei   Krausel    and    Weyland,    1949,    Senckenber- 

giana,'30, p. 148. 

Doubtfully assigned are.— 

Prntolepidodendron lineare Walkom, 1928, Linn. Soc. New South 
Wales, Proc, 53, pp. 310-314, pi. 24, figs. 1, 2. 
  yalivalcnsc Walkom, 1928, Linn. Soc. New South Wales, Proc, 

53, pp. 310-314, pi. 24, fig. 4. 
.4rchacosigillaria primaeva Arnold, 1939, Contrib. Mus. Paleontol., 

Univ. Mich., 5   (11), p. 280, pi. 1, figs. 1, 5. 

Excluded are.— 

Lcpidodendron primacvum Rogers, 1858, Geol. of Pennsylvania, II, 
Part 2, p. 828. fig. 675. 

Lcpidodendron primacvum Dawson, 1881, Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc. Lon- 
don,  37  p.  302,  pi.  12,  fig.  13. 
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Diagnosis.—Arborescent plant with short, narrow, lax 
leaves. Leaves on vertical costae on lower portions of the 
trunk, becoming spirally arranged above. Leaf cushion 
with distinct leaf scar. Leaf trace, ligule and parichnos 
scars reported. 

Holotypc.—The specimen described by \\hite (1!)()7) 
and on display at the New York State Museum, Albanv, 
New York, is the holotype of the species. NYSM Type 
Catalog No. 647-1. 

Type locality.—Grimes Gully. 1 mile west of Naples, 
Ontario County  (locality 43), New York State. 

Horizon.—Hatch shale, \Vest Falls formation, Chemung 
stage. Senecan series, Upper Devonian   (^ Frasnian). 

Description.—A fidl description with excellent illustra- 
tions was given by White in 1907. 

Discussion.—'When first uncovered the Naples Tree was 
over 15 feet in length and showed no sign of branching. 
Subsequent reconstructions that illustrate recinved dicho- 
tomously forked twigs are ]jurely speculative. The specimen 
is reported to have both lepidodendroid (on the upper 
trunk) and sigillarioid (on the lower tnmk) leaf arrange- 
ment. The transition in leaf arrangement caused Arnold 
(1939) to specidate that the basic phyllotaxy was that seen 
in the sigillarioid portions of the tnmk and that the spiial 
arrangement was due to lateral deformation during fossil- 
i/ation. We agree that the basic phyllotaxy is sigillarioid 
and that some lateral deformation is present. However, we 
interpret the two seemingly different jjhyllotaxies as the 
residt of an increase in the diameter of the stem in the basa! 
portions of the tnmk. The distance between the center of 
adjacent vertical rows of scars on the lower portion of the 
trunk (5.5 mm. at 0.3 m. above the base) is nearly doidjle 
that higher up (2.7 mm. at 1.5 m. above the base). Be 
cause of the alternation of .scars in adjacent vertical rows 
the spiral arrangement is emphasized when the scars arc- 
closer together laterally. The vertical arrangement is em- 
phasized when the scars are farther apart. The scars, even 
high on the trunk, are oriented in vertical rows. They do 
not show the lateral off-set that is characteristic of mosi 
lepidodeiulroids  and   that   have   been   illustrated   for   tlu- 

Naples Tree by some writers   (see Berry, 1920, text fig. 28 
and Knowlton, 1927, fig. 23). 

The taxonomic position of this fossil has been in doubt 
e\er since White's description. According to White, por- 
tions of the coaly compression were sent to Dawson who 
iileiitified them as being conspecific with Lepidodendron 
primacvum Rogers (1858, p. 828, fig. 675). As Arnold 
(1939, p. 281) and Krjiusel and ^Veyland (1949, p. 137) 
pointed out, Rogers' specimen is completely indetermin- 
able. "White recognized that the outlines and sinface fea- 
tures of the leaf scar, as well as the short leaves with conical 
bases, prevented the assignment of his plant to Lepidoden- 
dron. Accordingly he placed it in Archaeosigillaria. His as- 
sumjnion that this genus might be a synonym of Prololcpi- 
dodendron was shared by other authors (Berry, 1920, 
1933: Arber. 1921: \\'alkom, 1928). 

In line witli this opinion. Walkom (1928) described two 
plants which he believed were congeneric with the Najiles 
Tree which he named Protolepidodendron Uneare and P. 
yalwalense. He placed the plants in new species because ol 
the poor preservation, wide geographic separation (Ne^v 
South Wales), and imcertain stratigraphic position (prob- 
ably Ujjper Devonian). Su|>erficially these specimens show 
a marked resemblance to the Najjles Tree in size and ar 
rangement of the leaf cushions. P. Uneare resembles the' 
basal, sigillarioid phyllotaxy and P. yalwalense the distal, 
lepidodendroid pattern. Preservation of the two species i.' 
poor, and none of the truly diagnostic features of either 
Protolepidodendron or Lepidosigillaria are present. Other 
authors (KrSusel and Weyland, 1949 and Jongmans, 1954) 
belie\ed that \\'alkom's material belongs to Lepidodendrop- 
sis Lutz. In our opinion the positive characteristics of cush- 
ion size, shajje, and arrangement on raised ridges preclude 
assignment of these specimens to Lepidodendropsis. These 
same characteristics suggest affinity with Lcpido.ngillaria 
u'hitri. Our assignment of Walkom's material to /.. whiiri 
is made, therefore, with some reservations. 

Berry (1933) described plant remains from the Middle 
(or Ujiper) Devonian of Virginia which he ascribed lo Pxi 
lolrpiddilcndron priinacinun. Berry's illustration   (1933, pi. 
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■) is ,scciiliii^r|y iiulisliii)4uisliMl)lc lioni Wliilc's |)hilc II. 

(Ve are inclined lo acccj)! Ik'iiys inaU-iial as /.<'j>iil<)sii!,ll- 

aria whilci. 
Arnold (1939) siiidied two specimens Ironi die Upper 

Devonian of New ^'ork (locality 45) that he named Arch- 
leosigilloria priinacva. These black shale specimens arc 
)Oorly preserved so that their assignment to Lcpidosigillarin 

vliiiri must be considered tenuous. 
In 1949 Kraiisel and Weyland reconsidered (he nomcn- 

latine of the Naples Tree. Its arborescent habit, leaf, par- 
chnos, and ligule scars, as well as the morphology of iis 
eaves, and the lack of information about its anatomy ex- 
:lude it from both Archaeosigillaria and Protolcpidndcn- 
iron. The German authors, therefore, erected a new genus, 
Lepidosigillaria, for its inclusion as Arnold (1939, p. 281) 
lad suggested should be done. They selected a new specif- 
c epithet—whilci—because Rogers' specific name—pri- 
naeinim—was a noincn  nudum. 

Even a cursory study of White's (1907) description of the 
Vaples Tree shows the extensive variation in appearance 
jf the different parts of the tree. As Clarke (1887) noted, 
the differences in form and arrangement of leaf bases at 
successive levels of the trunk would have provided a half 
iozen species if they had been found as detached specimens. 
Therefore, it is difficult to assign small fragments of stems 
that exhibit only one pattern of leaf base to a species that 
is founded on the presence of several patterns. It is entirely 
possible that nimierous specimens among the many "inde- 
terminable lycopods" in the State originated from plants 
of this species. 

In addition to the specimens assigned to the Najjles Tree 
by Berry, Arnold, and Walkom, we have located several 
others that we have labeled cf. Lepidosigillaria. Three 
E;roups resemble White's (1907) plate 10, figure 1. These are 
PRI, No. 26859, NVSM, Nos. 11634-11636 and DBPC, No. 
1740. The first is from Locality 35, the second from .Steuben 
Co., New York, a locality not given in oiu" listing, and the 
third from Locality 38. Three specimens resemble White's 
(1907) plate II. Flexuose riilges delimit an area from the 
center of which leaves arose when the stems were alive. The 

ihiee specimens come from Localities 9 (Dlil'C, No. 1639- 
2). 23 (C:UPC, No. 40610) and 35 (CUPC, No. 40609). All 
six categories are from the Finger Lakes stage. Scnecan 
series (=Frasnian). All s|)ecimens are loo poorly pre- 
served to show leaf scar, parichnos scars, or ligule scars. 
Despite their evident similarity to Lepidosigillaria, we can 
say only that the general pattern of their leaf bases con- 
forms to that of Lepidosigillaria. 

Materials.—Impression and compression material of the 
original .specimen NYSM Type (Catalog No. 6474 was stud- 
ied in the Museimi, where it forms part of the public exhi- 
bits. All of the new specimens, here doidjtfully assigned to 
the species, are of the compression-impression tyjie and are 
numbered as follows: PRI, 26859, N^■S.\I. 11634-11636 
DBPC, 1740, 1639-2. and CUPC, 40609 and 40610. 

Distribution.—The holotype comes from the Upper 
Devonian Hatch shale, near Naples, Ontario County (local- 
ity 43). Material assigned to the species includes Berry's 
specimens from Virginia; Arnold's material from the Upper 
Devonian of New York (locality 45); the Upper Devonian 
s])ecimens reported here (localities 9, 23, 35, 38); NYSM, 
11656. 

IXCERTAE SEDIS 

Genus AMPHIDOXODENDRON, gni. nuv. 

Generic diagnosis.—An arborescent plant branching 
dichotomously at an angle of 70°, probably in more than 
one plane. Leaf scars in a rather steep spiral and forming 
both vertical and horizontal rows. From 4-9 vertical rows 
of leaf scars visible on one surface. The ovate to elliptic- 
ovate leaf scars varying from 0.6 cm. in width by 1.3 cm. in 
length to 1.0 cm. by 2.9 cm. Fine longitudinal lines on the 
scars appearing to converge near the top of the scar. Leaf 
scars separated laterally by sinuous furrows, these furrows 
joined laterally (at least in the younger jjortions of the 
stem) by shallower horizontal furrows. Maximum diameter 
of the stem is 6.7 cm.; minimum, above the dichotomy, 
about 4.6 cm. A layer of tissue present internal to the 
leaf im])ressions; this layei tra\ersed longitiidinalh bv car- 
bonaceous strands. 
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Type species.—The lype species of ihe genus is Amplii- 

doxodendron dichntomum, sp. nov. 
Type locality.—'S.CM AVest Saugeities, Ulster County, 

New York (Locality 2). 
Hor/zon—Kiskatom formation, Tioughniogan stage, Er- 

ian series. Middle Devonian  {— Givetian). 
Derivation of the name.—The name is derived from the 

Greek amphidoxos—iloubtful and dendron—uee and al- 
ludes to the uncertain position and relationships of this 

arborescent form. 

Amphidoxodendron dichotomum, sp.  nov. 
Plate 41; Plate 42 

Eosprrmalopirrh   petiolar   scars.   Goldring.    1926.   New    York    State 
Mus. Bull. 267,  pp. 85-86,  pis. 2,   3. 

Species diagnosis.—The diagnosis for the species is the 

same as for the genus. 
Holotype.—DBVC, Type Catalog No. 52. 
Type localily.—The type locality is the same as that of 

the genus. 
Horizon.—The hori/on is the same as that of the genus. 
Derivation of the name.—The species name is taken from 

the dichotomous branching habit of the plant. 
Description.—This si>ecimen was given to the Botany 

Department, Cornell University by Mr. Lewis Gaylord of 
West .Saugerties, New York, who discovered the plant while 
excavating on his property. The fossil is preserved in two 
ways; as an impression of the outer surface of the plant 
and as an internal cast. Plate 41, figure 1 shows the fossil 
in situ. The cast is in place on top of the impression. In 
Plate 41, figure 2 the portion of the cast with the median 
dichotomy has been removed showing the impression be- 
neath. Both cast and impression are Y-shaped because of 
the dichotomy near the mid-length of the specimen. This 
single dichotomy is at an angle of about 70'': further evi 
dence of branching is present at both proximal mul distal 
portions of the cast. 

The cast.—Although broken in lemoval. all of the pieces 
of the cast could be fitted together. The cast measincs 111.7 
cm. long. The narrowest point of the main axis is (> cm. 

above the base. Distally the wiilili grailually increases to a 
maxinunn of 6.8 cm. just below the dichotomy. Just above 
the dichotomy each arm is quite narrow, the left meas- 
ining 2.8 cm. the right 2.6 cm. (PI. 41, fig. 3). The width of 
the right arm then increases to a point near its distal end 
where its configuration seems to indicate another dichot- 
omy in approximately the same plane as the median 
branching (PI. 41, fig. 5). The left arm also increases 
slightly in width from just above the dichotomy to its tip. 
This arm is nearly 14 cm. shorter than the right one and 
shows no evidence of a dichotomy, but rather the tip of the 
cast fuses with the matrix. 

A study of the base of the cast indicates that it branched 
dichotomously in a plane at a right angle to the two dichot 
omies higher up on the cast. Several considerations prompt 
this hypothesis. The cast is markedly narrower 8 cm. above 
its base (PI. 41, fig. 4). The same is true of the two arm.> 
of the cast immediately above the central dichotomy. These 
more distal constrictions agree in width (2.8 cm.) ant 
configmation (taper, thickness, surface striations) with the 
narrow point near the base. Below this latter constriction 
the basal part of the cast enlarges markedly (PI. 41, fig. 4)! 
The siele of the cast that faces the impression (not visibl* 
in PI. 41, fig. 4) is gently convex, unbroken, and markec 
by striations that continue some distance up the cast from 
the base. There is no indication whatsoever of branching 
on this side facing the impression. However, the lowen 
most 2-3 cm. of the side of the cast that faces the observei 
(PI. 41, fig. 4) is broken. The angle at which it is broker 

suggests the departure of one arm of a tlichotomy at ai 
angle of about 70°. 

The cast is elliptical in cross section. Its maximum thick 
ness, 2.1 cm., coincieles with the point at which it is widest 
Its minimum thickness, 7 mm., coincides with the narrowes 
point of the two arms just above the central tlichotomy ' 
The surface of the cast bears longituelinal striations; thes( 

are shallow but are continuous longitudinally for severa 
centimeters. There is no evidence that the strands anasto 
niosc. Neither is there evidence of leaf traces on the sin- 
lace of, or traversing, the cast. 
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The iiiil))c.ssit)ii.— riic iiK'asiiicinciHs ol the iiiipicssioii 
arc naiuially quite similar to those of the cast but do not 
coincide exactly. A few missing fragments prevent the com- 
plete reconstruction of the terminal portions of the speci- 
men. Howe\ei, the extent of the missing portions can be 
estimated by siiperimj)osing the cast on the impression. 
When this is done, the tip of the left arm of the cast merges 
with the matrix, i.e. the level of the impression. Thus it 
can be determinetl that those missing portions of the left 
arm cannot be longer than Ui cm. The extent of the missing 
portions of the right arm of the impression cannot be de- 
termined so definitely but sinface characteristics indicate 
that the missing parts are probably small. The progression 
in the surface features (shape and arrangement of the leaf 
scars) follow approximately the same pattern as on the more 
fully delimited left arm. 

The widest portion of the impression, (i.? cm., lies just 
below the dichotomy, but the arms above the branching 
do not show the sharp reduction in size that characterized 
the cast at this level. Each measures 6.2 cm. abo\e the di- 
chotomy, tapering gradually to about 4.6 cm. 

A remarkable feature of this fossil is the wide variation 
in surface sculptming evident at different levels of the im- 
pression. The lower portion of the main axis is preserved 
only as strong longitudinal ridges. The sharp declivities 
between these ridges often contain coalified carbonaceous 
material which on maceration and clearing with a bleach- 
ing agent (Schultze's solution) is light brown in color but 
entirely amorphous. The striated portion extends to within 
10 cm. of the main dichotomy where oval leaf scars appear. 
Higher up the stem where this striated portion again is 
preserved, it covers the leaf scars indicating that it repre- 
sents an inner, probably cortical, tissue. 

The oval leaf scars are arranged in a spiral forming 
both vertical and horizontal rows. There are 8-9 vertical 
rows of scars. The scars average 24 mm. high by 8 mm. 
wide. Scars along the margin are deformed laterally, prob- 
ably because of pressine during preservation (PI. 42, fig. 
1 at left). The leaf scars were prominences on the siuface 
of the living stem as is shown by the fact that they are de- 

picssed on (lie lossil. Iliis depression is greatest at the apex 
of the stai; the central jjortion being raised in a gentle 
convexity. Thus the leaf scar on the original surface had 
a promincni apical portion with a slightly concave central 
area, liic whole l)eing raised above the surface of the stem. 
The scars are separated by broad undulating furrows. 
Prominent on the surface of many scars are longitudinal 
siriations whidi tend lo coiuerge near the apex (PI. 42, 
ligs. 1, 2, 3, 4). 

At the level of the dichotomy the scars are closer to- 
gether on the spiral than on a vertical line. Beyond the 
dichotomy on each arm the scars in a vertical row are much 
closer together (PI. 42, figs. 1, 2). 

There is a continual and gradual change in the arrange- 
ment, shape, and size of the leaf scars from the area 
below the dichotomy to the more distal portions of the 
impression. This change emphasizes the pronounced dif- 
ferences in appearance that characterize the plant. The 
differences are so great that if the two extremities had been 
se|jarated during fossilization, they might have been classi- 
fied as different genera, perhaps as plants of widely differ- 
ent subdivisions. 

The most distal part of the left arm shows the greatest 
deviation from the condition seen below the dichotomy. 
This portion of the stem is the best preserved and least al- 
tered by growth. Here the scars are much closer together 
and the surface between the scars is occupied by raised 
ridges that form a hexagonal pattern (PL 42, fig. 4). The 
ridges around the scars were furrows on the surface of the 
living plant. The close proximity of the scars, both laterally 
and vertically, emphasizes the appearance of vertical align- 
ment. 

In life the scars themselves were raised, just as they were 
on the lower portions of the stem, and similarly they had a 
slight central depression. Longitudinal lines tend to con- 
verge near the apex of the leaf scars, a few of which show 
an additional featme. This is a small rounded area varying 
from 2 to 4 mm. in diameter (PI. 42, fig. 2). If these small 
areas be interpreted as true Icpidoclcnchoid leaf scnis on 
which no bundle scar is shown, then the entire structure. 
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which uc ha\e called leaf scar up lo this point in the 
description, would have to be called leaf cushion. However, 
lacking assurance that these small areas are truly leaf scars, 
we propose to continue using the term leaf scar for the 
entire oval or hexagonal area. With the evidence at hand. 
we feel the more noncommittal term leaf scar is probably 
more approjjriate since it lacks many of the connotations 
accompanving the concept of leaf cushion in the lepidoden- 

drids. 
The scars on the more distal portions are nearly as wide 

as just below the dichotomy, but there are only four \eni- 
cal rows of scars across the stem at the distal end as op- 
posed to the eight or nine rows below the central tlichot- 

omy. 
Between the two extremes of surface characters exhibited 

by the proximal and distal portions of the impression, a 
gradual change bridges the striking morphological dissimi- 
larities. Thus the elongate form of the leaf scar on the 
jjroximal portion of the axis gives way progressively to a 
more oval and then to an ovate .shape. Similarly the sinu- 
ous furrows barely discernible below the dichotomy grad- 
ually become more pronounced acropetally. 

Discussion.—Ampliidoxodendron dichotomuin is an ar- 
borescent form, but its relationships and taxonomic posi- 
tion are obscure. The new taxon is proposed as a form 
genus for large stems that display a peculiar combination 
of characters including dichotomous branching and large 
leaf scars arranged in various patterns. The surface fea- 
tures of the impression indicate that the specimen repre- 
sents aerial portions of the plant rather than a rhizome. 
There is an increase in the lateral distance between the 
scars on the impression below the dichotomy as compared 
lo those above, indicating that the stem increased in di- 
ameter. The deep, hexagonal furrows between the scars 
on the more distal portions of the impression become wide 
and sinuous below. There is also a concomitant change in 
the scars themselves. On the upper parts of the axis the 
scars appear to have been borne on raised areas separated 
by hexagonal furrows (PI. 12, fig. 2). Lowei' down they an- 
longer (from 12 mm. long above to 20 mm. long below tlif 

dichotomy)   and   the  clarity  of  the  scar  outline   becomes 
obscure  (PI. 42, fig. 1). 

Goldring (1926, pp. 85-86, pis. 2, 3) described three speci- 
mens from Gilboa, New York, that are impressions bearing 
large, spirally arranged scars. In addition to the scars, 
these specimens have areas of sclerenchymatous strands that 
reminded her of the anastomosing cortical strands of 
Eospcrmatupteris. In light of this resemblance she assigned 
the specimens to that genus, suggesting that the impressions 
probably represented the upper portions of the trimks and 
that the spirally arranged scars ^vere to be regarded as 
petiolar scars. 

Ampliido.xodriidroii is similar lo Cioldring's (1926) Eos- 
pcrinntopteris specimen that shows petiolar scars (compare* 
our PI. 42, figs. 2, 3, 4 with Goldring's plate 2). Some of the* 
scars of the Gilboa specimens are sinroiuided by raised' 
ridges that, in places, are almost hexagonal in outline. On 
the siuface of the scars are longitudinal striations that tend 
to converge towards one end of the scar. In Goldring's 
illustration, these are shown converging towards the base, 
but in light of the evidence from A. dicliotomum it ap- 
pears that her illustrations are inverted. 

Kraiisel and Weyland (1935) transferred the foliage ol 
Goldring's "Gilboa Trees"—Eospcrmatopteris (Goldring 
1924)—to their Ancurophyton (Krausel and Weyland 
1923), a genus for unattached fronds bearing bifurcated id 
timaie pinnules. The name Eospcrmatopteris Goldring wa: 
retained for the isolated stumps of the Gilboa Trees. Sim 
ilarly the specimens called petiolar scars of Eospermatop 
trris by Dr. Goldring cannot be attributed to either oil 
these genera because they fit neither generic description noi 
are they in organic connection with either. We ]5ropose 
therefore, to include Miss Goldring's specimens, believed tc 
be petiolar scars, in oin- new genus Amphidoxodcndron. 

There are longitudinal striations on the leaf scars of both 
(he holotype and Miss Goldring's specimens. Neither show; 
a positively identifiable vascular trace scar nor any indica 
tion of the presence of parichnos or a ligide. 

Several points suggest a lycopsid affinity for Ampliidoxn 
(Iciiduiii.   I hcse are: dichotomous branching, the arrange 
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iiuiu of leaves in a sigilhuioicl or lepidodendroid ])allcin, 
the llexuose furrows outlining the cushions, the number ol 
icars in one gyre of the helix which is considerably larger 
than the number usually found in Paleozoic ferns, and ihc 
absence of a single, large bundle scar or of numerous small 
icars such as are found in the ferns. The stem is uoi 
iheathetl by rootlets. Points of resemblance to ferns are: ihe 
abundant sclerenchyma in the cortex, the size of the scars, 
somewhat smaller than those of Paleozoic ferns but larger 
than those of known Devonian lycopsids, the general re- 
semblance of the scars and their arrangement to those of 
some ferns such as Cauloptcris and Plychoptcris. An ap- 
proach to the hexagonal border around some scars of 
Amphidoxodcndron can be seen on Caulopteris saportar 
Zeiller (Hirmer, 1927, p. 568, fig. 685) and to its elongate 
scar pattern in Plychopteris sp.   (Crookall, 1929, pi. 35, fig. 

2). 
Comparison with other platUs.—Arborescent stems from 

the Devonian with spirally arranged leaves are not numer- 
ous. Among the well-known lycopods only CycJostigmn 
Haughton, Lepidodendropsis Lutz, and Lepidosigillaria 
Kriiusel and Weyland warrant consideration. In none of 
these is the leaf scar as large as in Amphidoxodendron. For 
the most part these genera share only the characteristics of 
spiral leaf arrangement and dichotomous branching with 
our specimens. Two other plants are considered briefly, 
Sigillaria ? gUboensis and Demetria amadoca. 

Cyclostigma Haughton is an Upper Devonian arbores- 
cent lycopod lacking leaf cushions. Its leaf scar is small, 
round to triangular and very different in shape from that 
of Amphidoxodendron, but it has no furrows between its 
leaf scars like those that form a striking featine of A. 

dicliotominn. 
Lepidodendropsis Lutz is a genus originally described 

from the Lower Carboniferous. Some authors {e.g. Arnold, 
1947; Banks, 1960) believe that, interpreted conservatively, 
it is restricted to that period. Jongmans (1939, 1954) on 
the other hand included Zalessky's Upper Devonian HeJ- 
enia and Heleniella in Lepidodendropsis. Some authors 
have regarded its leaf arrangement as a  whorl, but  in  a 

majority of cases, if not all, the arrangement is a flat spiral. 
The leaf cushion in Lepidodendropsis bears an indistinct 
leal scar, and, at least in some species, a single bundle scar. 
The genus is clearly distinguishable from A. dichotomiirn 

on the basis of the smaller size of its axis and leaf cushions, 
on the arrangement of its leaves in a flat spiral and on the 
large number of leaves in a single gyre of the helix. 

Lepidosigillaria whitei Krausel and Weyland (the Naples 
Tree) is an Upper Devonian arborescent form from West- 
ern New York especially notable for exhibiting both lepi- 
dodendroid and sigillarian leaf arrangement on the same 
trimk. The leaf bases or cushions are raised and are se{> 
arated by furrows. In addition, at several points where 
the surface of the tree was not preserved, subsurface tissues 
show nonanastomosing strands designated as nerve (leaf) 
traces by White (1907) who described the specimen origi- 
nally. The leaf cushions of L. whitei range from about 2- 
2.5 mm. in width and from 5-8 mm. in length. The entire 
cushion, therefore, is about one-fourth the size of the scar 
on A. dichotomiirn. The single vascidar trace and two lat- 
eral parichnos on the leaf scar near the top of the cushion, 
along with the striking difference in size of the surface 
features of the stem, distinguish Lepidosigillaria from 
Amphidoxodendron. 

Sigillaria ? gilboensis Goldring, 1926 is an enigmatic form 
reported from the type locality of the Gilboa Trees, Locality 
11. It appears to be a trunk from 3-5 inches wide bearing 
long grasslike leaves up to 6 mm. wide and 27 cm. long. 
The arrangement of the leaves suggests a steep spiral, with 
perhaps six vertical rows of leaves on the face of the stem. 
The specimens are too poorly preserved for study, lacking 
almost any featine that woidd allow their being placed 
taxonomically. It may be noted, however, that the width of 
the axes, the size of the bases of the leaves, and the number 
of vertical rows of leaves are similar to those of A. dichoto- 
miirn. 

Demetria amadoca was described by Zalessky (1930) from 
the Carboniferous of the Donetz Basin, LISSR. Depressed 
oval areas on its stem rather closely resemble the leaf scar of 
A. dirhotoiuiim. Zalessky regarded these scars as leaf cush- 
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ions. They are up to 30 mm. long and 8 mm wide, and are 
separated by broail sinuous ridges that show vertical 
parallel lines. On the upper edge of the cushion is an oval 
transversely elongate leaf scar bearing a punctiform trace 
scar from which a median raised ridge descends toward 
the center of the cushion. As a result some of the cushions 
appear to have a vertical rather than a transverse raised 
portion. The leaf scars of Demetria thus show some resem- 
blance to the oblong raised areas on some of the scars of A. 
dichotomuin (PI. 42, fig. 2, left of arrow). Also, the scars 
on the proximal part of the axis from New York (24 x 8 
mm.), as well as their outline and arrangement, are in close 
agreement with those of Demetria. 

Despite some resemblances a close affinity between the 
New ^ork and the Russian plants is not indicated for sev- 
eral reasons. Demetria bears leaf cushions and transversely 
elongate leaf scars that have a punctiform trace scar and a 
median raised ridge down the center of the scar. Demetria 
lacks longitudinal striations on the cushion, lacks any indi- 
cation of cortical sclerenchyma, and its branching pattern 
is unknown. Amphidoxudendron lacks leaf cushions, lacks 
a leaf trace scar and median ridge, and has a large leaf 
scar that is vertically rather than transversely elongate. 

Stem remains of Paleozoic tree ferns are generally 
grouped into those that show anatomical preservation 
(Psaronius) and those preserved only as impressions and 
casts. The latter group is subdivided into several categories 
on the basis of the arrangement of the fronds. The generic 
designation Cauloplcris is used for stems with more than 
two rows of frond scars arranged in either a s|)iral or a 
whorl. Three species of this genus, C. lockwoodi Dawson, 
C. antiqua Newberry, and C. peregrina Ncwbciry arc com- 
pared with Amphiduxodendron. 

Caxilopteris lockwoodi Dawson is especially interesting 
because it was collected at the Gilboa locality (Locality 11) 
as well as because of its spirally arranged leaf or rachis 
scars. Dawson (1871b) thought that it might represent the 
upper portion of the Gilboa Trees. The specimen is a 
stem cast with broad petiole or leaf bases still attached at a 
few points. The stem is approximately iwo inches in widih 

and bears horseshoe-shaped leaf scars, an inch in diameter, 
and arranged in a steep spiral. The surface of the scars is 
rugose. They are borne in only five ranks around the lon- 
gitudinally striated stem. Amphidoxodendron has 8-18 rowsi 
of leaf scars, Caiilopteris lockwoodi has 5; scars of A. dicho- 
tomum are ovate to elliptic-ovate, those of C. lockwoodi 
are horseshoe-shaped. A. die liotomum is, therefore, easily 
separable from C. lockzooodi. 

Caiilopteris antiqua Newberry from the 'Corniferous 
limestone" (Middle Devonian of Ohio) is an impression 
46 cm. long and 8.9 cm. wide with spirally arranged "leaf" 
scars. The scars are rather remote from each other, there 
being only about four vertical series of scars on an axis 
7.2 cm. broad. These scars are arcuate with the convex 
edge uppermost. The surface of the scar is longitudinally 
striated as is the sinface of the stem. The dimensions of the 
scars are not stated but an approximation of their size was 
calculated from the illustrations and magnifications given. 
This method indicates an average scar width of 24 mm. and 
length of 70 mm. The spiral arrangement of the scars, the 
longitudinal striations on their sinface, and the presence of 
smaller striations as well, remind one of Amphidoxoden- 
dron. Nevertheless the wide difference in size (24 X 70 mm. 
in C. antiqua vs. 6 X 24 mm. in A. dichotomum) and form 
of the scars, in addition to the presence of hexagonal to 
sinuous furrows, dichotomous branching and larger num- 
ber of scars in a gyre of the helix in A. dicliotomiim serve 
to separate these forms. 

Dawson (1871b) also described Caiilopteris peregrina 
Newberry from the "Corniferous limestone" (^^iddle Dev- 
onian) of Ohio. C. peregrina consists of two specimens, the 
first, a stem impression 7.fi cm. in diameter bearing more or 
less spirally arranged scars, 19 mm. wide and somewhat less 
in height. Dawson described these scars as having on the 
lower portion seven slender vascular bundles passing 
oblitpiely down into the stem. The upper portion is round- 
L'd, has a slight central depression, and on some scars, lines 
foiniing a horseshoe-shaped structure. Parenchyma and 
scalariform vessels are reported from the sinface of some 
scars. 
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Tlic swoiul specimen is a cas(. 10.1 cm. in diameier with 
vertical lines or strialions. Dawson inteipicled the lines as 
flattened aerial rootlets, but they could as well l)c scleren- 

chyma strands. 
Ampliidoxodciidyou didioloiiiiiiii diUcrs i'loin Cdiilnj)- 

teris pcregrina by the width and shape of its leaf scar.s. In 
A. (lichotomurn the scars are 0.6-1 cm. wide, in C. pcregriua 
1.9 cm., in A. dichntomum they range from ovate to elliptic- 
ovate, in C. pcrcgrina they resemble a flattened ellipse with 
a horseshoe-shaped line near the upper edge. C. prrciiiiiin 
lacks the hexagonal to sinuous furrow pattern on the sur- 
face. Branching is unknown in C. peregrhm. 

The comparison of Amphidoxodendron dirholomum 
with all of the foregoing forms serves to demonstrate the 
difficidty in e\aluating poorly preserved remains of even 
widely  divergent  groups. 

For the present A. dicholomum is regarded as a lycopsid 
plant of uncertain affinities  (Lycopsida Inccrtac Srdis). 

Material.—DEPC, Type Catalog No. 52. Holotype; 
NYSM. Goldring's specimens Nos. 6548, 6549. 

Distribution.—Specimens are reported from the Kiskatom 
formation, West Saugerties, Ulster Coimty (Locality 2) 
and the Moscow formation near Gilboa, Schoharie County 
(Locality 11). Both localities are Middle Devonian (= 
Givetian). 

Genus KNORRIA Sternberg, 1825 

Knorria chemungensis (Hall), Arnold, 1939 
Sigillaria chrmungi'tis'u Hall,  1843, Geol.  New  York,  IV,  pp. 274-275, 

fig.  127   (2)   and  illustration  68. 
LepiJodcndron   chemungensc   Dawson,   1862,   Quart.  Jour.   Geol.   Soc. 

London,  18  p.  313. 
       Hall,   1863,   16th   Ann.   Rept.   of   Condition   of   State 

Cabinet of Nat. Hist.,  pp.  110,  113, fig. 6. 
 Dawson, 1871a, Geol. Sur. Canada,  34, pi. 8, fig. 84. 
 Lesquereux,   1880,  Coal   Flora,  II,  p.  396. 
Knorria  chemungensis  .\rnold,   1939,   Contrib.  Mus.   Paleontol.   Univ. 

Mich.,  5  pp. 283-284,  pi. 2,  figs.  1, 2. 

Diagnosis.—Decorticated stem fragment 35 cm. long, 
tapering from 5.7 cm. to 4.4 cm. in width. Surface bearing 
faint spindle-shaped ridges representing jiiotruding leaf 
traces. 

Holotype.—The specimen figured by Hall (1843, fig. 
127, illus. 68; and 1863, fig. 6, a copy of the 1843 illustra- 

tion) is in USNM, Fossil Plant Catalogue as No. 41128. Ar- 
nold illustrated the same specimen  (1939, pi. 2, figs. 1, 2). 

Type locality.—Wisner's Quarry, near Elmira, Chemung 
Clounty,  (Locality 42). 

Horizon.—Chemung stage, .Seiiccan series. Upper Devon- 
ian  (=: Frasnian). 

Discussion.—It is possible that tins species is the knorri- 
oid form of Lepidosigillaria or of Colpodexylon, but %ve 
agree with Arnold's decision to assign poorly preserved ma- 
terial to a form genus rather than to a genus whose diagnos- 
tic characteristics are well known. 

A specimen at NYSM, (No. 11646) is a good rejiresenla- 
tive of Knorria chemungensis. It is somewhat smaller than 
the type specimen but for this reason represents more ac- 
cmately the large number of similar specimens found 
throughout the State. In diameter of the axis and in num- 
ber of protruding leaf traces visible on the surface, it most 
nearly resembles knorrioid preservation of Colpodexylon 
deatsii, or Drepanophycus gaspianus. Similar specimens are 
nimierous in DBPC, and a few of them are listed under 
Material. 

Material.—The writers examined the holotype at USNM 
and borrowed 11646 from NYSM for study. Following are 
some of the specimens available in DBPC, No. 995 Locality 
20; No. 1182 Locality 22; No. 523 Locality 25; No. 362 
Locality 39; No. 614 Sidney Center, N.Y., locality not given 
in our list. 

Distribution.—For the type, see Locality and Horizon. 
All specimens mentioned come from the Senecan series. 
Upper Devonian {^= Frasnian). 

INDETERMINABLE LYCOPODS 

Genus DIDYMOPHYLLON Goppert 1841 
DIdymophyllon reniforme Dawson, 1862 

Plate 37, figure 3 

DiJymophyllum   [i/f]   reniforme   Dawson,   1862,   Quart.   Jour.   Geol. 
Soc. London, 18, p. 309, pi. 13, figs. 15a and b. 
 Dawson,  1871a,  CJeol.  Sur.  Canada,  23,  pi.  3,  figs.  35, 

35a. 

Diagnosis.—"Areoles prominent, spirally arranged, reni- 
form; each resembling a ])air of small stigmarioid areoles 
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attached to each other. Areoles l/L'Oth of an inch in trans- 
verse diameter, about 1 4th of an incli distant tians\ersely 
and 3/8ths vertically, in a stem .S Iths of an inch in di- 
ameter."   (Dawson, 1H62, p. 309) 

Holoty[)e.—USNM. Fossil Plant Catalog No. 41085. 
Type locality.—Near Skaneateles Lake, New York. 
Horizon.—Hamilton group, Erian series. Middle Dev- 

onian. 
Description.—Dawson believed the specimen to be Di- 

dymopfiyllou because he considereil each "areole" to be 
double, thus indicating the point of attachment of a pair 
of stigmarian rootlets. He also remarked that the "bark" 
of the specimen was smooth, a point that we consider to 
be especially significant. Dawson (1871a) subsequently re- 
ported atlditional specimens of /). renifonnc from the 
Gaspe Peninsida. 

Our examination of the type specimen confirms that 
the outer surface of the fossil is preserved and is smooth. 
We are convinced, however, that the specimen is a stem 
and that the appendages that it bore were leaves. The 
leaves were broken off just above the smooth surface of 
the stem. Undoubtedly at least a part of each leaf would 
be foimd in the coimterpart specimen were the latter 
available. The "areoles," therefore, are simply the ends 
of broken leaves, broken when the fossil was split. 

The broken ends of the leaves are arranged in a low 
spiral or pseudowhorl with 8 to 10 in one gyre of the 
helix. They are elliptical, with the long axis transverse. 
They measure approximately 1.5x0.7—1.0 mm. depending, 
of course, on the point at which the remainder of the leaf 
was torn away. Leaves are about 5.5 mm. apart in the 
spiral, measured from center to center. Vertically they are 
approximately 10.0 mm. apart. The stem is about 2.2 cm. 
wide, .\long the margin of the stem are the bases of several 
leaves. They extend at least 1 mm. into the matrix. 

Disrussion.—Goppert (1841) described Didymophyllon 
(not Didyrnopliyllum as Dawson wrote it) as a genus of 

stems bearing spirally arranged leaves in pairs. He as- 
signed it to his family .Stigmarieae. This probably led Daw- 
son  to refer to the appendages as stigmarian  rootlets.  A 

careful examination of the type specimen shows conclu- 
sively that the "areoles" or "scars ' are not double. They are 
single and are comparable to those of any other Devonian 
hcopod whose leaf is broken off close to the stem. Leaves 
along the margin of the type specimen bear out this con- 
clusion. There is no reason to place this plant in the genus 
Didyniopliyllon. 

In 1948 Krausel and Weyland placed part of "Didymo^ 
p/iylliiin" rcniforme in synonymy with Drepanophyciis, 
giispianiis. They assumed that the illustration in Dawson's 
1871a paper (pi. 3, fig. 35) was of a specimen collected by 
Professor Bell from the Gaspe (Dawson, 1871a, p. 24). This 
illustration is, in fact, the type specimen of the species^ 
which had been originally described by Dawson in 18621 
(pi. 13, fig. 15). It had been collected near Skaneateles Lake,: 
New York (see Dawson, 1871a, Explanation of Plates, 88) 
and not at the Gaspe Peninsula. We studied this specimen^ 
at the United States National Museum, but we have noB 
seen the material collected by Bell, nor is there any indi-i 
cation that Krausel and Weyland did either. 

We believe: 1) that placing this illustrated specimen in: 
synonymy with Drepanophyciis gaspianus was an error; and! 
2) that the absence of an enlarged leaf base at the point oJ 
attachment of the laminar leaf precludes assignment to 
Drcpanophycus. 

On the other hand there is very little reason to place: 
Didymophyllon rcniforme in any other well-established' 
genus. Its smooth outer surface and leaves with flattened 
laminae arranged in a pseudowhorl are characters sharedl 
by several genera of lycopods. Lacking both the subepider-' 
mal pattern and complete leaves to show whether or not) 
forking occurs, we are compelled to remove the specimen 
from Didyniophylti))! and to designate it: 

Indeterminable hcopod stem 

Materials.—See holotype. 
Distribution.—Near Skaneateles Lake, New York. Speci- 

mens have also been reported by Dawson (1871a, p. 24) 
from the Gaspe Peninsida, Canada. 
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Genus SIGILLARIA Brongniart,  1822 

Sigillaria ? gilboensis Goldring,  1926 

SlffUlaru, f ,/ilh,„;isis (.;.,lil,in«,  1926, N.Y.S. Mils. Bull.  No. 267,  pp. 
'86-87. pi. 5. 

Diag^nosis.—Vhmt axes up to 7.0 cm. in diameter, bearing 
long, lax appendages, .\ppendages up to 6 mm. in widili 

and 28 cm. long. 
Holotype.—N\SM, Type Catalog No. 6575. 
Type lorulily.—Gilboa, Schoharie County, New York. 

Probably Riverside Quarry (Locality 11), althougli this is 

not so staled. 
Horizon: Moscow formation. Tioughniogan stage, Erian 

series. Middle Devonian  (= Givetian). 

Discussion.—The specimens are poorly preserved. Dr. 
Goklring assigned the specimens tentatively to Sii^illaria 
because their leaves were still attached in spite of the large 
size of the specimen. She stated that this may indicate sigil- 
larian rather than lepidodendrid affinity. 

Hirmer (1927, p. 311) transferred these specimens to 
Archacosigillana as Archaeosigillaria ("Sigillaria") gil- 
boensis (Goldring). Such a classification is untenable in the 
light of our present knowledge of Archaeosigillaria. Until 
the disco\ery of better specimens permits a more accurate 
description of the plant, Goldring's specimens are left in 
Sigillaria ? because they can be placed in no other existing 
taxon. We are fidly aware, as was Miss Goldring, that there 
is no close relationship with true Sigillaria. 

We ha\e examined the specimen of S. ? gilboensis figiued 
by Goldring (1926, pi. 5). As noted earlier, Amphidoxo- 
dendron and 5. 7 gilboensis agree in width of stem, size of 
leaf bases, and the number of leaves in one gyre of the 
helix. We consider this evidence too slender to warrant 
uniting the two plants. 

Materials.—Goldring reported foia- specimens of this 
plant, three of which were in the collection of the New 
\'ork State Museimi. Of these we have studied the holotype 
and one other specimen. 

Distribution.—See locality and  horizon  above. 

Genus STIGMARIA Brongniart, 1822 
Stigmaria exigua Dawson, 1862 

Plate 37 figure 8 

Stii/marla exigua Da\v,on,  1862,  Quart. Jour. Geo). See. London,   18, 
pp. 308-309,  pi.  13,  fig.  13. 
 DaHson, 1871a, Geol. Sur. Canada, 23, pi. 3, figs. 30, 

30a. 

Diagnosis.—"Scars small, in depressed spaces, six in an 
inch vertically. Stem cylindrical, an inch in diameter." 

Holotype.—USNM, Fossil Plant Catalog No. 41120 and 
41120a. 

Type Locality.—Elniiia, Chemimg County, New ^'ork. 
Horizon.—Chemung group, Upper Devonian. 
Description.—The type specimen consists of a cast of a 

stem and a mold that fits against one-half of the cast. 
Dawson's 1862 plate 13, figure 13 appears to be a poor 
illustration of the surface of the cast. It does not show the 
mold. It illustrates only an "indeterminable lycopod." 
Dawson's later illustration (1871a, pi. 3, fig. 30) resembles 
more closely the actual cast. In 1862 Dawson said merely 
that the specimen is probably a root of Stigmaria, distinct 
from S. minuta Lesquereux. Later he suggested (1871a, 
1(S81) that it might be a branch of Cyclostigma rather than 
a Stigmaria. 

Our examination of the ty])e convinces us that the 
specimen is a stem of a lycopod, probably imidentifiable, 
but with affinities to Archaeosigillaria. On the cast the 
"scars" are in depressed areas. The "scars ' we interpret as 
leaf traces. The depressed areas are simply the residt of de- 
cay of soft parenchyma around the traces. The ridges 
around the depressed area are an expression of the typical 
harder (sclerenchymatous ?) cortex that forms the cortical 
pattern in most De\onian lycopods. On the cast the leaf 
traces are arranged in a flat spiral or pseudowhorl. There 
are 12 in one gyre of the helix. Adjacent gyres are close 
together and this accentuates the appearance of vertical 
rows. The centers of leaf traces are about 5 mm. apart in 
one gyre and also 5 mm. apart in one vertical row. The 
cast is 20 cm. long and has a slight taper from 3 cm. at 
one end to 2.5 cm. at the other end. There is some varia- 
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lion in ilic ]>;iiicm of ilic liilgi's, from lu'xagoiial ai ilic 
narrower end to fiexiiose ridges at the \\ider end. 

In some cases the leaf trace can actually be seen to 
consist ol cells, presumably tracheitis, preserved by linio- 
niie. These cells protrude from the cast and occasionally 
have been flattened down against the caM. Ainoiphons 
(arbon surrounds some of these traces. 

The mold represents cortical, and jjossibly e])iderinal. 
tissue outsiile the cast. It shows little pattern excc])t for 
remnants of leaf trace cells like those on the cast. V\'e pre 
Slime that if one coidd see the outer smface of the mold, he 
would see the smooth, true outer smface of the sUiii. li 
woukl be marked only by the lca\cs that arise from ii. 

Disnission.—Oin examinaiion of ihe type confirms, in 
the main, Dawson's dcscri])tion hut does add details thai 
suggest its similarity to other Devonian lycopod stems. 
There is no reason to consider this specimen a Stiginaria. 

The pattern produced by resistant cells in the cortex 
jjoints to Archarosi'^illaria (hexagonal pattern toward the 
narrow end) or to Colpodcxylon trijurcalum (flexuose 
ridges toward the wider end). Of the two possibilities 
ArcUacosigillaria is the more likely choice. It is char- 
acterized by a hexagonal pattern but on occasion this can 
apjjear as a system of flexuose ridges. On the contrary, the 
hexagonal pattern has not been associated with Colpodcxy- 
lon. Finther the leaf of Sligmaria exigiia seems to be at- 
tached in the center of the leaf base area. If this is true, S. 
cxigua is clearly distinct from Colpodcxylon whose leaf is 
attached near the apex of the leaf base area. Ii is impossible 
to eliminate com])letely the possibility ol a ielalionshi|) 
between .S". cxigua and Lcpidosigillaria. However, the si/e 
of the stem, the hexagonal leaf base areas, and the absence 
of any of the .scars that are ascribed lo LrpidnsigiUarin 
argue against such an assignment. 

Because the jiattern of the ridges surrounding the leaf 
traces in the cortex is shared by more than one genus, and 
because the specimen lacks even the bases of the lamina 
of any leaves in attachment, we conclude that Dawson's 
Sligmaria cxigua should be removed from ihai genus and 
be referred to as: 

Indeterminable  htojKxl  stem.  |)erhaps (iosest   lo  Anlh 

acosigilluria. 

Materials.—.See holotype. 
Distribution.—See type locality. 

DISCUSSION 

The study of lycopods of Devonian age has been compli- 
(aied by several factors. The first is poor preservation and 
extreme variation in the smface of the plant that remains 
alicr fossili/ation, e.g. epidermis or outer or inner cortex. 

I he second is the tendency to interi)ret Devonian plants in 
terms of the better known Carboniferous Lycopsida. This 
IS exeni|)lified by Dawson's use of Stigmaria (e.g. S. exigua) 
and G5pi)ert's use of Sigillaria for the plant now known as 
■■lii/incosigilhiria vanuxemi. The third is, once it became 
clear that some Devonian Lycopsida were truly herbaceous, 
there develoj)ed a tendency to construct a phylogenetic 
series leading from the herbaceous, presumably primitive. 
l)<opods to the arborescent Carboniferous genera. Om- in- 
tention has been to contribute some new data to all of 
these problems, to record the straiigraphic and geographic 
occurrence of Devonian Lycopsitla in New \'ork State, and 
to delimit in present-day terminology the species that can 
be recognizetl in this State. 

In any study such as the prcseni ii is always difficult and 
sometimes impossible to know what earlier writers had in 
mind when they u.sed a taxon which has since been sub- 
divided, changed, or even abandoned. Desi)ite pronounced 
morphological dissimilarities, earlier authors, perhaps in- 
liuenced by the great body of information concerning Car- 
boniferous lycopods, were inclined to use names like Lepi- 
dodrndron, Sigillaria, and Stigmaria for lycopodiaceous re- 
mains from the Devonian. Somewhat later, it was believed 
that the.se Devonian plants perhajis represented stock an- 
tes! ral to the Clarboniferous forms and prefixes connoting 
this relationship came into vogue (Protolcpidodendron 
pyiinannnn for Lcpidodcndron primaevum, Arrhacosioil. 
laria rlicmungcnsis for Sigillaria cliemungcnsis). These 
names were often adopted without the formality of nomen- 
tl.iiorial change. Hence it is exceedingly difficult to deter- 
mine the usage of many earlier reports in relation to pres- 
eni concepis of genus and species. 
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"We Iiave nppio^Klicd iliis |)r(>l)l(in in two ways. In rcgan! 
0 publisliecl rcporis we liave ignored those wliose descii])- 
ions or illustrations are inadequate. Thus Table 5, colinnn 

1 includes just tliose reports of specimens from within the 
>tatc that meet our standards or that include specimens 

vliidi we have examinetl. 
In addition we have examined the collections of .some 

iniscinns and have annotated many specimens in an at- 
;eni|>t to determine the modern equivalents for some of the 
Dlder terminology. Some of these are tabidated in Table fi. 
\s might be expected, usage was completely inconsistent. 
It is impossible therefore, to make the generalization that 
ill specimens bearing one older name shoidd be placed 
n the same modern category. 

Recognition of fossils as Lycopsida by morphologisis re- 
ijiiires a knowledge ot the morphology and arrangement 
3f their leaves or other micropliyllous appendages, the 
discovery of adaxial or axillary sporangia, and the discov- 
ery of anatomical structure. Rarely are all of these featmes 
available in one collection. However, progress over the 
years has been such that one can point with confidence to 
the existence of well-defined Lycopsida contemporaneously 
with Psilopsida in the earliest well-authenticated records of 
vascular plants. Efforts now ha\e to be concentrated on 
extending the list of plants that are well imderstood and 
on determining evolutionary patterns among early Ly- 

copsida. 
In Table 7 some of the critical characteiistics of a num- 

ber of Devonian lycopods are summarized. The compari- 
sons in the following paragraphs are drawn from this in- 

formation. 

Table 5. Revised list of lycopods reported from the Devonian of 
New York State. Because of the confusion arising from earlier broad 
usage of names, only those reports are included in which specimens 
are described, adequately illustrated or examined by the present 
authors. 

EARLIER   REPORTS   OF   LY- 
COPODS   WITHIN   THE 

ST.\TE 

SPECIES   RECOGNIZED   IN 
PRESENT   REVISION 

l)n/iiiriofi/iyius     fnluphyllus,     sp. 
nov. 

Aicharosig'illaria  vanuxemi 

PIololcpiJoilindron schnrumuin 

I'rulalrpiJocti-inti on gilhurnsr, sp. 
noN'. 

Colpocicxyloii Arals'ii 

ColpoJrxylon   tr'tfurcatum 

I.,p idosig ill aria icli iiri 

A mphlJoxoJrndron    dicliotomun 
gen.  et  sp.  nov. 

Kiionla   chrmungcnsis 

Indeterminable  lycopod  stem 

cf. spinosus Drcpanophycus    spinosus    forma      Drepanophycus 
typica Banks,   1960. 

Drepanophycus   gaspianus Lepidodendron   gaspianum   Daw- 
son,   1862,   1871   {Pro parte). 

Sigillaria  f gilhoensis 

Lepidodendron   gaspianum 
Vanuxem, 1842, p. 157, fig. 38. 
Mather,   1843,   p.   300,   fig.   6; 

p.  322, fig.  14. 
Dawson,     1862,      1871      {Pro 

Parte). 

cf.  Lepidodendron 
Vanuxem, 1842, p. 184, fig. 51. 

Gilboaphyton   goldringiae 
.Arnold,  1937,  pp. 75-78,   1   pi. 

/Irchaeosigillaria   I'anuxemi 
Banks, 1960, pp. 59-88. 

Protolepidodtndron   scharianum 
Banks,   1960   {Pro   parte),   pp. 

72-74, pi. 2, figs. 5-7. 

cf. Protolepidodrndron sp. 
Arnold,  1939, p. 284, pi.  1, fig. 

3. 
Protolepidodrndron   scharianum 

Banks,  1960  {Pro parte), p. 73, 
pi.   2,   fig.   8. 

Colpodexylon dcalsii 
Banks,   1944,  651,  fig.   1-15,  17, 

19,   21,   22. 
Colpodexylon   sp. 

Hueber,  1959,  p. 22, pi. 8, figs. 
4,  5,  7,  8. 

Colpodexylon   trijurcatum 
Banks,   1944,   p.   655,   figs.   16, 

18, 20, 23. 

Lepidodendron   ?   primaevum 
Clarke,   1887,  p.  516. 

Archaeosigillaria    prima eva 
White,   1907,   pp.   327-340,   pis. 

1-11. 
Arnold, 1939, p. 280, pi. 1, figs. 

1, 5. 

Fospermtiloplrris, petiolar 
scars 
C5oldring,   1926,   pp.  85-86.   pis. 

2, 3. 

Sigillaria   chemungensis 
Hall, 1843, pp. 274-275, fig. 127 

and  illustration  68. 
Knorria chemungensis 

Arnold,   1939,   pp.   283-284,   pi. 
2, figs.  1, 2. 

Didymophyllum    (sic)    reniforme 
Dawson,   1862,   p.   309,   pi.   13, 

figs. ISa, b. 
Dawson,   1871a,   p.   23,   pi.   3, 

figs.  35,  35 a. 

Sigillaria   ?  gilboensis 
Goldring, 1926, pp. 86-87, pi. 5. 
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Indeterminable  lycopod  stem 

Now  known  to  be   animal.  Plu- 
mulina  plum aria   Hall 

Probably not a plant 

Sligmaria cxigua 
Dawson,   1862,  pp.  308-309,  pi. 

13,  fig.  13. 
Dawson,   1871a,   p.   23,   pi.   3, 

figs.  30,  30a. 

LycopoJites   vanuxfmi 
Vanuxem,  1842,  p.  175,  fig. 46. 
Hall. 1843, p. 273, fig. 125. 
Dawson, 1862, pi. 17, fig. 57. 

Sigillaria  slmplicitas 
Vanuxem, 1842, p. 190, fig. 54. 

Hotli hfibatcoiis ami arborescent lycopods are now- 
known from the Devonian. Several genera have been pic- 
tured as having trailing or creeping rhizomes with erect or 
recurving, aerial branches: Drepanophycus (Krausel and 
Weyland 1935, p. 183, fig. 7), Sugambrophyton (Schmidt, 
1954, p. 17, fig. 2), Colpodexylon (Banks, 1960, p. 75, fig. 1). 
We suspect that this Lycopodium-like habit characterized 
most, if not all, of the smaller Devonian lycopods. Certainly 
those species for which this habit of growth has been 
postulated are species for which the number of available 
specimens is large. This gives some assurance that these 
reconstructions are correct. Berry (1920, p. 380, fig. 28) 
drew a reconstruction of the Naples Tree that has been 
copied widely. Altlioiigh the original specimen was im- 
branched, no one has cjuestioned the erect habit of Berry's 
reconstruction or challenged the possibility that it did 
terminate in dichotomous branches. We believe that 
Amphidoxodendron likewise stood erect, was of a size to 
be considered treelike, and probably imdcrwent .some kind 
of secondary growth. 

On the basis of leaf arrangement and morphology there 
are four groups of early lycopods. Those with laminar, lax 
leaves, arranged in a low spiral are represented by Barn- 
gwanathia and Colpodexylon. This type appears in Lower 
Devonian and continues up into Upper Devonian. A sec- 
ond type, represented by the Lower Devonian species 
Drepanophycus spinaeformis, has irregularly arranged, 
large, spinous appendages that give the appearance of a 
fleshy nature. They taper from a large base to a rounded 
or blunt lijj and they are clearly not laminar. Archaeosigil- 
larin illustrates a third ty|)e of leaf that arises from .nn en- 

larged base and tapers quickly to a short lamina. These 
leaves are arranged spirally. The fointh category that we 
recognize likewise originates in Lower Devonian, in the 
genus Protolepidodendron. This category is still represent- 
ed in the Lower Carboniferous in Eleutherophyllum. The 
leaf is enlarged at its base and is bifid at some point along) 
its length. In Protolepidodendron the arrangement is a low 

Table 6. Revised nomenclature of some museum specimens pre- 
viously unpublished but which have been examined and annotated 
during the present study. Such a list emphasizes the wide variation 
in   present  equivalents  of  sume  of the  older  terminology. 

PREVIOUS  NAME 

■^rcharosigiUaria  chemungensis 
NVSM,  11634. 
NYSM,  11635. 
NYSM,  11636. 

.■Irchacosigillaria  cf.  chemungcn- 
sis 

NYSM, 11637. 

Arcliaeos'miUaria   gas plana 
NYSM,  11638. 

Archarosigillaria   primarva 
NYSM, 11639. 
NVS.M, 11640. 
NVSM, 11641. 
NYSM, 11642. 
NYSM, 11643. 
NVSM, 11644. 
NYSM, 11645. 

-■Irchaeosujillaria  cf.   primacva 
NYSM, 11646. 

I.ipidodendron chemungnise 
USNM, 42220. 

Li'p'uloJi'iidron   gaspianum 
NYSM,  11647! 
trSNM, 42218. 

I.rpidodrndron 
NYSM,  11648. 

Protolepidodendron prlmaevum 
USNM, 42219. 

Protolepidodendron   sp. 
NYSM,  11649. 
NYSM,  11650. 

Psilophyton princeps 
\*ar. ornalutn 

.AMNH, 785a, 785b in USNM 

PRESENT   DESIGNATION 

cf. Lepidosigillaria 
cf. Lepidosigillaria 
cf.  Lepidosigillaria 

?  Barrandeina 

Arcbaeosigillarla  fanuxemi 

Drepanophycus   colophyllus 
?   Drepanophycus   colophyllus 
cf.  Colpodexylon 
?   Colpodexylon 
Undetermined 
Indeterminable  lycopod. 
Indeterminable lycopod. 

Kiiorria chemungensis. 

Indeterminable lycopod. 

Drepanophycus colophyllus 
Drepanophycus colophyllus 

cf.   Drcpanopliycus   colophyllus 

Colpodexylon  sp. 

Colpodexylon   trifurcalui, 
Indeterminable 

Protolepidodendron  scharianur, 
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piial (pseiulowliorl) like lli;il of Colpodcxyloii, whereas in 
•ilcutlicrophylhim it is reported to be whorled. It is clear 
)n the basis of present knowledge that spirally arrangctl 
eaves appeared as early in the fossil record as irregularly 
irranged leaves and also that laminar leaves are as ancient 
IS thornlike appendages. These two conclusions are sup- 
jorted by the two Lower Devonian genera Bavogwauatlna 

ind DrepanopJiycus. 
Simple leaves and forked leaves also appear more oi 

ess simultaneously in the record of the Lower Devonian 
Period. Proloh-pidodendron wahnbachense and Sui^fun- 
brophyton both have forked leaves whereas BaragxDanathin 
ind Drepanophycus both have simple leaves. Further, the 
wo types continue side by side up into the Carboniferous. 
Simmermann (1959, p. 143-144) suggested that the forked 
leaves of some early lycopods represent a telome truss: 
:hat simple leaves represent a reduction from forked 
leaves. This hypothesis is in opposition to the enation hy- 
pothesis which postulates that microphyllous leaves arose 
by the acropetal vascularization of a scale. The fact that 
two types of leaves appear equally early and exist con- 
temporaneously for a long period of time necessitates 
additional theorizing. Perhaps, for example, microphyllous 
leaves arose more than once and by more than one method. 
Possibly pre-Devonian plants, currently unknown to us, 
bore more complex leaves (telome trusses) that were re- 
duced by Devonian time to small, branched leaves (Prota- 
Irpidndcndron) or to simple leaves (Baragicanathia, Dre- 
pniiophycus). We prefer the first suggestion until such time 
as e\idence recjuires another hypothesis. 

It would be particularly helpful to know more about the 
true outer surface of the stems of these early lycopods. The 
vagaries of preservation and the damage caused by splitting 
of fossiliferous rocks usually destroy this siuface. However, 
beautifully preserved specimens of Colpodcxylon, transfer 
preparations of Archaeosigillaria vanuxemi and Drcpcnio- 
phycus gaspianus, and the specimen we label "indetermin- 
able lycopod" (pidymophyllon reniformc) a!! demonstrate 
a smooth surface, interrupted only by the insertion of 
leaves. There is, of course, variation in the si/e and shape of 

the base of the leaf at tlie level of its insertion on the stem. 
The base of the leaf of Arcliarosigillaria is somewhat hex- 

agonal, that of D. gaspianus somewhat rhomboidal, and 
that of Colpodcxylon curved-lenticular. It is also interesting 
If) note that when the outer smface is exposed, there is 
no e\'idence of a leaf cushion nor of ligide scars, parichnos 
s(ars, or of leaf abscission. So far as we can determine these 
herbaceous lycojjods retained their leaves imtil death or 
some other agency caused them to wither away. 

W'e have also concluded that many of the most charac- 
teristic patterns seen on lycopod fossils are the result of 
the loss of epidermis and perhaps some cortex as well. 
CnlpodexyJon frequently shows a pattern of flexuose lines 
rather similar to that which outlines the cushions of 
Lcpidodendrori. This pattern, characteristic also for Pro- 
tolepidodendron, seems to be caused by strands of cortical 
cells that may be more resistant to decay. We wish to em- 
])hasize that this pattern is definitely not seen on specimens 
whose outer surface is preserved in its original condition. 

Sporangia are known for several species. Those of 
Protolcpidodcndron scluirianum and Drcpanophycus spin- 
ncformis have been studied mainly by Kraiisel and Wey- 
land and are adaxial. Those of Colpodcxylon were des- 
cribed by Banks, also as adaxial. Lang and Cookson have 
stated that sporangia of Baragwanathia are in a position 
adaxial to the leaves. In other words the sporangia appear 
to be flattened on the stem just above the insertion of the 
leaf. The authors were uncertain whether this meant an 
axillary position or a modification, during fossilization, of 
an adaxial position. Sugambrophyton pilgcri is believed by 
Schmidt to have adaxial sporangia rather similar to those 
of Protolcpidodendron. 

All of the genera with which sporangia are associated 
lack cones imless the peculiar lateral branches of Lycopo- 
diles oosensis (Krausel and Weyland, 1937) are regarded as 
cones. The fertile leaves seem to be little differentiated 
from sterile leaves. Only in Baragwanthia is there a sugges- 
tion that perhaps certain zones are composed of fertile 
leaves, others of sterile leaves. In any case the conclusion is 
that   Devonian  herbaceous   lycopods   showed   a   ])rimitive 
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type of sporangial arrangement comparable to tliat in the 
modern species Lycopodium selago. 

It is most desirable that we locate sporangia from whicii 
spores can be obtained and described as belonging imques- 
tionably to these herbaceous species. Lang and Cookson 
(1935) found spores in sporangia of Baragiuanathia. Krau- 

sel and Weyland (1937) reported isospores of the Triletrs 
type from Lycopoditcs oosensis, a Frasnian species, and 
some poorly preserved spores from Drepanophycus spinac- 
formis (1935). Nathorst (1902) reported megaspores asso- 
ciated with Cyclostigma kiltorkcnse. Perhaps future work 
will supplement the meagre records that are now available. 

The stele of Devonian lycopods is a solid protostelc 
where known and is presumed to be similar in those spe- 
cies where it is represented only by a flattened strand. The 
stele of Protolcpidodcndron scharianum was described bv 
Krausel and ^Veyland as triangular in cross section, with 
three mesarch protoxylem points. Our P. gilboense, sp. 
nov. differs sharply in being denticulate in cross section 
and exarch in development. Baragwanatliia has a stellate 
stele with exarch protoxylem. ArcliaeosigiUarin jmnuxrini, 
as reported here, has a lobed protostele. Calpodexylan is 
lobed and exarch or mesarch. Drepanophycus often shows 
a flattened strand of va.scular tissue that may, in life, have 
been terete. The cortex of Protolcpidodcndron, Archarosi- 
gillaria, and Colpodcxylon is narrow and relati\ely uni- 
form. It is comparable to that of living Lycopodium ami 
distinctly unlike the complex zoned cortex of lepidoden- 
drids in which secondary activity is present as well. From 
it, leaves arise directly so that there is no tissue comparable 
to the leaf cushion which is found in so many lepidoden- 
drids. Thus the herbaceous lycopods of the Devonian re- 
semble their modern descendants anatomically as well as 
in their habit and their external morphology. 

Tracheids of the metaxylem of living Lyco|)sida aic des- 
cribed generally as scalariform. It is somewhat surprising. 
therefore, to find round bordered pits, which are usuallv 
regarded as an advanced type, in Protolcpidodendron gil- 
horiise. However the extensive studies of primary xylem by 
rjicihoist   (I960) indicate that this discovery need not be 

wholly unexpected. He found in Lycopodium an onto-' 
genetic series of pit types from annular to reticulate to cir- 
cular bordered to scalariform. The last type thus follows, 
rather than precedes, reticulate and circular bordered. Fre- 
quently in stems of Lycopodium selago scalariform pitting 
is never achieved. These Devonian plants show that various 
j)it types arose early in evolution and were not confined to 
any one specific group of plants. 

It is nearly 20 years since Banks (194-1) first noted the 
lack of direct evidence linking the herbaceous with the ar- 
borescent lines in the Lycopsida. He suggested that on both 
morphological and anatomical grounds the Devonian forms 
ol the Lycopsida showed a rather distinct sejjaration into 
herbaceous forms with persistent leaves and larger arbores- 
cent forms with leaves that abscissed forming a definite leaf 
scar. Krausel and Weyland (1949) doubted the naturalness 
of this distinction. Instead they preferred to arrange sev- 
eral lycopsid genera in levels of increasing complexity, 
finally reaching the Carboniferous arborescent forms. This 
arrangement tends to imply that the main stream of evolu- 
tion was from herbaceous to arborescent. 

These two views are not necessarily mutually exclusive 
as Banks pointed out in 1960. Reference to Table 7 and the 
foregoing discussion suggests that there existed during the 
Devonian a pool of anatomically similar herbaceous lyco- 
pods. Members of this complex (pool) had several charac- 
ters in common with modern Lycopodium, including habit, 
cligidate leaves, probable homospory, lack of leaf cushions, 
antl type of stele. From this complex, numerous evolution- 
ary lines may have arisen or continued. One is the ligu- 
late, arborescent, heterosporous type, another is the ligulate, 
herbaceous, heterosporous type and a third is variations 
among the eligulate, herbaceous, homosporous line. The 
tliinl line has been jjresent since lycopods first appeared 
and the close resemblance of early Devonian lycopods to 
modern Lycopodium has been noted by many authors. 
Despite the possibility that arborescent forms evolved from 
Devonian herbaceous types, it is notable that the ligulate, 
heterosjjorous lycopods are distinct as far back as they can 
be liaced in the fossil record. The Upper Devonian aiboi- 



characteristics Baragwanathia Drepanophycus Sugambrophyton Archaeosigillaria Protolepidodendron Colpodexylon Eleutherophyllum Zi^ner^annia Lepidosigillarta Amphidoxodendron 

Habit herbaceous herbaceous herbaceous herbaceous herbaceous herbaceous herbaceous herbaceous herbaceous arborescent arborescent 

Width of axis (max.) 1-6.5cm (2cm 
average) 

2.6cm up to 5.0cm up to 9mm up to 4Tnin up to 2.5cm 3.0-3.5mm 3.0mm 12-38.5cm up to 6.7cm 

Leaf composition simple; up to 2cm 
long, lax. laminar, 
1mm wide 

simple; up to 2cm 

long; from lax to 
stiff falcate 

simple to 3 times 
dichotomized; 

simple; with 
flattened lamina 

up to 5-6mm long 

bifid; up to 

15mm 

simple; l-2mm 
long; spatulate 

trifurcate; 

2-3cm long 

bifid simple simple; ligulate unknown 
(possibly 
grass like) 

Arrangement spiral to 
pseudowhorled 

irregular to spiral 
to nearly whorled 

irregular to 
spiral 

spiral spiral to 
pseudowhorled 

spiral 
(pseudowhorled) 

pseudowhorled whorled; successive 
whorls alternate 

whorled (?) spiral to vertical spiral 

Abscission no no no no no no no no no yes unknown 

Stem surface probably smooth smooth; some species 
with ridges or 
bosses as 
characteristic 
decortication 
pattern 

smooth smooth; decorti- 
cation pattern 
he.xagonal 

true surface rarely 

seen; usual decorti 
cation pattern 

flexuose ridges or 
oval tubercles 

probably smooth 
between leaves 

smooth between 

leaves 
parallel furrows 
between leaf bases; 
furrows alternate 

between whorls 

leaves with decurrent 
bases; no surface 

pattern 

cushions with leaf 

bundle; parichnos 
scars, and ligule 
pit 

decorticated; 

leaf bases sur- 
rounded by hexa- 

gonal to sinuous 

X lem stellate xylem 
strand 

flattened strand 
of tracheids 

unknown lobulate xylem 

column 

triangular and 
denticulate in 

small strand 

of tracheids 

lobed xylem 

column 
ridged xylem unknown unknown unknown 

Development exarcb unknown unkno™ exarch exarch and mesarch unknown exarch to mesarch unknown unknot unknown unknown 

Tracheitis annular thickened 
tracheids 

annular thickened 

tracheids 

unknown scalariform; 
reticulate 

annular; scalariform; 
reticulate to round 
bordered pitted 

type unknown scalariform; 
scalariform- 
reticulate; 
pitted 

unknown unknown unknown unknown 

Sporangia reniform; perhaps 
adaxial or axillary 

adaxial; axillary 

various shapes may be 
axillary 

adaxial (?) adaxial adaxial; rounded, 
possibly on a cone- 

like branch 

adaxial; 
reniform 

unknoim unknown unknown unknown 

Age Lower Devonian Lower to Upper 

Devonian 

Lower Devonian Lower Devonian to 
Upper Carboniferous 

Lower to Middle 

Devonian 

lower Upper 
Devonian 

Middle and Upper 

Devonian 

Lower Carboniferous Upper Devonian Upper Devonian Middle Devonian 

Table 7.    Comparison of lycnpoil genera pcrtint-nt to this 
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escent genera LcpidosigiUaria, [.cpidodrndropsis, and .S('''- 
Icpidodendron seem to be more closely allied to C:arbonif- 
erous genera than to earlier Devonian genera. Badly need- 
ed therefore are additional examples of well-preserved ly- 
copods that will provide some actual evidence of a link 
between younger arborescent and older, herbaceous genera. 

Amphidoxodendron dichotomum, gen. nov. et sp. nov. 
from the Middle Devonian of New York demonstrates th;ii 
arborescent Lycopsida appeared early in the fossil record. 
The new plant is more than 3>4 feet in length. Scars at 
both extremities  show  that   the  plant  certainly   attained 
greater dimensions. They also show repeated dichotomous 
branching. At least one of the dichotomies probably stood 
at an angle of 90° to the others. This is a strong indication 
that   the   plant   was   erect,   contrasting  sharply   with   the 
trailing, ascending habit of the herbaceous lycopods. Des- 
pite the poor preservation of its external surface, it may 
have borne  microphyllous  leaves  attached  in  the  upper 
portion of an enlarged leaf base. Ligule and parichnos scars 
are not preserved. Strengthening tissue in the outer cortex 
consists of either elongate sclerenchyma-type cells or some 
form of periderm. No mantle of roots such as covered the 
stems of tree ferns is present here. The arrangement  of 
the  leaf bases,  closely  packed,  and  somewhat  hexagonal 
above, widely separated and elongate-oval lower down on 
the stem, is one additional feature supporting the interpre- 
tation of the plant as a lycopsid. Despite the absence of 
leaves attached to the stem, there is some indication that 
they were of the  lycopsid  type.  First  is  the convergence 
of raised lines on the surface of the leaf base  toward  a 
small area near its apex. This area in some cases resembles 
a leaf scar, although it is neither sufficiently uniform in 
appearance nor in occurrence to convince us that it is a 
true leaf scar.  Second  is  the  absence  of  either a  single 
large  leaf  trace  or  of  a  group  of  leaf  trace  scars  such 
as characterize a  fern.  It  is our interpretation  therefore 
that Amphidoxodendron may have borne grasslike leaves 
that were inserted on a rather large leaf ba.se which lacked 
any scars. If the poorly preserved stems that Miss Goldring 
referred to SigiJIaria ? gilboensis prove ultimately to be 
parts of Amphidoxodendron.  as wc  think   they  probably 

are, the reference of our plant to Lycopsida could be con- 
sidered certain because the leaves of her s[jecimens are 
clearly lycopsid and in no way fernlike. 

Whether Amphidoxodendron evolved from a group of 
early herbaceous lycopods or arose directly from some un- 
known ancestors, it is clear that the arborescent habit di- 
\erged at an early date from the basic pattern. This basic 
pattern is represented by a line of trailing, herbaceous, 
honiosporous, eligiilate lyco|)ods that has been a feature of 
the landsca]3e continuously from the earliest Protolepido- 
dendron to the modern I.yropodium. 

Taxonomically the genera of herbaceous lycopods are 
gradually becoming more discrete. This generalization is, 
of course, valid only when specimens to be identified re- 
tain some essential features or when one is able to utilize 
the techniques that are essential in bringing out character- 
istics that are not immediately visible. One genus that still 
causes difficulty is Drepanophyctis. All species reported 
share the one characteristic of falcate leaves. However, the 
regularity of arrangement of the flattened laminar leaves 
of D. gaspianus relates this species more closely to such 
plants as Colpodcxylon than to D. spinaeformis. Similarly 
the size of the axis, size and shape of the leaf base, the oc- 
casional appearance of oval tubercles when leaves are 
missing, and the occasional appearance of a pattern of 
flexuose ridges on the surface of the stem all relate D. 
colophyllus more closely to Protolepidodendron than to 
other species of Dreponophynts. However, until such time 
as we find bifid leaves on D. colophyllus, we are unwilling 
to place it in Protolepidodendron. For the time being, we 
prefer to emphasize the main generic characteristic of 
Drepanophycus (the falcate leaf) and include our new 
species in this admittedly heterogeneous genus until better 
information makes jjossible a more natural disposition. It 
is thus clear that new and better preserved lycopods can 
still add greatly to our understanding of the group and 
can bring about further rearrangement of the species. 

Table 8 shows the stratigraphic distribution of lycopod 
species in New York State. The distribution of these ly- 
copod remains is related to the pattern of sedimentation 
prevailing during the Devonian. This in turn is, at least in 
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Table 8. SUraLigraphic distribution of lycopod species in the Devonian 
of New York. 
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NEW YORK 

Series Stage 

Famennian Chautauqua 
Conewango 

Cassadaga 

Frasnian Seneca 
Chemung X X X 
Finger Lakes X X X X X 

Givetian 

Eifelian 

Erie 

Taghanic X X 
Tioughnioga X Y X X X X X 
Cazenovia X X X 

Eir.s ian 
Ulster 

Onesquethaw 

Deer  Park 

Gedinnian Helderberg Helderberg 

Krccni >iratit;raphic studies include the Taghanic stage in the Seneca 
Mrie>   (=Frasnian)   and it is so treated in our text. 

|>art, a icfletiion of the posiiioii of the strand line as it 
moved westward and upward during Devonian time. There 
arc no hcopods reported from strata older than Ca/enovian 

(Lilelian). Older beds exjjosed in the Slate are predomin- 
ately marine carbonates which suggest deposition at a con- 
siderable distance from shoie. We do not have available 
fossiliferous on-shore ilejjosits of this age, thus reducing 
nKukedlv ilic possibiliiy of finding lycopods in the Lower 



Zmrnrrmannia Cyclosligma Bathrodendron Lrpidodcndropsis Knorria sp. 
eleutkerophylloides /irri'ifoliu in kiltorkente f arborescens Cyclostigma 

Sublepidodendron B.   <wiibianum Cyclostigma kiltorkensc 
anteccdens B.   iL-rissi kUtOfkensr 

D. gaspianut B.  carncggianum !.rplophheum 
l.ycopoditfs oosrnsis B.  brevifolium rhombicitm 
Cyclostigma Lrpidodendron sp. Changyanophylon 

kiltorkenie Stigmaria ficoidcs hup f tense 
C.  dasyphytlum cf.  Lepidosirohus 
C. <wi}kianuin grabaui 
ProtatcpiJodfttdiofiiis   fiic lei cf. Lepidodetidroii 

leeanum 
Lrpidodendropsis   ?   s •P- 

Barr.indnna Fiololeptdodendn m      ProtolfP'idodendrapsis pi ilchra Lfpidodendr apsis Prololrpidodnidroi, 
kulderupti  (1) scharianum Bcrrandeina ? nrhoresccns scharianum   (P. karls 

Protolepidodendron 

Prololi-pidodendron scharian 

Central  African  Republics   (3)        USSR 

/.. aff. rhodean\ 
L. cf. volkmanr. 
I'lodendron   mfl 

Cyclostigma cf. Prololepidodendropsi. t  pulchra A rchaeosigiltaria ArcbaeosigUtaria 
killoriense Bathrodendron 

C. carneggianum ?  Protolepidodendron Drepanophyeus 
Hrleniella ? Drepanophycut (ohphyllui  sp. rnv. 

iheodori {jaspianus Colpodexylon 
Sublepidodendron dratsii 

igrisehense LepidoiigiHaria 
Lcpidodendropsis <whitei 

hirmeri Knorria ehemungensit 
l.epidodendron  spf 

Protolepidodendron Drepanoph] 
scharianum spinaefor 

A rcharosigillaria D. gaspian, 
vanuxemi Lcptopbloei 

Drepanophyeus 
gaspianus 

D. colophyllus sp. no 
D. spinosus 
A m phidoxodrndron 

Colpodexylon 
trifurcatum 

Siglltaria   ? 

Protoltpidodcndri 
vjahnbachense 

Sugambrophyton 

Protolepidodendron      Drrpmiophyci 
•wahnbachense spinarform. 

Drepanophycus Pcotolrpidodcndn 

Drepanophyeus 
spinaeformis 

cf. Protolepidodendron schai 
cf. Colpodexylon 

Table 9. Major D 
certain. U) Poor pn 
iny of these Upper C 

I lycopod floras of   the (1) Inclusion in tlie Lycopsida 
tainty of age determination make;) 
of the beds uncertain. 
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Devonian. 
Nine s|jecie,s a|J|)caicil in Miildlc DcNonian sliaia. Seven 

of these are restricted to ilie Middle Devonian. I'wo, 
Drepnnopliycus colopliyllus and Archaeosigillaria vcunix- 
eini, lived on into Upper Devonian time where we find a 
few scattered specimens of each. Three species are fonnd 
exclusively in the Upper Devonian. Of the three only one, 
Colpodcxylon deotsii, is found in great abundance at one 
locality (Locality 19). The other two are found as scattered 
specimens. By contrast the Middle Devonian species are 
often abundant when found and some of them occur at 
many localities, e.g. Drepanophycus rolopliyllu.'; (Locali- 
ties 1,4, 5, 13, 15, 16, 28, 32). 

It has been suggested that the distribution of the lyco- 
pods, reflects the extent to which various strata or localities 
have been studied. However, the Devonian of New York 
has been imder study intensively by geologists and paleon- 
tologists for over 100 years and for almost 40 years by 
paleobotanists. Thus while we recognize that new discov- 
eries may alter our opinion at any moment, we are inclined 
to believe that ecologic and phylogenetic factors underlie 
the distribution of the lycopods. The present paper repre- 
sents only the beginning of the work that is necessary if we 
are to know the lycopods well enough to speculate fruit- 
fully about their evolution. What we do know is that the 
history of oiu" knowledge of Devonian lycopods parallels 
that of the Devonian as a whole. By this we mean that the 
earlier concept of the Devonian as a time of simple plants 
that evolved gradually into more complex plants is a great 
oversimplification. The truth is that several major groups 
of plants exist as imits that are just as discrete in Devonian 
as in subsequent periods. We no longer recognize a gradual 
transition from Psilophyton to Drepanophycus, for ex- 
amjjle. Despite the gross similarity of smaller specimens of 
Drepanophycus to some specimens of Psilophyton, plants of 
the two genera belong to se])arate subdivisions of vascular 
plants. These two subdivisions are separated on the basis 
of sound morphologic characters such as the presence or 
absence of leaves and the position of sporangia. 

Table 9 is a compilation of the major Devonian Kcopoil 

lloras of the world. Errois are inherent in such a listing 
because some specimens may be identified incorrectly and 
lor oiliers I lie geologic horizon may be incorrect. Neverthe- 
less I he lisiing does give an opportunity to compare units 
larger ihan ihe single .State on which our report is based. 

Two species in the Table are noteworthy for their 
limited vertical extent in time and their wide geogra- 
phical range. Taken together Drepanophycus spinacformis 
and Prololcpidodcndron scharianum mark the Lower and 
the Middle Devonian respectively. In both species there are 
some exceptions to their usual vertical range and these em- 
])hasize the risk of using fossil plants as index fossils. How- 
ever, continental sediments which are the site of the most 
productive collection of fossil plants lack the animal shells 
that are so valuable in dating marine deposits. .A.ny clues, 
therefoie, that can be obtained from the plants will be 
usefid. 

One factor that decreases the usefulness of plants as 
index fossils is the preservation of ecologic niches in which 
species can survive. Psilophyton princeps provides an ex- 
cellent example. This species is usually described as char- 
acteristic of Lower Devonian strata, possibly appearing in 
Middle Devonian beds. It has been regarded for many 
years as the archetype of the "Lower Devonian Flora." Re- 
cently, however, Hueber and Grierson (1961) described a 
typical Psilophyton princeps from the lower Upper De- 
vonian of eastern New York. Macerations of the fossils 
compare favorably in all details with macerated plants 
from the tyj^e locality for the species on the Gaspe Penin- 
sula. We are convinced that the horizon given for the new 
specimens is accurate. The Upper Devonian locality is on 
the fringe of the land mass which supplied the sediments 
for the great Catskill Delta that developed in the epicon- 
tinental sea during Middle and Upper Devonian time. "We 
visualize Psilophyton as growing in low-lying marshy areas 
perhaps surrounding a small lagoon or pond into which 
specimens fell, close to their site of growth. Psilophyton is 
but one of several genera recovered from a small lens of 
dark gray shale, less than an acre in areal extent and a few 
inches in  thickness. This Upper Devonian marsh on the 
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edge of the epicontinental sea was undoubtedly similar 
to others of Middle Devonian age as well as to maishes on 
the Gaspe Peninsida, of Lower Devonian age. Unless 
pushed aside by the competition of species that were better 
ada|)ted to the particidar ecological situation, there is no 
reason why Psilophyloii should conform to arbitrary time 
boundaries: there is no reason why it shoidd not be found 
in Lower, Middle, and Upper Devonian deposits. Similarly 
it is not surprising that Archacosigillaria has a long verti- 

cal range in time. 

The entire Devonian lyco|KKl flora from the niajoi locili- 
lies of the world includes 26 genera. Of these some are un- 
doubtedly synonyms so that taxonomic changes alone could 
alter this nimiber very c[uickly. The largest nimiber of 
genera is found in USSR, but the floras of Germany and 
the United States are almost as large. In New York, the 
largest number of genera (and identifiable specimens) are 
foiuul in the Middle Devonian whereas the Upper Devon- 
ian provides the largest part of the floras of the remainder 
of the world. Particularly interesting is the similarity of the 
floras o\er such a wide geographic area and long span of 

lime. 
The significance of the flora in New Wnk lies chiefly in 

the botanical information derived from its components. At 
our |)resent level of knowledge the distribution of these 
hcopod floras cannot yet be relied ii|)on to contribute 
either to the elucidation of basic phylogenetic (|uestions 
or to solving stratigra))hi(   problems. 

Sl'M.M.XRY 

Reexamination of the Devonian lycopod flora of New 
\OTV. has resulted in additions, deletions, and revisions of 
I)revious reports. The flora now includes Drcpanophycus 
spinosits forma typica, D. gaspianus, D. colophylhi.t, s]). 
nov., Archarosigillaria vanuxemi, Protolcpidodendron sclia- 
rinuum, P. gUbnense, sp. nov., Colpodexylon dealsii and C. 
Irifurcatnm. Plants of these four genera are regarded as 
trailing or recumbent, eligulate, mi( ro|)hyllous lycopods 
with persistent  leaves. Where known  iheir sporangia  aie 

adaxial, their \ascular tissue protostelic. They may have 
been homosporous. 

Two species are regarded as arborescent, Ainphidoxodcn- 
dron dichotomum, gen. et sp. nov. and LcpidosigiUaria 
u'hitei (the Naples Tree). 

Knorria chctnungensis is retained as a name for one state 
of preservation of lycopod axes. 

Daw.son's DidymophyUon renijormc and Sligmaria ex- 
igiia are regarded as fossil lycopods but are treated as In- 
determinable Lycopods and the names as meaningless. 
Sigillaria ? gilbociisis of Goldring is also included among 
Indeterminable Lycopods but it is suggested that the plant 
eventually may prove to be an Amphidoxodcndron. 

The stratigraphic occurrence of the species named is 
sliown in Table 8. A comparison of the flora of New York 
with other major floras is given in Table 9. The charac- 
teristics of numerous Devonian lycopod genera are sum- 
marized in Table 7 and a comparison between the new 
list of species for New York and earlier lists is given in 
Table 5. 

The type species of ArcJiacosigillaria, A. Ttniuxcmi, is 
redescribed and refigmed and a lumiber of new specimens 
are assigned to the species. We confirm Krausel and Wey- 
land's assignment of Gilboaphyton goldririgioe Arnold to 
A. xianuxcmi and add a description of its stele and its leaves. 

Additional new information includes a demonstration, by 
transfers, of the laminar natine of the leaves of Drcpano- 
phycus gaspiniius and the description of a new ty])e of stele 
for Protolcpidodendron, the denticulate protostele of P. 
gUbocnse, sp. nov. 

The herbaceous lycopods are regarded as having had' 
smooth stems lacking the leaf cushion that is characteristic 
of le])iilodendrid stems. The leaves were probably persis- 
tent. The patterns often seen on the fossils are regarded as 
an expression of strands of more resistant cells in the 
cortex rather than as an external feature. 

It is suggested that herbaceous lyco])ods have been a 
distinct grou]) of plants from the time of first appearance 
in Lower Devonian on up lo modern Lycopodiiim. Arbor- 
escent Ly<()psi(la now appear to extend back to early Mid- 
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(lie Devonian and likewise to be a separate group. Present 
rviiU'iice does not sn|)])ort an evolutionary series from lier- 
IxKC'ous to arborescent forms although a certain parallelisni 
in external morphology is apparent. 

The Devonian lycopod flora is noteworthy for the num- 
ber of its well-defined s])ecies. It also demonstrates clearly 
the existence of Lycopsida as an independent subdivision 
in the early Devonian. The presence of the Middle to 
llppcr Devonian clastic wedge in New York State, relatively 
undisturbed, provides a nearly continuous time dimension 
in which to continue to study phylogentic development 
within the group. 
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EXPLANATION   OF  PLATE  32 

Figure Page 

1-7.    Dri-panophycus tolopliyllus, sp.  nov  233 

Kiskatom formation or equivalent,  equal to the marine  Moscow  formation,  Tiough- 
niogan stage,  Erian  series,  Middle  Devonian   (=:Givetian). 

1-5. Locality +. 1 and 2. Photographed under xylene; slender axes show the strongly 
falcate leaves; coaly residue outlines flexuose ridges that are seen more prominently 
in figure 4. 1 (x 0.7), 2 (x 2). DBPC, Type Catalog No. 57. Holotype. 3. Photo- 
graphed under xylene; surface—composed of both coaly and limonitic residues; 
ridges and grooves like those in figure + are faintly visible near bottom of photo; 
characteristic leaves occupy the margins of the axis (x 4). DBPC, Type Catalog 
No. 58. 4. Photographed dry, low angle lighting from left; stems preserved as molds 
are common at several localities; this one shows an occasional leaf along the margin 
(lower right) as well as flexuose ridges separating the leaf bases (x 2). DBPC, Type 
Catalog No. 59. 5. Photographed dry, low angle lighting from left. Liquid plastic was 
pulled into the molds of leaves under a vacuum and some of the carbonaceous leaf 
tips were impregnated with the plastic; transfer preparations reveal the bases of the 
leaves represented by plastic casts and some leaf apices, that were present, by carbon; 
figure 5 is a transfer preparation on which the dark upright projections are the car- 
bonaceous leaf tips; the leaves are laterallv flattened rather than dorsiventrally 
flattened  (x 1.5). DBPC, Type Catalog No. 60. 

6. Locality 15. Photographed under xylene; upper axis shows two kinds of surface 
preservation, the lower resembling that seen in figures 1-3, the upper like figure 7; 
the descending axis on the left is more weathered; such specimens provide intermedi- 
ates between superficially dissimilar forms such as figure 3 and 7 (x 0.6). CUPC, 
No. 40616. 

7. Locality 5. Photographed under xylene; when unweathered, specimens may retain a 
nearly complete coaly exterior as on this specimen; falcate leaves are preserved 
along the margin but were broken from the surface when the specimen was split, 
leaving round to oval scars  (x 1.8). DBPC, Type Catalog No. 61. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 33 

Fiffuir Page 

1-+.    Drepanophycus   gaspianus   (Goppert),   Kidston     232 

Locality 4-. Kiskatom formation, equivalent to the marine Moscow formation, Ti- 
oughniogan stage, Erian series. Middle Devonian ( = Givetian). 1. Photographed 
under xvlene; gross appearance of several axes, the relative length of the leaves, 
and the'abundance of the leaves (x 0.7). DBPC, Type Catalog No. 54. 2. Photo- 
graphed under xylene; enlargement of a portion of 1 to emphasize the falcate leaves; 
the axis to the right is badly weathered and the loss of carbonaceous surface residue 
reveals the pscudowhorled arrangement of the leaves that run down into the 
matrix (x 1.7). DBPC, Type Catalog No. 5+. 3. Photographed dry with low angle 
lighting from above; specimen was treated with liquid plastic and then transferred; 
leaves are flattened dorsiventrally and thus have a true lamina (x 1.6). DBPC, Type 
Catalog No. 55. +. Photographed dry with diffuse lighting; specimen resulting from 
a transfer preparation displavs the rhomboidal pattern of the leaf bases as well as the 
flattened lamina   (x 2).  UBPC, Type Catalog No. 56. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE HI 

Figure Page 

1-4.    Archaeosigillaria   lanuxinii   (Gdppert),   Kidston     238 

Locality 3+, Cayuta formation, Chemung stage, Senecan series, Upper Devonian 
(=:Frasnian). NVSM, N'o. 990S Holotype. 1. Photographed dry, main light from 
upper left; Vanuxem's original illustration (1842, fig. 51) showed the short length of 
cast, indicated here by arrow, in place on the lower part of the axis (x 1). 2. Photo- 
graphed drv, main light from upper left; one leaf is considerably enlarged (the same 
leaf is seen on figure 3); hexagonal pattern is pronounced here; to the lower right 
the dorsiventrally flattened leaves disappear into the matrix (x 5.6). 3. Photographed 
under xylene; enlargement of lower half of axis; in addition to the leaf indicated 
by the arrow, portions of several others are present along the margins of the axis at 
its lower end; they appear in different planes of focus  (x 3.0). 
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I XPI.AXATIOX OF PLATE 35 

Fit/uif Page 

1-5.    Archaeosigillarta   I'anuxcmi   (Gbppert),   Kidston     238 

1-+. Locality 36, Geneseo shale, Taghanican stage, Senecan series, Upper Devonian 
( = Frasnian) 1. Photographed dry to show several levels of decortication, from 
regular hexagons near the base to ellipses nearer the apex; patterns result from inter- 
play of light and relief of specimen rather than from the pattern of the carbon- 
aceous remains; light from the right (x 0.8). 2. Same specimen as 1 photographed 
under xylene, carbonaceous remains accentuated and the pattern that appeared 
elliptical when dry is now a meshwork of coaly hexagons; numerous persistent leaves 
present along margins of axis, one of these (further enlarged in 3, +) indicated by 
arrow (x 0.8). 3. Enlargements of portion of axis showing hexagonal pattern near 
center and more elliptical pattern near base; depression near middle of a scar indi- 
cates position of attachment of leaf, arrow at upper left indicates leaf marked in 
2, 4; light from right (x 1.8). 4. Enlargement of axis to show two leaves on margin 
and some of surface of specimen; fine carbonaceous line running from base of leaf to 
sharp apex may represent remains of vascular trace (leaf indicated bv arrow) ; 
under xylene   (x 11).  1-4. CUPC, No. 40607. 

5. Locality 31, Tully limestone, Taghanican stage, Senecan series, L'pper Devonian 
(=Frasnian), specimen inverted to provide maximum relief, near top of picture 
marginal leaves have the shape of specimens from Gilboa, New York (the Gil- 
boaphyton type) ; surface of stem shows hexagonal leaf bases and also the horizon- 
tally elongate form of lamina distal to its enlarged base, leaves were attached just 
above center of hexagon;  light from below   (x 4). CUPC,  No. 40608. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE .H(i 

Figure Page 

1-7.    -^rcharostgUlaria   vanuxemi   (Goppert),   Kidston  238 

Locality 11, continental Moscow formation, Tioughniogan stage, Erian series. Middle 
Devonian (=Givetian). 1. Pholographed under xylene; leaves on narrow and on 
wider axes are about the same length; their rigid and spiny appearance, first des- 
cribed by Arnold, show well here; note that leaves appear to be arranged in a 
spiral (x 1.7). DBPC, Type Catalog No. 62. 2. Photographed under xylene; this 
coaly, characterless axis bearing numerous leaves along the margin illustrates the 
most common appearance of the Gilboa material (x 1.5). NYSM, No. 11651. 3. 
Photographed under xylene; a rare specimen illustrating the characteristics of 
Gilhoaphyton above and Artiharosigillaria below; note that leaf bases appear to be 
in vertical rows (x 1.5). NVMS, No. 11652. +. Photographed under xylene; specimen 
shows three distinct levels of preservation; lower third shows carbonaceous outer 
region of stem and leaves along the margin; middle portion is a flattened sandstone 
cast; upper third shows the carbonaceous outer layer of the other side of the stem 
viewed as if the observer were inside the stem.—The carbonaceous mesh (reticulum) 
is clearly visible, and the leaves appear to be in vertical rows (x 1.7). DBPC, Type 
Catalog No. 63. 5. Photographed dry with low angle lighting from the right; both 
hexagonal leaf bases and carbonaceous hexagonal mesh are emphasized (x 2.0). 
NVSM, No. 11653. 6. Photographed under xylene; same specimen as 5; leaves are 
distinct along the margin but surface pattern is obscured (x 1.7). NYSM, No. 11653. 
7. Photographed under xylene; specimen is one of the few dichotomizing stems with 
both leaves and hexagonal pattern clearlv revealed; leaves appear spirally arranged 
(x 1.1). NYSM, No. 1165+. 
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EXPLANAHON ()!•  I'l.Al li 37 

I'ujurc Page 

1,2,4,7.    Archiiroslgitlaiia  vanuxrmi   (Giippeit),  Kidston  238 

Locality II, continental Moscow formation, Tioughniogan stage, Erian series. 
Middle Devonian ( = Givetian). DBPC, Type Catalog No. 64. 1. Photographed dry, 
lighted from abo\ e ; a transfer preparation showing the true outer surface of the 
stem which is smooth; upper portion of leaf base (aliove the lamina) is less en- 
larged than below the lamina (see also figure 2) (x 3). 2. Same specimen, in- 
verted to emphasize the greater slope to the lower portion of the leaf base  (x 3). 

3. Indeterminable lycopod.   (Described  as Didymophylton rrnijormr Dawson)     263 
Locality near Skaneateles Lake, New York, Hamilton "group", Erian series, Mid- 
dle Devonian. Photographed dry with low angle lighting from left. Specimen 
shows no diagnostic characteristics to separate it from other genera of lycopods; 
true outer surface of stem is smooth, broken only by departure of leaves in 
pseudowhorled arrangement; leaves show no diagnostic characters (x 1.1). USNM, 
Fossil Plant Catalog No. 41085. 

4. ArchaeosigiUaria  vanuxemi   (Goppert),   Kidston  238 
Locality 11. See above. Photographed dry with low angle lighting from the right. 
Stem preserved  by limonite,  split longitudinally;   three  leaves  can  be  seen   along 
the margin of the stem; arrow indicates central xylem strand; longitudinal ridges 
represent the lobes that are seen in transverse section in figure 7 (x 5.4). DBPC, 
Type Catalog No. 65. 

5-6.    cf.  Lcpidosigillar'ia  Krausel   and   Weyland     255 
Locality 35, Enfield formation, Finger Lakes stage, Senecan series. Upper Devonian 
( = Frasnian). Both photographed dry; 5 with low angle light from above; 6 with 
low angle light from right; specimens with strongly-marked flexuose ridges similar 
to Lrpidosigillaria luhitri (White, 1907, plate 11); similar material has been 
placed in PrololepiJoJrniiropsis (H0eg, 1942); different lighting angles result 
in distinct variation in appearance as shown by these two photographs of the 
same specimen  (note position of the crack)   (x 2.0). CUPC, No. 40609. 

7. Archacosigillaria  vanuxemi   (Goppert),   Kidston    238 
Locality 11. See above. Transverse section from same stem as figure 4; the rounded 
lobes of the protostele are the vertical ridges oi xylem indicated bv the arrow in 
figure 4  (x 23). DBPC, Type Catalog No. 65. 

8. Indeterminable lycopod.   (Was described   as Stigmaria  cxigua   Dawson)     
Locality near Elmira, Chemung County, New York, Chemung "group". Upper Dev- 
onian, Photographed dry with low angle lighting from the upper left; another 
fragment, like figure 3, that lacks diagnostic characters but that has been named; 
its visible characteristics, flexuose ridges and central leaf trace, are shared by 
several lycopods and are insufficient for identification (x 1.5). USNM, Fossil 
Plant Catalog No. 41120. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 38 

Figure Pix/r 

1-8.    Protolrpidodenjron   gilbornse,   sp.   nov          249 

Locality 11, continental Moscow formation, Tioughniogan stage, Erian series. Middle 
Devonian (=Givetian). 1,2. Photographed under xylene; typical axes from the Gil- 
boa locality; a few specimens dichotomize, many show oval markings that outline 
the position of attachment of leaves, and a few show both the oval markings and 
leaves attached along the margin (x 1). DBPC, Type Catalog No. 66. 3. Photo- 
graphed under xylene; a rare leafy specimen with considerable carbonaceous material 
and some cellular preservation by iron sulfide; from this block the sections illus- 
trated in figures 5,7,S were obtained (x 1). DBPC, Type Catalog No. 67. +. Photo- 
graphed under xylene; several bifid leaves are indicated by arrows; the oval pattern 
is faintly visible on the stem surface (x 1.+ ). DBPC, Type Catalog No. 68. 5. Trans- 
verse section of stem from block illustrated in figure 3; the xylem strand resembles 
a cogwheel, with protoxylem points representing the "cogs"; outside the xylem 
strand a zone of larger pyrite crystals lacks cellular preservation; next outside is 
the cortex which is delimited by an epidermis that is visible near the top of the section 
(x 21.5). DBPC, Type Catalog No. 70. Holotype. 6. Photographed under xylene; 
axis with several bifid leaves, one indicated by an arrow (x 1.2). DBPC, Type Cata- 
log No. 69. 7. Longitudinal section through metaxylem; numerous pits are visible on 
the walls of the tracheids; the lumens of the cells are filled with pyrite crystals; 
this axis is also from the block illustrated in figure 3 (x 1.6). DBPC, Type Catalog 
No. 70. Holotype. 8. Transverse section through same axis as figure 5; leaves are 
attached on the left side of the axis, their size and attitude accentuating their 
spiral arrangement   (x 24). DBPC,  Type Catalog No.  70.  Holotype. 
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EXl'LANAHON (JF I'LA 1 K 3!) 

Fit/urr Page 

1-6.    Colpodcxyhn  dcatsii  Banks  253 

Locality 19. Delaware River Flags, equivalent to marine upper Ithaca or Enfield 
formations, Finger Lakes stage, Senecan series. Upper Devonian ( = Frasnian). 
1. Photographed dry, main light from above; illustrates one leaf with the diagnostic 
trifurcation (see arrow), the large number of leaves across the width of the stem, 
the pseudowhorled arrangement, and the length of the leaves (x 2.2). DBPC, Type 
Catalog No. 75. 2. Transverse seclion of pyritizdd a.xis; outside of stem marked by 
carbonaceous band (upper left and center right) which shows occasionally some 
cellular detail; deeply lobed xylem strand occupies center of stem; development is 
exarch; all lobes of xylem join in center (x 11). DBPC, Type Catalog No. 81. 3. 
Photographed dry; matrix broken in such a way that many leaves extend up from 
surface toward observer; the long, lax, trifurcate leaves are distinct from those 
of Drcpannphycus gaspianus although the two species are alike in number and 
arrangement of leaves (x 1.3). DBPC, Type Catalog No. 76. +. Photographed dry, 
main light from above; illustrates true outer surface of stem which is smooth except 
for papilla-like convexities off the apex of which the remainder of each leaf has 
been broken; the leaves were persistent outgrowths of the stem surface, were not 
borne on cushions, and are still present in the counterpart of this specimen; the 
"papillae" seen here we call leaf-breaking-off points to avoid the use of the inap- 
propriate terms leaf cushion and abscission (x 1.85). DBPC, Type Catalog No. 77. 
5.   Pyritized   axis   split   longitudinally   to   show   tracheids   and   scalariform   pitting 
(x   138).   DBPC,    Type   Catalog   No.   82.   6.   A   ground   section   showing   tracheids  
longitudinal   (x  3). DBPC, Type Catalog No. 82. 
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EXPLANAl ION Ol- PLATE 40 

Figure Page 

1-5.    Colpodexylon   deatsii   Banks     253 

Locality 19, Delaware River Flags, equivalent to marine upper Ithaca or Enfield 
formations. Finger Lakes stage, Senecan series. Upper Devonian (=Frasnian). 1. 
photographed dry, main light from above; the long, lax, trifurcate leaves contrast 
sharply with the falcate leaf of Drepanophycus (cf. PI. 32, 33) and with the shorter, 
broader-based leaves of ProtolepidoJcndron (cf. pi. 38, figures 3, + and 6) and of 
Arehaeosigillaria (cf. PI. 3+, 35, 36 and 37, figures 1, 2) (x 1.3). DBPC, Type 
Catalog No. 78. 2. Same specimen photographed under xylene. 3. Photographed dry, 
main light from upper right; specimen illustrating the smooth true outer surface 
of stem marked only by the crestlike leaf-breaking-off point; remainder of lamina of 
leaves in counter part of this specimen; pseudowhorled arrangement similar to that 
of Drepanophycus yaspianus (x 1.5). DBPC, Type Catalog No. 79. 4. Same specimen 
photographed under xylene. 5. Photographed dry, main light from lower left; illus- 
trates a common type of preservation at type locality, cast and mold (impression) ; 
specimen contrasts sharply with Plate 37, figure 8 (called Stigmaria exigua) which 
is approximately the same size; Colpodexylon has many more leaves per gyre of 
pseudowhorl and the different pattern on the surface of the cast is apparent 
(x 1.4). DBPC, Type Catalog No. 80. 
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EXPLANATION OF PI.A 11.   II 

Hi/ur,- Page 

1-5.    .1 mt>hiJoxoilrndrun dic/ialomum, gen. et sp. nuv  256 

Locality 2, Kiskatom formation, Tioughniogan stage, Erian series, Middle Devonian 
(=:C;ivetian). DBPC, Type Catalog No. 52. Holotype. 1. The fossil in situ; cast 
covers the mold (impression) (x 0.17), from a color transparency. 2. Photographed 
dry, low angle light from the right; portion of cast with central dichotomy re- 
moved to show impression beneath; at this level the impression bears oval leaf scars 
separated laterally by broad sinuous furrows (x 0.37). 3. Photographed dry; shows 
central dichotomy of cast; just above dichotomy the arms of the cast display their 
smallest diameter (x 0.+6). 4. Photographed dry; proximal end of cast narrows 
markedly just above the dorsiventrally flattened base, resembling the similar dimin- 
ishing of the two arms just above the central dichotomy (x 0.57). 5. Photographed 
dry; distal end of right arm of cast (as seen in figure 1); configuration of cast 
here suggests another dichotomy in approximately the same plane as the median 
dichotomy  (x 0.58). 
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LXl'LANA 1 ION  C)I'  I'LA IK   12 

Figure Paijc 

1-+.    Amphidoxudcndron dichotomum, gen.  et  sp.  nov  256 

Locality 2, Kiskatom formation, Tioughniogan stage, Erian series, Middle Devonian 
(=Givetian). DBPC, Type Catalog \o. 52. Holotype. 1. Photographed dry, low- 
angle lighting from the right; surface of the impression just helow central dichotomy; 
striations con\'erge near the ape.x on several scars; spindle-shaped scars along 
margin are interpreted as result of lateral compression during fossilization; scars 
here are close together in the spiral (x 1.7). 2. Photographed dry, low angle lighting 
from the upper right; the close approximation of the leaf scars on this distal portion 
of the right arm of the impression emphasizes ihe lateral furrows and at the same 
time changes their appearance from sinuous (Figure 1) to a more sharply angled 
pattern; scars also closer together vertically, producing a regular hexagonal pattern 
on this portion of the impression; arrow points to oblong raised area on leaf scar 
that might represent a leaf scar on a leaf base (x 1.6). 3. Photographed dry, low 
angle lighting from the right; specimen from transition zone between figures 1 
(below dichotomy) and 2 (distal end of arm) ; appearance at this level bears 
strong resemblance to specimens reported by Goldring as petiolar scars of Eosperma- 
topteris (x 2). 4. Photographed dry, low angle lighting from the right; also from 
transition zone; vertical alignment of scars is emphasized as in figures 2 and 3, all of 
which contrast with the spiral arrangement in figure 1; the vertical pattern seen in 
Amphidoxodrndron, Archacosigitlaria, and LcpidosiyiUaiia contrasts sharply with the 
spiral arrangement of cushions in Lcpidodcndron  (x 1.6). 
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and 

HKIK N. KJHLLHSVIG-WAKRING 
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ABSTRACT' 

A metabentonitt deposit in the upper Elkhorn fomiatiiin (Riclinidnd 
ubseries, Cincinnatian series, Upper Ordovician) near Manchester, 
\dams County, Ohio, has yielded some of the most complete eurypterids 
:nown anywhere. The chitmous exoskeletons are preserved in an inflated 
tate with the chitin still flexible and retaining what seems to be original 
'scorpionid' color pattern. Many of the specimens are completely artic- 
ilated, and some have been largely freed from the matrix. Males, 
emales, and various growth stages are known. The association is typically 
narine biocoenose with many characteristic upper Richmond marine 
nvertebrates present (brachiopods, Bryozoa, pelecypods, trilobites). 

The general aspect of the organisms is that of mixopteroid euryp- 
erids having exaggeratedly spinose grasping appendages. The whole 
)ody was scaly, porous and generally heavily hirsute, owing to the 
)resence of many sensory bristles. Although referable to Megiilogrjptui 
Miller, 1874 (based on an eurypterid leg originally mistakenly considered 
0 be a giant graptolite), the species is new, and a new family is required, 
n several respects this is the most primitive eurypterid known, although 
■>y no means the oldest. It is at the same time curiously specialized: its 
)ody terminates in a horizontally opposable pair of scimitar-like cereal 
)lades lying beneath the short stout teison which was capable of consider- 
ible vertical movement. Such a protective or copulatory device as the 
:ercal blades is hitherto unknown among fossils, and among Recent forms 
jnly the earwigs  (Insecta)  are comparable. 

The systematics of the study include a reanalysis of the Caster and 
Cjellesvig-Waering (1955) families Megalograptidae and Mixopteridae. 
Jnder the former monotypic family all known species are considered: 
Megjlogrjptus uelchi Miller, the type species (Liberty formation); M. 
dvciiljliis (Shuler) (Bays formation of Virginia) ; M. ohiotnui C. & Kj.- 
3C., the main object of this paper (Elkhorn formation); AI. shideleri, nor. 
p. (Saluda formation) ; AJ. u'illumsae, noi'. sp. (Waynesville formation), 
ind a new form from the Whitewater formation too poorly represented 
or taxonomy. Stormer's (19.^4, 1955) Carcinosomatidae is emended to 
nclude four genera, two of which are proposed as new: Cjrci«o\omj 
^laypole; Paracarcinosorrui: P. scorp/onis (Grote and Pitt); Rhinodir- 
'inosoma Novojilov: and Eocarchiosoma: E. batrachophthjlmus, iiov. gen., 
lov. sp. A reclassification of the Eurypterida is proposed in which the 
lurypterida are considered an order under the Class Merostomata. Two 
uborders, based on the structure of the chelicerae, are proposed: Euryp- 
erida and Pterygotida. Three superfamilies are recognize-^ for the 
uborder Eurypterida, namely Mixopteracea, Eurypteracea and Stylonur- 
icea. 

The controversial habitat of the Eurypterida is reviewed with the 
:onclusion that the eurypterids are found to have lived in three main 
narine ecological environments and remained in their ecological niches 
hroughout their existence. The two more marine zone members reached 
xtinction much earlier (essentially pre-Middle Devonian) that those of 
he more brackish water zone which continued to at least Middle Permian. 

INTRODUCTION 

Although all known eurypterids from the Ohio Ordovician 
ire presented here, the matn objective is the analysis of the amaz- 
ng discovery of essentially complete inflated megalograptids from 
1 site on the Ohio River about 100 miles above Cincinnati from 
:he uppermost strata of the Upper Ordovician (Cincinnatian). 
rhis is undoubtedly one of the most impressive troves of euryp- 
erids anywhere .\n^\ compares favor.ibly with the Silurian occLir- 

' Slightly modified from the abstract of a paper given before the Paleonto- 
ogical Society, 1951, by Caster and Kjellesvig-Waering (1952). 

rences of the Baltic, Norway, and New York State. Hundreds of 
specimens, mainly still in an inflated condition, preserved in 
metabentonitic shale, presumably overwhelmed by a Taconic ash- 
fall, occur in association with a completely marine Upper Ordo- 
vician invertebrate fauna over several square miles, as judged 
from two sites. 

During the 25 years that the discovery and principal site have 
been known, several hundred specimens, a few of which are 
essentially complete, have been found. Males and females, as 
well as several growth stages of both, are at hand. 

As will be manifest from the restorations (Plates 43 and 44) 
these Upper Ordovician creatures anticipated in adaptational form 
the well-known Mixopterus kiaeri Stormer (1934) from the Nor- 
wegian Downtonian. Both specialized in elaborately spinose 
second walking-legs, although Megalograptiis is far more "phy- 
logerontic" in this respect. The most striking innovation of 
Megalogrupliis lies in the organization of the distal region of the 
postabdomen, which, unlike M/.xoplerus which is strikingly scor- 
pionoid, expands in a pterygotoid- manner laterally and bears two 
large scimitar-like, laterally opposable, blades inserted on either 
side of the articulation of the short, somewhat curi'ed, teison. The 
latter reaches only barely posterior to the meeting of the blades. 
These completely novel paired grasping appendages would best be 
homologized with cerci in certam Insecta and are termed "cereal 
blades." Certainly this pinching apparatus marks the megalo- 
graptids as unique Eurypterida. Only further close scrutiny of the 
comparable region in other eurypterids will reveal whether or not 
the blades or their homologues have been overlooked elsewhere. 
Megalograpti/s may be in this respect as anomalous among euryp- 
terids as the earwigs are among insects. In other respects also 
the megalograptids appear to be both archaic and highly evolved, 
as will come out in the detailed analysis below. The sum-total of 
megalograptid traits would seem to justify considering them as 
already an Upper Ordovician anachronism, retaining what are 
probably extremely archaic traits, commixedly with terminal traits. 

The accidental discovery of the Adam.s County eurypterid 
fauna was made in the summer of 1938 by Mr. Charles D. Cox, 
then an undergraduate student at the University of Cincinnati, 
who was temporarily employed by the Ohio State Highway Com- 
mission. Mr. Cox noted the holotype specimen in the jaws of a 
steam shovel and rescued it for the University. Subsequent search 
of the roadside excavation located the horizon, and over the years 

- Caster (1938) first considered the new material as Pterygolus before the 
cereal blades had been found in position. 
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many dozens of specimens have been recovered. Geology col- 
leagues and students, amateur geologists, and especially members 
of the Dry Dredgers, an amateur geology society sponsored by the 
Universit)- of Cincinnati, have all contributed valuable materials. 
As the digging became more difficult in the vertical cliff, and more 
hazardous, due to the over-hang of the basal Silurian limestone 
(Brassfield) which caps the site, discoveries tapered off. How- 
ever, there is no doubt that large-scale excavation, employing 
motorized equipment, would yield spectacular results. 

At the present time, however, we have documentation of 
virtually all external morphology of Megalograplus. Males and 
females are determined as several specimens of both sexes are at 
hand. TTie restorations are an index to the state of knowledge as 
to the external appearance of the organism. Undoubtedly further 
search will be rewarding, especially with respect to younger stages 
of development, but manifestly the present presentation has been 
too long delayed. 

It should be noted that the understanding of this fossil was 
uell advanced by 1952 (Caster and Kjellesvig-Waering, 1952) 
and that the present taxonomic exposition was essentially ready 
for press in 1955 as indicated by Stormer (1955) in his Treatise 
on Iniertebrate Paleontology work on the Chelicerata. However, 
at that crucial stage various postponements were forced on both 
writers by foreign assignments and other responsibilities. The 
continuing search of the type locality has, by way of recompense 
for the wait, nearly doubled the documentary materials here 
illustrated on the plates. 

ACKNO WLEDGM KNTS 

Several academic generations of students at the University o\ 
Cincinnati helped in the collecting of Megalograptiis remains, and 
a considerable store of our material stems from their efforts. Like- 
wise of significant assistance were members of the amateur geo- 
logical society, The Dry Dredgers, which is sponsored by the 
Geology Department. Their assistance in the field on many 
occasions and their generous donation of specimens are appre- 
ciated. 

Ihe late William H. Shidcler, Professor of Geology .it 
Miami University, accompanied us in the field study of the 
Megalograplus site and generously contributed all material col- 
lected. He also made available all of his Upper Ordovician 
eurypterid collection which was the only previous body of such 
material from the area of the Cincinnati Arch. Such of this 
material as is here illustrated or designated type specimens Dr. 

Shideler donated to the University of Cincinnati Museum so tha 
the body of studied material might remain intact. 

The unusualness of the Megalograplus discovery is wel 
shown by the Shideler collection. Undoubtedly Dr. Shideler wa 
the most zealous and exhaustive collector of Cincinnatian fossils 
Moreover, his personal efforts were supplemented by the collec 
tions of many hundreds of geology students who came under hi 
instruction. Considering the conspicuous nature of preservatioi 
of the black eurypterid integument in the blue-gray matrix of thi 
Upper Ordovician marine sediments, almost any scrap of suci 
material is collected. However, Shideler's total collection amount 
to about a dozen examples, and of these not one would hav 
merited separate description. They comprise flakes of tergit 
integument and parts of appendages, none as well preserved a 
were the original scraps described by S. A. Miller (1874) a. 
Megalograpttis irelchi when he attributed them to graptolites 
However, in the light of the excellent new Aiegalograptus mater al 
several of the Shideler scraps become meaningful, morphologically 
taxonomically, and stratigraphically. 

Most of the preparation of the original collection was dor. 
by Anneliese S. Caster. Several of the appendages were removeii 
completely from the shale and the under surface of the holotyp 
headshield, with all its appendages, revealed. 

The X-ray analysis (see footnote 14) of the matrix surround 
ing the eurypterids was done by Mr. Ralph J. Holmes of Columbi | 
University through the cooperation of Dr. Gerald M. FriedmannI 
formerly Assistant Professor of Geology at the University o< 
Cincinnati. 

Such relexant materials as are housed in the U. S. Nationa 
Museum were loaned for study through the courtesy of Dr. G) 
Arthur Cooper and the late Dr. Ray S. Bassler. 

Study facilities at the New York State Museum, Albany 
New York, and specimens for study were made available by Dr 
Winifred Goldring, former New York State Paleontologist. 

Miss Carrie Williams, late superintendent of the publii 
schools of Clarksville, Ohio, contributed several specimens o. 
eurypterid materials from her region as a result of extensive cof 
lecting excursions in the ( l.irksville area with this specific objec 
live. 

The photographic work was ably done by Mr. Ronald Parsley 
Research Assistant at the University of Cincinnati. 

The cost of the figures and collotype plates was met by re 
search funds made available by the Graduate School of the Unij 
versity of Cincinnati. 
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Cl'Nl'RAl. MORPHOLOGICAL COMMHNTS 

In the sliclly hicics (shales, limestones, .ini) r.ire siltstones) 
of the Upper Ordovician of the Cincinnati Arch area (states o( 
Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana, and Tennessee) eurypterids are amon;; 
the rarest fossils. Until the present find was made, no material 
was known that merited systematic description, except the type 
material on which S. A. Miller (1874) established the genus 
Mei^aloi^rajilits. However, only because of the unusually com- 
plete knowledge of the new specimens is it now possible to com- 
prehend the nature of Miller's "organism" and relate it to the 
whole animal. The only other merostomate Chelicerata hitherto 
reported from the Cincmnatian sequence of the Arch is Neo.Ura- 
h//l>\ iimrlini Caster and Macke (1952) which is known by a single 
specimen from the Corryville beds of the Maysville formation. 
This, incidentally, is the unique American occurrence of the 
Aglaspida outside the Upper Cambrian. 

The eurypterid nature of Megalograpli/s Miller was first 
appreciated by August F. Foerste and E. O. Ulrich as related by 
Rudolf Ruedemann in the Clarke and Ruedemann (1912) mono- 
graph. Foerste gave the first analysis of the Miller species as 
an eurypterid in the Clarke and Ruedemann volumes, basing his 
description on the original specimens and a few supplementary 
scraps. His presentation of M. welchi Miller appears below un- 
der the description of that species. 

The megalograptid eurypterids clearly align most closely with 
the members of the former family "Carcinosomidae" Stermer 
(1934) which included the genera Carcwosonia Claypole (1890) 
(=£/<'n,(rtWrf Claypole, 1890), Eiisarcus Grote and Pitt (1875), 
Mixopienis Ruedemann (1921), Megalograpliis S. A. Miller 
(1874), and Eih/iiognathus Wdcott (1882). 

Largely on the basis of the new data on A\egalograptus and 
the light it seems to shed on the broader taxonomy. Caster and 
Kjellesvig-Waering (1955) fractionated this family into three 
families, two of which were new, and the Carcinosomatidae (^ 
nom. iorr. Stormer, 1955, for Carcinosomidae) was reduced to 
monotypy. 

CarciiiosoiNii and Mixopleriis are well-known genera. Num- 
erous, nearly complete specimens, have come from New York, 
Indiana, Scotland, England, Norway, and Bohemia. Megalo- 
grapiiis, previous to this writing, was mainly known only from 
a nearly complete walking leg and a tergite from the Ohio Ordo- 
vician. Echino gnat bus is a large spinous form from New York, 
but it unfortunately is known mainly from a walking leg and other 

fragments of no great diagnostic value. The spinosity suggests a 
relationship to /Megidograpltis. 

The discovery of the new Megulograplm material has served 
to emphasize the important and fundamental differences between 
the genera Carcinosoma, Megalograpltis, and M/xoplerus. The 
last two differ greatly from Carcinosoma in having a distinctly 
trilobed mesosoma which is narrower and scorpionoid and not 
terete as in all the known species of Carcinosoma. Another 
important difference lies in the subtriangular dorsal shield of 
Carcinosoma as compared to the rather square shield of the other 
genera. Numerous differences are present in the appendages of 
the three genera. 

Likewise fundamental distinctions exist between Megalo- 
graptns and Mixopteras. Aside from important discrepancies in 
the number of joints in the walking legs, the differentiation of 
the legs, the nature of the metastoma, and the operculum, a funda- 
mental difference lies in the contraction of the metasoma at the 
first (No. 7) tergite in MegalograplHS whereas the contraction 
comes at the second (No. 8) tergite in Mixoplerus. Of still more 
basic importance are the altogether different caudal assemblages in 
these genera; particularly in the development of the pretelson into 
a large, broad, pterygotoid paddle, and in the presence of scimitar 
or sickle-like blades ("cereal blades") beneath the telson in 
MegalograplHS. 

The above differentiations between some of the genera of the 
original Carcinosomatidae are as great as, if not greater than, the 
differences which separate the present families, or even super- 
families, of the Eurypterida. It is our opinion that the Carcino- 
somatidae deserved emendment, and that Aiegalograpl»s and 
Mixoplerus must be referred each to a separate family. This step 
was taken in 1955^. 

Regional differentiation of the paired prosomal appendages 
is also of great evolutionary and taxonomic importance here. 
The Eurypterida have deviated far from the inferred primordial 
plan of similar legs, presumably of identical joint count on all 

■■As indicated in Stormer's Tnaliw work on the Chelicerata (1955), the 
present study was then considered as being essentially ready for press, 
and data from the manuscript were made available to Stormer, including 
the published restoration of the dorsal aspect of Mef,alogrjptii!. Thus 
the various taxa attributed to Caster and Kjellesvig-Waering as of 1955, 
supposedly from the expected publication of the manuscript prior to the 
appearance of the Treatise, in reality date from the 1955 date of pub- 
lication by us in Stormer's work. In his presentation of some of our 
material space limitation necessitated abbreviation and paraphrase in 
places; elsewhere the study of additional materials over the inter\'ening 
years has outrightly altered our 1955 views. Thus some amplification 
and emendation of the 1955 presentation is required. 
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segments. In concentration of the appendages on the prosoma 
great diversity of function has been assumed by what were pre- 
sumably originally mainly manducatory and locomotor organs. 
The former function is retained by the basal elements (coxae) of 
all eurypterid appendages; however, the locomotor rami were sub- 
jected to great regional mutation and functional differentiation. 
Thus what may have been primarily walking appendages through- 
out became modified into the prehensile, and wholly manducatory 
chelicerae, into ensnaring appendages with movable and fixed 
spines or fixed spines in some genera, into walking-balancing legs 
among swimmers, and into the great paddle-like swimming legs 
among the more spectacular eurypterids. 

In connection with the regional differentiation of the paired 
appendages, the joint count of various pairs also deviates from any 
standard plan (if ever such existed). Thus from leg to leg-pair 
in a species, the joint count varies, and standards of deviation be- 
come fixed in higher taxa. The chelicerae were long considered as 
being constantly of three joints in the Eurypterida. However, 
Kjellesvig-Waering (1964, in press in the Journal of Paleontol- 
ogy) shows them to be consistently four-jointed in the Ptery- 
gotidae. Megalograptid joint counts from "wa'king leg" to 
"walking leg" also differ from the condition supposedly fixed 
for these appendages elsewhere in the eurypterids. 

The nomenclature of leg joints among arachnids (e. g.. coxa, 
femur, patella, tibia) has little other than tradition to recom- 
mend it, even when homologies within the arthropod group are 
certain. The implied homologies with vertebrate appendages are 
of course a preposterous inheritance from an earlier age, and the 
time is past due when a more logical and realistic system of no- 
menclature be employed. Aside from the coxae, a term which we 
employ, and where homologies with similarly named structures 
elsewhere among arachnids, arachnomorphs, and even trilobites, 
are probably sound, it is misleading to employ the joint nomen- 
clature, at any rate at this stage of information. In analysis of the 
appendages of Megalograplus and comparisons with other eu- 
rypterids we prefer to number the joints serially from contact 
with the coxa. It is clear that individual joints of a leg may ex- 
pand or contract, even disappear; and apparently may also either 
double, or permit intercalation of adventitious joints. Until the 
details of such regional evolution are better comprehended tra- 
ditional nomenclature is misleading. Kjellesvig-Waering (1964- 
A) in a study of new fossil scorpions from New York finds, for 
example, the Lower Paleozoic scorpions consistently differ from 
living scorpions in their leg joint count. 

THE HABITATS OT THE EURYPTERIDA 

The ecology of the Eurypterida has been controversial for a 
long time. We do not accept the rather common view {e.g., 
Stormer's) that the eurypterids are not typically marine creatures. 
We view the whole Eurypterida and Merostomata as primordially 
and "typically" marine. It may even be {fide Kjellesvig-Waering) 
that the Lower Paleozoic scorpions were also. No doubt, like 
all other creatures, they had preferred ecologies, the while being 
perhaps exceptionally tolerant, or even adaptive. Possibly the 
habits of the modern Xiphosura. "living fossils," illuminate their 
Eurypterida relatives. As has been summarized by Caster (1931^), 
modern Liiniih/s not only comes from moderately deep benthonic 
settings to the strand, but even ventures far into estuaries, during 
its breeding season, thus showing a considerable latitude of per- 
sonal adjustment. Moreover, Liniiilus lives and even seems W 
thrive for a considerable time when imprisoned in a fresh watci 
aquarium. Too often in paleontology the death-setting has beer 
interpreted as biocoenosic. Among such venturesome creatures .i> 
the limulids maximum mortality occurs in the short nuptial migra 
tion into "unfamiliar" haunts. Quite aside from this aspect of 
the paleoecology of nuptial scene-changers, there is the circulik^ 
reasoning involved whereby their death scene, which was quite 
exceptional to their main economy, becomes not only attributed tc 
them as normal, but their presence becomes prima facie evidence 
for the ecologic conclusions therefrom in part derived. Thii:- 
once the idea was accepted that "in Pennsylvanian and Permian 
times the limulids became dwellers in fresh water," their presence 
in coal swamps, or what are commonly so interpreted, e.g., Mazon 
Creek deposits in Illinois, fortified the fresh-water argument. 
Probably all such sites were readily accessible to the sea for tempo- 
rary invasion by the king crabs and mortally associated euryp- 
terids. This is certainly true of the Mazon Creek beds where 
Richardson (1956, p. 59) reported a meagre but nevertheless 
marine fauna including a serpulid worm, an amphineuran, a pee- 
tinoid clam, a coiled cephalopod, a trilobite, teeth of a xenacanlh 
shark, and one fragment of shark cartilage. 

Kjellesvig-Waering (1961) summarized the basic ccoloi;u 
associations ("phases") of the Eurypterida in the Silurian in n)n 
nection with his survey of the Welsh Borderland assemblage. He 
distinguished: 1. A completely marine association, characterized 
by the Carcinosomatidae and Pterygotidae, where a rich marine 
invertebrate fauna was always present; 2. The Eurypterid.ie 
association in which the eurypterids of the first association occurrcil 
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iiiily as rarities, .uid iithcr invertebrates were relatively rare but 
wholly marine. The lithofacies of this association is less com- 
monly of the "typically marine aspect" (e.g., shales, silts, lime- 
stones and shelly facies of biogenetic, organodastic aspect). 
"Waterlimes ' are a common matrix material of this phase. 
Kjellesvig-Waering visualized settings closer to shore and even 
lagoonal or estuarine in some instances for this phase. The most 
famous assemblages of fossil eurypterids (New York State, noi- 
thern Ohio, the Baltic) pertain to this setting. ?>. The least ma- 
rine phase is characterized by the families Hughmilleriidae and 
Stylonuridae. Here the lithofacies is clastic (e.g., sands, muds, 
and silts) . The environment may on occasion have been brackish, 
at any rate for the death site. Other marine fossils are rarely 
found in this phase; some fresh-water admixtures may occur, and 
the deposition may even on occasion have been brackish. It is 
highly doubtfid that this facies was ever a wholly fresh-water 
environment. 

Clearly, jWegalogittpl/is pertains to the first ecology, being 
wholly marine, associated with carcinosomatids and a wide spec- 
trum of normal marine Upper Ordovician invertebrates, buried 
remotely (several hundred miles apparently) from shore, prob- 
ably in completely biocoenosic circumstances. 

The preservational aspect of eurypterid occurrences is im- 
portant, not only in connection with the places where they died 
most abundantly, as indicated above, but also with respect to their 
own possible role in eradicating biocoenosic data. Their tests 
were highly digestible, apparently, and cannibalism possibly rife. 
The rather common arachnid practice of the female consuming the 
male after conjugation may also have been practiced to some de- 
gree. Such large, full-fleshed bodies as they seem to have been, 
judging from the inflated state of Megalograptia specimens, may 
have made them especially delectable for their predacious and 
scavenging associates, e.g., cephalopods, trilobites, and fishes. All 
of which intimates that the eurypterids may well have been far 
commoner in ancient marine faunas than their preserved remains 
would indicate. Conceivably, in their predilect life setting, in the 
sea, many factors, mainly biologic, militated against their being 
preserved, whereas in their seasonal migrations, among those 
following this practice, preservation was both easier and com- 
moner. 

The great majority of the eurypterids remains clearly are 
discarded instars. Judging from their profusion in many of the 
famous sites, it must indicate that the eurypterids congregated 
at that particular spot because it alTorded  protection  both  from 

predators and physical factors such as currents, waves, and the like 
while the eurypterid remained soft and defenseless immediatcl, 
after ecdysis. It would not be possible for eurypterids such as the 
Pterygotidae to perform ecdysis without being soft and flexible in 
order to rid themselves of the old covering. While in the flexible 
stage they were easy prey for many other animals. Nevertheless 
the repeated occurrence of the eurypterids in at least three distinct 
facies argues for a biocoenosic association rather than thanato- 
coenosic. Indeed the latter can barely be involved as in the 
majority of cases death was not involved—merely ecdysis. 

The usual account of eurypterid history (e.g., that of 
Clarke and Ruedemann, 1912, and Kjellesvig-Waering, 1958) 
has them changing environment in the course of the Paleozoic; 
from an early marine existence to a wholly fresh-water existence 
in the Permian, a transition which the junior author no longer 
considered correct by I960. More likely they lived out their days 
in their own ecologic niches, evolving within these in the main, 
and eventually dying out therein as well. It seems that eurypterid 
denizens of the first two zones, phases or facies, simply died out in 
the course of the Devonian, leaving only the third zone with its 
occupants to be recorded as the last expression of the order in the 
Upper Devonian, Mississippian, Pennsylvanian, and Permian. 
The Adelophthcilin!i.< (along with Mycterops and Mazouipterus) 
development in the Pennsylvanian and Permian clearly belongs to 
the Hughmilleriidae-Stylonuridae facies. The preferential adher- 
ence of organisms to their biologic niches (magnafacies of Caster, 
1934) through long stretches of time is often lost sight of in the 
making of historical geology accounts. 

SYSTEMATIC MISE EN SCENE 

Since the publication in 1955 of Stormer's classification of the 
Merostomata in the Treatise on Invertehrale Paleontology, a con- 
siderable number of important merostomatic discoveries have been 
made which necessarily must alter that classification. In the Eu- 
rypterida alone, there is now (1964) a total of 47 genera as 
against 27 as reported in the Tieati.ie. Obviously, this increase 
(over 45%) in the knowledge of eurypterid genera necessitates 
changes, some drastic, in the classification. The Eurypterida are 
an extremely diverse group; and basing our judgment on that 
diversity, were likely a much larger group than commonly thought; 
and certainly much larger than orders such as the Scorpionida. 
Without a doubt, we may expect still more spect.icular discoveries 
of eurypterids, particularly in Ordovician and older beds. 
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Wc consider the Merostom.Ua as a class with tlie following 

orders: 
Order Aghispida Walcott, 1911 
Order Xiphosurida Latreille, 1802 
Order Chasmataspida Caster and Brooks, 1956 
Order Eurypterida Burmeister, 1843 

This classification, not gre.Uly unlike Stcrmer's, (1955) how- 
ever, eliminates subclass distinctions which seemed to serve little 
purpose; perhaps as little .i'- the subclass and superorder designa- 
tions of the class Arachnida (compare Petrunkevitch, 1955, p. 

P 50). 
Our concern here, however, is with the Eurypterida, and here 

we recognize two distinct groups, classified as suborders, and 
divided on the basis of the chelicerae. The suborder Eurypterida 
Burmeister, 1843, has the chelicera composed of three joints, 
small, simple, and without teeth. The other suborder is here 
named the Pterygotida and has the chelicera composed of four 
joints, all of which have been greatly enlarged and elongated 
and armed with formidable teeth. There are many other basic 
difTerences between the two suborders that could be used for the 
separation and it is interesting to note that no intermediate form 
between the two suborders, has yet been discovered, although this 
is to be expected possibly in Cambrian or Ordovician time. 

We are impressed with the primitive characteristics of 
Megalograplus and consider the family, along with the Mixopteri- 
dae, Carcinosomatidae and Mycteropidae, as a natural group dis- 
tinct from other families of the Eurypterida and for which the su- 
perfamily Mixopteracea Caster and Kjellesvig-Waering (no///, 
inwsl. ex Mixopteridae C. and K.-W., 1955) is appropriate. This 
elevation in rank for the group was proposed by Novojilov (1962) 
as superfamily "Mixopterida". (We prefer the "acea" termination 
for superfamilies in accord with wide tradition.) This group 
includes all of the distinctly scorpionoid eurypterids. The post- 
abdomen is highly differentiated from the preabdomen; the 
mesosoma, or preabdomen, is commonly trilobed; and a scorpion- 
oid telson, very likely with a poison gland, commonly occurs. The 
group is distinguished from the others in having the walking legs 
decreasing in size from anterior to posterior, the reverse being true 
in the other two superfamilies Eurypteracea and Stylonuracea. 
The superfamily Mixopteracea has been carved out of the Euryp- 
teracea as employed by Stormer (1955), thus substantially reduc- 
ing the scope of the latter. His Stylonuracea remains unaltered. 

We have, throughout the text, emphasized the primitive 
character of Megalograplm. This is borne out in our opinion by 
the type of carapace with anteriorly located eyes, the unusually 

primiti\e arrangement of the \entral shields and locking device, 
the type and greater joint count of the prosomal appendages, the 
trilobation, the separation of mesosoma from metasoma (6 and 6) 
rather than preabdomen-postabdomen (7 and 5), and the caudal 
termination, although on the latter we confess we are at a loss to 
understand the full phylogenetic significance. All these major 
characteristics point to an anachronism or a highly specialized and 
yet archaic type in Ordovician time. 

The idea of the primitiveness of the scorpionoid eurypterids 
is not new. This was ably advanced by Versluys in 1923. Fund.i- 
mentally we are in agreement, although we do not subscribe to the 
Versluys-De Moll theory (1920, 1921, 1922; De Moll. 19M, 
1917; Versluys, 1919, 1923) that the arachnids and merostomes 
are derived from land dwelling arachnids or that the eurypterids 
were derived from scorpion-like ancestors that lived on land and 
later entered the water. We consider the Scorpionida to have 
been originally aquatic and evolved with the Eurypterida from .i 
common aquatic (marine) ancestor. Although numerous pale- 
ontologists, and one or two zoologists, have suggested that the 
early scorpions were aquatic (Whitfield, 1885; Laurie, 1893: 
Pocock, 1901; Clarke and Ruedemann, 1912; Denison, 1956; 
Wills, I960; Kjellesvig-Waering, 1963-1964?), direct morpho- 
logical evidence in the discovery of stigmata or gills was lacking 
Kjellesvig-Waering advises that a specimen of a well-preservcc 
scorpion from the Lower Devonian of Wyoming (to be publishcc 
in Chicago Natural History Museum, Fieldiana series) reveal; 
round gills very similar in structure to those known in eurypterids 
This would seem to be incontrovertible evidence of their aquatic 

nature. 
At the present stage of knowledge of eurypterid genera, it is 

quite possible to present seemingly sound and convincing argu- 
ments concerning the primitiveness of any particular group of 
eurypterids. This is because it is difficult at present to discern any 
definite trends in the evolution of the eurypterids as knowledge of 
Ordovician forms is meagre. Apart from the megalograptids 
reported here, and Stormer's stylonurid from the Welsh Ordo- 
vician, morphological knowledge of Ordovician forms is incom- 
plete. The many eurypterids from the New York Ordovician arc- 
mainly represented by small fragments not of great phylogenetic 
importance. Thus we are left to surmise trends from discoveries 
which represent the eurypterids at their greatest diversification or 
at the peak of their macroevolution. Although we consider the| 
Mixopteracea the most primitive, we recognize that equal and 
sound arguments can be made that the Eurypteracea, Stylonuracea,! 
or even the Pterygotida may be each equally as primitive.    How-- 
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ever, tin's state of confusion is not restricted to the classification 

of the Eurypterida; for example, it is present in Scorpionida which 

has the advantage of countless living specimens besides the added 

great advantage of ontogenetic and embryological data; the clas- 

sification of the Scorpionida still remains artificial and admittedly 

inadequate. The determination of the structure of the median 

appendages in more eurypterids is a basic desideratum for future 

classification. Our knowledge of these appendages remains poor 

except in barely a dozen eurypterids. Publication of more data 

concerning these structures in the known eurypterids will be of 

considerable fundamental importance toward a more sound class'fi- 

cation. 

With this lack of facts in mind, we still propose a new classi- 

fication for Eurypterida Burmeister, (184.^) knowing full well 

that the known Eurypterida merely represent a small sampling 

of a group taken at the peak of its greatest development and 

which already had long established its trends of macroevolution, 

thus representing both a highly specialized and an archaic group. 

The classification therefore will soon be found to be highly inade- 

quate in the light of new and important discoveries that are sure 

to be made. 

NEW CLASSIFICATION OF EURYPTERIDA 

Order Eurypterida Burmeister, 1843 

Suborder Eurypterida Burmeister, 1843 

Superfamily Mixopteracea Caster and Kjellesvig-Waering, 1955 

(traml. Novojilov, 1962 ex Mixopteridae C and K.-W., 1955, 

as Mixopterida). 

Family Megalograptidae Caster and Kjellesvig-Waering, 1955 

Genus Megalograplus Miller, 1874 

Genus Echiiiognathus Walcott, 1882 

Family Mixopteridae Caster and Kjellesvig-Waering, 1955 

Genus Mixolneriis Ruedemann, 1921 

Family Carcinosomatidae Stormer, 1934 

Genus Eocarciiiosuma Caster and Kjellesvig-Waering, nuv. gen. 

Genus Ccirc/nosonui Claypole, 1890 

Genus Rh'tnocarcinowma Novojilov, 1962 

Genus Parucurcinosoma Caster and Kjellesvig-Waering, nor. gen. 

I'amily Mycteropidae Cope, 1886 {non Stormer, 1951, 1955) 

Gc-nus Mycterops Cope, 1886 

Superfamily Eurypteracea Burmeister, 1843 

Family Huglmiilleriidae KjcUesvig-Waciing,  1951 

Genus Uughiiiilliria Sarle, 1902 

Subgenus //. (.Hughmilicria) Sarle, 1902 

Subgenus H. {Nanahughmilkria) Kjellesvig-W.icring, 1961 

Genus Parahughmilleria Kjellesvig-Waering, 1961 

Genus Unionoplerus Chernyshev, 1948 

Genus Adelophlhalmus Jordan and Meyer,  1854 

Family Slimoniidae Novojilov, 1962 

Genus W'aeringopteriis Leutze, 1961 

Genus Slimonia Page, 1856 

Genus Salleropierus Kjellesvig-Waering, 1951 

Genus Groswpleriis Stormer, 1934 

Genus Haslimima White, 1908 

Family Eurypteridae Burmeister, 1843 

Genus Onychopterella Stormer, 1951 

Genus Tylopterdla Stormer, 1951 

Genus Erieoplerus Kjellesvig-Waering, 1958 

Genus Euryplerus De Kay, 1825 

Genus B/<tfMop/ti7/< Kjellesvig-Waering and Heubuscli, 1962 

Superfamily Stylonuracea Diener, 1924 

Family Dolichopteridae Kjellesvig-Waering and Stormer, 1952 

Genus Dolichopterus Hall, 1859 

Genus Sirohilopterus Ruedemann, 1935 

Genus Syntomopterus Kjellesvig-Waering, 1961 

Family Stylonuridae Diener, 1924* 

Genus Stylonurus Page, 1856 

Genus Drepanopterus Laurie, 1892 

Genus Metbournoplerus Caster and Kjellesvig-Waering,  195.^ 

Genus Brachyopterus Stormer, 1951 

Genus Clenopterus Clarke and Ruedemann, 1912 

Genus Pagea Waterston, 1962 

Genus Hatliplerus Kjellesvig-Waering, 1963 

Genus Dorfoplerus Kjellesvig-Waering, 1955 

Genus Tarsop/erella Stormer, 1951 

Genus Mazoniplerus Kjellesvig-Waering, 1963 

Family Rhenopteridae Starmer, 1951 

Genus Rhenopterus Stormer, 1936 

Family Woodwardopteridae Kjellesvig-Waering, 1959 

Genus Borchgreiinkium Novojilov, 1959 

Genus WooJucirdopleri/s Kjellesvig-Waering, 1959 

* The genera Mursupipterus Gister and Kjellesvig-Waering (1955) and 
Polystornurum Novojilov (1958), originally considered stylonurids are 
best considered as phyllocarid crustaceans of uncertain affinities according 
to the findings of Rolfe (1963). Novojilov's (1958, 1962) stylonurid 
subfamily Marsupipterinae, like its type, must be deleted from the Eury- 
pterida. 
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Family Hibbertopteridae Kjellesvig-Waering,  1959 

Genus Hibberlofilerus Kjellesvig-Waering, 1959 

Genus Campylocephalus Eichwald, 1860 

Suborder Pterygotida Caster and Kjellesvig-Waering, iiov. 

Superfamily Pterygotacea Clarke and Ruedemann, 1912. 
{liAJisl. C. & K.-W., ex Pterygotidae Clarke & Ruedemann, 1912) 

Family Pterygotidae Clarke and Ruedemann, 1912 

Genus Plerygoliis Agassiz, 1844 
Subgenus P. (Plerygolus) Agassiz, 1844 
Subgenus P. {Aciiliramiii) Ruedemann, 1935 

Genus Erelloplerus Salter, 1859 
Subgenus E. (Erellopleriis) Salter, 1859 
Subgenus E. (Truncaliramus) Kjellesvig-Waering, 1961 

SVSrrMATIC DPSCRIPTIONS OF HIGHER TAXA 

Family  MEGALOGRAPTIDAE   Caster  and  Kjellesvig-Waering, 
1955, emend. 

Mixopteratea of large size; test with ovate to triangular and 
linear scales; dorsal shield somewhat inflatedly subquadrate, with 
tongue-like and deflected anterior median process bearing strong 
marginal, subtriangular spines. Compound eyes well forward, 
almost at the antero-Iateral margin, slightly lunate; mesosoma 
narrowly expanded, with axial furrows, creating prominent triloba- 
tion; composed of six tergites. Sharp abdominal contraction at 
first tergite of the terete metasoma composed of six segments; 
sixth tergite with broad pterygotoid lateral expansions and a deep 
posterior indentation; telson short, triangular in section and 
slightly dorso-ventrally arched; a pair of sickle-like or scimitar- 
like horizontally articulating, flattened blades attached beneath the 
telson to the sixth tergite (these are the "cereal blades") ; the 
points of the sickles and the telson meet, apparently to form a 
caudal grasping apparatus. Ventral shields locked by ventrally 
deflected anterior process of carapace; chelicerae small, of three 
joints, and not capable of reaching beyond the front margin of the 
prosoma, if capable of anterior extension; first and third walking 
legs stout and relatively short, spinous; some spines paired and 
articulating; second pair of legs enormously developed, composed 
of eight joints bearing long, paired, and articulating spines; one 
pair on the third joint being long, and the last pair on the fourth 
joint having ball-like terminal expansions; fourth leg of nine 
joints, narrow and almost spineless; the distal joint spinelike and 
together with distal strong spines of the eighth joint creates a trifid 
end of the leg; swimming leg of eight joints; third and sixth 
elements broadened, lengthened, and flattened; seventh joint en- 

larged, but relatively less than in most Mixopteracea; distal 
joint much reduced; metastoma subovate and cordate; anterior 
cleft and posterior sometimes indented; genital appendage clavi- 
form in females; short and narrow in males. 

Type genus.—Megalograpt/is Miller, 1874. 
Range.—Upper Ordovician, eastern United States. 
The family may be monotypic; however, the highly spinous 

and stout eurypterid walking leg described by Walcott (1882) 
as Ech'nwgnathus is tentatively placed in the family. 

Genus MEGALOGRAPTUS Miller, 1874, emend. 

Dorsal shield subquadrate; compound eyes medium in size,, 
subreniform, and antero-marginal; ocelli central on a slightlyi 
elevated platform; ventral shields on each side locked by deflectedl 
rostral area; margin of rostrum bears stout subtriangular spines; 
all legs differentiated; joint counts: 3,7,8,8,9,8; cheLcerae simple,: 
small, and short; first walking leg much compressed, spinose,; 
with both movable and immovable spines; second walking leg 
likewise compressed and greatly enlarged, with long movable 
spines; third walking leg terete, stout, with clusters of opposable,, 
movable and immovable spines; fourth walking leg compressed,; 
narrow, generalized, nonspinous except for penultimate joint, 
but with small spurs; trifid termination of leg created by a pain 
of stout articulated distal spines on the penultimate joint and at 
terminal joint of proportions similar to these spines; swimming| 
leg almost planate, strongly geniculated anteriorly, with thirdl 
joint greatly elongated and expanded; main paddle consisting ofl 
much elongated sixth joint and moderately enlarged ovate seventh! 
joint; terminal joint not known, probably small judging from 
the tiny cicatrix at the end of the seventh joint. Metastoma ovoid, 
emarginate anteriorly and posteriorly; median appendage: mals 
small, club-shaped of three joints; female smaller, lacrimiform,, 
of three joints; mesosoma of six tergites, relatively narrow, trilob-i 
ed; abdominal contraction occurs at first tergite of the metasoma,; 
which consists of six tergites also; pretelson broadly lobate, ptery- 
gotoid, bearing terminally a pair of sickle- or scimitar-like flatten- 
ed, horizontally articulating blades ("cereal blades") of large 
size; the blades articulate beneath the telson and have a commoni 
meeting point with the end of the telson; telson spikelike, rela- 
tively short, triangular in cross-section and slightly arched dorso- 
ventrally. 

T)t>i' specie!.—Megjlogrjptiis irelchi Miller. 

Kiirni >i ilrutigrdphU range.—Upper Ordovician. 

Diiiiihiilion.—Ohio, Indiana and Virginia. 
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Tlic wnlers rcio^nizc llic tollowiii^ species of tliis /^eiius: 

;\lc,i,'.//r;,i;'.'/"«i .i/it'oLil/n  (Sluik. ) Orddvui.ui   (B.iys) 
Virginiii 

Ahx-'I".K'-'I'"" obhensis, C. & K.-W. •' (Hlkhorn) 
Ohio 

Ahx.iloxrj/i/ui t/iideleri, nnv. sp. " (Saluda) 
Ohio and Indiana 

MlK'il"K'-'l'ii<^ tcehhi MiWer •' (Liberty) 
Ohio 

Mctijltii^r.ifiiK iv/llhim.ue, nov. if). " (Waynesviile) 
Ohio 

AU,i;.il'>Kr.,l>l,,! sp, C. & K -W. (Wliitewatcr) 
Ohio 

Of the above species, only Megaloi^rapliis ohioeiisis is known 
in almost complete detail. M. welch't has been a problematical 
form known only from fragments. M. ohioensh, M. shideleri, 
h\. williaiiisae, and M. sp. are described in the text of this report. 

Megalograpt/is welchi Miller is known only from a nearly 
complete walking leg, a fragment of another leg and a large ter- 
gite. The structure of the species therefore is not well known. 
The nearly complete appendage is now known to represent the 
third walking leg, and the fragment of the other leg represents the 
fourth to sixth joints of the third walking leg on the opposing 
side. The length of the tergite suggests that it is the dorsal side 
of one lying approximately in the middle of the metasoma. The 
United States National Museum has a small fragment of a body 
segment which possibly may represent Megalograptus welchi. It 
retains ovoid scales but is too small a fragment for positive identi- 
ication. The fragment (U.S.N.M. No. 70157) is from the 
Liberty beds near Centerville, Ohio. 

Fragments of an eurypterid were described by Shuler (1915, 
3. 551) as Sljlonunts {Ctenopterns ?) alveolatiis Shuler from the 
Upper Ordovician Bays sandstone at Walker Mt., Virginia. The 
ypes, in the Museum of Comparative Zoology, were studied by 
he writers and the holotype, at least, represents an undoubted 
Megalograptia. The other fragments are too indistinct for deter- 
nination. The holotype, however, is well preserved and exhibits 
he third to fifth joints of the third appendage (second walking 
eg) of Megalograpli/s. The short third joint, with the character- 
Stic long spines typical of Megnlograpli/s, is proportionately larger 
han in M. ohioensis. In contrast, the fourth joint is proportion- 
itely shorter than in the latter. The parts known of M. alveolatiis 
ndicate a much smaller individual than most of the remains of the 
;enus in Ohio. 

It is interesting to note that the argillaceous sandstone in 
vhich M. alveolatus occurs contains a typical marine fauna, Bra- 
hiopods are on the same slab as the eurypterids, Shuler (1915, 
). 554) stated that the "delta-like and near-shore character of the 
kys sandstone is evident."    The occurrence of Megalograplti.^. in 

marine beds of southwestern Virginia is apparently much the same 
as in the many localities in which Megalograplus is found in Ohio 
and Indiana. It would be difficult to ascribe anything other than a 
marine habitat for the known Megalogiapl'i (compare OT.onnel! 
1916). 

Genus  ECHINOGNATHUS  Walcott.   1882 

Megalograptidae(.>) of medium size; third walking leg with 
crowded, long spines; metastoma cordate, broad ; prosoma possibly 
subquadrate; rest unknown. 

Type species.—Echinognalhtis clei-eLinJi Walcott. 

Known stratigraphic range.—Upper Ordovician. 

Occurrence.—New York State. 

The genus is known only from fragments of one species, 
£. Cleveland, Walcott, from the Utica shales at Holland Patent,' 
New York. A spine from the Frankfort shales at Rome, New 
York, although attributed by Ruedemann (1916, p. 108, and 
1926, p. 149) ioBchinognathiu, may represent a Megalograplus. 

Family MIXOPTERIDAE Caster and Kjellesvig-Waering, 1955 

Mixopteracea of medium to large size; scorpionoid in general 
aspect. Test with tubercles or semicircular scales; dorsal shield 
(prosoma) subquadrate and bearing a median rostrum of quad- 
rate outline; compound eyes small, lunate, near the antero-lateral 
margin; ocelli slightly anterior to the center of the dorsal shield; 
mesosoma of seven tergites, narrowly trilobed by axial furrows, 
moderately expanded (a bit more than in Megalograplus). Meta- 
soma of terete posteriorly tapering tergites; body contraction at 
first metasomal tergite abrupt and discontinuous (in contrast to 
the smooth transition in Megalograplus) ; axial lobes of the meso- 
soma and the metasoma regularly decrease in width throughout; 
narrow, curved telsonic spine, scorpionoid in aspect, subtriangular 
in section; no cereal blades. 

Metastoma narrow, piriform, anteriorly cordate and pedun- 
culate posteriorly. All legs differentiated except fourth and fifth 
pairs which are nearly alike; joint count: 3,6,7 ( ?8), 7, 7, 8; che- 
licerae small, simple, short, apparently much as in Megalograplus: 
first walking leg much elongated, directed anteriorly, joints terete; 
second and third joints bear flattened lobes, possibly serving as 
claspers; remaining distal joints each with a pair of long, delicate, 
movable spines, six in all; second walking leg much enlarged, 
flatly compressed and also turned forward; spinose; distal four 
jomts bear long paired movable spines; third and fourth walking 
legs nearly alike; short, stout, terete and laterally bearing stout 
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paired spines on the distal tour joints. Swimming leg large, but 
much shorter proportionally than in Megulograptus: third joint 
not enlarged; in fact, all first five joints short and terete, making a 
short base to the paddle; joint five subequal to all of the preced- 
ing four joints; paddle composed of enlarged, flattened joints six 
and seven; terminal joint small. Male genital appendage long, 
narrow; female unknown. 

T)pe genus.—Mixopleriis Ruedem.inn, 1921. 
The family is monotypic. 

Genus MIXOPTERUS Ruedemann. 1921 

Generic and family traits are combined in the above analysis. 

Type species.—Slylonurus  (Oenopterus) mullispinosus 
Clarke and Ruedemann. 

SlratigiJphic r.iiige.—Silurian—^Lower Devonian. 
Dislribuiiott.—Kcv York, Norway, Oesel, Scotland, England. 

The following species have been referred to this genus: 
Mixopterus dolichoschelus Stormer 

Siluro-Devonian   (Downtoni.in) Scotl.inJ 
Mixopterus iiaeri Stormer 

Siluro-Devonian  (Downtonian) Norway 
Mixopterus multispinosus (Clarke and Ruedemann) 

Silurian  (Salina) New York 
Mixopterus simonsoiii (Schmidt) 

Silurian (Ludlow) Oesel 
Mixopterus? sp. Stormer (1933) 

Silurian (Ludlow) Ogardsvik.i, Norway 
A(/.vo/)/<'r»/sp. Kjellesvig-Waering (1951) 

Siluro-Devonian  (Downtonian) Herefordshire, England 

The greater part of our knowledge of the genus comes from 
the nearly complete specimens of Mixoplertis kiaeri Stormer from 
the Downtonian sandstone at Rudstangen, Ringerike, Norway 

(Stormer, 193i) 

Family CARCINOSOMATIDAE St0rmer, 1934 

(iiom. corr. Stormer, 1955, pro Carcinosomidae Stormer, 1934) 

Mixopteracea of scorpionoid aspect, mostly small to medium- 
sized, exceptionally attaining large size; surface of exoskeleton 
bears scattered minute tubercles or raised linguate scales; dorsal 
shield subtriangular; compound eyes small, oval, marginal to 
intramarginal and antemedian to centrally located; mesosoma of 
seven tergites, greatly expanded; nearly circular in outline, and 
without axial furrows or lobation; metasoma of five terete tergites, 
tapering to spikelike or curved telson; no cereal blades. Meta- 
stoma broad, subtriangular, or scutelliform; chelicerae small; 
walking legs essentially alike in structure, all spiny, first pair of 
legs considerably shorter than the other three pairs which decrease 
in  size from  anterior to posterior;  swimming  legs with long. 

slightly expanded sixth and seventh joints forming the paddle; 
eighth joint greatly expanded. Male appendage long, club-shaped 
with rounded termination, single jointed. Female much smaller, 
not well known. 

Type genus,—Cjrcinosoma Claypole, 1890. 

Previous to Stormer's (1955) Treatise work, the family in- 
cluded the genera: Caniiwsonia, Ech'inogiiathns, A{egitlogidl>lin. 
and Mixoplents. As emended there, Echinognalhiis and Mcg.il- 
ograptus were referred to the new family Megalograptidac; 
Mixopleriis likewise was relegated to another new family, the 
Mixopteridae; Carciiiosonia. therefore, remained as the only genus 
of the family Carcinosomatidae. 

Carcinosonid is a well-known genus embracing a number of 
species from England, Scotland, and Bohemia in Europe, and New 
York, Indiana, Ohio, and possibly Ontario in North America. 
All known forms are from the Ordovician and Silurian, with some 
doubtful records from the Lower Devonian (Kjellesvig-Waering, 
1961, p. 793). A total of 18 species is recognized for the 
genus.'' 

Within these 18 species important fundamental differences 
exist which properly form the bases of separate genera, if not 
higher taxa. These entail such traits as the position of the com- 
pound eyes on the dorsal shield, the nature of the prosomal 
appendages, the shape of the metastoma, and the form of the 
median appendage and the telson. Although a number of the 
recognized species of Carcinownia are imperfectly known, many 
characteristics are present which in these writers' opinion, sug- 
gest sufficient differences for a regrouping of the "genus." The 
writers propose the recognition, therefore, of four generic groups 
in the Carcinosomatidae: Carcinosoma Claypole (1890), Rhiiw- 
cardnosonm Novojilov (1962), and the new genera Eocarci- 
nosonni and P^ntcari-'tnosoma. 

Genus CARCINOSOMA Claypole,  1890,  emend. 

Carcinosomatidae of medium to large size; compound eyes 
located at the antelateral angles of the subtriangular dorsal shield ; 
second to fifth appendages strongly developed, stout, flattened, 
turned anteriorly so that the venter of these appendages facts 
forward; very spinous; swimming legs long, reaching to the 
metasoma; metasoma flattened not terete; each tergite with epi 
meral angles developed; telson spikelike, straight, tapering. 

^ A restudy of the holotype of Ruedemann's Ens.ircin (CMcinosnm.i) 
Irigunus (1916, p. Ill) from the Bertie waterlime of New York wa.s found 
to be a poorly preserved specimen of Eurypteriis remipes remipes DcK.iy 
by Kjellesvig-Waering (1963). 
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Type sI't'i'/CK—Ciircinosomj tutilh/i (Cl.iypok-). 

Kniiuii  'li.ilif^r.ipliif rjnut.—Ordovician (.•') ; Silurian; Dcviinian( ,') 

Dislrihuliori.—Indiana,   New   York,   Canada    (Manitnulin   Is.,   and 
Arctic), Scotland, England, and Algeria. 

The writers sug^'est that the following' species pertain td the 
yciuis: 

C.ircinduiiii.i (?) h.irUyi Kjcllesvig-Waering 
Silurian  (l.iullow) hngland 

CarciiioMjm.i //iti/)/'Copeland and Bolton 
Silurian  (Clinton) Maniloulin Is., Canada 

Carcinouim.i (?)  liigAni Williams 
Silurian  (Nia.uara) Ontario 

Carcinosom.i (?) longiceps (Clarke and Ruedemann) 
Ordovician (Schenectady) New York 

Ciiri'inofom.i iniilini (Claypole) 
Silurian (Kokomo) Indiana 

Ciii/iiotom.i piiinLiliim (Salter) 
Silurian  (Ludlow) England 

Carcinosom.i Horpwidei (Woodward) 
Silurian (Ludlow) Scotland 

CarciuosojHJ stoliciim  (Laurie) 
Silurian (Wenlock) Scotland 

Carcinouim.i spniijeriim K|ellesvig-Waering and Heubuscli 
Silurian  (Salina) New York 

Circino^onui sp. Copeland (1962) 
Silurian Canadian Arctic (Devon Is ) 

Circinos/iw.i ^p. (Depitout)   (1962) 
Silurian (LIpper) Algeria 

Carchioioiiut (?) harleyi Kjellesvig-Waering (1961, pp. 827, 
i28) from the Upper Ludlow of Shropshire, England, is repre- 
ented by fragments and although definitely a carcinosomatid 
vill have to await further diagnostic specimens before it can 
lafely be referred to the new classification of the family. 

CarcDiosoiiia (.^) logaiii Williams from the Niagara forma- 
ion of Ontario, (Williams, 1915, p. 8) is based on a number of 
elsons and fragments of the metasoma and a possible metastoma. 
\11 fragments are much too inconclusive for generic determina- 
ion, and other than that they do represent one or more eurypterids, 
ire of little value. The telsons can represent any number of 
)ther genera; in fact, judging from the length, one of these 
'Williams, pi. 17, fig. 6) could well represent a stylonurid. At 
my rate, it is doubtful that the other telson figured (Williams, 
)1. 13, fig. 5) has any relation to the former. The species C. (P) 
ogani Williams is of doubtful standing and considerably more 
naterial is needed to determine the nature of this form. 

C.m'niosoiihi lihertyi Copeland and Bolton (I960) from 
Silurian (Clinton) of Manitoulin Island, Canada, retains the for- 
vardly directed "walking" legs and long swimming legs that 
haracterize the genus. It is represented by only one specimen 
vhich reveals the ventral side and likely some Juvenile traits. 

CMri,ioso„n> (>) loiighepi (Clarke and Ruedemann) is rep- 
resented by six prosomas, all of which, except the holotype, are 
too poorly preserved for conclusive generic determination. The 
holotype retains the prosoma and part of the mesosoma, but little 
else that could definitely be used to place its taxonomic position, 
other than to show that it represents one of the Carcinosomatidae. 
It is the only possible form of the known species of Caniiiosoma 
which might have been present in Ordovician times. All spec- 
imens known have been reported from the Schenectady (Middle 
Ordovician) shales at Schenectady, New York (Clarke and 
Ruedemann, 1912, p. 257). 

Carcinosowa piinctatum (Salter) from the Lower Ludlow at 
Church Hill, Leintwardine, Shropshire, England, is represented 
by many large fragments of tergites, prosomal appendages, and a 
large metastoma. The prosomal appendages are the flat, for- 
wardly curved structures typical of Carcinosoma, and the long 
swimmings legs likewise indicate a form much like Carcinosoma 
neidini Claypole. The Leintwardine specimens originally were 
described by Salter (1859, p. 99) ; later some corrections were 
made by Woodward (1872, p. 154) ; further emendations were 
made by Kjellesvig-Waering (1961, p. 828-830). 

Carcinosoma scorpwides (Woodward) (1868, p. 292) from 
the Ludlow at Logan Water, near Lesmahagow, Lanarkshire, Scot- 
land, is a form very much like C. newlini Claypole, having 
strongly developed, flat, spinous walking legs which are turned 
forward. The species is represented by one nearly complete form 
and another fragment including most of the anterior half. In the 
same paper in which he proposed C. scorpiotdes. Woodward des- 
cribed another carcinosomatid under the name of Plerygolus rani- 
ceps (1868, p. 294). The latter comprised a single specimen of 
a badly crushed and distorted dorsal shield and most of the meso- 
soma of a small individual. Plerygolus raniceps is recognized in 
the literature as being a Carcinosoma. The present writers do not 
see any differences between C. scorpioides (Woodward) and C. 
raniceps (Woodward) and consider the latter a synonym. This 
suggestion is further strengthened by the fact that both species 
come from the same bed (Div. 3 of Peach and Home, Ceratio- 
c.iris beds) and from the same locality, Logan Water. 

Carcinosoma scolicum (Laurie) (1898, p. 585) from the 
Wenlock shales and sandstones at Gutterford Burn, Pentland 
Hills, Edinburghshire, Scotland, reveals the strongly developed, 
forwardly turned, highly spinous walking legs and the spikelike 
telson characteristic of Carcinosoma. 

Kjellesvig-Waering and Heubusch (1962, p. 220) described 
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the walking leg of a rare Laainosomatid from the lower Vernon 
("Pittsford" fauna) of New York as Carcinosoma spinijeruni. 
As restricted here, the forwardly directed spines, and flattened 
aspect of the leg clearly include this species within the genus 
Carchiosonia. It is not known what was the exact association ot 
this species as the specimen was collected from a dump pile. It is 
known, however, that the Pittsford fauna contains at least two 
Jnlincl and sepMuile zones (Facies 2: the Eurypteridae zone and 
Facies 3: the Hughmilleriidae-Stylonuridae zone). 

Copeland (1962, pp. 52-54, pi. 12, fig. 1) described some 
diagnostic walking legs of an undoubted Carciiinsoiiia from the 
Silurian, Allen Bay formation of Devon Bay Island in the Cana- 
dian Arctic. As with other carcinosomatids, the association was 
marine (graptolitic). The arrangement of the spines of this 
interesting sf>ecies is particularly diagnostic. 

Depitout (1962) reported an eurypterid fauna from the 
Upper Silurian of Central Algeria which consists mainly of abun- 
dant remains of indeterminable pterygotids. Beside the ptery- 
gotids, the author reported fragments as a metastoma, gnathobase, 
and two telsons which are referred to Eitrypterus. The fauna 
clearly belongs to the No. 1 eurypterid facies (the Carcinosomati- 
dae-Pterygotidae zone) and the presence of an ''Etiryptertis" in this 
facies, although not impossible as it is greatly in the minority, is 
however, reason enough to suspect the determination. The so- 
called metastoma is undoubtedly the seventh (penultimate) joint 
of the swimming leg. The upper area with the deep notch which 
Depitout misinterpreted for the cordated area of a metastoma, is 
the notch where the enlarged, flat, eighth (last) joint (that 
characterized all carcinosomatids) was attached. The two telsons, 
by their sublinguate scales, also indicate a Carcinosoma. The 
gnathobase is undiagnostic but likely referrable also to Carcino- 

soiiia sp. (Depitout)". 
Several fragments of integument have been referred to 

Carcinoioma (?) which are undiagnostic and are listed here for 
completeness, although they may represent other families of the 
Mixopteracea. These fragments were reported by the follow- 
ing: Clark (1955, p. 30) from the Ordovician Lorraine group 
of Quebec; Foerste, (1916, p. 151) ; Dresser and Denis, (1944, 
p. 269); Clark, (1955, p. 35), from the Ordovician Richmond 
group of Quebec; Kjcllesvig-Waering, (1951, p. 21) from the 
Downtonian of England, and  Leutze,  (1961, p.   60)   from the 

«Of the Plcryfiolidae fragments, PI. 44, fij; 6, Text fig. 20 undouhteJIy 
is i Pleryf-olui (Pteryxolui) as the shape of the metastoma implies, 
whereas the cheliceral fragments are not P. (Acu/iramui) but likely 
Plerygolui  (Pleryxotus). 

Silurian Syracuse formation of New York. Ciirc'nioioma ? Sj 
(Kjellesvig-W.iering, 1961, p. 793) represents part of the ori| 
inal specimens which were included under Plerjgotiis taurini 
Salter from the Lower Devonian of Ewyas Harold, Herefordshin 
England. The leg, doubtfully referred to C^rciuosoma by Kje 
lesvig-Waering, may be diagnostic, if tlic original could be foun 
and studied. 

Genus PARACARCINOSOMA Caster and Kjellesvig-Waering, 
,wc.  yen. 

Carcinosomatidae of small to medium size; dorsal shiel 
long, triangular, with antelaterai compound eyes; second to fift 
prosomal appendages weakly developed, swimming legs shor 
not reaching past mesosoma; terete, not turned forward; met 
stoma bluntly triangular; metasoma terete, capable of upwat 
(overhead) and forward movement; telson is a downward 
curved, scorpion-like stinger, likely with poison gland; ma 
appendage narrow, long; female unknown^. 

Type species.—Paracarchiosoma scorpionn (Grote and Pitt). 

Known straligraphic range.—Silurian. 

Dislribulion.—New York, Scotland, and Bohemia. 

In contrast to Caninosniiia, Pardijn'niosoina has weakly dl 
veloped walking legs which are terete, rather than flattened, an 
turn downward instead of having their venter directed anteriorl 
Another important difference lies in the scorpion-like telson 
against the straight spike of the genus Carcinosniiia.    It is co; 
sidered likely that Paracarcinnsnma had a poisonous stinger as 
the scorpions.    The metasoma is much slenderer, terete, in ?a\ 
ACcuc'niosoma and could be bent over the prosoma as in the scoi 
pions.    This is indicated by the preservation of all specimens 
Paracarcinosoma, which are found with the metasoma turned 
the side, whereas the specimens of Carc'niosoma always show tl 
metasoina aligned with the mesosoma.   The latter has a flattene 
metasoma where each tergite has epimeral angles developed, 
structure that cannot be developed in terete or tubular tergites. 

These facts suggest a different mode of defense or offen 
in the two genera.   Caniiio.wina developed the powerful, spint 
legs which are  turned  forward  to   form a formidable traplil 
mechanism.    This was developed to an extreme by the Megal 

' The male mediam .ippendage given in the restoration of Panuarcin 
soma scorpionii (Grote and Pitt) by Clarke and Ruedemann (1912, i 
28) is a fanciful restoration using Eur)p/ei;i< morphological char.utt 
and has nothing to do with any of the Carcinosomatidae or even the supt 
family Mixopteracea. Unfortunately the "Eurypterus influence" is al 
evident in their restoration of the ventral side of DolichopliriK vi.tcr 
cheirui Hall in their plate 41. 
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;raptidae and Mixopteridae. ParaiMimfnanui developed only 
veak legs which presumably served in the main as true walking 
tructures. It did, however, develop a highly flexible mcsosoma 
nd metasoma armed with a large, curved and probably poisonous 
elson-spine (stinger). 

Three species are referred to this genus, namely: 

P.ir,ic.irci>iosom.i .icrocepbjlus (Semper) Silurian    Bciliemia 

P.irjcarciiioiom.i obesui (Woodward) Silurian    Scotland 

P.irjCc>rcinowma scorpionis (Grote and Pitt)     Silurian    New York 

The type species, Paracarcinoioiiiii uoipioii/s (Grote and 
'itt, 1875) is from the Upper Silurian Bertie waterlime of western 
Jew York which furnished numbers of well-preserved and com- 
ilete specimens. 

Paracaic'nwsowaacrocephahis (Semper) (1898, p. 85) from 
be Silurian Pridoli beds of central Bohemia is represented by 
larts of the dorsal shield, mesosoma, parts of the prosomal 
ppendages and telson. The prosomal appendages and the curv- 
d, scorpion-like telson (if referable to P. acrocepbabis) indicate 
bat this form is referable to the genus Paracarcinosoma. It is 
onsidered by Prantl and Pribyl (1948, p. 99) to be conspecific 
nth Paracarcinosoma scorpionis (Grote and Pitt). Although 
'. acrocephaliu may be a form related to P. scorpionis. the present 
/riters do not consider the Bohemian material to be sufficiently 
/ell preserved nor well enough represented to judge the matter, 
lany differences between the two can be cited by the present 
writers to show that both should be considered separate species, 
'erhaps more important is to prove that the reported Bohemian 
ccurrences in various zones and different localities represent a 
ingle species having an extended \ertical range. So far this 
vidence is lacking. 

A small form, Paracarcinosoma ohesus (Woodward) (1868, 
I. 298), from the Ludlow (J roc bus or Platyschisma bed, bed 5, 
f Peach and Home) of Lesmahagow, Lanarkshire, Scotland, is 
epresented by a single and apparently young specimen. The 
/eakly developed legs and curved metasoma prove this form to be 
Paracjicinosoma. 

Genus   RHINOCARCINOSOMA   Novojilov,   1962 

Carcinosomatidae of small to medium size. Dorsal shield is 
aughly triangular with anterior produced into a linguiform pro- 
;ss. Compound eyes intramarginal and ocelli placed forward of 
le center of the dorsal shield. 

Type species.—Eusanus taningcni Clarke and Ruedemann. 

Knout! straligraphic range.—Silurian. 

Dislrihulion.—New York. 

Rhiuocarciiiosoma differs from Carcinosoma and Paracarcino- 
soma in having the compound eyes intramarginally placed in- 
stead of being frontally and marginally. The ocelli of Rhinocar- 
cinosoma are located considerably further forward (and grouped 
with the compound eyes) than either Carcinosoma or Paracarcino- 
soma. In general shape of the body, Rhinocarcinosoma has a 
highly inflated mesosoma not unlike Paracarcinosoma and Carcino- 
soma. It is probably closer allied to the former than the latter. 

The long linguiform anterior process, and the more centrally 
located compound eyes of Rhinocarcinosoma suggest a different 
mode of existence than either Carcinosoma or Paracarcinosoma. 
The anterior process is remarkably well suited as a shovel-like 
device for mud-grubbing, whereas the centrally placed eyes are 
ideally located to protrude above the mud—perhaps in wait for 
prey. 

The writers recognize the following species for the genus: 

Rhinocarcinosoma cicerops (Clarke) 
New York 

Silurian (Shawangunk) 

Rhinocarcinosoma taniiigeni (Clarke and Ruedemann) 
Silurian (Salina) New York 

Rhinocarcinosoma cicerops (Clarke, 1907) is represented by 
several specimens, comprising several dorsal shields, a mesosoma, 
part of the upper part of the metasoma, and a fragmentary telson 
and leg joint (Clarke and Ruedemann, 1912, p. 253). If the 
telson, which was found detached, belongs to this species, it indi- 
cates that Rhinocarcinosoma has the curved, scorpion-like stinger 
of Paracarcinosoma. This may be the case, as the prosomal 
appendages of R. vaningeni, the type species, indicate alliance 
with Paracarcinosoma rather than Carcinosoma. All specimens of 
R. cicerops are from the Shawangunk grit, at Otisville, Orange 
County, New York. The dorsal shields, unfortunately, obviously 
represent immature individuals, but show the characteristics of 
the genus in having the anterior process, the intramarginal eyes, 
and the forwardly placed ocelli. 

Rhinocarcinosoma vaningeni (Clarke and Ruedemann) is 
from the Upper Silurian ("base of the Salina beds") in Oriskany 
Creek, near Farmers Mills, three miles south of Clinton, New 
York. The species is based on several dorsal shields, parts 
of the prosomal appendages, a complete mesosoma, and other 
fragments. All of the specimens are in good state of preserva- 

tion. 
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Genus EOCARCINOSOMA Caster and KjellesvigWaering, 
nov. gen. 

Carcinosomatidae of small size, dorsal shield broadly tri- 
angular, compound eyes lateral, marginal; anterior margins bent 
forward. 

Type   species.—Eocarcinosoma  halrachophlhalmus  Caster  and   Kjel- 
lesvig-Waering (described further along in this paper) 

Known sIrMigraphic range.—Ordovician. 

Dislribulion.—Ohio and New York. 

In comparison with other carcinosomids, Eocarcinosoma 
ditfers mainly in having lateral eyes located marginally and later- 
ally on the dorsal shield. In contrast to Cairiiiosoma and Para- 
Ciirc'mosoma, which have long trapezoidal dorsal shields with 
frontally located compound eyes, Eocarcinosoma has a broad tri- 
angular shield, with the anterior margins bent downward, and 
has the lateral eyes distinctly placed on the lateral margins and 
considerably back of the anterior margin. 

The known Ordovician Eocarcinosoma from New York, 
unfortunately, are badly preserved, making interpretation diffi- 
cult. However, it appears likely that the following species should 
be referred to the genus Eocarcinosoma: 

Eocarcinosoma   halrachophlhalmus   Caster   and   Kjellesvig-Waering, 
nov. gen., nov. sp. Ordovician (Liberty) Ohio 

Eocarcinosoma ? breviceps (Ruedemann) 
Ordovician (Utica) New York 

Eocarcinosoma ruedemanni (Flower) 
Ordovician (Deepkill) New York 

Eocarcinosoma Iriangiilalum (Clarke and Ruedemann) 
Ordovician (Schenectady) New York 

£. balrachophlhalmus Caster and Kjellesvig-Waering, based 
on the prosoma of a well-preserved specimen, is described further 
along before the bibliography in this paper. 

£. breticeps (Ruedemann) was described as a Eiisarciis (Car- 
cinosoma) from the upper Utica shale of New York where it is 
represented by a single individual, poorly preserved specimen, 
retaining the prosoma and most of the mesosoma. The prosoma 
has compound eyes marginally and laterally placed as in Eocar- 
cinosoma, however, the mesosoma is subfusiform, not inflated as 
in all other Carcinosomatidae. It is not, by any means, precluded 
that this form may represent one of the Pterygotidae. 

Eocarcinosoma riiedemanni (Flower), from the Ordovician 
Deepkill shale, Rensselaer County, New York (Flower, 1945) 
is known only from a small incomplete prosoma. This exhibits 
a triangular dorsal shield with marginal compound eyes. The 
ocelli, however, are placed in front of the eyes and the anterior 

margms are produced into an unusually long snoutlike projectioi 
Eocarcinosoma Iriangiilalum (Clarke and Ruedemann), froi 

the Schenectady shale at Dettbarn quarry in Schenectady, Ne 
York (Clarke and Ruedemann, 1912, p. 258), and from tf 
Snake Hill shale at Mechanicsville, New York, is represente 
by several prosomas and mesosomas. The prosoma distinct 
reveals the laterally placed marginal eyes characteristic of tf 
genus. 

ORDOVICIAN EURYPTERIDS OF OHIO 

Family  MEGALOGRAPTIDAE   Caster  and   Kjellesvig-Waerini 
1955 

The analysis of this family has already appeared in the "mi: 
en scene" above. 

Genus MEGALOGRAPTUS S. A. Miller,  1874 

1874. Megalogr.iptus Miller, S. A., Cincinnati Soc. Nat. Hist Ouii 
Jour., vol. 1, p. 343. ' 

1912. Clarke and Ruedemann, Eurypterida of New York. New '^'o 
State Museum, Mem. 14, Pt. 1, p. 324. 

The generic attributes of Megalograplns as adjudged origii 
ally by Miller are hardly relevant to modern thought since 1 
mistook the type material for graptolite integument. Ruedeman 
(1908, p. 247), in his work on Ordovician graptolites, becan 
suspicious of the graptolite nature of Miller's genus and was coi 
firmed in this suspicion by Ulrich and Foerste. As Ruedemar 
reported it, all concurred that Megalograptus pertained to tl 
Eurypterida. In the great Clarke and Ruedemann monograph ( 
the Eurypterida (1912, pp. 325-329) Foerste was invited i 
summarize his understanding of the eurypterid Megalograpln 
This is quoted under the species consideration below. The gener 
traits, as currently understood, mainly from Megalograptus ohi, 
ensis Caster and Kjellesvig-Waering, have already been give 
(1955) and are somewhat emended in the above general surve 

Type species.—Megalograptus ivelchi Miller (1874), froi 
the Liberty formation of the Richmondian series (Upper Ordovii 
ian), about 15 feet above the base, marked by the Glyplnrth. 
insctilpta zone (the second G. insculpla zone in the section; th 
first coming at the base of the underlying Blanchester member ( 
the Waynesville formation), fide Foerste (1912). 

MEGALOGRAPTUS   WELCH!  Miller 

1H74.    Megalijur.il'ljn   ivdchi  Miller,  S.  A,,  C.ncinnali  Soc.  Nat.   HisI 
Quart. Jour., vol. 1, pp. 343-346, figs. 35-37. 

1912.    Megalograpliis weUhi Miller,  Foerste, in Clarke and Ruedem.mi 
Eurypterida of New York,  New York State Mus., Mem   14   Pt 
pp. 325-329, pi. 58, figs. 3-5. 

The type material of Miller's species consists of two frai 
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merits of the second paired appendages and a postabdominal ter- 
gite. These were well illustrated by Foerste (1912) in Clarke 
and Ruedemann (1912, pi. 58, figs. .^-5). Foerste's description 
ind analysis of Mcgiilognifi/us welchi and its occurrence follows: 

The Richmond group of Ohio,  Indi.in.i  and Kentucky includes,  in 
Jcsccnding order, the following divisions: 

Elkhorn beds 
Whitewater beds 
Saluda beds 
Liberty beds 
Waynesville beds 
Arnheim beds 

In Ohio, most of Indiana, and .1 part of northeastern Kentucky, the 
base of the Liberty bed is formed by a stratum in which the brachiopod 
HehertelLi nisciilpu is very abundant. This stratum is overlain by one 
in which PUi'f.imhoiiites sericei/s abounds, and at a still higher elevation 
Dinorlhis siihqujdraU makes its first appearance. 

The top of the Liberty bed is the horizon at which Gomphoceras con. 
Gyrocerjs bueri. and several species of Cyrtoceras occur. Immediately 
below these cephalopoda, or associated in the same layers, a large form 
of StrepleLism.1 ruuicum is abundant. 

The Liberty beds contain an interesting fauna. Ceraurus miseneri, 
Diilm.uiih'S brt'ticeps, Brachiospongia lubercuLxta, and various crinoids 
nccur here including Glyptocrinus richardsoni and Glyplocrinus jornihelli. 
The Liberty beds were a favorite collecting horizon for the crinoid hunters 
40 years ago. It was while working out a pocket in which Dendirnrinm 
case/ and Gjurncrituis oiiealli were abundant, that Meg^ilogrjptits ivehhi 
was found. The locality occurs in the eastern edge of Warren County, 
Ohio. The road from Clarksville to Fort Ancient crosses Todds Fork 
half a mile west of Clarksville. A short distance beyond the point at 
which the road to Morrow turns off, on the left, is the home of Adam 
Pennington. The Megalograplus specimens were found about 100 yards 
directly west of the house, along a small stream. A wave-marked layer 
of limestone, 6 inches thick, overlies a few layers of limestone containing 
Dinorlhif subijti.idrjlj. Farther down steam there are no exposures for 
about 25 feet, but it is evident from the stratigraphy worked out in the 
surrounding country, that the wave-marked layer here mentioned belongs 
about 15 feet above the Hebertellj insculpta horizon. The Megalograplus 
occurred in a series of crinoid-bearing clays, 3 feet above the wave-marked 
limestone. 

The specimens were discovered by Dr. L. B. Welch, and the largest 
fragment, a nearly perfect endognathite. remained in his collection. A 
fragment of a second endognathite, and a large quadrangular fragment, 
regarded as the dorsal part of a postabdominal ring segment, passed into 
the possession of Mr. S. A. Miller, by whom all three specimens were 
described and figured as A\egjlograptus welchi (Cincinnati Quar. Jour. 
Sci., 1874, 1:34.3). The two specimens acquired by Mr. Miller are now 
in the Walker Museum, at the L'niversity of Chicago. Other fragments 
have been found, but none of these give any additional information. It is 
probable that if at the time of discovery the fragments at hand had been 
recognized as that of some large eurypterid, much more could have been 
obtained. The collectors were after crinoids, and by the time that the 
black filmy fragments had been recognized as of interest, almost the entire 
specimen had been irretrievable destroyed. 

The large endognathite belonging to the Welch collection was not 
thoroughly cleaned by Dr. Welch, and I have taken great pains to deter- 
mine its exact outline. In this, there has been fair success except in the 
case of the basal ioint, where a part of the thin chitinous epidermal layer 
had already scaled off, and where the underlying rock offered no trace of 
an impression. In the case of the basal ioint, therefore, the outline pre- 
sented is that of the specimen in its present condition, and not of the 
perfect specimen.    The specimen may be described as follows: 

If that part of the specimen numbered lA and IB in the accompany- 
ing figure he the basal ioint, then the masticatory edge does not preserve 

distinct serrulations. The posterior proximal corner is prolonged into a 
spinose projection. The posterior margin is not well preserved; at the 
distal end there is a minute denticulate projection. If the large segment 
here considered as a smgle basal joint in reality consists of two joints, 
as the reentrant angle both anteriorly and posteriorly seems to indicate, 
no trace of jointmg could be found on the surface of the specimen. 

The line of separation between the first and second joints is dis- 
tinctly shown, but the distal corner along the posterior edge of the second 
joint is not well preserved, and its form, therefore, remains in doubt. 
Along the anterior margin of the second joint there are prominent spines. 
Of these, the spine nearest the distal margin is 15 mm long; a small 
spinose projection, 3 mm in length, appears to overlap the proximal end 
of the base of this spine. Opposite the middle of the second joint there 
is a pair of spines, apparently united for a short distance abcjve their basc-s. 
The proximal edge of this pair overlaps, near the base, the distal edge of 
another spine, only 9 mm in length; and the latter, in turn overlaps a 
much greater part of still another spine, at least 6 mm long. 

The distal corner of the posterior margin of the third, fourth, fifth 
and sixth joints is distinctly and acutely denticulate, and the lines between 
these joints are directly transverse. 

Along the anterior margin of the third joint there are two conspicu- 
ous spines. Of these, the one nearest the distal end appears to be 17 mm 
long. In that case it would be the longest spine shown by the endogna- 
thite. At its base the proximal end of this spine slightly overlaps the base 
of a second spine, only 9 mm long. 

Along the anterior margin of the fourth joint there are at least three 
spines. Of these, the distal spine is 10 mm, and the proximal one, 7 mm 
in length.    The tip of the middle one is imperfectly preserved. 

Along the anterior margin of the fifth joint there are at least two 
spines. Of these, the spine nearest the distal margin is 11 mm long, and 
the spine opposite the middle of the joint is 6 mm in length. 

At the distal end of the anterior margin of the sixth joint, the 
epidermal skeleton appears prolonged into a spine 7.5 mm long and al- 
most 5 mm wide at the base; the anterior edge of this spine appears to be 
in line with the anterior edge of the joint, so that the spine points toward 
the distal end of the endognathite instead of forming a considerable angle 
with the latter as in case of the spines on the preceding joints. The state 
of preservation of this spine is not satisfactory for accurate measurement. 
Possibly a second spine was attached along the line between the sixth and 
seventh joints near the posterior edge of the spine already described. As a 
matter of fact, little is known at present of the spines attached to this 
joint. 

The seventh joint has a length of 15 mm and is divided along the 
middle by a deep notch so as to terminate in two spines 10 mm in length. 
It is possible that the structure described in the preceding paragraph as 
forming a spine belonging to the distal end of the sixth joint may in 
reality belong to the seventh joint, but this is not the interpretation made 
from the specimen in its present condition of preservation. 

The overlapping shown by the bases of some of the spines shows 
that these were not arranged along a single plane, nor has it been possible 
to demonstrate a biserial arrangement. For the present, the more exact 
arrangement of the spines must be regarded as not definitely determined. 
The endognathite probably was distinctly flattened, as was suitable for an 
appendage of such large size in case of a swimming animal. As far as 
may be determined from the specimen at hand, the spines were arranged 
along the anterior face of the endognathite, and no spines have been found 
at any distance from this face. 

The surface of the endognathite is ornamented by scalelike markings, 
which, toward the posterior border, become small although distinct. The 
raised border of these scalelike markings is nearest the distal end of the 
endognathite.     The general  distribution  of these markings  is  unknown. 

The second specimen, a fragment of an endognathite, which passed 
from the Miller collection into the Faber collection, and finally into the 
Walker Museum at Chicago L'niversity, probi-bly is another fragment from 
the same individual. Judging from its size, it may represent the three 
joints preceding the terminal  joint of one of the endognathites.    In that 
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case, the presence of the Luge spine anJ apparently also of a small spine 
along the distal marj;in of this fragment is noteworthy. As a matter of 
fact, the relative position of this fragment in the endognathite is unknown. 

The third specimen, also formerly in the Miller collection, but now 
in the Fabcr collection in Walker Museum, is the dorsal side of one of 
the postabdominal .segments. Tliis position is indicated by its consider- 
able length, compared with its width. The surface is ornamented by 
numerous scalelike markings, the raised border of which is directed 
toward the posterior extremity of the animal. Most of these markings 
are oval in form but along certain lines paralled to the length of the 
animal, they are more nearly oblong or linear in shape. These rows of 
linear scalelike markings unquestionably were more or less in line with 
similar rows on preceding and succeeding segments. Along these lines 
the segments were slightly elevated. These lines of scalelike markings 
md the slight elevations upon which they are found are at least four in 
number, and are separated by spaces l-l or 15 mm in width; they extend 
only along the posterior half of the segment at hand. Near the anterior 
extemities of these spaces, the surface of the segment is marked by 
irregular, shallow, anastomosing lines or depressions which may be due 
in part to compression after death of the .inimal. 

The endognathite first described bears a considerable resemblance to 
that figured by Woodward (1866-1878) in his Monograph of the British 
fossil Crustjce.) of the Order MeroslomMa as Euryptertis puticUlus. It 
does not possess the long backward curving spines of Echitiog,)ialhiis 
iUielanJi Walcott, now in the possession of the National Museum. 

Remarks (Clarke and Ruedemann, 1912, p. .^28) : 

As in Echinognjthus cleiehndi. the fragments of Megiilogr.iptus are 
not sufficient for a determination of either identity with or differentiation 
from the Upper Siluric genera, and the generic name is principally the 
expression of supposed generic distinction based on the Lower Siluric 
.ige of the organism. But there stand out a few characters which clearly 
suggest certain taxonomic relations of the form with the later genera; 
and these are so similar to those of Echinof,>i.ithiis that they indicate 
either close relationship or identity in these two Lower Siluric eurjpterids. 
These characters are: the multispinous segments of the endognathite, 
the peculiar character of the scales and the longitudinal ridges of the 
segment. 

Comparisons with Megalograpliis ohioem'is have already 

been made in the "mise en scene" section above and are further 

elaborated under the description of the prosomal appendages of 

this species below. 

MEGALOGRAPTUS OHIOENSIS Caster and Kjellesvig-Wacring 

Plates -iv^S, most figures; Text figs. 1-.^.^. 

Megalograplus ohioensis Caster and Kjellesvig-Waering, 1955, in Stormer, 
Treatise on Invertebrate Paleontotof^'i, Part P. Arthropoda 2, Chelic- 
erata, p. P 34, fig. 24, p. P 36. 

As explained in footnote 3, this presentation was originally 

scheduled for publication in 1955, supposedly prior to the appear- 

.ince in that year of Stormer's treatment of the Eurypterida in the 

Treatise. Data on the genus and species AI. ohioensis and the 

restoration shown in his figure 24 were furnished him. Publica- 

tion of this figure must be viewed as establishing the species 

name, although the first thorough documentation is now appear- 
ing. 

This  species   of   Megalograplits   is  by   all   odds   the  best 

material of the order Eurypterida ever recovered from the Ordo- 

vician, and compares favorably in abundance of material and 

excellence of preservation with the best eurypterid discoveries 

anywhere of any age. Essentially all of the type material is illus- 

trated on the plates, and all exoskeletal parts are also shown in 

detail by separate text figures. Before entering upon a detailed 

analysis of the species, attention is directed to Plates 43 and 44, 

where the dorsal and ventral surfaces of a mature female in- 

dividual are shown*. 

The original discovery specimen is shown on Plate 45. The 

mesosoma was lacking in this individual. In all of this material 

the exoskeletal substance is preserved in an inflated condition, al- 

though it is presumed that a certain amount of flattening has 

occurred during lithification and compaction of the bentonitic 

sediment. 

Prosoma.—The dorsal shield is known from a number of 

specimens. Of these, the holotype (24119A and B; Plate 45. 

fig. 1; Plate 49, fig. 4, resp.) and a paratype (24121A and B: 

Plate 49, fig. 1; Plate 51, fig. 2, resp.) retain the entire shield 

and form the main basis of this description. The holotype repre- 

sents a large individual, approximately twice as large as the 

paratype. Two incomplete shields (24113: Plate 53, fig. 1; 

24100C: not figured), about the same size as 24121, are also used 

in this description. 

The dorsal shield is subquadrate in general outline, broadly 

concave at the basal margin except at the genal angles, adjoining 

the lateral margins, where it is gently rounded forward, or convex 

The lateral margins join the base at nearly right angles, but begin 

to swing outward in a gentle curve to reach their greatest diver- 

gence at midsection, where the margins curve inward in front of 

the eyes and finally end in the protruded and deflected anterioi 

margin (see Text fig. 1). 

Text fig. 1). 

The dorsal shield is flattened except at the margins where the 

sides are steep and at the base where the shield is raised and 

arched in the central part to accommodate the arched central 

ridge of the distinctly scorpion-like mesosoma. In the central 

part of the shield is a narrow, slightly raised, glabellar ridge. No 

marginal rim of the dorsal shield is present in this genus. 

The tongue-like anterior process begins directly in front of 

^ Alegalogruplus ohioensis has been restored in the round from our 
drawings by Mr. Paul Marchand in connection with a diorama of the 
Cincinnatian seafloor, prepared under the supervision of the senior author, 
and now on exhibit at the Cincinnati Museum of Natural History. 
Colored postcards of this diorama are avail.ible there. 
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Text fig. 1. Dorsal shield (prosoma) of Megatogijptus ohioensh C. and 
K.-W. a. Dorsal aspect (see Plate 51, fig. 1). b. Anterior view showing 
the ventral deflection of the spinose rostrum and the profile of the com- 
pound eyes.    Based on paratype 2412IB. 

the lateral eyes as a slight protrusion of the anterior margin. The 
entire anterior area of the dorsal shield becomes depressed in this 
region and appears to end at the margin which is bounded by six 
conspicuous spines. The spines are stout and round in cross-sec- 
tion and are pointed downward in an oblique manner from the 
dorsal shield. The depressed anterior part of the shield, with the 
stout spines along the anterior edge, suggests an excellent adapta- 
tion for shoveling or groveling in the mud (see Text fig. 2). 

The anterior margins of the dorsal shield appear to end at the 
armed protrusion, but the shield instead continues forward where 
it is turned under, and backward, into a narrow, gently rounded 
ventral linguiform process (see Text fig. 2). The ultimate edges 
are bounded by thick spinelike mucrones with the apices directed 
ventrally. It should be noted that the ventral process forms part 
of the dorsal shield, and no hinge or segmentation occurs. 
Furthermore, in all four dorsal shields of Megalograptiis oh'io- 

Text fig. 2. Ventral aspect of the frontal margin of Megalograplus ohio- 
ensh C. and K.-W. The tongue-like frontal process (rostrum) is turned 
under the anterior rim of the dorsal shield and apparently this was a life 
condition (see Plate 51, fig. 2). 

unsis, the rostral area was always found turned under and not 
dislocated as in Alixopter/is iiiullispiiiosns (Clarke and Ruede- 
mann), and M. kiaeri Stormer. In these, the dislocated rostral 
plate appears to have pushed outward during ecdysis. In Megalo- 
graplus ohioeiisis the marked strengthening of the anterior edge 
by stout spines prevents the dislocation of the turned under ventral 
process. Very likely, however, it would not have seriously 
hindered ecdysis as the plate is relatively narrow. It is to be noted 
that the line of stout spines actually serves as a sharp demarcation 
between the superior part of the dorsal shield and the inferior 
rostral area.   The dorsal shield measures as follows: 

Length         Width at 
base 

Greatest 
width 

Width be- 
hind eyes 

Condition 

Holotype (241I9A) 
96 mm.        104 mm. 118 mm. 110 mm. Slightly flattened 

Paratype (24121B) 
48 mm.       45.5 mm. 53 mm. 47 mm. Uncrushed 

Paratype (24113) 
75 mm.         68 mm. i Incomplete 

The lateral eyes are medium in size, protruding, roughly 
kidney-shaped, wider anteriorly than posteriorly, and with a slight 
development of "palpebral lobes." They are located obliquely, 
submarginally, and in the extreme anterior part of the dorsal 
shield; ommatidia, barely visible, very small. In the holot)'pe 
(24119A) the eyes measure 18 mm. in length, 11 mm. in width, 
and are located on the dorsal shield 5 mm. from the anterior 
margin, 78 mm. from the posterior margin, 18 mm. from the 
lateral margins, and are 32 mm. apart at the anterior end of the 
eyes and 47.5 mm. apart at the posterior end. In the nearly per- 
fect dorsal shield (24121B), the lateral eyes are 9.8 mm. in 
length, 6.2 mm. in width, and are located on the shield 2 mm. 
from the anterior margin, 37.4 mm. from the posterior margin, 
8.2 mm. from the lateral margins, and are 18.5 mm. apart at the 
anterior end of the eyes, and 26.5 mm. apart at the posterior end. 
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The ocelli are small and are situated on the anterior end of a 
narrow glabellar ridge that occurs in the central part of the dorsal 
shield. They are located on a slightly raised ocellar mound, 
behind the eyes, approximately in the center of the anterior half 
of the dorsal shield. In the holotype (24119A) they are 1.7 
mm. in diameter and are separated from each other by slightly 
less than one millimeter. In this specimen they are located 61.5 
mm. from the base of the shield, 3.^ mm. from the anterior mar- 
gin, and 56 mm. from the lateral margins. In the paratype 
2412lB the ocelli measure 1 mm. in diameter and are separated 
from each other by 0.5 mm. On the dorsal shield they are located 
16.5 mm. from the anterior margin, 30.5 mm. from the base, and 

24.5 mm. from the lateral margins. 

Along the basal margin of the dorsal shield, the posterior 
doublure (see Text fig. 3) is developed as a narrow band about 
20 times as broad as long, and is devoid of any ornamentation 
except at the posterior margin, which is bounded by a single row 
of evenly spaced, elongated scales, rounded at the apices. The 
posterior doublure of the dorsal shield is connected at the anterior 
margin by intersegmental membrane which is also attached to 
the anterior margin of the first tergite. This articulation is of the 
same nature as that noted for the tergites (see Text fig. 17). 
Specimen 24113, in partic-ular, reveals the posterior doublure in 
detail. It measures 3.5 mm. in length as compared to an overall 
estimated length of the dorsal shield of 75 mm. In the holotype 
it measures 5.6 mm. in length. 

The ornamentation of the dorsal shield consists of oval to 
round, flat disclike scales, elevated on small, rounded mounds. 
Each scale is either flat or concave on top, and many distinctly 
reveal a small hole in the center, where it is likely that a bristle 
otcurred. These bristles are preserved on the coxa of the first 
walking leg (see Plate 52, fig. 2). The flat disclike scale is often 
broken away, leaving a small rounded pustule which is merely the 
cast of the inner surface of the integument. The scales are all 
black in color and contrast with the dark brown color of the 
surrounding integument. No definite pattern of ornamentation 

^ discernible on the dorsal shield. The scales are of irregular 
^lzcs, scattered throughout, but are more crowded toward the rear 
of the shield. 

The posterior margin of the dorsal shield is bounded by a 
fringe of small, elongated scales, all of which are approximately 
'he same size. 

The ventral plates were found in only one specimen. In the 
liolotype (24119B)  the underside of the dorsal shield was pre- 

pared to reveal the anterior part of this structure. The underside 
comprises the aforementioned underturned area, which may repre- 
sent an early phase of the epistoma, but which is distinctly a 
continuation of the dorsal shield, and two wide plates located on 
either side of the recurved "epistoma" or ventral linguiform pro- 
cess. The condition of this "doublure" is seemingly primitive. 
No spots, which could be interpreted as ventral eyes, occur on the 
"epistoma." The lateral shields are separate structures from the 
dorsal shield, to which they were likely attached by a marginal 
suture as in other eurypterids, although no such sutures have been 
distinguished in our material. The integument of the lateral 
shields is thin and not by any means as thick as that composing 
the dorsal shield and its recurved epistoma-like area. The lateral 
shields are rounded at the anterior end at their junction with the 
ventral process and join with that area by a suture. These shields 
do not continue below the ventral process but appear to be trun- 
cated by that structure. No sutures divide these shields into 
antelateral and lateral shields as in Hiighiii'dleria (Stormer, 1934, 
p. 18). Ornamentation covers the outer half of the marginal 
shield and consists of scattered scales with their axes parallel to 
the marginal suture and with their apices pointing away from the 
ventral process. The inner part of the lateral plates is devoid of 
any ornamentation (see Text fig. 3). 

Appendages of the prosoma.—Several specimens, including 
the holotype, preserve the full complement of prosomal append- 
ages in situ and essentially intact. 

1. The first paired appendages of the prosoma, the chelicerae 
(Text fig. 4), are present on two specimens which reveal the 
structure in detail. One of these specimens (24110) is in an 
excellent state of preservation, but detached, and comprises a com- 
plete second joint, or fixed ramus, and a complete third joint, or 
free ramus {e.g., also 35792: Plate 50, fig. 16), which has been 
slightly offset, thus revealing the articulation at the base. 

The other specimen (24126A: Plate 47, fig. 5) retains the 
first joint, part of the fixed ramus and the free ramus. The entire 
structure is small, simple, and without any ornamentation. Like 
most of the rest of the appendages, it is black. 

The first joint is subcylindrical, thick at the base, and taper- 
ing to fit the flattened .second joint. It is approximately as long 
as the base of the fixed ramus. The base of the first joint, at the 
point of attachment, is concave. 

The fixed ramus is unusually short, wider than long, flattened, 
rounded at the outer edge, and straight along the inner margin. 
The base is nearly straight.    The propod is straight along the 
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fext fig. 3. Ventral side of the dorsal shield of Aiegalograplus ohioensh 
Z. and K.-W., showing the ventral process, lateral plates, and the posterior 
loublure.   Parts preserved are shaded. 

Due to the manifest inappropriatenes.s of the terms "walking leg" 
and "swimming leg" in many eurypterids, it seems desirable to the 
authors to use noncommittal terms for these paired appendages; 
certainly in Megalograplrts walking was hardly the primary func- 
tion of part of the legs customarily labeled "walking." 

Of the specimens retaining the second paired appendage, 
No. 24117A and the holotype (241198 and J: Plate 51, fig. 1; 
Plate 52, fig. 2, resp.) are nearly complete and show the essential 
features. Incomplete specimens (24121 A, 24123A, and 24126A) 
have also been used in this description. The entire leg is a stout, 
spinous structure, tapering and composed of a coxa followed by 
six joints". 

Specimen 357y4 (Plate 51, fig. 9) has the first three "walk- 
ing legs" nearly complete, and the coxa of the fourth. As shown in 
the uncrushed holotype, the second appendage was flattened in 
life; the spines are all turned inward, opposing those of the 
opposite, or corresponding leg, and apparently served as a grasp- 
ing organ. The joints are situated in such a manner that the legs 
are incapable of other than a horizontal movement; very likely 
as a help in grasping prey and moving it back to the mouth. It 
is of interest to note the gradual change in color of the leg from 
the coxa, which is dark brown, to the distal end, which is black. 

)uter margin and oblique along the inner edge to meet at a point 
vith the outer margin, forming an elongated triangle. The pro- 
sod is not so stout as the dactyl and appears rather flat. The 
greatest width of the base is 8 mm., whereas it measures 4 mm. 
hrough the center. The propod is 38 mm. in length and 2 mm. 
n width at the base. 

The free ramus, or dactyl, is decidedly hooklike, stout, sub- 
:erete, and is armed on the inner edge with a fine, narrow, flat- 
:ened "cutting edge." At the base, closer to the inner than the 
Duter margin, is a knob which fitted into the socket of the fixed 
ramus to form the articulation. The entire dactyl, part of which 
in life would be covered by the second joint, measures 7 mm. in 
length (straight across, not along the hook), and 3 mm. in width 
at the base. A reconstruction of the chelicerae is given in Text 
figure 4, and specimen 24110 is shown on Plate 50, figure 12. 
The writers estimate that a chelicera of the size described above 
belonged to an individual perhaps as large as the holotype. 
2. The second paired appendages (Text figs. 5 and 6) or "first 
walking legs" are known in detail from a number of specimens. 
(Specimen  24117A:  Plate 46,  fig.   4  is a complete example.) 

Text fig. 4.    Chelicera of Megalograptiis ohioemis C. and K.-W.    Based 
on specimens .35792 and 24110. 

The coxa (Text figs. 5, 6) is a flat, subquadrate structure. 
The proximal part, adjoining the first joint, is much thicker than 
the distal area. The flattened coxa therefore tapers in thickness 
away from the anterior area. The ventral side appears to be long- 
er than the dorsal side which is truncated by a deep emargination 
showing distinct striations which probably represent muscle scars. 
Similar scars occur along the outer edge of the ventral side. On the 
inner, medial, edge is the gnathobase which is armed with approx- 
imately six, sharp, elongate, triangular teeth, all of which point 
posteriorly.    Following these teeth, which progressively decrease 

'■' Enumeration of leg segments in this paper is that employed by Stermer, 
1939, in his comparative study of arthropod appendages; see also fore- 
going pages of this paper. 
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in size posteriorly, is a row of greatly reduced bristle-like teeth. 
The differentiation of the large anterior teeth from the bristle- 
like teeth is marked. Adjoining the first joint at midsection on 
each side is an elevated process which acts as a hinge for the 
horizontal movement of the ectognath. 

The coxa is ornamented on the dorsal side with a single row 
of five blunt spines near the posterior margin, parallel to the 
gnathobase. A similar row is indicated on the ventral side; at the 
junction with the first ectognathic joint is a concentration of 
rounded, elongate scales; the rest of the coxa on the dorsal side 
is essentially smooth. The ventral side is ornamented by a single 
row of scales adjoining the first joint. The rest of the coxal 
ornament is composed of small pustules in each of which a single 
bristle occurs. An external mold (24119J: Plate 52, fig. 2) 
retains these bristles, which are short and tapering, and pointing 
to the distal end of the leg.   The coxa is dark brown in color, and 

Text figs. 5, 6. Second paired prosomal appendage or first "walking leg" 
of Megalografitui ohiotnsis C. and K.-W. 5: dorsal side of the dorso- 
ventrally flattened appendage; note the presence of both fixed and movable 
spines; 6: ventral side of the same leg (.see Plate 46, fig. 4; Plate 47, 
fig. 5). 

the connecting membrane between the coxa and the second joint 
is pale brown. 

The first ectognathic joint of the first "walking leg" (Text 
figs. 5, 6) is about twice as wide as thick and is longer on the 
outer edge than the inner, (_e.g., 24117C, E: Plate 52, figs. 8, 4, 
resp.). It is longer on the dorsal side than on the ventral. At 
midsection on each side, dorsally and ventrally, is a small elevation 
at the inner edge which hinges with the boss on the coxa. The 
leg, therefore, was restricted to horizontal or side movement. On 
the ventral side rounded scales and mucrones cover the outer part, 
whereas the dorsal side is nearly all covered with similar sculptur- 
ing although the mucrones on the outer half are considerably 
larger than those on the inner. The apices of the scales point 
toward the distal end of the leg. The joint is dark brown to black 
in color. The connecting tissue between this joint and the follow- 
mg is pale brown. 

A thick, immovable spine occurs on the inner edge of the 
joint on the dorsal side. 

The second joint (Text figs. 5, 6) is the longest of all the 
joints of this leg. On the inner part, on the ventral side, near the 
junction of the first joint is a thick, movable spine. It is situated 
on a raised socket which forms the articulation. Only the base of 
this spine has been seen, but it has been restored (Text fig. 6) in 
accord with the other large, movable spines on more distal frag- 
ments of the leg. Two small, fixed spines occur on this segment 
in front of the large spine. A cluster of four spines occurs on the 
dorsal side, one of which is a movable spine. The rest, all shorter, 
are fixed. Scales cover the outer edge, all of which point to the 
distal end of the leg. The second joint is almost completely 
black except near the articulation with the adjacent joint. 

The third and fourth joints are similar in many respects. 
Both are more nearly cylindrical than the preceding, and each is 
armed with two spines on the ventral side. These spines are 
unique in that both arise from a protuberance; the posterior spine 
in each segment, however, is immovable, straight, and spurlike, 
whereas the anterior spine, which in each case fits into a socket, is 
movable, curved backwards, and longer than the spur. Serial 
pincers result from the arrangement. The combination of a 
curved, movable spine, against a fixed spur might serve as a clasp- 
ing organ, having a scissor-like action, in seizing prey and perhaps 
in reproduction. The dorsal side of the third jo'nt has a cluster 
of three spines, the middle, and longest, spine is movable. On 
the dorsal side of the fourth joint are two spines exactly like those 
occurrint; on the ventral side. 
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Both joints reveal scales aloii^ llic outer edi^c, all ol whuli 
point to the distal end of the leg. '1 he integument is entirely black 
on both of these joints. 

The fifth joint of this leg is short, wider than long, and 
armed with a single immovable spine on the ventral side and with 
a pair of spines, similar to those of the preceding two joints except 
that both are immovable, and smaller. A pair of possibly artic- 
ulated spines, much longer and curved, occurs on the outer edge, 
one situated inferiorly and the other superiorly. These are a 
unique development. The joint is entirely black and unorna- 
mented. 

The distal, or sixth ectognathic, joint consists of a short, 
bulbous base from which arises a pair of long, curved spines. 
This terminal region is seen in specimen 35791 (Plate 50, fig. 
13). No articulation occurs between the bulbous base and the 
spines. The spines are present one above the other. At the 
inner part of the bulbous part, on both sides, is a single long spine 
which is articulate. The bulbous base with its articulated spine 
suggests that it is a separate joint from the paired terminal spines, 
but has been fused to the latter. In tJiat caie, it would be that 
the entire leg is made up of a coxa and an ectognath of seven 
joints. Almost without exception, the same leg in other Euryp- 
terida comprises a coxa and six joints. 

All spines of the second paired appendage are flattened and 
black, none are striated. 
3. The third pair of prosomal appendages, or second pair of 
"walking legs" (Text figs. 7, 8) are remarkable structures com- 
parable only to the corresponding appendages in Mixopiertis. 
The legs of Megalograptits. however, are proportionately con- 
siderably larger, and the spines are much greater than in Af/.v- 
opterns. In Megalograptus these legs are approximately three and 
one-half times as long as the dorsal shield, whereas in Mixopterm 
the legs are only slightly more than twice as long. 

A number of specimens show these legs in detail. Of these, 
a nearly complete leg (24121 A) reveals the dorsal side and gives 
the exact proportions in respect to the associated dorsal shield 
(see Plate 49, fig. 1; Plate 48, fig. 1). Specimen 24122C (Plate 
50, fig. 1) shows the proximal area of an unusually large "second 
walking leg." The ventral side is also known in all details 
although specimens are mainly large fragments (24103A: Plate 
48, figs. 1, 2; B, C.; 24115: Plate 49, fig. 2; 24121A and 
24123A). In color the entire leg is dark brown to black. The 
connecting tissue between each joint is pale brown. The leg 
grows progressively darker distally becoming black at the terminus. 
It  was  noted  that smaller specimens,  as for example  24121A 

(Plate 19, tig. 1), are lighter brown in tolor, whereas larger 
specimens, such as 24103A and 24115 (which are more than 
twice as large as 24121 A) are almost entirely black. 

The entire leg has been interpreted as comprising a coxal 
segment and eight joints. The distal end, which in Mixoplerm 
ends in a single spine and is counted as a joint, was found here 
to end in two short spines, both of which arise from the outer dis- 
tal part of the seventh joint. The longer spines, which form the 
terminus, have been interpreted as pertaining to the seventh 
joint. The spine distribution on the previous joints suggests that 
these spines are the serial correlates of the long spines found at 
the distal end of all proximal joints of the leg. 

Only the proximal portion of the coxa is known. This 
suggests a coxal structure not unlike that of Mixoplerm: rather 
quadrate, and armed with triangular teeth at the distal edge. It is 
only incompletely known. The coxa has a well-developed boss 
for the horizontal articulation of the leg. 

On the dorsal side (see Text figs. 7, 8) is an elongated plate 
which occurs at the outer, anterior margin of the coxa. It is well 
developed only on the dorsal side and has a slight overlap at the 
outer edge in the form of a doublure. The plate is distinctly a 
separate structure, although it definitely forms the outer, anterior 
corner of the coxa. Intersegmental membrane is attached to this 
plate and to the first ectognathic joint. It appears that this plate 
is a reinforcement for the muscles needed to move the massive 
legs. 

The ornamentation of the coxa is sparse; a few scattered 
scales occur on the exposed parts of the ventral side, and a zone 
of scales was noted on the dorsal side adjacent to the first joint. 
The apices of the scales point to the area of articulation. 

The first joint of the second "walking leg" is reduced, more 
developed on the dorsal than the ventral side. A socket occurs 
midway on the dorsal side and on the inner margin of the ventral 
side for the articulation of the massive second joint. The joint is 
flattened, thickest at the junction with the coxa. The leg appears 
to be capable of horizontal and also vertical, or oblique move- 
ment. In comparison with Mixoplenis, this segment of Alegalo- 
grapt/is ohioenus is greatly reduced. 

The second joint is a massive, flattened structure; straight 
along the inner periphery, and greatly arched, humplike, on the 
outer edge. It has few spines: a dorso-ventral pair of short, stout 
ones on the anterior, inner periphery and two smaller stout spines 
anterior to these. (Dorso-ventral refers to the life position of these 
flattened appendages and not to their morpholog'C and phylogenet- 
ic orientation.     Accordins; to the  latter,  what  is herein called 
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Text figs. 7-10. 'I'hirJ .ind fourtli paired appendages, or second and lli 
"walking legs" of Mtj;jli))(rjplui ohirji-iisii C. and K.-W.; 7. Ventral 
side of third paired appendage showing the great elongation of this 
"ensnaring" leg with its extraordinary development of paired articulated 
spines (see Plate 48, fig. 1); 8. Dorsal side of coxa and first two joints 
of the third paired appendage; 9- Ventral side of the fourth paired 
appendage on which most spines were fixed and laterally divergent; this is 
the appendage on which the genus was originally established and which 
led to the original assignment to the graptolites; 10. Dorsal side of coxa 
and first two joints of the fourth paired appendage (see Plate 49, fig. 3). 
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"outer" IS dorsal, .uul "inner" ventral.) The larger spines are 
irtitLilate and fit into sockets. It is unknown whether the smaller 
spines occur in pairs, or are articulate, but inasmuch as all the rest 
o( the spines of the leg occur in pairs, and are articulate, it is 
presumed that the same is true of these. Ornamentation of the 
massive joint consists of distally directed mucrones; most of them 
Dccur on the humped outer edge, and continue down to the pos- 
terior area adjoining the first joint. A few scattered scales, in no 
apparent pattern, occur along the ventral face. On the dorsal 
iide, the face of the joint is covered with irregular and scattered 
pustules. Some of these carried bristles, since distinct openings 
ire present on the apex of each pustule. Specimen 24126B (Plate 
)1, fig. ?>) shows this joint. The largest example of this joint 
'ound (24103A: Plate 48, figs. 1, 2) measures 80 mm. along the 
nner margin and 36 mm. in greatest width. In general outline 
he joint of Megalograptus ohioeiuis is quite similar to the cor- 
■esponding one in Mixoplertis. In the former, however, it is 
nuch longer and considerably more arched. 

The third joint is unusual in the prodigious development of 
:he spines, {e.g.. specimen 24102: Plate 52, fig. 3). The joint 
IS quadrate, arched along the outer edge, and armed with three 
iorso-ventral pairs of articulated spines along the inner part, 
rhe posterior pair is short, stout, forwardly curved and hooklike. 
These fit into sockets and are articulate. Directly in front of 
:hese, and articulated to elevated sockets, is a pair of long, slightly 
posteriorly bent, styliform spines. The locking action of the 
looklike, posterior spines and the larger, styliform, spines might 
Form an excellent clasping organ in reproduction. (See also first 
jair of "walking legs," segments 3, 4, and 5.) Specimen 24139 
(Plate 53, fig. 2) shows an exceptionally fine development of the 
"basket" of spines on the third joint. 

In front of the styliform pair of spines and placed on elevated 
sockets are two long, thick spines. It seems probable that the 
antral spine was longer than the dorsal, as it has been noted that 
:he former is thicker than the latter. The distal ends of these 
spines have not been seen. However, in the counterpart of speci- 
nen 24103A (24103B and C) the smaller of these spines, in- 
romplete, measures 80 mm. The broken end suggests that a 
:onsiderable part of the spine is missing. Another detached 
spine (24140: Plate 46, fig. 5), incomplete at both ends, measures 
110 mm. In thickness it is comparable to the spines of specimen 
24103A, B, and C. 

The ornarnentation of the spines of this third segment is also 
1 unique feature. The largest spines of this joint are ornamented 
svith linear, discontinuous ridges.    At the distal end of each occurs 

a small opening, very likely where a bristle or group of bristles 
occurred in life. The structures are scattered throughout the 
spines, in no apparent pattern. Other than the markings on the 
spines, no ornamentation was noted on the third joint. 

It is interesting to note that in Mixoptenis kiaeri Stormer, the 
most closely allied previous discovery showing anything approach- 
mg the appendage detail of M. ohioeiuis, this particular leg joint 
appears to be missing or much reduced {e.g., Stormer 1934, pi. 6, 
between segments "3" and "4" the trigonal segment (?) can be 
seen). Except for this discrepancy, the remainder of this leg in 
Megalograptus ohioeiuis is remarkably similar in organization to 
that of Mixopterus kiaeri Stormer". 

The fourth joint is long, narrow, slightly curved on the outer 
periphery and armed with a series of seven articulate, dorso- 
ventrally paired, spines which increase in length anteriorly. The 
larger, distal spines curve inwardly. The distal spine is unique 
in having the extremity end in a tear-drop bulb instead of a point. 
The bulblike end of the terminal spine is well preserved (see 
Plate 49, fig. 2; Text fig. 7). Inasmuch as all spines are paired, 
it is thought that this spine also occurs in pairs. This structure 
has not been previously reported in eurypterids, and its function 
is unknown. One is tempted to speculate on the employment of 
this pair of blunted devices in series with such a spectacular area 
of sharp and seemingly predatory spines. Possibly they were 
sensory.   No ornamentation was noted on the fourth joint. 

The fifth joint is similar to the preceding, except that it is 
proportionately smaller. The inner edge is armed with a series 
of six pairs of dorso-ventral spines which increase in size distally. 
All are articulate. The terminal pair is, however, acuminate and 
blunted as in the previous joint. No ornamentation is present on 
the joint. (See 24154D: Plate 50, fig. 9, for details of outer two- 
thirds of this leg.) 

The sixth joint is much like the preceding, but progres- 
sively reduced in size, and tapers distally. On the inner edge it 
is armed with a similar series but of only four pairs of spines. 
All are spikelike and articulate.    The segment is unornamented. 

The seventh joint is short, but it resembles the previous in 
having a comparable series of paired dorso-ventral, articulated, 
spikelike spines. The difference is that only two pairs, one short, 
and the other long, of curved spines, occur at the terminal part. 

'<'Stoimer, personal communication, February 13, 1951, stated that it is 
possible that this joint is present in Mixopteriu kiaeri as a reduced segment 
between the third iind fourth joints, although originally it was inter- 
preted as intersegmental membrane. The preservation is not conclusive 
for an exact determination. 
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This elongate pair ot interior spines may well correspond to 
what Stormer (1933) considered to be the terminal segment 
(seventh joint) of the same leg in Mixopterns kiaeri. 

The eighth joint is interpreted as being the two short dorso- 
ventral, articulated spines which occur above the long recurved 
paired spines of the seventh joint. In general, these recall the 
pair of spines which occur on the outer part of the fifth, but not 
terminal, joint of the second paired appendage. The reduction 
of this joint would result in a leg similar to Mixoptenis kiaeri. 
The writers suggest that such a reduction may have taken place; 
in which case the long, terminal, curved spines would normally be 
counted as the seventh joint, as in Mixoplertis kiaeri. Specimen 
24149A (Plate 50, fig. 15) shows terminal details of this leg; 
24149B (Plate 50, fig. 7) basal detail. 
4. The fourth paired appendages, or third "walking legs," are 
known from only two specimens, one of which (24123A) is al- 
most entire and reveals the ventral side; the other (24150; Plate 
49, fig. 3) retains the entire coxa and following two joints in 
dorsal aspect (Text figs. 9, 10). The entire limb is short, only 
slightly longer than the second joint of the second "walking legs," 
and is rather cylindrical, tapering, and spinous. The leg com- 
prises a coxa and eight joints. It is largely restricted to horizontal 
movement; however, the narrowing of the joints at their bases on 
the ventral side indicates that it was capable of some vertical 
movement. The leg changes gradually in color towards the distal 
end from dark brown to black.    All spines, however, are black. 

The coxa, is subtrapezoida! and armed at the distal end with 
many small teeth. It is flattened, projects outward towards the 
base of the following joint, where it ends in a boss which re- 
stricted movement of the leg vertically above that point. The 
dorsal side of the coxa was devoid of ornamentation. The ventral 
side, which has not been seen, is likely ornamented with scales 
as in the coxae of the adjacent legs.    It is dark brown in color. 

The teeth at the antero-median margin consist of rounded 
projections; the most anterior denticles, about four in number, 
apparently occur in a double row. These may not actually form 
part of the gnathobase, although their close proximity indicates a 
similar, or auxiliary function. Immediately behind the paired 
rounded projections is a large, stout, triangular tooth; this is 
acuminate and bent slightly anteriorly and dorsally into the orifice. 
It is followed by approximately 20 long, narrow teeth, which 
decrease in size posteriorly. At least the anterior two form a pair; 
the rest apparently are single. The last 11 teeth are thin, the 
smallest of which appear bristle-like. 

TTie first joint is short, flattened on the dorsal side, and with 

a deep triangular distal emargination on the ventral side for the 
vertical (90° arc) movement of the succeeding joint. The anter- 
ior face forms the greater part of the joint. A stout boss occurs 
midway on the posterior face which articulates with the coxa. 
Ornamentation consists of coarse, crowded scales on the dorsal 
surface and scattered scales on the ventral. 

The second joint is the longest of all; it is subcylindrical, 
narrow on the inner ventral surface, and is armed on the anterior 
ventral side with a cluster of three spines, grouped on a common 
base, and a large spine near the distal end of the joint. All 
spines are immovable, radiate out away from the joint, and are 
directed downward. 

A small spine occurs on the posterior ventral edge, grouped 
together with a larger spine which is present approximately mid- 
way on the joint. At the distal end are two short spines. The 
joint is mainly dark brown in color whereas the spines are black. 
The dorsal surface of the joint is covered with coarse scales; the 
ventral surface is covered with scattered smaller scales. The dis- 
tal ends of the spines have not been seen. The length of the 
spines has been estimated on the restoration (Text fig. 9) frorr 
the size of the bases and the parts seen. 

The third joint is similar to the second but shorter. On the 
anterior ventral edge occur three spines of uneven size; the largesi 
occurs at the distal part. All three spines form a common-baseo 
cluster midway along the joint. On the opposing side occurs i 
radiating cluster of three spines grouped on a common moundc 
One of these spines is reversed, directed toward the preceding 
joint. All other spines on both sides are directed obliquely down 
ward and are immovable. The joint and spines are similar to thei 
preceding in coloration. 

The fourth joint is similar to the preceding but proportion 
ate'y shorter. The spines of the anterior inner part are almost the 
same in arrangement and number. Those of the posterior innei 
edge are two in number; the larger spine is located in front of the 
smaller.   Color is the same as in the preceding joint. 

The fifth joint is short, nearly twice as wide as long, and is 
armed at the distal anterior ventral corner with a long slender 
spine which is rounded at the end. Behind this spine is a much 
shorter spine. On the opposing side occur two spines, the longer 
one placed at the distal posterior edge. The color of the joint is 
darker brown than the preceding.   The spines are black. 

The sixth joint is short and has only one spine which is 
inwardly curved, immovable, and placed on the distal anterior 
edge.    The entire joint is black. 
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The seventh joint is short and barely (.leveloped. On its 
Jistal posterior side is a long spine. Arising out of the joint, 
iiowever, is a long movable spine which is considered to be the 
eighth joint.   The joints and spines are black. 

The distal end of the leg may be said to end, therefore, in 
:hree long spines, the two side spines being biserially placed on 
:he sixth and seventh joints, whereas the central spine, or eighth 
joint, rises out of a nearly central position. The arrangement is 
iuch that all three spines (of the three joints) form the termina- 
:ion of the leg. 

The ornamentation of the underside of the leg is composed 
jf very sparsely scattered scales. All the spines on this leg are 
jrnamented with fine linear striae. 

The dorsal side of the joints beyond the second is unknown. 
). The fifth paired appendages, or fourth "walking legs" (Text 
igs. 11, 12), are represented by several excellent specimens which 
eveal a most surprising structure. A nearly complete specimen 
(24150: Plate 49, fig. 3) retains part of the dorsal side of the 
:oxa and the first two joints, as well as almost all the succeeding 
oints, which have been turned laterally. Another specimen 
(24101A: Plate 50, fig. 4, and 24101B) reveals the leg from the 
"ourth joint almost to the distal end. Also used in this descrip- 
ion is a specimen (24123A) which exposes the ventral side of a 
learly complete coxa and following joint and is of added impor- 
ance in revealing the true position of this leg, behind the spinous 
bird leg and in front of the "swimming leg." This specimen, as 
I matter of fact, retains all the legs in natural sequence. 

This pair of legs is in many respects the most remarkable of 
\[egMograptus. Instead of following the spinous plan of the 
jreceding legs, it is almost completely devoid of spines, and more 
lignificantly, is reminiscent of the corresponding leg of the highly 
pecialized genus Eiiryplenn. In this genus, which is only re- 
notely connected with Megalograptiis, the fifth leg has been com- 
nonly referred to as a "balancing leg." This leg in Megalo- 
intpliis, as well as the following "swimming leg," reveals an 
;lbow-like third joint which bends the leg forward. The latter 
:haracteristic is remarkably similar to Dolkhoplenis. However, 
'ully as surprising is the presence in this Enrypleriis-ViVe "bal- 
mcer" of Megalogrupliis of nine joints instead of the usual eight, 
rhe excellence of preservation of the Ordovician material leaves 
10 doubt as to the accuracy of this count. 

The presence of nine ectognathic joints in the fifth pair of 
egs, however, is in keeping with the three previous legs, in each 
5f which there is one joint more than in the corresponding legs 

of most other, if n(jt all, of the Eurypterida, the legs of which are 
adecjuately known for comparison. 

The coxa of the fifth paired appendage is not greatly unlike 
that of the previous leg (Text fig. 12). It consists of a sub- 
rectangular joint, subrounded on the posterior side, nearly straight 
along the anterior margin, and with the gnathobase at the distal 
end. The gnathobase, the anterior part of which is missing, is 
armed with a series of slender, posteriorly curved, elongate teeth 
which, midway along the base, change abruptly into thin bristle- 
like teeth. The ventral side of the coxa has a deep triangular 
emargination for the articulation of the first joint. In color, the 
coxa is dark brown, and the connecting membrane between it and 
the first joint is pale brown; the teeth of the gnathobase are black. 

The first and second joints are alike, being short, longer on 
the dorsal than the ventral side, rounded at their distal edges, 
and telescoping into each other. 

The third and fourth joints likewise are similar. Both are 
approximately the same length, tapering, and form nearly half 
the length of the leg past the coxa. Both are long, flat-sub- 
cylindrical structures, with short spurs at their distal, ventral 
angle. The third joint forms an elbow with the second joint 
which reverses the rest of the leg anteriorly as in Dolichoplerns. 

The fifth, sixth, and seventh joints continue to taper and de- 
crease in length distally. All three are flat-subcylindrical; a short 
spur was noted on the distal posterior end of the fifth joint, and 
a longer spur was found on the distal, dorsal end of the sixth and 
seventh joints. The seventh joint is bounded by an inconspicuous 
and indefinite fringe of rounded projections. 

The eighth joint is short and bears two opposing, long, fixed 
spines on the distal end. The ninth joint is a long spine which 
articulates with the central part and lies dorsally between the 
two long spines of the eighth joint with which it makes a trifid 
termination of the leg. The distal ends of the spines were not 
preserved. 

The ornamentation of the leg is also unusual. The coxa is 
covered on the exposed parts with scalelike markings as in the 
previous legs. Similar scales cover the first and second joints. 
On the third to the sixth joints, however, the scales are elongated 
and flattened against the integument, and each of these flattened 
scales has a small hole on the distal half representing the site of a 
bristle.   The leg must have had a hirsute appearance in life. 

The seventh joint is devoid of scales but is punctate on the 
dorsal side; possibly these punctae served as sites of bristles. 
The eighth joint is devoid of ornamentation except for the spines. 
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Text figs. 11-14. Fifth and sixth paired appendages of Megalogruplus 
ohioensis C. and K.-W. II. Dorsal side of fifth paired appendage, or 
fourth "walking leg," (see Plate 49, fig. 3; Plate 50, fig. 4); this is the 
most generalized of all the appendages. 12. Ventral side of the coxa 
and first joint of the fifth paired appendage. 13. Dorsal side of the sixth 
paired appendage, or "swimming leg." 14. Ventral side of the sixth 
paired appendage (see Plate 45, fig. 4). 
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which have small, interrupted, linear striations. The ninth joint 
or terminal spine is likewise striated. 

In color the leg progressively darkens from a dark brown 
coxa to very dark terminal joints. All the spines and scales 
are black. The black scales on the coxa and first and second joints 
contrast sharply with the dark brown integument of these joints. 
6. The sixth paired appendages (Text figs, 13, 14), or "swim- 
ming legs," are known in detail from a number of excellently 
preserved specimens. Of these, the holotype (24119A: Plate 
45, fig. 1) reveals a nearly complete leg of the right side; a left 
leg (24119E: Plate 52, fig. 9), which was lifted off the matrix, 
preserves part of the coxa and most of the first five joints of the 
telopodite. Other specimens referred to in the discussion of the 
coxa and joints have been used in this description. Specimen 
24120A (Plate 4, fig. 2) is an unusually large example. Except 
for the eighth, or terminal joint, the entire leg is known from 
both dorsal and ventral sides. 

In general, the leg is wide; an unusual feature is the fact that 
the third joint of the telopodite was broad and definitely had a 
swimming function. The sixth joint forms most of the paddle, 
in contrast to the seventh, "palette," which is much smaller. The 
leg is unique in many features and only superficially resembles 
:he corresponding leg of Mixopteriu. It is unusual in that the 
:hird joint forms an elbow with the preceding, reversing the rest 
Df the leg forward as in Dolichoptertis. 

The telopodite was seemingly capable of vertical and horizon- 
:al movement. The first two joints reveal interlocking hinges on 
;ither side that restricted movement mainly to the horizontal, 
rhe long third joint likewise was restricted by hinges to horizontal 
novement. The fourth joint, however, fits in a deep emargina- 
ion on the ventral side of the third joint which allowed for con- 
iderable vertical movement. Very likely this articulation was re- 
iponsible for most of the vertical movement of the "paddle." 
rhe fifth, sixth and seventh joints appear capable of considerable 
lorizontal movement. In color, the coxa is dark brown with con- 
rasting black scales and pustules. The gnathobase is black. The 
elopodite is black except for connecting membrane at the joints 
vhich is pale brown. 

The coxa is known mainly from the ventral side. The holo- 
ype (24119A, C and J: Plate 45, fig. 1; Plate 50, figs. 5, 6; Plate 
i2, fig. 2, resp.) reveals the structure in its entirety. Two other 
pecimens, 2411.5 (Plate 53, fig. 1) and 25883 (Plate 53, fig. 
!), preserve only a part of the base; another specimen reveals the 
iistal end and the gnathobase of a small individual. 

In general outline the coxa is long (short in relation to 
anterior and posterior dimensions), as expt-cted with regard to the 
wide dorsal shield. The main coxal body is roughly subrec- 
tangular, slightly longer than broad, flat along the posterior mar- 
gin, evenly rounded at the inner margin, and sloping on the ante- 
rior margin. At the posterior margin, the sides are steep, reveal- 
ing a triangular area that slopes steeply to meet the inferior face 
of the coxa at an angle. Fine scales, all pointing towards the 
telopodite, cover this slope. The inferior face of the coxa slopes 
away from the central part to the anterior-lateral areas. In 
general the coxa is covered with scales, of irregular sizes, some 
of which have openings representing sites for bristles. Some 
coarser scattered pustules occur. 

The subrectangular part of the coxa joins the gnathobase by 
a short neck. The neck is rounded at the anterior margin and 
slopes into the gnathobase which is armed with numerous teeth. 
The posterior part is inversely, evenly rounded. The teeth of the 
gnathobase, 11 to 12 in number, occur as a single row of tri- 
angular projections which decrease gradually posteriorly. A single 
row of conspicuous large pustules extends from the anterior edge 
of the base into the main body of the coxa. 

The dorsal side of the coxa is unknown except for less than 
half of the anterior margin. In specimen 24119C, a wide doub- 
lure was noted. Scales cover the outer part. A small fragment of 
thin chitinous material, possibly connecting membrane, was found 
attached to the inner edge of the doublure. The tissue had a 
comb-like structure. Neither the latter nor the doublure were 
preserved sufficiently for detailed description. 

The telopodite comprises eight joints," as in other Euryp- 
terida, and in contrast to the previous telopodites, where an extra 
joint is present. 

The first and second joints are much alike. Both are reduced 
and bandlike, developed more on the dorsal than the ventral side. 
Interlocking hinges were found on the dorsal side of both joints 
and on the ventral side of the second Joint. Rounded scales, in 
no apparent order, cover the two joints. 

The third joint is unique in its great length, width, and 
bladelike thinness. The anterior edge is slightly bowed outward; 
the posterior is inversely bowed, subparallel to the former, in 
keeping with the slight distal expansion of the segment.    At its 

" This count includes the long terminal segment as .i "joint," rather than 
a modified spine, and does not include the triangular lobe of the sixth 
segment as a separate joint—which it may well be. There is a possibility 
that the eurypterid "swimming" telopods are consistently primitively, nine- 
segmented. 
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junction with the preceding joint, it forms an elbow which re- 
verses the leg forward as in DolichopleiHS. At the posterior dis- 
tal extremity- is a moundlike thickening (see Text figs. 13, 14) 
on both surfaces. The rest of the joint is thin and undoubtedly 
supplemented the balancing and swimming function of the "pad- 
dle." The distal edge of the ventral mound at the postero-lateral 
margins is densely covered with coarse scales; the dorsal face ot 
the joint is covered with scattered scales, and the ventral is almost 
devoid of ornamentation. 

The fourth joint is short, about twice as long on the dorsal 
as on the ventral side. The narrow ventral surface and broad 
integumentary area lying between the surface and the distal em.ir 
gination of the ventral face of the third segment indicate that this 
was an important articulation for dorso-ventral movernent of the 
"paddle" structure. Scattered scales cover the upper surface; 
considerably fewer are found on the ventral side. 

The fifth joint is nearly all developed on the dorsal side. 
The ventral side reveals a deep, triangular, concave, articulatory 
area into which fits the prolongation of the sixth joint. The dis- 
tal end, on the dorsal side, has not been seen. 

The "paddle" consists of the sixth and seventh joints. In 
this species, the "paddle" is unique in that the sixth joint forms 
by far the greater part of the "paddle," whereas the seventh joint, 
which in other Eurypterida forms a considerable part of the 
"paddle," is here reduced to a relatively small structure. 

The sixth joint is known from a number of specimens. The 
holotype (24119A) and specimens 24108A, 24114E (Plate 50, 
fig. 8), 24118E and 24145C reveal the structure in detail. It is a 
long, flat joint, sub-rectangular in general outline. 

The anterior margin is nearly straight, rounded at the distal 
ends, which turn inward. The posterior edge is straight, curving 
on the inner margin to form a prolongation that forms the artic- 
ulation with the previous joint. The triangular lobe is poorly 
defined. The suture is not prominent as in other eurypterids and 
is barely visible. The distal end of the triangular lobe is sub- 
rounded. Approximately midway on the distal end is a socket for 
the attachment of the seventh joint. 

The seventh joint or "palette" is of the usual ovoid form. 
Specimens 24108A, 24118 (Plate 50, fig. 3), and 24145C show 
the essential characteristics. It is small, elongate, nearly twice 
as long as broad. The inner distal end has a locking hinge with 
the socket of the sixth joint but was not preserved in sufficient 
detail for description. The parts preserved indicate it is probably 
similar to other Eurypterida. At the distal end, a small cleft is 
present for the attachment of the last, or eighth joint, which is 
unknown.   The narrowness of the cleft indicates that the latter 

joint was small; in the writers' opinion, much sm.iller than the 
same joint in other eurypterids. 

The metastoma is completely known, although found in only 
one specimen. This plate is found detached, whole, exhibiting 
the ventral side, and belongs to a medium size individual. The 
specimen (24121A) is shown in Text figure 15 and Plate 49, 
figure 1. This is presumably a male metastoma, as is brought out 
under the discussion of the operculum, below. Possibly there was 
sexual dimorphism in the form of the metastoma in this species. 

Whereas in eurypterids in general the metastoma is cordate- 
on the anterior end, in Megalograpliis ohioensis the reverse is true, 
the rear margin being cordate; but the anterior is broadly tri- 
angularly emarginate as well. This species is also unique, not only 
in the form, but in the unusual width of the plate. It shows no 
resemblance to the metastoma of Mixopleriis or to that of anyi 
other known eurypterid. 

In general form the metastoma is roughly ovoid, wider tham 
long through the midsection. The anterior margin is obtusely V- 
shaped with a conspicuous, but short, cleft at the middle. 
The posterior end is cordate with both lobes evenly roundedll 
Greatest width is at midsection. It measures 16.8 mm. in length/ 
through the midsection, as compared to 20 mm. in greatest width 
Greatest length, taken from the extremities (triangular antero-lat 
eral angle to the posterior cordate lobe) is 21.2 mm. 

The ornamentation is sparse, represented by scattered, ir 
regular-sized, mucrones and scales, and occasional pustules. Som^ 
of the larger-sized scales and pustules have small openings, prob 
ably setaceous. All mucrones and scales have their apices point 
ing toward the cordate or posterior end. In color the metastom. 
is dark brown, but the mucrones, scales and pustules are black 

Mesosoma.—'The dorsal side of the mesosoma is preserve^ 
almost entirely in specimen 24126A, B (PI. 47, fig. 5; PI. 51, fig 
3, resp.), and in part in specimens 24145A, B (PI. A6, figs. 1, 3 
PI. 47, fig. 6), and 24100D and E (PI. 47, figs. 1-4). A de, 
tached first tergite of the holotype (24119G) and several detach, 
ed tergites have been used in this description. All are in ai 
excellent state of preservation; two of these specimens (24145/ 
and 24100D, E) have been extracted from the matrix to revea 
both dorsal and ventral aspects, thus making it possible to measuri 
the thickness of the uncrushed individuals. 

The mesosoma (Text fig. 16) is distinctly scorpionoid ii, 
general aspect but differs considerably from all other Eurypterid, 
in that contraction occurs past the last tergite of the mesosoma 
instead of being past the first tergite of the metasoma. The meso 
soma and metasoma are, therefore, distinctly differentiated fron; 

one another in this form. 
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The mesosom.1 increases in width to reach its maximum 
breadth at the posterior half of the third tergite. Most eurypterids 
reach their maximum width at the fourth or fifth tergites. 

Two deep furrows run from the first tergite to the base of 
the sixth tergite. The trilobation results in a highly arched 
:entral part, or rhachis, with flattened pleurae, or epimers, at each 
side of the rhachis. Only Mixopteria, among the Eurypterida, 
las this trilobation, but in that genus the axial furrows also extend 
)nto the first tergite of the metasoma. The central rhachis con- 
inues posteriorly as the constricted and terete metasoma. 

The pleurae are fiat, and embrace only a narrow space be- 
ween the dorsal and ventral sides. The internal organs, there- 
'ore, are mainly squeezed into the arched central portion of the 
nesosoma and scorpionoid metasoma. 

The first tergite is considerably reduced in comparison with 
he succeeding. The second to sixth tergites are approximately 
if the same length. Each tergite is rounded at the posterior 
pimeral angles without any development of spurs. 

The excellent state of preservation reveals that at the pos- 
;rior margins of the tergites (including the metasomal tergites) 
wide doublure binds this margin and extends to the epimeral 

ngles. The doublure is nearly one-fourth as long as each tergite 
f the mesosoma. The anterior margin of each tergite grades 
ito inter-segmental membrane. This membrane is attached to 
le anterior edge of the preceding doublure. At the point of 
tachment the doublure turns under slightly where it is attached 
I the membrane to form the articulation between the tergites 
see Text fig. 17). The attachment of the first tergite to the 
Dsterior doublure of the dorsal shield is the same. Specimen 
il22B (Plate 47, fig. 8) shows the "doublures" rather well. 

Individual variations of the first tergite were noted, and 
)ssibly mature specimens have this tergite more reduced than 
lunger individuals. The holotype, apparently a mature individ- 
.1, has a narrower first tergite than a specimen (24126) which 
approximately one-third smaller. 

In a specimen (24145A: Plate 46, figs. 1, 3) which has been 
tracted from the matrix, the thickness through the rhachis of 
t uncrushed form measures only 8 mm. at the third tergite as 
mpared to an estimated maximum width of 57 mm. These 
usurements and proportions reveal the depressed, flattened body 
this eurypterid. There seems to have been very little distortion 
ring preservation. 

The following table represents measurements of the meso- 
nal and metasomal tergites of four specimens: 

Aie/jso»hi.—The metasoma  (Text fig. 16) is distinctly dif- 

absent; 

Length of individual tergite: 

T:   telescoped tergite;    E:   estimated measurement 

Holotype No No. No. No. 
24119 24145A, B 24126A. B 24IOOD, E 

1st Tergite 21  mm. (A) 17 mm. (A) 
2nd (A) (A) 25 mm. U mm. 
3rd       ■■ (A) (A) 25 mm. 11  mm. 
4th (A) 33 mm. 25 mm. 11 mm. 
5th       •■ (A) 33 mm. 25 mm. 11  mm. 
6th (T) 35 mm. 25.2 mm. 11 mm. 
7th 32.5 mm. (E) 36 mm. 26 mm. 11.2 mm. 
8th 34.8 mm. 37 mm. 26 mm.  (E) 12 mm. 
9th 36 mm. 39 mm. 27 mm. (A) 

inth 39 mm. 42 mm. 31.5 mm. (A) 
11th 43 mm. 43.5 mm. (T) (A) 
12th 80 mm. (A) 49 mm. (A) 

Width of individual tergite: 

Measurements taken at the posterior margin (except No. 12, an- 
terior and posterior measurements are given) 

Holotype No. No. No. No 
24119A, G 24145A, B         24126A, B 241 GOD, E 

1st Te rgite    112 mm. (E) (A) 68 mm.  (E) (A) 
2nd (A) (A) 77 mm. E)46.5 mm. (E) 
3rd (A) (A) 82.3 mm. 53.8 mm. (E) 
4th (A) 111 mm. 76 mm. 49.5 mm. (E) 
5 th (A) 100 mm. 69 mm. 46.5 mm. (E) 

6th     ' 93 mm.12 94 mm. 63.5 mm. 40 mm. (E) 
7th ■      79.5  mm. 75 mm. 51.5 mm. 27.5  mm. (E) 
8th 67.5  mm. 66 mm. 46 mm. 24  mm. (E) 
9th 61  mm. 61 mm. 43.5  mm. (A) 

10th 55 mm. 55.8 mm. 38 mm. (A) 
nth 53 mm. 5 2  mm. (T) (A) 
12th (an terior) 44 mm. (A) 31 mm.  (E) (A) 
12th (po sterior)88 mm. (A) 62 mm.   (E) (A) 

ferentiated from the mesosoma by contraction occurring at the 
first tergite (No. 7). As stated above, constriction in the Euryp- 
terida has previously been found only at the second tergite (No. 
8) of the metasoma. The first tergite of the metasoma of Megal- 
ograptus ohioensis is proportionately wider than the succeeding, 
therefore suggesting future development of this segment. How- 
ever, in this species the major contraction occurs on the previous 
mesosomatic tergite. The differentiation of the mesosoma from 
the metasoma is further accentuated by the total lack of dorsal 
furrows and the correlated epimers on the first metasomatic 
tergite. 

The first to fifth (Nos. 7 to 11) metasomatic tergites (241-41; 
Plate 45, iig. 2) are very much alike (Text fig. 16) and are dis- 
cussed separately from the sixth (No. 12), which is intimately 
associated with the telson and is completely different from the 
previous tergites. 

1- Last abdominal plate present; measures 46 mm. in length and 93 mm. 
in width. 
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.A B 

Text figs. 15-21. /Megalogrjjilus nhiijensii C. and K.-W. n. Ventral 
view of the metastoma of an adult. 16. Dorsal side of the mesosoma and 
the anterior five terj;ites of the metasoma (24122A: Plate 52, fig. 1). 
17. Mode of articulation of the tcrgites: A, posterior part of the tergite; 
B, doublure at posterior part of tergite; C, anterior part of tergite; D, 
overturned area of the doublure; E, intersegmental membrane. 18. Male 
operculum. 19. Female operculum. 20. Enlargement of the male median 
appendage.    21. Enlargement of the female median appendage. 
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The first five metasomatic tergites are handlike, tapering 
gradually, and each increases in length from the previous tergite. 
The lateral angles, which are not developed into spurs, join the 
posterior margins at nearly right angles. Each tergite is bounded 
by a wide doublure at the posterior margin, and the articulation 
is the same as that described for the mesosomatic tergites (see 
Text fig. 17). Measurements of several specimens are given 
above. The thickness of the metasoma is recorded from specimen 
24l4^B, which retains the dorsal and ventral aspects (measured 
at the center of each tergite) : 

7th terg te 27 mm 
8th      ■■ 20 mm 
9th      ■• 16 mm 

10th      •■ 16 mm 
nth     •■ 14 mm 

These measurements are general but reveal the gradual flat- 
tening of the metasoma. Comparison with the width illustrates 
the flattened characteristic of this form. 

The ornamentation and color are the same as described for 
the mesosomatic tergites. The only difl?erence noted is that the 
ventral part of the posterior edge of the doublures of the metaso- 
matic tergites has small, rounded scales. The ridges described 
ibove for the mesosomatic tergites are more prominent and more 
rlosely spaced on the posterior part of each tergite. These ridges 
ire more prominently developed on the dorsal than the ventral 
side. Each ridge is surmounted, as in the mesosoma, by a row 
Df large, linear scales. These scales, as well as the others found 
)n the rest of the tergites, have small openings, likely representing 
iites for bristles. 

The ornamentation of the mesosoma consists of irregular, 
rounded to nearly elliptical, raised scales with their apices point- 
ng posteriorly, and towards the posterior epimeral angles. These 
;cales are more concentrated on the anterior part of the tergites. 
Many of these distinctly show openings, very likely setaceous, 
^long the posterior one-third of the tergite are numerous, parallel, 
small ridges, each of which is accentuated by the presence of a 
single summit of long, linear scales, with rounded apices. Each 
icale distinctly has an opening at the distal part representing the 
iite of a bristle. The margins of the epimers are bounded by 
similar elongated scales. It should be emphasized that Megalo- 
t^raplin was a hirsute animal. Tlie posterior margin of each ter- 
mite comprises a single row of evenly spaced, rounded scales, giv- 
ing a "lace collar" effect. The scales are entirely black, which 
rontrasts greatly with the dark brown integument. 

The underside of the mesosoma comprises the operculum 
followed by four bandlike abdominal plates. All details are 
known from a number of well-preserved specimens. 

The operculum is known from three specimens. A detached 
genital organ consisting of two joints (24128: Plate 45, fig. 3) 
undoubtedly represents the male (Text fig. 20). The female is 
known from an excellently preserved specimen which includes all 
details (24114A: Plate 52, fig. 5; Text fig. 19; and 24114B). 
Another opercular plate (24117E), with attached basal joint of 
the median appendage, has been referred to the male (Text fig. 
18; PI. 49, fig. 1; PI. 52, figs. 10, 11). 

The male operculum (Type A''), therefore, is known from 
two complementary specimens, each of which preserves structures 
not present in the other (Text figs. 18, 20). The club-shaped and 
detached median appendage is truncated at the base, suggesting 
that it fitted into a previous joint. It appears, therefore, that the 
male median appendage is made up of three joints whose overall 
general outline is club-shaped. The first joint is short, truncated 
at the distal end, and with margins divergent. A median depress- 
ed line runs through the joint. The second joint is longer, with 
the lateral margins divergent except at the distal end, where they 
curve inward and meet in an inverted triangular notch which 
accommodates the distal or third joint. The latter joint is nearly 
rounded at the distal end, with a deep open cleft in the middle 
(see Text fig. 20) . The entire appendage is devoid of ornamenta- 
tion. Greatest width of the second joint is 13 mm., whereas the 
length through the central axis is 28 mm. The distal joint meas- 
ures 5.5 mm. in length and width. 

The male operculum is wide, bandlike, and nearly straight 
along the anterior and posterior margins. At midsection, the 
anterior margin is deeply and arcuately emarginate. An operculum 
of this pattern is unknown among previously described Euryp- 
terida. The edges of this emargination reveal intersegmental 
membrane. Although the function of this emargination is un- 
known, it seems to have been attached to the metastoma. The 

anterior half of the male opercular flap, unlike the female, is 
totally devoid of ornamentation, suggesting that this part, as well 
as the anterior excavate area, was covered in life. The imprint of 
the lower posterior part of the metastoma is discernible on speci- 
men 24117, between the median appendage and posterior to the 

^•' Caster and Kjellesvig-Waering (1956) discussed the opercular plate of 
Dolichoplerus from the classic New York State Silurian eurypterid occurr- 
ence and reviewed some of the literature on the nature and evolution of 
the structure. The types A and B of opercular plates were first applied 
by Stermer (1934) in pointing up the long-standing difference of opinion 
as to the sexing nf the Eurypterida. 
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anterior median emargination. The emergence of the male 
genitalia at a point well within the opercular plate likewise 
suggests that the operculum was covered on the anterior part. The 
posterior cordate end of the metastoma is understandable, as it 
offered freedom for movement of the median appendage in the 
male. The combination of characters suggests that the male 
operculum may have been placed farther forward than is customary 
among other eurypterids. Thus the emargination would reflect 
encirclement of the muscular attachment site of the metastoma 
and/or the coxal element of the last prosomal appendages; and 
the ornament-free anterior zone of the operculum thus would be 
covered by the large coxae. Specimen 24117 reveals part of the 
second tergite of the dorsal side. The operculum is overlapped 
by approximately one-third the length of the second tergite, and 
in turn, underlaps the tergite by one-third the length of the oper- 
culum. The first tergite of the mesosoma, therefore, overlaps the 
anterior edge of the operculum by approximately one-half its 
length. This is only known in the male, as the relative position 
of the operculum to the dorsal side is unknown in the female. 

The post-median opercular angles are rounded, whereas the 
post-lateral corners form a right-angle with the lateral margin. 
Neither the transverse lines, nor triangular pieces of other euryp- 
terids are developed. The genital process is probably attached by 
a suture to the plate, however no such suture has been observed 

in this material. 
The point of emergence of the genitalia from the opercular 

plate is slightly above the center of the plate. The male oper- 
cular flap, unlike the female, is not divided on the median line, 
nor is there any evidence of a dividing suture. It consists of a 
single plate. This differentiation of sexes has not been previously 
noted in the Eurypterida in regard to the opercular flap. 

The ornamentation of the male opercular plate differs greatly 
from the female. The anterior half is completely devoid of 
ornamentation. Triangular mucrones begin abruptly in the pos- 
terior half of the plate and become greatly elongated at the pos- 
terior margin. The area adjacent to the median appendage bears 
much smaller scales. No bristle openings occur on the scales. A 
reconstruction of the male operculum based on the above-mention- 
ed two specimens is shown in Text figure 18. Inasmuch as these 
two specimens are different-sized individuals, the proportions of 
the median appendage may not be correct. 

The female operculum (Text figs. 19, 21) (Type B) is 
completely known from a nearly perfect specimen (24114A: 
Plate 52, fig. 5; and 24114B). The median appendage is a short, 
club-shaped organ composed of three distinct joints.    The first 

joint is narrow, triangular, with lateral margins diverging, and 
approximately as long as the next two joints combined. Th 
second joint is slightly longer than broad, with the sides divergin 
except at the distal end at the junction with the third joint, whei 
the margins become rounded inwardly. The third and dist; 
joint is elongated, rounded, and ends in a small, notched, tr 
angular indentation. Total length of the genitalia is 15.2 mn 
and greatest width is 4 mm. The opercular plate of this specime 
measures 29.4 mm.  in length.     Apertures were not preservei 

Unlike the male genitalia, which is devoid of ornamentatioi 
the female organ is ornamented with scales and mucrones in 
definite pattern (Text fig. 21). On the first joint, it is ornamen 
ed with a single row of coarse scales on the central axis, whic 
widens towards the junction with the second joint. The secor 
joint has coarse triangular mucrones on the anterior part, ar 
these gradually widen in area and become gradually small 
posteriorly. The distal joint has fine triangular mucrones on tl 
anterior part but none at the distal end. 

The opercular plate is joined at midsection by a suture. Tl 
anterior median margins are rounded where the two plates jo 
with the suture. The genitalia emerges well within the ope 
cular plate. The anterior and posterior margins are near 
straight and parallel. The post-median corners are rounded ar 
the lateral corners form right angles. In correlation with tl 
male opercular plan, triangular pieces and transverse lines we 
likewise not developed in the female operculum. 

The ornamentation of the female opercular flap differs great 
from that on the male. In contrast to the male, the central a 
terior margin is crowded with small, irregular sized, roundc 
scales. These scales become more sparsely distributed and assur 
the character of triangular mucrones in the posterior half of tl 
plate. The areas adjacent to the median appendage have slight, 
larger, triangular mucrones. At the lateral extremities of ti' 
plates, the scales and mucrones are sparsely distributed. Like tl' 
male none of the scales or mucrones bear bristles. 

The integument of the opercular flap is dark brown in cold 
contrasting with the scales or mucrones, and the median ap|->eni 
age, which are black. 

Meliisoma.—The four abdominal plates are bandlike, wi 
rounded post lateral corners. The last abdominal plate occu 
at the sixth tergite, before contraction into the metasoma. ^ 
median sutures, divisions, or median clefts, are developed. T) 
plates apparently are bowed ventrally as they project beyond tl 
tergites in flattened specimens. Specimen 24100E retains tl 
ventral plates and is figured in Plate 47, figs. 1-4; 24106A (Pla 
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51, fig. 5) sliows Jors.il tcrgitcs, bearing elongate SLales and 
exceptionally prominent and coarse papillose prosopon. 

The scales of the abdominal plates are considerably smaller 
:han those of the tergites. The anterior part of each plate is 
:overed by small, rounded scales, which grade into coarser scales 
md triangular mucrones on the posterior two-thirds of the plate. 
\t the posterior margin an indefinite row of coarser, linear mu- 
:rones occurs. These have rounded apices and are perforated by a 
iingle small hole at the apex, marking a bristle site. 

By far the most remarkable feature of this unusual eurypterid 
s the last tergite of the metasoma and the accompanying telson 
ind unique paired lobes. The twelfth tergite (No. 6 of the meta- 
;oma) is represented by numerous well-preserved specimens, re- 
aining both dorsal and ventral aspects. Of these, specimens 
M129B, 24143A, B, C (PI. 53, fig. 4), and 24152B have been 
ixtracted from the matrix, and reveal both sides. The dorsal side 
s also known from specimen 24122A (PI. 47, fig. 7; PI. 48, fig. 
)), whereas the ventral side is further known from specimens 
24119A (holotype), 24127A (PI. 52, fig. 7; PI. 53, fig. 3), 
24129A and 24130A. Specimen 24124A, B (PI. 48, fig. 4), and 
24124C (PI. 51, fig. 10) is of particular importance as it reveals 
:he articulation of the dorsal side of the last tergite with the 
succeeding caudal lobes. 

Cai/dal region.—The twelfth tergite, or pre-telson, (Text 
"igs. 22-26) is flat, broad, paddle-shaped, and resembles the telson 
Df Pterygotiis or Eretlopteriis. In these genera the last tergite is 
Battened considerably, but not by any means to the degree found 
in MegiilograptNS, where this tergite actually performed the swim- 
ming function reserved for the telson of the aforementioned 
genera. In Mixopteria, a genus which previously has been cited 
is showing some similarity to Megalograptus, the corresponding 
:ergite is nearly cylindrical, without development of the flat lateral 
wings. Specimen 35795 (PI. 53, fig. 5) shows the dorsal surface 
jf a small pre-telson. 

The last tergite of Alegalograptus ohioensh is almost as wide 
Dn the anterior margin as the preceding tergite. The lateral mar- 
gins narrow slightly before swinging outward into the broad 
paddle, to reach their greatest divergence at the posterior part of 
the tergite. At the posterior edge the margins are truncated and 
meet on the dorsal side in a deep, arched, triangular emargination. 
On the ventral side the margins meet in a rounded emargination 
that protrudes beyond the dorsal emargination (see Text figs. 22, 
24). 

The central part of the tergite, on both dorsal and ventral 

side, is arched through the longituilinal axis (see Text figs. 24, 
25). The dorsal arch is considerably more prominent than the 
gently arched ventral side. The posterior end of the tergite is, 
therefore, open at the emarginations to accommodate the peculiar 
caudal lobes and spike. A thin, narrow doublure binds the pos- 
terior emarginations, as in the previous tergites. The lateral 
wings of the paddle slope away from the arched central part and 
are very thin (see Text figs. 25, 26). 

On the dorsal axis are two prominent carinae (^e.g., 24!513: 
PI. 53, figs. 6, 7) which are located well within the anterior mar- 
gin of the tergite and continue, converging slightly, to the anterior 
part of the triangular terminal emargination (Text figs. 22, 24, 
25) .   The ventral side is devoid of these carinae. 

The articulation of the telson and the paired caudal lobes 
with the slotlike emargination of the last tergite is not known in 
all details. However, some information has been reconstructed 
from the material at hand. In specimen 24152B, a rod-shaped, 
thickened, ligament-like piece, composed of material similar to the 
intersegmental membranes, occurs on the inner side of the ventral 
emargination (Text fig. 26), and at the extremities of this open- 
ing. It is attached to the ventral doublure. It appears that this 
ligament-like membrane was attached also to the ventral anterior 
knobs of the paired lobes. On the dorsal triangular emargination, 
and attached to the doublure, is an unusual development of inter- 
segmental membrane. This membrane fully occupies the anterior 
half of the deep triangular emargination and slopes downward 
where it is probably attached to the telson. The great length of 
the membrane suggests considerable freedom of movement of the 
telson. The ventral doublure undoubtedly had an attached mem- 
brane, other than the small ligament-like pieces noted, and this 
membrane likely was also attached to the overlying caudal lobes. 

The ornamentation of the twelfth tergite is composed of 
small scales, except at the margins, where a fringe of large 
elongated scales is present. Some of the small scales have a 
small opening for a bristle. On the dorsal ridges are rows of 
much larger and longer, thick scales which occur only at the 
summit of the ridges and further accentuate the presence of these 
carinae. On the ventral side, the scales cover almost the entire 
surface and become larger at the posterior emargination where 
a row of these scales fringes the margin. As on the dorsal side, 
many of the scales have single openmgs representing sites for 
setae. 

In color the central part of the tergite is dark brown with 
contrasting black scales.    The paddles of the tergite are mainly 
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Text fig. 22-28. Megdlogralilus ohiocnsii C. and K.-W., showing caudal 
features associated with the cereal blades. 22. Dorsal side of 12th tergite. 
2J. Ventral view of 12th tergite. 24. Showing 12th tergite from the side. 
25. Cross-section of 12th tergite through mid-area. 26. Posterior end of 
12th tergite showing the "ligament-like" membrane. 27. Dorsal side of 
the 12th tergite showing the cerci (cereal blades) in place and triangular 
aperture for telson attachment-insertion. 2H. Ventral view of the 12tli 
tergite with cerci in place. 
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)la(.k. The cKiLibkircs, .l^ in the- previous termites, arc black. The 
ntersegmental membranes, and the ligament-hke projections of 
he ventral emargination, are hght brown in color. 

Measurements of the twelfth tergite are given previously. 
Che smallest tergite (24127: PI. ^2, fig. 7; PI. 53, % 3) found 
neasiires 27 mm. in greatest width. 

The telson in previously known Eurypterida consisted of 
either a spike, as in E»rypler//s, Slyloniiriis, Aclelophthalnim ; a 
^at, broad paddle as in Slimoiiia, Plerygottis and Erettopleriu; a 
rurved, scorpion-like stinger as in Paracarchiosoma and Mix- 
ipterus. or in gradations of any of the above. However, in every 
;ase, the telson has been a single, undivided joint. Only the 
genus Salteropterns (Kjellesvig-Waering, 1931, p. 14) has a tel- 
son with supplementary lobes. These lobes, however, are a con- 
:inuation of the telson and very likely formed an undivided joint. 
The telson and accompanying lobes of Megalngraptiis are an 
iltogether different structure, unknown in any of the Eurypterida, 
as they comprise a spike which overlies two, flat, but sharply 
pointed, sickle-like lobes which definitely articulated horizontally 
and, in eflfect, formed a gigantic pincer, or, in combination with 
the telson, a formidable grasping organ. 

The specimens showing the caudal arrangement are numerous 
and in an excellent state of preservation. Specimen 24124A, B 
and C (PL 48, fig. 4; PI. 51, fig. 10, resp.) reveals the main part 
of the metasoma with an attached, articulated, caudal lobe. This 
specimen has been extracted from the matrix and reveals both 
sides of the individual. Besides this specimen, the lobes are 
known from specimen 24125 (PI. 51, fig. 7), which retains both 
lobes in natural position, and from specimens 24105A, 24107 
(PI. 51, fig. 6), 24111, 24144 (PI. 51, fig. 8) and 24157, which 
represent single, detached lobes in a state of excellent preservation. 

Possibly the most extraordinary characteristic of this euryp- 
terid is the presence of this pair of terminal, scimitar-like caudal 
lobes or cerci (Text figs. 27 and 28)'-'. They are broadly flat- 
tened,  sharply pointed,  plates,  which are attached beneath the 

" These caudal forcep!; are very much like those in the modern genus 
ForficuLi, t'.g.. F. juric/ilaru. the common European earwig (Dermaptera: 
Insecta). In this species the "short forceps" variety of male bears pincers 
similar to those of Megalogrjptus. Forceps are borne by both sexes <if 
earwigs, and forceps dimorphism among males in F. auricularia is well 
documented. The genus Jjpjx among the Thysanura (wingless Insecta) 
also bears similar terminal forceps. In both jupjx and the earwigs the 
forceps are apparently used offensively and defensively and in copulation. 
It is interesting also to note that in the earwig Dnru acidealum, known 
as the "spine-tailed earwig," the pygidium of the male bears a distinct 
tubercle or spine (telson?), as well as the pincers. What phylogenetic 
significance, if any, this curious similarity between eurypterids, earwigs 
and apterygotes may have, remains an open matter. Immature odonates 
also bear caudal forceps. 

telson to the last tergite. These lobes are rounded on the outer 
edges, and curve inward to end in a sharp point. They are 
attached only at the anterior end of a small knoblike neck. The 
lobes, therefore, are actually two flat, earwig-like, caudal pincers 
which are capable only of lateral, scissors-like, movement. The 
outer edges of the flat lobes are ornamented with single, large 
scales which jut outward from the margin. These scales do not 
occur at the distal end where the curved hook occurs. Dissection 
of the cerci reveals that these hooks did not contain a canal for the 
injection of poison. Their purpose, therefore, appears to have 
been as a grasping organ (defense and copulatory), although the 
flat shape suggests that they were a considerable aid in swimming. 

The knoblike neck of the lobe is thickened, and was artic- 
ulated slightly posterior and ventral of the telson. The lobes 
are seen in place in specimen 24124A, B, and a small part 
of the anterior ends occurs in specimens 24119A and 24122A. 
The articulation surface of the knoblike projection is retained only 
in specimen 24107 (PI. 51, fig. 6), which represents the ventral 
side of the right lobe. The opposing part of this articulation has 
not been seen. The articulation of specimen 24107 reveals a 
small projection which likely fitted into an opposing socket in the 
other lobe. In the reconstruction (Text figs. 27, 28) the artic- 
ulation of the lobes has been made in that manner, although it 
may not be exact. 

The ornamentation of the lobes consists of a row of rounded, 
prominent scales along the margins, except at the distal, curved, 
point. The lobes are covered with small scales, mainly concen- 
trated at the anterior end.   The entire lobe is black. 

The telson is known from only two specimens (^e.g., 24146A, 
B: PI. 50, fig. 14; PI. 50, fig. 6, resp.) which occur detached. 
The actual proportions of the telson in respect to the cereal lobes 
and the preceding tergite are not exactly known; however, the 
point of telsonic attachment is known, and, therefore, a reasonable 
reconstruction is possible from the size of the anterior, bulbous, 
end of the telson (Text figs. 29, 30). It is estimated that the tel- 
son reaches to the ends of the underlying caudal lobes. 

The telson (Text fig. 31) is a spike having a bulbous anterior 
end which fitted into the constriction of the dorsal emarg'nation 
of the twelfth tergite. In general form the telson is short and 
stout. A slight carina is present at the dorsal anterior end, which 
disappears in the main part of the spike. It tapers and becomes 
triangular in cross-section, with the dorsal side flat and the ventral 
side carinated. This is, of course, the reverse of the profile of 
the telson spike in most Chelicerata, e.g., Liiniilus.   The distal end 
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Icxt tigs. 29-31. Mfgjlograjtliii ohioensh C. and K.-W., caudal arma- 
ment of this species and tclsal details. 29. Dorsal aspect of articulated 
pre-telson, telson and cereal blades. 30. Ventral aspect of the same. 31. 
Views of the telson. 
Text fig. 32. Megjlografitus shideteri C. and K.-W., nov. sp., ventral 
view of the gnathobase of the swimming leg, holotype. 
Text fig. 33. Distal ends of the cereal blades of Megalograplus williamsae 
C. and K.-W., nm\ S/K, ventral view of holotype fragment. 
Text fig. 34. Dorsal shield of Eocarcinosomii hiilrjchophthalmm C. and 
K.-W., nov. sp., showing three views: a, dorsal scheme; b, anterior view; 
c, lateral view. 
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curves slightly ilownward (Ttxt fig. 31) ami is narrower in cross- 
section. A tail spine of a young specimen is seen on PI. 50^ fig. i i 

The telson is ornamented with a row of flat scales along the 
anterior dorsal carina, and with flat smaller scales along the 
dorsal side of the bulbous end. The rest of the telson is devoid 
of scales. The entire telson is black; the patches of membrane 
adhering to the anterior part are light brown in color. 

Coproliie.—Associated with the Megalograptus material are 
many elongate objects of the general sort commonly called "worm 
burrows" or foecal tube castings. Such a structure is shown on 
Plate 51, figure 4. This is the largest of such fragments; it is 
15 mm. in average diameter, and 100 mm. long. As can be seen 
by the photograph, it is broken at both ends. There are sugges- 
tions of regularly spaced constrictions along the foecal body which 
is of a slightly different hue from the enclosing shale. It is crowd- 
ed with fragments of chitinous integument, chiefly of Megal- 
ograptKS. but also of the trilobite hoteltn. The specimen lies 
parallel to the bedding plane and does not penetrate through it as 
expected of refilled "worm burrows." 

The presence of these tubular castings afifords the provoca- 
tive suggestion that we have here foecal material of Megdograptus 
ohioeiisis itself. If so, this is apparently the first intimation of 
such a relic of any eurypterid. Both the large size (larger by far 
than the usual Upper Ordovician "worm burrows") and the 
abundance of eurypterid integument in the casting {e.g., 35793: 
PI. 51, fig. 4) suggest the functional association with Megul- 
ograptns. It would certainly be in keeping with the dimensions 
of the excrement to be expected from the larger-sized specimens 
of Megalogiap/us ohioensis. The coprolites occur in the same 
layer containing numerous specimens of this eurypterid. The 
next largest fossil found in this association is Isotelus. However, 
the coprolite is much too large for any of the Trilobita. On the 
other hand, the alimentary canal of the largest specimens of 
Megdograptus ohioensis would easily correlate with the diameter 
of the coprolite, judging from what is known of the eurypterid 
intestine from Ruedemann's (1921, p. 92) description of the 
canal in Carchwsoma neulini (Claypole) and Heubusch's (1962, 
p. 222) report on three specimens of Eiirypter/is. 

Of particular interest is the presence in the coprolite of a 
large amount of undigested eurypterid integument, almost all of 
Megalograpl/is ohioensis. These fragments are of various sizes, 
the largest of which measures approximately 7 mm. All are 
irregular in shape as if they had been chewed. The sizes of the 
scales of the integumental fragments show that the patches come 
from  difi^erent parts of the body  of M. ohioensis. 

If properly correlated, this undoubted coprolitic material 
\Nould strongly suggest that Megalograplus ohioensis was either 
a predator or a scavenger. In view of the prevalence of can- 
nibalism, particularly after mating, among existing arachnids 
(scorpions and spiders), it would probably be safe to postulate 
such habits for Megalograplus, whether these problematical bodies 
are eurypterid coprolites or not. The seemingly predatory spines 
on the anterior legs strongly suggest that M. ohioensis was not 
a scavenger. 

Remarks.—Megalograplus welchi Miller, as has been seen 
above, is represented by a complete third "walking leg," a frag- 
ment of another third "walking leg," and a mesosomatic tergite. 
Any comparison with M. ohioensis, therefore, must be based on 
the nearly complete third "walking leg" of AI. welchi. However, 
several differences are apparent. In size M. welchi is a much lar- 
ger species than any of the many specimens known of M. ohio- 
ensis. The third walking leg" of Af. welchi is considerably stouter 
and the spines are thicker and shorter than the corresponding ap- 
pendage in AI. ohioensis. The large second joint of Af. ivelchi is 
apparently (see Clarke and Ruedemann, 1912, pi. 58, fig. 3) 
devoid of spines, whereas the same joint in Af. ohioensis is spin- 
ous (see Text fig. 9). The ultimate joint (8th), which occurs as 
a spine, is blunt and thick in Af. welchi, whereas in Af. ohioensis 
it forms a slendor spine. 

Differences of M. ohioensis from Af. shideleri and Af. wil- 
liamsae are discussed in the descriptions of these two new species. 

Occurrence.—Af. ohioensis is known from an area of several 
square miles, as judged from two known occurrences at the same 
horizon in Adams County, Ohio. The type site, and that from 
which all of the material of this report came, is along the Ohio 
River road (U.S. Route 52), approximately nine miles above 
Manchester on the north side of the highway. The other occur- 
rence is on Island Creek, about five miles northeast of Manchester, 
where integument scraps have been found, but no describable 
parts. 

The horizon lies 66 inches below the Brassfield dolomitic 
limestone (basal Silurian: Medinan series) within the zone 
commonly referred to the Elkhorn member of the uppermost 
Richmondian (Cincinnatian series: Upper Ordovician). Al- 
though purple to reddish variegated beds come in immediately 
above the Megalograplus horizon, it is the opinion of the senior 
author, as it was of Dr. W. H. Shideler, who visited the site with 
him, that no Belfast beds are present at this place. Belfast red 
beds (Foerste, 1896, 1931, 1935) are of controversial age: Upper 
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Ordovician, i.e.. Queenston fades, or basal Silurian'"'. The 
eurj'pterid-bearing horizon is about six inches in thickness, being 
a "butter-layer' of extremely fissile shale of blue-green color. 
X-ray analysis'" shows the layer to be largely of volcanic ash 
origin and is the unique occurrence yet reported of Upper Ordovi- 
cian bentonites in Ohio, or apparently in the whole eastern part 
of the country. Middle Ordovician bentonites are, of course, well 
known. This would be a bentonitc en^.ission correlating with the 

Taconic orogeny. 
Immediately above the ash bed considerable calcium carbon- 

ate induration of the shales occurs; reddish purple color also 
appears beneath the ash bed for a few inches of the shale section. 

Apparently the ash fall not only accounts for the demise of 
the host of creatures, but also for the remarkably complete and in- 
flated preservation of the exoskeletons. 

The associated biota, occurring above the ash layer, in it and 
immediately beneath, both as organoclastic zones and as uneroded 

'■• The so-calltJ Belfast beds of Foerste in Adams and Highland Counties, 
Ohio, and adjacent Kentucky, are typically exposed some 10 or more miles 
north of the Ohio River. According to Foerste, the Belfast shales laterally 
grade into the Brassfield limestone, and hence are of Medinan age. This 
matter is not resolved regionally. The seemingly universally sharp con- 
tact between the Belfast reds and the Brassfield limestone, bespeaking 
considerable lapse of time and dramatic change of environment, does not 
befit Foerste's idea of gradual change from one to the other. The matter 
is further complicated, apparently, by the appearance in the same general 
area as the type occurrences of the Belfast reds, of the westernmost 
expression of the Upper Ordovician (Queensfon-Juniata) red beds, which 
seems to be the situation at the type locality of Megalograptus. 

"'■ This analysis was made in the laboratories of Columbia University in 
1951, and reported on by Dr. Gerald M. Friedman (letter, May 28, 1951) 
as follows: "I made a study of the clay sample from your eurypterid 
locality. The following are some of the results: the sample submitted is 
a potash bcntonite, often referred to as a "metabentonite. " It is made up 
of alternating layers of illite and montrnorillonite with illite predominating. 
The x-ray powder pattern agrees with the material from High Bridge, 
Kentucky  (Middle Ord.ivician, well-known bentonite layers). 

Note that the term "metabentonite" refers to the potash-bearing 
Ordovician clays formed by the alteration of volcanic ash. The prefix 
"meta" doc-s not mean that metamorphism has necessarily taken place, in 
fact, the eastern "metabentonites" are usually unmetamorphosed. The 
term potaih bcntonite is preferable, although the material is not true 
benloni'e. The chemical composition is likely to be approximately as 
follows: 

SiO., 

2     3 
MgO 
KjO 
H.O 

The   material   probably   formed   by   the   weathering    of   volcanic 

'>o'A Fe^O^ 
209f CaO 
5% Na^O 
7% TiOj 

15% 3% 

occurrences in the shales, includes the trilobites Isolelus, essen- 
tially complete carapaces of which have been recovered, and frag- 
ments of Flexicalymene, several trepostomatous bryozoans, gastro- 
pods and pelecypods {e.g., PholaJoiiiorpba, PI. 53, fig. 15), 
scraps of nautiloid shells, and quantities of Brachiopoda. Ostra- 
cods and scolecodonts abound in some layers. All of this array 
is the typically marine association of the Upper Ordovician. 

Depository.—All specimens described are in the Geological 
Museum, University of Cincinnati. 

MEGALOGRAPTUS SHIDELERI Caster and Kjellesvig-Waering, 
KO!'.   sp. 

Plate 53, fioures i), 11, 14; Text fig. 32 

A considerable amount of eurypterid material from the Ohio 
Ordovician was made available by the late Dr. W. H. Shideler oil 
Miami University. This appears to represent, in the main, i; 
single rather widely distributed Aieg^lograpt/zs species in tht 
upper Richmond of the Cincinnati uplift. Nearly all of the frag 
ments comprise parts of tergites and abdominal plates of little 
diagnostic value. 

However, in material from the Saluda formation near Ox 
ford, Ohio (some 25 fragments^ the gnathobase with part of thi 
upper section of a coxa is well preserved, and definite comparisoi 
with Af. ohioeiuis Is possible. This fragment, herein figured oi 
Text figure 32, is considered the holotype of a distinct species 
named in Dr. Shideler's honor 

The gnathobase and upper part of the coxa of the swimmin; 
leg is rounded at the anterior and posterior margins. The gnatho 
base is armed with nine triangular, slightly backwardly directed 
teeth. All teeth, except the second, are of approximately the sam' 
size and show only an appreciable decrease in size in the posterio 
two teeth. The second tooth on the other hand, is prominent 
about twice as large as those adjacent. The face of the neck o 
the coxa is covered with small raised pustules, some of which hav 
a distinct opening for a bristle. The neck of the coxa measure 
13 mm. in greatest width. 

Another fragment, possibly of a tergite, reveals scales whicl 
measure 5 mm. in length and width (25885: PI. 53, fig. 1-J) 
In our study of other representatives of the genus it has becomi 
clear that there is a constant proportion between the size of thi 
integument scales and the overall size of the animal. The size o 
the scales in Aiegalograplu.f shideleri indicates an animal of con 
siderable proportions, surely reaching two meters in overall length 
Specimen 25888 (PI. 53, fig. 11) is a metasomal tergite bearing 
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nic|ucly coarse scily prosopon and .ip|\ir(.-ntly pertains to a large 

ntlividual of this new species. 

The eurypterids retain original colors (or color pattern) ; the 

ntegiiment is flexible and can be lifted off the matrix. The scales 

re invariably black or dark brown and contrast with the light 

trown color of the integument. It is apparent that no repiace- 

rient has taken place. 

Rewards.—When the gnalhobase of M. shideleri is com- 

lared to one of similar size of M. oh'wensis (25883: PI. 53, fig. 

), it is seen that the former has a much greater development of 

be second tooth and an overall smaller number of denticles, 

'he difference appears to have stratigraphic importance in the 

ndiana-Ohio area, M. shideleri coming from the Saluda exclus- 

I'ely so far, and M, ohioensii only from the Elkhorn. No com- 

lon basis exists for making a comparison with Af. irelchi of the 

.iberty beds. 

Horizon and locality.—All known material of this species 

omes from the Saluda formation The main type suite comes 

rom about 100 yards east of College Corner road, Oxford, Ohio 

Shideler locality 1, lA, ID). The fragments are intimately 

ssociated with a typical marine fauna of the neritic shelly fades, 

onsisting of cephalopods, bryozoans, gastropods, and scoleco- 

onts. These fossils have been observed in finely crystalline, light 

ray calcarenitic limestone. 

Megalograplus shideleri is questionably present in the follow- 

ig other localities: 

1) Fragment of a tergite retaining ornamentation and coloration; 
in marine limestone: Saluda formation, just below basal coral 
"reef" (in 2' 4" zone) at Big Sains Creek, about iVz miles 
southwest of Laurel, Indiana, Shideler locality 2.5C3 (25886). 

2) Fragments of tergites retaining ornamentation and coloration; 
in marine limestones: Saluda formation in 2' 4" zone just 
above coral "reef" at Big Sains Creek, about IV2 miles south- 
west of Laurel,  Indiana, Shideler locality 2.5J4  (25887). 

3) Fragments of spines and tergites in marine limestone: Saluda 
formation, about 5 miles west of Oxford, in gully, tributary to 
Indian Creek just north of school No. 6. SE/4 of Section 30. 
Township 5 North, Range 1 East, Ohio, Shideler locality 1.1S4 
(25888: Plate 53, fig. 11). 

4) Fragments of indeterminable joints and tergites retaining orna- 
mentation and coloration in marine limestone: Saluda forma- 
tion, 14 mile north of locality No. 3, Shideler locality 1.1T4 
(25889). 

5) Fragments of tergites retaining ornamentation and coloration 
in marine limestone: Saluda formation, about 2 miles east of 
College Corner (Oxford) on Little Four Mile Creek, approxi- 
mately center of north side of Section 32, Township 6 North, 
Range 1 East, Ohio, Shideler locality I.IVU  (25890). 

6) An euryptend fragment is doubtfully referred to M. shideleri: 
preserved in dolomite: lower Saluda formation. Branch of 
Razor Creek flowing east toward China, Indiana, Shideler 
locality 2.16P6 (25891). 

Deliostlory.—lhi: holotype and all specimens listed here 

from the Shideler Collection have been deposited in the Geological 

Museum, University of Cincinnati. 

MEGALOGRAPTUS WILLIAMSAE Caster and Kjellesvig-Waer- 
inp, nov. sp. 

Plate 53, %ures 12, 1,3; Plate 48, figure 48, Text figiire 33 

In the lower Waynesville, associated with the "trilobite bed" 

{e.g., Austin, 1927) the late Miss Carrie Williams of Clarks- 

ville, Ohio, discovered a large Megalograptns which differs 

considerably from M. ohioensis. Several large fragments of ter- 

gites (25893: PI. 53, figs. 12, I3) and the distal part of a cereal 

blade are known. The holotype (25892), represented by the 

fragment of the cereal blade, is an eurypterid estimated to have 

been of approximately one and a half meters in overall length. 

The distal end of the cereal blade is narrow, bounded at the 

outer margin by flat undulations which likely represent vestiges 

of scales. The blade is produced into a long, flat spike and is 

ornamented on the end by small protuberances which may be the 

result of preservation (see Text fig. 33). 

Fragments of tergites, up to 60 mm. in length, reveal 

elongated raised scales typical of Megalograplus. The fragments, 

preserved in shale similar in lithology to the metabentonitic shale 

which preserved M. ohioensis, reveal black scales against the con- 

trasting light brown color of the integument. The integument is 

flexible. It is interesting to note that the trilobites preserved in 

this bed are light brown or honey colored also. 

Remarks.—In comparison to Megalograplus ohioensis. M. 

wiUiamsae has undulating marginal serrations of the cereal blades 

rather than closely spaced fringing scales. The distal end of the 

cereal blade of M. trilliamsae is produced into a longe, narrow, 

straight point, whereas in M. ohioensis this structure is hooked, 

much more acute and stouter. Present evidence indicates that 

yVL wiUiamsae was a larger eurypterid. 

Horizon and locality.—The holotype is from the "trilobite 

bed" of the lower Waynesville formation on Sugar Run, near 

Clarksville, Ohio. This is one of the localities much collected by 

the late Miss Carrie Williams of Clarksville, Ohio. The large 

fragments of tergites and appendages are from directly above the 

"trilobite bed" of the lower Clarksville member, 1-2 feet above 

water level of Four Mile (=Talawanda) Creek at "High Banks," 

5 miles north of Oxford, Ohio, Shideler locality l.lC (25893). 

A peculiar large fragment of a body segment is quest'onably 

referred to M. wiUiamsae.   The indistinct ornamentation appears 
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to consist of large, rather rhombic scales; this curious pattern may, 
however, be due to preservation. The fragment (25894) occurs 
in the "trilobite bed" of the lower Waynesville on Banklick Creek, 
Butler County, Ohio. This is on a farm which, at the time of the 
discovery about 19-40, belonged to Dr. Samuel Rabkin of Cincin- 
nati.   The collectors were Rousseau H. Flower and Helen Duncan. 

Depository.—The holotype and other specimens reported 
here are deposited in the Geological Museum, University of Cin- 

cinnati. 

MEGALOGRAPTUS sp. 

Two small eurypterid fragments, retaining the megalograptid 
type scales, occur in a limestone of the Whitewater formation, 
intimately associated with cephalopods and bryozoans. Both 
fragments are indeterminable, although one shows linear scales, 
each of which has an opening at the summit for a bristle. The 
fragment is probably a small part of a joint. It is the only 
Whitewater eurypterid known. 

Horizon and locality.—Basal Whitewater formation in the 
Charactoceras baeri zone, on Talawanda (=Little Four Mile) 
Creek, 5 miles north of Oxford, Ohio, Shideler locality 1.1 V7 
(25895). 

Family CARCINOSOMATIDAE, StOrmer 1934. cmcwl. 1955 

Genus EOCARCINOSOMA Caster and Kjellesvig-Waering, 
nov.  f/oi. 

EOCARCINOSOMA BATRACHOPHTHALMUS Caster and 
Kjellesvig-Waering, HOC. SJI. Plate 48, figures 3, 7; Text figure 34 

The rich locality that furnished hundreds of specimens and 
fragments of Megalograptiis ohioeiisis revealed only one other 
eurypterid. This rare form is represented by only the dorsal 
shield which is well preserved and retains certain details that led 
the writers to form a new genus to embrace most of the known 
carcinosomatids from the Ordovician. 

The prosoma is broader than long but nearly triangular in 
general aspect. The rounded frontal margins bend downward 
(see Text fig. 34 b, c) to form an ideal device for digging or 
grubbing in the muds. The margins are not bounded by any 
perceptible marginal rim. Epimeral angles are rounded. The 
dorsal shield measures 20.5 mm. in length and 21.2 mm. in 
greatest width. 

The lateral eyes are marginally located and are placed slightly 
in front of the ocelli which occupy a central position on the dorsal 
shield. The lateral eyes are prominent, not large, bulging, and 
are roughly kidney-shaped.  The field of vision was forward, back- 

ward, sideward and upward. The lateral eyes measure 3.7 mm 
in length and 1.5 mm. in width. 

The ocelli are small, centrally located on the dorsal shield 
and are situated on a small, round, ocellar mound. The mount 
measures 8.5 mm. from the base, 9.5 mm. from the frontal mar 
gin, and 10.6 mm. from the lateral margins. 

The dorsal shield  is  apparently  devoid  of ornamentation 
Remarks.—The rather small size of the eyes indicates tha 

this small eurypterid was an adult. In comparison with othe 
Ordovician Eocarcinosoiiia, the wide, but nearly triangular, pro 
soma will serve to distinguish it from other species. 

Horizon and locality.—Associated with Megalograptiis ohio 
eitsis, trilobites, and scolecodonts, in the type locality of tha 
species. 

Depository.—Holotype, part and counterpart (24147 A ani 
B: PI. 48, figs. 3, 7, resp.), has been deposited in the Geo!ogica 
Museum, University of Cincinnati. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 43 

Megalograplus ohioensis Caster and Kjellesvig-Waering 

Reconstruction of the dorsal surface of a female adult, based in all details on the type 
material, most of which is illustrated on the accompanying plates of photographs. 
Uppermost Ordovician (top of the Richmond), near Manchester, Ohio, on the Ohio 
River.   X 1/3. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 44 

Megalograplus ohioeinin Caster and Kjellesvig-Wacring. 

Reconstruction of the ventral surface of a female adult. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 45 

Figure Ptg^ 

1-4.    Megalogrjplus ohioensh Cister and K|ellcsvig-Waering        316,319,330 

From the uppermost Ordovician, near Manchester, Ohio. 

1. Original discovery specimen donated to the University of Cincinnati by Mr. Charles D. 
Cox, 1940. Ventral aspect of the metasoma (post-abdomen) , mesosoma absent; dorsal 
shield (prosoma), dorsal imprint turned to the right (see fig. 4 below). Over-all 
length of the eurypterid material on this slab 20.5 inches. Holotype, U. C. Mus. No. 
24119A. 2. Portion of the metasoma, segments 4, 5 and 6 (see Text fig. 16) pre- 
sumably represented here. Note the characteristic scales. Paratype, U. C. Mus. No. 
24141. X .85. 3. Two distal joints of the male median appendage (see text fig. 20). 
Paratype, U. C. Mus. No. 24128. 4. Dorsal imprint of the holotype prosoma, turned 
to the right (see Plate 5, fig. 1 for dorsal surface), and nearly complete ventral 
surface of the last (sixth) pair of legs on the left. (See Text fig, 14.) X 1. 
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1-5.    Mc-y,.iloni\tl>lin ohiocnsif Caster and Kjellcsvig-W.iering 31(i319,320322 

From the type locality, near Manchester, Ohio.    Uppermost Orilovician. 

1. Dorsal surface of a complete metasoma. Note the dorsal carinae near the posterior 
margin of each tergite. The chord to the arc made by left margin of the abdomen is 
9.75 inches. Paratype, U. C. Mus. No. 2-1145B. (See fig. i below.) 2. Part of a 
sixth leg of an unusually large individual. Paratype, U. C. Mus. No. 24120A. X 1. 
3. Ventral surface of mesosoma shown in fig. 1, above. X 1. 4. Second paired 
appendage (first "walking leg") complete. Paratype; U. C. Mus. No. 24n7A. Xl. 
(See Text figs. 5, (t.) 5. One of long sensoi^ spines attached to the third joint of 
the second "walking leg;" nearly complete, Paratype, U. C. Mus. No. 24l4(). Xl. 
(See Text fig. 7.) 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 47 

Figure Page 

1-8.    /Megiilogrjplus ohiuensii Gister and Kjellesvig-Waering. 516,320 

From the type locality, near Manchester, Ohio.    Uppermost Odovician. 

1. Ventral view of immature mesosoma. Note the longitudinal break in the specimen, due 
to crushing of the integument: to the left, exfoliation of ventral integument reveals 
the mold of dorsoventrally crushed dorsal tergites. The ventral surface is preserved 
at the extreme left margin. (Figs. .3, 4, below, show the same specimen with the two 
halves of the crushed specimen separated.) Paratype, U. C. Mus. No. 24100D, E. Xl. 
2. Right portion of fig. 1, above, turned over to show dorsal view of mesosomal ter- 
gites; right margin has been crushed against the ventral integument. X 1. 3. Left 
portion of fig. 1, above, showing the imprint of the dorsal mesosomal surface; 
crushed ventrally so that it is in contact with the inner surface of the ventral integu- 
ment; hence apparently this was an ecdysal skeleton at time of burial. XI. 4. Right 
part of fig. 1, above, with lighting directed to bring out the scales of the prosopon. 
X 1. 5. Second appendage, i.e., first "walking leg;" slight retouching where the 
integument had exfoliated on the main body of the leg. (See Text figs. 5, 6.) 
Paratype, U. C. Mus. No. 24126A. XI. 6. Dorsal view of the mesosoma. Same 
specimen as seen on Plate 46, figs. 1 and 3. Paratype, U. C. Mus. No. 24145B. 
X 1. 7. Dorsal surface of abdomen of medium-sized individual. (See also Plate 48, 
fig. 5.) Paratype, U. C. Mus. No. 24122A. X 5/12. 8. Partially exfoliated dorsal 
surface of mesosoma, showing "doublures" of the tergites. Paratype, U. C. Mus. No. 
24122B.   X 1. 
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1.    MeKjlf/firj/t/Hi  ohioemii Caster and Kjcllcsvig-WaL-rinj;. }16,322 

The third paired appendage of a large individual, showing the large coxa and part of 
the first four joints. (Compare with Text fig. 7.) Paratype, U. C. Mus. No. 24I()3A. 
XI.    2. I Jem mold.    X .60. 

3. Eocjycino^omu Lilr.ithuphlhjlmus  Caster and Kicllesvig-Waering, tiov.  i/<. 314, 340 

Imprint of the prosoma. (See also fig. 7 below.) Holotype, U. C. Mus. No. 24147A. 
X I     From the Upper Ordovican type locality of Megalograplus ohioensis C. & K.W. 

4. M. ohioemh Caster and Kjellesvig-Waering.   . . . 316 

An immature individual showing the nearly complete post-abdomen with part of the 
right cereal blade in articulated position on the pre-telson. (See also Plate 51, fig. 10.) 
Paratype, U. C. Mus. No. 24124B. X 1. 5. Idem dorsal surface of a medium sized 
abdomen. (See also Plate 47, fig. 7.) The lateral furrows of the nearly complete 
mesosoma and nearly complete pleurae show well. Note also the longitudinal carinae 
of the metabdomen. The pre-telson (No. 12 tergite) is telescoped into tergite No. 10, 
leaving only patches of tergite No. 11 visible.    Paratype, U. C. Mus. No. 24122A.   X 1. 

6. Megalograplus williamsae Caster and Kjellesvig-Waering, «or. sp. 339 

Distal part of cereal blade. From the lower Waynesville formation (Richmondian, 
Upper Ordovician) on Sugar Run, near Waynesville, Ohio. On the opposite of this 
specimen there is preserved a cephalon of Flexicalymene meeki (Foerste). Holotype, 
U. C. Mus. No. 25892.    X 1. 

7. Eociirciiio.wma bMrjchophlLilmus Caster and Kjellesvig-Waering, iwv. \p. 314, 340 

The original of the holotype dorsal shield.    Imprint seen in fig. 3, above. X 1, 
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EXPLANATION Ol- PLATE 49 

Figure P^S^ 

1-4.    Aiegalograplus ohioensis Caster and Kjellesvig-Wuering. 316,322 

All from the type locality near Manchester, Ohio.    Uppermost Ordovician. 

I. A disassociated individual of medium size. A. The prosoma shows the eyes unusually 
well; they are somewhat closer to the front margin than in the holotype, and propor- 
tionately larger. The head is more quadrate than in the holotype. These may well be 
ontogenetic variations. B. The metastomal plate, with the anterior margin directed 
toward the lower left. C. Third-paired appendage (second "walking leg") nearly 
complete, including the coxal portion. D. First abdominal segment showing indis- 
tinctly the large median male appendage. Paratjpe, U. C. Mus. No. 24121A. X 1. 
2. Distal end of the third paired appendage (second "walking leg") of a large in- 
dividual; especially noteworthy is the bulbous expansion (sensory!') at the end of the 
longest of the paired spmes. Paratype. U. C. Mus. No. 24115. X 1. 3. Paired 
appendages four and five showing to the left the gnathobasic portions and median 
distal denticles. Paratype, U. C. Mus. No. 24150. (See also Text figs. 10, 11.) X 1. 
4. Detail of the second paired appendage on the ventral surface of the holotype pro- 
soma (PLite 51, fig. 1).   U. C. Mus. No. 24119B.   X 1. 
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1.16.    MtgMuiirjI'liis ohioanis Caster and Kjcllcsvig-Waering. ,     316,326 

All from the type locality, near Manchester, Ohio.    Uppermost Ordovician. 

2. Two views of the proximal area of a large second "walking leg." Paratype, U, C. 
Mus. No. 24122C. X I. 3. Distal end of the swimming paddle of the sixth paired 
appendage. Paratype, U. C. Mus. No. 24118. X 1. 4. Fifth paired appendage 
(fourth "walking leg") from the third through the eighth joints. (See Text fig. 11 ; 
the terminal features of this Text fig. are preserved on the mold of the specimen 
shown here.) Paratype, U. C. Mus. No. 24101A. X 1. 5, 6. Two views of a 
swimmmg leg dissected free from the holotype showing the coxa and first five joints. 
In fig. 5, the .prominent carina on the ventral surface of the coxa, which extends 
from the upper corner to the front margin of the joint, has been flattened by the 
lighting. Note the papillose prosopon of the coxa. In fig. fi, the bladelike nature of 
the third joint of this leg is not evident; this joint has been transversely broken 
in two places. Holotype, U. C. Mus. No. 24119C. X 1. 7. Basal portion of the 
third paired appendage. Paratype, U. C. Mus. No. 24149B. X 1. 8. Penultimate 
joint of a swimming leg. Paratype, U. C. Mus. No. 24114E. X 1. 9. A section of 
joints in the outer two-thirds of a third paired appendage. Paratype, U. C. Mus. No. 
24154D. X 1. 10. Part of a third paired appendage. Paratype, U. C. Mus. No. 
24116. X 1. 11. Telson spine of a young individual, (24153). Paratype, U. C. 
Mus. No. 24153B. X 1. 12. Terminus of a chelicera. Paratype, U. C. Mus. No. 
24110. X 1. 13. Terminus of the second paired appendage (first "walking leg"). 
Paratype, U. C. Mus. No. 35791. X 1. 14. Base of the telson and adjacent attached 
cereal blade of a very young individual. Paratype, U. C. Mus. No. 24146A. X 1. 
15. Terminal portion of a third paired appendage. Paratype, U. C. Mus. No. 
24149A. X 1. 16. Free ramus of a chelicera. Paratype, U. C. Mus. No, 35792. 
X 1. 
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Figure P'i&^ 

I-IO.    Megiilograpliis ohioensh Oister and Kjcllesvig-Waering. 316,317,334,336 

All material from the type locality, near Manchester, Ohio.    Uppermost Ordovician. 

1 Dorsal surface of the prosoma (dorsal shield) of the holotype. (See also Plate 1, 
figs. 1, 4; Text fig. lA.) U. C. Mus. No. 24119B. X 1. 2. Complete dorsal 
shield of a medium-sized individual. This is the best example of the dorsal shield 
yet found. Note the marginal spines on the middle section of the front margin. 
(See Text figs. lA, 2.) Paratype, U. C. Mus. No. 24121B. X 1. 3. Second joint 
past the coxa of the third paired appendage. Paratype, U. C. Mus. No. 24126B. 
X 1. 4. Section of a coprolitic mass associated with the megalograptids in the type 
locality and attributed to them. These masses are composed of scraps of eurypterid 
integument, apparently mainly megalograptid. U. C. Mus. No. 35793. X 1. 
5. Metasomatic dorsal tergite; note on the posterior third the longitudinal ridges 
capped by elongate scales. The papillose prosopon is unusually coarse and promin- 
ent. Paratype, U. C. Mus. No. 241()6A. X 1. 6. Complete left cereal blade of a 
medium-sized individual. Paratype, U. C. Mus. No. 24107. X 1, 7. Cereal blade 
pair in life position. (See Text figs. 27, 28.) Paratype, U. C. Mus. No. 24125. 
X 1. 8. Showing the hooked distal end of a large cereal blade, only the posterior 
part of which is preserved. Paratype, U. C. Mus. No. 24144. X 1. 9. First, second, 
and third "walking legs" and coxa of the fourth. Paratype, U, C. Mus. No. 35794. 
X 1. 10. Cereal blade in articulation with the pre-telson of a young individual. 
This is the counterpart of specimen on Plate 48, fig. 4. (See Text figs. 29, 30.) 
Paratype; U. C. Mus. No. 24124C.   X 1. 
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Ml.    AUxJoxrjpliii ohiuuiiMi Caster and Kicllcsvig-Waciing. M<>,3}0 

All material from the type locality, near Manchester, Ohio.   Uppermost Ordovician. 

I. Mold of the first tergite (see Text fig. 16), greatly reduced in length, as in many 
eurypterids. The arrows points anteriorly. Imprint of the base of the left 
swimming leg lies above the catalogue number. Holotype, U. C. Mus. No. 
241191. X 1. 2. Portions of the ventral surfaces of the first and second "walking 
legs." Note the fine marginal bristles in ulu on the anterior coxal margin (|ust 
above the "J" of the catalogue number). Holotype, U. C. Mus. No. 241I9J. X 1. 
3. Second "walking leg; showing the great s:ze of the spine (paired) attached to the 
third jomt. Paratype, U. C. Mus. No. 24102A. X 1. 4. Basal region of the 
second paired appendage. Paratype, U. C. Mus. No. 24117E. X 1. 5. Operculum 
and female median appendage. See also fig. 9, below. Paiatype, U. C. Mus. No. 
24114A. X 1. 6. Lateral surface of a small telson. Paratype, U. C. Mus. No. 
24146B. X 1. 7. Pre-telson of a small individual. Paratype, U. C. Mus. No. 
24127A. X 1. 8. Basal zone of a second paired appendage lying across a ventral 
female operculum. Paratype, U. C. Mus. No. 24114E. X 1. 10. Male operculum 
flaps and median appendage. See fig. 11, below. Paratype: U, C. Mus. No 
24117E.    X 1.    W.Uem. X 2.5. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 53 

1-8.    jMegitlogralilii! ohioeiisis Caster and Kjellesvig-Waering. 316 

Ventral view of the dorsal shield with the second pair of "walking legs " below and 
basal portion of the third pair above. From the type locality near Manchester, Ohio 
(uppermost Ordovician). Paratype, U. C. Mus. No. 24113. X 1. 2. Idem, show- 
ing, above, the large "basket " spines on the third joint of the third paired appendage. 
From the type locality. Paratype, U. C. Mus. N i. 24139. X 1. 3. Idem, a dorsal 
view of an incomplete pre-telson having strong central longitudinal carinae (one seen 
on left). From the type locality, Paratype, U. C. Mus. No. 24127. X 1. 4. Idem 
(?), a pre-telson showing the dorsal carinae unusually strongly developed (possibly 
not conspecific). From the type locality. Paratype, U. C. Mus. No. 24143. X 1. 
5. Idem (.-'), dorsal view of a small pre-telson from the type locality. Paratype, U. C. 
Mus. No. 35795. X 1. 6. Idem (?), pre-telson of the type seen in fig. 4, above; 
anterior end to the right; specimen slightly crushed. Dorsal carinae prominent. 
From the type locality. Paratype, U. C. Mus. No. 24151B. X 1. 7. Idem, opposite 
side of fig. 6. 8. Basal portion of the sixth leg. Paratype, U. C. Mus. No 25883. 
X 1. 

9.    Aiegjlogrjliii/i ihideUri Caster and Kjellesvig-Waering, )ioi\ sji. 338 

A coxal appendage. From the Saluda formation (Richmondian), College Corner Rd., 
Oxford, Ohio. Collected by W. H. Shideler; loc. No. 1.1 A50. Holotype, U. C. 
Mus. No. 25884.   X 2. 

10. At. ohioensis Caster and Kjellesvig-Waering.       316 

Showing fourth joint past the coxa of the third-paired appendage. From the type 
locality.    Paratype, U. C. Mus. No. 35796.   X 1. 

11. A(. ,tA;VWer/Caster and Kjellesvig-Waering, ««(. <p.          338 

A metasomal tergite which presumably pertains to this species. The coarse scaly 
prosopon is unique. From the Saluda formation (Richmondian) about 5 miles west 
of Oxford, Ohio. Collected by W. H. Shideler; loc. No. 1.1S4. Paratype; U. C. 
Mus. No. 25888.    X 1. 

12.    Af. uilli.tmsje Caster and Kjellesvig-Waering, )iov. sp. 

Presumably; the incomplete tergite of a large euryptcrid, presumably post-abdominal. 
From the lower Clarksville formation, just above the "trilobite zone" \_Flexicalymene 
meeki (Foerste)] at High Banks on Four Mile (= Talawanda) Creek, 5 miles north 
of Oxford, Ohio. Collected by W. H. Shideler; loc. No. l.lC. Paratype, U. C. Mus. 
No. 25893.    XI.    13. Idetti, opposite side of fig. 12. 

14. Af. ihidderi Caster and Kjellesvig-Waering, nov. .ip.   

Showing a flake of tergite (?) integument bearing the characteristically large scales 
of this species. From the type locality of the species (Shideler loc. No. I.IAIO). 
Gift of W. H. Shideler.    Paratype, U. C. Mus. No. 25885.    X  1. 

15. P/ioladomorpha sp  

A common marine pelecypod associated with M. ohioensis in the type occurrence and 
possibly a food source of the arthropod.   U. C. Mus. No. 35797.   X 1. 
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l.i^lil Li(f ligiiifs U'Icr lo Jjagf iiuiiibcis. liolil hicc figures icier lo j)l;iie iiiiinl)eis. 

icniccpli.iliis,  I'aracarcindsoni;! 
iciilcitimi,  Diiru 
\iiini  Ciuinty, Ohiii 
\.lil.irhth.ilmiis 
\,«l,lspKl,. 

Mltn B.iy fdrmation 
ilveolatus, Megalograptus 

Stylonurus  (Ctenopterus  .■') 
iptervi;i)tes 
\rac.hniJa 
^rnhcim beds 
luricularia, Fiirticula 
\ustin, G. M. 

jaeri, Charactoceras 
Gyroceras 

'balancing leg" 
Baltic 
Banklick Creek 
Bassler, R. S. 
Mtrachophthalmus, Eocarcinosoma 
Bays  sandstone 
Belfast red beds 
^entonite      
Bertie waterlime 
Big Sains Creek 
Blanchester  member 
Bohemia 
Borchgrevinkium 
Brachiiipoda 
Brachyiipterus 
Brasstield limestone 
breviceps, Dalmanitcs 

? Eocarcinosoma 
Eusarcus   (Carcinosoma) 

Buffaloptcrus 
Butler County, Ohio 

Campylocephalus 
Canada, Arctic 
-annibalism 
Carcinosoma 
Carcinosoma sp. 
? Carcinosoma sp. 
Carcinosomatidae 
Carcinosomatidae-Pterygotidae zone 
Carcinosomidae     
casei, Dendrocrinus 
Oster, Anneliese S. 

313 
335 

3111, 337, 338 
305,307,335 

303, 306 
311 
312 

301,309 
309 
335 
306 
315 
335 
339 

340 
315 

,       325 
301, 305 
 340 
 302 

301, 314, 336, 340 
301, 309 
337-338 

338 
310,313 
 339 

314 
303, 310, 312, 313 

307 
338 
307 

302, 337, 338 
 315 
 314 

314 
307 
340 

308 
311, 312 
305, 337 

301, 303, 307, 310-312, 313, 314 
311,312 

312 
301, 303, 304, 306, 307, 310-314, 340 

312 
303, 310 

315 
302 

Caster, K. E.  
Caster, K. E. and E. N. Kjellesvig-Waering 
caudal lobes:   See cereal blades 
caudal region    
Centerville, Ohio   
Ceratiocaris beds 
cereal blades 4«, 51 301,303,308,309, 
Chasmataspida   
chelicerae 50 301,304,306,308, 
Chelicerata   
Chicago Natural History Museum   
China, Indiana   
Church Hill, Leintwardine, Shropshire, England . . 
cicerops, Rhinocarcinosoma   
Cincinnati Arch 
Cincinnati Museum of Natural History 
Cincinnati uplift 
Cincinnatian seafloor 
Cincinnatian series 
Clark, T. H  
Clarke, J. M. and R. Ruedemann 303, 

Clarksville, Ohio 
Clarksville formation 
clevelandi, Echinognathus 
Clinton, N. Y. 
Clinton  formation 
Columbia University 
Cooper, G. A. 
Copeland, M. J. 
coprolite 51 
Corryville  beds 
cos, Gomphoceras 
Cox, Charles D. 
Ctenopterus 
Cyrtoceras 

301. 304, 305 
301, 302, 303, 314,331 

303.306.333-337 
 309 

311 
, 310. 333-335. 336, 339 
 306 
, 309. 310. 312, 318-319 
 302, 303, 335 
 306 

339 
311 
313 

302, 303 
316 
338 
316 

301, 303. 337 
312 

305, 306, 311, 312, 313, 
314, 315, 316, 337 

302,315,339 
339, 354 
309, 316 

313 
311 

302, 338 
302 
312 
337 
303 
315 

301, 346 
307 
315 

Deepkill shale 
De Moll, R. 
Denison, R.  H. 
Depitout, A. 
Dermaptera 
Dettbarn  Quarry 
Devon Bay Is., Canada 
Dolichopteridae 
Dolichopterus 
dolichoschelus, Mixopterus 
Dorfopterus 
dorsal shield 45, 48, 51, 53 

Downtonian 
Drepanopterus 
Dresser, J. A. and T. C. Denis 
Dry Dredgers       
Duncan. Helen 

314 
306 
306 
312 
335 
314 

 311,312 
  307 

307, 325,327, 328,331 
 310 
 307 

303, 308, 309, 310, 311, 
312, 313, 314, 316-318, 336, 340 

301, 310, 312 
307 

.312 
302 
340 
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earwig 
Echinognathus   . 
Elkhorn beds 
England 
Eocarcinosoma 
epistoma   
Erettopterus     

(Erettopterus)  .. 
(Truncatiramus) 

Erieopterus      
Eury'pteracea   
Eurypterida 

303, 

301, 303, 304, 
325, 327, 

Eurypteridae 
Eurypteridae zone 
Eurypterus 
Eurysoma 
Eusarcus 

(Carcinosoma) 
E^vTas Harold, Herefordshire, England 
eyes. Compound        49 306,308,309,310,312, 

301, 335 
307, 308, 309, 310, 316 
309, 310, 315, 337, 339 
 303, 310, 311, 312 

307, 310, 314, 340 
 318 

308, 333, 335 
 308 
 308 
 307 
301, 306, 307 

305, 306, 307, 314, 316, 
328, 329, 331, 332, 335 

-304, 307 
312 

307, 312, 325, 335, 337 
303 
303 
314 
312 

313, 314, 317, 336, 340 

F 

Faber collection 
Farmers Mills, N. Y. 
Flexicalymene 
Flexicalymene meeki zone 
Flower, R.  H. 
Foerste, A. F. 
Forficula 
fornshelli,  Glyptocrinus 
Fort Ancient, Ohio 
Four Mile Creek 
Frankfort shales 
Friedmann, Gerald M. 

315, 316 
313 
338 
354 

314, 340 
303, 312, 314, 315, 338 
       335 
 315 

315 
339, 354 

309 
302, 338 

G 

genitalia                                44,45,49,52 307,308,310,312, 
^ 328, 330, 331-332 
Goldring, Winifred 502 
Glyptorthis insculpta zone 314 
graptolites 301, 302, 312, 314, 322 
Grossopterus ,                     307 
Gutterford Burn, Pentland Hills, Edinburghshire, Scotland 311 

H 

Hallipterus 
harleyi,   ? Carcinosoma 
Hastimima 
Herefordshire, England 
Heubusch, C. A. 
Hibbertopteridae 
Hibbertopterus 
High Banks, Ohio 
High Bridge,  Ky. 
Highland County, Ohio 
Holland Patent, X. V. 
Holmes, Ralph J. 
Hughmilleria 

(Hughmilleria) 
(Nanahughmilleria) 

307 
311 
307 
310 
337 
308 
308 

339, 354 
338 
338 
309 
302 

307, 318 
307 
307 

Hughmilleriidae 
Hughmilleriidae-Stylonuridac  zone 

Illinois 
iUite 
Indian Creek 
Indiana 
insculpta, Glyptorthi; 

Hebertella 
Insecta     
Island Creek 
hotel us 

303, 308, 309,310, 311, 315 

305, 307 
312 

304 
338 
339 
339 
314 
315 
335 
337 

Japax 
Juniata red beds 

Kentucky 
kiaeri, Mixopterus 
Kjellesvig-Waering, 
Kjellesvig-Waering, 
Kokomo  formation 

303, 315, 3.^: 
301,310,317,323,32 

E.N. 304,305,306,310,311,312,33 
E. N. and C. A. Heubusch     31 

31 

lateral shields 
Laurel,  Indiana 
Laurie, S. 
leg joint nomenclature 
Lesmahagow, Lanarkshire. Scotland 
Leutze, W. P. 
Liberty formation 
libertyi, Carcinosoma 
Limulus 
Little Four Mile Creek 
Logan Water, Lanarkshire, Scotland 
logani,  ? Gircinosoma 
longiceps,  .•' Carcinosoma 
Lorraine group 
Ludlow beds 

macrocheirus, Dolichoptcrus 
Manchester, Ohio 

Manitoulin Is., Canada 
Marchand, Paul 
Marsupipterinae 
Marsupipterus 
martini, Neostrabops 
Maysville formation 
Mazon Creek beds 
Mazonipterus 
Mechanicsville, N. Y. 
median appendage:    See genitalia 
Medinan  age         
Medinan series 
meeki,   Flexicalymene 
Megalograptidae     

318, 31 
33 

 306, 31 
304,319, 321, 32 
 - 311, 31 

il 
301, 309, 314, 315, 3 = 

304, 3.= 
339, 3^ 

UO, 311, 31 

301, 337, 344, 346, 347, 348, 3'i 
351, 352, 353 

301, 307, 308, 310, 312, 
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? Megalograptidae 
Viegalograptus 

Megalograptus sp. 
^felbournopterus 
Merostomata 
nesosoma 

Tietabentonite 
Tietabentonic shale 
netasoma 

M)\. 302, 303, 304, 
316, 321, 

305, 306, 307, 
325, 331, 333, 

308-309 
335, 337, 

46, 47, , 49, 52 
310, 

45,46,48, 51, 53 
312, 313, 315, 316, 

netastoma 
Miami  University 
Miller collection 
Vfiller, S. A. 
niseneri, Ceraurus 
Uixopteracea 
vfixopterida 
Mixoptcridae 
Vfixupterus 301, 30 
Mixoptcrus sp. 
f Mixopterus sp. 
nontmorillonite 
nultispinosus,  Mixopterus 

Stylonurus (Ctenopterus) 
Museum of Comparative Zoology 
Mycteropidae   
^fycterops 

303, 306, 
328, 329, 330, 
308, 309, 310 

301, 304, 
303, 306, 

i, 314, 328 
301, 

308, 309, 
331,332 
311,312, 

.302, 303, 

.301, 306, 307, 308, 309, 

301, 306, 
310, 321, 327, 

307, 309 
328, 329, 

309 
310, 314, 
338, 339 
309, 340 

307 
305, 306 

308, 309, 
•332, 337 
338, 339 

301 
310, 311, 
•337, 338 
, 328-331 
302, 338 
315, 316 
314, 315 

315 
310,312 
306, 307 
310, 313 
333, 335 

310 
310 
338 

310, 317 
310 
309 

306, 307 
305, .307 

*ilew York State 

"Jew York State Museum 
lewlini,  Carcinosoma 
*>Iiagara formation 
"Norway 
*>Iovoiilov, N. I. 

N 

301, 303, 304, 305, 306, 309, 310, 311, 
313, 314, 

  311, 

 301, 303, 
 306, 

312, 
331 
302 
337 
311 
310 
307 

OtisviUe, N. Y. 
Oxford, Ohio 

Pagea 
paired appendages 

313 
338, 339, 340, 354 

53 

second 
third 
fourth 
fifth 
sixth 

46,47, 49, 51, 52 
46,48,49, 50, 51, 52, 53 
49,51,53 308,309, 

49,50,51 
45, 46, 50, 52, 53 

Paracarcinosoma 
Parahughmilleria 
Parsley, Ronald 
Peach and Home divis 
Petrunkevitch, A. 
Pholadomorpha sp. 
phyllocarid crustaceans 
Pittsford fauna 
Platyschisma bed 
Pocock, R. I. 
Polystomurum 
Prantl, F. and A 
pre-telson 
Pridoli beds 
prosoma   

301, 302, 303, 304, 306, 
311, 312, 313, 315, 316, 318 
308, 309, 310, 315, 319-321, 

308, 309, 310, 319, 321 
310, 315, 319, 322, 324-325, 

308, 309, 310, 319, 325 
308, 310, 311, 312, 325 

327-328, 336, 
301, 307, 310, 312-313, 314, 

Pribyl 
48,51,52,53 303, 308, 333-335 

45,48,49,51 

Pterygotacea   
Pterygotida   
Pterygotidae   
Pterygotus 

(Acutiramus) 
(Pterygotus) 

punctatum, Carcinosoma 
punctatus, Eurypterus 

304, 306, 309, 310, 
314, 316-328, 330, 332 

301, 306 
304, 305, 308, 312 

301,308,333 
 308 

308 

307 
308, 
-328 
323 
324 
337 
327 

326, 
338 
335 
307 
302 

,313 
306 
307 
307 
312 
313 
306 
307 
313 
336 
313 

311, 
340 
308 
308 
314 
335 
312 
312 
311 
316 

)besus, Paracarcinosoma  313 
icelli 308, 309, 313, 314, 318, 336. 340 
)'Connell, M. 309 
idonates 335 
Desel 310 
Dgardsvika, Norway 310 
Dhio .303, 308, 309, 310,314,315, 338 
Dhio, northern 

43-53 
305 

)hioensis, Megalograptus 301, 309, 314, 
316-338, 339, 340 

holotype                         45,49,50,51 1,52          . 301, 302,316, 317, 
318, 319, 327, 328, 329, 333 

restoration 43,44    316 
mealli, Gaurocrinus    315 
Ontario   310,311 
Dnychopterella    307 
operculum:    See genitalia 
Orange County, N. Y. 313 
Oriskany Creek 313 

Quebec, Canada .. 
Queenston fades 

raniceps, Pterygotus 
Razor Creek,  Indiana 
remipes remipes, Eurypterus 
Rensselaer County, N. Y.   
Rhenopteridae 
Rhenopterus 
Rhinocarcinosoma 
Richardson, Jr., E. S. 
richardsoni, Glyptocrinus 
Richmond subseries 
Rolfe, W. D. I  
Rome, N. Y  
Rudstangen, Ringerike, Norway 
Ruedemann,  R. 
ruedemanni, Eocarcinosoma 
nisticum,   Streptelasma 

312 
338 

R 

311 
339 
310 
314 

 307 
 307 

301, 307,310, 313 
  304 
 315 
301, 312, 314, 315, 337, 338, 344, 349 
 307 
 309 
 310 

303, 309, 310, 314, 337 
 314 
 315 
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Salina beds 
Salter, J. W. 
Salteropterus 
Saluda formation 
Schenectady, N. Y. 
Schenectady shales 
scorpioides, Carcinosoma 
Scorpionida 
scorpionis, Paracarcinosoma 
scorpions      
scoticum, Carcinosoma 
Scotland 
Semper, M. 
sericeus,  Plectambonites 
Shawangunk grit 
Shideler collection 
Shideler localities 
Shideler, W. H. 
shideleri, Megalograptus 
Shropshire, England 
Shuler,  E. W. 
simonsoni, Mixopterus 
Slimonia 
Slimoniidae 
Snake Hill shale 
spiniferum, Carcinosoma 
stigmata or gills 
stinger 
Stormer,   L. 

Strobilopterus 
Stylonuracea 
Stylonuridae 
Stylonurus 
subquadrata, Dinorlhis 
Sugar Run 
swimming legs:    See paired appendages, 
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PREFACE 

In 1887, Angelo Heilprin published "Explorations on the 
West Coast of Florida and in the Okeechobee Wilderness" 
in the Transactions of the Wagner Free Institute of Science 
of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. The expedition was under- 
taken and the researches were performed by Heilprin and 
associates under the auspices of the Wagner Free Institute 
with cooperation of the Academy of Natural Sciences of 
Philadelphia. This was the beginning of the collection and 
description of the famous wonderfully preserved mollusks 
of the Caloosahatchee Pliocene from the banks of the 
Caloosahatchee River of southern Florida, 

This valuable book of 134 pages and 18 plates is out of 
print. The authorities of the Wagner Free Institute of 
Science have generously allowed the Paleontological Re- 
search Institution to reprint this monograph. The Paleon- 
tological Research Institution is proud to again make 
accessible this original aid to the study of Florida fossils. 

Special acknowledgment and thanks are due to James E. 
Allen of Alexandria, Louisiana, Mr. Allen furnished the fine 
negatives for this publication as well as those of the reprint 
of T. A. Conrad's "Fossil Shells of the Tertiary Formations 
of North America", published by the Paleontological Re- 
search Institution in 1963. 

Katherine V. W. Palmer 
Director 

Paleontological Research Institution 
September 15, 1964 





INTRODUCTION 

TiiK Wagner Free Institute of Science was founded by the late 

William \\'aL,mer, a citizen of Philadelphia, who devoted a long lifetime 

to the study and advancement of the sciences, especially the different 

branches of natural history. Mr. Wagner, during his life, formed a large 

museum, a library and a collection of chemical and physical apparatus. 

He established annual courses of lectures on various scientific subjects, 

in which he personally took an active part, which were continued for 

thirty )'ears, and which were always open free to the public. In 1855, 

under the abo\-e name, the Institute was incorporated by an act of the 

Legislature. 

Mr. Wagner bequeathed his property to the Institute, vested in a 

Board of Trustees. Since his death in January, 1885, the Trustees have 

been actively engaged in carrying out his plans, and, in accordance with 

his views, have elected a faculty of four professors, to take charge of the 

museum and library, to give lectures free to the public, and to teach the 

method of, and also to make, research. The first annual course of free 

lectures was given by the faculty during the season of 1885 and 1886. 

The sphere of usefulness of the Institute will expand as the pecuniary 

circumstances are adjusted and will permit. That the benefits of the 

Institute shall not be restricted to its locality, but may be widespread as 

possible, the Trustees propose to make provision in aid of original research 

and the publication of its results, towards the increase and diffusion ot 

knowledge among men. 

Mr. Joseph Willcox, one of the Trustees, who had spent several suc- 

cessive winters in Florida, in speaking of his observations in that State, 

suggested the interest it would be to the Institute and to science to make 
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an expedition to certain portions of the countr)', to make collections and 

inv-estigations in their geology and fauna. Liberally offering his pecuni- 

ary- and personal aid, and encouraged by the Academy of Natural Sciences, 

the Trustees of the Institute made the necessary provision, and the last 

winter sent Prof Heilprin on the proposed expedition in company with 

Mr. Willcox. The results were valuable collections in zoology, and 

especially in geology, together with important investigations and discov- 

eries in the latter, an account of which is presented in the following report 

by Prof Heilprin. The well-observed facts of the report must greatly 

modify the opinions which have been generally held in regard to the 

geological construction of the peninsula of Florida ; and altogether Prof. 

Heilprin's researches must be considered as an important contribution to 

science. 

JOSEPH LEIDV, 

President of the Faculty. 

PHILADELPHIA, January, iS 



PREFACE. 

THE followini;' pages briefly iiiirrate observations made, daring the 
early part of 1886, in a region the greater part of which had most 
singularly escaped the attention of the scientific world. Although nearly 
seventy years have elapsed since the dominion of Florida was by act of 
Congress constituted into a territorial government, and upwards of forty 
years since admission into the Union was obtained, the State remains to 
the present day, as far as its geographical, zoological and geological 
features are concerned, very nearly the least-known portion of the national 
domain. So vague, indeed, has been the general scientific knowledge 
respecting the peninsula, that up to the time of our visit not even its 
broader geological aspects had been determined; that most fascinating of 
theories which ascribed the formation of this long stretch of country to 
the unceasing labors of the coral animal, and which, for nearly a full 
quarter of a century, received the almost undivided support of naturalists of 
both hemispheres, had only just begun to meet with its own disproof. The 
labors of a number of investigators in the northern part of the peninsula 
had already clearly demonstrated the inapplicability of the coral theory 
of growth to the facts presented in that section of the State, but we were 
as yet without data respecting the larger southern portion. With a view 
of adding to our knowledge more particularly of this region, a veritable 
terra incognita to science, the e.xpedition, the details of which are here 
recorded, was, with the generous co-operation of the Academy of Natural 
Sciences of this city, and of Messrs. Joseph Willco.x and Charles H. 
Brock, organized by the Wagner Free Institute of Science. 

The personnel of this expedition consisted of the gentlemen above 
mentioned, of Captain Frank Strobhar, master of the schooner " Rambler," 
Moses Natteal, cook, and myself. Observations were conducted on 
the west coast as far south as the mouth of the Caloosahatchie, whence 
the expedition was deflected eastward into the Okeechobee wilderness. 
The general results of our geological investigations are summarized on 
pp. 65-67 of this report. The zoological researches were almost wholly 
confined to an examination of the littoral oceanic fauna, and to the fauna 
of the Okeechobee Lake region, which, I believe, had not hitherto been 
systematically investigated.    Our facilities for work in this direction were, 
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unfortunatel)-, not quite as ample as coukl ha\e been desiretl, and tlie 
results obtained perhaps not such as might have been anticipated. But 
the material collected, only a portion of which has thus far been elabor- 
ated, is sufficient to indicate the general faunal features of the region 
traveled over. The Gulf dredgings were all confined to shallow water, 
not exceeding twenty feet in depth. 

A few words bearing upon the history of exploration of that myste- 
rious body of water—Okeechobee—which had so long el^ided research, 
and about which so many mythical fancies ha\e clung, will not be amiss 
in this place. 

It is not e.Kactly easy to discover the earliest references to this lake. 
Captain Bernard Romans, who appears to have made an extended exam- 
ination of the peninsula in the latter part of the last century, refers in his 
" Concise Natural History of East and West Florida" (p. 285)* to a lar^e 
interior lake, unquestionably Okeechobee, as follows: "This is the river 
[St. Lucia], which, as i was told by a Spanish pilot of fishermen of good 
credit, proceeds from the lake Mayacco, a lake of seventy-five miles in 
circumference by his account. The man told me that he had formerly 
been taken by the savages, and by them carried a prisoner, in a canoe, by 
way of this river, to their settlements on the banks of the lake; he says, 
that at the disemboguing of the river, out of the lake, lies a small cedar 
island; he also told me that he saw the mouth of five or six rivers, but 
whether falling out of, or into, the lake, i could not learn of iiim ; probably 
some of the man\- rivers i crossed in my journey across this peninsula, 
fall into it, and it is not improbable that St. John's river originates in it. 
The large river in Charlotte harbour [meaning the Caloosa, doubtless], 
by the direction of its course, meridian situation, and great width, i judge, 
might, perhaps, spring from the same fountain ; however, the savages of 
Taloffo Ochase told me, that in going far south, they go round a large 
water, emptying itself into the west sea, /. e., Gulph of Mexico. 

" Thus much have i been able to learn of this water, the exploring of 
w hicli i always intended; whether there is really this lake, or not, i will 
not be positive, but the above circumstances, joined to a dark account, 
which the savages give of going up St. John's, and coming down anotlier 
river, to go into some far southern region of Ivist Florida (on which 
account the name of Ylacco, and the name given to St. Lucia by the 
savages, both conveying indecent meanings, are by them given to these 
rivers) seems to confirm it. That there is some such great water, is 
further to be gathered from tlie profusion of fresh water wliich this river, 

'- Printed in New York, 1776. From a pencil inscription in a copy of tliis worlc in the 
possession of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, it would appear that but 
very few numbers were ever distributed. It was sold by R. Aitken, Front Street, New York, 
" opposite the London CofTee House." 
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St. Lucia, pours tlowii. Sucli is the iniuicnse quantity tliat llic whole 
sound bet\\t<.n the abo\'cnainLTl island and the main, though an arm of 
tlic sea, situate in a \eiy salt reL;ion, and in L;eneial two miles wide, is 
very often rendered totally fresh thereby; in so much, that it has made 
the very speculative Mr. De l^rahni insist upon liaving^ seen mangrove 
stumps in fresh water. This lake has given rise to the intersected and 
mangled condition in which we see the peninsula exhibited in old maps." 

It seems pretty certain from the above statement that little or nothing 
very definite was known of the lake before this period, except, perhaps, 
to a few who had accidentally \isitcd its shores. The reference, however, 
to the "intersected and mangled condition" in which the peninsula 
appears in the earlier maps, clearly indicates that reports of the existence 
of such a lake had been broadly current, and not impossibly some 
accouitts from personal observations had already been published. Indeed, 
on the map accompanying the "Account of the First Discovery and 
Natural History of Florida" of Roberts and Jefferys, published in 
London in 1763, the Laguna del FIspiritu Santo is made to occupy 
approximately the position of our Okeechobee, although given a much 
greater extent than the lake actually occupies. A broad arm of the sea, 
designated the Bahia del Espiritu Santo, and corresponding in part with 
the modern Tampa Bay, is represented as opening into it from the west. 
Possibly the open water-way of the Manatee River suggested this 
connection. The lake is thus described (p. iS): "Laguna del Espiritu 
Santo is situated between the islands, extending from north to south 
about 27 leagues [81 miles], and is near eight leagues wide; it has several 
communications with the baj'S on the west side of the peninsula, as well 
as with the Gulf of Florida. The principal and best known entrance is 
about three leagues almost west from the Punta de Florida, which lies in 
26 deg. 20 min. N. latitude. This entrance is two leagues nearly N. W., 
and at the end of it, in the lake, are tw^o shoals and six islands, called the 
Cayos del Espiritu Santo; this large lake is as yet but little known." 
The entrance above referred to corresponds to a position a little to the 
north of Hillsborough River. 

It is remarkable that these earliest accounts of the lake are but little 
less vague than those which have been published at various times during 
the succeeding hundred years, and surprising that our geographical 
know^Iedge of so large a portion of the national domain as is covered by 
the Okeechobee wilderness should have made such little headway. The 
great difficulty of gaining access to the region, doubtless, in great part 
accounts for this continued obscurity. Prior to the opening of the 
Okeechobee canal almost the only available approach was by way of the 
Kissimmee River. The beautiful waters of the Caloosahatchie, which 
are unquestionably fed  by the  Okeechobee swamps,  lose themselves 
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before the lake is reached, and thus what appears to be the direct 
water-way, was in reahty, until the last two or three years, all but 
inaccessible. The difficulties of this passage are thus described by 
engineer J. L. Meigs, who, in 1879, undertook an exploration of the 
region under the direction of the Government: "On the 14th of March 
the united parties attempted to force a skiff, by wading, dragging and 
pushing, through the burnt stubble across the marsh intervening between 
Lakes Hikpochee and Okeechobee. After a day of exhausting toil, 
struggling through water and mire for the most part 2 feet deep, they 
arrived late in the afternoon within ^ of a mile of the western shore of 
Lake Okeechobee, but their progress was arrested by vast beds of water- 
lilies, careless and frog weeds, and wild lettuce, filling the entire space 
between them and the lake, across which they were unable, by their united 
strength, to force the  boat Reluctantly the effort 
to enter Okeechobee was abandoned, and the parties retraced their steps, 
arriving in camp after midnight in a state of exhaustion after 16 hours 
of continued wading through water and mire" (Report of the Chief of 
Engineers, 1879, p. 865). 

The author wishes to express his indebtedness to Mr. George VV. 
Tryon, Jr., Conservator of the Conchological Section of the Academy of 
Natural Sciences, for much valuable aid received in the preparation of 
this report, and to the Levytype Photo-Engraving Co., of this city, for 
the very perfect rendering of the illustrations of new fossil species. The 
figures are reproductions direct from the sj^ecimens themseKes. 

A. H. 
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THE WEST  COAST OF  FLORIDA. 

Our observations on tlie west coast of the peninsula were confined to 
the tract included between Cedar Keys and the mouth of the Caloosa- 
hatchie (Punta Rassa), or over an area measured by somewhat less than 
three degrees of latitude. Along this entire reach the coast is veiy low, 
rarely rising more than from five to ten feet above water-level in the 
immediate neighborhood of the ocean border. The most elevated point 
would seem to be the dune at Clearwater, which, according to an official 
railroad survey, rises to a height of thirty-two feet; a portion of this 
" bluff" is made up of the remains of an ancient Indian shell mound, 
the wreck of which is clearly indicated in the large conchs, Fulgiir pcr- 
vcrsiun, Alclongcna corona, etc., which lie scattered about. Immediately 
back of the town of Tampa, about a quarter of a mile up the Hillsboro 
River, and a little to the inland of the left bank, the solid rock rises to a 
height of some fifteen or twenty feet, but southward, again, even these 
minor elevations disappear, and the coast for the greater distance presents 
the appearance of a tide-level reach. 

Contrary to what is generally supposed, solid rock enters very largely 
into the formation of the peninsular border, and its outcrops can be 
observed as well without as within the river channels. Thus, it is exposed 
on the Homosassa River a short distance (a mile or more) above its 
mouth, at various points on the Cheeshowiska, on John's Island at the 
mouth of that river, along the Pithlachascootic, on Clearwater beach, 
at Ballast Point on Hillsboro Ba)', at the locality above Tampa already 
indicated, and at niunerous other points. The rock is almost everywhere 
a more or less compact limestone, heavily charged with fossil remains, 
and at a few localities, as at Ballast Point and along the bed of the Hills- 
boro River, largely impregnated with silica, forming a tough siliceous 
matrix which readily yields to the hammer. Where the solid rock is not 
visible the eye rests upon a beach of homogeneous white or yellowish 
sand, which in some places is almost wholly deficient in shell-fragments, 
while in others it is literally packed with them. The most extensive shell- 
bank observed forms the ocean front between Little Sarasota Inlet and 
Casey's Pass, where, in a thickness of 4-5 feet, the greater number of the 
moUuscan species now inhabiting this part of the coast can be found. 
A true coquina rock was found at the entrance to Little Sarasota Inlet, 

1 
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and again on Pliilippi's Creek (tributary of Big Sarasota Bay)—at tlie 
latter locality overlying a fossiliferous arenaceous limestone—the first 
time, I believe, that it had been noticed on the west coast of the State. 

Everywhere along the border the oceanic floor shelves very gradually, 
so that at even considerable distances out to sea only a few feet of water 
can be obtained. Whether or not a distinct channel depression exists 
beyond the mouths of all the various streams discharging on the coast, 
our means did not permit us to determine with any amount of positive- 
ness, but it would seem that such is the case in at least some instances. 
Admitting this configuration of the bottom, it could readily be accounted 
for on the hypothesis of a steady or continued subsidence of the land, to 
which numerous facts, not necessary to be indicated in this place, 
seem to point. It is barely possible that the acidulated waters of the 
outflowing streams could have produced any measurable amount of 
subaqueous erosion. The mouths of the northern streams more espe- 
cially—Homosassa, Cheeshowiska, etc.—are very largely obstructed by 
oyster-reefs, which, in some places, appear above water-level during low 
water, and render difficult a passage of the channel to all but the smallest 
craft. These reefs are rapidly developing, and must ultimately com- 
pletely bar the passages. 

The vegetation along the Vv'est coast inay be said to be fairly luxu- 
riant. A semi-tropical character prevails in the northern tracts, especially 
well-marked along the upper Cheeshowiska, where the forest unfolds 
itself in its noblest and most magnificent proportions. The bay, water- 
oak, live-oak, cypress, and palmetto stand out as the most prominent 
features of this confused vegetable maze, whose penetrability is rendered 
possible only through tlie small bayous or narrow water-courses which 
partially enter the inner recesses of the wilderness. Southward, as at 
Dunedin, etc., where the thickness of the sand deposit very materially 
increases, the virgin forest largely disappears, and is replaced by a much 
weaker growth of yellow-pine and saw-palmetto, the latter forming an 
undergrowth rarely rising above three or four feet. This stretch of pine 
land extends for a very considerable distance down the shore, relieved 
here and there by recurrences of the more vigorous tropical jungle, a 
feature observed along some of the larger water-courses. Much of the 
thicket has been removed from the banks of the Hillsboro, but on the 
Big Manatee, a short distance above Braidentown, the palm forest assumes 
its pristine character. Along the protected bays and lagoons, formed 
by the outlying sand keys—Sarasota Bay, Ga.sparilla—the outer border 
more especially (or the keys) is fringed by a dense growth of mangrove, 
which continues with but slight interruption to the southern end of 
Charlotte Harbor. Its greatest development is seen here, where the 
" bushes " attain  the dimen.sions of small  forest trees.    At the time of 
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INSTITU'lE   OF   SCIKNCE,   I'll I I.ADKI.PHIA. 

our visit the foliayc wore an aiituninal aspect, tlie sere and pLiri^le leaves, 
tlie result oftiic recent cold wave, severely recallin<r the end of a northern 

Oi-K ST. MARTIN'S REEF AND THE HOMOSASSA KIVEK.—Somewhat to 
the north of the mouth of the Homosassa River the coast is bordered 
by a long line of broken reef, under whose lee we anchored the first 
night after leaving Cedar Keys (February 14). Here, in water of 6-7 
feet depth, we obtained, by means of the scoop-net and hook, numerous 
sponges and several corals, the former of which thrives here in abun- 
dance. A large specimen of the logger-head sponge was found to 
measure nearly 17 inches in greatest diameter and eight inches in height. 
A number of these were immediately put in alcohol, and others placed 
on deck to dry, but the highly offensive odor resulting from decom- 
position necessitated their early restoration to the oceanic medium. The 
corals belonged to the genus Orbicella (C. [5'/c/«7«rt] galaxia), and were 
dead, but traces of the animal substance, still highly colored, showed that 
their existence had but recently ended. I believe this is the most northern 
point in the Gulf at which coral life has thus far been determined. 

On the following morning we pushed our skiff up the Homosassa. 
My own observations were restricted to the lower two miles, but special 
information as to the upper course was brought to me by Mr. Willcox, 
who on many previous occasions ascended the stream to its source, for 
a further distance of about six miles. The fountain is described as a 
transparent pool of considerable depth, lodged in a basin of compact 
limestone, probably of the same character and age as that which appears 
not very far from the mouth of the river. At Wheeler's (left bank), 
somewhat more than a mile from the Gulf, this limestone was exposed 
at the time of our visit some one and a-half to two feet above the water, 
which has honeycombed it in all directions. Great numbers of Mytilus 
liaiiiatus are here attached to the rock. A number of ca\erns and sinks 
appear some little distance from the banlc, e\'idently excavated by the 
water of the stream gaining access into the numerous fissures that 
traverse, and are being cut into, the fundament. Large lumps of rock, 
collected from a well-digging, show an unmistakable fossiliferous char- 
acter, but the fossils are mainly in the form of casts or impressions, and 
barely permit even of the determination of genera (mollusks). The 
immediate border rock is much more compact, and in a rapid inspection 
might be taken to be non-fossiliferous, but a magnifying lens readil)- 
reveals its true nature. The innumerable casts and impressions of the 
miliolite genera Biloculina, Triloculina, Quinqueloculina, Sphsroidina, 
and other kindred forms, clearly betray its foraminiferal structure, and 
point to its deep-sea origin or formation.    I propose to designate this 
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limestone the " Miliolite Limestone," representing one of four distinct 
types of foraminiferal rock found in the State, the others being the 
Orbitoide, NummuHtic, and OrbitoHte Umestones. It certainly forms 
part either of the OHgocene formation or of the Upper Eocene, much 
more Hkely the former, and may possibly be in part synchronous with a 
portion of the West European miliolite rock. 

The banks of the Homosassa are beautifully wooded, presenting in 
the profusion of the palmetto and yucca growths a partially tropical 
aspect. I was much surprised at the general absence of indications of 
animal life, the forest being as silent as the inner recesses of our more 
sombre northern wilds. An occasional flock of herons or white ibises 
would, perhaps, for a moment cloud the firmament, a mullet spring from 
the water, or the cardinal grosbeak peal its clear whistle, but otherwise an 
impressive silence pervaded the entire solitude. This was in marked 
contrast to some of our later experiences, and was probably accidental. 
A few days before our arrival, I was informed by Mr. Wheeler, a large 
spotted cat, of a light color, and somewhat smaller in size than the 
panther or Florida lion, had been killed in this neighborhood. To my 
numerous inquiries as to its identity with a species of lynx or catamount, 
or one of the better-known tiger-cats, I was only, able to elicit a nega- 
tive reply. Its distinctness from all of these forms was independently 
confirmed by our cook, an experienced huntsman of the upper Homo- 
sassa, whom we obtained later in the course of the day. Is it possible 
that the ocelot is an inhabitant of these wilds, and that it should have 
escaped the notice of traveling naturalists? 

OFF THE CHEESHOWISKA RIVER.—On the i6th and 17th the " Ram- 
bler" remained at anchor off the mouth of the Cheeshowiska River, giving 
us an opportunity to explore several miles of this e.xquisitely beautiful 
stream. The vast oyster reef at its mouth rendered the passage of the 
channel intricate, and in a manner dangerous, and on our return journey 
one of the boats had to be partially relieved of its load and hauled over 
the shells. On John's Island, which guards the mouth of the river 
within the reef, we found innumerable aboriginal implements, some very 
rude, others more perfect, fashioned from a siliceous rock which appears 
to be identical with the rock exposed on a small island about three miles 
S. E. of the mouth of the Homo.sassa. The great number of partially 
finished implements and chips, and the masses of the nearly crude rock 
lying about, leave little doubt in my mind that the island, as first 
suggested by Mr. Willcox, was the true factory where these implements 
were manufactured. 

At low water a somewhat spongy limestone, containing numerous 
molluscan impressions and a few Orbitoides, appears on the ocean front; 
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in nearl)' all instances where large masses of this limestone are examined 
they are seen to be bordered by, or enclosed in, a limestone of a somewhat 
different character and color, which, in addition to numerous fragments 
of marine-type fossils, contains the remains, beautifully preserved in many 
cases, of freshwater organisms, such as Vixipaia {V. Wn/toiiii) and Am- 
puUaria (A. dcpi'cssa), and of species which still inhabit the existing 
waters. The working over or re-formation of the original limestone is 
thus established beyond a doubt. The same limestone is exposed about 
a mile further up the river, where a clump of palmettos marks a turn in 
the stream. 

For some distance above and below this point the region may be 
described as a grass or meadow land, subject to periodical overflows from 
the numerous tidal channels that intersect it in all directions, and which 
in a measure disguise the principal stream. Terra firma appears only at 
intervals, but is then clearly marked by the inevitable growth of palmetto 
which clothes it. The tall sedges were alive with the busy and ever 
garrulous grackle or "jackdaw" {Quiscaliis major), whose familiar notes 
were poured forth in one almost continuous strain. We observed 
numerous egrets and snow-herons, and an occasional blue-heron. Where 
perching room was afforded we were almost sure to meet with one or 
more indi\'iduals of the snake-bird {Plotiis anidnga), with expanded drying 
wings, or the dreamy cormorant quietly watching its opportunity. Two 
raccoons appeared on a mud flat within easy gun-shot of our boat— 
remarkably enough, if we except a limited number of deer, rabbits and 
squirrels from the upper Caloosahatchie—the only terrestrial mammals 
encountered by our party during the entire trip of six weeks. 

At about four miles above its mouth the stream emerges from the 
virgin forest, which extends in an almost unbroken belt to the limits of 
vision. To one who has never before contemplated the beauties of a 
southern vegetation it is impossible to convey an idea of the magnificence 
of this semi-tropical jungle—the endless variety of contrasts that are pre- 
sented in the vegetable outlines, the lu.xuriance that is ever manifest, and 
above all the brilliant greens that peer refreshingly through the outer 
dense masses of foliage! The eye never tires of following the delicate 
tracery of the innumerable climbing plants that hang festooned from the 
arms of some noble forester, or shroud the palmetto in a garden of its own, 
or of gazing upon the rugged trunks of the live-oak and water-oak that 
rise above these, and rear their crowns, heavily draped in Spanish moss, 
against a firmament of deepest blue. Everything was bright and fresh, 
and it seemed as though a region had been found where neither the 
chilling blasts of winter nor the parched tongue of summer had as yet 
been able to penetrate. I observed a marked deficiency of plants in 
bloom;   indeed, as far as my own obser\ations went, all the visible 
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tluwcrs WLTC coiifinctl to a limilcd luinibcr of water or niarsli-plants— 

lily, tlai^-, etc. 
At L(_>enccker's, a short piece jjcyond the oLitcr border of the woods, 

is the locality whence Mi'. Willcox obtained the niimmulites described 
b\- me some four \ears at;o as Xiuimiii/i/cs W'il/coxi, the first representa- 
tives of the L^enus tliat iiad up lu that time been found on the Nortli 
American continent. The e.\act spot is a i)loughed field, cleared from 
the bush, about ^'w'c minutes from the riLjht bank of the river, and 
elevated, according to a rough estimate matle bj' us, about 4-6 feet above 
the surface of the water. The ri.>cks containing the fossils occur loose 
in the soil, and, doubtless, ha\e in great part been thrown up by the 
plougli. No trace of a solid outcrop was anywhere visible. While, 
therefore, the presumj)tive e\'idence is that these rocks have been moved, 
and are, consecjuently, no longer in their normal positions, yet it is highly 
probable that the parent rock" is not far tlistant. Iiuleetl, 1 am assured 
by Mr. \V'illco.\ that he has observed the " Xunniiulitic " /// situ at a 
locality distant some fifteen miles in a N. K. direction. We found the 
rock at Loenecker's literall)- charged with the tests of numniulitcs and 
orbitoides, so much so, in fact, as to present the appearance of being 
built up alnu)st entirely of the hard i)arts of thi.s lowest group of 
animal organisms. Many of the larger fragments or boulders, as on 
John's Island, were encased in a newer matri.K of considerably darker 
color, in which the remains of the recent shells already referred to, and 
some others—Mytilus ?—were found embedded in a beautiful state of 
preservation. To what extent this newer freshwater formation extends, 
or if it constitutes but a niei'e strip formed as a fringe to the older 
(marine) deposits, our means did not permit us to determine. But 
manifestly, there must have been considerable changes in the topography 
of the region since the river limestones, of comparatively recent date, 
were added to, and united with, the marine limestones of the Nummu- 
litic (Oligocene) period. 

In company witli one of oLir boatmen I ascendeti the ri\er for a 
fiiriher distance of about a mile and a-half, in the hope of disco\xring an 
outcrop. This we found in a mass of rock jutting out from the bottom 
of the channel, but barely reaching the surface of the water, and in a 
number of rounded ledges whose outlines we could distinguish through 
the limpid waters. Witii the assistance of a mattock we succeeded in 
detaciiing several fragments, but the toughness of the rock, and the 
difficulty of .striking below the ■\\'ater, prevented us from obtaining as 
many .specimens as wc should have desired. Much to my surprise 
the rock contained not a fragment of either of the two forms of Foram- 
inifera which were so abundant at Loenecker's, and so eminently serve 
to characterize the  formation  in which tiiey occur.    Indeed, the only 
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fossil impressions were lliosc of two species of bivalves, which, from 
their imperfect state of preser\-ation, can only doubtfull)- be lefcrred to 
Modiola and Cythcrea. 

The lateness of the hour prevented any hiither exploration in this 
direction, and compelled us to retrace our ste|is in the direction of the 
schooner. Evening had now fairl\- set in, anfl the exuberance of animal 
life that everywhere greeted us on our ascent vanished as if forever. 
A stray flock of herons or ibises might still be seen wending its path in 
the direction of some secluded heronry, an occasional hawk gracefully 
circling in its aerial height, but the hushed silence of eventide hung like 
a pall over the landscape. The numerous turkey-buzzards which earlier 
in the day hovered like so many spectres over the objects of their special 
adoration, flitting their shadows, as ethereal clouds, across the emerald 
wall of the forest, now clung noiselessly to the withered branches of 
some former pride of the wilderness. Thirty or forty, or even more, 
of these birds could frequently be counted on a single tree, perched 
like so many black statues in silent contemplation of the visions of 
departed day. 

Only the waters still gave evidence of unabated animal vitality. The 
myriads of fish—mullet, skip-jack, etc.—that di.sported in the tangle 
of grass which everywhere covered the floor of the river, formed a most 
interesting picture, and one decidedly refreshing in its novelty. We 
observed two individuals of the alligator-gar. 

ANCLOTE KEYS.—In our anxiety to make the best of our sailing time 
we grounded on a grass shoal just beyond Anclote, and anchored for the 
night (18th). Low water early in the morning permitted of a considerable 
amount of wading, and we had thus a very favorable opportunity pre- 
sented for studying the zoological features of our anchorage. We found 
a spinose star-fish (Echinaster sp.?) fairly abundant, and secured a 
number of specimens, but this was the only species of the group observed 
here. There were no urchins—at least, we failed to detect any if 
present. We hooked up a number of the bright yellow sponges of the 
genus Rhaphyrus (R. Griffithsi), and with our landing-net scooped in a 
fair supply of one or more species of simple ascidians {Ascidia oralis?). 
Much of the grass was found coated with the compound masses of a 
species of Botryllus. Among the other forms of animal life taken here 
were the scallop {Pcctcn ?niclens), sea-spider {Libinia canaliailatci), cow- 
fish (Ostracion qiiadricornc), zebra-fish {Chiloiiiyctcnts geotnctncus), and a 
pipe-fish (Syngnathus), besides a considerable number of diminutive 
molluscan forms (Columbella, Nassa, Cerithium, etc.). The tulip-shell 
{Fasciolaria tulipd) was fairly abundant. 

We floated off on high-water, and steered  southward to Dunedin. 
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Here we were informed of the recent finding of mastodon remains at a 
locality some three miles distant, but, unfortunately, the limited time at 
our command did not permit us to visit the spot. I followed the coast 
line for about a mile south of the town, tlirouLjh a dreni')- sand tract of 
yellow pine and saw-palmetto, in the hopes i^)f fmdiny; an outcrop of rock, 
but without success. At Clearwater the most elevated point of land on 
the west coast, the dune, to w hich reference has already been made in 
the introduction, makes its appearance, rising to the \eiy modest height 
of 32 feet. Immediate!}' north of the landing a tough siliceo-calcareous 
rock juts out from the ocean beach, but the scant)' and unsatisfactory 
condition of its contained organic remains precluded the positi\-c deter- 
mination of its positicMi in the geological scale, although in all pi'oba- 
bilit}' a belonging of the Oligocene scries. 

We grounded again just off the passage of Sand Ke}-, and remained 
becalmed and anchored for a full da}' and a half in a somewhat unprofit- 
able position. The sand-beach on the ocean side of the key was literally 
packed with the shells of Venus caiicc/lnta, but I failed to observe a single 
live animal of that species, although undoubtedly an inhabitant of the 
adjoining waters. Among the living MoUusca, Stroin/nis pugi/is, l^'ascio- 
laria hilipa, and Fitlgur pervcrsuni were sufficiently abundant; the last, 
however, was most numerously represented on the inner side of the 
key, on the mud-flats, where its egg-capsules or spawn-ribbons, many 
of them evidently only recently deposited, lay scattered about. Although 
our attention was centred in that direction, we observed but few indi- 
viduals in the virtual act of depositing this ribbon, but, doubtless, many 
others performing the operation escaped our notice. In these instances 
the animal was in greater part buried in the sand or mud, the spawn- 
ribbon being anchored by the smaller end to a shell or pebble. On lifting 
the animal from its cover, the ribbon was almost immediately ejected. 

The crown-conch {^Melongcita corona), judging from its abundance, 
evidently found here a most congenial home among the mud-flats. In 
shoal water the bottom was covered for acres with two species of 
sea-anemone [Ccnaiithns), whose habits could be very easily studied 
through the tran.sparent water. Owing to the depth, a foot or more, to 
which the animals were immersed in the sand, and the tenacit}' with 
which they held on to their anchorages, it was almost impossible to 
obtain perfect specimens. I observed that the body portion, or external 
tunic of the animal, was much more sensitive to impacts than the tentac- 
ular; thus, if touched on the body, the animal almost instantly withdrew, 
whereas if the tentacular portion only was touched, there was frequently 
a decided hesitancy on the part of the animal to withdraw. This was not 
always the case, however. When once retracted the animal remained in 
this condition for a considerable period.    I noticed, too, that a cloud of 
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santl or mud prccipitatctl ovci' the animal produced nu sensible effect 
upon its movements. Pelagic forms of life, such as jelly-fishes, were 
decidedly scanty, and it must be admitted that their absence was a source 
of no little disappointment. Unfortunately, we were not sufficiently 
equipped for ])rosecuting zoological researches by night, otherwise as 
far as tlie pelagic fauna is concerned, om- effoils at collecting might 
lia\-e been attended with better success. Toward evening we obtained a 
number of Idyas of the form of Idya roseola, only colorless, which were 
retained ali\e in a basin of sea-water for very nearly two da)-s. 

While in our enforced captivity off Sand Key we were much inter- 
ested in watching the habits of the hundreds of pelicans, cormorants, and 
gulls that frequented a small sand island or shoal in the middle of the 
harbor. The pelicans and cormorants seemed to mingle indiscriminately 
into a single household, but the gulls e\'idently preferred an independent 
position of their own, ranging themselves in linear series, lumps of silvery 
white, like so many sentinels to a flock. 

TAMI'.V AM) HiLLMiUKi) BAVS.—We left our anchorage early on the 
21 St, and the same e\ening made Point Pinellas, at the entrance to 
Old Tampa Bay. The passage of Boca Ceiga (John's Pass) was effected 
without much difficulty, although its direction had to be made from the 
mast-head. Recourse to the mast-head has frequently to be had in the 
navigation of Florida waters, o\\ ing to the numerous shoals that bar 
the passages, and the difficulty of their determination from a low level. 
Mven the most experienced pilot will consider himself fortunate if he 
escapes one or two trials of stranding during a day's journc)-, and there 
are probably very few who can claim immunity from the results of what 
the non-initiated might consider bad sailing. 

We dragged in shallow water just after passing the Boca Ceiga, but 
the dredge brought up little of consequence ; the Iiaul consisted 
ahnost exclusively of m)'riads of Venus canccUata and Xassa trhittata. 
At our anchorage inside of Point Pinellas we secured a specimen 
of a beautiful rose Aurelia, measuring some seven inches across the 
disk, the first of our jelly-fish captures; a species of brittle star, 
Ophiolcpis clL\s;aiis, was very abundant, and several individuals could 
almost in\'ariably be obtained from every bunch of grass that was scooped 
up by the net. We tried the experiment of night collecting, and obtained 
a number of forms that would otherwise probably have been lost. The 
young of an undetermined species offish, and numerous small crustaceans 
were especially attracted by the glare of our lamp, and through it we also 
obtained a specimen of the balloon-fish {Tctrocion tiirguiiis), and a 
half-beak (J-IcDtirliainpluis iniifasciatus), which, in its eager survey of 
the artificial " moon," skipped over it and landed in our boat. 

379 
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The slioi'c at this pohit was strewn with dead fish, more especially 
with the remains of the cavalle and cow-fish, an index of the disastrous 
effects of the cold wa\e that had recently swept over the greater part of 
the State. It was almost inconceivable that a sudden lowering of the 
temperature could have had such a marked effect upon the \itality of 
animals inhabiting the sea, but the proof of such effect was everywhere 
apparent, and could not be argued round by any amount of logical theor- 
izing. The worst effects were, howe\'er, to be noted further down the 
coast. 

At about noon of the next day we made Ballast Point, four-and-a-half 
miles soutliwcst of Tampa, a spot made famous to geologists and miner- 
alogists through its numerous silicified shell remains, retained in the most 
exquisite state of prescr\ation, and the coral-chalcedonies that occur in 
the form of organic geodes. In the yellow limestone that makes the 
basal iiutcrop at this locality I immediately recognized the foraminifer 
which Conrad some forty years previously had described as Assilina 
{Xiiijiiini/itcs) Floridana, and from which the age of this portion of the 
peninsula had been considered established. Conrad had evidently entirely 
misinterpreted the nature of his fossil, inasmuch as his drawing represents 
an imperfect individual, or one in which through an irregular removal of 
the shell layers, exposing a gradational elc\ation of the disk, the involu- 
tion of the Avhorls is made to assume the form of a spiral, instead of that 
of a series of concentric rings. The rock here was crowded with the disks 
of this foraminifer—many of them in the condition figured by Conrad, 
others perfect—which, as I had already suspected, is no nummulite at all, 
but a member of the very different genus Orbitolites. This is the first 
record of this somewhat rare genus being found on the North American 
continent. Among the other fossil impressions I detected those of 
Vcinis pciiita and V. Floridana, also described by Conrad, and of a 
number of generic types the .specific characters of which were too much 
obscured to permit of clear definition. 

Numerous angular boulders of a tough siliceo-calcareous blue rock, 
also densely charged with fossils, rest on the yellow limestone above 
mentioned, but the relative sequence of the two formations could not 
be determined at this point. Several of the fossil species occurring in 
this rock appeared also to be contained in the limestone, but the former 
was distinguished from the latter by the total absence of the foraminifer 
Orbitolites and by the presence of vast numbers of casts and impressions 
of a species of Cerithium. This genus, one of the most abundantly 
represented and distinctive genera of the Eocene, Oligocene and Miocene 
formations of Western and Central Europe—indeed, of nearly all regions 
where the early and middle Tertiary deposits are developed to any 
extent—had   hitherto   been   known   only   by   stray   intlividuals  in  this 
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country, and its absence constituted one ol the negative faunal features 
by wliich tiie American Tertiary formations were distinguished from the 
luiropean. The discovery of a true Ccrithium rock, tiierefore, becomes 
an interesting feature in connection with tiie geology of this region. 

Tlie country about iierc presents llie ap|)earance of an inhosi:)itabic- 
sand tract, thinly dotted with [line gro\-es, and co\ered with a low- 
growth of saw-i)almetto (Sin'xr/ Siiiiilala), the reputed home of the 
rattlesnake and moccasin. We found a s[)ccies ol prickly-jjear (Opnntia) 
in bloom. A short piece above Ballast Point proper, at Newman's Land- 
ing, is the outcrop which furnishes the silicified shells and chalcedonizcd 
corals to which reference has already been made. Unfortunately, the 
position of the outcrop is such as not to permit of an absolute correlation 
with the deposits exposed at the I'oint, but I feci satisfied that it cannot 
represent an age very different from that of the yellow limestone, with 
which it holds several molluscan species in common. Its position is in 
the Lower Miocene series. The greater number of the species arc here 
imbedded in a marly matrix, from which they can be readily removed by 
means of a pick or mattock. With few exceptions all the forms arce.xtinct; 
a limited number of them are found in the near!)- equivalent deposits of 
the island of Santo Domingo. The corals are principall}' astra-as and 
madrepores, but of a number of distinct species; as far as could be deter- 
mined they form a border /rlnge, the remains possibly of an ancient reef 
What led to their hollowing out in the form of geodes, and the manner of 
tlie substitution of chalcedony for the carbonate of lime, are problems still 
awaiting solution; doubtless, heated waters, largely impregnated with 
silica, were directly involved in the operation, but just why the outer laj'ers 
of the coral masses should have been preser\ed, while the inner parts so 
readily yielded to solution, is not exactly apparent. 

The day after our arrival in Tampa, I, in company w ith our cook, 
made an examination of the lower Hill.sboro, sailing up the ri\'cr in 
our skiff for a distance of about five miles. The shores were almost 
everywhere very low, rarely rising more than fi\e or six, or a dozen, feet 
above the water, except immediately abo\'e the town, where, a short dis- 
tance from the left bank, there is a somewhat abrupt rise of possibh- 
twenty feet or more. A fairly luxiu'iant growth of woodland covers 
both banks for the greater distance, but we found few traces of that 
primeval forest which at one time, doubtless, graced this region as it 
still does the region of the Chceshowiska. Nor did the forest present 
here the same tropical appearance which it unfolds in the region further 
to the north ; the bay and water-oak still continue as some of its dom- 
inating features, but there is a ver)' noticeable deficiency of palmettos, 
and, in their stead, a marked increase of the coniferous element—yellow 
pine and swamp cypress. 
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Not much more than a quarter of a mile abo\-e Tampa, and just 
below the ship-j-ard, a tough sihceo-calcareous rock, identical with that 
found at Ballast Point, appears on the left bank immediately on water- 
Ie\'el ; the same rock is visible on the right bank at a further distance of 
about a half mile, and reappears again at intervals of three, four and fi\'e 
miles. There can be no doubt that it forms the bed of the stream for 
this distance. It can be readily identified b)- its numerous Cerithium 
remains, the same as we found impressed in the rock at Ballast Point. 
At Magbey's Spring, a short piece above the ship-j-ard, wc found water 
issuing from a yellow and white limestone, containing numerous fossils ; 
large sink-holes e.vpose the fossiliferous limestone, crowded with shell 
remains and the Orbitolitcs Floridaiia, for an extent of some ten 
feet. Owing to the ver\- limited nature of the exposure I was unable 
to determine its true dip, but as the locality is distant not more than a 
few hundred feet from the river, and rises above it some fifteen or twenty 
feet, there can be no doubt that the rock in question overlies that which 
appears immediately on the ri\er front, and which, as has already been 
said, almost positively forms its bed for a distance of several miles. In 
this section, therefore, we have established the relation existing between 
the two rocks exposed at Ballast Point. The localit)- at Magbey's Spring 
is the only one on the IliUsboro Ri\er where we obser\ed the Orbito- 
lite limestone. 

During the day's journey xny attention was called to an individual 
of the Florida " mud-puppy," but I was unable to approacli the animal 
sufificiently near to determine whether it was a Neetuius or not. Turtles 
were surprisingly abundant, and their splash, when tlropping from an 
overhanging bough, could be heard at frequent inter\als around the turns 
of the stream. Nine individuals, of possibly more than one species, were 
seen on a single raft, sunning themselves in plea.sant ignorance of im- 
pending danger. I much regretted not being able to \-isit the falls of the 
Hillsboro, about three miles beyond the furthest point reached in our 
exploration, where the ledge of rock o\er which the water is precipitated 
is said to be largely coralliferous, and of the same character as that 
observed at Ballast Point. 

MANATEE RI\ER.—Wc left Tampa toward evening, pushing off with 
falling tide, and lieadcd for the Manatee River. The dredge was thrown 
over in tiie mouth of that stream, and struck on an Anomia bank. The 
dead shells of Venus canccllata were brought up in great quantity, together 
with a luur.ber of crabs, a species of Lima, and several individuals of the 
common sea-urchin of this part of the coast, Toxopncjistcs varicgatus; 

depth of water about 12 feet. 
It was our intention to explore some  of the islands   in   Terraceia 
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Bay, wliere fossil remains were reported to be abundant, but at Braidcn- 
town we were informed that a fossiliferous exposure was presented 
a few miles (5-6) above the town at a locality known as Rocky Bluff, and 
we accordingly determined to visit that spot. The " bluff" we found to 
be a ledge of rock, rising about two or three feet above water-level at the 
time of our visit, and consisting of at least two well-defined layers—a 
basal white " marl" and yellowish sandstone, and an overlying siliceous 
conglomerate. The latter is almost entirely deficient in organic remains, 
whereas the marl is densely charged with them. Among the recogniz- 
able forms occurring here I determined a number of well-known and dis- 
tinctive Miocene species of mollusks, such as Pccten Jcffersonius, P. 
Madisonhis, Pcnia inaxillata, Venus alvcata, Area incongrua, etc., which 
left no doubt as to the age of the deposits in which they were imbedded. 
The existence of a Miocene formation in this portion of the peninsula 
was entirely unlooked for, and its discovery, therefore, the more significant 
and interesting. A further exploration of this bed was made on the suc- 
ceeding day, but without adding much that was new to our stock of 
information obtained the day previous. The white bed thinned out and 
disappeared after a short distance, but the yellow sand-rock, largely 
honeycombed, and containing much fewer fossils, many of them identical 
with the forms of the marl, continued up the river to the furthest point 
reached by us. I observed and collected many fragments of manatee 
bones, ribs principally, but am not prepared to say that any of these were 
of a fossil character, although their position might have led one to sup- 
pose that they had been washed from the bank. Mr. Willcox, however, 
assures me that he observed several pieces concerning the fossil nature 
of which there could be no doubt. 

In the hope of discovering a more extended outcrop in the interior, 
and of securing a position whence a general survey of the region 
could be obtained, I attempted to penetrate the dense growth of palmetto 
that here descends to the river's bank, but owing to the obstruction pre- 
sented by the large fan-leaves, and the difficulty of determining landmarks 
in a tract where the component vegetable elements so greatly resembled 
one another, was compelled to desist after wandering about three-quarters 
of a mile. The forest is here evidently largely of second grpwth, but 
few of the trees, mainly palmettos, attaining to more than mediocre 
proportions. Mr. Brock secured two alligators before leaving the river, 
the larger of which measured about nine feet in length. About a mile 
above the point where we made our geological examination the river- 
bank was packed with the remains of dead fish, which were lying 
heaped up in windrows of tens of thou.sands of individuals. No such 
wholesale destruction of the shore-fishes appears to have been known to 
any of the inhabitants. 

383 
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SARASOTA BAV.—We were informed tliat at Hunter's Point, near the 
northern end of the Ba\', we would find a coral rock or formation 
skirting the shore; I was naturally anxious to determine the accuracy of 
the statement, inasmuch as no reef formation had been reported from the 
region so far to the north. The rock in question turned out to be a vast 
mass of growing Vermetus {V. varia//s), which from a short distance 
actually presented the appearance of a clump of rocks. A limestone of 
an analogous structure crops out in the meadow a few hundred feet from 
the shore. The same growth of Vermetus reappears at Whittaker's, a few 
miles further down the bay, where the matted tubes of the gasteropod 
form organic "boulders" or reefs stretching over acres of territory, one 
of the most striking features of this part of the coast. A yellow sand- 
rock, some three or four feet in thickness, appears at this point on the 
shore margin; its general aspect bears the impress of a recent formation, 
but I found in it the casts of one or more species of coral of a facies new 
to me, which, in the absence of other definable organic remains, led me 
to suspend judgment as to the age of the deposit. The same coral I 
afterwards identified in a more compact, and much more fossiliferous, 
limestone occurring on White Beach, Little Sarasota Bay. 

On Perico Island, where we landed for the purpose of skinning our 
alligators, we found vast numbers of the common fiddler-crab of the 
coast {Gelasiinns piigilator), which, in apparent concerted action, were 
hurrying from the sea-border into the interior, passing far beyond the 
line of their burrows. So numerous were the migrating hordes, that in 
many places they literally obscured the beach, and the noise of their 
progression was like that produced by a wind moving a heavy accumu- 
lation of autumn leaves. The border of the island was covered with a 
hea\y fringe of mangrove, on whose aerial roots, considerably above 
water-level, we found the, parasitic oyster {Ostrcaparasitica) clinging in 
great abundance. The interior of the island supports a stunted growth 
of saw-palmetto, and the usually accompanying yellow-pine. We found 
a moccasin coiled on the leaf-stalk of a palmetto, about two feet above 
the ground—the first ophidian met with on our trip; the animal, 
although plainly cognizant of our approach, made no attempt to attack, 
and but a very feeble one to escape, and was consequently secured 
w ithout much difficulty. 

At a locality known as Mrs. Hanson's, opposite to which we anchored 
for the night, I was conducted to a spot where it had been reported a human 
skeleton lay embedded in the rock. My misgivings as to such a find 
were naturally very great, but I could not resist the temptation of 
satisfying myself personally in the matter, even at the risk of appearing 
over-credulous to my fellow-companions. The rock I found to be a par- 
tially indurated ferruginous sandstone, removed but a short distance from 
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the sea, and but barely elevated above it; the condition of its exposure 
was, doubtless, the result of recent sea-wash. I was much surprised to 
find actually embedded in this rock, and more or less firmly united with 
it, the skeletal remains of a mammalian, which I had little difficult)- in 
determining to be the genus Homo. Most of the parts, including the 
entire head, had at various times been removed by the curiosity-seekers 
of the neighborhood, but enough remained to indicate the position occu- 
pied by the body in the matrix. The depression which received the 
head was still very plainly marked, but unfortunately the outline had 
been too much disturbed to permit of any satisfactory impression being 
taken from it. I was able to disengage from a confused mass of stone 
and skeleton two of the vertebra;, which Dr. Leidy has kindly determined 
for me to be in all probability the last dorsal and first lumbar. The dis- 
tinctive cancellated structure of bone is .still plainly visible, but the bone 
itself has been completely replaced by limonite. 

How great an antiquity these human remains of iron indicate, I am 
not prepared to say. That they are very ancient there can be no ques- 
tion, considering the nature of their fossilization, and the position which 
they occupy; but to which exact horizon in the geological scale they are 
to be referred, still remains an open question. I in vain searched the 
region for geological landmarks by which the special bed containing the 
remains could be correlated, but in vain. I could find no trace of any 
other fossil in the deposit, nor, owhig to the low position of the bed, and 
the absence of overlying deposits of any magnitude, could its homotaxis 
with reference to the fossiliferous deposits occurring elsewhere on the 
bay be ascertained. The probability naturally lies with the Post-Pliocene 
age of the deposit, but for aught we know to the contrary, the age rep- 
resented might in fact be Tertiary. At all events, as has already been 
stated, the remains are very ancient, and not impossibly they represent a 
period as far (if not further) removed from the present one as is indicated 
by any other human remains that have thus far been discovered. 

About three-quarters of a mile below Mrs. Hanson's a compact ter- 
restrial sand-rock, containing numerous individuals of several common 
forms of recent snail {Polygyra volvoxis, etc.), and evidently represent- 
ing a modern formation, is exposed at water-level, extending for some 
little distance up the channels that have been left by the retreating waters. 
The presence of this hard rock of terrestrial origin on the immediate 
ocean front, and in the very path of existing waters, coupled with the 
circumstance of the complete absence of associated marine forms of 
life, renders it more than probable that this portion of the coast has 
quite recently been undergoing subsidence. It is true that the encroaches 
of the sea might be attributed to a simple washing away of the coast line, 
but this hardly appears probable in view of the resisting nature of the 
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rock, and tlie f;^ct that it rests horizontal!)'and shelves for some distance, 
at least, under the sea. 

From this point Captain Strobliar and I made a diversion in favor 
of Philippi's Creek, a tributary of the bay. We found plenty of water 
in the stream itself, but the approaches to it, owing to the widening 
out of the channel, were very shallow, and for a considerable distance 
our skiff had to be dragged over the bottom. The difficulties of the 
passage were further increased by the numerous islands, largely over- 
grov\n with mangro\'e, which interpose themselves in the mouth of the 
creek, rendering the channel very intricate. Almost at the mouth of 
the stream, and at several points above the mouth, we found a true com- 
pact coquina rock, some three to four feet in thickness, the first time, 
I believe, that such a rock had been noted to occur on the west coast 
of the peninsula. The shell fragments composing it were largely trit- 
urated, and in most instances not even the genera of mollusks represented 
by them could be identified. Underneath this rock, where present, there 
crops out a yellow arenaceous limestone, which is exposed at various 
points along the stream, rising about two feet above water-le\el. It con- 
tains coral impressions and numerous shells, many of the latter apparently 
identical with forms found in the yellow rock of the Manatee River 
{Pcctcn Jcffcrsonuis, etc.), and representing either a Miocene or early 
Pliocene formation, more likely the former. I found at one spot, 
evidently washed out from the bank, a large fragment of the jaw of a 
cetacean. Philippi's Creek is reported to harbor numerous alligators,, 
but on our trip both up and down the stream we saw but a single indi- 
vidual, and that a young animal. The weather was not very warm, and 
possibly the reptiles may have kept beneath the surface. 

A water-\\ay through the mangroves conducts from Big .Sarasota 
Bay to Little Sarasota Bay, and may be used with much advantage by 
small craft. Owing to the chances of stranding we were compelled to 
take the outside route, and thus to pass the bars at both inlets. A con- 
siderable surf was rolling at the time we entered Little Sarasota Inlet 
just before sun-down, but we succeeded in making the point, and 
anchored under the lee of the bar of sand that separates the inlet fri>m 
the sea, in one of the most [picturesque spots that we had tluis far seen 

in our journey. 
The rock guarding the entrance to the channel on the north side is 

a coquina, very similar to that found on Philippi's Creek. It is rapidly 
undergoing destruction through the wash of the sea, and will, doubtless, 
in a very short time be completely removed. In color it dilfers essen- 
tially from the typical coquina of the east coast, w hich is \ery light, or 
nearly white, whereas this one is by contrast rather dark. 

On White Beach, on the inner side of the bay, we again found large 
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quantities of dead fish strewn over the shore. Tlie same burden rested 
on tlic long hnc of oyster reef which extends not very far from tliis point 
into the bay, where tliousands upon tliousands of carcasses were heaped 
up in continuous banks, upon wliich the gorged turkey-buzzards were 
lazily attempting to recover from their revels. The air was actually foul 
with the odor of decomposition. A reef rock, of Miocene or early 
Pliocene age, I was unable to determine which, with numerous impres- 
sions or casts of coials, some of them identical with the forms found at 
Whittaker's, juts out on White Beach, where it has been largely honey- 
combed through the wash of the water, and in places is rendered soft and 
friable; in other spots, again, it is tough and very resisting. Among the 
numerous molluscan remains there were kw that were retained in any- 
thing like a perfect state of preservation, and scarcely one that permitted of 
specific determination. Indeed, I only indicate with doubt the occurrence 
of Pccten Jcffcrsoiiiiis, P. Madisonius, and Vciuis ahcata. In a somewhat 
different rock, but without doubt belonging to the same scries, we found 
abundant casts of a large oyster, not unlikely Ostrca Virginica, associated 
with similar remains of the clam [Vfims Alortoni?), cockle {Cardhan 
magnuiii ?) and a Perna. A small stream empties into the bay near 
this point, exposing heavy beds of rock on either bank to a thickness of 
some eight to ten, or twelve feet. I found a few casts of gasteropods in 
these deposits, and a few fragments of scallops, apparently Pcctcn Madi- 
soiiiiis, but the fossils were not numerous, and barely determinable. The 
difficulty of wading in the stream, too, prevented me from penetrating 
very far. A short distance from this point we were conducted to a 
locality where the carapace of a large fossil turtle, measuring nearly three 
feet across, was embedded in the roadway, of which it formed a part. 
The time-honored passage of vehicles over it had completely crushed the 
carapace, breaking in the top, but the outline was still clearly defined in 
its entire circumference. I secured two large fragments, from which I 
had hoped to determine the specimen on my return, but, unfortunately, 
they were left behind at one of our packing stations. 

Mr. Brock, who, in company with the cook, had during the absence of 
the remainder of the party explored a portion of North Creek, another 
tributary of the bay, reported the existence of a highly fossiliferous 
stratum exposed on the banks of that stream at an elevation of some ten 
to twelve feet. This stratum, which is underlaid by a white friable lime- 
stone, was traced for a distance of about three-quarters of a mile, but it is 
said to extend very much further. It is much to be regretted that want 
of time did not permit us to make a more extended exploration of this 
very interesting locality, and to definitely determine the different ages of 
the deposits occurring here. The shell bed is either Pliocene or Post- 
Pliocene, but the very limited number of fossils that were brought to me 

2 
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for cIctL-rminatiiin, among which I rccoi^nii/.cd tlic giant Fasiiolcrria 
gigctJitai, \ics.i--conc\\{J'itigiirpi-rVirsiis),M\d clam {Venus iiii-nriiar!a?),Ad 
not permit me to settle the question. I strongly incline to the Pliocene 
age of the deposit, inasmuch as we subsequently found the same fossils 
occupying a nearly similar position along the upper Caloosahatchie, and 
in a stratum whose Pliocene age was placed beyond question. Still, from 
this correspondence alone, I shouUi not like to pronounce too positive!)' 
on the matter of correlation. 

From Little Sarasota Inlet to Casey's Pass the ocean front is made up 
of a vast shell bank, three to five feet or ninrc in thickness—a non-indurated 
coquina, if so it might be ternied^w hich at the time of our \isit was 
being- rapidly destro\-ed through th.e action of the si'if The beach was 
strewn with dead slaells, among which 1 in \:iin searched for a li\ing 
specimen. \\"e di'agged in t\'.enty feet of water, but tlie dredge stmck 
on an unproducti\e shell-bottom, and brought principally fragments to 
the surface. Tlie dredge was again tlirov.n o\er just beyond Ca.scy's 
Pass, bringing up fragments of arenacefuis and serpuloid rock, besides 
numerous dead shells, princiiDally of the genera Area, Cardita, and \'enus, 
the greater number of which were stained pink through some peculiar 
process of ferric ox\-dation. We alsci obtained se\eral branches of 
an Oculina, still retaining much of the colored animal substance or 
ccenosarc, which would go fir toward confirming the assertion of our 
captain that a submerged coral reef exists opposite this point at a distance 
of a ^tiw miles from the coast. None of the coral-polyps were visible in 
the mass. We dragged again off" Stump's Pass, in water of 10-15 feet, 
and obtained among other things a beautiful assortment of the large 
sand star-fish, Luitiia clatltrata. 

LITTLE .\XD BIG GAsrAurLL.v INI.ET.S.—We made Little Gasparilla Inlet 
on the afternoon of Feb. 24th, anchoring for the night. This is considered 
to be one of the best collecting grounds on the coast, and our explorations 
on the following morning full}' confirmed this impression, at least so far 
as our own personal experiences would permit us to form a judgment. 
The numerous shoals and grass flats, protected and exposed baj'ous or 
inlets, afford an almost endless variety of retreats to the different animal 
forms that abound here, and serve in great measure to circum.scribe the 
individual habitats. Thus, one spot would be largely relegated to a 
.species of Cerithium [C. innscaniiii), another to a second .species of the 
same genus {C.feiTugincuni), and a third to an association of both these 
forms. In one of the inlets I found large quantities of the green shells of 
Fasciolaria tidipa inhabited by the CUbanarius vittatus, the combined colony, 
as if with a common impulse, mo\-ing in one given direction. The corre- 
spondence existing between the color-tints of the hermit and that of its 
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protecting shell was very remarkable, but whether this correspondence 
was in the present instance merely accidental or as the result of selection, 
I am not prepared to say. That a unity of color between the shell 
and the crab would in a measure tend to conceal the latter from general 
observation and thus secure for it a partial protection from its enemies, 
is undeniably true; but it may he questioned whether the peculiar 
tints of the animal were not, in this special instance, a de\'elopment 
depending upon the general surroundings—the grassy bottom, etc.— 
rather than a relation holding with the shell, the choice and subsequent 
habitation of which may have been purely fortuitous circumstances. 

The Vermetus " reef" was here again largely developed, forming a 
prominent fringe along the shore margin. I picked up two stranded 
jelly-fishes, of the genus Cyanea, which had evidently only quite recently 
been washed on the beach; the disk of the larger individual measured 22 
inches in diameter. Both specimens were kept on deck of our schooner 
for four days, with the object of dr\-ing and ultimate preservation ; but 
at the end of that time, owing to an unfortunate accident, which resulted 
in their partial destruction, and the steadily growing odor of decompo- 
sition, I reluctantly heaved them overboard. The elimination of water 
had been very rapid during the period of desiccation, and in a short time, 
doubtless, but for the accident, both disks, beautifully exhibiting all the 
lines of structure, would have been ready for final preservation. 

The bottom of the inlet was in places covered with a species of 
sea-anemone, one of the forms occurring off Sand Key, in Clearwater 
Bay, and also with the common sea-urchin {ToxopiiaisUs varicgatiis). 
The latter had in nearly all cases covered itself with a dome of gravel 
and broken shell—in imitation of the general character of the bottom— 
which was supported on the extremities of the ambulacral feet, and 
served to conceal the animal from view. Mr. Willcox had on a previous 
occasion called attention to this remarkable habit on the part of the 
urchin, but he seems not to have fully recognized the importance of 
the deception played by it as a factor in its own defense. So complete 
was this deception that I must have wandered probably over a full acre 
of urchin-ground before I was made aware of the presence of these 
animals; indeed, were it not for accidentally stumbling over one of the 
hillocks, thereby exposing the animal beneath, I might to the present 
time have been left in ignorance of their existence there. To positively 
test the nature of this covering of broken shell I partial!}- filled my 
collecting bucket with shell fragments, and placed in it a number of the 
urchins stripped of their covering. With wonderful rapidity the fright- 
ened creatures bored their way into tlic mass of debris, and appeared 
almost immediately with a large accumulation of shell fragments centred 
on their ambulacral tips.    There could be no doubt, whatever, as to at 
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least one of tlie uses of tliis, to some persons purely " ornamental," 
armor. The shell fragments I found supported indiscriminately by both 
their convex and concave surfaces. 

Mr. Willcox and the cook were very fortunate in securing with 
the dip-net some half-dozen specimens of a large spotted Aplysia or 
sea-hare, which appears to be new to science. The largest individual 
measured about eight inches in length, and full fi\e inches in width. 
The color of the mantle was sea-green, tinged with purple, with large 
irregular blotches of lighter color, and numerous white, or at least very 
light, spots of about the dimensions of the cross-section of a slate-pencil. 
The nearest ally of this animal appears to be the Aplysia dcpilans 
{Icporind) of the Mediterranean, from which, however, the species differs 
in many essential particulars. I would propose for the new form the 
name of Aplysia Willcoxi. When placed in a bucket of water, especially 
when irritated, the animal emitted a magnificent purple-crimson fluid, 
which almost instantly clouded everything in the vessel. Two other 
species of Aplysia-forms belonging to the genus Notarchus were found 
at the same locality, one of which appears to be identical with the West 
Indian N. Plcii; the other closely resembles the eastern N. Savignaiia, and 
may be identical with that species. A dozen or more of the individuals were 
collected, and placed in our alcohol vessels, the strength of the alcohol in 
which they were immersed being gradually raised from below 50 jjer 
cent, to about 80 per cent. The animals were e\-idently caught on their 
leeding-grounds, a grass shoal rising to within about three feet of the 
water-surface. On our return to this spot, toward the close of our 
journey, a large individual of the Aplysia Willcoxi was observed slowly 
floating out to sea, propulsion on the surface of the water being 
effected or assisted through a measured mo\-ement of the folds of the 
mantle. 

We found a small sand-fly \'er\' abundant at this Iocalit\', which 
annoyed us considerably when on land, the first time'that any anno}'ance 
was experienced from insect pests. So deficient, indeed, did the entire 
region thus far traversed appear in insect life that one might almost have 
concluded that the members of this group were either entirely wanting 
or but accidentally represented. Travelers who, at this season of the 
year, expect to meet with a gorgeous entomological display, rivaling 
what has so frequently been described as a heritage of the tropics, will 
naturally be disappointed, as will also the botanist, who, in anticipation 
of the facts of nature, expects to revel in a bed of flowers. It is a mistake 
to suppose that there are here no true seasons of animal and vegetable 
life. Hibernation, or retardation of growth as dependent upon seasonal 
conditions, is probably nearly as well marked in Florida as it is in most 
of the re<Tion situated to the far north, and I ha\-e no doubt that the 
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cip[xircnt absence of insect life is in reality onl)-a reflection of lliis period 
of quiescence. 

We dragged off ]5ig Gasparilla and again off ]5oca (irande, but both 
times over unproducti\-e grass-bottom. 

CHARLOTTE HARUOK.—In the grass bottom off Uzeppa Island, where 
our schooner anchored for the night, we found numerous single tunicates 
and a few large clusters of a brilliantly colored branching red-sponge ; 
otherwise there was a marked deficiency in the variety, no less than in 
the numerical development, of animal life at this place. We dragged 
opposite the northern extremity of Sanibel Island alternately over a shell 
and grass-bottom, but the dredge added little of consequence to our 
collections. An extensive shell-beach faces the ocean front on Sanibel 
Island opposite to Blind Pass, but at the time of our visit it was strewn 
almost entirely with dead and water-worn shells; living specimens of the 
shuttlecock shell {Pijiiia iiiuricata). were, however, very abundant. 

We ran aground on a grass shoal just before reaching Punta Rassa, 
but soon righted, and put into harbor not long after sundown. For 
hours during this day's journey our vessel was followed by a number of 
drum-fish, which appear to have hung close to the keel, and whose 
diabolical serenade was continued from early in the afternoon almost 
through the night. The different individuals, judged by their " booms," 
must have retained their relative positions almost without change. 
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THE   CALOOSAHATCHIE. 

The region about the Caloosahatchie, and more particularly the 
interior tract which harbors the headwaters of that stream, are so httle 
known that we found it almost impossible to obtain any information that 
could prove of advantage to us in our intended exploration of the southern 
wilderness. The most that could be ascertained was that at certain inter- 
\als along the river we would come across settled hamlets or plantations, 
but the approximate distances at which these furthest outliers of civilization 
were to be met with v>ere so vaguely stated, and differed so materially 
among themselves, that it was impossible to place any implicit reliance 
upon them. No scientific observations, other than those pertaining to 
pure topography and hydrography, had ever been made in this section 
of the State before, which fact, coupled with the hope that along 
this stream we might expect to find a more reliable clue to the true 
physical history of the State than along any other, provided a geological 
profile was offered, made us anxious to enter the terra incognita. The 
results obtained amply warranted our determination. 

The ascent of the river to Fort Thompson, where a rapid separates 
the headwaters from the waters of the lower stream, consumed somewhat 
more than four days, during which time, owing to contrary winds, and 
the remarkably tortuous channel, frequent recourse had to be had to the 
pole. The actual distance from the sea-border to the site of this old fort 
is not more than fifty miles, but measured along the sinuosities of the 
channel, which are especially well-marked in the upper course, and more 
particularly in the reach of the last few miles below the rapids, the dis- 
tance is very nearly twice as great. We found a considerable depth of 
water, ranging in a general way from about five to fifteen feet, almost 
along the entire course of the stream, except in the immediate embou- 
chure, or in the stretch of the first few miles above Punta Rassa, where 
innumerable shoals so completely bar the channel as to render its passage 
difficult and hazardous to all but the lightest craft. Although drawing but 
two feet of water, our schooner barely succeeded in effecting an entrance, 
and on the return journey we were shoaled several times. There seems 
to be no reason why, with a moderate outlay, this channel could not be 
so deepened as to permit of a safe and ready entry even for vessels of a 
moderately high draught, although, manifestly, by reason   of the very 
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gradual .siicl\ing of tlie sca-bottoiii, no I'call)- s^rcat depth i)f water could 
ever be secured. But even with this deepening the tortuousness of the 
channel would still very materially interfere with the possible conversion of 
the stream into a highway of travel, and not until connecting canals are cut 
to shorten distances is it likely that much use will be made of the stream 
as a water-way either to or from the far interior. The deepest sounding 
obtained by Engineer Meigs during his official survey of the river was 
si.vteen feet, but at least in one instance, not very far from the site of Fort 
Denaud, bur lead dropped 28 feet, and I am informed by our captain that 
on a former occasion he had marked off 32 feet. Numerous snags, prin- 
cipalh- trunks of live-oak and [)almetto, around which sand-bars ha\'c 
formetl, and are foi'ming, obstruct the channel of the river for a \'ery consid- 
erable part of its course, and render navigation in some parts a matter of 
considerable caution. These could be very readily removed, howe\ er, as 
only in very few places do they appear to be actually jammed. 

The width of the stream varies considerably, naturalK- narrowing 
very rapidly in its upper course. Here, the numerous projecting or 
overhanging trees, in their tendenc\- to catch on to the rigging, necessi- 
tate a careful rounding of the bights, into wliich a vessel is apt to be 
forced by the current of the water. On more than one occasion a 
pennant, derived from the overhanging \-egetation, was added to our top- 
mast, and once we bare!)- escaped serious accident through this no\el 
method of aerial anchorage. Along the lower reaches of the river the 
mangrove constitutes the predominating element in the vegetation, its 
dense line of aerial roots forming an impenetrable palisade for miles of 
the river-front. We found that the plants here had suffered much less 
from the cold than elsewhere, and they accordingly presented a much 
more vernal aspect than in the bays and inlets to the north. The foliage 
was brilliant green, and showed but little of that purple tint which else- 
where recalled our autumnal season. At Fort Myers the orange trees 
were in both fruit and flower, and here for the first time could we obtain 
quantities of that most luscious fruit without being compelled to select 
fr(im a mass of frost-bitten specimens. The general southern limit of the 
cold wave, which at Tampa is reported to have depressed the thermom- 
eter to 18° F., might be said to have been the Caloosahatchie. Still, even 
along this river many of the more tropical plants appear to have suffered. 
Thus, while at Fort Myers the cocoanut and date-palm were bearing 
fruit—noble specimens of their kind—the banana presented a most wilted 
appearance, the few straggling leaves or stems that were not frost- 
bitten little recalling those graceful outlines which the delineations of 
travelers impress upon their sketches of tropical scenery. The pineapple 
appears to have suffered equally with the banana, both here and further 
along the river in the interior. 
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A few miles abo\'e Fort M\-ci's the iiianyroxe ;^radiiall_\' thins out, 
and is followed by stra<jgling lines or groups of palmettos, which here 
attain a height of some thirt\- to forty feet. Before reaching Telegraph 
Station, and at intervals beyond, the forest unfolds itself in its full mag- 
nificence, the dense tangle of endless creepers and climbers, the rigid but 
delicate leaves of the palm, whose noble shaft is reared pre-eminent over 
the forest, and the brilliant greens with which the e\e never satiates, 
forming a picture of scenic loveliness which no pen can adequately de- 
scribe. The growth along the immediate water margin is very dense, 
so that in many places no landing can be effected. The almost complete 
absence of flowering plants was here again \er}- apparent, but I observed 
at lea.st one species of Ipoma;a and a Lobelia in bloom. 

One of the largest of the lower clearings is seen at Thorpe's, on the 
right bank of the river, where, in addition to the cultivation of a number 
of semi-tropical products, such as the pineapple and banana, there is a 
considerable industry deri\-ed Irmn the gruwth of the cane, which yields 
sugar of a fine quality. The soil is reported to be very fa\orable to the 
proper development of this \-egetable product, which is also culti\'ated 
with profit in other sections of the country where but little else is pro- 
duced. A series of clearings, alternating with larger patches of more or 
less heavily timbered woodland, ending in a pine tract, extend from 
Thorpe's to within about twelve or fourteen miles of Ft. Thompson, when 
an apparently interminable forest of palms clothes the i-i\eron both banks. 
This is probably one of the most extensive tracts of prime\al palm growth 
in the State. The palm trunks range to 40 or 50 feet, or more, in height, 
and almost by themselves constitute the forest, there being but little in- 
termixture of deciduous trees. There is also little, or no undergrowth, 
and the eye, accustomed to the impenetrable mazes of the lower 
river, follows with rapturous delight the beautiful vistas that reach far 
into the forbidding recesses of the deep interior. Nowhere else did I 
observe Such a wealth of arboreal vegetation; the profusion of plants 
clustering around the individual palms, forming there aerial gardens of the 
most fairy-like description, was simply amazing, and, indeed it seemed 
as though the usual undergrowth of our northern forests had been bodily 
transported into an upper realm. 

The larger game, such as the deer, wolf and American panther, or 
Florida lion, are said to be fairly abundant in these wilds, especially in 
the more open country of pines, but we liatl little opportunity of testing 
the truth of the currently received notions respecting the distribution of 
these animals. On the return journc}- our captain, whom we were com- 
pelled to send on a foraging expedition, reported the finding of several 
deer, but this is the only instance during our entire journey when a mam- 
mal, exceeding the raccoon in size, was actually seen, although on one 
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occasion, on the borders of Lal^e ()keeclujbec, we heard the cry of a 
lar_i;;c cat, probably llie paiUlier. The birds of tlic forest were not very 
numerous eitlier, and the\- appeared to be restricted to a comparatively 
small number of distinct t\'pes—rcd-hcatled woodpecker, cardinal gros- 
beak, scarlet tanac^er, a number of w arblers. etc. We heard the cackle of 
the wild turla_\- on one or two occasions, and once a sjjecinien of lliis not 
\er_\- I'are bird helped to L'.r.'ice our larder. In the open nuachiw or " [jrairie" 
country imnietliateK' alx.jw: l-'ort Thompson we obsei\ed three llocks, of 
six or eii;ht indix'iduals each, of sand-hill cranes ((,'r//s /Tii/i/zsis), whose 
graceful outlines presented vei-\' pleasin;^' objects in relief to the sombre 
green background. Their utter disrecjard for our presence and apparent 
ignorance of an)- possible injur)-, e\en during the firing of a gun, permitted 
of an eas)- ap])roach to within short range, but we failed to secure speci- 
mens. The onl\- rcs[)onse to our discharge was an aerial saltation of 
about three feet, followed b)' a peaceful return to a disturbed, and 
aj^parentl)- interminable, hieal. From this point inland, the marsh lands, 
with their scattered " hammaks " of hard-wood, and e\erglades literally 
teem with wild-fowl of all descriptions. 

We paid but little attention to fishing on the Caloosahatchic, and are 
therefoie not prepared to sa)- much concerning the ichth)-ic fauna of that 
river. It is true that we obser\ed, all in all, but a \ery insignificant 
number of fishes, but there is reason to beliex'e that the ri\'er is fairly well 
stocked with these animals. The bass and cat-fish are reported to be 
fishetl quite eNtensi\'ely, and we caught several specimens of a bream and 
sun-fish.—The alligator is still fairl)- abundant in some parts of the stream, 
especially towards its upper course, but its early destruction is threatened 
through the endless pursuit of the hide-hiniters, whose compensation is 
about 50 cents for the hide of an animal exceeding fi\e feet in length. 
The expense of skinning and salting is included in this .sum, which, 
therefore, allows but little margin for profit, and necessitates an appalling 
destruction of the animal in order to secure the hunter against loss. None 
of the animals that we saw in the river were of large size, and the greater 
number probabl)- did not exceed six feet in length. 

Owing to the great number of snags in the channel, and the fear of 
losing our dredge, we were un.able to make any s\steniatic observ-ations 
respecting the invertebrate fauna of the stream; the dark color of the 
water, moreover, resulting from an infusion of palmetto roots and stocks, 
limited the range of vision to a very moderate depth, so that we \\'ere 
doubly handicapped. Still, as far as could be ascertained, there appears 
to be a decided deficiency in this lower fauna. Indeed, almost the only 
molluscan form that we obtained were a species of (Jnio, a Neritina (^V. 
rcctivatd), a Planorbis (P. tiivolvis), and an Ampullaria {A. dcprcssa). Other 
species, doubtless, exist, and   possibly   e\cn   in   considerable   quantity. 
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concealed along the deeper and inaccessible parts of the stream. In the 
e\-erglade tract above Fort Thompson two species of Planorbis [P. trivolvis 
and P. \^Physcf\ scalaris),\i(ts\A<is, the large Ampullaria, were \cry plentiful, 
and still nearer the interior lakes the dredge brought up quantities of one 
or more species of Vi\-ipara (V. liiicaia, J'. Gcorgiivm.'). 

GEOLOGICAL FEATURES OF THE CALnnsAiLVTcnn-:.—The banks of the 
river for its entire course are vcrj- low, at no place probably rising much 
above twelve feet. They are highest in the middle and upper course of 
the stream, where their faces are cut down almost \-ertieall\- to the 
water's level, below which they descend at a \-erv steep angle. In the 
lower reaches of the ri\er they barely attain one-half this height, and, 
indeed, for a \'ery considerable distance above Fort MNXTS, the ax'crage 
elevation probably does not exceed three or four feet, and bexond the 
immediate border the land-surface, showing unmistakable signs of 
periodic overflows, sinks still lower.* Compact rock crops out here and 
there, or may be seen h'ing in the channel, but for by far the greater 
distance the banks consist of a partialh' indurated marl, in which, at 
places, fossils are exceedingly abundant. In m\- experience I ha\e never 
met with an exposure in which fossils were nearly as plentifiil as in the 
vertical cut which extends almost uninterruptedly for ten or more miles 
below the Thompson rapids. Fos.':~ils could here be counted by the 
million, and were as densely packed, but without crushing, as it was 
possible for them to have been placed together. Their state of preser- 
vation was also wonderful. 

Owing to the innumerable turns in the river, and the fact that the beds 
exposed maintain a well-defined horizontality for mo-^t of their extent, 
I was unable to satisfy myself as to the direction of true dipt, so that 
it may yet be an open question how much of the more westerly exposed 
rocks, or those cropping out at, and immediately above, Fort Myers, cor- 
respond to the rocks exposed along the upper stream. The fact, 
however, that there is such a slight difference in level between the inner 
and outer points, and the circumstance that for such a long distance the 
practical horizontality of the beds can be connectedK' followed, lead me 
to suppose that the entire system is in realit)- one, despite a certain 
amount of variatiiin both in the lithological and faunal features of the 
deposits. 

* Tide-water, or perhaps more properly back-water, is said to e.\teiul to Fort Thomp- 
son. We, however, found a strong river-current for a considerable distance below this 
point, both during our ascent and descent of the river. The difference between mean high 
water and mean low water at Fort Myers has been determined by Meigs to be 2.2 feet. 

t At one point, not very far above Daniels', the strata show a decided declination to the 
east, or towards the interior of the State, but I feel confident that this marked deviation from 
the horizontal is a local circumstance, and has but little bearing on the question of true dip. 
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A toiiyli sand-rock, of undoiibtctlly rcctnt formation, crops out at 
Fort Myers, just above the landing; as far as I could determine, it was 
destitute of ort^anic remains, or when present tliese were in such a frag- 
mentary condition as to be unrecognizable. I was also shown along the 
river's bank a number of large nodules or boiddcrs of a fossiliferous 
limestone, which were reported to have been obtained from a neiglibor- 
ing well-digging. In these the recent Vcnii^ canccllaia was clearly deter- 
minable; from the \ery gr^at abundance of this shell, its excellent state 
of preser\ation, and the general appearance of the imbedding matri.x', I 
feel satisfied tiiat the rock is of Post-Pliocene age—certainly not older 
than late Pliocene. A somewh;it similar rock, densel\' charged with the 
same species of mollusk, and w itli \'arious other bi\ai\'es, besides a host 
of gasteropods (I'ulgur, Turbinella, etc.) crops out in a field on the left 
bank of the river, about 20 miles b}- water aboxe Fort M\'ers (si.x or 
seven miles in a direct line ?), not \-ery much beyond Telegraph Creek- 
crossing. The species of mullusk recognized here were: Venus caiiccl- 
lata. Villus iiiLrciiiaria {pcimariia:'), Cardita Floiidaiia, Area transversa, 
Fulgur sp. ?, etc., ;ill of them apparent!}' still li\-ing in our waters, from 
which it is to be iniened that the deposit is of Post-Pliocene age. The 
rock is ox'crlaid b_\- a Nanclsione, in ajipearance identical with that which 
crops out at l'~ort Ah'ers, of which it is the probable equivalent. Imme- 
diateh- below the fossiliferous stratum first described a tough rock, largely 
charged with shell-fragments, and containing numerous impressions of 
bivalves, mainl)' of small size, makes its appearance at water-level, below 
which it extends for probably se\eral feet. The very unsatisfactory con- 
dition of the embedded remains, rendeiang a positive determination of 
species impossible, precluded also an absolute determination of the horizon. 
The sharp line of demarkation separating this deposit from that immedi- 
ately overlying it, coupled with the knowledge that extensive Pliocene 
deposits are de\eloped in the further course of the stream, leads me to 
suspect that this basal rock is also Pliocene, or, at any rate, that it repre- 
sents a geological period distinct from that which is indicated by the 
Venus eaueellata bed. 

Just below Thorpe's, antl in both banks, a white shell marl rises out 
of the water to a height of about two and a half or three feet. It con- 
tains great quantities of a ponderous flat 0}'ster {Ostrea jneridionalis), dis- 
tinct from any of the related forms now li\'ing, and of two large scallops— 
Pecteii eonipari/is, and a form, P. solarioides, resembling it in general out- 
line, but differing in its much greater si/.e, and in several other peculiari- 
ties of structure, l-ioth the o\nter and the scallops could be detected in 
the niarl-rock some distance beneath the surface of the water, whence 
several specimens were obtained by means of the mattock. The Ostrea 
Virgiuiea is also very abundant in the sand rock.    On top of this fossil- 
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iferoLis white marl, for wliicli I assume a Pliocene age,* there rests a 
stratum containing innumerable valves of the Viiiiis ca)iccllata (Post- 
Pliocene). 

Mr. Thorpe conducted me to an outcrop of compact sand-rock in a 
palm " hammak," just back of his sugar-mill, which had much the appear- 
ance of the rock exposed at our last section on the river. Its absolute 
stratigraphical relations with the beds exposed immediately on the river 
front could not be established, but it is ccrtainl)- \-ery nearly the newest 
of the series. 

The banks increase in height almost immediately after leaving Thorpe's, 
but for a considerable distance there is a decided dearth of fossil remains. 
Stray specimens of the oyster or Pecten appear here and there in the 
beds, but for miles we found practically nothing. Before reaching 
Daniels' a compact and highly fossiliferous rock forms the upper moiety 
of the (right) bank, appearing at an elevation of from four to eight feet 
above the water. Among the large number of molluscan casts occurring 
here I recognized those of Vcims canccllata and of species of Fulgu'r 
{F. perversinnf), Turritella, Cardium, Area, etc., most of them undetermin- 
able specifically. There can be no cjucstion, howe\er, that they represent 
the forms (Pliocene) which occur in such a beautiful state of preser\'ation 
a short distance further up the stream, and which, by tlieir \ast numbers 
and large size, constitute probably one of the most remarkable exposures 
of fossils to be seen anywhere. l\\ the lower part of the bank above 
described we found the large o\-ster associated with many fragments of 
the scallops already referred to. We also obtained numerous Rangias 
from the bed immediately underlying the top-sands. 

A fine exposure of yellow and buff limestone, averaging about ten 
feet in height, is presented above Daniels', the different strata of which it 
is composed apparently dipping to the east; the bottom bed is a compact 
shell-rock, containing innumerable shell remains, largely fragmentary. I 
feel confident that the dip observed here is purely local, a possible result 
of sagging, and that it does not interfere with the general scheme of 
horizontality that is presented both above and below this point. 

A short distance above this locality begin the highly fossiliferous 
deposits to which reference has already been made, and which extend 
practically without intermission to Fort Thompson, a distance along the 
river of some ten to twelve miles. This is without question the most 
remarkable fossiliferous deposit that has as yet been discovered in the 
State, and from a purely paleontological standpoint, perhaj^s the most 
significant in the entire United States east of the Missis.sippi River. The 
fossils, which are about equally distributed between both banks, cioj) out 

• The same oyster and scallops are contained in the unequivocal Pliocene deposits 
occurring further up the river, occupying appro.\imale)y the same relative positions. 
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in almost countless numbers, and attract attention, apart from their pro- 
digious development, by their great variety, large size, and beautiful state 
of preservation. The whole, bank much resembles a fossil shell-beach, 
and recalled to my mind the wall of shells extending from Little Sarasota 
Inlet to Casey's Pass, liut that this was not its true character is proved 
by the perfection in which indi\-idual shells had retained their outlines— 
even the most delicate, such as Pyrula (Ficula), showing little or no surf 
action—and by the great number of forms (Panopjcas, Areas) whirh still 
remained in their normal positions, both vah'es firmly attached—the same 
as they originally occupied when living. 

The number of recent forms occurring here is ver\' great, so that at 
first glance I scarcely doubted that the formation was of Post-Pliocene 
age, a conclusion to which I was further led by the absolute freshness of 
many of the specimens. Closer inspection, however, revealed a host of 
forms which had no analogues in the recent fauna, and others, again, 
which, while closely approximating living species—so much so, indeed, as 
to leave no doubt as to their inter-relationship—yet differed sufficiently 
to indicate a long period of tim.e during which the modifications, resulting 
in the distinctive characters of the recent species, were brought about. 
This relationship between the old and the new fauna is very remarkable, 
and perhaps nowhere else does tlie doctrine of transformism or evolu- 
tion recei\'e stronger support from in\'ertebrate paleontology than here. 
The lines of derivation through which some of the modern forms have 
passed are perliaps best seen in the case of one or two species of Area, 
which stand in unmistakable proximity to the recent A. incongnia and 
A. Floridana, in a large volute as ancestral type of the comparatively 
rare Valuta Junonia, and in a ponderous stromb, which strongly fore- 
shadows the recent Strombus accipitriiuts. Other cases of relationship 
and obvious derivation might here be cited, but these will be specially 
noticed in the descriptions of species. 

It is a singular fact that scarcely any of the distinctively Aliocene 
fossils of the Atlantic coast are found here; such of the Miocene species 
as do occur are with few exceptions forms that still live along the coast. 
Per contra, the new species are as a rule strikingly distinct, even in their 
broadest characters, from the members of our hitherto ascribed Tertiary 
faunas, or from the equivalent faunas of the West Indian Islands. It is 
difficult to conceive of the radical difference existing between this fauna 
and that which ouglit to be most nearly related to it, whether the special 
comparison be made with the faunas occurring on this side of the Atlantic 
or the other. 

The following enumeration of species exhibits the relation existing 
between the forms now described for the first time and those that had 
been previously described, fossil and recent: 
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*]\Iurex imperialis, 
* "     bre\ifrons, 
Fusus Caloosaciisis, 
Fasciolaria scalariiia, 

* " g'gantea, 
* " tulipa, 
Melongena stibcoronata, 
Fulgur rapuvi, 

* "      contrarius, 
"      excavatus, 

* "       pyrum, 
* "       p}'riformis, 
*Nassa vibex, 
Turbinella rcgiiia, 
Vasum horridiiiii, 
Mazzalina Indbosa, 
Voluta Floridana, 
Mitra lincolata, 
Marginella limatula, 

*01iva literata, 
* "     reticularis, 
Coluinbella riisticoidcs, 

*Cancellaria reticulata, 
Pleurotoma limatula? 
Con us Tiyoni, 

"      mercati ? 
"      catenatus ? 

Strombus Lcidyi, 
* "        pugilis, 
Cypra;a   {Sipliocyprad) problciiiat- 

ica, 
*PyruIa reticulata, 
*Natica canrena, 
* "      duplicata, 
*Crucibulum verrucosum, 
Crepidula cymba:formis, 

* "        fornicata, 
Turritc'lla pcrattcnuata, 

"        apicalis, 
"        cingulata, 
"        vicdios2dcata, 
"        subanmdata, 

*Ceritliium atratum ? 

Cerithium onialissiiiuiin, 
*Bulla striata, 
*Siliqua bidentata, 
Panop^a Menardi, 

"       Floridana, 
"        navictda, 

Semele pciiaiucllosa, 
* "      variegatum, 
*Rangia cyrenoides, 
Venus rugatina, 

* "      cancellata, 
"      Rileyi, 

* "      Mortoni, 
*Artemis discus, 
* "       elegans, 
*Dione (Calliste) gigantea, 
* "      maculata, 

Cardiiim Floridanuin, 
* " magnum, 
* " isocardia, 

Hemicardium coliunba, 
*Chama arcinclla, 

"      crassa, 
Lucina discifonnis, 

* "      edentula, 
* "      Pennsyhanica, 
* "      Floridana, 
* "      tigcrina, 
Carditamera arata. 
Area scalarina, 

"     crassicosla, 
* "     licnosa, 

"     aqinla, 
"     plicatura, 
"     {Arcoptcrd) avicultcfonuis, 

*Pectunculus lincatiis, 
" a rat us, 

Spond)-lus rotundatus, 

*Plicatula ramosa, 
Pccten solarioidcs, 

"      comparilis, 
"      Mortoni, 

* "      nodosus, 
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*IVctcn nucleus, Ostrt-a vtcndionalis, 
Aiuimia Kuflini, *     "      Virt,niiica. 

KLITIII spiciis nn- |MirerIoil \t\ an asli-risk ; tlic lu-w species art- italicized. 

It will tlui.s he seen that the relation of recent to extinct species is as 
48 to 41, giving a \en- much higher percentage for living forms than 
obtains in anv of the divisions of our recognized Miocene deposits, even 
the " Carolinian," w liich holds a position nearly equivalent to the so-called 
Mio-Pliocciie of lunone. It becomes manifest that this most extensive 
Meridian exposure represents the Pliocene age—a circumstance interest- 
ing, apart frmn the general bearing which its presence has upon the 
geolog)- of the State in j^articular, from the fact that it gives us the 
first une(iui\-ocal indication of the existence of m.uine Pliocene deposits 
in the United States east of the Pacific slope. 

I made a careful examination of the banks to ascertain if an)- dividing 
lines cjr horizons, chai"acterizcd by distinct assemblages of organic 
remains, existed, but failed to discover any such; the fossils appeared to 
be packed almost indiscriminately, and in several instances when I thought 
that a certain localization in some species could be detected, the same 
forms would appear in other parts of the bank, and completely vitiate all 
my surmises. Only along the top line was there a true differentiation, 
the uppermost (marine) bed being densely charged with the valves ot 
I'LUIIS cc-iiiicUdt'i. largel}' to the exclusion of the numerous other forms 
that so eminent')- ser\-e to define the bank in general. Nor did I succeed 
in obtaining anx* extinct species from this topmost stratum, although no 
true junction line between it and the stratum immediately underlying 
could be determined. There is no question in my mind that this upper 
V'enus bed, the same as \\'e found it at other points of the river, is of 
Post-Pliocene age, continuous sedmientation, ho\\e\'er, uniting it with 
the older Pliocene <.lcnosits beneath, and obscuring all well-defined faunal 
lines of si^p.ira'ion. 

I'rom the oljservations that have thus far been made respecting the 
geolog}- of the State, it will be seen that the Tertiary formations follow one 
another through the peninsula in regular succession from north to south, 
beginning with the Oligocene (or late Plocerie) and ending v.-ith the 
Pliocene. The Post-Pliocene, d'lubtless, follows as a continuation of the 
Pliocene south of the Caloosahatchie, probably for a ver\' considerable 
distance into the ex'crglade region, and possibly nearh- to its end. Our 
obser\-ations failed to bring forward a single fact confirmatory of a coral- 
reef -theory of tlie formation of the peninsula such as had been advocated 
by Louis Agassiz and Prof Le Conte; on tlie contrar\-, the existence of 
the heavy fossiliferous deposits about Tampa, on the Manatee, along the 
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tributaries of Big and Little Sarasota Bays, and more particularly those 
exposed on the Caloosaliatchie, conclusively proves that a coral extension 
to the southern United States, such as had been theoretically set forth, 
does not exist in fact. To be sure, remains of coral structures, possibly 
representing even true reefs, were found at various points, as for example 
at Ballast Point, Hillsboro Bay, and on White Beach, Little Sarasota 
Bay, but these limited structures are evidently only of local formation, 
and indicate a period when a fringe of coral developed where, through 
unfavorable circumstances, probably induced through a lowering of the 
temperature, structures of a similar kind are no longer represented. In 
other words, they indicate nothing more or less than is indicated by 
remains of a like character found in our more northe4-n Miocene deposits 
—the masses of Astraea, etc., of North Carolina, the James River, and 
other localities. Along the Caloosahatchie we found only scattered 
clumps of coral (Astra;a, Colpophyllia, Dichocoenia ?), measuring possibly 
eight or ten inches in greatest extent, and nothing that could be taken to 
indicate an associated reef. 

In conformity with the system of nomenclature which I have else- 
where adopted in the classification of the American Tertiary deposits, I 
would propose to designate the Pliocene series of the Caloosahatchie as 
the " Floridian," by this name indicating the region where the formation 
has its furthest, and, as far as we know, only, development. What its 
precise equivalent among the trans-Atlantic formations, if any such 
exist, may be, still remains to be determined. Thus far I have been 
unable to discover any whose fauna can be strictly, or even approxi- 
mately, correlated with the present one. Besides shells and corals, and a 
few hypothetical remains which are perhaps to be referred to the class of 
annelids, the only other invertebrates found in the banks were several 
more or less perfect specimens of the large urchin, EcJUnanthus rosaccus. 
Two of the more remarkable of the molluscan forms occurring here are 
an ark, differing from all known types of the family, whether recent or 
fossil, in a peculiar anteriorly projecting spout or rostrum, and a cowry, 
with a singular channeled ape.x. 

For some distance below the Fort Thompson rapids the topmost of 
the marine deposits exposed on the river—the Post-Pliocene Venus can- 
ccllata bed already referred to—is seen to be overlaid by a heavy stratum 
of limestone, in which the remains of fresh-water organisms, Planorbis, 
Limnea, etc., are very numerously imbedded. This fresh-water lime- 
stone, in many places an absolute shell-rock, compact but largely water- 
worn, can be traced with few breaks to the rapids (and beyond), where it 
acquires its maximum development, with a thickness of two or two and 
a-half feet. It here rises from two to four feet above the surface of the 
water, everywhere overlying the Venus cancellata bed, which in turn here 
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and tlici'c exposes tlie older fossiliferous deposits beneath; these, how- 
ever, are practically all concealed beneath the water's level. 

The fresh-water limestone forms the bed-rock of the beautiful "prairie " 
or meadow land which opens out immediately above Fort Thompson, 
and which soon passes off into the region of endless switmps and ever- 
glades that continue to the Okeechobee wilderness. There can be little 
question, it appears to me, that this vast area of scattered ponds and 
swamps marks the site of an ancient continuous, or nearly continuous, 
body of fresh water, which covered the region in the form of a vast shal- 
low lake, and whose origin is probably to be traced back to the period 
when the land gradually emerged from the sea. The general configura- 
tions of the country, and the broad extent over which the limestone (or 
its remains) is spread, leave little doubt in my mind as to a former union 
of the present scattered waters, whose isolation may have been brought 
about principally as the result of x-egetable growths, or of this in combina- 
tion with actual desiccation. 

The limestone has been traced eastward, as reported by Captain 
Menge, the officer in charge of the dredging operations connected with 
the Okeechobee Canal, for a considerable number of miles, disappearing * 
at a depth of five feet two inches beneath the canal surface, about three 
miles west of Lake Hikpochee. We, ourselves, traced the extension of 
the limestone for nearly this distance by means of the scattered shell 
remains (fossils), which at intervals were dredged up from the bottom of 
the canal. All the molluscan forms occurring in the limestone are 
identical with species now living in the river, and consist mainly of 
Planorbis {Physd) scalaris, innumerable shells of which, evidently distrib- 
uted at a period of recent high-water, are scattered over the open tracts, 
and in crevices on the trunks of trees. I obtained specimens from tree- 
trunks at an elevation certainly not less than lo or 12 feet above water- 
level, but the high-waterline marked on the palmetto trunks—the traces 
of a recent overflow—was still much above this, probably fully six or 
eight feet. 

■■ That is to say, had not been traced further, but there can be no question as to its 
extension beyond tliis point. 
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THE OKEECHOBEE WILDERNESS. 

Almost immediately after passing out of the cut which the C?loosa- 
hatchie has excavated in the limestone at Fort Thompson our schooner 
was fouled on one of the banks that obstruct the upper channel, and 
we were compelled to lie over for upwards of an hour. The current 
was here particularly swift, and it was only after a most determined effort 
on the part of our captain, who succeeded in beaming up the ship by 
wedging one of our dingeys under its bow, that we were able to get off 
at all. We had suddenly missed the channel proper, but the stranding 
was the first indication we received of our having gone astray, an expe- 
rience which we had already lived through on more than one occasion 
during our Florida campaign. The water was literally alive with coots, 
whose break through the surface echoed from far and near over the 
solitudes.    Large numbers of ducks were also hidden in the sedge. 

Prior to the operations of the Florida land improvement company, 
whose dredgings have succeeded in opening a navigable channel of a 
few feet depth of water, this point was practically the head of navi- 
gation of the river, which here emerges from a vast expanse of almost 
impenetrable sedge and saw-grass. Light boats, after being transported 
over the rapids, could still ascend the stream for a distance of several 
miles, winding tortuously through the mazes in which the stream is 
ultimately lost. The newly excavated canal follows for some distance 
the actual line of the river, being merely an extension of the stream, but 
after passing through Lake Flirt—at the time of our visit scarcely more 
than a swamp tract largely overgrown with grass, flag, and various water- 
plants—almost completely leaves the bed of the old stream, which appears 
here and there meandering through the wilderness of morass, and pur- 
sues a more nearly direct course to Lake Hikpochee, over a total distance 
of some seventeen miles. 

The depth of water in the canal varied from about four to si.x feet, 
while the current was running at the rate of probably not less than two 
miles an hour, if not more. We had the advantage of a favorable wind, 
and made the passage before nightfall, keeping hard on to the bank over 
which our boom felled the grass like so much broken chaff! As far as 
the eye could reach this almost boundless expanse of grass, relieved at 
intervals by oases of the most luxuriant verdure of palms and cypresses, 
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constituted the landscape; tlie _L;'eneral L;ro\vtli was about six to eight feet 
in height, dense to impenetrability, but in some places it was very much 
higher, and completely shut off from \-iew all but the narrowest vistas. 
We found here a virtual paradise for birds. The red-winged starling, 
merrily contesting with the more sombre crow-blackbird a peaceful habi- 
tation along the immediate banks of the canal, appeared in almost count- 
less numbers, pealing forth a continuous and perpetual strain of song, 
while hundreds of herons, egrets, and ibises, decked in the majesty of 
tlicir full plumes, disported among the inner recesses of the morass, or 
flecked with so many specks of white the clumps of trees that had been 
selected for their heronries. An occasional limpkin or courlan [Araiinis 
pictiis) might be observed hovering over a mud-flat, but more commonly 
its presence is announced through a peculiar distressing cry, from which, 
not inaptly, the bird has received the name of screamer. On our return 
journey over the same ground we observed, associated with the white 
herons and ibises, two flocks of the roseate spoon-bill, a bird not exactly 
uncommon in these regions, and IciKiwn to the inhabitants as the "pink 
curlew." 

We were much surprised at' the abundance of alligators, whose 
freshly made, or but recently deserted, " beds" appeared all along the 
banks. At intervals of almost every icw hundred feet one of these grim 
monsters of mail, disturbed by our approach, would rise, and suddenly 
turning upon itself, plunge from its sunny retreat into the cooler shades 
below, disappearing only to reappear after the disturbing element had 
passed. A limited number of individuals, especially young forms, took 
no notice of our approach, retaining an air of composure in their siestas 
which seemingly no ordinary incident could disturb ; but the greater 
number of the individuals took to flight apparently before our approach 
had actually been noticed, e.xcept in so far as it had been announced by 
the displaced water of the boat spreading commotion in advance of our 
own coming. As many as six or seven of these animals could at one 
time be observed from our vessel, lazily crossing and recrossing the canal, 
sometimes submerged to the extent that only the extremity of the snout 
and the large eyes were visible, at other times extended out on the 
surface for nearly their full extent. It is not often, I believe, that one 
has an opportunity of observing these animals attack their prey, but I 
was fortunate on one occasion to detect a small alligator seize a turtle by 
its protruded neck, and draw it beneath the water. This is the only 
instance during our entire trip tliat one of these animals was observed in 
the act of feeding. 

The shallowness of the water in the canal permitted us to make con- 
siderable use of our landing-net, which, however, brought nothing to the 
surface but the few freshwater mollusks, recent and fossil, whose species 
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made up the bulk of the Hmcstone exposed at Fort Tliompson. The 
bottom is very largely overgrown with a species of Myriophyllum (?), 
which is especially abundant on the sands. We dragged in Lake Flirt, 
but failed to detect anything of significance in the mass of black vegetable 
muck with which our dredge came loaded to the surface. 

The elevation above sea level of the east end of the canal, or where the 
canal issues from Lake Hikpochee, is 20-22 feet, or about 11 feet above the 
base of operations near Fort Thompson. This would give a fall of 10-12 
feet in a course of some fifteen miles, an average of somewhat less than 
a foot to the mile. There can be no question, it appears to me, that 
Lake Hikpochee was the true source, beyond head-springs, of the 
Caloosahatchie, although, as I am informed by Captain Menge, it was 
found impossible, during the survey of the canal-route, to trace that 
river into the lake, the farthest accessible point on the stream, where it 
eventually loses itself in the maze of saw-grass, being still removed some 
distance from its western border. Doubtless,- however, the water of the 
saw-grass country is in large part an oozing-out product derived from 
the lake, just as the waters of the more southern Everglades represent 
a similar outflow from Lake Okeechobee. Indeed, in view of the very 
nearly uniform level occupied by the two lakes, and the swamp character 
of the intervening territory, it is more than probable, despite the existence 
of a low dividing ridge, that the last named lake is itself, whether directly 
or indirectly, the most important contributor to the river's basin, largely 
regulating the height of its waters, and of those of the smaller sister 
lake lying to the west. 

We traversed the lake (Hikpochee) in a direction slightly north of 
east, at a point where its width was estimated to be about seven miles. 
The north shore was visible for much of the distance, but in the south 
no bounding line could be detected. It is remarkable, in view of the 
broad extent of this beautiful sheet of water, that even as late as 1S75 
its very existence should have been doubted. The following quotation 
is taken from Dr. Kenworthy's narrative of a journey in Southern 
Florida, published in Hallock's "Camp Life in Florida" (p. 298-9): "An 
examination of Drew's and Colton's maps will show a large lake existing 
at Fort Thompson, and another some miles east, named Hickpochce. 
These bodies of water only exist in the imagination of map-makers . . . 
We instituted many inquiries of Indians, settlers and cattle-drivers 
regarding  Lake  Hickpochee, but all scouted the idea of its existence." 

We took numerous soundings, which gave an average depth of water 
along the line of passage of upwards of ten feet, the lead at no place in- 
dicating a drop of over fifteen feet. The bottom appeared to be largely 
overgrown with the .same plant which we had observed in the canal, 
and   which,   in   its   profuse   development,   prevented   the   dredge   from 
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rcacliiiifj tlic actual bottom of the lake. I lia\ c little doubt, that the 
true fundament is a compact sand, similar to that whicli we sub- 
sequently found to constitute the floor of Lake Okeechobee, although 
along the eastern border of the lake, especially at the mouth of the 
Okeechobee canal, a vast accumulation of black vegetable muck, con- 
taining much woody-fibre, and representing the incipient stages of peat 
formation, clogged the waters over considerable areas. The fauna of the 
lake appears to be a very deficient one, if we may be allowed to judge 
from the character of our drags. Apart from a few Unios and Paludinas 
obtained in one of the western bays, the dredge, in several trials, brought 
to the surface from deepest water (fifteen feet) onl}- the red larvje of a 
species of annelid, a form w hich was also subsequently obtained in Lake 
Okeechobee. The fact, however, that the dredge in most instances did 
not completely penetrate the grass-growth covering the bottom, accounts 
in a measure for the poverty of the catch ; but yet the almost total 
absence—indeed, it might practical!}' be said, total absence—of animal 
forms in the grass with which the net came up loaded, is certainly very 
surprising, and argues strong]}- for an actual deficiency in the lake fauna. 
Several species of fish, among them the bass, were fairly abundant in the 
eastern shallows, where we also obtained a specimen of the alligator-gar, 
and a number of alligators. None of the last named animals were 
observed to pass far into the lake. 

Contrary winds, and a powerful current, probably not less than three 
miles an hour in the inflowing canal, prevented us from continuing our 
journey during the day be}-ond the eastern margin of the lake. We 
tried the plan of warping, /. c, pulling the boat by means of a long line 
doubled over advanced stakes, but were compelled to desist after a drag 
of a few hundred feet, and after very nearly meeting with a serious mis- 
hap. Only four miles intervened between us and the large body of water 
which so many before us had vainly attempted to reach, and concerning 
which so many vague and contradictory reports had been spread. I 
allowed myself to be hoisted to the mast-head, whence, with the aid of a 
powerful field-glass, I obtained an unbroken survey of the surroundings. 
To the north and east the eye wandered over an almost unbroken ex- 
panse of swamp low-land—here and there a few clumps of hard wood 
relieving the monotony of the endless sea of saw-grass—while to the 
west the low line of sedge, making the western boundary of the lake, 
could just be distinguished. I had expected to obtain a fairly good view 
of Okeechobee, but a lowering sk}', combined with an intervening fringe 
of willow scrub, practically shut out the object of my search, although 
from an occasional momentary sliimmer I could just determine the posi- 
tion of the ruffled waters of the lake, and mark a boundary to the dreary 
waste of Everglades. 
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The next morning, with a fas'orablc wind, we made the connecting 
passage in less than two hours. The waters of the canal teemed with 
alligators, and we also observed several turtles sunning on the bank. 
At the west end of the canal we obtained specimens of Ampullaria 
dcprcssa, Limitea coliunclla, Physa gyrina, and Spluvritnii staminaun, 
and also a variety of freshwater shrimp; and at the eastern extremity 
Uuio Bttcklcyi, U. aniygdaliun, and Pa/udina lineata. The last two, in 
addition to Ampullaria, were also brought up b}' the dredge from about 
its middle course. 
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LAKE   OKEECHOBEE. 

The exploration of the Okcccliobcc region consumed the better part 
of six days, during which time we made a traverse or examination of 
probably not much less than one-half the area covered b\' the lake. Our 
course from the mouth of the canal, which is marked by a fairly conspic- 
uous barrel-shouldered cypress, ^\as S. by E. to Observation Island, 
about se\-cn miles, two miles S. W. to the -western shore, fifteen miles 
almost due north to beyond the mouth of Fish-Eating Creek, on the 
northwest shore, fifteen miles E. N. E. to the mouth of Taylor's Creek, 
which forms the extreme northern (northeastern) apex of the lake, two 
miles W. to Eagle Bay, and twenty-two miles S. W. to the canal. The 
distances here given are those of dead reckoning, but the experience of 
our captain in calculations of this kind leads me to suppose that the 
figures are not very far removed from the truth. It will thus be seen 
that our direct examination was confined principally to tne western and 
northern sections of the lake, but from our position at Taylor's Creek we 
had a clear sweep of some ten additional miles of the eastern shore as 
well. How much further to the south beyond the furthest point reached 
by us the lake extends, I am unprepared to say; nor can I determine this 
question from any of the numerous hypothetically constructed maps of 
the region. It is, I believe, safe to say that there is not a single map 
that represents with e\en approximate correctness the contours of this 
vast body of water; indeed, the majority of the maps published, and not 
less, the descriptions, run so wide of the mark in their delineations, that 
practically no reliance can be placed upon them. And this criticism 
applies equally to the maps published with the sanction of the State or 
General Government and those prepared in the interest of special land 
or railroad companies. Thus, on nearly all the maps the mouth of the 
drainage canal is represented as opening considerably to the south of the 
median line of the lake, while Observation Island is located immediately 
abreast of this opening, or even considerably to the north of it! It has 
already been seen that the true position of the island is several miles to 
the southeast of the canal. The limited time at our command, unfor- 
tunately, did not permit us to establish the exact position of the canal- 
opening, but that it could not be much, if anything, below the middle 
of the   lake,   is   conclusively  shown  by  the   open   water-way  which 
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extends miles be)-ond Obser\ation Island. Ayain, on sueh maps w here 
the position of Obser\-ation Island relati\e to the canal is in a measure 
correctly located, two i_)tlier islands, one of which is the ()bser\ation 
Island of most cartographers, figure north of the canal ; neitliL-r of tliese 
islands could we discover, nor do they appear to exist in fact, unless 
under the name island it is intended to include sundry island-lilce clumps 
of willows and cj'press which at intervals break off from, or lie under the 
lee of, the shore. The extreme length of the lake is generally conceived 
to be upwards of forty miles, and on some maps, e. g., the United States 
Land Office map of 1882, Granville's map of 1886, is placed as high as 
fifty miles. Both of these figures I believe to be largely in e.xcess of 
the truth, although, from our failui'e to reach the southern extremity, 
I might be debarred from making a positive statement to that effect. 
But every indication leads in the direction of exaggeration in the 
generally received figures. That the delineated dimensions, or the 
dimensions taken between well ascertained points, are entirely illusory 
there can be no doubt. Thus, on the two maps above mentioned, the 
position approximately corresponding with, or intended to represent, the 
opening of the canal is placed nearly thirty miles south of the northern 
apex of the lake, Taylor's Creek; whereas, as a matter of fact, the dia- 
gonal distance uniting these two points, as measured by our dead- 
reckoning, was certainly not more than some twenty or twenty-two miles. 
Making the necessary allowance for this shrinkage in the northern half 
of the lake, and granting the correctness of the southern half as deliile- 
atcd, the total length would scarcely exceed thirty-six or thirty-seven 
miles. My own impression, however, is, that the lake is still considerably 
shorter, probably not very much over thirty miles. As to the greatest 
width of the lake I can offer no opinion, not having seen the eastern 
shore except along the northeast border. 

Another error, freely perpetuated on our maps, is the location of the 
mouth of the Kissimmee River, which is made to correspond with the 
northern or northeastern apex of the lake. This, as has already been 
seen, is occupied by a broad bayou known as Taylor's Creek, which is 
distant a considerable number of miles to the east or northeast of the 
Kissimmee. The closed or obscured opening of the latter stream, which 
is in a grass country, renders it difficult to find, v/hereas the boundaries 
of Taylor's Creek are sharply defined by opposing walls of noble cypresses, 
which from their great height, 125 feet or more, present the appearance 
from a distance of low bluffs. Tiie break in the shore-line is here very 
distinct, and is apparent at a distance of several miles; hence, by some 
navigators of the lake the opening is mistaken for the mouth of the 
Kissimmee, and, doubtless, frequently officially reported as such.* 

* Mr. F. A. Ober (Fred. Beverly), in liis narrative of tlie " Okeecliobcc E.vpcdititjii," 
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Pin'sicAi. I'l.ATL'KKs (II' line LAKIC. Tlic lake may ])ijrliai).s best be 
described as a vast shallow jian of freshwater, which probably nowhere 
much exceeds twenty feet in depth. We took numerous soundings all 
along our course, probabi)- fift_\' or more, \\lu\h gave an average depth 
ranging fioni about seven to ten feet. The deepest sounding, made on 
the diagonal connecting Taylor's Creek and the mouth of the canal, 
about four miles S. W. of I'^agle Bay, gave fifteen feet, but this is the 
only instance where we obtained this depth. Captain Strobhar, however, 
informs me that on a previous occasion, and not very far from the same 
s[)ot, he oblainetl 22 feet. There is good reason to believe, seeing the 
general uniformity of the bottom, that this figure represents the approxi- 
mate extreme depth of the lake, and that only at very exceptional inter- 
vals does this amount of depression in the basin obtaiii. 

Practically, therefore, the bottom represents a flat plain, elevated 
some 7-15 feet—in places less—above sea-level. The same plain is 
manifestly continued into the floor of Lake Hikpochee—which, as has 
been seen, has the approximate depth of Lake Okeechobee—and, doubt- 
less, forms also the true fundament to tl.e vast series of swamps and 
everglades which on all sides surround these two larger bodies of water. 
We sounded at many points in the channels running into the grass and 
in the cypress thickets, and usually found a considerable depth of water, 
6-8 feet, or even more, and where the bottom was reached in these 
shallows it consisted almost invariably of vegetable muck, of which 
there appears to be a heavy accumulation, and not of the solid siliceous 
sand which we everywhere found to constitute the floor of Okeechobee. 
I think it may be safely assumed that this vast lacustrine plain of 
the Floridian peninsula represents, practically unmodified, the surface 
of the country as it appeared at the time of its latest (or only) emergence 
from the sea. Whether or not a salt-water lake was formed immediately 
after the elevation of the land, from which through gradual alteration 
and a steady indraught of fresh-water, the present lacustrine system of 
waters was ultimately developed, I am unable to say, although the 
presumption would probably be that there was no such formation. 
Yet it is not exactly impossible that the reverse was the case.    We failed 

published in "Camp Life in Florida" (1S76), states that "Taylor's Creek, and another 
smaller, empty into the lake within ten miles of tlie Kissimniee, but their channels are so 
clioked with water-lettuce and lilies that an experienced c}'e is required to discern them" 
(p. 251). What the "smaller" stream may be it is difficult to say; but surely Mr. Ober 
could not have properly identified Taylor's Creek, when he refers to the difficulty of 
determining its channel. The high belt of cypress on either side marks it out absolutely. 
The broad sheet of water at the time of our visit was entirely destitute of lettuce at its 
mouth, nor does it seem possible that it could ever be seriously clogged at its junction with 
the lake. Mr. Ol:ier's references to the contours of the lake are exceedingly vague, and in 
a manner contradictory, so that little dependence can be placed upon them. Fish-Eating 
Creek is erroneously said to empty into the lake almost opposite Observation Island ! 
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to detect ail}' s;iliiiil\- in the water, wliicli is fairly potable, nor did we 
discover tlie remotest traces of any saliferous deposit. On tlic other 
hand, howc\'cr. the \'alves of Viitiis canccllata were thrown up in con- 
siderable numbers both along the beach of Observation Island and near the 
mouth of Taylor's Creek, and I also succeeded in scooping up, by means 
of the landing-net, a fairly large fragment of Fidgiir pcrvcrsiis, and a single 
shark's vertebra. The shells were all badly worn, and had more- the 
appearance of the specimens contained in the banks of the Caloosahat- 
chie than of the living form, and I am, hence, inclined to the opinion 
that they represent fossils rather than living specimens. They may ha\e 
been washed out of the Post-Pliocene Venus canccllata bed, which almost 
positively underlies the lake, buried some distance beneath the sand. 
There appears to be, however, no means of absolutely determining this 
point. That the marine animals above mentioned may have succeeded 
in introducing themselves at a comparatively recent period, after the 
complete formation of the fresh-water lake, is just barely possible, but 
very unlikely. In our numerous drags we failed to bring up a single 
living marine type of animal, nor even a fragment that could reasonably 
be referred to a living animal of such type—unless, indeed, the numerous 
individuals of a species of Pandalus, a caridid shrimp common to the 
waters, be taken to indicate such an organization.* This shrimp was 
also found in Lake Hikpochee. 

It is frequently conceived, and as often reported, that Lake Okeechobee 
is a vast swampy lagoon, or inundated mud-flat, the miasmatic emana- 
tions arising from which render access to it a matter of considerable 
risk or caution. This is very far from being its true character. The 
lake proper is a clear expanse of water, apparently entirely free of mud- 
shallows, and resting, as has already been stated, on a firm bed of sand. 
All our soundings and drags indicate that this sand is almost wholly 
destitute of aluminous matter, and nowhere, except on the immediate 
borders, where there is a considerable outwash of decomposed and 
decomposing vegetable substances, is there a semblance to a muddy 
bottom. The water itself, when not disturbed, is fairly clear, and 
practically agreeable—although held in bad repute by the few who have 
visited its shores—and by the greater number of our party it was used 
in preference to the barrel-water with w hich the schooner was provided. 
More generally, however, it is tossed into majestic billows, which rake 
up the bottom, and bring to the surface a considerable infusion of sand, 
rendering the surface murky. Steadily blowing winds are frequent, 
presaging   heavy  swells;   we were  compelled  to   lie  at  anchor  for an 

® A diminutive shell, much rcscmblinf; in ouUine cert.iin forms of Bythiiulla, Iiut witli 
a longitudinally costulated surface, was sufliciently plentiful in the grass bnnight up by the 
dredge; its affinities could not be definitely determined. 
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entire day during one of these liiyli seas, when the waves beat most 
unmercifully against our little craft. 

The border line of the lake is in most places not absolutely defined, 
owing to a continuous passage of the open waters into those of the 
Everglades ; on the whdle, however, the delimitation of the latter region 
is fairly well market!, the _L;r<)\\ tli of saw-grass or flag terminating rather 
abruptly. Where the i'A-erglade;- constitute the border line, which is the 
case for the greater pai't of the west coast, there is necessarily no true 
shore, and, indeed, it is the common supposition that no landing can be 
effected in such a region. This supposition is, doubtless, true in its 
general application, but not absolutely so. We secured a landing 
opposite Observation Island at a spot where the vegetable accumulation, 
living and dead, of flag, lily, and grass was so dense as to permit of a 
.safe footing, although numerous holes and pit-falls everywhere revealed 
the unstable character of the fundament. A pole could readily be thrust 
into this vegetable bottom to a depth of four or five feet, or even more. 

For some distance along the north shore, but more particularly on the 
northeast, there is a true beach line, made up of oceanic sand. This beach 
extends for nearly two miles almost due west of the mouth of Taylor's 
Creek, and probably not less than eight or ten miles, if not considerably 
further, to the southeast of that stream. It shelves very gradually into 
the lake, and rises out of it with the same moderate slope. At the localities 
visited by us I nowhere found it to rise more than about four or five feet 
above the surface of the water, although not unlikely it may attain a 
greater elevation. It everywhere supports a dense growth of hard woods 
—oak, maple, palmetto, etc.—which form a fringe to the almost intermin- 
able expanse of saw-grass and cypress-swamp which follows at a very 
moderate distance in the rear. 

OBSERVATION ISLAND.—This island, which lies a few miles S. by E. or 
S. E. of the mouth of the canal, is perhaps the largest island in the lake, 
although not impossibly some larger island may exist in the southern 
bayous not yet explored. It is currently, and even officially, reported to 
be some two miles in length, but I much doubt if its greatest (north and 
south) expanse greatly exceeds a half-mile, or, at the utmost, three- 
quarters of a mile. Along its western and southern borders it is well- 
nigh inaccessible, owing to a heavy gro\vth of small cypress and custard- 
apple (?), whose gnarled stems and stumps form an effective barrier to 
approach. On the east, as also on the north, there is a much more 
open sand-beach, on which there was a considerable break of water at the 
time of my visit. The width of the island is at all points very insignifi- 
cant, and the elevation probably nowhere exceeds four or five feet. 

Numerous birds take shelter in the almost inaccessible recesses of 
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this water-bound islet, wliich is reinitcd to be one of the most favored of 
the Floridian heronries. We observed towards night-fall large flocks of 
the white ibis migrating hither, and similar departures in early morning. 
The great white heron and the egret were also sufficiently plentiful, but 
perhaps less so than the water-turkey or snake-bird, whose stoical but 
uncouth presence gave life to the miniature wilderness. 

The only other animals beyond birds collected on the island were a 
few insects, a scorpion, several centipedes (lulus), and species of Limnea, 
Planorbis, Physa, and Cyclas. 

TAYLOR'S CREEK..—We spent somewhat more than two daj's in the 
exploration of this stream, anchoring a short distance above its mouth 
in eight feet of water. The width of the channel is at this point several 
hundred feet, and remains uniform, with a nearly uniform depth of 
water, for not much less than a half-mile, or even more, beyond which 
it gradually begins to contract, but without shallowing to any extent. 
In how much this " creek " is a true creek in the ordinary acceptation of 
the word, or a simple bayou opening out from the lake, we were unable 
to determine, owing to the vast masses of floating vegetation, water-lettuce 
principally, which choke the different channels in their up[ier courses, 
and permitted a furthest penetration to our skiffs of probably not more 
than two or two and a half miles. I found an unmistakable outward 
current during my first ascent of the creek at a distance of over a mile 
from its mouth, and up to the furthest point reached by me, but whether 
this was a natural current, or one produced as the result of direct wind 
action, or as depending upon a recession of the waters of the lake, could 
not be satisfactorily ascertained. During my second ascent, on the day 
following, the water over the same stretch, or over a part of it, was either 
stationary or slightly receding in the opposite direction. There can be 
no doubt, whatever, that the direction of flow up to the farthest point 
reached by us is largely influenced by the condition of the lake—the 
rise and fall of its waters as depending upon wind action, and not impos- 
sibly, also, tidal influences. The absence of shore-lines and of other 
necessary data rendered impossible, during the short period of our stay, 
the determination of the actual existence of tidal action in the lake. 
From a periodic rise and fall of the water in the mouth of Taylor's 
Creek, measuring some eight or ten inches, but which did not occur at 
equal periods of time, I am inclined to believe that such action does exist, 
although the question can, perhaps, still best be considered an open one. 

The great body of Taylor's Creek opens out from the lake northward 
for about three-quarters of a mile, or a full mile, is then deflected north- 
westward, and after about a quarter of a mile tlivides into two main arms 
or branches, one of which is directed to the west and the other con- 
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sidcrably more to the IIOIIIL Hut no direct course is maintained by 
either of these hiaiiclns ("or any great distance. It is not exactly impos- 
sible that other jjranehes, choked at the time of our visit, may open out 
at seasons into the main channel of equal value with the above, which 
we were unable to discover. Tiie creek receives three important acces- 
sions from the east before the first deflection above indicated. 

Nowhere along that portion of the creek explored by us did we find 
a true bank or shore, the water on either side spilling off into the vast 
expanse of forest-swamp, principally cypress, which here opens out from 
the lake. The hea\'iest timber growth is along the eastern tributaries 
and immediately about the mouth of the creek, where the parallel walls 
of majestic cypresses, drapsd from top to bottom in their funereal hangings 
of Spanish moss, and towering to a nearly uniform height of 125-150 
feet, exhibit to surprising advantage the sylvan wonders of this primeval 
solitude. It would be vain to attempt to depict by word the solemn 
grandeur of these untrodden wilds, tlie dark recesses, almost untouched 
by the light of day, that peer forbiddingly into a wealth of boundless 
green—or to convey to the mind a true conception of the exuberance of 
vegetable life that is here presented. At no time before our visit had I 
been so thoroughly impressed with the wild grandeur of an untrodden 
wilderness—nowhere where I so keenly appreciated the insignificance of 
my own humble being in the sea of life by which I was surrounded. 

I made several attempts to penetrate the maze of waters that consti- 
tute the "floor" of the forest, and out of which the latter rises, but found 
the tree-trunks and cypre.ss knees almost everywhere too numerous, ren- 
dering it impossible to direct the skiff The water was uniformly limpid, 
and nowhere did it appear to be covered with a miasmatic scum of vege- 
table organisms. Large fields of lettuce float freely on its surface, impelled 
in given directions by the ever-changing currents that sweep through the 
interior; where heavily packed these floating gardens are practically 
impenetrable, and readily carry with them obstacles of a movable char- 
acter, such as a boat, that might be caught in their path. 

The predominating trees of these swamps are the cypress, bay, live- 
oak, water-oak, and maple, which together impart the physiognomy to 
the vegetation; occasional palms appear here and there in the less 
secluded parts of the forest, but evidently neither the watery bottom, nor 
the exclusion of light which the dense overhanging canopy of interlaced 
branches affords, is favorable to their development. Although the trees 
rise to a very considerable height, but few of them attain to really great 
dimensions. The majority of the larger cypresses do not exceed five or 
six feet in diameter, and the vast bulk of the trees measure still less; 
an oak, the largest tree seen on the creek, was estimated to measure 
about eleven feet a few feet above the roots.    A remarkable climbing 
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plant, much recalling in habit the cipo matador of the South American 
forests, accompanies many of the larger trunks \'ery nearly to their loftiest 
crown, holding them in a tight embrace, but apparently without exercising 
much compression, or causing any great discomfort to its host. There 
are usually one or two coils on a trunk, from which ponderous cables, 
measuring as much as eight or ten inches in diameter, and tapering 
inferiorly, depend in straight, or \ery nearly straight, lines to the bottom. 
I was unfortunately unable to identify any leaves as belonging to this 
plant, which possibly ascends as a feeble climber from below, and attains 
its great expansion in its upper course. The absolutely smooth trunk is 
grayish-white, and of a still lighter shade than that of the water-oak.* 

Animal life is very prolific in these wilds, and at almost all times the 
forest resounds with the echoes of some of its more musical denizens— 
the shrill crj' of the limpkin or screamer, the hoarse croak of the great 
blue heron, or the castanet rattle of that amphibious multitude, the 
frogs, whose orchestration appears ne\er to be final. Towards even- 
tide, when the hooting of the great owl bids the sun to hie, and calls forth 
the slumbering voices of the night, the dr5-adic music attains its highest 
pitch; once more the castanet rattle, and finally all is quiet, sa\e the 
hoarse bellowing of the alligator, \\hich breaks fi'om far anti near upon 
the stillness of the midnight air. 

The larger birds, such as the herons, snake-birds, and ibises are very 
abundant, but the smaller forms were at the time of our visit conspicuous 
by their absence. We found no trace of either the roseate spoon-bill or 
the flamingo, although not impossibly both are found here at certain 
seasons of the year ; the latter is said to breed along the southern borders 
of the lake. The only time that we met with the spoon-bill was during 
our traverse of the Okeechobee canal, in the ICverglade region between 
Sugar-berry and Coffee-mill hammocks. We observed several flocks, of 
some ten to thirty individuals each, of parakeets on Taylor's Creek, and 
obtained one specimen. These birds frequent the loftiest branches of the 
forest, calling attention to their gambols b\- the garrulous tones which 
they unremittingly send forth. 

We met with no quadrupeds in the region, although the tracks of deer 
and of a large cat, possibly the lynx, were fairly abundant on the sand beach 
which marks the entrance to the Creek. On one occasion we also heard 
the distant cry of what appeared to be the puma or h'lorida lion. ]\Ian\- 
of the smaller quadrupeds, doubtless, are found here, and possibly even in 
considerable numbers, but we had no occasion to come across their tracks. 

« Prof. Gray has kindly directed my atlention to tlie habits of Clusia, to which not 
unhkcly the plant above described belongs. It appears, Iiowcver, to be very distinct from 
ClusiaJlava, and may, therefore, represent a species not hilhi'ito descrilied as a nuinbir of 
the American flora. 
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The bass is sufficiently plentiful in the Creek, and probably constitutes a 
considerable part of the food of the alligator, which literally swarms 
liere. We were more than astonished at the vast numbers of these 
creatures, which could be seen or heard at almost every point—here 
lazily swimming on the surface, there reclining on an intermatted bank, 
or again splashing unseen from a bed of lettuce and flag. We observed 
at one time from the deck of our boat no less than nine of these animals 
unconcernedly swimming in quest of prey, crossing and recrossing the 
stream in the most methodical manner, suddenly disappearing on an 
alarm of danger, but reappearing after a brief interval of complete 
immersion. During my first ascent of the stream, which probably 
consumed in the neighborhood of fi\-e hours, I must liave seen or heard 
in my immediate proximity between fifty and seventy-five alligators, and 
not improbably many more. They appear especially plentiful at about 
the middle of day, when the elevated temperature calls them from their 
aqueous homes. They delight in the masses of floating vegetation tliat 
hang matted together on the shore line, wlience they can readily see 
their prey without discovering their own presence. Their power of 
perception is very acute, and in probably nine cases out of ten, as far 
as our own experience was concerned, they observed intruders long 
before they themselves were detected. In no instance did they manifest 
a disposition to give battle, even when approached to within short 
range of the boat; on more than one occasion I was sufficiently near to 
have struck them with a medium-sized pole, or even with the paddle, but 
the reptiles seemed to entertain no disposition to attack, preferring the 
easy victory bought by a general immersion. At the same time, they do 
not always appear to shrink from man's presence, as frequently I observed 
them heading directly for my boat, disappearing only when so close as to 
cover me with their downward splash. They are exceedingly tenacious 
of life, and will execute apparently conscious movements sometimes hours 
after the head will have been battered in by both ball and axe, the method 
of execution practiced here. In how far these movements are in the 
nature of reflex action, excited by some extraneous stimuli, it is not 
always easy to determine, but in many cases they are without doubt 
strictly coordinated. On one occasion where I was compelled to use one 
of our dingeys, containing a young alligator supposed to have been dead 
for a number of hours, for the purpose of collecting a wounded anhinga, 
I was surprised, on lifting the bird into the boat, to find the alligator 
suddenly come to life, and make a dashing onslaught on its unfortunate 
victim. 

The Floridians frequently speak of two varieties of alligator, the 
red-eyed, which is reported to be the more savage, and the common 
black-eyed.    We observed several individuals of the former, which is also 
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distinguislied b}- a lii^litcr-colored armor, but unfortunately none of the 
specimens actually obtained by us seemed to show the distinguishing 
character—or, in other words, all of them were of the common type. 
Not improbably, as suggested by Dr. Leidy, the red-eye is an albinistic 
variety. It must be observ-ed, however, that the red-eyed variety in 
swimming appears in its whole length on the surface of the water, whereas 
the common form has usually only its nose and eyes, or the head and a 
portion of the convex body exposed; at least, this was our observation. 
It is just possible, although not vcr)' probable, that we have two distinct 
species of alligator represented in these southern wilds, antl if the croco- 
dile occasionally makes its appearance in Biscayne Bay, why nia\- not 
also the cayman, or another of its South American congeners ? We 
searched among our .specimens for a crocodile, but without success. 

The largest alligator killed by us measured about ten feet, but the 
greater number were much below this figure. We observed, however, 
several of considerably larger size, and one whose length was estimated 
at between fourteen and fifteen feet. From several of the individuals we 
took a number of the peculiar mouth-infesting leech which the species 
harbors, and from the stomach of one a wholly undigested young bass, 
measuring about three inches. 

The only other reptiles observed in this region were a few individuals 
of the goitered-lizard (Anolis), and a species of water-snake, apparently 
new to science, which I picked up in a lettuce-bonnet in Eagle Bay, about 
two miles west of the mouth of Taylor's Creek. 

A few words relative to the ophidian fauna of the peninsula maj' 
perhaps not be amiss in this place. It is the common belief that snakes 
are very abundant in the State, and that traveling in the forest or bush 
region is made dangerous through their presence. In how far this may 
be true I am unable to say, but our experience seems to indicate that the 
abundance of these reptiles, of both the venomous and non-venomous 
species, is not nearly as great as is currently reported. It is true that 
our explorations were mainly confined to a border-tract countrj', and 
largely to a region of swamp and water, but yet we saw sufficient of the 
mainland to permit us to form a general notion as to the occurrence of 
these animals. The total number of snakes seen b\' us during our entire 
explorations was about eight, of which at least two were the common 
black snake {Bascanion constrktoi-), one the water-snake abo\'e men- 
tioned, and the remainder in greater part moccasins. Mr. Willcox, who 
remained along the west coast several weeks after the completion of our 
general explorations, observed three or four additional individuals along 
the Homosassa, two of which (moccasins) were secured. We found no 
trace of the much-dreaded rattlesnake, although the sad experience of a 
member of a hunting party of the year previous only too truly proves its 
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presence liere. The arid sanil tracts coNx-reil with a dense jjnjwtli nf 
saw palmetto arc the reputed favorite liaunts of this animal, and it is 
Iicrc, probably, that tlic greatest precaution need be had hi travehng. 
()iir first moccasin, the one killed on Perico Island, Big Sarasota Bay, was 
found on a tract of this kind, coiled on the stalk of one of the palmetto 
leaves. As has already been said, it manifested no disposition to attack, 
even after being struck with a rake, and it is the common observation 
here that, unlike the rattlesnake, this ecjually venomous serpent rarely 
provokes an encounter, preferring to remain quiet except under immedi- 
ate provocation, or when inipL-llctl in the direction of a food-supply. 
While gathering fossils in one of the banks of the Caloosahatchie I was 
for some time in unconscious proximity to one of these animals, whose 
head, as I am informed by Mr. Willcox, who accompanied me, was less 
than two feet of my own. Despite our close range, the reptile made no 
attempt either to escape or to attack, remaining motionless on the over- 
hanging branch from which it was suspended. All things considered, the 
danger to tra\-elcrs in Florida from snake bites is inconsiderable, and 
probably not much more tlip.n in many of the pro\-erbiaIly snake-ridden 
districts of some of our northern States, Pennsylvania or New York, for 
example. We certainly met with no trace of that swarm of venomous 
serpents which Bartram reported issuing from almost every stump, nor 
is it likely that the somewhat unfavorable period of the year during which 
our journey was undertaken, the hibernating period, will account for the 
diversity of our success in snake hunting or snake seeing. 

Our anchorage in the mouth of Taylor's Creek was almost the only 
locality where we were seriously annoyed by mosquito pests, although 
one of our nights in the Caloosahatchie palm forest was passed to the 
tunes of the little piper. We were, however, in advance of the mosquito 
season. May—August, when the air is represented to be thick with this 
social insect. The general dearth of insect life was astonishing, and far 
from realizing that we were traveling towards the region of its greatest 
development, it appeared just the reverse. Only on the water surface, or 
in the lettuce-bonnets, if we except the mosquitos, was there a semblance 
to anything like profusion. The spiders were here especially plentiful, 
representing a number of distinct types (Lycosids, Phalangids, etc.), 
some of them of remarkable beauty. But the nectar-loving insects of the 
north, the Lepidoptera and Hymenoptera, were practically entirely wanting, 
a necessary consequence of the almost total absence of flowering plants. 
This remarkable paucity in the insect life of the region must doubtless 
be attributed in great part to the early season, and possibly also in a 
measure to the effects of the recent cold wa\-e of the north. 

We found numerous small mollusks, one or more .species of Planorbis 
{P. Iciitus), Limnea (Z. colitmclld), Physa [P. gyriiin), and Spha;rium [S. 

4 
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staiiiiiiiiim), attached to the under surfaces of the lettuce bonnets, or to 
their roots, which also supported numbers of diminutive leeches, and 
two or more forms of crustaceans, one of them a species of Pandalus. 
The shells were in nearly all cases very thin, and translucent. 

1'AUNA OF LAKE OKEECHOUEE.—All our observations tend to belief 
that the fauna of the lake is a very deficient one, and that it is distinctly 
uniform for the grcsXcY part of its extent. We dragged at intervals 
all along our traverse, with the result of bringing to the surface scarcely 
more than a half dozen species of animals. Indeed, if we lca\-e out 
of account the immediate border line of the lake, the entire catch 
consisted almost exclusixxl)- of two species or varieties of Paludina 
{P. Gcorgiaiia, P. lincata), and two or three species of Unio {U. Bitcklcyi, 
U. ainvgdalimi). These mollusks, together with a minute Bythinella-hke 
gasteropod of uncertain relationship, were exceedingly abundant in the 
Take just off the mouth of the canal, and the dredge came up laden 
with their shells. Only a comparative i<z\\ of the shells were without 
the animals, and in such cases they were largely water-worn, and decal- 
cified. A large proportion of the living Unios had their umbones eroded. 
Out toward Observation Island the mollusks became much less numerous, 
but on the north of the lake, between the mouth of the Kissimmee River 
and Taylor's Creek, they again became plentiful, especially along the 
beach line of the latter water, where the shells, in company with those of 
Villus canccllata, already mentioned, were thrown up in considerable 
abundance. They were also fairly plentiful in the vegetable muck of 
Eagle Bay. The remaining species of Mollusca observed in the lake 
were the forms to which reference has already been made as occurring 
on the .shore of Observation Island, and on the leaves and roots of the 
lettuce-bonnets of both Taylor's Creek and Eagle Bay. They are 
Limnca columella, Planorbis Icntiis, Pliysa gyrina, and Sphcunum staminatm. 
Off Observation Island I scooped up a rock made up essentially of minute 
Bythincllc-E (?), but whether this was of an absolutely recent formation, 
or a fragment derived from some hidden fossiliferous deposit, I was 
unable to determine with positiveness.* The species of shell contained 
in the rock was identical with that dredged up in association w itli the 

Unios and Paludinas. 
A large proportion of the hauls brought up considerable numbers of 

a fresh-water .shrimp of the genus  Pantlahis, identical with the .species 

- The amnitic-s <.f the liulc gasteropod are douljlful. The surface of tlie shell is 
distinctly costulated, and to this extent diflferent from that of any species of the genus with 
which I am acciuainted. Ober mentions a minutely fossiliferous rock occurring toward the 
southern border of the lake, which is not unlikely structurally identical with the fragment 
above mentioned. 
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fniiiul ill Lake llikpoclicc aiul tlic coniicctiiv^ canal, wliicli in its general 
characters approaches very closely some of the more northerly marine 
species. In Eagle Bay I collected a solitary young cray-fish, the only 
specimen of this group of the decapod Crustacea observed during our 
entire trip. The red larva of a species of annelid, measuring about three- 
quarters of an inch in length, is sufficicntl)' abundant in the bed of the 
lake, but we were unable to discover the adult which it represents. The 
same species was also abundant in Lal<c 1 Iik[)OchL'c, wliile a slightly 
differing, emerald-green, form was found in the canal connecting the 
two lakes. 

Of the vertebrate life of the lake we found but few traces. The only 
species of fish obtained by us were the black-bass and cat-fish, both of 
them of good size. A specimen of the latter, obtained some distance 
out from the mouth of the Kissimmce River, measured about tv\'enty 
inches in length. It appears to be specifically distinct from any of the 
described forms, and I ha\'e accordingly proposed for it the, name of 
Okeechobee cat {Ictalunis Okccchobccnsii). We found the bass \'ery 
plentiful just at the entrance to Eagle Bay, where the fish were readily 
caught by means of the trolling line. This method of fishing was also 
tried for a long time on the open expanse of the lake, but without 
success. We observed here at intervals a larger fish jump from the 
water, but the impossibility of a near approach prevented us from ascer- 
taining the species; not improbably it was a sturgeon. 

We found the alligator nowhere about the lake, except on its imme- 
diate border line—as in the lagoons opposite Observation Island, or in 
Eagle Bay. This condition was also observed in the case of Lake Hikpo- 
chee. Whether these animals perform long journeys by water, or not, I 
am unable to say, but as far as our own observations go, it would appear 
that they do not. I noticed two individuals off the mouth of Taylor's 
Creek swimming leisurely in the lake at a distance of perhaps two or 
three hundred feet from the actual border. 

*** The remarkable parasite described on page 46, and doubtfully 
referred to Clusia, is, I am informed by Mr. A. H. Curtiss, of Jacksonville, 
Fla., a species of fig {Fici/s anna). It is said to at first feed on other 
trees, " but finally, by sending down multitudes of intergrafting roots, it 
completely enwraps and smothers the supporting tree and forms a hollow 
trunk of its own." 
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RESUME   OF   GEOLOGICAL   OBSERVATIONS,   AND   THE 
GEOLOGY  OF  THE  STATE. 

Prior to our visit the only portion of the State that had been exam- 
ined geologically, or on wliich a geological report had been prepared, 
was the region lying north of a line running almost due northeast from 
the Manatee River, just south of Tampa Bay, to the east coast. Below 
this all was conjectural, although the existence of certain limestones of 
undetermined age was hinted at, or even located, by a number of casual 
observei^ (Tuomey, Conrad) who chanced to navigate some of the outer 
waters. Such a limestone was reported by Tuomey to be found in 
Charlotte Harbor, but the exact locality of its occurrence is not noted. 

The first critical observations on the geology of the State were made 
by Conrad, who in 1846 described a limited number of fossils from a 
limestone found in the neighborhood of Tampa, which he correctly 
assigned to the Tertiary period. This is the earliest positive reference 
we possess of a definite formation occurring in the State. From the 
presence of a supposed nummulite in the limestone in question, Nuinniu- 
litcs Floridanus, now shown to be in reality an orbitolite, Conrad corre- 
lated the deposit with the Vicksburg formation of Alabama and Missis- 
sippi, from which also a supposed nummulite, Niinumdites {Orbitoidcs) 
MantcUi, had been described, and which had until then passed under the 
name of the American nummulitic formation. Although the determina- 
tions of both of the foraminiferal species have been proved to be 
erroneous, the correlation of the respective beds containing the fossils 
remains approximately correct, even if not absolutely so. 

It is remarkable that in spite of the positive assurance given by Con- 
rad of the existence of this Tampa limestone so little account should 
have been made of it in the subsequent theories regarding the formation 
of the Floridian peninsula, and that the seductive coral theory of growth 
advanced by Louis Agassiz, and so beautifully formulated by Professor 
Joseph Lc Contc, should have been allowed the weight which it carried 
for a quarter of a century. Singularly enough, not even Conrad appears 
to have protested against the theory which had for its ground-work only 
an examination of the belt of coral reef and the coral keys which border 
the State on the south and southeast. 

The   only   serious  contribution   to   the   geology   of  Florida   made 
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between Uic dale of the publicatioii of Conrad'.s paper ami iSSo i.s llic 
report of personal observations made in the northern half of the State by 
Ur. Kugcne A. Smith, State Geolo<;i.st of Alabama, published in the 
American Journal of Science for 1881. This assiduous investiijator 
collected largely in the \va)- of rocks and fossils, and at localities 
sufficiently removed from one another as to permit of a broad insight 
into the geology of the region. From his observations it appeared that 
at least a considerable part of the northern half of the State, instead of 
representing a recent formation, as v.as supposed b\' many, was in reality 
luulerlaid b)' liea\y beds of f\irl\- ancient limestone, which in the 
characters of their organic remains recalled the upper white lime- 
stone of Alabama. Tiie fossils, which were kindly placed in my hands 
for determination, proved the correctness of the inference as to their age. 
I identified among them two or more species of Foraminifera, one a 
large orbitoide, of very nearly the dimensions of the Orbitoidcs Maiitclli, 
representing it, and undeiiialil)' the analogue of the European Orbitoidcs 
cpliippiiiin, and an 0[)erculina, \ery near!)' related to, if not identical 
with, the 0. complanata. Some of the rock specimens submitted to me 
were made up of practically nothing but the tests of the aforesaid orbi- 
toide, and of a smaller species more of the t\-pe of 0. Forlisii {dispaiisa). 
From the examination of these specimens I had no hesitation in referring 
the rocks holding them to the Oligocene formation. The localities noted 
by Dr. Smith for the occurrence of this formation arc located in the tract 
included between Jackson Co. on the west, and Marion Co. on the south, 
and it was correctly conjectured that over much, or most, of the intermediate 
region where no observations had as yet been made, or where there were 
no outcrops, the same rock would be found as the underlying structure. 
From one locality. Rock Spring, Orange Co., Dr. Smith obtained rock 
specimens which differed very essentially in both lithological and faunal 
features from the .specimens obtained at the other localities, indicating 
the existence of a distinct formation. Among the fossils I identified a 
number clearly indicative of the Miocene age of the formations—such as 
Pcctoi Madisoiuits, Cardita arata, C. gramdata, Vcnits alvcata, etc., fi.xing 
the most southerly extension of the Medial Tertiary formations of the 
Atlantic slope. This patch of Miocene is not improbably continuous 
with the Miocene area of southern Georgia. 

The reference of the greater part of the northern half of the .State to 
the Oligocene formation has been more than justified in the liglit of 
subsequent investigation, which has disclosed the existence of the older 
Tertiary rock in many new localities—on the Wacasasia, at Archer, 
Arre.donda, on the Homosassa, Cheeshowiska, etc. From the Checsho- 
wiska, some four miles from its mouth, Mr. Joseph Willcox, in 1882, 
obtained large masses of rock, densely charged with foraminiferal remains, 
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among which I recognized great numbers of the Orbitoides occurring 
in the rock-fragments submitted to me by Dr. Smith, and what was 
of far greater moment, vast quantities of a true nummulite (named 
Nummulites Willcoxi), the first that had hitherto been discovered on the 
American continent. Tlie nummulitic masses were embedded in, or 
bordered by, a fringe of a much newer fresh-water Hmestone, containing 
the remains of several recent species of non-marine mollusks—Vivipara 
Waltonii, Glandina paralUla, Ampiillaria dcprcssa—indicating that there 
had been a working over of the older formation, and that the specimens 
obtained were not found in situ. Nevertheless, there could no longer be 
any doubt as to the existence of a true nummulitic formation in the 
United States, and the age which it represented in the peninsula of 
Florida. Other specimens obtained by Mr. Willcox at VVacasassa, in 
Levy Co., contained the remains of two species of sea-urchin, Eiispatangus 
Clevei and E. Antillantni, identical with forms occurring in the equivalent 
(Oligocene) deposits of the island of St. Bartholomew. 

Since the discovery ot these nummulitic rocks on the Cheeshowiska 
River Mr. Willcox has obtained further specimens of the same foraminifer 
at a locality removed some fifteen miles northeast of the original locality, 
and in situ ; and I have identified the species in rock fragments sent to 
me for determination by Prof A. G. Wetherby, from a well-boring 
situated five miles S. W. of Gainesvilla. A second species of the genus 
{Nuviinulitcs Floridcnsis) has also been described by me from Hernando 
Co., associated in a rock mass with various other species of Foraminifera, 
of the genera Heterostegina, Biloculina, Triloculina, etc. 

Concerning the (marine) Tertiary deposits newer than the Oligocene, 
the only positive indication that we had of their existence in the State 
prior to 1886, beyond the patch of Miocene above referred to as occur- 
ring at Rock Spring, was furnished by Dall (Science, VI, p. 82), who, in 
July, 1885, reported the discovery of Ecpliora quadricostata, a charac- 
teristic Miocene fossil of the Atlantic border of the United States, in the 
rock of Tampa Point. Mr. L. C. Johnson about this time also indicated 
the occurrence of what appeared to be newer Tertiary deposits in the 
northwest of the peninsula, a conclusion at which I had likewise arrived 
from an examination of a limited collection of fossils obtained from 
Ballast Point, on Hillsboro Bay, a few miles south of Tampa.* 

During the spring of 1884 the late Prof W. C. Kerr, of the North 
Carolina Geological Survey, made a cursory examination of the region 
about Tampa, the results of which are embodied in a brief paper published 

* Mr. Johnson (Science, May, 1885) does not give the paleontological evidence on 
which the rock of Hawthorne and Waldo is referred to the Miocene (or later) period; 
and I fail to see the full force of the argument which places it newer than the Oligocene, 
although this may be so. 
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in the Journal nf tlu' lCli>ha I\lilchcll Scientific Society for the years 
1884-85 (Ralcit^h, N. C), pp. 86-90. In this paper the author describes 
the limestones of Tampa Bay, and sundry outcrops of rock on Six Mile 
Creek, Alefia River (IMoominydale), Manatee River (Rocky IMuff), and 
Peace Creek (Fort Meade), which are all referred to the Upper Eocene 
period. Tlie general conclusions are thus stated: " Tlie limestone rock 
underij'ing the region of country about Tampa belongs to the upper 
Eocene, as already pointed out by Conrad and Tuomey. And as a 
gentleman of intelligence who visited Fort Myers, informed the writer 
that the rock at that place was both in appearance and in fossils, similar 
to that about Tampa, the Eocene hmestone rock almost certainly extends 
at least as far south as that point." It will thus be seen that the conclu- 
sions reached by this observer are absolutely at variance with the facts 
which our investigations have brought out; and it is not a little surpris- 
ing that Prof. Kerr should have failed to recognize the post-Eocene age 
of the Rocky Bluff limestone, when the Miocene character of the fossils 
occurring at that locality is so clearly marked. 

One of the most interesting contributions to the history of the e.xtinct 
fauna of the State that had been made up to tliis time was the discovery 
by Dr. J. C. Neal, near Archer, Alachua Co., of an extensive series of 
mammalian remains, referable probably to several distinct geological 
periods, from among which Dr. Leidy has identified the parts belonging 
to one or more species of mastodon, rhinoceros, tapir, horse [Hippothc- 
riiun iiigeiininn), llama, camel, and hog. One of the forms of mastodon 
appears to be distinct from any of the other species inhabiting the United 
States, and has been named Mastodon Floridaiius. The hog is considered 
to represent the type of a distinct genus, Eusyodon, considerably removed 
from the peccar)'-forms, Dicotyles, Platygonus, which hitherto alone 
represented the Suidas in the Tertiary and Post-Tertiary deposits of the 
North American continent. 

The above sketch represents in brief the condition of our geological 
knowledge of the State up to 1886. It recognizes the existence of Ter- 
tiary (Oligocene and Miocene) deposits in the upper half of the State, or 
north of a line connecting Tampa Bay on the west with Sanford, on the 
Atlantic slope, on the east, but leaves, as has already been intimated, 
everything conjectural south of that line. From the broad extent of the 
Oligocene rocks in the north Dr. Smith was led to infer that in all proba- 
bility the greater part of the peninsula, at least as far as the Caloosa- 
hatchie and Lake Okeechobee, was underlaid by tlie same formation, the 
hypothetical extension of which is indicated on the map accompanying 
his report in the American Journal of Science above mentioned. The 
conclusion reached here was a natural one, and is that which guided me 
in the delineation of the geological boundaries on the general map of 
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the Tcrtiar\- tlcposits accompain'inj:; my " Contributinns to the Tertiary 
Geology and raleontolog)- of the United States" (1SS4). Our recent 
explorations, however, pro\e tlie utter erroneousness of the view here 
entertained, and indicate not only that the Oligocene formation is in great 
part, if not wholly, absent from the southern half of the peninsula, where 
it is replaced by the Miocene and Pliocene, but that e\-en in the north its 
proper limits, as far as the determination of an absolute hori/.on is 
concerned, have probably not been satisfactorily ascertained. Thus, the 
foraminifcral rock of Tampa, containing the supposed nunimulite, N. 
{Orbitolitcs) Floridaiiiis, and through which it had been correlated with 
the Vicksburg formation, is \ery different from the true orbitoitic or 
nummulitic rock which is distinctively characteristic of the Oligocene 
districts of the further north and the interior. Indeed, it contains nothing 
in common with this rock, but very much that is distinctive of itself, and 
the underlying siliceous rock that forms the floor of Hillsboro River. 
It may, nevertheless, be Oligocene, but in that case it in all probability 
represents a higher horizon than the same formation further to the north. 
The reasons for considering the formation as of I\Iiocene age, and as the 
partial equivalent of the medial Tertiary deposits of Santo Domingo, are 
fully set forth in pages \2\-2z of this report. 

A few words only need here be ::aid with reference to the thcor}-, advo- 
cated by Louis Agassiz and Prof. Joseph Le Conte, ^\•hich held that the 
peninsula of Florida was of comparatively recent formation, and that it 
represented in greater part merely an accumulation of successive or con- 
secutive coral reefs. Our obser\-ations, which had already been preceded 
in the northern part of the peninsula b\- the researches of Eugene A. 
Smith, clearly demonstrate the erroneousness of the \ie\\ s h)-pothetically 
set forth, and establish be\'ond a question of d(VLibt that the progressive 
growth of the peninsula, as far, at least, as Lake Okeechokee, and probably 
considerably further, was the result of successive accessions of organic 
and inorganic material, brought into place through the normal methods 
of sedimentation and upheaval. A full exposition of Prof Agassiz's 
views is embodied in his " Report on the Florida Reefs," published in the 
Memoirs of the Museum of Comparative Zoology for 1880, some twenty- 
nine years after its preparation. \\\ this paper the author strenuously 
denies all evidences of upheaval over the greater part of the peninsula, 
and ascribes the varying elevations, at least of the more southerly por- 
tions, to upthrows or accumulations of material as depending upon the 
agency of gales and iiigh-water. Prof Le Conte, while still adhering to 
the fundamental ideas expressed in his original paper, published in the 
American Journal of Science for 1857, in a more recent paper (Science, 
Dec. 14, 1883) disclaims the agency of coral growths in the formation of 
the peninsula north of the I'A'erglades. 
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ROCKS OF HOMOSASSA ]\I\I-:K.—A ^ood section of the rock of tlie 
region is exposed at Wheeler's, on tiie left bank of the stream, about 
one mile above its mouth. It is a tough hmestone, rising at different 
stages of the water probably two or three feet above its surface—at the 
time of our visit about one and a-half or two feet—and exhibiting numer- 
ous holes, fissures and sinks that have been irregularly worn into it by 
the water. The surface appears to be practically horizontal, exhibiting 
no measurable tlip. The ruck is densely chargeil with foraminiferal 
remains, all, as far as I ha\e been able to determine, referable to the 
Miliolidns, or to the group of the imperforate Foraminifcra, as distinguished 
from the Foraminifcra Perforata, which, in the rock-masses further to the 
south, usurp their place. I propose to designate this formation, repre- 
senting one of the four distinct types of foraminiferal rock found in the 
State, the " Miliolite Limestone"—a member, doubtless, of the Upper 
Eocene or Oligocene series, more likely the latter. Unfortunately, the 
absence of distinctive moUuscan remains in the rock rendered the 
determination of its absolute age a little uncertain, but its close proximity 
to the unequivocal members of the Oligocene rocks of the Cheeshowiska 
River, a few miles to the south, lca\'es little room for doubt as to their 
near equivalence. 

The genera of Foraminifcra recognized as occurring in the Miliolite 
Limestone are: 

Biloculina, Quinqueloculina, 
Triloculina, Spha::roidina. 

Another, and less compact, limestone, not unlikely belonging to the 
same series as the last, is found in the immediate neighborhood of 
Wheeler's. I examined large blocks of the rock that had been taken 
from a well-digging, but the numerous fossil impressions contained 
therein, mainly of bivalves, were so obscure or ill-defined as to permit 
of no satisfactory results being arrived at from their partial determination. 

ROCKS OF THF. CHEESHOWISKA RIVER.—These are exposed nearest to 
the sea on John's Island, at the entrance to the river, where a 
yellowish, spong\' limestone, containing numerous molluscan remains 
and a few tests of the foraminiferal genus Orbitoides, appears on the 
ocean front at low-vvater. The main-rock, which is of Oligocene age, is 
bordered by, or incased in, a rock (limestone) of newer formation (Post- 
Pliocene), in which the remains of marine organisms are freely intermingled 
with • those of a fresh-water type, such as Vivipara, Ampullaria, etc., 
represented by species living at the present day. The re-formation of tlie 
old limestone is thus made evident, but there can be no question, seeing 
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tlic cliaracter and structure of the country generally, that the unaltered 
or mother rock is the rock of the region—/. r., that the Orbitoitic sees 
its true development here. 

Tile same admixture of rocks is again observed at an outcrop on the 
right bank of the river, about one mile further up the stream. About 
three miles above this second point, in a clearing known as Locnecker's, is 
the famous nummulite locality where Mr, Willcox obtained the original 
nummulites described by me in 1882. The rock lies here in loose 
masses in a partially ploughed field, about four to six feet above the 
surface of the water. No indication of a true outcrop could anywhere be 
detected, but I am satisfied that the parent rock either immediately 
underlies the locality, or is found in its immediate vicinity. The very 
insignificant ele\-ation of the entire region above water-level, its uniform 
horizontality, and the dense capping of vegetable matter beneath which 
it lies buried, necessarily reduce to a mininum the chances of finding an 
outcrop, and explain why to so many of its inhabitants this portion of 
the State is supposed to be wholly destitute of solid rock. Even along 
the river-courses, where we should most naturally expect to meet with an 
exposure, the vegetable growth is so dense and impenetrable as to prac- 
tically completely hide the fundament, and were it not for an occasional 
or accidental clearing, such as Loenecker's, one might be left in absolute 
ignorance of its very existence. 

The rock occurring at Locnecker's is of two kinds—one, in which 
almost the entire mass is made up of the tests of orbitoides, and the 
other in which the nummulites predominate to about the same extent. 
But several of the larger fragments indicate the most unmistakable inter- 
association of the individuals of both these genera of Foraminifera, and 
leave no doubt as to the equi\'alence in age of the two classes of deposit. 
The Orbitoides found here represents two or more species, one of the 
type of the well-known Biarritz fossil, 0. cpliippiniii (0. sc/Iii), whose 
peculiarly infolded tests are very abundant, and another more nearly 
recalling 0. dispansa. I am not sine that I recognized any undoubted 
0. Mantclli, the form of the Mississippi and Alalsania " Vicksburg" 
beds, but not impossibly some of the smaller tests referred to the 0. 
dispansa type may represent arrested forms of this species. Roth species 
of nummulites occur here, i. c.,'Nuiinniililcs Willcoxi and .V. Floridcnsis, 
tlie former very largely predominating. 

With reference to the phj'sical histor)' of these deposits, I can per- 
haps not do better than quote my own words published at the time of 
their discovery (Contributions to the Tertiary Geology and Paleontology 
of the United States, p. 81, 1884): "As to the age of the formation repre- 
sented by these nummulitic deposits, there might appear to be at first 
sight no question of doubt.    The presence alone of nuaHuulites in any 
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formation is almost positive iiulication as to the I-Iocenc orOligocene age 
of that formation, and the more especially when the remains of these 
organisms occur in any abundance. Admitting the supposition of this 
age, we should naturally look to the associated fossils for further confirm- 
atory evidence bearing on this point. Singularly enough, in the case of 
the Florida nummulitic rock.s—at least in the fragments that have been 
placed at my disposal—with very few exceptions all the moUuscan 
remains belong to a period much more recent than the Eocene, and to 
species that are still living at the present day. And what may appear still 
more singular, they are referable in principal part to land and fresh-water 
genera, Glandina, Paludina, Ampullaria.* From this association and the 
circumstance that nummulitcs are still met with in existing seas, it might 
readily be inferred that there has been here a commingling of contempo- 
raneous marine and fresh-water organisms, and that the deposits in question 
were laid down under such conditions—proximity to the mouth of a river 
—where a commingling of this kind could take place. Indeed, it would 
be difficult from paleontological evidence alone to disprove such an 
assumption, were it not that almost incontrovertible proof to the con- 
trary, in addition to that furnished by the abundance of nummulites, is 
afforded in the presence of the remains of Orbitoides, a genus which 
attained its greatest development in the Upper Eocene (" Nummulitic ") 
and Oligocene periods, and which does not appear to have survived the 
Miocene. There can, therefore, be little or no doubt that the rock 
fragments marked by this admixture of an older and a newer 
(Post-Pliocene or recent) fauna, and comprising both marine and 
fresh-water types of organisms, have derived their faunal character in 
great part from the deposits of a more ancient formation, which formation 
represents, and is the equivalent of, a portion of the European " Nummu- 
litic " (whether Eocene or Oligocene). The e.xact locality (or localities) 
which these Florida nummulitic deposits occupy /// sitii has not yet been 
ascertained, but it is fair to assume that the beds lie along the Gulf 
border (possibly in great part submerged), where, through the disinte- 
grating action of the oceanic surf their fragments have at a comparatively 
recent period been washed together with the material that at the same 
time was being carried out by the fresh-water streams. The precise 
position which the formation holds in the nummulitic scale, as fixed by 
Hantken or La Harpe [Etudes siir les Niininiulites dn Cointe de Nice, Bull, 
de la Soc. Vaud. dcs Sc. Nat., vol. xvi, pp. 223-24, 1879), cannot be posi- 
tively determined from our present data, since exceptionally the group of 
the Numinulites plicatcB is represented as well in the oldest as in the newest 
of the Tertiary deposits marked by the members of this class of organisms." 

■■■■' The species identified with recent forms are Glandina paralleJa, Paludina ( Viz'ipaia) 
Wallonii, and Ampullaria depressa. 
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The abo\-c remarks remain applicable to the facts of the present da)-, 
and require little or no modification except in so far as more recently 
obtained data permit us to emphasize with greater positiveness certain 
points tliat had hitherto remained in a measure conjectural. Thus, the 
very extensive inter-association of the nummulites with Orbitoidcs cphip- 
piuin leaves practically no doubt that the formation in question is not 
Upper Eocene, but Oligocene; and secondly, the finding of nummulites 
in situ at a locality some fifteen miles northeast of the original locality, 
and, again, five miles southwest of Gaines\-ille, enables us to locate within 
definite limits the partial boundaries of the formation. 

We were informed that an outcrop of the rock occurs in a morass 
about a lialf-mile or more inland from Loenecker's, but the lateness of the 
hour at the time of our visit, and the difficulty of reaching an unknown 
spot practically inaccessible in the heart of the wilderness, prevented us 
from making a search in that direction. About a mile and a-half above 
Loenecker's a mass of rock juts out from the bottom of the river-channel 
to within a few inches of the water's surface, in one or two spots rising 
slightly above it. Much to our surprise we found it to be almost entirely 
destitute of fossil remains, showing not a trace of either of the genera of 
Foraminifera so abundant in the rock below. Its stratigraphical relations 
could not be definitely ascertained, but without much question it is a 
member of the nummulitic series of deposits, and may be a near equiva- 
lent of a similar looking rock that appears on the beach at Clearwater, 
immediately north of the wharf The fossil impressions are very 
obscure, and such as we obser\-ed can only doubtfully be referred to 
Cytherea and Modiola. 

ROCKS OF THE PITHLACHASCOOTIE.—I was unable to make a personal 
exploration of the rocks of this region, and am, therefore, compelled to 
confine my remarks to an examination of rock specimens brought to me 
by Mr. Willcox, and to this gentleman's references bearing on their 
occurrence. The rock is a tough, partially siliceous, white limestone, in 
places densely charged with fossils. These are mainly in the form of 
casts of minute gasteropods, probably one or more species of Cerithium, 
among which I failed to find any species that we had observed elsewhere; 
the question of age is thus left undetermined, although a strong proba- 
bility argues in favor of the Oligocene. According to Mr. Willco.x the 
shores of the Pithlachascootie are in places rocky for a distance of two 
or three miles from the mouth, the bluffs rising 6-8 feet above the water, 
consequently higher tlian in the case of most of the western streams. 
Where the bank rises higher than three or four feet, it slopes back and 
is covered with soil. The fossiliferous beds were found to extend to a 
height of about three feet above the surflxce of the water, appearing in 
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botli banks. Mr. Willcox also obtained fragments of a silicco-calcarcous 
rock, containing numerous casts and impressions of one or more forms 
of sea-urchin, from a small island situated about three miles .southeast 
of the mouth of the Homosassa River. One of the species (the most 
abundant form) is, I believe, without question the Pygorliynchus Gouldii 
of Bouvc (Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist, Dec, 1846; Ibid., Jan., 1851. 
—Nuckolitcs Mortoni of Conrad, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sciences Phila., II, 
p. 40), from the older Tertiaries (Oligocene ?) of Georgia. The same 
species was subsequently identified by McCrady in the limestone of 
Alligator (Columbia Co. ?), Florida, and by him referred to a new genus 
Ravcndia (Proc. Elliott Soc. Nat. Hist, Charleston, March, 1858). 

ROCKS OF THE TAMPA BAY AND HILLSBORO REGIONS.—Two distinct 
kinds of rock appear at Ballast Point, on Hillsboro Bay, at about water 
line, rising in most places not over two feet above it, still oftener less, 
and at Newman's perhaps three or four feet. The one rock, a highly 
fossiliferous yellow limestone, is manifestly in place, and forms the bed 
of the beach, shelving at a moderate angle beneath the waters of the 
bay. It contains numerous impressions of the Vcmis pcnita described 
by Conrad in 1846, and large numbers of the singular foraminifer referred 
by this paleontologist to Nummulites {N. \_Nanophord\ Floridamis). It is 
very remarkable, in view of the abundance and perfection in which the 
fossil occurs at this locality, that an imperfect or abnormal specimen, 
misleading in the details of its structure, should have served as a type 
for a description and illustration of the species. 

The rock containing this supposed nummulite has generally been 
referred to the Vicksburg group, but as far as paleontological evidence 
goes, I see no valid reason for considering it to belong to this age. 
None of the distinctive Oligocene fossils of the formation occur in the 
rock, nor did we find in it any traces of the foraminiferal types so char- 
acteristic of the Oligocene region of the northern part of the peninsula. 
On the contrary, all the fossil forms occurring here appear to be distinct, 
except in so far as they are represented in the second kind of rock above 
referred to, and in the rock corresponding to it which forms the bed of 
Hillsboro River. If Oligocene, the rock in all probability represents a 
horizon higher than the Vicksburg beds and the Florida " Nummulitic " 
(or Orbitoitic), but the evidence is all but conclusive for considering it 
Miocene, and as the near equivalent of some of the beds of the island of 
Santo Domingo. I failed to detect in the rock any traces of distinctively 
Miocene fossils; but the association near by of an indisputable Miocene 
deposit leav^ little room for doubt as to the absolute relationship. 

The second form of rock found at Ballast Point is of much firmer 
consistency than the limestone, and appears in large, rounded or angular 
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bluish masses scattered over the latter, seemingly rcprcscntini; a newer 
formation. It contains numerous fossil impressions, partially silicified, a 
number of them, as tlie Vcmts pcnita above mentioned, identical with forms 
found in the limestone, but the greater number distinct. Among these 
the remains of one or more species of Ccrithium are especially abundant, 
and might be said to determine the faunal character of the rock. We 
found no traces of the orbitolite. At no place could I detect a solid 
outcrop of the rock, and, therefore, from the observations made at this 
point alone it would be impossible to determine the stratigraphical 
relations of the two series of deposits occurring here. Ikit along the 
Hillsboro River and on a small tributary, known as Magbey's Spring, 
which enters a short distance above the town of Tampa, the relationship 
is very clearly shown. The hard siliceous blue rock, charged with the 
remains of Cerithium, etc., appears at scattered intervals all along the 
river bank, now on one shore then on the other, and manifestly forming 
the bed of the channel. Just below the sliipyard the nearly horizontal 
strata lie in beds of from one to two feet thickness. I was unable to 
determine any true dip. The orbitolite limestone is exposed a short 
piece above this point on Magbey's Spring, about three or four hundred 
feet from tlie borders of the Hillsboro, in a heavy mass some seven to ten 
feet in thickness. A'tliough the irregularit)' of the outcrop and its small 
extent prevented me from locating its absolute position, there can be 
no question, seeing its pro.ximity to, and ele\ation above the river, that 
it overlies the bUie rock of the channel. This must then also be the 
relation e.xi.sting between the two kinds of deposits exhibited at Ballast 
Point, which are manifestly the equi\alents of the Hillsboro series. The 
big irregular masses or boulders which here extend into the bay, or 
lie scattered over the limestone, are evidently exposed as the result of 
outwash, and appear to have been scattered to their present positions 
through the action of a heavy sea. 

The relations of the coralliferous deposit exposed at Newman's landing, 
as well as of the two other classes of rock just described, are fully set 
forth on pp. 120-123, and require little further consideration. An enum- 
eration of the species of fossils occurring here is given on pp. 119-120, 
and 124. The fossils are nearly all completely silicified, and exhibit to the 
minutest detail the ornamentation characteristic of tiie different .species. 
The coral geodes, some of them measuring as much as eight or ten 
inches across, are especially beautiful, and exhibit to good adwintage the 
mammillated character of the substituting blue and blood chalcedony. 
There is little doubt in my mind that the formation is due to an infil- 
tration of silica in a heated condition, but in what precise manner the 
peculiar method of liollowing was brought about I am unable even to 
guess at.    Many of the .species so closely resemble recent forms tiiat it 
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is at first .si;j;ht dilTicult to distinguish between them, but close com- 
parison in almost all instances reveals some constant characters by means 
of which the two seiics can be separated. The number of clearly- 
marked extinct species is, however, very great, and sufficient to fix 
approximately, in default of direct stratigraphical evidence, the position 
in the geological scale which the deposits occupy. This is, without 
doubt, in the Miocene .series, but just along what horizon it is difficult, 
or e\en impossible, to determine. 

ROCKS or' niic M.\x.vn-;i-: RIVER.—The deposits expo.scd on the right 
bank of the Manatee River at Rocky Bluff, a few miles above Braiden- 
town, have been referred to in the narrative (p. 13) as consisting of a basal 
marly limestone, and yellowish sandstone, and an overlying siliceous 
conglomerate, almost totally devoid of fossil remains. The white marl, 
on the other hand, is distinctly a shell rock, in which casts of fossils, 
mainly bivalves, and their impressions, are exceedingly numerous. Among 
these I recognized several forms distinctive of the Miocene formation of 
the north, such as Rr/rn Lladisouius, P. Jcffcrsonius, Pcrna maxillata, 
Venus alvcata, Area idoiica (?), etc., which left no doubt in my mind as to 
the age of the deposit containing them. Fossils were much less abundant 
in the accompan\'ing yellow sandrock, but the species represented were 
practically identical with those of the marl. The latter disappeared after 
a comparatively short distance, but the sandrock continued in irregular 
hone_\-combed ledges to the furthest point reached by us on the river. 
'Ihe total elevation of the exposure is not more than three or four feet 
above the river's surface. 

The discovery of a Miocene formation in this portion of the State \vas 
not a little of a suiprise, as it completely invalidated all the conjectural 
ideas that had been framed relative to the geological structure of the 
peninsula. It confirmed my impression as to the intermediate or equiva- 
lent age of the beds occurring near Tampa, and clearly indicated what 
would in all probability prove to be the true succession of the beds 
further to the south. In other A\ords, it was made manifest that this 
portion of the State was neither that recent creation which the upholders 
of the coral theory of growth had claimed for it, nor of that antiquity 
which was assumed for it in \irtue of the hypothetical extension of the 
Oligocene beds. On the contrary, the evidence was conclusive that the 
same phj-sical forces which effected tlie formation of the newer Tertiary 
series of the eastern border of the United States were similarly opera- 
tive on the Gulf coast, and that the peninsula of Florida participated 
in the same general mo\-ements that were known to have affected the 
United States between Georgia and New Jersey during approximately 
equivalent periods of time.    In how far these movements were of both 
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cIe\-ation and subsidence still remains to be determined, but the facts 
point strongly to the conclusion that the growth ><( the peninsula south- 
ward was a nearly continuous one, without much interrupted sedimenta- 
tion, or any great break in the chain of organic ewilution to mark the 
successive accessions of tcrritor)- which the peninsula received during 
its de\-elopmcnt. 

ROCKS OF SAKASO'I'A ]V\V.—Tlie marine deposits bordering the sea on 
Big Sarasota Ba_\- are mainl_\- in the foim of indurated sands, or wliere 
there has been a sufficient infiltration of iron, of partially compact sand- 
stones. Fossil remains are almost wholly wanting, being limited, as far 
as our own obser\ations went, almost exclusi\-el\- to the casts of one or 
more species of single coral of undetermined relationships. These we 
found in a .semi-compact \-ellow rock, of about three or four feet thickness, 
at a localit}- known as W'hittaker's. The rock has the appearance of being 
a comparati\'ely recent formation, and I should jirobably unhesitatingly 
liave referred it to the modern epoch were it not for the coral impressions 
which it contains. For the present I feel some hesitation in assigning to 
it a definite position, although fairly assured that it is late Tertiary, or, 
possibly, even Post-Tertiary. The same impressions occur in a much 
more compact and highh' fossiliferous rock of White Beach, Little 
Sarasota Ba\-, w hich in the character of its organic remains seems to 
occupy a position intermediate between the Miocene and Pliocene series. 

The ferruginous sandrock exposed at Hanson's, whence I extracted a 
part of the skeletal remains (converted into limonite) of man, as well as the 
more compact terrestrial rock that appears some three-quarters of a mile 
lower on the bay, have been discussed in the narrati\e (p. 15), and require 
no further consideration at this place. The only other localities about the 
bay where we observed fossiliferous deposits were on Philippi's Creek, an 
eastern tributary, where a j'ellow arenaceous limestone, highly charged 
with fossils, most of them in the form of casts or impressions, and but 
barely determinable, could be obser\-ed at intervals along the shore, rising 
about two feet out of the \\atcr. A number of the fossils appeared to be 
identical with forms occurring in the yellow rock of the Manatee Ri\cr; 
especially was this the case with the corals and polyzoans, but the only 
species that I could definitely locate were Pcclcn Madisoniiis, P.Jcjfcrsouius, 
and i)Ossibly also Area idoiica. The formation is evidently either Miocene 
or Pliocene, or one holding a position intermediate between the t\\ o. At 
one or two spots near the mouth of the creek, well observed on the right 
bank, this rock is seen to be overlaid by a heavy bed of coquina, some 
three or four feet in thickness, the shell fragments composing wliich arc 
largely triturated, and only differ from the typical coquina of the east 
coast in their greater compactness.    This is, I believe, the first instance 
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that a recent rock nf thi-^ kiiul has been noted as occurriiij;" on tlic west 
coast. 

A similar vock. now rapiilly undcri^'oinL; destructicjn thrcjuf^h the wash 
of tlie sea, guards the entrance to Little Sarasota Inlet. On White Reach, 
on the inner side of the inlet, probably two and a-half or three miles from 
its mouth, a reef-rock, \'ery tough in places, and extensivel)- honeycombed 
through the action of the water, forms the shore line, and doubtless, also 
constitutes in greater part the bottom of the baj-. Unfortunately, the 
fossils, which are markedly abundant, are in the main in a very bad state of 
prcser\ation, and for the most part do not admit of specific determina- 
tion. The impressions of leef-eorals, piobably a species of madrepore, 
are numerous, and we also found several casts of apparently the same 
species of simple coral which has been noted as occurring in the sandrock 
at Whittaker's. Most of the molluscan remains are in the form of casts 
and impressions, and belong chiefly, at least as far as the more prominent 
foinis are concerned, to Pectcn, Cardium, Area, \'enus and Turritella, tlie 
last being by far the most abundant of the gasteropod genera, and in our 
own collections almost the only one represented. The rock is either 
of Miocene or Pliocene age, but I could not positively determine which, 
although from its position, and in the light of our present knowledge 
regarding the formations on the Caloosahatchie, I should consider it not 
far from tlie junction line of the two series, if it does not, indeed, effect 
a passage between tlie two. The onl)- forms that appeared to be recog- 
nizable, and even these were somew hat doubtful, were fragments bearing 
a close resemblance to I\ctiii Jcffcrsoii'ms, JV/a/s al-rcata and one of the 
northern forms of Tiu'ritella. 

In a rock manifestly belonging to the same series, although of a 
somewhat (.liffei'ent lithological aspect, we found numerous casts of one 
or more species of lai'ge oyster, one of them, with little doubt, the 
Ostrca Viri^iiiiiaiia, in association with whicli were the casts also of a 
cockle (^Cardium viagiudii ?'), clam (Witus Mortou't '). and a Perna. 
Many of these were lying loose on the beach, lia\-ing been evidentl)- 
washed out from the parent rocl-;. A short distance bcj'ond this point, 
where a not cxacth^ insignificant creek has cut a nearly \ertical channel, 
the rock is exposed in lieaxy beds of from one to two feet thickness, 
rising to a total height abo\'e the creek of some eight or ten feet, or 
possibly more. Among the fossils gathereil here, which were neither 
numerous nor well-defined, there were a number of gasteropod casts, 
probably Turritellas, and fragments c)f a large scallop w liich bore a strong 
resemblance to Pcitcii Madisoiiius. 

ROCKS OF riii: CAI.OO-SAII.VTLHII:.—The remarkable series of deposits 
exposed  on  this  riser, which  I ha\e  designated  the " Floridian," and 
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wliich gi\-e us the first unequivocal evidences of tlie existence of a marine 
Pliocene formation in the United States east of the Pacific slope, have 
been fully detailed in the /.arrative (pp. 27-31), and only require inci- 
dental mention in this place. They appear in most places as a partially 
indurated marl or earthy limestone, of a yellowish, buff, or white color, 
and either largely destitute of organic remains, or so densely charged 
with them as to constitute a pure shell-rock. At their first visible out- 
crop, about twenty miles by water above Fort Myers, tliey barely reach 
water level, but they gradually rise higher and higher, until some twenty 
or twenty-five miles below Fort Thompson, their elevation reaches (or 
reached at the time of our visit) fully six to eight feet, and this elevation 
is maintained throughout a considerable part of the nearly continuous 
exposure of some twelve or fourteen miles that immediately precedes 
the Fort Thompson rapids. At this locality they, in company with the 
overlying Post-Pliocene Venus bed, disappear beneath the heavy capping 
of Fort Thompson fresh-water limestone, fully described in the narrative, 
but there can be no question that their inward extension is still very 
much greater. 

Inasmuch as the deposits in question ha\e been traced to a point 
removed by fully 40-50 miles in a direct line from the sea, or to a position 
one-third across the State, they afford the most conclusive evidence, if 
any such were still needed, of the utter fallaciousness of the theory that 
seeks to explain the formation of the peninsula on the assumption of 
successive coral grow ths. They, moreover, clearly indicate that one of 
the last chapters in the history of the formation of the State was practi- 
cally identical with the scries of closing chapters that rounded off the 
physical history of the eastern border of the United States generally— 
steady sedimentation, slow and gradual upheaval, and absence of specially 
disturbing forces which might otherwise have interfered with the regular 
processes attending local organic evolution. 
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GENERAL   SUMMARY   AND   CONCLUSIONS. 

1. Tlij whole State of Floiiili hjloiv^-s exclusively to the Tertiary 
aiul I'ost-Tertiar\- pjrio.ls of L;"eoio^nc.il time, and consequently, as a 
cL'hnetl i^-eographical area, represents the _\-oun;4"est portion of the United 
States. 

2. Tliere is not a [) irtiete of evidjnce sustaining the coral theory of 
growth of the peninsula; on the contrary, all the facts point conclusively 
against such theor}', and indicate th it the piogressive growth of the 
peninsula, at least as far as Lake Okeechobee, has been brought about 
through successive accessions of organic and inorganic material in the 
normal (or usual) methods of sedimentation and uplKa\-al. The evidence, 
further, is very strong that beyond Lake Okeechobee and the Caloosa- 
hatchie the structure of the State is for the most part identical with that 
above it, and the observed facts clearly prove that this correspondence 
must exist over at least a considerable portion of the unexplored region 
of the Everglades. 

3. Tlie Florida coial tract is evidently limited to a border region of 
the south and southeast. Fossil corals occur sparingly in the Pliocene 
and older Tertiary deposits, but their appeaiance indicates only sporadic 
cases of coral growth, such as are observed at the present day on the 
borders of the reef-seas, or marginal and included reefs of limited extent, 
similar to those found on the ]\Iiocene border of the Atlantic States 
general!)' (Mar)-land, \'irginia, Xoith and South Carolina). 

4. The formations represented in the .State are the Oligocene, Miocene, 
Pliocene and Post-Pliocene, which follow one another in regular succession, 
beginning with the oldest, froin the north to the south, thus clearly 
indicating the direction of growth of the peninsula. The successive 
Tertiary belts do not follow a direct east and west course, but appear 
to be deflected from the we--t northeastwards, so as to conform more 
nearly with the Atlantic coast line on the eastern border of the United 
States. The amount of o\-cr!ap possibly resulting from deposition on 
opposed borders could not be ascertained. 

5 
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5. No indisputable Eocene rocks have thus far been identified in the 
State, but not improbably some such exist in the more northerly sections, 
and possibly include even a part of what has generally been referred to 
the Oligocene. In how far the older formations were overlaid by deposits 
of a newer date, or to what extent the northern half of the State may 
have participated in a general submergence coincidently with the forma- 
tion of the more southerly portions, remaios to be determined. 

6. Sedimentation and deposition along this portion of the American 
coast appear to have been practically unbroken or continuous, as is 
indicated by the gradational union of the different formations, and the 
absence of broad or distinct lines of faunal separation. 

7. The strata as far as could be ascertained are very nearly horizontal, 
or dip at only a very moderate angle, but no true or direct line of 
declination could anywhere be detected. At no locality could an)- two 
formations be unequivocally identified as resting one above the other,' 
except in so far as the Post-Pliocene represents one of the factors under 
consideration. 

8. No disturbance of any moment, or one sufficient to sensibly 
react upon the rock masses, seems to have visited the Floridian region 
since the initial formation of the present State in the Older Tertiary 
period. The elevation of the peninsula, especially in its more southern 
parts, appears to have been effected very gradually, judging from the 
perfect preservation of most of the later fossils, and the normal positions— 
i. e., the positions which they occupied when living—which many of the 
species still maintain. 

9. The northern half of the State represents in great part a deep-sea 
formation, whereas the southern half is marked by deposits indicative of 
a comparatively shallow sea. It would appear that before its final eleva- 
tion a large part of the peninsula, especially its southern half, was for a 
considerable period in the condition of a submerged flat or plain, the 
shallows covering which were most favorably situated for the development 
of a profu.se animal life, and permitted of the accumulation of reef- 
structures and of vast oyster and scallop banks. The present submerged 
plain or plateau to the west of the peninsula may be taken to represent 
this condition. Fresh-water streams, and consequently dry land, existed 
in the more southern parts of the peninsula during the Pliocene period, 
as is proved by the interassociation of mariiu- and fluviatilc mollusks in 
the deposits of the Caloosahatchie. 
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10. The modern fauna of the coast is indisputably a derivative, through 
successive evolutionary changes, of the pre-existing faunas of the Pliocene 
and Miocene periods of the same region, and the immediate ancestors of 
many of the living forms, but slightly differing in specific characters, can 
be determined among the Pliocene fossils of the Caloosahatchie. The 
doctrine of evolution thus receives positive, and, most striking, confir- 
mation from the past invertebrate fauna of the Floridian region. 

11. Man's great antiquity on the peninsula is established beyond a 
doubt, and not improbably the fossilized remains found on Sarasota Bay, 
now wholly converted into limonite, represent the most ancient belong- 
ings of man that have ever been discovered. 
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FOSSILS    OF    THE    PLIOCENE    (" FLORIDIAN")    FORMATION 

OF   THE   CALOOSAHATCHIE. 

Hurez imperialis, Suainson. 
Zoological Illustrations, 2d ser., ii, p. 67. 
Tryon, Manual of Conchology, ii, p- loi, pi. 23, fig. 206. 

A limited number of individuals from the banks of the Caloosahatchie 
below Fort Thompson, showing no essential variation from the living form. 
The occurrence of this species in the Pliocene deposits of the State prac- 
tically determines its true home to be the Atlantic border of America 
and not the Pacific coa.~>t, as is frequently asserted (Reeve, Conchologia 
Iconica, Murex, sp. 42). 

Murex brevifrons, Lam., var. calcitrapa. Lam. 

Animaux sans Vertcbres, ix, p. 573. 
Tryon, Manual of Conchology, ii, p. 95, pi. 19, fig. 175. 

Banks of the Caloosahatchie below Fort Thompson. 
All the specimens obtained by us appear to be immature forms, and 

none would measure, if perfect, more than an inch and a half in length. 
I can detect no character by which to distinguish them from the recent 
form, unless it be in a greater regularity and prominence of the revolving 
lines, and a further projection of the variceal spines. The species also 
grades into M. crocatus, which appears to be nothing more than a nodu- 
lose variety of M. brcvifrons. 

Fnsus Caloosaensis, nov. sp.    Fig. i. 

Shell typically fusiform, of about ten volutions; spire acuminate, 
about one-third the length of shell, with a slightly papillate apex; whorls 
sub-angular, longitudinally ribbed, and crossed by somewhat distantly- 
placed, elevated, revolving lines, the median two of which on the whorls 
above the body-whorl appear more developed than the others. 

Body-whorl with about nine revolving lines', the two on the shoulder, 
with occasional intermediate finer lines, least prominent; aperture semi- 
oval, with a long, nearly straight canal, of about twice its own length, 
the two combined considerably more than one-half the length of the 
entire shell; outer lip thin, striated internally. 

Length, 2.2 inches; width, .6 inch. 
Caloosahatchie, in the banks below Fort Thompson. 
This shell most nearly resembles among living forms Fnsus Diipctit- 

Thouarsi, but differs from it in its subangular whorls (evenly convex in 
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the latter), and the absence of tlie numerous lines on the shoulders. In 
the first of these characters, as well as in the smaller number of revolving 
lines, it also differs from the closely resembling Fiisjis He.nekcni of Sow- 
erby, a common Miocene fossil of the West Indies. 

Fasciolaria scalarina, iiov. sp.    Kig. 2. 

Shell sub-fusiform, of about ten volutions, longitudinally ribbed or 
plicated; spire elevated, nearly one-third the length of shell; whorls 
convex, those of the spire angulated at about the middle, crossed by 
numerous elevated, e^nd more or less rounded, revolving lines, from ten 
to fourteen on each of the more prominent whorls; central line most 
prominent, forming the median angulation or carination; interstitial finer 
lines present at irregular intervals. 

Body-whorl with about 15-20 ribs or plicae, which, as a rule are 
less prominently angulated than those of the spire, making the shell 
appear more regularly convex; revolving lines somewhat over thirty, a 
limited number of which are interstitial; aperture about one-half the 
length of shell, or somewhat over, produced anteriorly into a broad 
canal of moderate length ; outer lip prominently lined on the inside ; colu- 
mella with two very oblique folds, the lower of which is practically obsolete. 

Length, 6.5 ; width, 2.5 inches. 
In the banks of the Caloosahatchie, below Fort Thompson. 
The only American Fasciolaria to which this species bears any 

great resemblance is F. Sparrmvi of Emmons (North Carolina Geol. 
Surv., 1858, p. 253, fig. 115), from the Miocene of North Carolina, or at 
any rate, a fossil from that State which has been identified as such by 
Conrad. I find in the collections«of the Academy of Natural Sciences 
of Philadelphia two specimens of a large Fasciolaria marked by Conrad 
"■p. SpatTcnvi, Emmons, N. C," and have every reason to believe that the 
forms so identified are Emmons' species, although differing widely from 
the description given by that geologist. This description is, however, 
very vague, and manifestly erroneous in several of its details, so that little 
satisfaction can be derived from it; Emmons' figure more nearly resembles 
the fossil in question, and this fact, combined with the knowledge that 
Conrad had access to the collections of the Carolina survey, lead me to 
assume the correctness of the latter paleontologist's identification. 

From the Fasciolaria Sparroivi, recognized as such, the Florida fossil 
differs in the lesser convexity, and more pronounced median angulation 
of the whorls of the spire, the greater number and prominence of .the 
longitudinal ribs, which are largely obsolete on the body-whorl of F. 
Sparrcnui, the greater relative elevation of the spire, and the ab.sence of 
the regular alternation of coarse and fine re\'olving lines seen in the 

Carolina species. 
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Amoiit; recent fiirms the species apparentlx- most nearly related to 
Fascio/aria scalariiia is F.jUaiiHiitosa of Clieiiinitz, from the Indo-Chinese 
seas. This species has much the habit of the American form, but is 
largely deficient in the number of longitudinal ribs, which are also much 
more distinctly nodose, and bring about a very prominent angulation to 
the whorls of the spire not less than to the body-whorl; the eolumellar 
plaits are three in number, instead of two. The same characters approxi- 
mately serve to distinguish F. scalariiia from the European Miocene F. Tar- 
bclliana of Grateloup (Atlas Conch. Foss. Bassin de I'Adour, pi. 23, fig. 14 ; 
Homes, Die fossil. Mollusken d. Tertiar-Beckens von W'ien, 1, p. 298, 
pi. 33, figs. 1-4), which, if not identical with the recent form abo\e referred 
to, is certainly very closel)' related to it. 

Fasoiolaria gigantea, Kiencr. 

Icon. Coq. Viv. p. ,s. pi. lo, ii. 
Tryoii, Manual of Conclu)Uiny. iii, p. r.s, |->1. 60, lij;. 1.1-16. 

Two specimens of this huge conch were found in tlu' ui)i)er part of 
the banks below Fort Tluimpson, on the verge of the Post-1'liocene la}-er. 
They do not seem to differ essentially from the living form. The nodes 
appear somewhat less prominent, and are in a measure indented through 
a passing shallow sulcus. 

Fasoiolaria tnlipa, L. 
Syst. N.it., i;th cd., p. 1213. 
Tryoii, Manual of Concliology, iii, p. 74, pi. 59, figs. 1-5. 

In the banks of the Caloosahatchie, below Fort Thompson. 
The largest specimen measures just six inches in length. A probable 

variety of this species, with a more elevated spire and a correspondingly 
depressed aperture, appears to be identical with the variety figured by 
Tuomey and Holmes in their work on the Pliocene fossils of South 
Carolina, pi. 30, fig. 8. 

Uelongena snbooronata, nov. sp.    Fig. 3. 

Shell broadly-turbinate, of about five \olutions; spire moderately ele- 
vated, scalariform, its rounded wiiorls profoundly ribbed, subangulated 
or carinated medially, and crossed by numerous well-defined revolving 
lines, which alternate as coarser and finer stria^; the ribs of the whorl 
next to the body-whorl, and sometimes also the one abo\'e, distinctly 
tuberculated or spinose, or even coronated. 

Body-whorl very ventricose, obtusely angulatcd abo\e, with a row 
(in presumably adult individuals) of fiom eight to ten prominent scaly 
tubercles, which stand outward from the shoulder angulation; a single 
row of supra-basal tubercles, si.x or seven in number, some of which are 
developed into short pj'ramidal spines ; entire surface covered with coarse, 
closely arranged stricU, which may become partially obsolete on the 
shoulder. 
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Colunicllar surface broad, slightly flattened, completely covered by 
the thin labium; aperture about two-thirds the length of shell, or less, 

quadrangular, broadly-open. 
Length of largest specimen, somewhat more than four inches; greatest 

width, over the shoulder angulation, 2.7 inches. 
Caloosahatchie, in the banks below Fort Thompson. 
This species closely resembles the recent Melongena corona of the 

southern coast, and, at first sight, can be readily mistaken for it. But it 
differs in the greater elevation of the .spire, the obtuseness of the shoulder 
angulation (shoulder concave in M. corona), the much smaller number of 
spines, both on the superior and inferior carinations, the nature of the 
spines or tubercles, which are much more nearly closed (less scaly) in 
M. snbcoronata, and in the circumstance that the shoulder spines are 
directed outward, and not upward and inward, as we find them in M. 
corona. 

Fulgur rapum, nov. sp.    Fig. 4. 

Shell pyruliform, closely inwound, with a short depressed spire; 
whorls of the spire about five, gently crenated basally (or above the 
sutural line); apex papillate. 

Body-whorl ventricose, high, convex, sub-angulated above, and to an 
extent also inferiorly, somewhat nodulose on the rounded shoulders; 
neither true tubercles nor spines; tendency to nodulation in some cases 
entirely wanting; aperture of nearly the entire length of the shell, 
elliptical above, and produced into a long, narrow, straight canal, which 
is slightly deflected to one side; outer lip strongly lined internally. 

Columella arcuate, rapidly contracting the aperture at the beginning 
of the canal; columellar fold not very prominent. The entire surface of 
the shell covered with closely-placed, moderately elevated, revolving stris, 
which have a gently sinuous outline, and exhibit a distinct alternation 
of coarser and finer lines. 

Length, 6.5 inches; width, 3.5 inches. 
In the banks of the Caloosahatchie, below Fort Thompson. 
None of the recent species of Fulgur at all approach this shell, and 

even among the fossil species there is none from which it cannot almost 
immediately be distinguished. The species that most nearly resembles it 
is undoubtedly the form figured by Conrad on pi. 47 of his Medial 
Tertiary Fossils (1839) as F. inaxiinns, which has apparently never been 
described. The ornamentation of this shell is practically identical w ith 
that of F. rapjim, but it can be readily distinguished by its broad and 
arcuate canal, and the more elevated and scalariform spire. The swell- 
ing along the base of the body-whorl in F. maxitnus also helps to 
identify the species. 
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Fulgur maximus. 
Conrad, Fossils of tlic Medial Tertiary Formations, pi. 47, not described. 
Gill, " On the Genus Fulgur and its Allies," Am. Journ. Conch., iii, p. 46 (enumera- 

tion of species only). 

Shell sub-pyruliform, witli a short .scnlariform spire; spiral whorls 
about five, convex, slightly hollowed above the middle, the upper t\\ o or 
three gently carinated and crenulated. 

Body-whorl ventricose, somewhat concave on the shoulder, which 
supports a number of irregularly placed, and not clearly defined nodules; 
longitudinal lines of growth well-marked, disfiguring the surface of 
the shell; an irregular swelling near the base of the whorl; aperture 
nearly four-fifths the length of the shell, oval above, produced into a 
broad and open arcuate canal; outer lip striated internally. 

Columella sigmoidal, its surface covered with a thin callus; columellar 
fold nearly obsolete. The entire surface of the shell covered with nu- 
merous slightly wavy revolving lines, which in a measure alternate in size. 

This species, in its typical form, cannot readily be confounded with 
any of its immediate congeners; the absence of well-defined tubercles 
serves to distinguish it almost at a glance. But the incipient nodulation 
seen in some, or most of the specimens, becomes much more sharply 
defined in others, and, indeed, advances with such gradational steps that 
a continuous passage is led up to the prominently tuberculated F. Tritoiiis 
(Conrad, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sciences, 1862, p. 583), from the Miocene of Vir- 
ginia, and from this again,by insignificant changes, to/^7?/rAf/M (Proc. Acad- 
Nat. Sciences, p. 286), from the same series of deposits. The gradation 
is absolute, and permits of no natural separation of the different forms 
here indicated. Whether or not, therefore, these forms are to be regarded 
as distinct species, or as varieties representing but a single species, with 
well-marked characters defining the extreme forms, is of little moment. 
That they are modifications of, or derivatives from, one and the same 
form, there is, it appears to me, very little doubt. 

This species I identified among the fossils of the Caloosahatchie by a 
limited number of specimens. The largest of these, which measures 
upwards of five and a half inches in length, is absolutely undistinguish- 
able in character from the Miocene fossil. 

Fulgur contrarius, Conrad. 

Am. Journ. Science, xx.vix, p. 387; Fossils Medial Tert. Form. U. S., pi. 45, fig. 11. 
Busycon perversum, Emmons, North Carolina Geol. Rept. p. 249, fig   107. 

Common in the banks of the Caloosahatchie, below Fort Thompson. 
This shell has the general character of Fulgur rapiiiu, from which it 

differs in being sinistral. Dr. Gill, in his review of the genus Fulgur 
(Am. Journ. Conch., iii, p. 144), remarks that in the greater number of 
sinistral shells the form is not more obliquely wound than in the dextral, 
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as may be proved by the use of a mirror. This may or may not be true 
as a general thing, but the rule certainly does not hold in the case of the 
mutually representative species here referred to. The obliquity in F. 
coiitrariiis \s decidedly more pronounced than in F. rapiiin. 

I am not exactly satisfied as to the relation which this species holds 
to the recent forms. It certainly most nearly approaches F. perversus 
of Linnaeus, and I must admit that it is undistinguishable from some of 
the non-spinose varieties that are usually referred to this species. Whether 
these last, however, are specifically distinct from the typical spined F. 
pa~vcrsiis I am not prepared to say; they certainly have much the same 
general facies, and they would appear to grade into one another. Still, the 
distinguishing characters—rounded body-whorl, absence of spines, and a 
more closely-enveloping spire in the non-typical form—are well-marked, 
especially in the case of the fossils, where they appear to be constant, and 
may serve to characterize a good species. But whether distinct or not, 
it is positive that the fossil is represented in the living fauna. Our collec- 
tion contains one \-ery ponderous form, which retains all the distinctive 
characters of the smaller individuals, and may be immediately separated 
from F. pcrvcrsiis by its great convexity, the rounded outline of the body- 
whorl, and its pear-form. 

Dr. Gill {op. cit^j erroneously refers to this species the form described 
by Tuomey and Holmes, in their work on the Pliocene Fossils of South 
Carolina, as Busycon pcrvcrsuin (pi. 29, fig. 3). The species in question 
is Conrad's F. advcrsariits, referred to (Am. Journ. Conch., iii, p. 185) as 
the " only reversed form with tubercles instead of spines," but which, as 
far as I am aware, has thus far never been described. 

Fulgur excavatus, Conr. 

Am. Journ. Science, xxxi.x, p. 387; Foss. Med. Tert. Form., pi, 45, fig. 12. 
Cassidulus Carolinensis, Tuomey and Holmes, Pliocene Foss. S. Carolina, p. 147, 

pi. 30. fig. I. 

Common on the banks of the Caloosahatchic, below Fort Thompson. 
The typical forms of this species can be readily distinguished from 

the recent F. pynnii, Dillw., by its scalariform spine, more depressed, and 
slender body, and the much deeper sub-sutural canaliculation, which is 
also carried further towards the apex. The shell, in addition, appears to 
be considerably thicker. But these characters do not appear to be 
invariable, and I am far from satisfied that the species ought not to be 
classed rather with the recent form than as a distinct type. Numerous 
intermediate stages unmistakably unite it with F. pyruin. As is the case 
with the last, this species also exhibits a marked variation in the amount 
of angulation of the body-whorl, sometimes appearing merely rounded, 
with only a faint trace of carination, at other times very sharply angulated, 
and with a decidedly concave shoulder. 
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Fulgur pyTum, Dilluvn. 

Catalogue, 485. 
Tryon, Manual of Conchology, iii, p. 143, figs. 402, 403. 

One of the specimens that might be said to constitute the Fulgur 
cxcavatus series is unquestionably the recent form. It proves the im- 
practicability of drawing closely delimited division lines, where specific 
characters so closely approach one another, and demonstrates the nec- 
essarily arbitrary classification which the e\'idences of transformism must 
carry with them. 

Fulgur pyriformis, Conr. 

I have been unable to find a description of this species, and only 
know it from a specimen in the Academy's collection marked such in 
Conrad's handwriting. It is identical with the scalariform varieties (so 
considered) of F. pynim (F. plagosus of Conrad ?), which in several char- 
acters depart widely from the typical forms of that species, and might, 
perhaps, with propriety be considered distinct. It stands intermediately 
between F. excavaius and pynnit. 

Banks of the Caloosahatchie below Fort Thompson. 

Turbinella regina, nov. sp.    Fig. 5. 

Shell ovate-oblong, sub-fusiform; spire elevated, gradually tapering, 
and consisting of from eight to ten volutions ; whorls nearly flat, or 
slightly convex, somewhat angulated above, and only nodulose in the 
region of the apex; surface covered with revolving raised lines, about 
five on each whorl below the upper angulation, above which they are less 
pronounced and more closely placed. 

Body-whorl convex, considerably longer than one-half the length of 
the shell, and ornamented by numerous raised lines, similar to those 
found on the other whorls. Toward the base these lines become more 
crowded, somewhat flexuous and coarse, appearing in the form of paired 
rugations; suture impressed; aperture elliptical, produced into a 
straight, but deflected, canal of considerable length. 

Columellar surface covered with a thick deposit of callus, which 
leaves partially uncovered a long and narrow umbilicus; columellar 
plaits three, the median one of which is the strongest. 

Length of longest specimen—imperfect below and above, and lacking 
probablj'an inch and a half—eleven inches; width across the centre, four 
inches. 

Caloosahatchie, in the banks below Fort Thompson. 
We found but two specimens of this stately Turbinella, which in 

linear measure surpasses all other species of the genus, with the excep- 
tion of T. scolytmis. In its general characters it most approximates among 
recent forms Turbinella ovoidca of Kiener (Icon. Coq. Viv., 7), which is 
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said to inliabit the coast of Baliia, Brazil, and is not an uncommon species 
in the Miocene deposits of Santo Domingo (Gabb, " Santo Domingo," 
Trans. Am. Phil. See, xv, p. 218), but differs in its much more ponderous 
proportions, the greater relative elevation of the spire, the absence of 
well-marked nodulations on the whorls of the spire, and the smaller 
number of prominent revolving lines on the whorls of the spire. The 
body-whorl also lacks the basal quadrangulation seen in T. ovoidea. I 
know of no fossil form that in any way approaches the Florida species, 
nor any species of the existing Gulf fauna that is as near to it as T. 
ovoidea. 

Vasum horridum, nov. sp.    Fig. 6. 

Shell ovate, thick, ventricose, with the greatest width at about the 
middle; spire elevated, about one-fourth the length of the shell, and 
consisting of? nodulose volutions. 

Body-whorl strongly angulated on the shoulder—the angulation 
being at an angle of about 45 degrees to the outer wall—and probably 
prominently coronated with foliaceous or lamellar tubercles; surface, as 
well as that of the rest of the shell, profoundly grooved, with about eight 
sharply elevated revolving ridges below the shoulder angulation, the sixth 
and seventh from the top most prominent, and separated from each other 
by a space equal to two of the other interspaces ; sutural line somewhat 
impressed, and bordered inferiorly by a lamellar ridge ; aperture produced 
posteriorly into a short canal, somewhat more than one-half the length 
of the shell. 

Columellar surface covered with a thick deposit of callus, which 
leaves partially exposed a broad umbilicus; columellar plaits three, of 
which only the upper two are prominent, the basal one being rudimen- 
tary. 

Length of imperfect specimen, lacking probably a full half-inch, about 
five and a half inches; width, three and a half inches. 

Caloosahatchie, in the banks below Fort Thompson. 
We obtained but a single adult specimen of this large Vasttiii, whicH 

apparently exceeds all other species of the genus in size. Unfortunately, 
its imperfect condition prevents the absolute determination of all its charac- 
ters, but sufficient remains to indicate that it is a clearly-defined species. 
There are but few traces of the coronating tubercles left, but I think 
there can be no doubt, seeing the acute angulation of the shoulder, and 
the character of the spines in the young shell, that the tubercles were 
squamose, as in the East Asiatic V. imperialis and not of the typical blunt 
type seen in our southern V. niuricatum. From the latter, apart from 
the character just indicated, the Florida fossil differs in its less turbinate 
form, the greater length of its spire, the smaller  number and much 
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greater prominence of its revohing ridges, and in the deficiency of its 
columellar plaits. The shoulders of the whorls are also much less 
depressed than in the recent species, rising at a considerable angle instead 
of being nearly flat. 

In the sum of its characters the Florida fossil appears to be most 
closely related to Vits/au iinpcrialis, but unfortunately this assumption is 
based solely upon an examination of the figures and description of that 
form, the collections of the Academy of Natural Sciences, otherwise so 
rich in the department of concholog)-, being deficient in the species. 

Genus MAZZALINA, Conrad. 

This genus was constituted by Conrad for the reception of an Eocene 
fossil from Claiborne, Ala., which in general characters approximates the 
recent forms now generally referred to Lagena of Schumacher. The 
genus is thus briefly characterized (Journ. Acad. Nat. Sciences of 
Philadelphia, 2d sen, iv, p. 295): " Turbinate, smooth; columella 
projecting interiorly and furnished with closely arranged, oblique, obtuse 
plaits." Mr. Trj'on, in monographing the species of recent shells, appears 
to have overlooked this description, for in the appendi.x to his review of 
the family FusidJE (Manual of Conchology, iii, p. 225, 1881) he makes 
the following statement: " Genus Mazzalina, Conrad, not characterized;" 
—and further: "The type [M pyni/a'] appears to be very similar to 
Lagena, Schum., if not identical with that genus. I figure it from the 
original specimen." 

The reference of the genus to Lagena is, I believe, erroneous, and 
is probably founded upon an imperfect examination of the unique 
specimen, which is decidedly Lageniform, and the assumption that other 
specimens, if found, would depart somewhat from the type, and more 
nearly appro.ximate the recent form. In the light of additional speci- 
mens obtained during our recent explorations, I can affirm that the 
characters, such as they are, separating Mazzalina from Lagena are 
distinct and permanent, and leave no doubt as to the projiricty of 
separating the two genera (or sub-genera). Tiicsc characters are most 
clearly exhibited in the peculiarly flexuous disposition of the columella, 
the deflected and produced canal, obliquity of the columellar plaits, an^ 
the absence of an umbilicus. The general foini of the shell, too, is 
rather pyriform than bucciniform. 

Mazzalina bulbosa, nov. sp.    Fig. 7. 

Shell bulbiform, or imperfectly pear-shaped, ventricose, thin in sub- 
stance; spire conical, made up of about six convex whorls; aperture 
about two-thirds the length of the shell, oval, and produced anteriorly 
into a (deflected) canal of moderate length; outer lip thin, notched below 
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tile suti-iral lino, fciniiiiiLj a pioiiiiiicnt sinus, and crossed on its inner face 
by numerous parallel, raised (revolving) lines; columella conspicuously 
arched or flexed, with some five to seven oblique plaits, the lower two of 
which are much more proniiniMit than the others; no umbilicus; general 

surface of shell smooth. 
Length, two and half inches; width across the centre, somewhat more 

than an inch and a third. 
Caloosahatchie, in the banks below Fort Thompson. 
Tliis species appears at first sight veiy much like the l^ocene iM. 

pynila, but nia\- be readily distinguished by its greater ventricosity, the 
convexity of the whorls, and the absence of the sutural carination (or 
more properly, sub-angulation). The columellar jjjaits are also con- 
siderably more prominent in the hlorida form. 

As far as I am aware these are the only two species that can be 
properly included in the genus, which apjjears, consequently, to be ex- 
tinct. Whether or not the modern Lagena, which so closely resembles 
it, is immediately related, remains to be determined. 

Voluta Floridana, iiov. sp.    Fig. 8. 

Shell fusiform-o\'ate, smooth, except two or three of the terminal 
whorls of the spire, which are longitudinally ribbed, and cancellated by 
a number of delicate revolving lines; spire elevated, of about six volu- 
tions, terminating in a slightly papillated apex ; whorls convex, hollowed 
above the middle, the depression in the upper whorls forming a sub- 
sutural band or carination. 

Body-whorl smooth, about four-fifths the length of the shell, covered 
with delicate revolving lines, which become obsolete with age; aperture 
of nearly equal length, truncated at base; columellar surface with four 
prominent oblique folds, the upper of which is generally the longest. 

Length of longest specimen somewhat less than six inches; greatest 
width, 2.3 inches. 

Abundant in the banks of the Caloosahatchie below Fort Thompson. 
I have little hesitation in affirming that this shell is the probable 

ancestor of the recent Voluta Juiionia of Chemnitz which is occasion- 
ally obtained along the western keys (Egmont Key, etc.) and in the 
deeper waters of some of the inner bays. So close is the resemblance 
between the two species that at first sight there would appear to be not 
even the most insignificant characters by which to separate them. Al- 
though the fossils are in nearly all cases badly worn, yet in some the 
indications of color are still fairly preserved, which lead me to conclude 
that the general coloration of the shell was much as in the recent form. 
About the only character of any significance that I can indicate which 
might serve to distinguish the two species Ues in the formation of the 
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apical portion of the spire, which is much more distinctly papillated in 
Valuta Junoiiia, and on which the longitudinal sulcation is but barely 
visible. Although these characters are seemingly of not much import- 
ance, they are, nevertheless, constant, and serve invariabl}- to distinguish 
the one form from the other; were it not for them, I must admit that it 
would be very difficult, if not impossible, to separate the two. The 
Florida fossil appears, ho\\f\'er, to attain a much larger size; at least, I 
have seen no specimens of the recent species that in any way begin to 
compare with it, nor have I seen any figures or descriptions of the shell 
that would lead me to infer that equally large specimens have ever- been 
found. Still, the same is not impossible, and I am informed by Mr. John 
Ford, of this city, that, to the best of his recollection, specimens of Valuta 
JuHonia of the size above indicated had been seen by him. 

It is certainly an interesting circumstance to find a large volute so 
nearly resembling the recent species, yet slightly differing from it, in a 
geological formation antedating the present era by but a single period, 
and in a region corresponding to the habitat of the living form, espec- 
ially where no traces of the latter are to be found associated with it. 
That the one is a modified descendant of the other we have, of 
course, no direct means of proving, but the inference in that direction 
is certainly very strong—indeed, almost irresistible. To assume that the 
Pliocene species should have become totally extinct before the modern 
era, and been then followed by a specifically new form almost absolutely 
its identical, as far as we are able to judge, and in a region which 
appears to have undergone during the common period but little alteration 
either in its physical or physiographical features, is barely consonant 
with our present evolutionary conceptions, and certainly far less plausible 
than the view which holds the interderivation of the two forms. The 
latter supposition, apart from its own abstract position, is further strength- 
ened by the similar resemblances which bind together other members of 
the recent and extinct Floridian faunas. 

If, however, this species is interesting as indicating a probable line of 
modification and descent progressionally, it is equally interesting as 
indicating a similar line retrospectively, or one leading up to it from a 
still earlier period. Thus, the species stands in about as intimate relation 
with the Valuta Tnnhalini of Tuomey and Holmes, from the late Miocene 
or Mio-Pliocene deposits of South Carolina, as it does with the recent 
Valuta Junania, and, indeed, might be properly considered to effect a 
passage between the two. About the only distinctive character separ- 
ating it from the older form; likewise, as far as we are permitted to judge 
in the absence of color ornamentation and the animal itself, the one char- 
acter separating the last from the recent species, is the less prominence 
of the spire in V. Trcnholiiii, and a corresponding  rise in the shoulders 
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of tlic Ijody-whorl, L;iviiig tlic slu.'ll a less fusiform outline than in cither 
y. Fluridana or V. Jiinonia* lUit just in this character tlie last two 
species are absolutely in accoid, )'et, strikingly enough, the immature 
shells of V. Trculioliiii and V. I'loridaiia are, in this respect, undis- 
tinguishable. The fact that we have in the Miocene, Pliocene, and 
recent periods but a single species of the type here referred to inhabiting 
the (approximate) region under consideration, combined with the circum- 
stance that over a considerable poition of this region no species of 
Voluta are any longer to be found, lends, I believe, conclusive evidence 
proving a case of true evolution and migration. 

Mitra lineolata, nov. sp.    Fig. 9. 

Shell fusiform, gradually tapering ; spire elevated, of six or seven 
volutions, terminating in a papillated apex, which, however, is wanting in 
all but the youngest specimens ; whorls of spire deeply furrowed, three 
pseudo-sulcations on each whorl, formed or bounded by four sharply 
raised revolving lines or ridges, the lower of which is less prominent thar 
the others, and constitutes a supra-sutural carination; suture slightly 
impressed. 

Body-whorl gently convex, excavated below the suture, which is 
bounded inferiorly by a double carination; surface ':rossed by numerous 
(nearly equally placed) elevated revolving lines, which are not raised into 
ridges as on the other whorls ; towards the base these lines become 
crowded, here and there appearing in pairs, which are separated by shallow 
sulcations; aperture semi-lunate, considerabi)' more than half the length 
of the shell; outer lip thin. 

Columellar surface nearly straight, crossed by seven oblique plaits, 
which rapidly diminish in prominence from above downwards. 

Length, four inches; width, 1.3 inches. 
Caloosahatchie, in the banks below Fort Thompson. 
This species most nearly resembles Mitra Caroli/if/tsis of ConTa.d, origi- 

nally described from the Miocene of Duplin Co., North Carolina (Am. Journ. 
Science,xxxix, p. 387; xli, p. 345, pi. ii, fig. 5), and subsequently identified by 
Tuomey and Holmes from the nearly equivalent deposits of South Caro- 
lina. The general characters of the two species are very nearly the same, 
and on a cursory inspection the Florida and Carolina fossils could readily 
be mistaken for one another. Closer examination, however, reveals the 
following points of difference, which I find to be constant for all the 
specimens of both species that I have had an opportunity to study: In 
Alitra Caroli)icusis the revolving lines on the body-whorl are much less 

*■ The type specimen of this species, which has been kindly submitted to me for 
examination by Prof Whitfield, of the American Museum of Natural History of New 
York, has a more markedly papillate apex than either the Florida fossil or Valuta Junonia. 
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proniinciit than in J/. liiuolata—this [ioitioii of tlic shell appeariiv^ neaiiy 
smooth—and towards the base, best seen on the back, the\- arc no longer 
clci'atcd \y\xt impressed, or impressed with a martjinal cariiiation, a feature 
not seen in J/. Hiicolata, in which all the lines ai'c elevated ; in J/. Caro- 
liiuitsis the infra-siitural excavation, besides being narrowci', is clearly 
defined on several of the whorls, whereas in M.liiicolata it is apparent as 
such only on the body-whorl; the whorls of the spire in M. Caroliiiciisis 
arc much more distinctly convex, whereas the ele\-ated ridges are not 
nearly as sharpl)- defined as the\' are in J/. liiuohUa. The young of J/. 
liiicolata is equally ridged over the entire surface, w hich does nut ai)pear 
to be the case with J/. Carolincnsis. 

Despite the differences here indicated, there can hardly be a doubt, it 
appears to me, that the two forms are merel)' deri\ati\-es one from the 
other—an expression of the ceaseless law of cx'olution.* 

Marginella limatula, Conrad. 

Jour. Acad. Nat. Sciences, Pliila., vii, p.  140. 

I identif)- a shell from the Caloosahatchie with this species, which 
may, perhaps, be properly considered to be onl)' a \-ariety of the recent 
M. apiciua of Mencke. The typical forms of the latter, however, differ 
in the produced spire and in lacking the prominent denticulations on the 
labrum. In the series of Marginellas obtained by Gabb from the 
Miocene deposits of Santo Domingo, and identified by that paleontolo- 
gist with M. apiciua, we have the gradual passage leading from the high- 
spired form to the form in which the apex is almost completely buried 
in the callus developed by the rising outer lip; the character of the 
Granulations on the labrum is also shown to vary considerably. Gabb's 
form appears to be identical with the species from the Caloosahatchie, 
and, as far as I can determine, is undistinguishable from the Miocene 
fossil of the Carolinas and Virginia.    The species referred to by Tuomey 

* Since writing the above I have obtained for comparison, through the kindness (if Prof. 
Whitfield, of the American Museum of Natural History of New York, the specimen which 
Tuomey and Holmes identified with Conrad's species. This shows a character of ornamen- 
tation more nearly that of the Florida fossil, but the conve.\ity of the spiral whorls, and the 
lesser prominence of the revolving ribs or suleations, serve readily to distinguish it from 
that species. It really stands intermediate between the typical Mitra Caroliiunsis and 
Miira liiicolata, although nearer the former, and whether all three shouhl now be united 
into a single species, or the extremes, which are very well marked, be retained apart, is a 
matter of little import. It is manifest that with the continued discovery of intermediate 
forms the classification of species (and no less that of genera, etc.) will become more and 
more artificial and arbitrary, necessitating ultimately, if convenience is still to be con- 
sidered, the placing of the same "specific " form, with its attendant varieties, into a series 
which might include distinct species, genera, families, or even orders. For it cannot be 
denied that the relationship established through phylogeny is at least as important from a 
classificatory point of view as that furnished by the ta.xononiic characters (Krivi-d from 
living forms alone. 
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anil Ildlnics as iK-iiij^' abiiiulant in tlic I'ost-riiDCcnc ticposits of South 
Carolina, and but barely dilTcrinL; from M. liinatula, is undoubtedly the 
recent M. apiciiia. 

Oliva literata, Lamarck. 
Annales du Museum, xvi, p. .jij. 
Tryon, Manual of Concliulogy, v, p. S3, pi. 31, figs. 5-7. 

Oliva reticularis, Lamarck. 
Annales du Museum, xvi, p. 314. 
Tryon,  Manual of Concliology, v, p. S3, pi.   30, figs.  90-95;   ))1   31,  figs. 96, 4 ; 

Pl- 3t> fig- 57- 

Both of these forms, as far as I am able to judge, are represented 
among the fossils of the Caloosahatchie. The two species, however, so 
very closely resemble one anotlie'r in the general characters of the shell, 
that I am far from certain that they can in all cases be distinguished in 
the absence of color-markings. The produced and more attenuated 
spire of 0. literata, which may serve in the majority of instances to 
separate this species from 0. rctiadaris, is not a constant distinguishing 
character, inasmuch as we sometimes find the relative condition of this 
portion of the shell reversed; i. e., depressed in 0. literata and elevated 
in 0. reticularis. A more constant character can, perhaps, be obtained 
from the direction taken by the basal columellar folds, which, as a 
rule, are slightly more transverse and arched in 0. reticularis—more 
nearly direct in 0. literata.- I must admit, however, that the correspon- 
dences and divergences seen in these minor characters give but insecure 
grounds for either the determination or separation of the species; 
indeed, it appears to me, it might be fairly questioned whether the two 
living forms here indicated are not in reality only varieties of one and the 
same species. 

Columbella rusticoides, nov. sp.    Fig. <f'. 

Shell turreted, with an acute spire of some six volutions; whorls 
convex, impressed below the suture, the uppermost obscurely plicated, 
the lower ones indistinctly (longitudinally) lined; body-whorl high, flat- 
tened on the shoulder, and ornamented with numerous revolving lines 
(or bands), the upper of w hich are nearly obsolete; aperture ascending, 
narrow, somewhat more than one-half the length of the shell; outer lip 
thick, coarsely crenulated ; columellar surface with five or six basal beads. 

Length, .5 inch. 
From the banks below Fort Thompson. 
This species is very close to the recent (European) C. rustica, differing 

from it mainly in the upper angulation of the body-whorl and the sub- 
sutural sulcation of the whorls generally. It is a little remarkable that 
it should approach a trans-Atlantic form more nearlv than any of the 
American species. 

6 
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Canoellaria reticulata, L. 
Syst. Nat., 12th ed., p. 1190. 
Tryon, Manual of Coiichology, vii, p. 69, pi. 2, figs. 25, 26. 

Banks of the Caloosaliatchie, below Fort Thompson. 

Pleurotoma limatulal Conrad. 

Joiirn. Acad. Nat. Sciences, Pliila., vi, p. 224, pi. ix, fig. 12. 

Several individuals of a small Pleurotoma were found in the banks 
below Fort Thompson, which agree very closely with the Miocene fossil 
from Maryland, differing from it mainly, or solely, in a somewhat pro- 
nounced acuteness of the obliquely directed ribs. The limited number 
of specimens at my command prevent me from absolutely determining 
a specific identity, which, however, I firmly believe exists. The species 
represents /'. Sucssi from the Vienna Basin. 

Conu3 Tryoni, nov. sp.    Fig. 10. 

Shell sub-conical, sinistral, rather thin in substance; spire more 
elevated than in the typical cones, of about eight or nine volutions, termi- 
nating in a prominent pointed ape.x ; whorls of the spire subangulated, or 
carinated above the suture, the carination sharply but minutely crenulated 
on the first five or six whorls; suture bordered inferiorly by a prominent 
raised convex line, which is followed by from four to five less prominent 
(and occasionally quite obscure) revolving lines on the shoulders of the 
whorls. 

Body-whorl about four-fifths the length of the shell, gentl}- convex, 
crossed for the greater part of its extent by numerous obscure lines or 
composite bands, which become conspicuous toward the base, and 
exhibit there a distinct, although irregular, alternation of coarser and 
finer lines. 

Aperture somewhat aicuate, broadest near the base; columellar 
surface slightly folded basally; outer lip thin; sinual inflection a half- 
inch in depth. 

Length, five inches; greatest width, 2.3 inches. 
Caloosahatchie, in the banks below Fort Thompson. 
This beautiful cone, by far the largest reversed species of the genus 

with which I am acquainted, can readily be distinguished from the only 
other sinistral form that has thus far been described from the Tertiary 
deposits of the Eastern United States, Cmiiis advcrsarius, by its more 
ponderous proportions, the greater relative elevation of the spire, and 
the revolving lines on the shoulders of the whorls. These last are 
obscured through erosion in some specimens, which then more nearly 
approach the Miocene fossil. There appears to be a narrower form of 
this type, which possibly represents a distinct species. It differs in the 
more pronounced angulation of the body-whorl, the lesser relative width 
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of the crown, and a more pronounced stniij^Iit-sidedness in the bounding 
Hnes of tlie shell. The number of such specimens in our collection is 
not very great, and scarcely sufficient to warrant a specific separation of 
the form from the species just described. 

Named after Geo. W. Tryon, Jr.. the distinguished conchologist of 
the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, from whom the 
author has received much valuable assistance in the preparation of this 
and other paleontological papers. 

Conus Meroati f Brocclii. 

Conchiologia Fossile Subapeimiiia, ii, p. 2S7, pi. 2, fig. 6. 
Hiirnes, Die foss. MoUusken d. Tertiarbeckens von Wien, ii, p. 23. 

Shell obconical, broad, straight-sided; spire moderately elevated, 
gradually sloping for about si.x: volution.s, then abruptly elevated in the 
apex; total number of volutions about twelve ; surface smooth ; aperture 
nearly straight and parallel-sided; columellar folds obscure. 

Length, 2.3 inches; width, 1.3 inches. 
Caloosahatchie, banks below Fort Thompson. 
The species of cone here described so closely resembles in its 

general features Conus Mercati of Brocchi that I fail to find any distin- 
guishing characters by which to separate it from that form, with which I 
have accordingly doubtfully united it. It must be admitted, however, 
that the determination of the species of Conus is a very difficult one, 
rendered doubly so in the absence of all color-markings. In our speci- 
mens, unfortunately, no markings remain; hence, despite the general 
agreement, some little uncertainty must still attach to an identification 
which neglects one of the primary distinguishing characters. 

The species is apparently also closely related to a Santo Domingo 
fossil which Gabb identifies (doubtfully) with Michelotti's C. Ba-ghausii, 
but differs from it in the more pronounced angulation of the shoulder, 
and the greater elevation of the apex. From the Miocene Conus Mary- 
landicus, of Conrad, it can readily be distinguished by its much greater 
width, the comparatively depressed spire, and the absence of carinations 
on the whorls of the spire. 

Conus catenatus 1 Sowerby. 

Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc. London, vi, p. 45, pi. 11, fig. 2. 

I refer to this species a number of small cones which agree so 
closely with the Santo Domingo fossil as to be barely separable from it. 
The only differences that I can detect, and these are but very faintly 
indicated, are a slight concavity in the outline of 6". catenatus, and a 
somewhat more pronounced elevation above one another of the whorls 
of the spire. 
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Strombus Leidyi, nov. sp.    Fig. ii. 

Shell of the general habit of Strombus accipitrinus, thick, ponderous, 
and, barring the wing, oblong-fusiform, with an abruptly reflected base ; 
spire elevated, somewhat less than one-half the length of the shell, and 
consisting of from eight to ten volutions ; the whorls flattened, the upper 
sh'ghtly nodose along their basal margins ; surface of the whorls orna- 
mented with numerous elevated revolving lines, which alternate irregularly 
in size—from twelve to fifteen on the larger whorls—and are crossed at 
right angles by longitudinal faintly-waved creases or ridges, representing 
lines of growth; body-whorl slightly concave on the shoulder, and pro- 
jected anteriorly into a symmetrically curved wing, which ascends to 
about the middle of the penultimate whorl of the spire, and whose furthest 
expansion corresponds approximately with the centre line of the shell; 
body-whorl faintly tuberculated on the shoulder, the seven or more 
tubercles continued as so many distinct ridges extending about half-way 
to the base, and showing a tendency in some specimens to develop into 
true nodes; surface of the shoulder covered with numerous slightly- 
waved or crenulated concentric lines, which below the shoulder are re- 
placed by broad regularly-placed bands (about fifteen or sixteen in 
number, and measuring about five to the inch), which, more especially on 
the expanded portion of the wing, can be clearly seen to be of a composite 
nature; wing very thick, thickest near the margin, and but faintly reflected ; 
columellar surface covered with a thick deposit of callus, which extends 
nearly to the posterior apex of the recurved base. 

Length of largest specimen, eight inches; greatest width, five inches. 
Very abundant in the banks of the Caloosahatchie below Fort Thomp- 

son, where it is found from the water-line to the base of the Venus cancel- 
lata (Post-Pliocene) bed ; I am not sure that we obtained any specimens 
from the latter deposit, but, doubtless, the species is also found there. 
Specimens despoiled of the wings have the form of Conorbis, and could 
readily be mistaken for giant species of that genus, especially as there is 
a slight sinual flexion in the lines of growth over the shoulder. 

This beautiful stromb, which I take pleasure in naming after the dis- 
tinguished President of the Philadelphia Academy, has unquestionably its 
nearest ally in the recent Strombus accipitrinus, Lam. (5. costatus, Gmelin), 
of the West Indian seas. Lideed, its resemblance to certain varietal forms 
of this species is so great, that in the absence of specimens for immediate 
comparison the one might almost be mistaken for the other, and I feel 
confident that in the recent form we have merely a derivative from the 
fossil; in other words, that the fossil species is the direct or immediate 
ancestor of the living one. This conclusion is supported, apart from the 
general characters uniting the two species, and the circumstance that 
S. accipitrinus is the only form now living in the region, or elsewhere, 
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which at all approx-iiiiatcs in stnictui'o tlu' fossil species, by the ready 
adaptability to xariatimi which the recent form exhibits. So marked, 
indeed, is this tendency to vary that some of the extreme varieties of the 
species miglit almost be said to approach more nearly .9. Lcidyi than 
their own type forms. This variation is seen in the flattening of the 
whorls of the spire, the less prominence of the wings, and in a reduction in 
the size of the tubercles of the body-whorl, characters, in the accentua- 
tion of \\hich, piimarily, .V. Lcidyi differs from S. accipitrinus. In 
the more common, or what might be called typical, forms of the latter 
species the wing is quadrangular, exhibiting its greatest expansion above 
the shoulder-line of the shell; in the greater number of individuals of 
6". Lcidyi, on the contrar)-, the wing has a regular crescentic out- 
line, although a tendency toward quadrangulation is ver)' ajiparent in 
many of the specimens. It might be said that the two species vary 
toward each other in respect of this character, the one showing a 
tendency toward losing the quadrangulation of the wing, the other toward 
assuming it. A like variable feature separating the two species is ex- 
hibited in the nodulation (S. accipitrinns) or non-nodulation {S. Lcidyi) 
of the whorls of the spire. Of much more permanent value as dis- 
tinguishing characters are the greater elevation and flattening of the 
spire in 5. L.cidyi, the absence of true tubercles on the body-whorl, 
and the much greater ponderosity of the shell generally. 

Lister figures a stromb (pi. 856), Siroinbus integer of Swainson, which 
in many respects, especially in the form and structure of the wing, recalls 
the Florida fossil. The species is described b\- Gray in his " Descriptive 
Catalogue of Shells" (June, 1832, p. 2) as follows: "Shell ventricose, 
solid, white; spire elongate, conical; last whorl nodulose behind; lip 
thick, rounded, white." Most authors, it appears, have failed to identif)' this 
species, described from a figure alone, as a member of the living fauna, 
and have accordingly discarded it from their catalogues. Morch, how- 
e\-er, claims it as a good species, and adds (Malakozoologische Blatter, 
xxiv, p. 17): " In 1869 I obtained by [from] Mr. Landaucr, at ]'"rankfurt, 
a .specimen from a French collection marked ' .S'. iiici-iiiis, h'lorides,' 
exactly corresponding to Lister's figure. It is the nnl_\- [one] I recnlject 
to have seen." His description of the species is as follows: 'J'lstd 
plaidiisciila, solididn, n/l)csrciis; spira c/i>iig(U<i, acula, coiiica; ultniio 
anfrachc postice Icvitcr nodidosn ; labro tenia CApdiiso. Whellier or not 
Morch and Gray refer in their descriptions to the same species, it is a 
little difficult to determine, despite the assurance gi\-en us 1))- the foinier 
that his specimen corresponds absolutely with Lister's figures. There can 
be little question from Lister's drawing that the specimen intended to be 
represented by him has a thick lip, as correctly intei'preted by Gra\-, 
whereas   Morch maintains that   the lip is thin.    The   general   form   of 
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Lister's species, especiall)' the outline of the wing, is so unlike that of 
any stromb, except the Florida fossil, that one might be readily tempted, 
making due allowance for imperfect drawing, to unite the two into a 
single species, the more especially as the shell is described (by Gray) as 
being white, a feature foreign to the recent representatives of the 
family, and indicative to a certain extent of a fossil condition. Indeed, 
the only marked difference between the two forms appears to lie in the 
more pronounced nodulation of the spire in 5". integer, a feature not un- 
likely exaggerated in the drawing, which is manifestly erroneous in the 
delineation of the spire. Were it not for Morch's positive statement that 
he has secured a specimen, with a thin lip, absolutely conforming to 
Lister's drawing, I should have felt little hesitancy in relegating 
Swainson's species to the category of fossils, and of uniting with it 
the species from the Caloosahatchie; and even now I am far from 
convinced that this identity does not exist, but as it appears prac- 
tically hopeless to positively identify any form with the 5. integer, I 
have deemed it the safer plan to describe the Florida fossil as a distinct 
species. 

Strombus pugilis, L. 
Linna:us, Syst. Natume, I2th ed., p. 1209. 
Tryon, Manual of Conchology, Part xxvi, p. 109, pi. 2, figs. 13-15. 

This species, in the variety known as .S. alatiis, Gmel., is fairly 
abundant in the Venus canccllata bed at Fort Thompson, but less so in 
the underlying Pliocene deposits. The specimens obtained do not differ 
essentially from the recent form. 

Genus CYPE.ff:A. 

Subgenus Siphocypraea, Heilprin. 

I propose this subgenus for a group of remarkable Cypra;as, which 
differ from all other members of the family in the possession of a deep, 
comma-shaped sulcus or depression, occupying the apical portion of the 
shell, and which, as the posterior continuation of the aperture, is curved 
dextrally around the a.xis of involution. It would appear that the presence 
of this sulcus is due to a siphonal prolongation of the mantle, which, 
contrary to what is seen in other Siphonata, must have been pro- 
jected in advance of the animal; otherwise, the position of the sulcus 
would have been posterior, instead of anterior, to the apical axis. The 
other characters of the shell are those of Cyprjea generally. In the 
absence of positive knowledge respecting the organization of the 
animal, I have retained it provisionally under Cyprsea, although not 
improbably the distinguishing characters above indicated arc of generic 
value. 
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Cypraea (Siphooypraea) problematioa, iiov. sp.    Fig. 12. 

Shell ovatcly cylindrical, CDinplctcly involute, exhibitiiiL; in the apical 
region a deep comnia-shaped depression—prolongation of the aperture— 
which is wound dextrally around the axis of involution. 

Base plano-convex, slightly tumid superiorly; aperture somewhat 
eccentt'ic, narrow, arcuate, continued into the comma-shaped depression 
above referred to; canal short, broadly reflected; labrum with from 
twenty to twenty-five prominent plaits, which are considerably stronger, 
and much less crowded, than the equally numerous plaits on the colu- 
mellar surface. 

Length, 2.7 inches; width, 1.4 inches. 
Common in the banks of the Caloosahatchie below Fort Thompson. 
This species is a much narrower shell than the Miocene Cyprcsa 

Caroliiinisis, and differs in like respect from all the larger Tertiary species 
of the West India Islands with which I am acquainted. It most nearly 
approaches in outline the recent Cyprcea exanthema, of the Florida coast. 
The remarkable comma-shaped depression on the apical portion serves to 
distinguish it readily from all other species of the genus, either recent or 
fossil, that have come under my notice. 

Pyrula reticulata?   Lam. 

Animaux s. Vert^bres (Ficula), ix, p. 510. 
Tryon, Manual of Conchology, vii, p. 265, pi. 5, fig. 28; pi. 6, fig. 33. 

Caloosahatchie, in the banks below Fort Thompson. 
Mr. Tryoii separates the common species of the southern United 

States {P. papyratia of Say) from the eastern P. reticulata, observing that 
the shell of the former is slimmer and more delicately sculptured. 
Whether these seemingly trivial characters are constant or not in the 
living forms I am not prepared to say, but, obviously, the ornamentation 
of the Florida fossil more nearly resembles that of Lamarck's species than 
of the presumably distinct form described by Say. 

Natica canrena, L. 

Mus. Ulr., p. 674. 
Tryon, Manual of Concliology, viii, [i. 20, pi. 4, fig. 58. 

Caloosahatchie, banks below Fort Thompson. 

Natica duplicata, Say. 
Journ. Acad. Nat. Scienoes, Phila., ii, p. 247. 
Tryon, Manual of Conchology, viii, p. 33, pi. 12, fig. 3. 

Below Fort Thompson. 

Crucibulum verrucosum, Reeve. 

Conch. Icon., ii, Crucibulum, Species 19. 
Tryon, Manual of Conchology, viii, p. 119. 
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Turritella perattenuata, nov. sp.    Fig. 13. 

Shell very slender, gradually tapering ; whorls very numerous, doubly 
carinated, the carinse crenulated or beaded, the upper and lower about 
equally removed from the upper and basal margins of the whorls respec- 
tively, the upper carina frequently appearing double through the presence 
of a contiguous additional line; shoulderof the whorls prominent, with one 
or two elevated lines; the concave space between the carina; with two 
obsoletely crenulated lines, the upper of which is somewhat the more 
prominent.    Aperture quadrangular. 

Length of a restored specimen nearly five inches; greatest width, 
.6 inch. 

Common in the banks of the Caloosahatchie below Fort Thompson. 
This shell can be at once distinguished by its extremely elongated or 

attenuated outline, surpassing in this character all other forms of the genus 
with which I am acquainted, either recent or fossil. It bears a (super- 
ficially) close resemblance to Turritella tornata of Guppy (Q. Journ. Geol. 
Soc, London, xxii, p. 580), a Miocene fossil of the island of Santo Domingo, 
but differs in its more slender outline, the greater relative elevation of 
the shoulder, and in the less prominence of the two intermediate lines 
between the carinas. These are also much more distinctly beaded in T. 
tornata. Gabb maintains (" Santo Domingo," Trans. Am. Philos. Soc, xv, 
p. 240) that Guppy's description applies only to a single variety of the 
species, and enumerates other characters which are by him held to cover 
other varieties of the species as well. I fail, however, to see upon what 
ground this emendation to the original description is made. The speci- 
mens in Mr. Gabb's collection marked T. tornata certainly do embrace 
two or more distinct forms of Turritella one of which is indisputably 
Guppy's species, but why these should be all linked together as a single 
species I do not exactly comprehend. It is true that they bear a general 
resemblance toward one another, both in outline and ornamentation, but 
I fail to detect any gradual passage of the one form into the other—a con- 
dition which might naturally be expected on the hypothesis of specific 
identity—at any rate, not into the form which accords precisely with 
Guppy's description. 

Turritella apicalis, nov. sp.    Fig. 14. 

Shell gracefully tapering, with an acute apex; whorls numerous, 
straight-sided, carinated above and below, the carina: about equally 
removed from the upper and lower sutures respectively, distinctly beaded ; 
a prominent subsutural line, placed about medially on the shoulders of the 
whorls; the flattened .space between the carinse with an obscurely beaded 
sub-median line, and numerous finer lines, which arc almost invisible to 
the naked eye; the beads of the cariiKe dblique, and inclined in opposite 
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directions, the upper ones downward to the rij^ht, tiie lower ones down- 
ward to the left; aperture quadrangular. 

Length, 1.7 inches; width of base, .3 inch. 
Caloosahatchie, abundant in the banks below Fort Thomjjson. 

Turritella oingulata, nov. sp.    Fig. 15. 

Shell elevated, straight-sided; whorls flat, faintly carinatcd inferiorly 
by an obscurely beaded (or " roped ") line or band, which is followed 
successively in the direction of the apex by two distinctly crenulated or 
beaded lines, an obliquely and obscurely lined (barely elevated) band, 
and a delicate terminal line; the band above the two lines is more dis- 
tinctly beaded along its base, appearing somewhat like a third crenulated 
line; aperture quadrangular. 

Length, 2.4 inches; width of base, .5 inch. 
From the banks below Fort Thompson. 

Turritella mediosulcata, nov. sp.    Fig. 16. 

Shell rapidly tapering, straight-sided; whorls flattened, appearing 
somewhat concave through the presence of a depressed median area or 
band, which is bounded inferiorly by a fairly prominent beaded line; 
surface covered with numerous fine revolving lines, which above the 
medial depression are cut obliquely (downward to the right) by obscure 
rugations ; aperture quadrangular; base flat. 

Length of fragment, 1.5 inches; width of base, .4 inch. 
A solitary specimen, from below Fort Thompson. 

Turritella subannulata, nov. sp.    Fig. 17. 

Shell turreted, acuminate; whorls angular, marked by a broad basal 
impressed band or channel, which is ornamented with numerous delicate 
revolving lines; surface of the whorls above the channel longitudinally 
plicated, with two well-defined submedial lines, and numerous finer lines, 
as in the channel; aperture rounded ; base convex. 

Length, 1.2 inches; width of base, .25 inch. 
Abundant in the banks below Fort Thompson. 

Cerithium atratum 1 Born. 

Mus. Caes., p. 324, pi. ii, figs. 17, iS. 

I doubtfully refer to this species a solitary .specimen found in the banks 
below Fort Thompson. It is a somewhat more elevated shell than the 
recent form, and its ornamentation also differs slightly; but on the whole 
its fades is very similar, and I am inclined to believe that among a selec- 
tion of specimens individuals would be found to grade into the typical 
C. atratum, which is itself a markedly variable species. The specimen 
measures an inch and a half in length. 

4f)l 
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Cerithium ornatissimum, nov. sp.    Fig. iS. 

Shell acuminate, gracefully tapering; whorls numerous, fifteen or 
more, furrowed below the suture, and rugated with a very elaborate or- 
namentation ; the upper seven or eight whorls of the spire distinctly 
plicated (longitudinally), the plications on the lower whorls becoming obso- 
lete, and replaced by broken nodes, which are disposed in a double series 
—one row above the sub-sutural furrow, the other immediately below it 
—the nodes of the two series at first opposite, then alternate; the lower por- 
tions of the whorls granulated; body-whorl with four distinct lines of 
granulations, the basal one, which is separated by an interval from the 
others and followed by three elevated, non-granulated lines, the strongest; 
entire surface of the shell covered with fine revolving lines, which alter- 
nate in size; aperture about one-fifth the length of shell, gently arcuate. 

Length, somewhat above two inches; width, a half-inch. 
A solitary specimen from the banks below Fort Thompson. 
This species can be readily distinguished by its form and ornamenta- 

tion from the recent C. atratiiiit and C. clnirucuiii^ to both of which it bears 
a general resemblance. 

LAMELLIBRANCHIATA. 

Panopaea Menardi, Desliayes.    Fig. ig. 

Diet. Class. d'Hist. Nat., xiii, p. 22. 
Panopcea Faujasi (auct.). 

Several large specimens from the banks below Fort Thompson, with 
the valves still attached. 

I can find no characters by which to separate the Florida fossil from 
the well-known species of the European Miocene and Pliocene formations. 
It is almost without doubt the species figured and described by Say as 
Panopcea rcflcxa (Journ. Acad. Nat. Sciences Phila., vol. 4, p. 153, pi. xiii, 
fig. 4), which is stated to have the " shell transversely oblong-subovate ; 
anterior margin somewhat narrower and longer than the posterior mar- 
gin, the edge reflected; surface wrinkled, and profoundly so towards the 
base. Length, three inches and two-fifths; breadth, five inches and scven- 
tenths." In the above description posterior [margin] should stand for an- 
terior and vice versa ; JiciglU for length and length for breadth. I have 
not seen any specimens from the American Miocene deposits which corre- 
spond with Say's figures. The form that has been identified with it by 
Conrad—of which the collections of the Academy possess numerous 
specimens—and which has been generally accepted as Say's species, is a 
very different shell, easily recognized by its declining posterior slope, the 
position of the uniboncs, which are almost invariably placed nearer the pos- 
terior border than the anterior, and the acute angulation and narrowness of 
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the sinual inflection. In Say's P. rcflexa, as well as in the P'lorida fossil and 
P. Menardi, the hinge-Hne is about equally elevated both anteriorly and 
posteriorly, the beaks are somewhat anterior, and the sinual inflexion 
relatively shorter and broader. The shell is also more massive. In view 
of the differences here indicated, I would propose for the common form 
of the Atlantic Middle Tertiaries, hitherto referred to Panopaa reflexa, 
the name of P. cymbnla, the species to be defined as follows: 

Fanopaea oymbula, nov. sp.    Fig. 20. 
Panopcea reflexa, of most authors. 

Shell expanding anteriorly, where it is highest, gracefully rounded; 
rapidly sloping posteriorly, with the border reflected, permitting of a 
broad gape; beaks somewhat posterior, or beyond the middle, considera- 
bly sloping, the apex directed slightly to the rear; a prominent trans- 
verse cardinal tooth beneath the apex, followed by a strongly-bordered 
cartilage plate ; muscular and pallial impressions rugged, deep; sinual 
inflection generally narrow and acutely pointed; external surface of 
shell strongly and roughly furrowed. 

Length, 5.3 inches; height, three inches. 
Miocene of the Atlantic slope. 

Panopaea Floridana, nov. sp.    Fig. 21. 

Shell oblique, expanding and ascending anteriorly, abruptly truncated 
behind; hinge-line in front of the umbones rising considerably, declivous 
beyond the cartilage-plate, and ascending again toward the posterior 
extremity; postenor margin reflected, the shell gaping broadly; umbones 
well in front of the middle ; cartilage-plate very strong ; ligamental sulcus 
deep; muscular and pallial impressions well impressed, rough, the sinual 
inflection often v-shaped. 

Length, 5.1 inches; height, three inches. 
Both valves of a single individual. 
This species can be readily distinguished from P. Menardi (P. reflexa, 

Say) by its truncated form, and the rise in the hinge-line in front of the 
umbones; the height of the gape is also relati\-ely greater. 

Panopaea navioula, nov. sp.    Fig. 22. 

Shell (known only by the right valve) short, broadly-oval, obliquely 
rounded anteriorly, abruptly truncate behind, the gape (posterior) very 
broad; umbo in advance of the middle of the shell, the apex directed 
forward; hinge-line sigmoidal, or flexuously curved, ascending in front, 
reflected posteriorly; cardinal tooth prominent, arched upward; cartilao-e 
plate strong; muscular and pallial impressions very deep, the sinual 
inflection short and openly quadrangular; surface of shell prominently 
sulcated. 

Length, five inches; height, 3.5 inches. 
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This shell most nearly approaches the preceding in outline, but can 
be distinguished by its broadh- swelling anterior border, its greater height, 
and the form of the sinual inflection. 

Semele perlamcllosa, nov. sp.    Fig. 23. 

Shell thin, transversely elongated, oval, about equilateral; beaks cen- 
tral, acute, not prominent; right valve with a vertically incised, lamellar, 
cardinal-tooth, which is followed by the very oblique, and broadly opening 
cartilage sulcus ; dental fissure in left valve narrow, apparently duplicated ; 
lateral teeth subcentral; surface covered with numerous, regularly placed, 
elevated lamellne of growth, which are gently angulated on the posterior 
slope. 

Length, 2.8 inches; height, two inches. 
A single specimen from the banks below Fort Thompson. 

Venus rugatina, nov. sp.    Fig. 24. 

Shell ventricose, subcircular, appearing on its inner aspect much like 
Isocardia, with a prominent anterior projection, corresponding to the 
lower boundary of the deeply-impressed lunule; hinge-line in each valve 
with two prominent, transversely projecting, cardinal teeth, and a third 
(posterior) oblique one, which, in the left valve, is separated from the 
median tooth by a deep, obliquely directed, dental sulcus; the anterior 
tooth in the left valve deeply grooved above, and preceded by a dental 
papilla; posterior lateral teeth not prominent; surface covered with very 
numerous, sharply-defined, imbricated lines of growth, which at nearly 
regular intervals are marked off by lines of special prominence, iiiiiiic- 
diately below which the normal lines are least closely crowded ; number 
of prominent lines twenty-five and upward; number of normal lines 
between these from six to eight; border crenulat.:d, the crenulation 
extending under the lunule. 

Length, 2.5 inches; height, 2.1 inches. 
Abundant in the banks below I'^irt Tlionipson. 
Closely resembles the recent V^cinis rugosa, but ma)- be readil)- distin- 

guished by the greater interval separating the more prominent linc^. 

Cardium Floridanum, nov. sp.    Fig. 25. 

Shell obliquely cordate, upright, posterior slope somowliat (kpresscd, 
flattened ; beaks elevated, with the apex turned gently toward the anterior 
margin ; left valve with a deep pit immediately under the apex, in frc^nt 
of which is a prominently projecting pointed tooth ; two p\raiiiidal 
lamellar teeth, underneath which are corresponding dental pits; right 
valve with the lateral teeth underlying the dental pits; hinge-line rai.sed 
anteriorly into a flattened vertical jjlatc, which ascends beyond the apex 

of the beak. 
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Surface radiatcly ribbed ; ribs narrow, about thirty in number, pro- 
foundly squamous, the scales erectly vaulted, compressed and carinate, 
or overlapping, on the posterior side, broadly flattened anteriorly, so as 
to produce shallow cups, through which the ribs appear to pass. 

Height, 1.4 inches. 
This species most resembles among recent forms Cardiuvi consors 

from the west coast of South America, which differs in the greater 
number and closer imbrication of the scales on the posterior slope, and 
in lacking the open cup-like forms of the anterior border; the elevated 
dental plate is also less prominent. 

Hemicardium oolumba,   nov. sp.    Fig. 26. 

Shell (known only by the left valve) elevated, gibbous, carinated on 
the umbonal slope; posterior cordiform space profoundly hollowed; 
anterior border evenly rounded; base slightly sinuous posteriorly, some- 
what produced; posterior bord6r deeply emarginate; beaks elevated, 
transverse, the apex appearing as though directed to the rear; cardinal 
teeth two, enclosing a deep pit, the anterior one much the more promi- 
nent ; lateral teeth lamellar, pyramidal; entire surface of shell closely 
ribbed, ribs echinated, about thirty-si.x in number, some thirteen of 
which are on the posterior slope; basal margin crenulated. 

Height, to summit of beak, four-fifths of an inch; length, .7 inch. 
I have but two valves of this species, a near ally of the recent Hcini- 

cardiuni media of the southern coast, from which it can be distinguished 
by its more upright form, the deeper hollowing of the posterior face, and 
the more pronounced carination of the umbonal slope. 

Chama arciuella, L. 
Syst. Nat., p. 1139. 

Numerous in the banks below Fort Thompson. 
The individuals of this species vaiy in the fossil much as they do in 

the recent form, the variation depending upon the convexity of the 
valves, the disposition and thickness of the spines, the presence or ab- 
sence of interstitial secondary radiating lines, etc. In the collections of 
the Academy of Natural Sciences there are a number of Chama valves, 
from Cape Fear River, North Carolina, which are marked in Conrad's 
handwriting Arciuella spinosa. I am not aware that the species has ever 
been described as such, but it is nothing other than an unusually spiny 
variety of C. arciuella, and, doubtless, the form which is correctly re- 
ferred in Emmons's North Carolina report to the living species. 

Chama crassa, nov. sp.    Fig. 27. 

Shell thick, ponderous, cordiform, with a prominent sulcus descending 
the posterior slope; both valves very convex, the left one somewhat the 
larger; beaks spirally twisted, much as in Isocardia; the hinge-line (in 

465 
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the left val\-e) with a profound arciform Hgameiital furrow, and two nearly 
horizontally placed cardinal teeth, separated by a broad, slightly curved, 
dental sulcus ; muscular impressions sharply defined, deep ; external sur- 
face rugose, covered with the somewhat sinuous lines of growth ; basal 
margin entire, not crenulated. 

Length of largest specimen, measured along the antero-posterior axis, 
and through the umbones, 3.7 inches ; height, nearly three inches ; depth 
of a single valve somewhat over two inches. 

Common in the banks below Fort Thompson. 
This form may be readily distinguished from all the other species of 

North American Chama, either recent or fossil, by its ponderous form, and 
the near equality of the two valves, differing in the latter character con- 
spicuously from the European Chama gryplioidcs, which much resembles 
it. It differs in this respect also from the American Chama corticosa of 
Conrad (Miocene), which, however, is a sinistral shell. 

Lacina disciformis, nov. sp.    Fig. 28. 

Shell compressed, suborbicular, higher than broad, flattened on the 
umbonal slope; beak subcentral, acute, overlooking a deeply impressed 
lunule; ligamental sulcus profound; cartilage-pit oblique; cardinal teeth 
two in each valve, the posterior in the right valve, and the anterior in the 
left valve, bifid; anterior margin of shell impressed somewhat above the 
middle; muscular impressions elevated, the anterior ribbon-form, long 
and narrow, departing somewhat from the rather distantly separated 
pallial line; external surface ornamented with numerous distantly placed 
lines of growth, which at nearly equal intervals rise into rugose elevated 
lamelliE ; interior of shell longitudinally rugated. 

Height, 2.5 inches; width, 2.4 inches. 
This shell bears a similarity of outline to the Miocene Liicina Ameri- 

cana (Z. anodontd), and is barely distinguishable from that species by 
external characters alone; die latter is, however, edentulous. Among 
recent forms it approximates L. Cliildrcni, but that species is inequivalve. 

Area soalarina, nov. sp.    Fig. 29. 

Shell obliquely rhomboidal, elevated, ventricose, angulated posteriorly, 
flattened; anterior end short, evenly rounded; beaks prominent, trans- 
verse, about eight, distant; ligament-area diamond-shaped, nearly smooth 
in the young shell, with delicate transverse lines—in the adult, with a 
limited number of coarse, sinuous longitudinal lines ; hinge-line straight, 
somewhat more thar one-half the greatest length of shell; teeth num- 
erous, somewhat oblique toward either end. 

Ribs prominent, about twenty-four, broad, square, robustly crenatc, 
those of the left valve broader than the interspaces, flattened posteriorly, 
about eight on the anal angulation; those of the right valve of about the 
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same width as tlic inUTsparcs ("tlic anterior oiuvs tlic broadest), with an 
interstitial sccondai\' roiiiKK-d rib in the centre of the intersjiace; the 
two valves unequal, the basal mar^dn of the left valve j^reatly protruding 
beyond that of the right; base profoundly cremdated. 

Length, 3.3 inches ; hciglit, 2.5 inches. 
Abundant in the banks of tlie Caloosahatchie belnw l-'ort Thompson. 
I am not absohite'ly satisfied as to the value of this species, although 

the fdini, so far as all the specimens collected by us are concerned, is a 
very clearly defined one. It closely resembles the shell identified by 
Tuomey and Holmes with Area scnlaris of Conrad (Foss. Med. Tert. Form. 
U. S., p. 59, pi. 31, fig. I ; Tuomey and Holmes, Pliocene Fossils of South 
Carolina, p. 43, pi. xvi, figs, i, 2), and might, indeed, be readily mistaken 
for it. Through the kindness of Prof. Whitfield I have been permitted to 
make a comparison with the tj'pe-forms described and figured by Tuomey 
and Holmes, and find that their shell differs very materially frorn the 
Florida fossil. In the first place it is decidedly more oblique, and 
secondly, the ribs adjoining the posterior slope (on the left valve) are not 
nearly as broad relatively, nor as flattened, as they are in A. scalarina ; the 
ribs of the left valve are more remotely placed from one another, and lack 
the pronounced interstitial secondary rib, which is so prominently defined 
in the Florida fossil. Its place is taken by a hair line, which is present 
in some of the intercostal spaces. The characters of the Florida shell 
are remarkably constant, showing practically no variation, and were I as 
positive of the stability of characters in the Carolina fossil, I should have 
no hesitation in regarding the two as specifically distinct; unfortunately, 
only a single pair of valves of Tuomey and Holmes's shell has been posi- 
tively identified, which, therefore, gives no information on this point. As 
it is, the characters of the two are sufficiently distinct, indeed, fully as 
well-marked as those which separate the Florida fossil from the recent 
Area incongrua of the Southern coast, which may, with much plausibility, 
be looked upon as its immediate descendant. The recent species agrees 
more nearly in the general outline of the shell, being upright rather than 
oblique, but differs in the less width (in the left valve) of the ribs, and in 
lacking the true interstitial rib of the right valve (although an indication 
of it appears in a faint elevated line), agreeing in this respect with the 
South Carolina fossil. That the three forms are most intimately related 
there can be no question, and I believe there is likewise little or no 
question that they all lie on the same line of descent. Tuomey and 
Holmes assert that their shell is closely allied to Area transversa. This 
is certainly a mistake-; the two shells, beyond the general characters 
uniting the majority of Areas, have very little in common—neither in 
shape, size, nor ornamentation. 

Another point that remains to be determined in this connection is 
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whetlier the fossil described by Tuoiney and Holmes is really the Aim 
scalaris of Conrad, or not. That paleontologist was acquainted with the left 
valve only of his species, nor do the collections of the Academy of Natural 
Sciences, which embrace the greater number of the specimens either 
obtained or described b)- Conrad, show any other portion of that species 
but the left valve. Inasmuch as one of the more important distinguish- 
ing characters lies in the opposite valve, it is impossible to say whether 
the form in question would appro.ximate more nearly the South Carolina 
fossil or Area scalarina, or, indeed, whether it is the equivalent of either 
the one or the other. All the valves, which include the figured form, are 
of comparatively small size, and, as far as mere outline is concerned, 
more nearly resemble A. scalarina. The posterior ribs, however, as in 
the South Carolina shell, are narrower than in the Florida fossil, lacking 
the peculiar flattening of that species, and, reasoning from the fact that 
the shell was obtained from the same series of deposits which also 
yielded the South Carolina fossil, it may perhaps be assumed that the 
two are identical. This is, however, a matter of conjecture. The 
umbones in Conrad's shell are considerably less prominent than in either 
the South Carolina or the Florida fossil, and possibly the form never 
attained a size comparable with that of either of the two other forms. 

Area crassicosta, nov. sp.    Fig. jo. 

Shell subquadrangular, ventricose, ponderous, ornamented with about 
twenty coarse, elevated, transversely barred, terete ribs, which are some- 
what irregular and crowded on the anterior half of the shell, becoming 
widely separated and profoundly elevated on the posterior half; beaks 
nearly anterior, looking forward, separated from each other by a fairly 
broad interval; hinge-line almost as long as the greatest length of the 
shell, pectinated with numerous narrow, nearly vertical teeth ; ligamental 
area narrow, elongated, with about six longitudinal lines, whicli rise 
toward the apex of the beak ; interior of the shell coarsely rugated ; base 
ascending anteriorly, profoundly crenated. 

Length, 2.7 inches; height, two inches. 
Below Fort Thompson. 
This shell can be readily distinguished by its profoundly elevated 

and widely separated ribs, being the most coarsely costated Area with 
which I am acquainted. It closely resembles Area rustiea, of Tuomey 
and Holmes (Pliocene Fossils of South Carolina, p. 39, pi. xv, fig. i), 
and may, indeed, be that shell. Unfortunately, these authors have given 
but a very meagre and unsatisfactory description of their species, which 
barely permits of an absolute determination being made. Their figure, 
drawn from a mere fragment, does not represent the profound ribs seen 
in the Florida fossil; the posterior interspaces arc apparently also much 
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narrower, nor does there appear to be any marked \-ariation either in the 
disposition or the size of tlie costa;. Still, the differences here indicated, 
which are based upon figure and description only, may be more apparent 
than real, and the two forms, as above intimated, may in reality repre- 
sent a single species. Unfortunately for the determination of this point, 
the onl\- perfect valve possessed by Tuomey and Holmes was lost before 
the publication of their monograph, and the fragment which served as 
the type of the species, for both figure and description, and whicli, as far 
as I am aware, was the only other specimen extant illustrating the 
species, has since been lost from the collection of the South Carolina 
geologists. I am informed to this effect by Prof. Whitfield, of the Amer- 
ican Museum of Natural History, of New York city, where the t}pe 
collections of the South Carolina Survey are deposited. 

Area lienosa. Say. 

American Conchology, pi. 36, fig. i. 
Area Floridana (recent), Conrad. 

This shell is identical w ith the recent Area Floridana, from the Florida 
coast, the specific name of which will have to be replaced by that of 
Say's species, which has priority. The only difference that it presents, 
and this is probably not constant, and at most a trifling character, 
is a somewhat greater anterior projection of the hinge-line, making the 
shell appear more distinctly eared. It does not appear, however, that 
the recent form attains the size of that seen in the fossil; one of the 
specimens from the upper Caloosahatchie measures si.K inches in length, 
and three inches in height to the top of the umbones. The ribs where 
worn, especially towards the base, show a double or quadruple struc- 
ture, best seen in the larger specimens. 

Area aquila, nov. sp.    Fig. 31. 

Shell (known only by its left valve) elongated, rectangular, winged, 
profoundly sulcated on the po.stcrior slope; anterior border vertical, 
straight; ba.sal line slightly sinuous beyond the middle; posterior border 
deeply emarginated; hinge-line straight, of nearly equal length with the 
base; teeth very numerous, gradually increasing in size towards either 
end, where they are markedly oblique; hinge-area broad, obscurely fur- 
rowed in longitudinal lines ; beak moderately elevatcd,incurved, the apex 
directed backward ; surface of the shell radiately ribbed, the ribs sinuous, 
beaded—especialh' on the anterior portion of the shell, where they are 
separated by an intermediate fine line—becoming obsolete in the posterior 
sulcus and on the wing, where they are represented by two pairs of lines ; 
lines of growth prominent towards the base and on the wing; basal mar- 
gin crenulated. 

7 
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Length, 1.25 inclics ; hciglit. from base to hinge-line, .5 incli. 
This winged ark is at once distinguished from A. avkuhcfoniiis {r'.posl?) 

b\' tlie absence of the anterior rostrum and its rectangular form. The last 
character, in addition to differences in the ornamentation, also sei\cs tn 
distinguish it from the Miocene Aim iiiiiU-, w hich resembles it somewhat 
in the pterinalion of the [josteriur slope. 

ARCA. 

Suligcims Ai'coptera,  lliilpriii. 

Shell eltjngatcd, a\'icuheform, rcjslr.'itcd anteriorly, winged posteriorly; 
hinge-line practically the entire length of the shell, exceedingly narrow 
and pectinated with a crowded series of trans\ersely directed or partially 
V-shaped teeth; umhones wiilel_\-separated ; lig.iniental area very broad, 
ojien ; base sinuous, with a medi.ui opening. 

1 pro])ose this subgenus for a series of \-ery remarkable arks, which 
can he readily distinguislieil iVoni all olhei'membei-s of the genus by their 
peculiar plerinatioii and rosli'.ition, giving an external outline precisely 
that of .\\-icula. This character is accompanied b)- a most extraonlinary 
attenuation anteriorK- of the chamber of the shell. 

Area I Arcoptei'a   aviculaeformis, iiuv. s|i     I'ig. .i--. 

Shell elongated, aviculajform, rostrated anteriorly, winged posteriorly, 
with a prominent obtuse carination on the umbonal slope bounding the 
wing; rostrum decli\ous, marked off from the body of the shell by a 
broad hollow; basal margin of shell sinuous, showing" a median opening, 
and rapidly sipping upward in the ilirection of the rostrum ; posterior 
border deeply cniarginate. 

Umbones acute, very e:Kcentnc, moderately elevated, antl but slightly 
incurved, with a gradual continuous slope to either extiemity of shell ; 
hinge-line nearly the whole length of shell, \er\- n.u'i-ow, peeliiiated with 
a crowded series of lamellar, tr.msveiseh' directed, teeth, which e.xliiliit a 
tendency to become oblifpie and v-shapee! on the jjosterior half of the 
line; ligamcntal area broad, open, arching i.:pward in a gentle cur\e, 
longitudinally lined, and irregularly grooved by numerous diagonal or 
V-shaped furrows resembling insect borings. 

Surface of shell ornamented with numerous ratliating wavy lines, alter- 
nating in coarseness, which become moi'e or less obsolete on tin- iimboual 
slope, and are wholly wanting on both the beak and wing, \\hieli only 
show concentric lines of growth; of the radiating lines on the anterior 
part of the shell the series runs about as follows: coarse line, followed 
by two finer lines, then a slightly more prominent single line, again 
two finer lines, and tlien a coarse line, same as first, marking the coarse 
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lines at  intervals of about six or seven ;   interior of shell  deep, cunei- 
form ;   margin entire. 

Length, 5.4 inches; wiiltli across the beal<s, 2.5 inches. 
Caloosahatchie, in the banks below ]'"ort Thompson. 

Spondylus rotundatus, nov. sp.    I"i);. 33. 

Shell (known only by the larger valve) capacious, orbicular below the 
hinge-line, distinctly auriculated ; hinge-line triangular, pyramidal, the 
beak acute, laterally twisted at the apex, traversed by a median slit; 
cartilage-pit profound, reaching about half-way to the apex ; cardinal teeth 
powerful, slightly spreading; external surface coarsely ornamented with 
irregular squamous ribs and intermediate scaly fine lines, the (imbricated) 
scales on the latter drawn out into flattened spines or echinations. 

Height to apex, 3.5 inches; greatest width, 2.5 inches. 
A solitary, perfectly preserved valve from the banks below Fort 

Thompson. 
This species is quite distinct from any form, either recent or fossil, 

with which I am acquainted. 

Pecten solarioides, nov. sp.    Fig. 34. 

Shell suborbicular, depressed, of about equal height and width ; ribs 
about 20 (?), quadrangular or flattened, broader than the interspaces, 
crossed by fine rugose lines of growth ; a faint median longitudinal line 
or carination can be detected on some of the ribs, probably eroded on the 
others; the interspaces with two or more elevated longitudinal lines ; left 
ear of right valve with about five very oblique, narrow ribs, rugose with 
the lines of growth; right wing?    Interior of shell prominently ribbed. 

Height, 5.7 inches. 
The half of a single right valve, and a fragment of probably the other 

valve, from the banks below Fort Thompson. 
This shell can be readily distinguished from the only species that at 

all resembles it, Pecten coinparilis, by its more elevatied form, the height 
of its wings, and the structure and disposition of its ribs, which are more 
distinctly quadrangular and elevated. In the fragment which possibly 
represents the left valve the ribs are broader than in the opposite valve, of 
about twice the width of the interspaces, which, at least in the upper 
portion of the shell, are deep and nearly parallel-sided. They show a 
single median elevated line. 

Pecteu comparilis, Tviomey and Holmes. 

Pliocene Fossils of South Carolina, p. 29, pi. .\i, figs. 6-10. 
Pecten eboreus of Conrad (in part). 

I refer to this .species a number of large Pectens, found in the banks 
below Fort Thompson, and also at Thorpe's, some of whose forms are 
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absolutely undistinguishablc from the Carolina fossil* The largest 
perfect specimen measures 4.2 inches in height, and nearly five inches in 
greatest width. The form appears to be a rather variable one, the varia- 
tion depending upon the relative convexity of the valves and ribs, the 
latter, in the larger individuals, more generally assuming the flattened 
form, with a submarginal carination; the interspaces between the ribs 
may also exhibit two or more faint carinations (imbricated longitudinal 
lines), a character which was used by Conrad to distinguish P. Edgcco- 
mciisis (Proc. Acad. Nat. Sciences, 1862, p. 291) from P. eborciis. I have 
not seen any specimens of P. Edgccoiiiciisis, and am therefore unable to 
say whether it corresponds to the variety of P. coinparilis here indicated, 

or not. 

Pecten  Pleuronectes) Mortoni, Raveiiel. 

I'roc. KcAi. Nat. Sci. Pliila., ii, p. 96. 

Identified by one nearly perfect specimen and several fragments from 
among the fossils of the upper Caloosahatchie. This species is most 
intimately related to Plcuruncctcs Japouicus, of the East Asiatic seas, 
and can only be distinguished from it by the characters drawn from 
the radiating raised lines of the interior of the shell, which in P. Mortoni 
are disposed in narrow pairs, passing as such to the border. In P. 
Japouicus the lines, while starting in pairs, lose their dual character long 
before reaching the margin. 

Pecten nodosus. L. 
Syst. Nat., 12th ed., p. 1145. 

A solitary fragment, absolutely undistinguishable from the recent 
species. 

Caloosahatchie, below Fort Thompson. 

Ostrea meridionalis, nov. sp.    Fig. 35. 

Shell (at first) strongly plicated, suborbicular or elongated, becoming 
massive and ponderous when full-grown, with an almost complete oblit- 
eration of the plications; the plications in the adult not \-isible on the 

* I have examined what is supposed to be the type-specimen of Tuomey and Holmes's 
Pecten comparilis, and find that it differs somewliat from what has generally been assumed 
to be species in question. The characters in which it varies, as the greater convt.xity of the 
apical portion of the shell, and a slight reduction in the number of ribs, are, however, insig- 
nificant, and inasmuch as the specimen is a solitary one, and consequently throws no light 
upon individual variation, I think that the identity of the species with the form tliat Conrad 
has recognized as P. comparilis, a shell attaining a very much larger size than that figured 
and described by Tuomey and Holmes, may be fairly assumed. This form, moreover, is 
that which was also subsequently identified with their own species by the South Carolina 
geologists. Whether the species is distinct from Conrad's Pcclen cboreus is a question 
which, in the absence of a sufficiently large number of specimens fur comparison, I am not 
prepared to answer. 
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interior Hiccs of tiic valves; iiin_t;c-arca, in the adult, greatly clon^jatcd, 
cither straight or laterally twisted, sometimes nearly one-half the leni;th 
of shell; the median groove of variable width and depth, projecting 
below the lateral ridges, so as to make the hollow of the shell appear 
tuD-horiied ; cavity of shell shalhiw, ini[jiessed medially just below the 
liinge-linc;  muscular scar semilunar, deep. 

Length (height), 6.3 inches; width, variable; thickness of shell, two 
to two and a half inches and upward. 

Very abundant in the " marl " banks below Thorpe's, where tlie shell 
can be seen several feet below the surface of the water; less abundant in 
the banks below I'ort Thompson, and at one or two points between this 
locality and Thorpe's. 

This form may be readily distinguished from all the other Eastern 
species of Ostrea by its ponderous proportions, greatly surpassing in this 
respect 0. pcrcrassa from the Miocene of New Jersey. In its early 
stage it resembles in both outline and ornamentation the recent 0. borcalis, 
but the adult form, from its manner of growth, is wholly different. 

The following additional species of Mollusca were obtained from the 
deposits below Fort Thompson :— 

Nassa vibex. Say. 
Jourii. Acad. Nat. Sciences Phila., ii, p. 2ji. 

Crepidula cymbaeformis, Conr. 
Proc. Acad. Nat. Sciences Phila., ii, p. 173. 

Crepidula fornioata, L. 
Syst. Nat., p. 1257. 

Bulla striata, Brug. 
Diet,, No. 3. 

Siliqua bidentata, Spengler. 
Skrivt. Nat. Selsk., iii, p. 104. 

Semele variegatum, Lam. 
Anim. s. Vertebr., vi, p. 126. 

Rangia cyrenoides, Des M. 
Actes Soc. Linn. Bordeaux, v, p. 57. 

Venus cancellata, L. 
Syst. Nat., p. 1130. 

Venus Eileyi, Conr. 
Foss. Med. Tert. U. S., p. 9, vi, fig. I. 

Venus Mortoni, Conr. 
Journ. Acad. Nat. Sciences Pliila., vii, p. 251. 

Artemis discus, Reeve. 
Concli. Icon., Arlcmis, 9. 

Artemis elegans, Conr. 
Foss. Med. Tert. U. S., p. 30. 

Dione (Calliste) gigantea, Chem. 
Conch. Cab., .x, p. 354. 
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Sione maculata, L. 
Syst. Nat., p. 432. 

Cardium magnum, Born. 
Mus. Ca;s., pi. 3, fig. 5. 

Cardium isocardia, L. 
Syst. Nat. (Gmeliii ed.), p. 3249. 

Lucina edentula, L. 
Mus. Ulr., 74. 

Lucina Fennsylvanica, L. 
Syst. Nat., p. 1134. 

Lucina Floridana, Conr. 
Aiiier. Joiirn. ScicMice, xxiii, p. 344 (1833). 

Lucina tigerina, L. 
Syst. Nat., p. 1133. 

Carditamera arata, Conr. 
Foss. Shells Tert. Form. V. S., p. 20. 

Area plicatura, Conr. (ct Area improcera). 
Foss. Med. Tert. U. S., p. 61. 
Heilprin, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sciences Pliila., iSSi, p. 451. 

Pectunculus lineatus, Reeve. 
Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1843. 

Peetunculus aratus, Conr. 
.Am. J. Science, xli, p. 346. 

Plieatula ramosa, Lam. 
Aiiim. s. Vertcbr., vi, p. 176. 

Peoten nucleus, Born. 
Mus., p. 107. 

Anomia Kuffini, Conr. 
Foss. Med. Tert. U. S., p. 74. 

Ostrea Virginica, Gmel. 
Syst. Nat., 3336. 

List of Species foitud in the deposits of the CaldosaJiateliic. 

*Miirc.N impcrialis, Panopita Menardi, 
* "      brcvifrons, "         Floridana, 
Fu.sus Caloosacn.sis, "        navicilla, 
Ka.sciolaria scalarina, Semele perlamello.sa, 
* "        gig^'itca, *    "      variegatum, 
* "        tulipa, *Rangia cyrenoides, 
Melongcna subcoronata, Vcnu.s rugatina, 
Fulgur rapum, *   "      cancellata, 
* "      contrarius, "      Rileyi, 

"      excavatiis, *   "      Mortoni, 
* "     pyrum, *Artcmis discu.s, 
* "     pyriformis, *      "        elegans, 
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*Nass:i \'il)c\, *Dionc (Callislc) t,M^'antca, 
TuibincUa iv^iiia, *     "      maculata, 
Vasum liorritliini, Cardium I'loridammi, 
Mazzaliiia bulbosa, *Cai(liuin n)aL;iinni, 
Vnluta I'loridana, *        " isncanlia, 
l\Titra linriilata, 1 Icmicardimn cohmilja, 
l\Iai-L;iiiclla liiiiatula, 'H'hama arciiiella, 
''Oliva litn.ila, "       crassa, 
* "      reticularis, Lucina disrifdrmis, 
CohmilK'lla ruslicoidcs, *      "       cdciUiila, 
*CanccIlaria reticulata, *      "       I'cnnsj-ls'anica, 
ricurotiinia liuiatula? *     "      Floridana, 
Cunus Tr_\-i)ni, *      "      tis^^crina, 

Mcrcati? Carditamci'a arata, 
"      catciiatus? Area scalarina, 

Strombus I.cidyi, "    crassicosta, 
* " pugilis, * " liciiDsa, 
Cypr;va(Siphoc3-i)r;va)problematica, " a<|uila, 
*Pyrula reticulata, "    plicatura, 
*Natica canrena, "    (Arcoptcra) avicukuformis, 
* "        dujilicata, *Pcctunculus lincatus, 
*Crucibuluni vcrrucosuni, "             aratus. 
Crcpidula c}'ml);Lforniis, Spond)'Ius rutundatus, 
* " fornicata, ^Plicatula ramosa, 
Turritclla pcrattcnuata, Pectcn solarioides, 

"        apicalis, "      comparilis, 
"        cingulata, "      Mortoni, 
"        mediosulcata, *   "      nodosus, 
"        subannulata, *   "      nucleus, 

*Ccrithium atratum ? Anomia Ruffini, 
" ornatissimum, Ostrea merididiialis, 

*Bulla striata, *    "      Virginica. 
*Siliqua bidentata, 

The species preceded by an asterisk are li\'inL;' forms. 

It will be seen from the above eiumicration that of a total of some 
eighty-nine species forty-one are still memljcrs of the recent fauna, con- 
stituting forty-six per cent, of the entire number. In adtliticm to these 
immediate representatives of the recent fauna there are a number i if forms 
which are secondarily representative- in the circimistance of being ances- 
tral, /. i'., they are manifestly types from w hich, through an e\'olutionary 
process, a portion of the recent fauna has been derived. The close rela- 
tion which thus binds together the fauna of the present period .with that 
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of till-   Calodsaliatcliic  leaves  no  diuilit as  to  tlic Pliocene aL;e  of the 
latter. 

The exact position in the I'liocene series which the Caloosahatchic 
ik'posits occupy, gauLjed by the standard of classification adopted by 
I'.uriijieeUi L^coloi^ists, cannot be readiK' determined, owinc^" to the very 
limited number of forms which appear to be common to both sides of the 
Atlantic. In the percentage of li\-ing forms the formation stands nearest 
to the Antwerp (Black) Cra-', the Diestian nf the Rel-ian geologists and 
to hoi-izon III of the Bolognese Ajiennines, in which the jiropurtion t^f 
li\'ing to extinct firms, as iletermined by h'oresti, is somewhat abo\-e 43 
per cent. (jvV/r I-"iichs, Die GUcdcruiii:; dcr Tcrtiarbildungoi am Xordab- 
hiiiis^c dcr Apiiimiicn voit Ancoiia his Boloi^iia, Sitzungsb. d. k. .-\k-ad. 
W'isscnsch., Ixxi, p. 177, \^ienna, 1S75; I leilprin, Contributions to the 
Tertiar\ (leologv and I'aleontolog}' of the I'nited States, p. 64, 1S84). 
This horizon constitutes the base of the Italian Pliocene series (Astian) 
acci_ii'(.ling to those geologists who, like C'.ipellini, recognize in the lower 
sub-Apennine deposits a transition formation (Mio-Pliocene ; Messinian, in 
part, of Meyer) uniting the Miocene with the Pliocene. The relation held 
by the "Floridian" formation to the deposits of ne.xt oldest date occurring 
in the eastern United .States is almost precisely similar to that which 
obtains in the case of the Itolognese Apennines. Thus, the "CaroHnian" 
formation, which until the discovery of the South Floridian bed ju.st 
referred to was considered to represent the newest stage of the Atlantic 
Tertiary series, occupies a position analogous to the Mio-Pliocene of Capel- 
lini. In its upper member, which comprises the beds occurring in South 
Cai-olina, the proportion of living to extinct molhiscan forms is, as I liave 
elsew here shown,* from 35-38 per cent., and I ha\e indicated that while 
both sti'atigraphicalh' and faunall)- this series is more nearl)- Miocene 
than Pliocene, it \-et nn'ghl be considered to occujjy a position intermedi- 
ate between the two. In the upper member of CapcUini's Mio-Plioccne, 
P'oresti's horizon II, the ]jercentagc of li\ing forms is 38.8. The "Flori- 
dian" formation ma\-thus be safel)-considered to represent the base of the 
true Pliocene. The percentage of recent forms in the oldest of the Ih'itish 
Crag series, is, according to Lyell, upwards of sixty. 

''- CoiUril)iitii)ns lo llio Ti-rli;iry Ceoloj;) and rali'iiUnloj;}- (if tlic I'nitfd States, p. (12. 
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FOSSILS  or  THE  SILEX-BEAHING  MARL  (MIOCENEj  OF 
BALLAST POINT, HILLSBORO BAY. 

(".ASTI'.ROl'ODA. 

Giiuis WAGNERIA,  Hcilprin. 

I propose tliis genus for a \'ery remarkable sliell, distinguislied by 
peculiarities of structure w liicli laroadly separate it from all other Gaste- 
ropoda. These peculiarities are : firstly, that the inner or columellar hp 
is so largely de\eloped as to cause it to envelop a very large, if not the 
greater, part of the shell, duplicating the outer wall and labrum ; and 
secondly, that through an apparent conjunction of both folds of the 
mantle, a dome of shell is built o\er the spire, from which its own walls 
are separated by a free air-space. This part of the shell appears, there- 
fore, as a second section, completely separated from the basal or apertural 
division. In what precise manner this dome was formed it is impossible 
to say, but manifestly the lobes of the mantle must have extended upward 
from the aperture, arched over, and deposited the shell-layer. The free 
space which separates the dome from the spire would seem to indicate 
that the mantle possessed a special rigidity, by which it retained itself. 
The genus may be briefl}' characterized as follows: 

Shell irregularly o\al or rounded-fusiform, intumescently knobbed; 
spire elewitetl, broadly scalariform, concealed in a pointed dome which is 
formed o\'er it b}' a free upward extension of both lobes of the mantle; 
aperture narrow, deflected forward in its upper course, where it is reduced 
to a mere slit, appressed to the body of the shell by a pseudalar expan- 
sion of the outer lip ; inner lip developed to a most extraordinary extent, 
covering by its expansion almost the entire, or the whole, shell, duplicating 
the outer lip. 

This extrac^rdinary genus of shells, which I talce pleasure in naming 
after the late Prof William Wagner, the generous founder of the Wagner 
Free Institute of .Science, of this city, is apparently a near ally of Orthaulax 
of Gabb (Proc. Acad. Nat. Sciences Phila., 1872, p. 272, pi. ix, figs, 3, 4; 
Trans. Am. Phil. Soc, xv, p. 234), a form evidently closely related to some 
of the Rostellariai, as Calyptrophorus and Hippochrenes (Macroptera), in 
which the inner lip is frequentlj- abnormally developed. The remarkable 
duplication seen in Wagneria, produced by the complete backward pro- 
longation of the labium, which actually overlaps a large, if not the greater, 
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part of the labruni, serves, apart frmn all other characters, to reatlil)- 
distinguish it from the more nearly related forms of the jjroup. Mr. dabh 
remarks that in Orthaulax the "adult shell [is] enveloped o\-er the whole 
spire by an extension of the inner lip." but adds that the "outer lip [is] 
apparenti)' sharp and simple." An examination of the specimens dejjosited 
by Gabb in the Academy of Natural Sciences shows that the latter part 
of his statement is incorrect, the outer lip being to a considerable extent 
duplicated. The Florida species which I refer to \\'agneria, exhibits 
this character in a very striking degree, the backward extension of 
the labium, as seen on a cross-section some distance from the actual 
base, being fully as ponderous in structure as the labrum proper, w hich 
it overlaps as a very distinct outer la)-er. The duplication exists o\er at 
least two-thirds of the shell. The unique dome which conceals the spire 
is a character not seen in Orthaulax, and is one of the most anomalous 
structures found among the Gasteropoda. 

Wagneria pugnax, nov. sp.    Fig. 36. 

Shell irregularly o\al, obconical, Ikittened, the flattciietl ap[)eai-ance 
being due to three irregular swellings or knobs, one of w liich imnutliateh' 
adjoins the anteriorly-directed fissure of the aperture; aperture nanow, 
projected forward (in its upper course) as a closeK' compressed fissure, 
which in a crescentical curve ascends to within a comparati\'el\' short 
distance of the apex of the spire; outer lip? (broken in specimen'); inner 
lip largely developed, completely concealing the whorls of the spire, and 
duplicating for a very considerable extent the outer lip ; spirt- treeh- 
enclosed in a pointed superstructure, or dome, built over it b\' an exten- 
sion of the mantle; surface covered with longitudinal lines of growth, 
which extend continuously from the apex to the base. 

Length (of imperfect specimens, lacking probalily upward of an inch), 
2.7 inches; width, 1.75 inch. 

What the precise relationship of the genus rejiresented fi\' this sjiecies 
may be I am not prepared to say. 

Zittel (Handbuch der Pala^ontologie, i, part ii, p. 260) unites Orthau- 
lax with Hippochrenes, but in doing so this eminent paleontdlogist ap- 
pears tf) have been misled b)- the rather imperfect diagivisis of the fossil 
gi\-en by Gabb. That its ptjsition is near to that genus I beliexe there 
can be no doubt. 

Marex larvaecosta, nov. sp.    Fig. 37. 

Shell angulated, obscurel)' scalariform; varices se\'en to eight in 
number, obtusely rounded, direct; whorls moderately angulaU-d on the 
shoulder, crossed by numerous elevated re\nl\-ing lines, abiuit ten of 
which on the body-whorl arc much more prominent than the remainder, 
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and show a tendency to become lamellar, especially toward the base of 
the shell; the spaces between the more prominent lines, covered with 
numerous finer (tertiary) linos, and a median secondary line ; aperture 
somewhat more than one-half the len;j;th of shell, the (slij^htly-dcflecled) 
canal about one-half the IcnL,'th of ajjcrture. 

Length, 1.6 inch ; width, .y inch. 

Murex orispangula, iiov. sp.    Fig. 3S. 

Shell strongly angulatecl, markedly ruc^csc; spire elevated, of about 
five volutions ; \-arices six (on the body-whorl), sharp, deflected obliquely 
toward the base of the shell ; surface of shell \er\- strongly lined, the 
lines of three series, primary, secondary, and tertiaiy; those of the first 
series about ten on the body-whorl, very prominently elevated on the 
varices, becoming spinose toward the base of the shell and on the aper- 
tural varix; aperture slightly exceeding one-half the length of shell, 
the very narrowly-contracted canal gently deflected. 

Length, 1.6 inch; width, .7. inch. 
This species ma)- be readily distinguished from I\I. larvcccosta, which 

it somewhat resembles, by its narrower outline, the smaller number of 
and greater sharpness of its obliquely directed varices, and its generally 
rugose surface. 

Murex tritonopsis, nov. sp.    Fig 39. 

Shell consisting of about six rcgularly-conve.x whorls ; \'arices, three 
on each whorl, profoundly convex and entirely destitute of spines or 
lamellar processes; two more or less nodulose costse between each pair 
of varices; aperture exceeding one-half the length of shell, the canal 
deflected, very narrow; surface of shell covered with closely placed, 
elevated revolving lines, which regularly alternate in size. 

Length, 1.2 inch; width, .7 inch. 
This species very closely resembles Murex Mississippiciisis, Conr., from 

the Vicksburg beds, but may be distinguished by the presence of two 
sharply-defined costs between each pair of varices, and in the character 
of the revolving stride, which are very much finer and more crowded in 
the Mississippi fossil. 

The young of I\T. poimmi somewhat resembles the Florida fossil, but 
may be readily distinguished b\' the superior angulation of the whorls 
and the irregularity of the costation. 

Murex trophoniformis, nov. sp.   Fig. 40. 

Shell having the form of Trophon; whorls about six, sub-angulated 
superiorly, very convex ; varices placed at irregular interwals, four on 
the body-whorl, the inter\-ariceal spaces with one, or two, or e\en three 
secondary cost£e ; aperture about two-thirds the length of shell, contracted 
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into a short, sharpl)--dcflected, and open canal; surface of slicU co\-ered 
with numerous alternating, elevated lines. 

Length, 1.2 inch; width, .8 inch. 

Harex spinnlosa, nov. sp.    Fig. 41. 

Shell elevated, elongated, about equally attenuated to both extremi- 
ties; whorls strongly angulated superiorly, bearing short, outwartll)' 
directed, spines on the shoulder angulation ; a row of similar (supra- 
basal) spines in the siphonal region; aperture about one-half the length 
of shell, the canalicular portion the longest; umbilicus long and open; 
surface of shell below the shoulder with a limited number of prominent 
revolving lines, four on the body-whorl. 

Length, slightly e.Nceeding one inch ; width, half-inch. This species 
somewhat resembles the recent M. {Urosa!piiix)fiisifoniiis of Adams. 

Latirus Floridanus. nov. sp.    Fig. 42. 

Shell fusiform, about equally tapering; \\'horIs con\-ex, sub-angulated 
superiorly, costated; about ten obtuse costae on the body-whorl; aper- 
ture somewhat exceeding one-half the length of shell, contracted into a 
gently-deflected, open canal of moderate length; outer lip striated in- 
ternally ; columellar folds feeble, one or two in number, somewhat ob- 
lique ; surface of shell covered with rugose revolving lines, alternate in 
size. 

Length, 1.7 inch ; width, .6 inch. 
An apparent variety of this form, possibh' a distinct species, has a 

somewhat more depressed outline, a more pointed ape.x, and is generally 
more rugose in its ornamentation. The columellar folds are more nearly 
transverse, and three to four in number. 

This species appears to be on the whole most nearly related to the 
recent Latinis infundibuhaii, from which it differs in the greatly reduced 
spire, and a proportional elongation of the siphonal tract. 

Fulgur coronatum, Coiir. 
Bull. Nat. Inst., p. 187. 

A fossil from the Miocene deposits of Maryland. 

Fulgar spiniger T   Conr. 
Journ. Acad. Nat. Sciences Pliila., new ser., i, ]). 117, pi. 11, fig. 32, as Fitsus. 

A solitary specimen, somewhat imperfect, which differs from the Vick.s- 
burg fossil only in the slightly more depressed character of the 
shoulders of the whorls. 

Tnrbinella polygonata, nov. sp.    Fig. 43. 

Shell elevated, turreted; whorls abruptly flattened on the shoulder— 
rendering the spire scalariform—the upper ones gently conve.x, obscurely 
noded or costated; body-whorl quadrangular, with a broad, flat shoulder; 
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the costa} obsolete, resolved into a number (about eight) of shoulder- 
nodes, which break the circumferential outline into a polygon; aperture 
greatly exceeding the spire in length; columellar folds three, transverse, 
situated immediately below the body of the shell; revolving lines of sur- 
face feebly defined, almost obsolete on the body-whorls, except on the 
siphonal tract, where they are well-marked, and of equal significance. 

Length (of fragment, lacking probably two-thirds of an inch below, 
and a third of an inch above), 1.8 inch ; width, .8 inch. 

Vasum subcapitellum, nov. sp.    Fii;. 44. 

Shell elevated, pagoda.-form; whorls of the spire about seven in 
number, coronated and strongly costated, the concentric lines (two or 
three) belo>v the shoulder prominent, those on the rugose shoulder less 
distinct; the coronaiy spines prominent, sharp, and directed outwardly ; 
body-whorl with a single row of sharp basal spines, about six in number, 
below which are two not very prominent lines, and above, some seven 
sharply-defined concentric ridges, separated by interstitial finer lines; 
shoulder of whorls elevated; outer lip strongly lined internally; inner 
lip well expanded, but leaving a broadly-open umbilicus; columellar 
plaits three, transverse, the upper the largest; surface of shell covered 
with rugose lines of growth. 

Length, 1.4 inch; width, .7 inch. 
This shell very closely resembles the recent Vasjun capitcllitui, espe- 

cially the young of that form, and might at first sight be readily 
mistaken for that species. It differs in its less foliaceous aspect, smaller 
size, the elevation of the shoulder (nearly flat in V. capitdlmii), and in 
the presence of only a single row of basal spines (instead of two). I 
believe there can be no doubt as to its being the ancestor of the living 
form. 

Voluta musicina, nov. sp.    Fig. 45. 

Shell cylindriform; spire elevated, of about seven volutions; whorls 
convex, strongly costated, impressed below the suture, so as to divide 
the costae into a double series; costae very prominent, obtuse, about ten 
on the body-whorl, crossed at right angles by rather distantly-placed, 
elevated revolving lines; outer lip with a reflected border; inner lip 
distinct in its lower half, plicated over its entire extent, the plicse increas- 
ing in size from above downward, nearly transverse in direction ; aperture 
considerably over half the length of shell, narrow. 

Length, nearly two inches ; greatest width, at about the middle of 
the shell, slightly exceeding one inch. 

The shell bears a very general resemblance to the recent Voluta 
mnsica, of which it may be considered an immediate ancestor, differing 
from that form principally in its narrower outline, the depressed shoulder 
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of the body-whorl, and the subsutiiral impression. TIKI-O is no trace of 
coronation. The form is intermediate between Voluta proper and Lyria, 
perhaps nearer to the latter. 

Voluta (lyria) zebra, nov. sp.    Fig. 46. 

Shell cylindriform, with an elevated, slightly scalariform spire of about 
six volutions; whorls costated, the costaj (about twenty on the body-whorl) 
closely-placed, sharply-defined, oblique, forming a pseudo-coronation on 
top of the whorls ; outer lip greatly thickened on the border, slightly 
ascending; inner lip irregularlj- plicated o\'er its entire extent, the three 
or four basal plic;u much the strongest; aperture somewhat more than 
half the length of shell, narrow, elliptical, contracted basally into a short 
open canal; surface of shell, barring the costre, smooth over almost its 
entire extent, \\ith a few impressed re\-oI\ing lines on the base of the 
body-whorl. 

Length, an inch and a quarter; greatest width, .6 inch. 
This shell most nearly resembles Voluta pidchclla of Sowerby, a 

Miocene fossil of Santo Domingo (Q. J. Geol. Soc. London, vi, p. 46, pi. 
ix, fig. 4), but may be distinguished by its narrower spire, the greater num- 
ber (best seen on the spire) and more direct obliquity of the costee, and 
the costal coronation on top of the whorls. E.xceptionally the costa; are 
equally crowded in V. piilcluila, but the regular convexity of the whorls, 
and the absence of the subsutural coronation, seem invariably to dis- 
tinguish that form. Much the same characters separate it from OtocJiciliis 
{Fulgoraria) Mississippicnsis of Conrad, from the Vicksburg (Oligocene) 
group, which is also a narrower shell. In its ornamentation the Florida 
fossil more nearly approaches the recent V. Dcicssciiiiuia. 

Mitra (Conomitra) angulata, nov. sp.    Fig. 47. 

Shell ovately cylindriform, longitudinally plicated ; whorls of the spire 
very convex, slightly angulated above; body-whorl more prominently 
angulated; revolving lines absent or obsolete, except from the base of 
the shell; aperture somewhat exceeding one-half the length of shell; 
columeliar folds four, the upper nearly oblique. 

Length, .4 inch; width, .17 inch. 

Conus planiceps, nov. sp.    Fig..4<S. 

Shell broadly conical, rapidly tapering toward the base; spire reduced 
to a minimum, represented in most .specimens by an exceedingly gentle 
rise, crowned by a papilla (apex); whorls about seven, all of them fully 
exposed on the crown, the shoulders concentrically lined ; revolving lines 
nearly obsolete over the greater extent of the body-whorl, prominent on 
the basal portion; notch ? 

Length, 1.4 inches; width of crown, .8 inch. 
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Ycl")' closcl}' resembles Coints Ilailcnsis of Sowerb)-, a Santo Dominf^^o 
fossil, from wliicli it ni;i_\-he distiiiLjuishecl b)' its more regularly depressed 
crown, niul tile eharaeter of its ornamentation. The latter species is so 
variable, howiwi', that not impossibly the I'lorida form may ultimately 
pi'o\i' to be onl\- a \aiiety, although in the extensive se'ries of specimens 
containeil in the (lahh collection, illustrating Souerby's species, I fail 
to find anything which full\- agrees with it. 

? Plenrotoma ostrearum, Sli-arns. 

I identify with this sjiecies a small Plenrotoma which appears to 
differ (?) from thi- living foian only in lia\-ing the cost;v; more distantly 
renioxed from one anoihci-, and possibly also a little more prominent. 
It \cry closcl}- resembles /' ahiiiidaiis, of Conrad, from the Vicksburg 
deposits of Mississippi. 

Cypraea tumulus, imv. sp.    Fi^. 49. 

Shell compKtcly inxolute, inllated, \-ery con\-ex, the greatest elevation 
being immcdiatel)- back of the ape.x ; the dome abruptly truncated pos- 
teriorly, sloping more gradually in tlie direction of the anterior extremity ; 
aperture narrow, subcentral, slightly flexuous, directed obliquely over the 
ap^x ; outer lip produced somewhat beyond the inner lip posteriorly, with 
about twent)'-fi\-e e\'enl)' placed dental plications; columcllar surface 
flattened, the teeth less prominent; surface of shell covered with very fine 
re\-ol\ing lines, which, however (in the .specimens before me), are only 
visible in immediate proximity to the aperture; base gently convex. 

Length, 1.6 inch; width, one inch; greatest elevation, Ig inch. 
This species ma}- be readily recognized by the marked elevation of 

its dome, which is more pronounced than in the case of any other 
American species of the genus, except C. sp/ucroides, Conn, from the 
Vicksburg (Oligocene) beds, in which this character is still more empha- 
sized. The latter species ma)- be distinguished by its globose form, con- 
tracted aperture, and the absence of revolving stri;u. 

Oniscia Domingensis, .So\v<,-rby (1S50). 

<J. Joiini. Geol. Soc. London, vi, p. 47, pL 10, lig. 3. 
Galib, "Santo Duniingo," Trans. Am. Pliilos. Soc, .\v, p. 223 fas Moriinn. 

A single individual, measuring .7 inch in length, in which the gran- 
ules are largely wanting on the columellar surface, a condition which, 
according to Sowerby, also characterizes the \'oimg of the Dominican 
form. Mr. Gabb affirms that this species is " \-ery different from Oniscia 
liarpiila, Conr., from tin: Vicksburg Eocene [Oligocene], although Mr. 
Conrad has asserted their identity." I must admit, however, that an 
examination of the type of Conrad's species, described in the Journal of 
the .Academy of Natural Sciences for 1848 (p. i ly), inclines me to the 

483 
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belief that Conrad's determination is the correct one. The two forms 
are certainly most intimately related, despite Gabb's assertion to the con- 
trary; the Mississippi fossil has a somewhat higher spire, and a more 
thickened outer lip, but these distinguishing characters may belong 
exceptionally to the single individual which in the Philadelphia collection 
represents Conrad's species. 

Natica amphora, nov. sp.    Fig. 50. 

Shell semi-globular, depressed on the basal surface; spire elevated, 
of about four volutions, all the whorls dcepK' channeled along the 
sutural line; body-whorl about three-fourths the size of the entire shell; 
aperture semi-lunate, contracted above, effuse below ; inner (columellar) 
border of aperture direct, diagonal; deposit of callus considerable, 
leaving a long, narrow umbilical fissure; base of shell sub-carinated ; 

surface smooth. 
Length, about four inches; greatest width, across the centre of 

aperture, 3.7 inches. 
This species, the largest of the American fossil Naticas, cannot be 

readily confounded with any of the hitherto described members of the 
genus. Although in a general way recalling the recent N. duplicata, it 
is immediately distinguished from that form by the deeply impressed 
sutural-line and the exposed umbilicus. Its nearest ally appears to be 
N. maxima, Grateloup, from the deposits of Bordeau.x and Dax, France, 
but it lacks the peculiar expansion of the body-whorl of that species, and 
further differs in the exposed umbilicus. 

Amaura Guppyi, Gabb. 

Trans. Am. Pliilus. Soc, .w ("Tuiiograpliy and Geolugyof Saulu Ddiiiiiigo"), i>. 224. 

Identified by a single specimen. 

Natica streptostoma, nov. sp.    Fig. 51. 

Shell depressed, oblique, with the spire almost concealed; aperture 
very large, sigaretiform, the border flattened on the columellar side, and 
folded over into a pseudo-carina, which passes beneath the labium as the 
outer bounding-line of the umbilicus ; umbilicus narrow, \-eitical ; surface 

smooth. 
Length (height), one inch ; greatest witlth, diagonally across the 

aperture, 1.2 inch. 
May be readil)- identified by the large, oblitjue aperture, and the basal 

carina. 

Turritella pagodoeformis, nov. sp.    Fig. 52. 

Shell gently elevated, gradually tapering; whorls numerous, hollowed 
medially, with an expanded base, which projects considerably beyond the 
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boundai')- of the whorl upon which it rests, and forms a series of well- 
marked carinations; a secondary carination above the basal one, followed 
(in the direction of the apex) by two prominent, faintly beaded, lines and 
several less prominent ones in the hollow of the whorl, and these again 
by several alternately placed lines of less value; aperture quadrangular; 
base flat. 

Length of longest fragment, three inches; greatest width, .7 inch. 

Turritella Tampse, nov. sp.    Fig. 53. 

Shell moderately elevated, the whorls flattened, slightly impressed in 
the middle, and becoming discontinuous at about a distance of an inch 
and a half below the apex ; revolving lines distinct on the upper whorls, 
becoming more or less obsolete on the basal ones, except those in the 
medial impressed furrow, where they remain distinct, appearing somewhat 
crowded,and alternate in degree of coarseness; aperture sub-quadrangular; 
base convex. 

Length ? 

Turbo orenorugatus, nov. sp.    Fig. 54. 

Shell moderately elevated, the whorls regularly convex, ornamented 
with coarse concentric beaded or " roped " lines, which are of unequal 
sizes, the third and fifth lines below the suture finer than those between 
which they are placed; the beads or crenulations oblique (inclining 
downward to the left), becoming very coarse and irregular toward the 
aperture, and scaly or imbricated on the base; the basal lines of nearly 
equal width, except the one immediately adjoining the labium, which is 
of about twice the normal width; umbilicus covered; aperture oval; base 
convex. 

Length (height), 1.2 inch; width of base, I.4 inch. 
Most nearly resembles the recent T. crenulatus. 

Turbo helioiformis, nov. sp.    Fig. 55. 

Shell dome-shaped, the whorls convex, closely enveloping above— 
toward the apex—less so below, ornamented with numerous equally- 
placed revolving lines, upon one or more of which immediately adjoining 
the suture there is a faint crenulation; aperture obliquely-oval; base 
convex ; umbilicus deep, round. 

Length (height), .4 inch ; diameter of base, .6 inch. 
Most nearly resembles Turbo {Oinphalius) viridis. 

Delphinula (1) solariella, nov. sp.    Fig. 56. 

Shell  turbinate, moderately  umbilicated; whorls  subangular,  chan- 
neled on the basal margin, ornamented with about five concentric beaded 
lines, the beads largest on the upper lines; base of shell flattened, indis- 

8 
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tinctly ra}'cd, with an equal number of rcx-olving beaded lines, the beads 
most prominent on the umbilical line; aperture orbicular, the border 
nearly continuous ; umbilicus deep. 

Length (heigiit), .18 inch; width of base, .2 inch. 
Closely resembles Solariorbis bclla, of Conrad, from the Claiborne 

(Eocene) sands of Alabama, but the whorls in that shell are much more 
angular, and have two equally prominent circumferential channels 
instead of the single basal one seen in the Florida fossil. The generic 
position of the species cannot be definitely determined. 

Genus PSEUDOTROCHUS, Heilprin. 

Shell turbinate, umbilicated, with the general aspect of the members 
of the family Turbinidce or their allies, but differing in the siphonate 
character of the aperture; aperture round, the lip continuous except at 
the base, which is truncated through the formation of a sharply and ob- 
liquely deflected short canal. 

I propose this genus for a rather anomalous shell, whose relationship 
I cannot even guess at. As stated in the generic diagnosis it recalls in 
habit the turbos, troques, or delphinulas, from which, however, it is 
immediately separated by the apertural canal. It also in a measure 
recalls Tricliotropis, but is of a much firmer and heavier build. Whether 
or not the shell was nacreous in structure I am unable to say, as the 
original material has been completely replaced by silica. I know of no 
form, cither recent or fossil, with which it can be said to be closely related. 

Pseudotrochus turbinatus, nov. sp.    Fig. 57. 

Shell doubly turbinate, sloping about equally to base and apex; 
whorls of the spire crenulated on the angulation immediately above the 
suture, concentrically striated; body-whorl sharply angulated and 
sub-carinated in the middle, the crenulations appearing as pseudo- 
costulations, which are crossed by several transverse lines; base of shell 
pyramidally convex, concentrically ridged and lined; aperture sub- 
rotund, canaliculate; inner lip raised, and forming a border to the 
umbilical sulcus. 

Length, .8 inch ; greatest width, .8 inch. 

Cerithium prsecursor, nov. sp.    Fig. 58. 

Shell small, slender, of the general habit of the recent C. muscanini; 
whorls about ten, longitudinally plicated and concentrically ridged, the 
ridges or lines about three on each of the whorls of the spire, five on 
the body-whorl, which in some specimens exhibits one or more irregular 
excrescences ; aperture oval, oblique, produced into a short canal. 

Length, .6 inch. 
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Differs from C. niuscanim in lacking^ tlic basal carination of that 
species ; from C. fcrni^s^iin'iiii!, a])art from differences in the character of 
the ornamentation, in the form of the outer h'p, wliicli is not sub-orbicular. 

(Irmis POTAMIDES. 

Sub-.i;xiuis Pyrazisinus, Hcilpriii. 

I propose to designate under this name certain shells which combine 
the general characters of Potamides and Pyrazus, differing from the 
former in the non-canaliculate character of the aperture, and from the 
latter in the possession of a deep sinus in the labrum ; the outer lip is 
effuse, thickened—much as Cerithidea—and carried completely over to the 
labium, so as to enclose a round sijDhonal aperture, as seen in the recent 
Pyrazus side at us. 

Pyrazisinus campanulatus, nov. sp.    Fig. 59. 

Shell elevated, rapidly tapering; whorls of spire about ten, convex, 
obliquely costated, concentrically striated, appearing generally rugose; 
costa; nearly obsolete on the body-whorl, which is disfigured by one or 
more (?) prominent excrescences or knobs ; outer lip effuse, broadly-thick- 
ened on the border, with a deep, nearl}-- parallel-sided, sinus ; basal border 
of labrum extending completely over to the columellar surface, enclosing 
a round siphonal aperture. 

Length, nearly two inches; width of base, one inch. 

Partula Americana, nov. sp.    Fig. 60. 

Shell ovately-cylindrical, of about seven volutions; the whorls very 
convex, longitudinally finely lined, the lines, which are barely visible to 
the naked eye, somewhat more regular than simple lines of growth, and 
directed downwards obliquely to the right; body-whorl nearly two-thirds 
the length of shell; aperture narrowly oval, vertical, somewhat less than 
half the length of shell; lip reflected. 

Length, .65 inch; width, .3 inch. 
This shell, as far as I am av/are, is the first fossil species of Partula 

known, and is remarkable as extending the range of the genus to a region 
removed by one-half the circumference of the globe from its true habitat. 
In what manner its ultimate distribution was effected can only be a matter 
of conjecture.    The species is closely related to P. grisca. 

Helicina, sp.? 

Several specimens closely resembling in outline //. substriata of Gray. 

Strophia, sp.? 

One .specimen, very like S. iiuana of Binney, only a trifle broader; 
compared with recent specimens from Florida. 
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LAMJiLLIBRANCHIATA. 
Venus penita, Conrad. 

Am. Journ. Science, second ser., ii, p. 399. 
.*" I'enus Floridana, Conr., id., ii, p. 400. 

Shell cuneiform, evenly rounded anteriorly, produced posteriori)'; 
base sinuous; umbones prominent, overlooking a broadly cordiform 
lunule; the posterior slope sharply angulated, the angulation preceded 
by a gentle undulating fold ; ligamental margin very oblique, and straight 
from umbo to extremity; cardinal teeth robust; external surface covered 
with fine concentric lines, the series interrupted at irregular intervals; 
base crenulated. 

Length of largest .specimens, 1.3 inch ; height, nearly one inch. 
Tiie shell is not produced posteriori)- to the extent that is represented 

in Conrad's figure, which is taken from a cast; nor is the anterior portion 
prolonged mucii beyond the beaks, so that despite its peculiar cunei- 
form outline the shell appears high. I have little doubt that Conrad's 
V. Floridana is the young of this species, which is closely related to the 
recent V. uiacrodon of Deshayes, from the coast of Central America. 
The latter form is distinguished by its much coarser ribs, and the inter- 
stitial semi-line that appears on the posterior angulation. 

Venus magnifica, Sowerby. 

Thesaurus Conchylioruni, ii, p. 7114, pi. 153, fig. 5 ; Giibb, "Santo Duniingo," Trans, 
.■^m. Philos. See, xv, p. 249. 

A single valve, which is undistinguishable from t'ne Dominican fossil 
(Miocene) and the recent species of the Philippine seas; it differs from 
V. piierpcra in having a straight hinge-line. In the collection of the 
Academy of Natural Sciences of this city there is an undetermined 
.species of Venus from Egmont Key, Florida, which is very' closely re- 
lated to our fossil. It differs in the want of regularity of the concentric 
raised lines, and in its broadly cordiform lunule. 

t Cytherea staminea, Conrad. 

Foss. Med. Tert. U. S., pi. 21, fig. i. 

Two valves, which differ in but insignificant details from the Miocene 
fossil of the Atlantic slope. 

% Cytherea Sayana, Conrad. 

Foss. Med. Tert. U. S., p. 13. 

A single valve, which has much the aspect of this species, but is a 
somewhat longer shell and less con\'e.x proportionately. It may possibly 
represent a distinct form. 

Cytherea nuciformis, nov. sp.    Fig. 61. 

Shell erect, sub-trigonal, moderately convex ; base evenly rounded, 
posterior slope rapidly declining; beaks elevated; surface covered with 
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fine concentric lines of growtli, disposed in a somewhat interrupted 
series; teeth ? 

Length, .8 incli ; Iiciglit, .7 incii. 
Several specimens which can be readily identified by their small size 

and erect outline. 

? Chama macrophylla, Cliemnitz. 

Conch. Cab., vii, p. 149. 
Gabb, "Santo Domingo," Trans. Am. Pliilos. See, xv, p. 251. 

Numerous small shells, the largest not measuring over one inch in 
greatest extent, which have a general resemblance to the recent form. In 
the absence of larger specimens I prefer to consider the identification as 
somewhat doubtful, seeing how very closely the young of different species 
of Chama resemble one another. The species appears to be both dex- 
tral and sinistral, unless, indeed, two distinct forms are represented by 
the valves in my possession. One or more of the individuals are undis- 
tinguishable from Conrad's CItaina coiigrcgata (Miocene of the Atlantic 
border). 

Lucina Hillsboroensis, nov. sp.    Fig. 62. 

Shell (known only by the left \al\'e) disciform, suborbicular, evenly 
rounded anteriorly and basally, truncated posteriorly; beak pointed, 
sub-central; the pre-umbonal border rapidly declivous, direct; two ob- 
lique, fairly prominent, cardinal teeth ; surface covered with numerous 
regularly-placed, concentric and slightly flexuous, lamellae, about 
eighteen to the inch, between which are seen finer lines. 

Length, 2.2 inches ;   height, the same. 
Differs from Lucina r/wnyw-ww, Heilpr., in its suborbicular outline; 

from the recent L. filosa, apart from other characters, in lacking the 
conve.xit)' i.A that species. 

Crassatella deforrais, nov. sp.    Fig. 63. 

Shell thick in substance, obliqucl\--oval, the beaks well anterior; 
anterior border, beginning at the beaks, e\'enly rounded; posterior border 
abruptly truncated; basal margin evenly rounded, not flexuous, crenu- 
lated; external surface profoundly sulcated, the sulci not extending bej'ond 
the angulation of the broad posterior slope, whiich is slightly hollowed, 
and only shows the lines of growth. 

Length, nearly three inches ; height to summit of umbo, 1.7 inch. 
This species can be readily recognized by its oblique form, the broad 

posterior slope, and the prominence of the sulcation. 

Cardita (Carditamerai serricosta, nov. sp.    Fig. 64. 

Shell ventricose, obliquely-ov^al, highest in the anterior region; urn- 
bones well anterior, very prominent,   overlooking a deeply  impressed, 
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cordiform Iiimilc ; liinge-tooth (in right vaK-e) an elongated lamellar plate, 
which advances beneath the lunular depression (where it is thickened), and 
is received into a corresponding sulcus in the left valve; external surface 
radiately ribbed, the ribs about sixteen in number, profoundly elevated, 
narrow—much narrower than the interspaces—and strongly knobbed or 
serrated, those of the posterior slope irregular in size; base creno- 
carinated. 

Length, 1.3 inch ; height to the top of umbo, one inch. 
This species bears a close resemblance to the recent C. laticoslata, but 

may be distinguished by the narrowness of its ribs—as broad as or broader 
than the interspaces in the recent form—and the prominence of its um- 
bones. 

Area imbricata, Bruguiere. 

Encycl. Meth., 1789, p. 98. 
Gabb, "Santo Domingo," Trans. Am. Philos. See, xv, p. 254. 

A number of individuals, which are practically identical \\\i\\ the 
recent forms from Key West, Fla. (from the collections of Hemphill), and 
the Miocene fossil of Santo Domingo {Area NOCBI of Guppy, O. Journ. 
Geol. Soc. London, xxii, p. 293). The species is also veiy closely related 
to, if not identical with, the Mediterranean A. tetragona of Poll. Area 
occllata. Reeve, from the coasts of the Malay Peninsula, so nearly resembles 
the Florida fossil as to be barely distinguishable from it. The only points 
of difference appear to be a more pronounced angulation (in the eastern 
shell) of the posterior slope, and the lack of radiating lines on the basal 
portion of this slope. Area protraeta, Conrad, from the Oligocene de- 
posits of Vicksburg, is a close ally, but is a much more elongated shell, 
and has the posterior border eniarginated or sinuous, instead of direct. 

Area Listeri 1 Pliilippi. 

Abbild. und Beschreib. Conchyl., iii (1851'!, p. 87. 

I have identified with this form a number of arks undistinguishable 
from a recent species of the South Florida coast, which Mr. Tryon has 
determined to be Lister's species. I am not absolutely satisfied as to the 
correctness of this determination, since the recent Florida shell lacks the 
peculiar light color stripe which, according to Philippi's description, 
would appear to be characteristic of his species, and has the umbonal 
region in addition less inflated. The general habits and other characters 
are, however, the same in both forms. Gabb's Barbatia Bonaezyi, from 
the Miocene of Santo Domingo, appears to be identical with the 
Florida form. 

Area arcula, nov. sp.   Fig. 65. 

Shell moderately elongated, sharply angulated on the posterior slope, 
the dorsal and ventral borders nearly straight and parallel with one 
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anotlicr; dorsal (liint^c) line not much more than half tlic Icn^jjth of 
shell; anterior border projectin<; forward basally; posterior border 
acutely angulated with the base; beaks anterior, not very prominent, nor 
very widely separated; lit^amental area narrow; teeth almost obsolete 
in the middle of the hinge-line, becoming oblique toward either 
extremity; interior of shell deep; external surface closely ribbed, the 
ribs strongly imbricated by the rugose lines of growth; ribs most 
prominent on the posterior slope, where they are echinated. 

Length, 1.7 inch ; height to top of umbo, one inch. 

Leda flexuosa, nov. sp.    Fig. 66. 

Shell subequal, the posterior portion somewhat the longest; basal 
margin evenly rounded, not sinuous; posterior or ligamental slope 
feebly arched, nearly direct; teeth crowded, v-shaped ; external surface 
covered with concentric, not very fine, lines, which are gently angulated 
and flexed on the posterior slope. 

Length, .55 inch; height, .25 inch. 
This shell most nearly resembles the recent Lcda costcllata of 

Sowerby, but differs from that species in the non-flexed basal outline, 
and in lacking the very pronounced angulation of the concentric lines on 
the posterior slope. From L. acuta it differs in the comparative coarse- 
ness of its ornamentation, its larger size, and the posterior flexion in its 
lines. 

Lithodomus, sp.? 

Two casts, very much like L. inflatus or L. cornigatits. 

? Lima scabra, Born. 

Mus. Caes., p. no. 

Two valves which are undistinguishable from the less spinose variety 
of the recent species inhabiting the West Indian seas. The echination 
is very fine, appearing somewhat like a raised tessellation. Possibly 
this form may represent a variety of the East Indian L. tcncra, of 
Chemnitz. 

List of Species occurring in the Miocene deposits of Ballast Point, 
Hillshoro Bay. 

Wagneria pugna.x. Turbo heliciformis, 
Murex larva;costa, Delphinula (?) solariella, 

"      crispangula, Pseudotrochus turbinatus, 
"     tritonopsis, Cerithium precursor, 
"     trophoniformis, Potamides (Pyrazisinu.s) campanu- 
"     spinulosa, latus, 

Latirus Floridanus, Partula Americana, 
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Fulgur coroiKitmii, 
"      spiiiisjcr? 

Turbinella pol}-gonata, 
Vasum siibcapitcllum, 
Voluta musicina, 

"     (L\ria) zebra. 
Mitra (Cononiitra) angiilata, 
Coinis planiccps, 
*Plciirotoma ostrcarum, 
C\'pra.'a tumulus, 
Oniscia DoniingL-nsis, 
'Natica amphora, 

"      strcptostoma, 
Amaura Guppyi, 
Turritella pagod.x'fdimis, 

"        Tanipaj, 
Tiu'bo crcnorugatus, 

Ilcliciiia sp. ? 
*Stropliia incana? 
Venus penita, 
* "      magnifica, 
C\'tlierea staminca? 

" Sayaiia ? 
" luicifoniiis, 

*Cliama macroph>-lla ? 
Lucina Hillsboroensis, 
Ci'assatella deformis, 
Carditamera serricosta, 
*Arca imbricata, 
* "     Listeri, 

"     aixula, 
T.eda flexuosa, 
*Lithodomus inflatus? 
*Linia scabra. 

The species preceded b}' an asterisk are li\'ing forms. 

Of tlie fort_\'-se\'en species here enumerated from four to eight are 
hving forms, so that the representation of the recent fauna might perhaps 
in a general way be assumed to be about 13-15 per cent. The Miocene 
age of the deposit is thus placed beyond cjuestion ; and if the proportion 
of living forms determined for this limited collection be assumed to be 
appro.ximately correct for a more extended series, then manifestly the 
exact position of the horizon will be not far from the base of the Miocene. 
This accords well \\ ith the location of the formation, and its own special 
faunal relationship. None of the fossil.s—possibly, with one exception— 
appear to be identical with forms found in the Oligocene deposits of the 
southern United States; on the other hand, some six or more—Oniscia 
Doiniiigciisis, Aiiiniira Guppyi, Vcints magnifica, fCIiania viacropliylla, Area 
imbricata, ?Arca Listeri, Litlwdomus, sp. ?—are common to the deposits of 
Santo Domingo. In these deposits the proportion of recent to extinct forms 
is claimed by Gabb to be as high as 30 to 3 3 per cent. ("Topography and Ge- 
ology of San to Domingo," Trans. Am. Philos. Soc, xv, p. 101), which would 
make the formation of considerably newer date tlian is indicated by the 
Florida fossils. I ha\'e not had an opportunity to verify Mr. Gabb's determi- 
nation, but from a casual examination of his collection it appears to me that 
strong exceptions might be taken to many of the specific determinations. 
Comparisons with a number of forms satisfy me that in at least several 
cases the selected distinctive characters cannot be relied upon, being more 
imaginary than real, and this criticism applies as well to cases of specific 
identification as to those of specific seixuation.    But with all necessary 
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allowances for inipciTcctions and deficiencies, it would still be impossible 
to determinL- wliLtlur the percentage of recent forms ought rather to be 
increased or ilinHiiislu<l, unless a critical re-examination of all the species 
\\'ere entered iiitn. It is, hi>\\c\er, a significant fact, that the percentage, 
as determined by gecll(l;M^ts whu preceded Mr. Gabb, is placed very 
much lower than by (iabb himself Thus, by (iuppy the proportion is 
reduced to 20 per cent,, and 1J_\- Carrick Moore to from I 7 to 8 or 9 per 
cent. (0. Journ. (Jcol. Sue. London, xxii, p. 577). Mr. Guppy further 
recognizes the proportion of li\ ing forms among the Jamaican fossils, 
nearly all of which are .stated b)- Gabb to occur also in Santo Domingo, to 
be likewise 20 per cent., but in all these cases the material upon which 
the determination was made was much less complete than that which 
served as a basis for (jabb's computation, so that not unlikely the latter's 
figures are more nearly correct than those furnished by his predecessors. 
Granting the accurac}- of Mr. Gabb's conclusions, the Santo Domingo 
formation would then seem to represent a horizon somewhat liigher in 
the Miocene scale than is represented by the Florida deposits, in which, 
as has alread}' been shown, the proportion of recent forms is reduced to 
13-15 per cent. This conclusion is in a measure borne out b}- the com- 
paratively limited number of forms that are held in conmion by the two 
series of deposits, a fact significantly empliasizcd when the proximity to 
each other of the two areas under discussion is taken into consideration. 
Still, it is not safe to premise on too scanty material, and while it may 
be admitted without reservation that the silex-bearing deposit of Ballast 
Point is of Miocene age, its e.xact horizon in the Miocene scale may be 
considered to be as yet undetermined, although the strong probability 
points to its rejjresenting a part of the " X'irginian " series. It is surprfsing 
that so few of the distinctly Miocene fossils of the Atlantic border should 
be found here, the more especially as on the Big Manatee River, not more 
than some thirt}- miles distant (almost due south), such fossils—Pcctcn 
ATiidisoains, /Wti// Jcffirsoiiiiis, Vcmis alz'cata, etc.—are prominent by 
their abundance. 

The fiict th.it the silex-bearing deposit of Ballast Point can be 
shown to be unequi\ocall\' of Miocene age is important as bearing 
directly upon the age of the foraminiferal rock occurring at the same 
locality, and at Magbey's Spring, about a quarter of a mile above Tampa, 
on the HilLsboro River. It will be remembered that this rock was cor- 
related by Conrad ^■ ith the white limestone of the \'ick.sburg (Oligocene) 
group, and niereh' fri/i", the circumstance of its containing in abundance 
the remains of a foraniii.ifer, supposed to be a nummulite {Xiiini/iii/itcs 
\^Assi!iiM'\ Fli'iidanus). This supposed nummulite is, howe\er, no nummu- 
lite at all, but an orbitolite, so that whatever inference may ha\e been 
drawn  from  the occuri'ence of a form  considered to  be  nearl)- related 
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to the foraminiferal exponent of the Yicksburg beds counts for naught, 
although in itself the presence in great quantity of an orbitolitc would, if 
not exactly indicate, at least suggest, the Oligocene period. But the 
genus is also fairly abundant in the periods preceding and succeeding— 
i. £., Eocene and Miocene—so that corroborative evidence of one kind or 
another is needed before we can definitely assign its true position as a 
constituent of rock masses. Now, it is a significant circumstance that the 
Oligocene rock proper of the Floridian peninsula—that which I ha\c indi- 
cated as the " Orbitoitic "—which is characterized by an abundance of 
remains of the genera Orbitoides and Nummulites (either of the one or 
the other, or of both), is wholly wanting in the genus Orbitolites, at least 
no indications of that genus have as yet come to light there. On the 
other hand, the genus is represented in the Miocene deposits of the island 
of Santo Domingo, and by a form which differs but little, if at all, from 
that which is so abundantly developed in the cream-colored or yellowish 
limestone of Ballast Point and Magbey's Spring. This form appears to 
be closely related to, if not identical with, Orbitolites complanata, a well- 
known fossil of the European Tertiaries, whose range extends from the base 
of the Eocene possibly to the present time. Again, in the orbitolite rock 
of the localities just referred to, I failed to detect even as much as a trace 
of either Nummulites or Orbitoides, a circumstance of no little significance 
when the proximity of this formation to the recognized Orbitoitic of the 
North is taken into account. The conjunction of these circumstances leads 
naturally to the supposition that the rock in question is not a member of 
the Oligocene series, as has been very generally supposed. Its geographical 
position, and the fact that the genus Orbitolites is a member of the 
Dominican fauna, lends strong support toward considering the true 
age as Miocene, a conclusion ^^■hich receives further confirmation 
from the evidence carried by the fossils associated with Orbitolites. 
These are in most cases in the form of casts and impressions, mainly 
undeterminable, but a few of them are sufficiently distinct and charac- 
teristic to permit of definite location. One of these, and possibly the 
form that is most abundantly represented, is Venus penita, from the 
casts and impressions of which in this rock the species was originally 
described by Conrad. This shell figures very prominently among 
the silicified fossils of Ballast Point, but is, as far as I am aware, entirely 
wanting in the Cerithium rock of the Hillsboro River, which, as has 
already been shown, underlies the rock containing Orbitolites. Other 
species apparently identical with forms occurring in the silex-bearing 
"marl" of this locality are Cytlierea staminea and C. nneifoniiis. A large 
cone, possibly identical with Conns planieeps, is represented by sev'eral 
casts. 

It is to be further remarked, that the Cerithium—C. Ilillsborocnsis— 
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wliicli constitutes tlic clistinctivc faunal feature of the underlying clierty- 
rock of the Hillsboro, and of the toufjh blue rock which crops out at 
Ballast Point, is wholly absent from the rock with orbitolites; similarly, 
the orbitoiite appears to be wanting in the Cerithium rock. What the 
precise age of the latter deposit may be cannot be determined from its 
faunal features alone, since the Cerithium, which, as far as my own experi- 
ence goes, constitutes the only clearly definable species among the num- 
erous moUuscan impressions, has thus far not been met with in any other 
formation, and consequently gives no clue as to the horizon represented 
by it; but from the position occupied by the rock—stratigraphically under- 
lying the Miocene (probably the lowest member of the Miocene) and 
geographically wedged in between the Oligocene and Miocene—from 
both of which it differs widely in faunal characters—I think it may be fairly 
assumed that it lies on the border horizon of the two series, forming the 
transition ground. 
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FOSSILS  FROM  LOCALITIES  NORTH OF  BALLAST  POINT. 

Cerithium Hillsboroensis, nov. sp.    Fig. 67. 

Shell elevated, of ten or more volutions; sutures impressed; whorls 
ornamented with four clearly-defined lines of granulations, the granula- 
tions of the top series very large, prominent, and somewhat in the form 
of tubercles; those of the second line very minute; moniliform and 
nearly equal on the third and fourth lines, in some cases those of the 
third line most prominent, in other cases the reverse; surface covered 
with longitudinal, curved creases; base depressed, with some four or five 
revolving lines; aperture? 

Length, 1.5 inch. 
Of the type of the European Ccrilliiuui clcgaiis, but tlic moniliations 

on the lower lines of the whorls are direct, and not oblique, and the 
number of such lines is also different; the upper granulations are, in 
addition, comparatively more prominent. 

Very abundant in the rock forming the bed of the Hillsboro River, 
which is the first example in this countr\' of a true Cerithium bed. The 
horizon represented is probably the junction of the Oligocene with the 
Miocene. 

Cerithium cornutum, nov. sp.    Fig. 68. 

Shell elevated, rapidly tapering, of about 10-12 \olutions ; whorls 
convex, strongly costated, the costae (about seven on the penultimate 
whorl) oblique and somewhat sigmoidal; body-whorl with two (or 
three?) broadly-spreading prominences or horns, one of which is situ- 
ated obliquely over the aperture, partially bounding the posterior 
siphonal canal; aperture oblique, terminatiiig in a short deflected canal; 
inner lip broadly-reflected, partially ensheathing the apertural horn. 

Length (of imperfect specimen, lacking probably a half-inch, or 
more), 1.8 inch; diameter of base, .8 inch; length of horn, .3 incli. 

From the Oligocene (?) formation of the Pithlachascootie Rix'er, a 
short distance above the mouth of that stream; obtained b\- Mr. \\'illcox. 
This form may be readily recognized by its peculiar cornual [irotuberanccs. 

Orbitolites Floridanus, Conrad (sp.) 

Am. Journ. Science, new ser., ii, p. 293, as Nummuliies (Assilina). 
Ncmophora Floridana, Conr., Proc. Acad. Nat. Sciences Phila., 17, p. 74, 1865. 
Cristellaria? Floridana, D'Orbigny, Prodrome de Paleontologie, ii, p. 406. 

In my paper " On the Occurrence of Nummulitic Deposits in Florida, 
and the Association of Nummulites with a Fresh-water Fauna " (Proc. 
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Acad. Nat. Sciences Phila., July, 1882; Contributic)n.s to the Tertiary 
Geology and Paleontology of the United States, 1884, p. 80) I call atten- 
tion to the vague description and apparently imperfectly represented 
figure of the fossil which Conrad refers to Nummulites, remarking that 
its reference appeared to me very doubtful. Up to that time I had not 
.seen any specimens of the fossil in question, my search among rock 
fragments that had been sent to me by different parties from Florida 
proving in all cases ineffectual. At Ballast Point, on Hillsboro Bay, and 
again in the rock at Magbey's Spring, about a quarter of a mile above 
the town of Tampa, on Hillsboro River, I was fortunate in finding great 
quantities of the form that I had been so long in search of, and which 
had been overlooked for a period of nearly forty years. A cursory 
examination of the species immediately confirmed my suspicions as to 
the inaccuracy of its generic determination. The species does not even 
belong to the great group which includes Nummulites, much less to the 
genus ; it is a true orbitolite, and very close specifically to—if not, indeed, 
identical with—the common Pairopean Orhitolites coviplaiiata. Its internal 
structure can be determined even with an ordinary hand-magnifier with 
considerable precision. The greater number of the individuals are 
regularly involute, but others assume the cycloidal form represented by 
Conrad, an appearance in some cases brought about by an irregular 
exposure of the different planes of the test. More frequently, perhaps, 
the same form is due to an actual exocyclic involution of the test, as has 
also been observed b\- Carpenter and others in the European fossil and 
the recent species. 

The probable Miocene age of the Orbitolitic rock has been commented 
on in the last section. 

Other Foraminifera observed in the peninsula were:— 

Nummulites Willcoxi,  Hcilpr. 

Proc. Acad. Nat. Sciences Pliila., 1S82, p. 191 ; Contributions to the Tertiary Geol- 
ogy and Paleontology of the United States, 1884, p. 80. 

Very abundant in the rock at Loenecker's, on the right bank of the 
Cheeshowiska River, about four miles above its mouth. 

Nummulites Floridensis, Heilpr. 

Proc. Acad. Nat. Sciences Phila., 18S4, p. 321. 

Associated with the preceding in the same locality. 

Orbitoides ephippium (sella), Schloth. 

Die Petrefact., 1820, p. 89. 

Veiy abundant at the nummulite locality on the Cheeshowiska; less 
abundant near the mouth of the river (John's Island, etc.), at the spring- 

-hcad, and in the rock of the Homosassa. 
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? Orbitoides dispansa, Sowcrby. 

Trans. Geol. Soc. London, 2d ser., v, pi. x.viv, fig. lo, 1S40, as Lycophris. 

With the preceding. 

Heterostegiua, sii.? 

In the IMiUoHte Hniestonc of the Ilomosa.ssa Ri\-er. 

Sphseroidina. sp. ? 

^ Biloculiua, sp. ? 

It « a (I t( 

Triloculina, sp. ? 

Quinqueloculina, sp. ? 

Spiroloculina, sp. ? 

Several of the last named genera are also representctl in the ruck 
near the head-springs of the Cheeshowiska River, and in the mass that 
crops up on the immediate ocean-front above the landing at Clearwater. 

The following table exhibits the relations of the Tertiary formations 
of the eastern and southern United States :— 
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Atlantic and Gulf Tcrliarics of the United Stales. 

POST-PLIOCENE. 

FLORIDIAN. Dt-pDsits of tlic Caluusaliat 
1     Cllif. 

CAROLINIAN. 
(lil)per   Allan 
tic Mioix-iiL-.) 

ViRCINIAN. 
(Middle Allan 
tic Miocene.) 

Foreign Equivalents. 

Dejiosits of North and Soutli 
Carolina (".Sumter" c-pocli 
of Dana). iM.s^-ilifen.iis: 
beds of Rocky Rluff.Mana-; 
tee River, and of I'liillppi's 
Creek and Little .Sarasota 
Inlet, Florida? j 

Deposits of Virginia and the 
newer gronp in Marylandj 
("Yorktown" epoch, in: 
part,   of   Dana).      Sile.\- 

] bearing "marl " of Ballast 
Point;   Orbitolite  rock of, 

I    Hillsboro Bay  and   Riverl 
!    (Florida)? I 

MARVI.ANDIAN. Older Miocene de|)Osits of, 
(Lower  ,\llan-     Maryland, and possibly the; 
tic Miocene.) lower   beds    in    Virginia 

("Yorktown"   epoch 
part, of Dana). 

.\slian, in part ; Foresti's 
horizon III of the Bolog- 
nese sub-Apennines? 

Probably the equivalent of 
a portion of the Messin- 
ian of Mayer (Sarmatian, 
in part, of Austrian geol- 
ogists), and of the Mio- 
Pliocene of the Bolognese 
sub-Apennines. 

Probably of the age of the 
"Second Mediterranean" 
of the Austrian geolo- 
gists, and of the faluns of 
Touraine ; Caroni beds 
of Trinidad; and Mio- 
cene of Santo Domingo, 
Jamaica and Cumana? 

Probably (or at least par- 
tially) the equivalent of 
the " First Mediterra- 
nean " of the Austrian 
geologists, and of tlie 
faluns of Leognaii and 
Saucats. 

Strata characterized by spe- 
cies of Orbitoides. Vicks- 
burg beds, Florida Num- 
mulitic beds, etc. 

JACKSONIAN. 

CLAIEORNIAN. 

BUHRSTOXE. 

Eo-LlGNITIC. 

Jackson beds of Mississippi, 
"White Limestone" of 
Alabama. 

Fossiliferous arenaceous de 
posit of Claiborne, Ala., etc 

Aquitanian. Deposits of 
Crosara and Castel Gom- 
berto (Vicentin), Oligo- 
cene of the Mayence 
basin, sands of Fontaine- 
bleau, lower limestone of 
Malta, Fernando beds on 
Trinidad, Antigua chert, 
St. Bartholomew Oligo- 
cene. 

Barton Clay (Bartonian). 
Sands of Beauchamp ? 

Age of the "Calcaire Gros- 
sier" of France (Paris-, 
ianl 

Londonian? Beds below the true Clai- 
bornian on the Alabama 
River, "Chalk Hills" of 
the southern part of the 
State, etc. " Siliceous Clai 
borne" (Hilgard) of Mis- 
sissippi. Maryland Eocene,, 
in part? 

Lignite, sands, and clays sit-'Thanetian? Bognor rock? 
uated at the base of the 
Tertiary series in Alabama, 
etc. Marlborough and 
Piscataway beds of Mary- 
land? Shark River de- 
posits of New Jersey. 
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ADDITIONS   TO   THE  FLORIDIAN   FAUNA. 

Tropidonotus taxispilotus (?) var Brocki.    PI. 17. 

I venture to describe, under the above name, the ophidian figured on 
plate 17, which agrees in general characters with one of the common forms 
of southern watcr-snalve {Tropidonotus taxispilotus), but yet diffcr.s in 
certain elements of structure, which, taken by themselves and under 
absolutely normal conditions, would be considered to be of at least generic 
value. This peculiarity of structure rests principally in the disposition 
of the parietal head-shields, which, instead of consisting of the normal 
triangular pair, meeting in the median line, diverge from one another, 
leaving in the opened posterior angle or space a pair of accessory minor 
plates, that might be termed inter-parietals. The presence of this accessory 
pair may be due to a want of coalescence in calcification, since even the 
primary parietals show a disposition to split off into minor plates; or, at 
any rate, the presence of the outlines of the ordinary rhomb scales in 
these plates proves them to be composites in structure. In how far the 
peculiarly modified parietals, and the presence of the accessory pair, may 
represent permanent structures, I am unable to say, inasmuch as we 
obtained but a single individual of the species; but it is interesting to note, 
as will be observed by a reference to plate 17, that the distinctive feature 
is accompanied by a slight variation also in the arrangement and disposi- 
tion of the ventral head-shields as well. Recognizing the multiple 
character of the head-shields, it becomes a question in how far these may 
be used as a basis for classification. In the present instance, although I 
have not been able to discover a parallel case, I feel confident that the 
characters are not of generic, nor probably of even specific value, and I 
have, therefore, referred the form in question to Tropidonotus taxispilotus, 
although separating it as a sub-species or x-ariet}'. 

Eagle Bay, Lake Okeechobee. 

lotalurus Okeeohobeensis, nov. sp.    PI. 18. 
(Okeechobee Cat.) 

Of the general form and outline of Iclalttrus lacuslris, from which it 
differs principally in color, the relative position of the dorsal fin, and the 
greater length of the humeral spine. Head broad, depressed, of nearly 
equal width and length, with the eye nearly central antero-posteriorly; 
body moderately stout; dorsal fin nearer to the adipose fin than to the 
snout (the reverse in /. lacustris); humeral process moderately acute, 
covered   by skin,  about one-half the length (or more) of the pectoral 
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spine (barel)- more tiian one-third in /. /(n-//s/ris); caudal fin decpl}- forked, 
the two lobes nearly equal, with a sliL;ht ad\antaL;e in favor of the upper 
one. Color abo\-e, and lartjeh' o\er the sides, black or bluish-black, 
yellowish or cream-white on the under surface; one pair of inferior 
barbels white. 

Total length, 21 inches. 
Found in Lake Okeechobee. 

Aplysia Willcoxi, nov. sp.    I'l. ig. 

I would propose this name for a species of AjiK'sia \\ hich is probably 
fairh- abundant in some of the western shallows, although we only met 
with it in Little Gasparilla Ba_\-. The animal, in its general characters, 
appears to be most closely related to the European A. dcj^i/aiis {Icporina), 
with which it may have been heretofore confounded, but differs in several 
well-marked points of structure, notably in color, the position of the 
buccal aperture, and in the characters of the pore connecting with the 
shell cavity. W'hile in A. dcpilans, as described by Rang in his mono- 
graph of the Aplysia group {Ilistoire Natuni/c des Aplysiciis, Paris, 1828), 
the mouth is placed beneath the tentacular lobes—/. e., the latter are 
superior, in the Florida species it is central with regard to those organs, 
the lobes being circumferentially connate, and completely encircling the 
aperture. Tlie pore leading to the shell-sac is minute, and raised on a 
small papilla; the stellate markings radiating from the base of the 
papilla are very feeble, and can barely be discerned without close exam- 
ination. The shell, which is about two inches in length, is horny- 
calcareous, deeply emarginate, and striated longitudinally and transversely. 
General color of the animal sea-green, tinged with purple, and irregularly 
blotched and speckled with spots of lighter color. Length, 7 to 8 inches. 
The animal emits a brilliant crimson fluid. 

Found on a grass-bank, at a depth of about 2 to 3 feet, and also floating 
on the free surface of the water. 
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SUPPLEMENT 

ADDITIONAL  SPECIES  FROM   THE   PLIOCENE   DEPOSITS OF THE 
CALOOSAHATCHIE. 

For tlic following; new species of fossils I am indelited to Mr. Joseph 
Willcox and Dr. \V. II. Dall, b}' \\lioni they were collected during 
a recent \isit to the ret^ion. 

Pecten pernodosus, nov. >p.    IIL;. CH;. 

Shell nearly equivalve, .strong])- plicated and ribbed, the basal margin 
of both valves incur\-ed ; ribs about nine, broadly elevated, and pro- 
foundly knobbctl on both vaKxs, those of the right valve almost through- 
out broader than the interspaces, those of the left val\-e of equal width, 
or narrower than the interspaces, and alteinating in size; knobs closely 
placed, more or less hollow, about ten on each rib in the largest speci- 
men ; ribs and interspaces radiately ribbed or lined, the lines crossed by 
numerous rugose creases of growth ; ears unequal, longitudinall)- lined 
or grooved, the lines declivous ;  cardinal pit moderately deep. 

Length, four inches ; height, from apex to basal margin, four inches. 
This beautiful scallop, which is, with little doubt, the immediate ances- 

tor of the recent rcc/cii iiodosus, can be readily distinguished from that 
specie.'-; (and lil<ewise from PLC/LII siilmoiiosus, which is hardly more than 
a variety of P. luhiosii.--) b)' the nuicli greater prominence and regularity 
of its closely packed knobs, and in the circumstance that both valves are 
nearly equally knobbed. In Pct/cii luuii'S/is the ribs of one valve, usually 
the right, are largely destitute of true knobs, although exhibiting here 
and there ephippial undulations; the knobs are also less regularly rounded, 
and the radiating lines are less numerous. Much the same differences 
separate the species from /' Pci'dcciisis, from the IMiocene of South 
Carolina, 

Cardiuni Dalli, iiov. sp.    Fig. 70. 

Shell ovately elevated, moderately vcntricose, with the beaks apical, 
touching (or nearly so), and directed slightly backwards ; ribs about 30 
to 33, smooth, moderately elevated, teretely rounded, with narrow, im- 
pressed interspaces; the ribs on the posterior slope narrower and more 
crowded than over the general surface, minutely echinated in part. 

Hmge-line narrow, acutel\' curved, with prominent lateral teeth; a 
prominent triangular cardinal tooth in each valve. 
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Height, from apex to basal margin, 5.3 inches; length (width), 3.7 
inches. 

This very interesting cockle, which I have the pleasure of naming after 
Mr. W. IT. Dall, the distinguished nialacologi.st of the U. S. National 
.Museum, is closely related to the recent Ccivdium subcloiK^atuin from the 
West Indian seas, of which it is not unlikely the progenitor. In the lat- 
ter the rib.s are much narrower, scarcely exceeding in width the inter- 
spaces, and proportionately much more elevated. Tlie echination on the 
posterior slope in the recent form appears also to be more strongly de- 
veloped. As far as the color traces remain in the fossil species it would 
seem that the general scheme of coloring was the same in both species. 

An interesting relationship is also n.iaintained between Cardiniii Dalli 
and the Eastern C. cloiigatum, from the Philippines, which in size and 
general habit perhaps even more nearly corresponds to the Florida 
fossil than does C. subcloiigatuDi; it is, however, a much more \-entricose 
shell. 

Cerithidea scalata, nov. >p.    V'\-^. 71. 

Shell broadly turreted, scalariform ; whorls ten or more, strongly 
ribbed, those beyond the sixth or seventh whorl from the apex with a 
more or less hollowed or excavated shoulder; ribs oblique, defined only 
on the lower half of the later whorls, twenty or more on the body-whorl, 
with one <)r two variceal interruptions; revolving lines distinct on the 
apical portion of the spire, cancellating that part of the shell ; apertLiic? 
(broken); canal short, moderately deflexed. 

Length (of imperfect specimen), 2.4 inches. 

Vasum horridum, nov. sp.    Vig. 72. 

Having received a number of perfect specimens of this beautiful species, 
I am now able to supplement and complete the description given on page 
75 of this report (Fig. 6). 

Shell tuibinate, thick, with the greatest width at about one-third the 
distance from the apex to the base ; spire moderately elevated, of about 
6 to 7 whorls, most of which are doubly coronated or calcitrapated by 
prominent lamellar or flattened spurs ; the spurs regularly increasing in 
size, with the apices turned slightly backward. 

Rody-whorl strongly angulated on the shoulder, beautifully coronated, 
and crossed by about eight prominent revolving ridges, the four immedi- 
ately following the shoulder coronation nearly equ.d, scal\% tlic sixth and 
seventh, more j^articularly, carrying long lamellar spines or tubercles, 
those of the sixth row infle-xed upward. 

Columeliar plaits three, the u;)])ermost by fir the most [irominent; 
aperture about two-thirds the length of shell, llexuous inferiorly; umbilicus 
Ion" and broad. 
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Cypraca (Siphocypraoa) pioblematica, iiov. sp.    Fig. 73. 

Specimens of this species (T'. ant., p. 87, Fij;. 12), with a complete 
coatiiifj of enamel, sliow tliat the general color of the shell was buff or 
cream-yellow above, irregularly and minutely spotted with darker shades 
of the same color (inclining to orange), and impure white below. 

Mitra lineolata, iiuv. sp.     I ii;. 74. 

Specimens of this shell, in cei'tain respects more perfect than the type 
described on p. 79, indicate that the surface was covered by revolving 
lines of purple, corresponding in position to the raised lines, and that 
these ^vere I'cgularly blotched with spots of the same color, resembling 
the similar markings of ]'o/ti/a Jniioitia. I have already indicated the 
characters which doubtfully serve to distinguish this species from Conrad's 
Mitra Cajvlincnsis, and am now more than before inclined to believe that 
it may prove only a vari>:ty of that form. 

Couus Tryoui, iio\. sp.    Vv^. 75. 

Length, si.x inches. 

The following additional species have been i<_lentified as occurring in 
the " Floridian " (Pliocene) dejiosits ol the Caloosahatchie : 

Fusus ex'ilis. Niso, nov. sp. 
Fasciolaria acuta. Turbonilla, sp. 
*MarginclIa roscida. Corbula, sp? 
*Terebra dislocata. "'Tellina tenera. 
'''Columbella lunata. "Amphidesma equalis. 
Cancellaria depressa ? '■•Semele rosea. 
■■'Conus papilionaccu.^ *Cardium serratum. 

(with color markings). *Luc:na cribraria. 
*Conus Floridanus? "    " radians (Antillarum). 
■■Trivia pcdiculus. '■ Leda acuta. 
*Xenophora conch)-liorum ? Astarte undulata? 
Turbo, nov. sp. Glandina. 
Crucibulum ramosuni. Planorbis. 
*      "        sciitellatum. Amplexa. 
*Trochita centralis? Paludina. 
'■'Obeliscus arenosus. 

The species preceded by an asterisk are living forms. 

With the above v/cre found associated the remains of a proboscidean, 
horse, all'gitor and turtle. 

Note oil the gL\i/(\';j' of Little Sarasota Bay.—Mr. W'illcox furnishes me 
with the following observations, niade during a more recent visit, bear- 
ing upon the geology of this region : " Two small fresh-water streams 
empty into Little Sarasota Bay, not far south of Mr. Webb's house.    At 
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the mouth of tliese streams a bed of fcrrut^iaous sandstone has been 
formed, the largest being about lOO j'ards in extent along the ba)-. The 
iron oxide, cementing the sandstone, undoubtedl)- was supplied b}- the 
fresh-water streams. In this bed are found abundantly many species of 
shells, such as are now found living in the Gulf of Mexico, one mile 
distant from this locality. These shells are in good condition, indicating- 
only a small amount of erosion. More than twent)- fragments of Indian 
pottery were found in this bed during a late visit to it, some pieces being 
nearly as large as a man's hand, and rudely ornanieiited. \'ertebr;e and 
teetli of sharks also abound in this sandstone, also many fragments of 
manatee bones ; the latter weie, however, all eroded into smooth, owal 
forms before they were enveloped in the sandstone." 

Mr. Willcox also furnishes  the following approximate  section of the 
North Creek exposure, to which reference is made in the report: 

Sand (3 feet). 
Hard limestone rock (2 feet). 
Sand and calcareous marl (6 to 7 feet) containing shells, which are 

most abundant near the water-level. 
Water-level. 

The shell deposit, in all probability, belongs to the Pliocene period. 
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Kig. 1, Faaus CalOd Fasciolaria scalarina.   3. iJa, MeloDgena 3ubcoroaata. 
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Plate 56 

Fig. 5. Turbicella 
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FigJ. 0. 8a. Vaaum 1 C7pTS» l8lphocypr«a) prot>leinatica. 
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fig. e, Voluta Floridana.   6*. Voluta Junonia,   10, Conus Tryo 
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Plate 59 

Fig. 11, atrombua Loldy). 
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Fig. lla, Strombua Leidyi 
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Fig. &*. Columbella rutticoides. 13. Tairitalla perattenuata. 14, lia, TurriteUa apicalia. 15. Turritella cingulata. 16, Turribelia mediosulcata . 
\'7, Turritella subannulata. 18, 18a, Cerithium orcatlsaimum. &S, Turntclla pasodeeformis 53, Turritella Tampn. S7, Ceritbium HiHaboroenela. 
•13, Corithtum coroutum 
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Plate 62 

Fig. 19, Panopsea Menardi.   20, PanopEsa cymbula. 
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Fiff  31. PbcopBBik Floridana.   22, PADOpaea navicula. 
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Plate M 

Fig. 23, Semele perlamell lumba      '^, Luciaa discirormis. 
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Figs. 30 and 30a, Area 32, 32a, Area (Arcoptera) avioulseformis. 
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Plate 67 

35 

F'p,  ST. CbAma crassa.   33, Bpondyluo rotundhtuo.   3^, 30a, 6.'tr-^a mer(dionnU;>. 
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Plate G8 
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Figs. 3fl. 39i, Wagasria pagaai.    37, Miirex larvasosta.    33. MjtJi crispanijjU.    3^.  Marox tritoaopjiu.    40, Mures  trop)ioniiormi3.    41.  Murei 
jinuloaa.   42, Latirua Floridanus.   43. Turbinella polygonala.    44, Vasum subcapiteilum.    45. Voluta muaicina,    46. Voluta (Lyrial zebra.    47, iJitr^ 
Jonomitra] angulata.    48. 43a, Conua planicepa. 
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Figa. 49, 49», Cypnea tumulua. 50, Hatica amphora. 51. Natica atreptoatoma. .'■4, Turbo creaorugatus. S5, Turbo belicirormia. 56. Delpbinula (?) 
BOlarieUa. 57, Pseudolrochua lurbtoatua. 56. Cerithlum prsacuroor. 59, PyrazlBlnua carcpanuiatua. W, Pirtula Americaoa. 61, Cytberea nuciformia. 
«, Lucina Hilltboroeoala.   63. Craa&atella deformia.   64, Cardaa (Carditameral eerricosta    65. Area arcula    66, Lada fleiuoaa. 
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Fig. 7J   Cardtum Dalli.    "2. Vasum hcrridu: "3, Cyprsea (Siphocypraei) probiematica.   74. Mitra imeolata 
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Pifft. 00. <9Pft, PectcD perDodosuB.   "1. Ceritbidca Bcalata.   "re. Corus Tryo: 
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, Lateral aspect cf bead,   b, VeatraL    c. Dorsal. 

TROPIDONOTUS TAXISPILOTUS ('), VAR. BROCKI. 
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Plate 74 

PL. 19 

Fig. a. Showing poaitioo oi mouth,   b. Shell. 
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